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umasamhita

CHAPTER TWENTYNINE

(
The primeval creation)

Saunaka said :

—

1. The great narrative of the conversation of Sanatkumara

and Vyasa has been heard by me as narrated by you. It has

bestowed the knowledge of truth.

2. Now I wish to hear about the creation of Brahma,

the manner of its origin and the way in which you heard it

from Vyasa.

Suta said :

—

3. O sage, listen to the divine story that destroys all sins;

the variegated story that is being described by me ;
the story

full ofmeaning and well known details.

4. He who teaches or hears this story repeatedly sustains

his family and is honoured in the world of heaven.

5-6. Purusa is eternal and he is of the nature of Sat and

Asat as Pradhana and Purusa. The creator of the worlds created

Pradhana after becoming Purusa. He created the Creator of

all living beings devoted to Narayana. O great sage,

understand him to be Brahma of immeasurable strength and

prowess.

7. O leading sage, obeisance to that Self-born being from

whom the Kalpas and all beings originate.

8. After bowing to that Purusa, lord Hiranyagarbha,

I shall explain the excellent mode of creation again.

9. Brahma is the creator; Visnu is the protector and

Siva is the annihilator. Even when the time passes there is no

other cause of that creation.

10. Being self-born himself the lord, desirous of

creating various subjects, created only the waters first. He then

instilled virility into them. 1

11. The waters arc called Nara (belonging to Nara).

i. Manu i, 8,
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The waters are the progenies of Nara. Since waters had been

his abode he is called Narayana. 2

12. The Egg floating in the water assumed golden

colour. Brahma himself famous as the self-born was born
there,3

13. After staying there for a year, lord Hiranyagarbha,
dichotomised that egg and created heaven and earth.4

14. Fourteen worlds were created including those

above and below. With the intervening space between those

two pieces the lord created the ether. 5

15. He created the earth floating in the waters and
the ten quarters in the firmament. Then he created the mind,

the speech, love and anger and the sexual delight.

16. The excessively brilliant creator created seven

mental sons, the sages, Marici, Atri, Arigiras, Pulastya,

Pulaha, Kratu and Vasistha. 6

17. They have been decisively termed the seven

Brahmas in the Puranas. Brahma again created the Rudras
arising from anger.

18. He created the sage Sanatkumara too, the eldest

of all. They are thus seven born. The Rudras were born

afterwards.

19. Sanatkumara stays with controlled brilliance. From
them seven great families originated, all being divine and
worshipped by the celestial sages.

20. Endowed with sacred rites they were born along

with the other Sages. The lightning, the thunderbolt, the

red clouds and the rainbow were created.

21. He created water at the outset. He created the

rain-bearing cloud. He created the Rks, the Yajus and
the Samans for facilitating Yajnas. 7

22. With these he worshipped the gods worthy of being
adored. This is what we had heard. He created the gods

2. Ibid. i. io.

3. Ibid i. 9.
4- Ibid. i. 13 14.
5. Ibid. 1. 13-14.
6. Malta adds Pracetas, Bhrgu and NSrada Ibid. 1. 35.
7. Manu 1. 23.
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from his mouth, the manes from the chest, men through

impregnation and the Asuras from his loins.

23. Living beings high and low were born of his

limbs as the patriarch Apava generated the creation of the

aquatic beings.

24. When the beings created did not increase he dicho-

tomised his body and became man and woman.8

25 With his greatness he persuaded the universe and
created the people. Visnu created theVirat (the cosmic being).

Thus the Purusa Viral was created. 9

26. Know that he was another Manu that began the

age. That lord, Purusa, created all the subjects out of Vairaja.

27. The creations of Visnu were not born of womb.
They were long-lived, famous, blessed and possessed of

progeny.

28. O excellent sage, thus the premeval creation has

been narrated to you on knowing which one attains hi3

cherished goal.

CHAPTER THIRTY

(Description of Creation)

S iita said :

—

1. When the subjects were created the patriarch

Apava as Purusa acquired as his wife Satarupa who was not

born of womb. 10

2. With his greatness Apava enveloped the heaven and

stood virtuously. He the noble soul became Satarupa thus.

3. She performed a penance for a hundred years and

attained the Purusa of illumined penance as her husband.

4. The Purusa who was born is called Svayambhuva

Manu. His age is said to be seventyone Yugas.

8. Ibid. i. 32; MP. 3. 31.

9. Manu 1
. 32

.

10. On the origin of Satariipa see IIM. under Satarupa and Viraj

PP. 286, 359. For the mystic interpretation of the same see MP—A study

p. 47.
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5. The intelligent Satarupa bore the Vairaja Purusa

two sons Priyavrata and Uttanapada of heroic prowess.

6. The blessed lady Kamya, wife of the patriarch

Kardama, gave birth to three sons Samra{, Saksi, and

Avitprabhu.

7. Lord Uttanapada begot sons equal to Indra. He
begot another son Dhruva of divine nature who had the

excellent lustre and the inner bliss.

8. Dharma’s daughter, the virtuously born beautiful

woman named Suniti was the mother ofDhruva.

9. Even as a child Dhruva performed penance for three

thousand divine years wishing for an imperishable status.

10. Lord Brahma, being delighted gave him a stable

position as his own, facing the seven sages.

11-12 Two sons, Pus$i and Dhanya were born of

Dhruva. Pustf begot of Samuttha five pious sons viz Ripu,

Ripunjaya, Vipra, Vrkala and Vrsatejas. The queen of Ripu

gave birth to Caksusa Manu.

13-16. Caksusa Manu begot Varuna of Puskarini.

O excellent sage, from Manu of great prowess, in Nadala the

daughter of the patriarch Vaisyajanma (?) were born ten

sons viz Puru, Masa, Satadyumna, Tapasvin, Satyavit, Kavi,

Agnistoma, Atiratra, Atimanyu and Suyasas. To Puru,

Agneyl bore six sons of great lustre viz Ariga, Sumanas, Khyati,

Srti, Angiras and Gaya. Sunltha, wife of Ariga, bore him a

son Vena.

1 7. Due to the misbehaviour of Vena the pious sagos

became very furious and killed him by very hunkara. 11

18. Sarasvata Sages were requested by Sunitha for the

birth of a son. They then churned and pressed his right

hand.

19. When the hand of Vena was churned Prthu was

born. He had a bow and a coat of mail even as he was born

and was equal to the sun in brilliance.

20. He was indeed an incarnation of Visnu, for protec-

ting the subjects, for the maintenance of virtue and for

punishing the wicked.

ii. Manu 7. 41.
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21. Prthu, son of Vena, the ancestor of all Ksatriyas

protected the earth. He was the first lord of Earth, the first

among those anointed in the Rajasuya sacrifice.

22. The two efficient persons Suta and Magadha were

born of him. O great Sage, by him the earth in the form of

cow was milked for the common welfare.

23. Performing a hundred sacrifices he as a king be-

come the provider of livelihood to all the gods, sages and

Raksasas and to men in particular.

24. Two virtuous princes, Vivitasva and Haryak$a

were born to Prthu. They were great heroes who had become

very famous.

25. Sikhandini gave birth to a son Pracinabarhis.

While he roamed on the earth Kusa grasses had their tips

towards the East.

26. The daughter of the lord of the Ocean was duly

married by him. The great lord, shone all the more when
he had a wife.

27. Ten sons were born to Pracinabarhis the great

sacrificer, of his wife Samudratanaya.

28. They were Pracetas by name. They had mastered

the science of archery. Together they practised virtue and

performed penance.

29. They lay sunk in the waters of the ocean for ten

thousand years, repeating the Japa of Rudraglta and medita-

ting on Siva.

30. While they were performing penance trees grew on

the earth. When the Earth stood unprotected there was a

great destruction of subjects.

31. O great king, after attaining boons when they

returned they saw the trees. They were furious and wanted

to burn them by the power of penance.

32. The Pracetasas created fire and wind from their

mouths. The wind uprooted the trees and the fire burnt

them.

33. On seeing the destruction of trees and observing

that only a few trees were left, the valorous king Soma
approached them and said.
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Soma said :—
34. O Pracinabarhisas, O kings, subdue your anger. This

daughter of the trees, Anubhuta, is a woman of fair com-

plexion.

35. O fortunate ones, she was conceived by me in my
womb as I knew the future. Let her be your wife and make
the race of the moon flourish.

36. The patriarch Daksa will be born of her. He, the

ancient son of Brahma, will become a creator of great

brilliance.

37. With half your brilliance, and with half my brilli-

ance this king full of Brahma’s brilliance will make the sub-

jects flourish.

38. Then at the instance of Soma the Pracetasas

lovingly took the fair-complexioned lady, daughter of

trees, as their wife.

39. To her, through them was born the patriarch

Daksa. O sage, that boy of great brilliance was born of the

moon’s parts as well.

40. After creating mentally the mobile and immobile

beings, the bipeds and the quadrupeds, Daksa began creation

though copulatory process.

41. In accordance with the Sastric injunctions, he

virtuously married the daughter of Virana the partriarch, the

chaste lady Viranl.

42. He begot of her ten thousand sons Haryasvas. At

the instance of Narada they became detached from the

world.

43. On hearing of it Daksa again begot of her a

thousand sons Subala£vas.

44. Thanks to the instructions of the same sage they

too followed the footsteps of their brothers. Unattached

and following the path of mendicants they never returned to

their parents.

45. On hearing of it he became very furious and cursed

the sage thus—O wretch, fond of quarrels, you will never stay

permanently anywhere.12

12. Repeated. See Gh. 31. VetfSes 14-15.
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46. Consoled by Brahma, O great sage, he afterwards

created women endowed with qualities and in the form of

great flames.13

47-48. He gave ten daughters to Dharma and thir-

teen to Kasyapa, two to Brahmaputra and two to Angiras

and two to the learned sage KrsaSva. O excellent sage, the

remaining twentyseven daughters, named after the constella-

tions lord Daksa gave to Soma. 14

49. Asuras and others were born of the daughters of

Daksa and had become famous. The universe was filled

with them.

50. O great brahmin, the subjects thereafter were born

of sexual union. The creation prior to this was through

mental concepts, visualisation and touch.

Saunaka said :
—

51. Formerly it was said by you that Daksa was born

of the thumb of Brahma. How then did he of great penance

become the son of Pracetasa again ?

52. O Suta, it behoves you to clear this doubt of

mine. This is also surprising how he attained the status of

of the father-in-law of Soma.

Suta said :

—

53. Birth and destruction happen everyday among the

mortals. O sage, in every Kalpa these, Daksa and others are

born again.

54. He who knows this mode of creation of Dak§a of

the mobile and immobile beings becomes endowed with pro-

geny and longevity. After death he is honoured in the

heavenly region.

13. The first half of this verse is repeated. See Chs. 31. 15.

14. The Verses 47, 48 are repeated*. See Ch. 31. Verses 17, 18.
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(Description of the Creation)

Saunaka said :

—

1. O son of Suta, tell me quickly about the details

of the creation of the gods, Danavas, Gandharvas, serpents

and Rak§asas.

Suta said :

—

2. When the creation did not multiply, the patriarch

asked the daughter of Virana, endowed with penance, for

the purpose of creation

3. He created different people by the process of

copulation. O intelligent one, listen to them. I shall ex-

plain in brief.

4. Uniting with her, the powerful patriarch begot of

Virinl five thousand sons.

5-6. Narada, son of Brahma, had heard at the Satra

that the creation can take place only through Ka£yapa in

the daughters of Dak$a. So, on seeing the created sons, the

sage Narada addressed them thus.

7. “Ygu do not know any direction in the world.

Without knowing that what can you create ? You are very

childish. Proceed only after knowing the world.’

*

8. Thus addressed by him they all proceeded to

know the direction by means of their power. Without being

able to reach their end they never returned to their father’s

house.

9. On knowing that he created five hundred sons,

Narada, the visualiser of all, spoke to them also.

Narada said:—

10. How can you create without knowing the extent

of the world ? All of you are childish. What creation do
you propose to make ?

Suta said:

—

11. On hearing his words, Subala£vas, sons of Dakga,
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as did the Haryasvas formerly, started in quest of all

directions.

12. After reaching Puskara and attaining despair due

to the endlessness of the world they do not return even now
at the rivers from the ocean.

13. Ever since, O sage, if a brother goes in quest of

a brother he perishes. That should not be done by any

learned man.

14. Realising that his sons had perished, the patriarch

Daksa cursed the noble sou) Narada in anger.

15. “O wretch, fond of quarrels, you will never stay

anywhere permanently. Quarrel will always occur among
the people where you happen to be present.”

16. We have heard that Daksa the patriarch was

consoled by Brahma afterwards and that he begot of Virini

sixty daughters. 15

17. He gave ten of them to Dharma
;
thirteen to

KaSyapa; twentyseven to the moon and four to Aristanemi.

18. Two to the son of Brahma, two to Angiras and

two to the learned Kr<asva. Now listen to their names.

19-20. O sage, the wives of Dharma are Arundhati,

Vasu, Yami, Lamba, Bhanu, Marutvati, Sahkalpa, Muhurta,

Sadhya and Visva. Now listen to their children. ViSve-

devas are the sons of Visva, and Sadhya gave birth to

Sadh/as.

21. Marutvats were born of Marutvati, Vasus were born

of Vasu; the suns were born of Bhanu and the Muhurtajas

were born of Muhurta.

22. Ghosa was born of Lamba; Nagavithi was born

of Yami and Prthivivisama was born of Arundhati.

23. Sahkalpa of the nature of Truth was born of

Sahkalpa. Aya and others were born of Vasu. They are

eight. O Saunaka, listen to them. *

15. According to the present text Daksa had sixty daughters. Of
these he gave 10 to Dharma, is to Kasyapa, 27 to Soma, 4 to Ari;tane-
min 2 to Brahmaputra, 2 to Angiras and 2 Kfsasva. But the assignment
is not uniform in all the Puranas. For instance MP (5. 13-14) assigns

15 to Kasyapa instead of 13 and omits 2 of Brahmaputra to complete the
given number.

The accomt is found also in RS. Srsti. Ch. 16.
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24. Aya, Dhruva, Soma, Dhara, Anila, Anala,

Pratyusa and Prabhasa are the eight Vasus by name.

25. Aya’s sons are Vaitanda, Srama, Santa and Muni.

Dhruva’s son was lord Kala influencing the worlds.

26. Soma’s son was lord Varcas imparting lustre to

others. Dhara’s sons were Dravina and Hutahavyavaha.

27-28. Manohara’s sons were Sasira, Prana and
Ramana. Anila’s wife was Siva whose sons were Purojava

and Avijnatagati. Anila had only two sons. Kumara was
the son of Agni in the giove of Sara grass surrounded by
glory.

29. His sons were Sakha, Visakha and Naigameya.

The son of Krttikas was called Karttikeya. 16

30. Pratyusa’s son was Devala a sage. Devala had
two sons who too had children and who were intelligent.

31-32. Brhaspati’s sister was a woman of excellence,

well-versed in Yoga and she traversed the entire world

maintaining celibacy. She became the wife ot Prabhasa the

eighth of Vasus. O fortunate one, Visvakarman the patriarch

was born of him. 17

33. He was the creator of thousands of skilled arts.

He is the architect of the gods. He was maker of all sorts

of ornaments. He was the foremost among artisans and

craftsmen.

34. He built the aerial chariots of all god s. He is a

great Atman whose craft is emulated and made use of by men
too.

35-36. According to another version his wife Sarupa

gave birth to crores of Rudras such as Raivata, Aja, Bhava,

Bhima, Varna, Ugra, Vrsakapi, Ajaikapad, Ahirbudhnya,

Bahurupa, Mahat etc. Eleven of them are important. O
sage, listen to their names.

x6. Kumara Karttikeya is one of the four brothers, the other

three being Sakha, Visakha and Naigameya. He is the son of six Kfttika

mothers and therefore named Karttikeya and Sanmatura (MP. 527). The
legend is found in all the Saiva Puranas. Prof. Agrawal gives a mystical

interpretation of the episode. MP—A study PP. 68-71.

17. The patriarch Vigvakarma, son of Vasu Prabhasa, was the

craftsman of the gods ancj entrusted with the work of building chariots,

ornaments, palaces etc. MP 5. 27-V8, See P. 389 note 295.
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37-38. These eleven are the Rudras, lords of the three

worlds viz:—Ajaikapad, Ahirbudhnya, Tvastr, the powerful

Rudrahara of many forms, Tryambaka, Aparajita, Vf§akapi,

Sambhu, Kapardin and Raivata.18

39. Thus a hundred Rudras of immense prowess have

been mentioned to you. Now listen to the names of

Ka€yapa’s wives, O excellent sage.

CHAPTER THIRTYTWO

( The family of Kaiyapa)

Suta said :

—

1-2. O brahmin, they are Aditi, Surasa, Aristela, Danu,
Surabhi, Vinata, Ila, Tamra, Krodhavasa, Kadru and Muni.
Now listen to the names of their sons. In the previous

excellent Manvantara twelve excellent gods were born.

3-6. They are Tusitas. During the intervening period

of the Vaivasvata and Caksusa Manvantaras they consulted

one another for the welfare of the worlds. After meeting

together they spoke—“We will enter Aditi and be born.

This will happen for the welfare of the gods.” After con-

ferring they were born of Aditi daughter of Daksa and

Kasyapa son of Marici. Visnu and Indra were born again.

7-9. They along with Aryaman, Dhatr, Tvastr,

Pusan, Vivasvat, Savitr, Mitravaruna, Amsa, Bhaga and

Atitejas are the twelve Adityas. Those who were born before as

Tusitas were born again as the twelve Adityas in the Caksusa

Manvantara, O Saunaka thus the names of Aditi’s sons

have been mentioned to you. •

1 8. Sivapurana proposes to recount the names of eleven Rudras

but actually mentions twelve names. As a matter of fact Tva.stii and

Bahurupa are identical names. Compare MP (5. 29-30) where Tvasta

is replaced by its corresponding name Bahurupa.

In regard to the names of the eleven Rudras the Puranas arc not

unanimous.
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10. DIptis of immeasurable splendour became the

children of the twentyseven women of sacred rites and the

wives of Soma.

11-12. The children of Aristanemi’s wives were sixteen

in number. “O celestial sage, the learned KrsaSva had
many sons. Four of them are known as Devapraharana.

O sage, in his wife Arcis, Dhumrakesa too was born.

13. Two wives were Svadha and Sati of whom Svadha
was the elder and Sati the younger. Svadha gave birth

to the Pitrs and Sati to the Atharvangirasaveda.

14. At the end of a thousand Yugas these will be born

again. All the groups of the gods are thirtythree.

15. Just as the sun rises and sets every day so also the

groups of gods are born in every Yuga.

16. We have heard that Hiranyakasipu and Hiranyaksa

were born as the sons of Diti and Kasyapa.

17. Siiiihika their daughter became the wife of Vipra-

citti. The four sons of Hiranyakasipu were famous for their

strength and prowess.

18. They are Anuhrada, Hrada, Samhrada and

Prahlada. The youngest Prahlada was a devotee of Visnu.

19. Puloman and Mahisa were the sons of Anuhrada

born of Surya. Hrada’s wife Dhamani gave birth to Vatapi

and Ilvala.

20.

Samhrada’s wife Kyti gave birth to Paficajana.

Virocana was the son of Prahlada. Bali was born of his queen

Devi.

21-22. O great sage, Bali begot hundred sons of his

wife Asana. He was a great devotee of Siva. He engaged

himself in the activities of devotion to Siva. He was chari-

tably inclined and liberal-minded. He attained meritorious

fame and austerity. His son Bana was foremost among the

devotees of Siva. By propititing Siva he attained the leader-

ship of Ganas.

23. The story of Bana has already been heard by you.

In the battle Krsna was delighted with him.

24-25 Hiranyaksa’s five sons were strong and learned.

They were Kukura, Sakuni, Bhuta Santapana, Mahanada

and Kalanabha. Thus the sons of Diti have been mentioned.

O sage, now listen to the names of the sons of Da
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26-28. Danu’s sons were hundred in number and were

of severe exploits. Ayomukha, Sambara, Kapola, Vamana,
VaiSvanara, Puloman, Vidravana, MahaSira, Svarbhanu,

Vrsaparvan and the powerful Vipracitti—these were the sons of

Danu begot by Kasyapa. O sage, now listen to the names of

their sons. O sinless one, incidentally I shall mention a few

of them.

29-30. Prabha was the daughter of Svarbhanu. Saci

was the daughter of Puloman. So also Upadanavi, Hayasira

and Sarmistha were daughters of Vrsaparvan. Puloma and

Pulomika were the daughters of Vaisvanara. They were

the wives of Kasyapa son of Marlci and had many heroic

sons.

31. Kasyapa, son of Marlci, endowed with great penance,

begot of them sixty thousand sons delighting the Danavas.

32. Kalakhanjas, the powerful sons of Puloma, lived in

Hiranyapura. 19 They could not be killed either by the Danavas

or by the gods.

33. Vipracitti’s sons, born of Simhika, were later killed

by Arjuna by the grace of Brahma.

34. Due to the intermixture of Daityas and Danavas

these sons became valorous and famous as Saimhikeyas. They
arc thirteen in number.

35-36. They were the very powerful Rahu and Salya,

Bala, Mahabala, Vatapi, Namuci, Ilvala, Svasrpa, Ajika,

Naraka, Kalanabha, Saramana and Sarakalpa. These in-

creased their races.

37. Many sons and grandsons were born of them increas-

ing the race of Danu. Being innumerable they are not

mentioned in detail.

38. In the family of Samhrada the Daiteyas

Nivatakavacas and Maruts were born and they were purified

by penance.

39-40. Sanmukha and others are glorified as the sons of

Tamra. Kaki, Syeni, BhasI, SugrivI, Suki, Grdhrika, Asvi, and

19. This city of the Pauloinas and Kalakhanjas (or Kalakeyas)

as mentioned in the M^habliarata (Vana P. CLXXIII. 13) and the

K a thasa ri tsagara (XLV. 135) stood on the sca-routc leading to PatSla.

Its exact locus remains still unidentified.
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UlukI were the daughters of Tamra. KakI gave birth to

crows and UlukI to owls.

41. SyenI gave birth to vultures, Bhasl to Bhasas

Grdhrl to Grdhrakas. SukI gave birth to parrots and Sugrivi

to auspicious birds.

42. Tamra the beloved of Kasyapa gave birth to horses,

camels and donkeys. Thus the family of Tamra has been

described to you.

43. Vinata had two sons Aruna and Garuda. The latter

was the most excellent among birds. He was terrible by virtue

of his activities.

44-47. Surasa gave birth to a thousand serpents of

immeasurable power. They had many hoods. They were

powerful enough to traverse the sky, the important among
them were the kings Scsa, Vasuki and Taksaka, Airavata,

Mahapadma, Kambala and Asvatara. The sons of Aila were

Padma, Karkotaka, Dhananjaya, Mahanila, Mahakarna,

Dhrtarastra, Balahaka, Kuhara, Puspadanta, Durmukha,

Sumukha, Khararoman, Kharapani and many others.

48. Krodhavasa gave birth to many who. were the

fanged animals and birds both of land and water. Vara’s

sons were animals.

49. Anayusa’s sons were fifty. They were very strong.

The chief amongst them were Bala, Vrtta, Viksara and

Brhan.

50-51. Surabhi gave birth to rabbits and buffaloes;

I la to trees, creepers, spreading vines and all kinds of grass
;

Khasa gave birth to Yaksa and Raksasas, Muni gave birth to

the celestial damsels. Arista gave birth to serpents more ex-

cellent than human beings in their power.

52. O great sages, thus the descendants of Kasyapa

have been explained to you. They had hundreds of sons and
grandsons.
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chapter thirtythree

( Description of the creation)

Suta said :

—

1-5. Such is the creation as mentioned in the Man-
vantara, Svarocisa, O dear. Now I shall describe the creation

as evolved by Brahman while offering oblations in the ela-

borate Varuna sacrifice in the great Vaivasvata Manvantara.
All the Brahmarsis born in the beginning, Pitamaha made
his mental sons. When a great fight ensued between the

gods and the Danavas, Diti lost all her sons. She approached
Kasyapa and propitiated him. The delighted Kasyapa asked
her to choose a boon as she pleased. She chose the boon
that she be favoured with a son of immeasurable power
capable of slaying Indra.

6. He granted her the boon of her choice. The sage

of great penance advised her celibacy and other restraints for

a hundred years.

7. The pious fair-comlcxioned lady conceived. She
began to observe celibacy and other restraints.

8. \fter impregnating Diti, Kasyapa of noble sacred

rites went away satisfied for the performance of penance.

9. Indra waited for finding out a weak point in her.

He found one such when the period of hundred years was
short by a year.

10. Due to the gravity of the event destined to

happen, once Diti did not wash her feet. She went to sleep

with head hanging down.

11. In the meantime Indra entered her belly with the

thunderbolt. He cut off the foetus into seven pieces.

12. While being split into seven the foetus began to

cry in seven different tones. Indra told the foetus “Do not

cry, Do not cry” repeatedly. He cut tfiem again but they did

not die.

13. O sage, being felled down they told him with

20. For full details of the legend see MP. Gh. 7.

Maruts are so called that when Indra split the foetus of Diti they
cried and did not stop. Then Indra ordered them not to weep, hen£e
they became known as Maruts.
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palms joined in reverence. <cO Indra, why do you wish to

kill us ? We are your brothers, the Maruts.”

14. O brahmin sage, at the will of Siva, they eschewed

their Daitya nature. They were accepted by Indra with due

fraternity.

15. In the name of Maruts they became gods of great

prowess. Thus traversing the sky the fortynine Maruts be-

came assistants of Indra.

16. When they flourished, Visnu the patriarch, offered

them kingdoms beginning with Prthu. Listen to that.

17. Arista was the heroic person. Krsna the patriarch

was ever victorious. Parjanya was the presiding deity of

clouds. This entire universe belongs to him.

18. O great sage, I have explained the creation of

living beings to you. Listen to the division of kingdoms. I

shall explain that duly now.

19. After crowning Prthu the son of Vena in the

emperorship, Brahma began to assign the kingdoms in due

order.

20. He crowned Soma in the kingdom of birds,

creepers, stars, planets, sacrifices and austerities.

21. He crowned Varuna in the kingdom of waters
;

Vai§ravana as the lord of kings
;
Visnu as the lord of

Aditvas and Pavaka as the lord of Vasus.

22. He crowned Daksa as the lord of patriarchs,

Indra as the lord of Maruts, and Prahlada of great strength

as the lord of Daityas and Danavas.

23. He crowned Vaivasvata Yama in the kingdom of

Pitrs, Matrs, Vratas, Mantras and cows.

24. He crowned the trident-bearing Siva, in the king-

dom of Yaksas, Raksasas, kings, goblins and ghosts.

25. He crowned Himavat as the lord of mountains,

the ocean of rivers, the tiger of deer and Bull as the* lord

of cows.

26. He crowned the banyan tree in the kingdom of

plants and trees. Thus the kingdom was assigned every-

where by the lord of subjects.

27. The lord of the universe, the soul of all, established

the son of patriarch Vairaja in the kingdom in the east.
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28. Similarly, O great king, he established Sudhanvan,

son of Kardama, the patriarch, in the kingdom in the south.

29. The lord directed and assigned the unfailing noble-

minded son of Rajas, Ketumat as the king in the kingdom

in the west.

30. He crowned the indefatigable son of Parjanya the

patriarch, Hiranyaroman, in the kingdom in the north.

31 O Saunaka, the details of Pj*thu the son of Vena
have been narrated to you. This base is glorified as the

most ancient spot of great prosperity.

CHAPTER THIRTYFOUR

( The enumeration of Manvantaras)

Saunaka said :

—

1 . Please describe in detail all the Manvantaras.

I wish to hear of all the Manus too.

Suta said :

—

2-3. O great sage, six Manus have already been

mentioned to you viz. Svayambhuva, Svarocisa, Uttama,

Tamasa, Raivata and Caksu?a. The present Manu is called

Vaivasvata, O great sage.

4-6. The Manus of future are Savarni, Raucya,

Brahmasavarni, Dharmasavarni, Rudrasavarni, Devasavarni

and Indraasvarni. All these constitute the Manus of the

past, present and future. These have been enumerated by

me as I have heard.

7. O sage, these fourteen Manvantaras extending over

the period past, present and the future have been mentioned

to you. A Kalpa consisting of a thousand Yugas is constituted

by these.

8. O Saunaka, listen. I shall explain the sages, their

sons and the gods; all are famous. Listen with pleasure.

9. Marici, Atri, the holy lord Angiras, Pulaha, Kratu,

Pulastya and Vasistha—these seven are Brahma’s sons.
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10. O sage, the seven sages are in the northern

quarter. In the Svayambhuva Manvantara there were the

gods named Yamas.

11-12. The ten noble-souled sons of Svayambhuva
Manu were—Agnidhra, Agnibahu, Medha, Medhatithi, Vasu,

Jyoti§mat, Dhrtimat, Havya, Savana and Subhra. O great

sage, the Indra there was Yajha.

13. Thus O dear, the first divine Manvantara has

been mentioned to you. I shall explain the second one.

Know as it is.

14-15. In the second Svarocisa Manvantara these must

be known as the great sages, viz-t)rjastambha, Parastambha,

Rsabha, Vasumat, Jyotismat, Dyutimat and the seventh

Rocismat. Then the Indra was Rocana. The gods were

known as Tusitas.

16-17. O great sage, the ten noble-minded sons of

Svarocisa Manu, all of great heroism and exploits were

Harighna, Sukrti, Jyotis, Ayomurti, Ayasmaya, Prathita,

Manasyu, Nabha and Surya.

18. O sage, the second Manvantara has been men-

tioned by me. I shall explain the third one. Know it

factually.

19-20. Vasisfha’s seven sons famous as Vasisthas and

Hiranyagarbha’s sons of great splendour known as Orjas are

mentioned as the sages. Uttama the Manu had ten sons,

O great sage.

21-22. They were Isa, Crjita, Crja, Madhu, Madhava
Suci, Sukravaha, Nabhasa, Nabha and Rsabha. The

gods were SatyavedaSruta and others. O sage, the Indra

then was Satyajit. He was the ruler of the three worlds.

23. The great third Manvantara has been explained.

O sage, listen. I shall mention the fourth Manvantara.

24. The seven sages were Gargya, Prthu, Vagmin,

Janya, Dhata, Kapinaka and the seventh Kaplvat. The
groups of gods were Satyas.

25-26. The Indra there was Tri£ikha. O sage, listen

to the names of Manu’s sons. The ten sons of great rites

of the Mam» Tamasa were Dyutipota, Sautapasya,

Tapahsula, Tapana, Taporati, Akalmasa, Dhanvin, Khadgin,

Mahat and Rsi.
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27. The fourth Manvantara of Tamasa Manu has

been mentioned to you. O dear, now listen to the great

fifth Manvantara.

28-29. Devabahu, Jaya, the sage Veda§iras, Hiran-

yaroman, Parjanya, tJrdhva Bahu, Somapa—These and

others constituted the seven sages. They were engaged in

truth. The gods were Bhutarajasas of the nature of performing

penance.

30. Indra was named Vibhu and he was the lord of

the three worlds. The name of the Manu was Raivata. He
shall be known as the brother of Tamasa.

31. Osage, Arjuna, Panktivindhya and others shall be

known as his sons. They are endowed with great penance.

They stay on the mountain Meru.

32. Raucya son of Ruci the patriarch was the Manu.
His son born of the queen Bhuti was Bhautya.

33. The future Manus in this Kalpa will be seven. The
future great sages will also be seven in each Manvantara in

the heaven.

34. Rama, Vyasa, Atreya, Diptimat, SubahuSruta,

Bharadvaja, and the lustrous Asvatthaman son of Drona
will be seven sages in this Manvantara.

35-37. Saradvat son of Gautama, Gautama, Krpa,

Kau£ika, Galava, Ruru and Kasyapa will be future seven

sages. The future gods are three in number as mentioned by
Svayambhu. They are the sons of the noble-souled Ka&yapa
the son of Marici. Bali the son of Virocana will become
their Indra.

38-39. O Saunaka, the future ten sons of Savarni the

Manu will be Visanga, Avanivat, Sumanta, Dhrtimat, Vasu,

Suri, Sura, Visnu, Raja and Sumati. Thus the eighth

Manvantara has been mentioned. Now listen to the ninth

Manvantara.

40-42. I shall mention Dak$asavarni Manu at the out-

set. Listen. Medhatithi, Paulastya, Vasu, Kasyapa, Jyoti§mat,

Bhargava, Dhrtimat, Arigiras, Savana son of Vasi§tha, Havya
son of Atri, and Pulaha—these seven are the sages in the

Rauhita Manvantara. O great sage, the groups of gods are

three.

43-44. They are the sons of the patriarch Rohita, son
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of Dak$a. These are the nine sons of great strength of the
first Savargi— Dhf§taketu, Diptaketu, Pancahasta, Nirakfti,

Pfthu^ravas, Bhuridyumna, Rcika, Brhata and Gaya.
45-47. In the tenth Manvantara of the second Savarni

the following are the sages, viz. Havi$mat, Pulaha, Prakrti,

Bhargava, Aya, Mukti, Atreya and the imperishable Vasigfha
along with the seven great sages viz, ' Paulastya, Prayati,

Bhamara, Kasyapa, Angira, Anenasa, and Satya. Those
known as Dvi§imant are the groups of gods.

48-49. Sambhu, MaheSvara himself is as their Indra.
The ten sons of the Manu are Aksatvat, Uttamaujas, Bhurisena
the powerful, Satanika, Niramitra, Vrsasena, Jayadratha,
Bhuridyumna, Suvarca and Arcis.

50. In the eleventh Manvantara of the third Savarni
there are seven sages. Understand them as they are glorified

by me.

51-52. Havismat Kasyapa, Vapusmat Varuna, Atreya,

Vasistha, Anaya, Angiras, Carudhrsya, Paulastya, Nihsvara,

Taijasa Agni. The first seven are the sages and the last

three groups are of gods.

53-54. There are the sons of Brahma known as

Vaidhrtas. The grandsons of Savarna and the sons of the

third Savarni are—Sarvaga, Susarman, Devanika, Ksemaka,
Djrdhe^u, Khanqlaka, Dar$a, Kuhu and Baha, nine in all.

55-57. Now know the seven sages of the fourth

Savarni from me—Dyuti son of Vasistha, Atreya of good
penance, Angiras an embodied form of penance, Ka&yapa the

ascetic. Paulastya the sage, Pulaha interested in penance and
Bhargava the storehouse of penance. The groups of gods are

known as five and they are the mental sons of Brahma.

58-60. The Indra then is Rtadhamain. He is the

happy ruler of the three worlds. In the future twelfth

Manvantara, O, sage, the seven great sages are Dhrtimat,
Angiras, Havyavat Paulastya, Tattvadar£in Paulaha, Nirutsava

Bhargava, Nisprapaftca Atreya, Nirdeha, Kasyapa and
Sutapa the descendant of Vasi?tha.

61-62. The groups of gods are three in number as

mentioned bySvayambhu. They are : Divaspati Indra, Vicitra
and Citra. Naya, Dharmadhrta, Andhra, Sunetra, Ksatravrd-
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dhaka, Nirbhaya, and Sutapas Drona are the sons of Raucya
Manu.

63-65. In the fourteenth Manvantara of Satya Manu
the seven sages are Agnidhra KaSyapa, Magadha, Paulastya

Atibahya Bhargava, Suci Angirasa, Yukta Atreya, *Ajita

grandson of Vasi$tha, and Pulaha. They are the final seven

sages. The gods are the holy Caksusas. Suci will become In<jra.

66. After getting up early in the morning the repeti-

tion of the names of these sages of the past and future

increases the happiness of men.

67-68. O great sage, listen. The groups of gods are

five. The sons of this Manu are—Tarangabhiru, Budhna,

Tanugra, Anugra, Abhimanin Pravina, Vi$nu, Sankrandana,

Tejasvin, and Sabala.

69. The earlier Kalpa is in the authority of Bhauma,
Thus I have explained the Manus past and future.

70-71. These were mentioned to Vyasa by Sanatkumara
of great splendour. When the thousand Yugas are complete

they, of good penance, return to Brahmaloka when their task of

protecting the people is over. Each Manvantara consists of

seventy one Yugas with some period left over.

72. These fourteen Manus are glorified. In each Man-
vantara there is re-creation after annihilation.

73. It is difficult to explain Manvantara even in

hundreds of years. The Kalpa that follows a hundred thou-

sand Kalpas is named Nissesa.

74-75. There all the living beings are burnt by the sun’s

rays. O sage, all of them enter Visnu at the end of Kalpas

along with the Adityas. Vi$nu then creates all living beings.

This happens again and again.

76-77. Lord Rudra annihilates them I shall explain it

at the end ofVaivasvata Kalpa. Thus I have mentioned all

about the Manvantaras to you. It is a holy narrative condu-

sive to wealth and increase of the family.
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CHAPTER THIRTYFTVE

(The description of Vaivasvata )

Snta said :

—

1. Vivasvatwas born of Daksa’s daughter and KaSyapa
the great sage. His wife was Samjfia, daughter of Tvas{r and
also known as Surenuka.

2. Due to the unbearable heat of her husband she in her

prime of youth was dissatisfied.

3. Being scorched and not being able to hear the brilliance

of the lustrous sun, the fair-complexioned lady was excited and
sorrowful.

4-5. O sage, the sun begot three offsprings of her: the

patriarch Manu Sraddhadeva, Yama and Yamuna born as

twins.

6. On seeing the brilliance of the sun as unbearable as

the fire at the final dissolution she created Chaya of herself.

7. She of illusory form told Samjfia : “O sweet-smiled

auspicious lady, what shall I do for you, please tell me”.

SarhjM said :

—

8. “Welfare unto you. I go to my father’s house alone.

Indeed you have to stay in this house without aberration.

9. These two well-behaved sons and this pretty girl

should be happily protected if you wish to please me.”

Chaya said :

—

10. “O lady, I shall brook their misdeeds even as much
as pulling out my hair. I shall make no complaint to you.

O goddess, you can go away happily.”

Suta said :

—

1 1 . Ashamed on being addressed thus, the lady went

to her father’s house but was rebuked by him. He urged her

again and again to return to her husband.

12. She assumed the form of a mare. Going to Northern

Kurus she wandered among the people.

1 3. The sun took her for Samjfia and begot of her a

son the M^nu Savarni.
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14. Though requested by Samjfia, Chaya did not love

the elder children. She loved her own son more and fondled

him always.

15. The younger brother Yama could not hear that. He
did not forgive. Ever since childhood he was furious and

and ill-tempered due to the gravity of what was destined to

happen later.

Ip. When Yama, son of Vivasvat threatened Chaya

she became infuriated and cursed him angrily.

17. Due to excessive anger she cursed—“Let your leg

fall off”. Yama approached his father with palms joined in

reverence and said.

18-20. “I was agitated due to Chaya’s words. I am
sorry and frightened of the curse. I had only said that a

mother shall have impartial and equal love for all her children.

She has lost affection for us. She nurtures only the youngest

one. Hence I raised my foot. It behoves you to forgive me.

O lord of gods, O foremost among the refulgent ones, I have

been cursed by my mother. O lord of rays, let not my leg fall

off by your grace.”

The sun said :

—

21. O son, there shall be a great cause for this. That
was why you too who know virtue and speak the truth had
been infuriated.

22. It is not possible to make your mother’s words

false. Worms will take away the flesh from your leg and go to

the earth.

23. Her words will come up true and you will also be

saved. Have no doubt, O deer, cheer up your mind, O lord.

Suta said :

—

24. O great sage, after saying thus to his son Yama,
the sun angrily spoke to Chaya.

The sun said :—
25. O beloved wife, O evil-minded angry lady, what

it is that you have done ? Why do you love one son more?
You shall tell me.
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Silta said :

—

26.

On hearing the words of the sun she told him the

truth. Scorched by him she consoled him thus.

Chdyd said :

—

27. This fierce form of yours was not pleasant to

Samjfia. She was scorched by your excessive brilliance. She

could not bear it. She now resides on the grassy plain in

a forest.

28. O lord of rays, she is endowed with the power of

Yoga. She has resorted to yogic practice. She is praiseworthy.

O lord of gods, be favourable to her by sending the message

of your opinion.

29. I shall change your form. I shall make it pleasingly

brilliant.

Suta said :

—

On hearing this, the sun was appeased.

30. The sage Tvasfc: put him on the turner’s lathe and

sharpened him further. His blazing form was slightly redu-

ced in brilliance.

31. When the form was made more pleasingly brilliant

by Tvastr it shone splendidly. Then resorting to Yogic prac-

tice he saw his wife Samjfia.

32. He assumed the form of a horse and approached

her for sexual indulgence with her who could not be overwhel-

med by any living being due to her lustre and observance of

restraint.

33. O sage, in the course of the sexual activity she

suspected him to be another man. Hence she received the

semen through the mouth into the nostril.

34. Thence were born the twin gods ASvins, the fore-

most among physicians. They are known as Nasatyas and
Dasras.

35. The sun showed his pleasingly splendid form to

them. On seeing her husband she was extremely delighted.

36. The chaste lady returned to the house with her

husband with the face beaming with pleasure. The pair

rejoiced more than before.
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37. This incident distressed the mind of Yama. As

pious king he gladdened the subjects virtuously.

38. Yama of great lustre attained the lordship of the

names and the guardianship of the quarters.

39.

Savarni Manu became the patriarch. In the

Savarnika Manvantara he will become the future Manu by

virtue of his action.

40-42. The lord is performing penance even today on the

top of Meru21
. Their younger sister, the famous Yami, became

the most excellent river Yamuna, the sanctifier of all the worlds.

He is called Savarni Manu in the world. He who listens to or

retains in memory this origin of the gods attains great fame.

Should he suffer from any adversity he will be rid of it.

CHAPTER THIRTYSIX

(
The description of the nine sons and the race of Manu )

Suta said :

—

1. Nine sons all equal to him were born of Vaivasvata

Manu. Later they became very lofty, bold and devoted to

the virtues of Ksatriyas.

2. They were Ik$vaku, Sibi, Nabhaga, Dhrs^a, Saryati,

Nari^yanta, Nabhaga, Karusa and Priyavrata. 22

3-5. Desirous of sons, Manu the patriarch performed

a sacrifice. O great sage, when no sons were born as a

result of the sacrifice, the famous Ila was born, wearing

divine garments, bedecked in divine ornaments and with a

21. See P. 310 not and P. 623 note.

22. There is no consensus of opinion iif the Purapas about the
names. Pargiter who collated the Puranic texts on the topic suggested

the following names
, ^TT^TPT,

srfa[, and §P agrees in respect of the first five but it

substitutes*firfVi *TPTFT (feflq )
and f°r anc*

tyro- Probably the second
is identical with The

identification of ftrf«T and ftrqqq with STTST is doubtful.
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divine body. Manu the chastiser addressed her as Ila and

said “Follow me”. Ila replied to him.

Ila said :

—

6. She spoke these words to the patriarch desirous of

a son—“O foremost among the eloquent, I am born of the

parts of Mitra and Varuna.

7-9. I am approaching them. I shall never be

interested in sinful things.” After saying this, the chaste

lady approached Mitra and Varuna and spoke with palms

joined in reverence “O great sages, I am born in the sacri-

fice of Manu through your parts. I have come to you.

Please tell me. What I can do for you. O lord, create

ither sons so that your race may flourish.”

Stita said :

—

10. When the chaste lady born in the sacrifice of

Manu said, the sages Mitra and Varuna spoke thus respect-

fully.

Mitra and Varuna said :

—

11. O virtuous beautiful lady of fair complexion,

both of us are pleased with your self-control, humility and
truth.

12. O blessed lady, you will attain our fame. You alone

will become the son establishing the family of Manu.
13. You will be famous in the three worlds as

Sudyumna, beloved of the universe, virtuous in conduct and
enhancer of the race of Manu.

Suta said :

—

14. On hearing that she returned to her father’s

presence. On the way, getting an opportunity, Budha in-

vited her for sexual intercourse.

15. King Pururavas was born of her out of the

union with Budha. O intelligent one, this son was the

handsome and intelligent man who later became the husband
of Urvasi.
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16. After bearing the son Pururavas she became Sudyu-

mna as a result of Siva’s grace.

17. Sudyumna had three very virtuous heirs Utkala,

Gaya and the powerful Vinata^va.

18. O brahmin, O great sage, Utkala was assigned

the country Utkala; 23 Vinatasva was given the territories on
the West and Gaya was given Gaya and the eastern

territories.

19. O dear, when Manu passed away, the earth was
divided into ten regions.

20-24. Iksvaku the eldest son got the central territory.

At the instance of Vasistha, Sudyumna gave the virtuous

territory Pratisthana24 to Pururavas. O grart sages, Sudy-

umna had the characteristics of both man and woman. The
Sakas were the sons of Narisyanta. Nabhaga’s son Ambarfga
got the region Bahlaka25 and so was known as Bahleya.

Saryati had a son and a daughter. The son was known as

Anarta and the daughter as Sukanya who later became
the wife of Cyavana. Anarta’s son was Raibhya known also

as Raivata.

25. In the territory26 of Anarta he got the city

KuSasthali which was extremely brilliant and was the seventh

among seven cities.

26. He had a hundred sons of whom the eldest

and the most excellent was Kakudmin. He was brilliant,

strong, virtuous and a protector of brahmins.

27. A daughter Revati was bom to Kakudmin. She

was endowed with great beauty, She was another Laksmi.

28. The king Kakudmin the lord of all went to

23. It is modern Orissa.

2 \. Here Pratisthana is Prayaga but the Puranas are not agreed

upon its locus. Some place it on the north and some on the east side of

the Ganges. Others place it on the north bank of the Yamuna.

There is another Pratisthana=Paithan in the Aurangabad District of

the former Hyderabad State.

25. Bahlaka is identical with modern Balkh in the northern part of

Afghanistan. Sec KM Ch. XVII.

26. It is identical with Gujrat and part of Malava. Its chief city

was Kusasthali also called Dvaraka.
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Brahma’s region near Brahma, accompanied by his daughter

in order to ask him about a suitable bridegroom for her.

29. While dance and music was going on, he stood

there waiting for a moment near Brahma.

30. Although it was only a Muhurta in Brahma’s

region many Yugas had passed by. But O sages, the king

Kakudmin did not know anything about it.

31. Then he bowed to Brahma the great Atman,
humbly and with palms joined in reverence told him about

his mission.

32. On hearing his purpose the patriarch Brahma
laughed. Addressing the great king Kakudmin, he said.

Brakmd said :

—

33. Listen, O King Kakudmin, O lord of the earth,

son of Raibhya, to my words with attention. I shall tell

you the truth particularly.

34. All those bridegrooms you had in view have been

killed by the efflux of time. Even their family is extinct.

Time is the devourer of everything.

35. O king, your city too has been destroyed by

Punyajanas, the Rak§asas. It is now the twenty-eighth

Dvapara Yuga and the city has been rebuilt by Krsna.

36. In the name of Dvaravati because it has many
entrances, it is very beautiful. It is protected by the Bhojas,

Vr§nis and Andhakas with Krsna as their leader.

37. O king, now go there and give this daughter of

yours to Baladeva the son of Vasudeva.

Suta said :

—

38. Thus commanded, the king bowed to him and

went to that city. On realising that many Yugas had elapsed

he was surprised along with his daughter.

39. Then he gave his daughter, the youthful maiden,

Revati to Bala the brother of Krsna in conformity with the

Sastric rituals.

40. Then he, the great lord, went to the celestial

summit of Meru and propitiated Siva observing penance.
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The sages said :

—

41. Raivata stayed in Brahma’s region for many
Yugas. He returned to the mortal world as a young man.
This is my great doubt.

Suta said :

—

42. O sages, near Brahma there is no old age,

hunger, thirst, aberration or premature death to any one.

43. Therefore the king did not attain old age or

death, nor his daughter. After consulting Brahma about

the bridegroom he returned still a young man.
44. Going to the divine city Dvaravati 27 rebuilt by

Krsna, he got his daughter married to Bala.

45. Hundred sons were born to that virtuous great

lord. Through many wives Krsna too had innumerable

sons.

46. The family of the two noble souls was very great.

All the Ksatriyas in every quarter became delighted and
virtuous.

47. Thus the race of Saryati has been narrated to

you. O brahmins, I shall succinctly mention the details of

others too. Listen attentively.

48. Nabhaga had a son Dhrsta. After establishing

the Ksatriya race and performing the brahminical rites he

attained brahminhood.

49. Dhrsta’s race originally Ksatriya became brahmin

family on the earth. Karusa’s descendants the Karusas were

Ksatriyas, insubjugable in war.

50. Nrga who was also a son of Manu was a liberal

donor of riches to brahmins and of cows.

51. Once due to an error in his charitable gift of a

cow, prompted by his own sins and crooked intellect, he

became a chameleon .and was redeemed by Srikrsna.

52. An excellent son was born to him named Prayati,

the knower of virtues. This I have heard from Vyasa and

have now briefly mentioned to you.

53. Prsadhra, a son of Manu was made the keeper of

27. See P. 1229 note <jo.
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cows by his preceptor. During the nights, observing the

posture of heroes, he diligently looked after the cows.

54. Once a tiger entered the cowshed to attack the

cows. On hearing the shrieks of the cows he woke up.

Strong that he was he seized a sword to kill it and started.

55. On seeing the lord armed with a sword the frigh-

tened tiger slipped away. Not knowing it and mistaking a

reddish brown cow as the tiger he hit it with his sword on

its head.

56. Due to rain and gust of wind in the night he was

deluded. Thinking, that the tiger had been killed he

returned to his place.

57. When the night dawned into day he got up and

went there. He saw only the cow killed and not the tiger.

He felt dejected.

58. On hearing about the incident and realising that

he had committed a sin unconsciously and not wilfully, the

preceptor cursed him—“Become a Sudra, not a Ksatriya.”

59. On being cursed by his preceptor, the family

priest out of anger, Prsadhra started from there and went

to the great forest.

60. Dejected by sufferings he became detached and
practised Yoga. He burnt himself in conflagration and

attained the greatest goal.

61. Kavi, son of Manu, was highly intelligent due to

Siva’s blessings. After enjoying divine pleasures here he

attained the rare salvation hereafter.

CHAPTER THIRTYSEVEN

(The race of Manu)

SUta said :

—

1. Formerly Iksvaku was born as the son of Manu
through the nose. He had a hundred sons who were liberal

in bestowing gift&.
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2. Before them O brahmins, there were no kings in

Aryavarta. Of them the eldest was Vikuksi. He became the

king of Ayodhya.

3-4. Listen to one of his misdeeds. He wanted to

perform Sraddha but before performing the same he ate a

rabbit and came to be known as Sasada. Abandoned by
Iksvaku, he entered a forest.

5. When Ik$vaku passed away he was installed a king

at the instance of Vasistha. He had fifteen sons of whom
the chief was Sakuni.

6. They all became kings and protectors of the

northern country. Ayodha’s son was the powerful king

Kakutstha.

7. Kakutstha’s son was Arinabha. His son was

Prthu. Prthu’s son was Vistarasva. From him was born

Indra the lord of people.

8. Indra’s son was Yuvanasva, the ruler of Sravasta.

His son was Sravastaka who built Sravasti. 28 Sravastaka’s son

was Brhada£va.

9. His son was Yuvanasva and Kuvalasva was his

son. Since he slew Dhundhu he became the excellent king

Dhundhumara.
10-11. KuvalaSva had hundred sons who were excellent

archers. He was entrusted with the kingdom by his father.

After transferring the royal glory to the son the king entered

the forest. But Uttahka prevented him.

Uttanka said :

—

12-14. Listen. You shall protect the earth virtuously.

O king, only when protected by you can the earth be

relieved of excitement and sorrow. It does not behove you

to go to the forest. There is a Danava, proud of his strength

near my hermitage, in the snow-covered wilderness, full of

sea-sand. He is indestructible even* to the gods. He has a

huge body and is very strong.

15. He stays underground concealed by the sand.

The terrible Raksasa son of the demon Madhu is Dhundhu
by name.

28. This celebrated city is situated in the modern gonda district of
Uttara Pradesh
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16. He stays there performing a terrible penance for

the destruction of the worlds. At the end of every year he

exhales terribly.

17. When he exhales, the whole world including

mountains, forests and wilderness, quakes. Blazing flames

with pink smoke smoulder everywhere.

18. Hence, O king, I cannot stay in my hermitage.

O strong one with huge arms ward him off desiring the

welfare of the worlds.

19. Let the wordls become happy and peaceful after

he had been killed by you. O lord of earth, you alone can

slay him.

20. O sinless one, a great boon has been granted to

you. Visnu will heighten your splendour by his own splendour.

21. Great virtue accrues from the protection of the

subjects. A similar opportunity is wanting in the forest. Let

not your mind be directed that way.

22. O leading king, nowhere such a virtue exists as it

does in the protection of the subjects. This has been pursued

by the saintly kings of yore.

23. Thus requested the saintly king entrusted his son

Kuvalasva with the task of thwarting Dhundhu.
24. “O holy lord, O excellent brahmin, I have

already laid aside my weapons. Here is my son who will

surely destroy Dhundhu.”

25. Having said thus and instructed his son the king

proceeded with penance. Kuvalasva accompanied by Uttanka

went to fight with Dhundhu.

26. At the approach of Uttanka and for the benefit

of the worlds, lord Vi§nu entered him with his splendour.

27. When the invincible Kuvalasva started there was

a loud shout in the heaven. “This glorious prince will slay

Dhundhu.”

28. The gods surrounded him with garlands of flowers.

They praised him saying “Be victorious, Be long-lived.”

29. The most excellent among the victorious, the king

went there accompanied by his sons. He caused an ocean
xo be dug in the midst of that vast expanse of sand.
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30. O brahminical sage, heightened in strength by
the splendour of Visnu he became very brilliant and

stronger.

31. O brahmin, the demon Dhundhu was found out,

concealed beneath the sand towards the western quarter as

the sons of the king dug up the place.

32. He appeared to consume all the worlds out of

fury in the fire emerging from his mouth. Water too gushed

out from him as from the moon-stone at the moonrise.

33. The hundred sons were scorched and burnt in

the fire. O great sage, among them only three survived.

34. O leading brahmin, then the king of great splen-

dour rushed at the very powerful Raksasa, the brahmin-

slayer Dhundhu.

35. The king quaffed off the gushing water through

fiery arrows and quelled the fire through water.

36. After killing the aquatic demon of huge body

with his strength, the king requested Uttanka to survey his

work.

37. O great sage, Uttanka granted him boons. He
gave him never-ending wealth and invincibility to enemies.

38. He blessed him with interest in virtue, perpetual

residence in the heaven and the imperishable world to his

sons who were killed in the battle.

39. Three of his sons survived. The eldest of them
was Dr<jha$va. Hamsasva and KapilaSva were younger

princes.

40. HaryaSva was the son of DrdhaSva who was the

son of Dhundhumara. Nikumbha who was always engaged

in sacred rites was the son of HaryaSva.

41. Samhatagva an expert 'in war was the son of

Nikumbha. AksaSva and KftaSva were the sons of

SamhataSva.

42. He had two daughters Haimavati and Drgadvati

honoured by the good. She was famous in the three worlds.

Her son was Prasenajit.
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43. Prasenajit had a chaste wife Gaurl. 2® She was cursed

by her husband and turned into the river Bahuda.

44. His great son was YuvanaSva, the lord of the earth.

Mandhata famous in the three worlds was YuvanaSva’s son.

45-46. Sasabindu’s daughter the chaste Caitrarathi

was his wife. She was the eldest sister of ten thousand

brothers. Mandhata begot of her two sons, Purukutsa, the

knower of sacred rites and Mucukunda the righteous.

47. Purukutsa’s son was Trayyaruni. His son was

Satyavrata.

48-50. He was evil-minded. Whenever sacred mantras

were recited he put obstacles. After the marriage was cele-

brated he abducted the brides of others with force, out

of lust, delusion, fun or arrogance. He abducted the

virgins to satisfy his lust. The king Trayyaruni forsook him
for such evil practices. Infuriated he called him a disgraceful

wretch.

51. When cast-off he asked his father where to go. The
king asked him to stay with the outcastes.

52. Cast off by his father the righteous king and pro-

tector, the heroic Satyavrata lived with the outcastes.

53. Becoming detached due to the activities of his son,

the king Trayyaruni forsook everything and went to the forest

in order to perform penance to propitiate Siva.

54. O brahmin sage, due to that sinful misdeed Indra

did not rain in his kingdom for twelve years.

55. Vi4vamitra of great penance abandoned his wife

in that land and performed extensive penance in the marshy

foreshore of the ocean.

56. His wife tied her middle son round her neck and

offered him for sale in exchange for a hundred cows in order

to sustain the other children.

57. On seeing her offering her own son, tied round

her neck, for sale, Satyavrata released him.

58. The mighty Satyabrata sustained him just to satisfy

Visvamitra and out of human sympathy.

20. Gauri, wife of king Prasenjit or grandmother of Mandhata was
cursed by her husband and transformed into Bahuda or Bahuka or Saitava-

hini, a river of Eastern India. The hermitage of £ankha and Likhita are

said to have been situated on its bank ^Mbh. XU- 23. 18-19.)
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59. Ever since then, that son of sage Visvamitra came

to be called Galava because he was tied round the neck. He
too performed great penance.

CHAPTER THIRTYEIGHT

(
From Satyavrata to Sagara )

1. By his devotion to Visvamitra his compassionate

nature and his vow, Satyavrata nurtured and looked after

ViSvamitra’s wife.

2. O sage, he killed deer, boars and buffaloes of the

forest and he cast off their flesh near the hermitage of

ViSvamitra.

3. In virtue of his being the priest and the teacher

the sage Vasistha looked after the holy centres, cows, clans

and the harem.

4. Vasistha nursed more and more grudge against Satya-

vrata forced by the gravity of what was destined to happen.

5. Vasistha had not prevented the father from exiling

the son from the kingdom because there was sufficient

cause for the same.

6. When the seventh step is taken (round the fire in

the altar) the marriage becomes valid. But Satyavrata did

not understand this secret.

7. Only for the satisfaction of his father did he do
the same thinking that the family customs should remain

unviolated.

8. When he was abandoned by his father Vasi^ha did

not interfere on his behalf. The sage proclaimed that he
would never install him in this kingdom.

9-12. During the twelve years of famine and drought

Satyavrata observed his vow. When there was no meat
available the prince saw the wish-yielding cow of Vasistha.

O sage, the king who observed the ten tenets80 of Dharma

30. Cp. Manu. VI. 01

5t*tt mfte&r 1
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killed the cow either due to anger or greed or exhaustion or

hunger. The meat of the same he utilised to feed Vilvamitra’s

son. On hearing of it the sage Vasi?tha became angry and

said.

Vasiftha said

13. If the two iron stakes thrust by me fail I shall

fix another cruel one.

14. Your transgression is threefold. You have displea-

sed your father, killed the cow of your preceptor and

used things unsprinkled with holy water.

15-16. He called him Trisaiiku and ever since he is

known as Trisaiiku. When Visvamitra returned he was plea-

sed with Trisaiiku for having maintained his family during

his absence. When pressed to choose a boon the prince chose

it.

1 7. When there was drought for twelve years he had
helped his family, therefore the sage anointed him in the

kingdom of his father and officiated as priest in his coronation.

18. Ever as the gods and Visistha were watching, the

saintly lord Visvamitra made him ascend heaven in his physi-

cal body.

19. His wife Satyaratha, hailing from the family of

Kekayas81 bore him a son who was named HariScandra.

20. That king HariScandra is known as TraiSankava.

He is famous as the performer of the Rajasuya sacrifice and

as an Emperor.

21. HariSchandra’s son Rohita was famous. Rohita’s

son was Vyka and Bahu was born of Tyka.

22. Haihayas and Talajanghas removed that king.

O brahmin, he was very virtuous.

23. Bahu begot a son. Sagara was bom with poison.

Reaching the hermitage of Aurva, he was saved by Bhargava.

24. Securing fiery missiles from Bhargava king Sagara

3*. Kekayas lived between the Jhelum and the-Beas and had their

capital at Glrivraja (Girijak or Jatalpur) pn the Jhelum.
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conquered the earth after killing Talajanghas31 and Haihayas.88

25. He defeated Sakas,34 Bahudakas, Paradas85 taganas36

and Khavas.87 He established a good religious cult and ruled

over the earth virtuously.

Satmaka Said :

—

26. How was he born with poison ? How did he con-

quer the K$atriyas ? O son of suta, please narrate this in

detail.

SUta said :

—

27. O sage, listen with attention. I shall narrate

what Vai£ampayana said on being asked by Janamejaya, son

of P£riksita.

Pdrikfita said :

—

28. O sage, how was the king born with poison ?

How did he kill the kings ? Please narrate this.

VaiSampayana said :

—

29. O dear, O lord of the subjects, the kingdom of

Bahu who indulged in vices was captured by Haihayas and

Talajanghas and the &akas.

30. Five groups of Raksasas are mentioned, viz.

—

Yavanas, 88 Paradas,89 Kambojas,40 Pahlavas41 and Bahudakas.41

32. These constituted one of the five clans of Haihayas, the other

four being 3Plf% and I

33. Haihayas foimed a branch of the Yadavas who ruled at

Mahismati (Mod. Mandh&ta in the Nimar District, M.P.) on the Narmada
river.

34. The original home of the Sakas was the Valleys of the Jaxartes
and Oxus. But they had settled in India after they had conquered the
country.

35. Paradas are identical with the Parthians who lived in the
Khorasam region.

36. The Taganas or Tanganas had their headquarters at TaAgapS-
pura near jyotirmalha in Garhwal (Ep. Ind. Vol. XXXI. P. 286).

37. According to Al-Biruni, the Khasas were a Himalayan tribe now
represented by the Khakkas of Kashmir.

38. Yavanas are identical with the Indo-Greeks who settled in the
northwestern part of India and adjoining lands.

39. See No. 35 above.

40. K&mbojas lived in the land between the Rajauri Valley in
Kashmir and the Hindukush mountains. Some scholars locate the tribe
near Badakhshan beyond the Hindukush.

41 . Pahlavas or the Pahlavis are identical with the Persians.

42. Bahudakas remain unidentified.
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31. O king, these five groups of Rak$asas pursuing

activities of exploit on behalf of the Haihayas seized the

kingdom of Bahu and gave it to the Haihayas.

32. Having lost the kingdom, Bahu went to the forest

along with his wife. Distressed that he was he abandoned
his life.

33. One of his wives belonging to the house ofYadu
followed him in pregnancy. Due to jealousy as a result of

her expected son before her, the co-wife administered poison

to her.

34. She made the funeral pyre of her husband ready

and was about to enter the fire, Aurva Bhargava mercifully

prevented her.

35. The queen stayed in his hermitage for the sake of

her child in the womb. She served the sage, mentally remem-

bering Siva.

36. Once when the Muhurta and the Lagna were good

when the five planets were ascendant the child was born

along with the poison administered to the queen.

37. In that auspicious Lagna, O excellent sage, the

king Sagara, of mighty arms, was born.

38. Aurva performed the postnatal rites of that prince.

He taught him Vedas and Sastras and instructed him in the

use of missiles.

39. The blessed Sagara, earnestly learnt the lore of

the fiery missile, in accordance with the rules of procedure,

the missile that is unbearable even to the gods.

40. The infuriated Sagaras, equipped with this mira-

culous and other weapons and with his own natural strength,

killed the Haihayas.

41. This Sagara became foremost among the famous,

earned fame in all the worlds and established piety on the

earth.

42. Then the Sakas, Yavanas, Kambojas and Pahlavas,

being destroyed sought refuge in Vasistha.

43. After deceitfully compelling them to enter into an

agreement, Vasi^ha of great brilliance offered them freedom

from fear and brought them to king Sagara.

44. At the instance of his priest Sagara maintained
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his vow by destroying their mode of worship and effecting

alterations in their hair style.

45. He released the &akas after shaving off half of

their heads. Complete tonsure was assigned to Yavanas and

Kambojas.

46. Paradas were given close hair-cut and Pahlavas

were asked to grow beard and moustache. All of them

were deprived of the right of the Vedic study and the use of

Vagatkara.

47. All those Ksatriyas who had been deprived of

virtue were re-instated in piety. The entire earth was con-

quered by him virtuously.

48. Thus conquering the earth virtuously the king

instituted a horse-sacrifice.

49. O sage, the sacrificial horse was let loose, followed

by his sixty thousand sons. It reached the shore of the

ocean in the south-eastern region.

50. It was stealthily removed by Indra, king of the

gods, for his selfish ends near the sea-shore and taken under-

ground.

51. In order to search out the horse, king Sagara

caused the country around dug up through his sons.

52. While it was being dug near the ocean, they met

the sage Kapila, the primordial Purusa of cosmic form.

53. As he woke up from trance all but four of the

sixty thousand sons were burnt by the fire from his eyes.

54. The four who were spared were Harsaketu, Suketu,

Dharmaratha and Paficajana. They became the kings es-

tablishing his line.

55. Lord Visnu granted him five boons, viz. flourishing

family, intelligence, fame, the ocean as son and wealth.

56. By that virtue he attained the fatherhood of

ocean. He regained the sacrificial horse from the ocean.

57. He performed a hundred horse-sacrifices and

became famous. He acquired wealth bestowed by Siva. He
propitiated the deities by performing the sacred rites.
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CHAPTER THIRTYNINE

( Kings of the solar race)

Saunaka said :

—

1 . How were the heroic sons of Sagara born ? By what

means did the sixty thousand of them become valorous ?

SUta said :

—

2. Sagara had two wives. They had wiped off their

sins by penance. When Aurva the sage was propitiated by

them he granted them a boon.

3. One of them chose the boon of sixty thousand sons.

The other chose one son who would maintain the line of

succession in the race.

4. Having received the boon of heroic sons she gave

birth to a big gourd of seeds which were separated.

5. They were put in jars of ghee and nurtured by

nursing maidens. They became princes and enhanced the

delight of all.

6. When they were burnt by Kapila one Paftcajana

became king.

7. Paftcajana begot a son Am^umat whose son was

Dilipa. Dilipa’s son was Bhagiratha.

8. It was this Bhagiratha who brought Ganga to the

sea and made her his daughter.

9. Bhagiratha’s son was Srutasena. His son was the

virtuous king Nabhaga.

10. Ambarisa was the son of Nabhaga. Sindhudvipa

was his son. Ayutajit was the heir and successor to

Sindhudvipa.

11. His son was king Rtuparna, who knew the secret

of the dice and was a friend of king Nala.

12. 'Rtuparna’s .son was Anuparna. His son was

Mitrasaha who was known as Kalmasapada also.

13. Kalinasapada’s son was Sarvakarman. Anaranya

was the son of Sarvakarman.

14. Anaranya’s son was king Mundidruha. His sons

were Ni?adha, Rati and Khatvanga.

15. Khatvanga returned from the heaven, lived for a
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Muhurta and attained all the three worlds, O sinless one,
through his intellect and truthfulness.

16. Dirghabahu was his son. Raghu was his son. Aja
was his son and DaSaratha was born of him.

17. Rama was born of Da£aratha. He was very pious
and famous, a part of Visnu and a devotee of Siva. Ravana
was killed by him.

18. His story has been described in the Puranas. It is

famous in the Ramayana. It has not been mentioned here in

detail.

19. Rama’s son Ku&a was very famous. Atithi was
born of Kusa. His son was Nisadha.

20. Nala was the son of Nisadha. Nabhas was the

son of Nala. Pundarika was the son of Nabhas. K$ema-
dhaiivan was his successor.

21. The powerful Devanika was the son of Ksema-
dhanvan. Devanlka’s son was the king Ahinagu.

22. Ahinagu’s heir was the powerful king Sahasvat.

Virasena was his son, a scion of the family of Ik§vaku.

23. Virasena’s heir was Pariyatra. From him a son

Bala was born. Sthala was his son.

24. His son was the valorous Yak§a born of a part

of the sun. His son was Aguna and from him was born

Vidhrti.

25. His son Hiranyanabha was a great preceptor of

Yogic science. He was the disciple of the sage Jaimini and

an expert in the spiritual science.

26. It was from this great king that Kau£alya

Yajfiavalkya studied the spiritual science of Yoga that un-

revels the knotty mesh of the heart.

27. His son was Pu$yanaman. His son was Dhruva.

Agnivarna was his son. His son was Slghra.

28. His son was Marut. He became a Siddha by

means of Yoga. This king is alive even now in a village

Kalapa.43

43. Kaiapagrama is in the eastern land on the Himalayas, having

hundreds and thousands of the hermitages of the sages. See Geo. of the

Puranas P. 57- „ ,

The verse suggests the probable date of SP. in the reign 01

King Marut, son of Agnivarna of the solar race.
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29. At the end of Kali he will revive the extinct solar

race along with the contemporary sages.

30. PrthuSruta was his son. Sandhi was his son.

Amarsana was his son and Marutvat was his son.

31. ViSvasa was his son. His son was Prasenajit.

Taksaka was his son and his son was Bfhadbala.

32. These are the kings of Iksvaku family who had

gone before. Now listen to the future kings of this family,

the most excellent of those who know sacred virtue.

33. Brhadbala’s son will be Brhadrana. Urukriya will

be his son.

34. His son will be Vatsavrddha. His son will be

Prativyoman. Bhanu will be his son whose son will be

Divarka, lord of a vast army.

35. His son will be a great hero, Sahadeva. His son

will be BrhadaSva. The powerful Bhanumat will be his son.

36. The powerful Pratikasva will be the son of

Bhanumat. King Supratlka will be his son.

37-41. Marudeva born of an auspicious star will be

his son; his son will be Puskara; his son Antariksa; his son

Sutapas; his son the heroic Mitrajit; his son Brhadbhaja

and his son Barhinaman; his son Krtafljaya; his son Ranafi-

jaya; his son Safijaya; Sakya his son, Suddhoda his son,

Langala his son; his son Prasenajit; his son will be Sudraka;

Runaka his son; Suratha his son and Sumitra his son. There-

after the family becomes extinct.

42. The family of the Iksvakus will end with Sumitra,

the family with kings of variegated exploits, sacred rites and

virtuous practice.

43. Reaching upto Sumitra the king in the Kali age

that auspicious race will become merged in outside families.

It will flourish again in the Krta age.

44. These are the kings in the solar race who made

profuse monetary gifts. Those mainly mentioned belong to

Ik§vaku’s family.

45. This is the auspicious creation of the sun

Vivasvat, who is glorified as Sraddhadeva, the bestower of

nourishment to all living beings.

46. Reading and listening to this creation of Vivasvat,
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man attains Sayujya after enjoying happiness here. He will

be blessed with progeny.

CHAPTER FORTY

( The power of the Manes)

Vyasa said:—
1. On hearing about the excellent solar race of

Sraddhadeva, the sage Saunaka respectfully asked Suta.

Saunaka said

2. O Suta, disciple of Vyasa, of long life, obeisance be

to you. A divine and pious story has been narrated to us.

3. It has been mentioned by you that Sraddhadeva

is the progenitor of the solar race. I have a doubt therein

which I shall mention before you.

4. How did the sun become Sraddhadeva? I wish to

hear this. Please clear this doubt with pleasure.

5. O holy lord, please mention the glory and the bene-

fit of Sraddha rite whereby the manes are pleased and bless

the performer with prosperity.

6. I wish to hear this too, namely the creation par ex-

cellence of the manes. O intelligent one, please mention

this particularly. Have mercy on me.

Suta said :

—

7-9. O Saunaka, I shall mention everything concerning

the creation of the manes. This was narrated to the intelligent

Markandeya by Sanatkumara. I shall mention it to you. It

bestows the benefit of all cherished desires. Bhisma the fore-

most of the virtuous lying on the bed of arrows was requested

by Yudhisthira to whom he spoke thus.

Yudhiffhira said :

—

10. How is nourishment achieved by a man desirous

of nourishment ? I wish to hear this. What is it that makes a

man free from distress ?
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SUta said :

—

11. On hearing the question of Yudhisthira, Bhigma

the knower of Dharma spoke with pleasure even as every one

was listening.

Bhi$ma said:—
12. O Yudhisthira, those who perform Sraddha rites

with pleasure delight everyone through them as a result of

the favour of the manes.

13-15. Men desirous of benefits perform Sraddhas,

keeping in view, the father, the grandfather and the great-

grandfather in three balls of rice. O Yudhi§thira, the manes

bless the man desirous of piety with piety, desirous of progeny

with progeny and desirous of nourishment with nourishment.

Yudhitfhira said :

—

16: Some manes are in the heaven and some are in

the hell. The fruit accruing to the living beings is determined

by their activity.

17. How do the Sraddhas go to the manes? How
those in the hell can derive the benefit ?

18. I have heard that even the gods worship the

manes. I wish to hear this. Please mention this in detail.

Bhtsma said :

—

19. O suppressor of enemies, in this context, I shall

narrate an event as I have heard from my father who had
left this world.

20. At the time of Sraddha, the ball of rice for my
father was kept ready by me. My father split the ground

and requested me to offer the same into his hand.

21. Thinking that it was not the procedure enjoined

in the Kalpa texts I placed the Pinqla on the Ku£a grass

without further thought.

22. “O sinless one, O most excellent of the descendants

of Bharata, gladdened by me my father spoke in sweet words.

23. O most excellent of men, I only tested you. I

have been redeemed by you the knower of sacred rites and a

good scholar. I have been blessed with a real heir in you.
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24. What the king does by virtuous or authoritative

rites, the subjects too emulate, taking them to be backed by
precedent.

25. O most excellent of the descendants of Bharata,

listen to the eternal virtues of the Vedas. Proof of the Vedic

rite has been shown by you.

26. Being delighted I shall grant you excellent boons

lovingly. Accept them. They are difficult to obtain in the

three worlds.

27. Death will have no hold on you as long as you

wish to live. With your permission it may be effective again.

28. What is it that you wish for ? I shall grant you

an excellent boon. O foremost among the descendants of

Bharata, what is in your mind ? Mention it”.

29. When he had said this, I saluted him with palms

joined in reverence and said—“O bestower of honour, if you

are pleased, I am content. I ask you a question. Please

answer it.

30. He said to me—“Tell me. If you wish I shall

grant it to you”. When I asked him again the king told me.

Santanu said :

—

31. O dear, listen. I shall explain your question

factually. The entire “Pitrkalpa” has been heard by me
from Markandeya.

32. O dear, what you ask me now I had asked the sage

Markandeya. He, the knower of sacred rites, replied to me.

33. O king listen. Once as I looked up into the sky,

I saw a great aerial chariot coming over the mountain.

34-35. I saw in the aerial chariot a great blazing mass

of splendour as brilliant as glowing coal and very pleasing to

the mind having nothing to excel . it. I saw a man of th v
size of a thumb lying therein. He was very brilliant as if

fire had been placed over fire.

36. I bowed to him. With my head bent down,

I asked the holy lord. “O holy lord, how may we know

you ?”

37. The pious soul told me “you have not that penance
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and austerity, O sage, whereby you may know me, the son of

Brahma.

38. I am Sanatkumara. What can I do for you ? The
other sons of Brahma are younger to me.

39. My seven brothers are invincible and their families

are established. But we pursue the rites of ascetics restraining

the Atman in the Atman.
40. Even as I was born I became famous as Kumara.

O sage, hence I am called Sanatkumara ( the eternal

bachelor ).

41. Since you have piously performed penance with a
desire for my vision I have appeared before you. Welfare be

to you. What wiA of yours shall I carry out ?”

42. When he said this I told him—“O holy lord, listen.

Please narrate factually the original creation of the Pitrs.

43. When requested thus he said to me. Listen to

everything factually. O dear one, I shall explain to you the

auspicious creation of the Pitrs truthfully.

Sanatkumara said :

—

44. Formerly Brahma created the gods and said to

them, “Worship me”. But they who sought benefits eschewed

him and worshipped the Atman.

45-46. They were cursed by Brahma thus. You will be

deluded and become senseless”. Hence unable to know any

thing and being insensible they bowed to Pitamaha and said

“Please bless us.” Being requested thus he said to them for the

sake of expiation.

47. “Ask your sons. You will then attain perfect

knowledge”. Urged thus the senseless ones asked their sons

boldly.

48-50. They were asked to perform expiatory rites.

O sinless one, the gods were thus addressed by the sons.

“Let the sons be approached.” The gods who had been

cursed by Brahma told him that the sons had gone away.

Then Brahma told the gods thus “O gods, lUten, You are

not Brahmavadins, the believers in Brahma’s cult.

51 Hence what has been mentioned by the sons, the
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most excellent of the perfectly wise shall be followed without

hesitation and not otherwise.

52. O dwellers of heaven, let the gods and the Pitrs

worship one another with great delight. This will confer the

cherished desires.”

53. Sanatkumara said :—O great sage, then their

doubts were cleared. With delight they became the mutual

bestowers of happiness at the instance of Brahma.

54. Then the gods said “Since you addressed us as

sons you will undoubtedly become Pitrs.

55. In the Sraddha of the Pitrs, undoubtedly the per-

former will propitiate Soma who being delighted and enhan-

ced by the offering shall gladden the worlds.

56-58. They will delight the ocean, the mountain and

the forest, all consisting of the mobile and immobile beings.

Those who desire nourishment and perform Sraddha rites

are given nourishment by the Pitrs who are propitiated.

Those who give three Pincjas in the Sraddha mentioning the

names and Gotras delight the Pitrs wherever they be and

are looked after by them.

59-60. Let these words be truthful. Whether gods or

Pitrs we are father and sons successively. Thus the Pitrs who

became sons virtuously were famous in the world as mutual

beneficiaries.

CHAPTER FORTYONE

(The attainment of the seven hunters)

Sanatkumara said :

—

1. O foremost among the performers of penance, the

Pitjrs in the heaven are seven in number. Four of them are

embodied and three bodiless.

2. The primordial groups of gods, brahmins and others

worship them. With the power of their Yoga they streng-

then and gladden Soma.
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Yogins. A silver vessel or a vessel with silver when offered

with Svadha, delights the Pitrs. When the sun is in the

northern transit he shall make offerings in the fire or in its

absence in water. He shall propitiate fire-god, Soma or Yama.
Those whq delight the Pitrs with devotion are delighted by
Pitfs. The Pitrs bestow nourishment, offspring, heaven, health

and other desired objects.

7. O sage, the rites of Pitfs are better than the rites

of the gods. O brahmin sage, since you are a devotee of the

Pitrs you shall be free from old age and death.

8. O sage, the goal attained by devotion to the Pitrs

is not attained by the practices of Yoga. O great sage, so

devotion to the Pitrs shall be pursued with care.

Markandeya said :

—

9. After saying thus and immediately bestowing the

vision of perfect knowledge the lord of the gods disappeared.

10. O Bhisma, listen again. Formerly, even after

learning the code of Yoga, the brahmin sons of Bharadvaja

were degiaded due to their evil course.

11. Their names which indicate their activities are

Vagdusta (defiled in speech), Krodhana (angry), Himsra

(violent), Pisuna (backbiter ), Kavi(poet), Svasrsa (self-creating)

and Pitrvartin (worshipping the pitrs)

12. O dear, the sons ofKauSika became the disciples

of Garga. When their father had expired they went in exile.

13. At the instance of their preceptor they looked

sifter his cow and her calf. All of them were unjust in their

actions.

14. O descendant of Bharata, once in their course of

wandering in the forest, they were oppressed by hunger.

They had the cruel intention of injuring the cow then.

15. Kavi and Svasrsa forbade them do so. But they

could not be prevented from that act.

16. The brahmin Pitrvartin who performed Sraddha

everyday with devotion to the Pitrs spoke to them angrily.

17. If it is not possible to stop this do it with the

Pitjs in view. Perform the Sraddha, ye all cautiously.
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18. If performed thus, the cow will attain piety undoub-

tedly. By worshipping Pitrs we shall not be affected by sin.

19. O descendant of Bharata, on being advised thus,

they all sprinkled the cow with sacred water, dedicated it to

the Pitrs and used it as their food.

20. After eating the cow they said to the preceptor

saying—“The cow is killed by a tiger. Let the calf be accepted.”

21. The sage accepted the calf with great distress. The
killers of the cow became sinful by their false reverence and

service.

22. O dear, in due course, when their term of life ex-

pired the seven brothers passed away.

23-24. They were reborn as the sons of a hunter as a

result of their cruelty, violence, being ignoble towards the

preceptor and their over-indulgence in fierce violence. They
were reborn in the country of DaSarnas. 44 They were strong,

intelligent and experts in piety.

25. They were engaged in the practice of sacred rites.

They were free from the delusion of hunting animals. On the

beautiful mountain Kalafijara they passed their time with

distress.

26. Recollecting the event of their death the forcst-

roamers became forbearers, free from Dvandvas and averse

to taking gifts.

27. The hunters performed auspicious rites, and holy

deeds, disassociating themselves from the wicked. They had

the power of the memory of the previous birth.

28. Whatever sacred rites they had heard in the pre-

ceptor’s hermitage in the previous births were retained in

their minds. So also the goal of non-return to this world.

29-30. They performed their penance, had their food

and finally cast off their lives on that mountain. O descen-

dant of Bharata, O king, the different places where they

fell dead arc still seen in the same manner on the

mount Kalafijara.45 Thanks to their activities neither auspi-

44. TIjc Western Dasarr.a comprised the Eastern Malwa including
the kingdom of Bhopal with its capital at Vidisa while the eastern
Dis&ma formed a par* of Ghatti«garh district in the Madhya Pradesh
(B.H.D. Sec. III).

43. Sec P. 1273 note 128.
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cious nor inauspicious, they were reborn in a life neither

auspicious nor inauspicious.

31. On an island in an auspicious spot the seven be-

came aquatic birds. They were reborn as Cakravaka birds

in a life that is neither auspicious nor inauspicious.

32. They abandoned the contact with their mates.

They were like sages practising sacred rites, free from

associations and Egotistic feelings. They remained calm.

They did not accept gifts. They were free from Dvandvas.

33. They were birds only in name. They were holy

b?.chelors delighted in renunciation. They were birds practising

sacred rites.

34. They could remember their previous births. They
grew old even as they were bachelors. They remained to-

gether free from aberrations and performed good rites.

35. When they were born as brahmins they acted

falsely to their preceptor. Still in their birth as birds they

attained knowledge as a result of the Sraddha they had

performed.

36. They had performed the Sraddha for the Pitrs

with due rituals. They retained memory of previous noble

birth.

37. The knowledge of Brahma practised by the

ancients or found in the preceptors* families stands as of

yore even today. One shall practise that knowledge there-

fore.

38. They were of noble birth and were named
Svatantra. Suyajna, Sumanas, SuvakSuddha and the fifth one

Ghidradarsaka.

39. While they were practising sacred rites an auspicious

event happened there. O great sage, please listen to that.

40. The prosperous king of Nipas,46 endowed with

strength, and accompanied by his harem entered that forest.

41. The Cakravaka Svatantra yearned much, on

seeing the happy king endowed with the glory of the king-

dom pass along.

46. NTpa signifies a land lying at the foot of a mountain. Whether

a particular locus is meant to be conveyed by this word is not dear.
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42-43. I have become weary with the observance of

fasts and steady penance. If there is a merit accruing from

penance or the observance of checks and restraints lei me
become like him the abode of fortune and bliss.

Markandeya said :

—

44. Then two of his comrades said. “We shall be your

ministers, your delighters and well-wishers.”

45. After saying “So be it”, the Yogic soul attained

his goal. The two Cakravakas replied to him.

46. After renouncing action by the Yogic practices

why do you long for such a boon ? Hence hear my statement.

47. O dear, you will become a king in the excellent

city of Kampilya.47 These too will be your ministers who will

not go astray.

48. The three did not speak about the kingdom to

their four comrades. Being delighted Sumanas said again.

49. When the curse is over you will attain Yoga.

Sarvasattva, Suyajfia and Svatantra too will attain yogic powers.

50. Due to their favour you will attain merit. You have

sprinkled the cow and offered it to the Pitrs.

51. We shall acquire knowledge which shall work as

the means of Yoga for all. This statement is bold and

spirited and is quoted as a verse.

52. After attaining human life you will attain “Yoga”.

After saying this the learned bird Sumanas became silent.

Markandeya said :

—

53. Thus I have menioned their story to you. What
more do you wish to hear?

47. KSmpilya was the capita] of South PSficala identical with
modern Kaxnpil in the Farrukhabad District to the south of the Ganges.
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CHAPTER FORTYTWO

Sivapur&na

( Power of the Pitrf)

Bhifma said :

—

1. Markandeya of great intellect, O foremost among
the devotees of the Pitrs what happened after that ? O excel-

lent sage, please tell me.

Markandeya said :

—

2. Those seven traversers of the lake Manasa engaged in

sacred rites and Yoga got their bodies withered up taking

in only air and water.

3. After sporting about for a long time there, like

Indra in Nandana,48 the king, accompanied by his wives and
the members of his harem returned to his city.

4. A son Anuha was born to him. He was highly

virtuous. King Vaibhraja established his son in the kingdom

and went to forest.

5. Without taking in any food, breathing in only air

he began to perform a great penance in the spot where those

comrades were present.

6. Then that forest Vibhraja shone splendidly. It

became very famous as the bestower of Yogic Siddhi.

7. It was there itself that the four birds of Yogic rites

and the three that fell from Yoga cast off their bodies.

8. They were reborn in Kampilya as seven noble

souls Brahmadatta and others. All of them were free from

sins.

9. Four of them had the memory of their previous

births but three of them were deluded. That Svatantra of

great Yogic power was now called Brahmadatta.

10. Chidradarsin and Sunctra were the masters of the

Vedas and Vedangas. They were born as sons of brahmins

well-versed in the Vedas. They had the memory of the

previous births.

1 1. Pancala was conversant with many Rk mantras. He
became a preceptor. Pundarika became the master of

48. It is a grove of Indra lying to the north of Meru.
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two Vedas. He was a Chandoga (master of prosody) and

an Adhvaryu (priest of sacrifice).

12 On seeing his son Brahmadatta free from sin, the

king crowned him in kingdom and attained the supreme

goal.

13. Pa/fcala and Pundarika established their sons in

the house and went to forest. There they attained the

great goal.

14. O descendant of Bharata, Brahmadatta’s wife

Sannati sported with her husband with single-minded

devotion.

15. The other three Cakravaka comrades were born

as brahmin sons in the family of a poor man, O king.

16. The four sons of Chidradarsin were endowed with

Vedic study. They were Dhrtimat Sumahatman, Tattva-

darSin and Nirutsuka.

17. They were engaged in Yogic practice. They took

leave of one another, bowed at the lotus-like feet of Siva

and set out.

18. The enthusiasts desiring freedom from rebirth

resort to Siva’s feet. May those feet of Siva destroy sins.

19. O great sage, if any physical, mental or verbal

sin is committed, one shall read this narrative with full

devotion.

20-22. By repeating the names of Siva, one gets rid of

all sins soon. As soon as the name Siva, the lord of the gods,

is uttered sins are quelled like an unbaked pot in water,

O great sage. In proportion to the sins committed and in

order to quell them the Japa of Siva’s names shall be per-

formed by the faithful. In order to achieve the fruits of all

desires too, this Japa shall be performed accordingly.

23. He who reads or hears this for prosperity is

liberated from sins and attains .salvation. There is no

doubt in this.
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CHAPTER FORTYTHREE

( The mode of worshipping Vyasa)

Sivapurdna

Saunaka said :

—

1. O Suta having Vyasa as preceptor, please tell me
now the mode of worshipping the preceptor. What shall be

done at the end of listening to the holy book ? Please mention

that also.

Suta said :

—

2. After hearing the story the devotee shall worship the

preceptor duly with devotion. Delighted in mind he shall

make liberal gifts duly to the preceptor at the conclusion of

the holy book.

3. The intelligent devotee shall bow to the propounder

and worship him duly. Gifts of ornaments for hands and

ears and fine garments shall be made.

4-5. After the worship of Siva he shall present to the

preceptor a cow and its calf. He shall make a book-seat

with gold, a Pala in weight and cover it with a good cloth.

The manuscript of the holy book written in beautiful hand

shall be placed on it and given to the preceptor. The in-

telligent devotee will be liberated from worldly bondage.

6. O sage, a village, an elephant or a horse or other

things shall be given as possible to the noble preceptor who

reads and propounds the story.

7. O sage Saunaka, Purana is efficacious if it is

listened to in accordance with the rules. I speak truth to you.

8. O sage, the Purana full of the meanings of the

Vedas, the heart of the Vedas, the meritorious holy book

shall be listened to with devotion and in accordance with

the rules.
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CHAPTER FORTYFOUR

(The birth of VyaJfl)

The sages said :

—

1-3. O Suta of great intellect, O store-house of mercy,

please narrate the birth of Vyasa. O holy lord, please

satisfy our curiosity. Vyasa’s mother is known as Satyavat!.

She was married to king Santanu. How was Vyasa the great

Yogin born of her from Parasara ? There is a great

doubt in regard to that. It behoves you to remove that doubt.

Suta said :

—

4. Once, while he was making his pilgrimage,

Parasara the yogin casually came to the auspicious and

beautiful banks of the Yamuna.

5. The righteous soul spoke to the ferryman who
was taking his meals “Take me across the Yamuna quickly

in your boat”.

6. When the ferryman was thus urged by the sage

he spok< to his daughter Matsyagandha :
—“Girl, quickly

take this sage to the other bank in the boat.

7. This sage, O fortunate girl, is born of the womb of

DrsyanS. He is the ocean of sacred rites. He has mastered

the foir Vedas. Now he desires to cross this river.

f. Thus directed by her father, Matsyagandha began

to tale the great sage of solar splendour seated in the boat

acros the river.

9. That great Yogin who had never been fascinated

evei on seeing the beauty of the celestial damsels became
overwhelmed by lust towards her, in the circumstances.

10. Desirous of clasping the beautiful daughter of the

fiherman, the sage touched her in the right hand with his

light hand.

11. The wide-eyed lass spoke to him smilingly—“O
sage of controlled speech, why do you intend to perpetrate

this despicable deed ?

12. O most intelligent one, you are born of the beauti-

ful family ofVasi$tha. O brahmin, I am the daughter of

a Ni$ada. How can our union be proper ?
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13. O excellent sage, birth as a man is very difficult to

obtain; especially that as a brahmin. Even there the state

of an ascetic is very rarely achieved.

14. It is extremely surprising that you endowed with

learning, good physique, speech, noble birth and good con-

duct have become subservient to the arrows of Kama!”
15. Then she thought within: “If this Yogin engages

himself in the vicious act there is none in the world to prevent

him due to his power of inflicting curse.”

16. After thinking in the mind thus she said to the

great sage—“O holy lord, please forbear till I take you to

the other bank.”

17. On hearing her words the king of Yogins

ParaSara left off her hand. He reached the other shore.

18. Afflicted with lust the sage caught hold of the

lass. Tremblingly the lass spoke to the merciful sage.

19. “O great sage, I have foul smell and black com-

plexion. I am the daughter of a Nisada. You are the

most excellent of Yogins of extremely liberal thoughts.

20. The union between us is not proper as of a

piece of worthless glass with gold. The sexual uiion of

two persons of the same class and features may be conducive

to bliss.”

21. As the sage addressed her thus, the damsd was

instantly converted into Yojanagandha, (one whose fragrant

odours spread to a Yojana) , one of fine features and beauty.

22. Afflicted by lust the sage caught hold of her

again. On seeing him bent upon seizing her she said agun.

23. “It is mentioned in the Vedas that sexual intercourse

shall be indulged in at night; not during the day. There

is great harm in having sexual intercourse during the day

time. It is censured.

24. Hence please wait till the night falls. Now all the

men will see us and so shall my father who stands at the

other bank.”

25. On hearing the words uttered by her, the leading

sage immediately created a screen of snow, thanks to the

strength of his merit.

26. When the sheet of mist spread and it looked just
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as night, the girl, afraid of submitting herself to sexual

intercourse, spoke to the sage again.

27. “O Yogin, your semen never fails. You may
enjoy me and go away. O holy lord, I shall become
pregnant, what will be my fate then?

28. O intelligent sage, my virginity will be ruined,

People will laugh at me. What will I tell my father?”

Paraiara said: —
29. O maiden, O beloved girl, sport with me freely

with loving emotion. You tell me what you desire. I shall

fulfil it.

30. By making my advances fruitful you will be known
as Satyavatl. You will deserve the respect of all Yogins

and even the gods.

Satyavati said :

—

31-32. If neither my father nor mother nor anyother

person on the earth comes to know of this, if my virginity

is not affected, O lord, if the son born of me attains won-

derful power like you, if there be sweet odour in my body

for ever and if there be fresh youth in me, accept me then.

Parafara said:

—

33. Listen to me O beloved girl, all your desires will

be fulfilled. A son of great fame of Visnu’s part will be

born to you.

34. Know that there is a reason that I have become

lustful. Even on seeing the beauty of celestial damsels my
mind was never deluded anywhere before.

35. On seeing you of fish odour 1 was enamoured.

O lass, lines drawn by Brah *na on the forehead cannot prove

untrue.

36. O comely lady, your son will be the author of the

Puranas, the classifier of the Vedas and renowned in the

three worlds.

37. O great sage, after saying this and enjoying the

beautiful lass, the sage, an expert in Yoga, took his bath in the

Yamuna and went away quickly.
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38. She conceived and immediately gave birth in an

island on the Yamuna49 to a son with the lustre of the sun and
resembling Kamadeva.

39. In his left hand he was holding the water pot and
in his right he had an excellent staff. He had matted hair

of tawny colour and shone like a mass of splendour.

40. Immediately after birth the brilliant sage spoke to

his mother ccO mother, go as you please and I also go at my
will

41. O mother, whenever you have some work, whenever

you desire in your mind, please remember me. Immediately

I shall come to you to fulfil your desire.”

42. After saying this and worshipping his mother’s feet

the sage, a storehouse of penance, went away to perform

penance to holy centres quelling sins.

43. -She too returned to her father. The chaste lady

was overwhelmed by her love for her son. She recollected

his activities and described the event as her great fortune.

44. As the boy was born in an island he was known

as Dvaipayana. Since he classified the various branches of

the Vedas he is glorified as Vedavyasa.

45-49. He went to these holy centres :—Tirtharaja50 at

the outset, which bestows virtue, love, wealth and salvation,

Naimisa, r,1 Kuruksetra/’ 2 Gangadvara,53 Avantika, 54 Ayodhya, 85

Mathura, 66 Dvaraka, 57 Amaravatl,58 Sarasvatl,59 Sindhusanga,60

4q. The river Yamuna is personified as the daughter of the sun by
his wife Samjna.

50. It is a famous place of pilgrimage on the northern bank of the

Gariga in Uttara Pradesh. See P. 33 note 27.

51. P. 76 note, P. 432 note.

52 • It lies south of Thanesar, not far fiom Panipat in Haryana
province.

53. P. 1082 note.

54. p. 1314 note.

53. It is situated on the Sarayu river in Audh near Faizabad, U.P.

36. It is situated on the right bank of the Yamuna river. Originally

it was called Madhuvana from the demon Madhu who ruled there.

57. P. 1229 note.

58. It is situated on the bank of the Krsna river in the Madras
Presidency.

59* P- 47 note. It may also refer to Mallika Sarasvatl, KRS Ch.
1. V. 41.

60. It is the place where the Indus joins the Western Sea.
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the confluence of the Ganga with the ocean,61 KaficI, 62 Tryam-

baka,63 the seven holy banks of the Godavari, 64 Kalafijara,

Prabhasa,65 Badarikasrama,66 Mahalaya,67 Omkaraksetra,68

Paurusottama,69 Gokarna, 70 Bhrgukaccha, 71 Bhfgutunga, 72

Puskara,73 Srlparvata74 and Dharatirtha He took ablutions

duly at these places and performed penance.

50-51. Wandering thus over the various, holy centres

situated in different countries, the son of Kalika reached the

city of Varanasi 75 where ViSvesvara himself and Annapurna

the great goddess, the storehouses of mercy shine in order

to give salvation to the devotees.

52. After reaching the holy centre of Varanasi and

visiting Manikarnika the great sage discarded the sin accu-

mulated in crores of birth.

53-57. After seeing Visvesa and other Lingas, taking

bath in puddles, tanks, wells and lakes, after bowing to all the

Vinayakas, after kneeling before all Gaurls, after worshipping

Kalaraja and Bhairava the devourer of all sins, after strenuo-

usly eulogising Dandanayaka and other important Ganas, after

propitiating Adikesava and other important Kesavas, after

repeatedly bowing to Lolarka and other important suns and

after offering balls of rice in all the holy spots alertly, the

meritorious soul installed the Lihga Vyasesvara on seeing

61. The upper part of the Bay of Bengal is known as Ganga-Sagara

for here the Ganga joins the sea.

62. Identical with the modern Conjecvaram. See P. 1365 note.

63. It is a sacred mount, source of the Goda river.

64.. The Goda rises in the Western Ghats, flows through the Dcrcan

into the Bay of Bengal. SP omits to mention the seven sacred places on

its bank.

65. P. 1084 note 19; P. 1310 note 141.

66. P. 1327 note.

67. This peak of the Himalayas has not been identified so far.

[>8. P. 1254 note. ,

69. P. 1264 note 125.

70. P. 1083 note 12; 1285 note 133.

71. P. 1262 note 1 16.

72. P. 1081 note.

73. A sacred place near Ajmer famous for the lake Puskata

74. P. 1254 note

73. P. 266 note.
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whom, O brahmins, man becomes a master of all lores like

Brhaspati.

58-59. After worshipping devoutly Visvcsa and other

Lirigas he began to think frequently—“What is that Linga
that bestows Siddhi instantaneously and worshipping whom
the great god, we shall be able to attain all lores and by
whose blessings I may have the power to compose the

Puranas.

60-73. There are crores of Lirigas; from the midst of

these what shall I instal, what shall I resort so ? Gan it be

Onkaranatha, or KrttivaseSvara or KedareSa, or Kame&a,
or Candresa, or Trilocana, or Kalesa, or Vrddhakalesa, or

Kalasesvara, or Jycsthesa, or Jambukesa, or Jaigisavyesvara, or

Dasasvamedhesana, or Drumacandesa, or Drkkesa or Garudesa

or Gancsvara, or Prasannavadanesa, or Dharmesa, or

Tarakesvara or Nandikesa or Nivase<a, or Patrlsa, or Priti-

keSvara, or Parvatesa, or Pasupati, or Ha^akesvara or

Brhaspatlsvara, or Tilabhandesa or Bharabhutesvara, or

MahaJaksmisvara or Marute£a, or Moksesa, or Ganges.", or

Narmadesvara, or Krsnesa, or Paramesana, or Ratnesvara, or

Yamunesa, or Langalisa, or Vi^vesvara or AvimukteSvara, or

or Vi§alaksl£a, or VyaghreSvara, or Varahesa, or Vidyesvara

or VaruneSa, or VidhiSa, or Hankesesvara, or Bhavanisa,

or Kapardisa, or Kanduke^a or AjeSvara or Visvakarmcsvara,

or Vlresvara, or NadeSa, or Kapilesa, or Bhuvanesvara, or

Vaskulisa or Mahadeva, or SiddhiSvara or VisvedeveSvara or

Virabhadresa or Bhairavesvara, or Amrtesa; or Satina or

ParvatiSvara or Siddhe§vara,Matangesa or Bhutisvara, or Asa<J-

hisa, PrakaSesa, or Kotirudresvara, or Madalasesvara, or

Tilaparnesvara, Hiranyagarbhesa or shall it be MadhyameS-

vara?”

74. Pondering thus, Vyasa, devoted to Siva with his

mind steady in meditation, thought for a short while.

75-77. “O I remember it now. I had forgotten it

before. My desire has been realised. There is a Linga

which is worshipped by the Siddhas. It bestows virtue, love,

wealth and salvation. Its sight and touch purifies the mind.

It opens the door to heaven. It is in the great holy centre,
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the holy centre of the Siddhas, in Avimukta. There is the

great Linga Madhyamesvara by name.

78. There is no other Linga at Ka£I than Madhyame-
gvara for the sight of which the gods come here on every

festive occasion.

79. Hence lord Madhyamesvara shall be resorted to.

Many brahmins have attained Siddhis by propitiating Him.
80. Siva is called Madhyamesvara since he is stationed

mainly in the centre of KaSI for bestowing happiness

on the people.

81. It is by worshipping this deity that the Gandharva

Tumburu and the celestial sage Narada became proficient

in the art of music.

82. It is by propitiating Him that Visnu acquired the

art of bestowing salvation; and Brahma, Visnu and Rudra
became the creator, sustainer and the annihilator respec-

tively.

83. Kubera became the lord of wealth; Vamadeva the

head of the devotees of Siva; the childless Kha{vanga was

blessed with children.

84. The celestial damsel Candrabhama of cuckoo-

like sweet voice was merged into the Linga even as she was

dancing emotionally.

85. Srlkara, son of the cowherdess, resorted to

Madhyamesvara and attained the chieftainship nf the Ganas
of the benevolent Siva.

86. Thanks to the favour of Madhyamesvara the two

gods Sukra and Brhaspati honoured and respected by the

Asuras and gods became the master of all lore.

87. I too shall worship lord Madhyamesvara and

attain the power to compose the Puranas immediately.

88. After resolving thus the sage Vyasa, son of

Satyavali, took his bath in the waters of the Ganga and

performed the sacred rites and observances.

89. Sometimes he took in only leaves, sometimes he

lived on fruit and vegetable diet, sometimes on wind or

water and sometimes he observed complete fast and performed

the sacred rites.

90. Thus by these observances of restraints the holy
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sage worshipped Madhyamesvara thrice a day with flowers
of various trees.

91. A long time elasped thus. One day early in the
morning the sage was returning after his bath in the waters
of the Ganga.

92. The holy sage saw lord Madhyamesvara, the
bestower of desires of the devotees, in the midst of the
Linga.

93. His left side was adorned by Uma. He was
wearing the hide of a tiger as his upper cloth. His body
appeared beautiful with the surging waves of the Ganga
amidst his matted hair.

94. The moonlight of the autumnal crescent moon
was forming bright patches in his forelocks. Bhasma was
smeared all over his body. His body was as white as camphor
or the Arjuna tree.

95. He had assumed the form of a five-year-old boy
with eyes extending upto his ears. His lips were as red as

the coral. He was wearing ornaments befitting a boy.

96. The lustre of his body subdued the arrogance
of a crore Cupids. He was naked. His lotus-face was
beaming with smiles. He was sportively singing Saman
hymns.

97-98. On seeing Siva, the lord of Uma, the shoreless

ocean of mercy, known for his fondness of devotees and easily

propitiated with delighted pleasing face, inaccessible even to

the Yogins, the kinsman of the distressed and the Cit-formed
lord, the sage sang the song of prayer with words choked
with devotion.

Vyasa said :

—

99. “O lord of gods, O fortunate one who are favour-
ably disposed to the refugees, O lord inaccessible to words,
mind and activities, and the one that are invisible even to

the Yogins.

100. O lord of Uma, the Vedas too do not realise

'our greatness. You alone are the creator of the universe,

me sustainer and the annihilator too.

101. You are the first and foremost of all gods. You
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are the existence, knowledge and bliss. You have no name
or family lineage. O SadaSiva you are omniscient.

102. You alone are the great Brahman; the untier of

the knot of Maya, unsullied by the three attributes as the leaf

of the lotus unaffected by water.

103. You have neither birth nor conduct of life. You
have neither a native land nor a family. Even so you are

the lord of the three worlds. You fulfil the desires of the

three worlds.

104. Neither Brahma nor Visnu nor the gods including

Indra nor the leading Yogins know your reality. We worship

you of such features.

105. Everything originates from you. You are all—the

lord of Gaurl, the slayer of the Tripuras, a boy, a youth, an

aged man. I unite you with my heart.

106. Obeisance to lord Siva, who deserves the worship

of devotees, Obeisance to the Ancient Being; to Siva the

great Atman/*

107. After eulogising thus when the sage Vyasa

prostrated on the ground the delighted boy spoke to him.

108. O Yogin, choose your boon, whatever be in your

mind. There is nothing which cannot be granted to you

since I am subservient to my devotees.

109. Then the delighted sage Vyasa of great penance

stood up and replied—“O lord what h hidden from you the

omniscient?”

110. You are the immanent Soul and bestower of

everything. Why does the lord force me for begging which

is the cause of misery?

111. On hearing these words of Vyasa of pious mind,

lord Siva who had assumed the form of boy smiled ml said:--

The boy said :

—

112. O most excellent of those who adow brahman,

the desire you have cherished in your heart will undoubtedly

be realised ere long.

113. I the immanent lord shall station myself in your

throat, O brahmin, and shall make you compose the Itihasa

and the Puranas efficiently.

114. The holy hymn “Abhila^astaka” (Eight Verses
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of Desire) that you uttered now shall fulfil the desires of

men who read or recite it in Siva’s temple thrice a day
for a year.

115. The recital of this hymn is conducive to the

increase of learning and intellect. It is the cause of all

riches and the bestower of virtue and salvation to men.
116. Even a fool, getting up early in the morning

taking his bath, worshipping the linga of Siva and reciting

this hymn for a year shall attain the status of Bfhaspati

( preceptor of the gods.

)

117. This hymn repeatedly recited for a year in the

presence of the Linga whether by a woman or a man,
duly observing restraints, shall increase the intellect and

learning.

1 18. After saying this the boy Siva merged himself

into the Linga. Shedding tears of love, Vyasa was overcome

with emotions.

119. Vyasa who thus secured the boon from the great

lord Madhyamesvara composed the eighteen Puranas spor-

tively.

120-122. The eighteen Puranas Brahma, Padma.
Vaisnava, Saiva, Bhagavata, Bhavisya, Naradlya, Markandeya,

Agneya, Brahmavaivarta, Laiiiga, Varaha, Vamana Kaurma,
Matsya, Garuda, Skanda and Brahmanda are conducive to

fame and merit to those who listen to the glory of Siva.

Suta said:

—

123. You have enumerated the eighteen Puranas. O
foremost among the knowers of the Vedas please define

them now.

Vyasa said :

—

124. This selfsame question was put to Nandi’keSvara

by Tandi the Brahminical Yogin. I shall tell you what he

had said.

Nandikeivara said :

—

125. O Tandi, Brahma the four-faced deity is the

main speaker. Hence, O sage, the first Purana is called

Brahma

.
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126. The second Purana is called Padma. It is so

called because it mentions the greatness of the Padmakalpa.

127. Another Purana composed by ParaSara and en-

lightening the details of Visnu is called Vaisnava Purana. It

is said to be composed by Vyasa since there is no difference

between father and son.

128. Those who know the Puranas speak that purana as

Siva Purana wherein there are many stories of Siva in its

earlier and later forms.

129. Where the stories of the goddess Durga are

mentioned, it is said to be Bhagavata Purana as well as

Devipurana.76

130-131. The Purana narrated by Narada is called

Naradiya. The seventh Purana is called, O Tancji,

Markan^eya because the great sage Markandeya is the

speaker therein. Since it is related to the fire-god, the

Purana is called Agneya. Since it recounts future events

the Purana is called the Bhavi$ya Purana.

132. Since the transformation of Brahman is narrated

the Purana is called Brahmavaivarta. Since the story of

Linga is mentioned it is called Linga Purana.

133-135. O sage, the twelfth Purana Varaha is so called

because it contains the story of Varaha, the great Boar. In

the Skanda Purana the speaker is lord Siva himself and the

listener is Skanda. In the Vamana Purana the story of

Vamana (the Dwarf-god) is mentioned. The Kurma
Purana contains the story of Kurma (the tortoise-god). The
Matsya Purana is so called because it is expounded by
Matsya. The Garu^a Purana is so called because the speaker

is Garuda himself. Since the story of the entire cosmic egg

is mentioned, the last Purana is called Brahman^a Purana.
Sula said :

—

136. This question was put by me to the intelligent

Vyasa. From him the definitions of the Puranas were heard

by me.

137. Thus was Vyasa born of Satyavati and ParaSara.

76. According to §P., the Saiviie Purina Devibhagavata, and not

the Visijuite Purana ‘Mahabhagavata’ belongs to the eighteen Puranas Sre

Winternitz H.I.L. Vol 1 Pt. IJ PP. 486-87.
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He composed the excellent Mahabharata and the Purina
Samhitas.

138. O brahmin, you shall not entertain a doubt as

to why Satyavati had sexual intercourse with ParaSara and
Santanu.

139. This wondrous birth has sufficient reasons behind

it. In the story of great men the good qualities shall be

grasped by the intelligent people.

140. He who reads or listens to this great secret is rid

of all sins and is honoured in the world of sages.

CHAPTER FORTYFIVE77

(The incarnation of Mahdkdlikd )

The sages said :
—

1. The beautiful episode of Siva with various in-

cidental anecdotes and narratives of various incarnations,

is heard. It yields both worldly pleasures and salvation to

men.

2. O foremost among those who know Brahman, we
wish to hear from you the beautiful story of the mother of

the universe, the goddess.

3. The first primordial Sakti of Siva the great

Brahman, who is called Uma, is the great mother of the

three worlds.

4. Her two incarnations—Sati and Haimavati, have

been heard, O intelligent Suta. Please mention her other in-

carnations too.

5. Which intelligent man will be reluctant to hear

the good attributes of the glorious mother? Wise men never

abandon them.

Suta said :

—

6. You are all blessed and contented noble souls in as

77. For the close similarity of the form and contents of the present

and succeeding chapters ending with UmSsamhita compare Mar. P: the

narrative ofDurgS.
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much as you inquire about the great story of Uma, the great

mother.

7. Sages consider the dust-particles of the feet of those

who listen, narrate and inquire about it, on a par with holy

centres.

8. Blessed and contented are they, their parents and

their family, whose mind is merged in the goddess, the great

Knowledge.

9. Those who do not eulogise the goddess of the gods,

the cause of all causes are deluded by the attributes of Maya.

They are unfortunate. There is no doubt in this.

10. Those who do not worship the great goddess, the

ocean of the juice of mercy, fall in the blind well in the form

of the cruel worldly existence.

1 1 . Abandoning the goddess and resorting to another

deity is as bad as abandoning the Ganga and resorting to

water in the desert for the sake of satisfaction.

12. Which excellent man will abandon her whose

very remembrance bestows all the four aims of life without

any strain?

13. This same question was put to Medhas by the

noble Suratha. Please listen. I shall narrate what was

mentioned by Medhas.

14. Formerly in the Svarocisa Manvantara there was

a king Viratha. Suratha his son was of great strength and

exploit.

15. He was very munificent, truthful, efficient in

duties, a devotee of the goddess, an ocean of kindness and

the protector of his subjects.

16. While he was thus ruling over the earth, with

the brilliance of Indra, nine other kings became desirous of

seizing his land.

17. They laid siege to his capital Kola. 78 The king had

a terrible war with them.

18. That king was defeated by his powerful enemies

in the war. His kingdom was seized and he was banished

from his city Kola.

78. Koli is identical with the modern Kolhapur in the Mahar&ftra

State.
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19. The king went to another city of his along with

his ministers. There too he was defeated by his enemies

who had a large following.

20. His ministers and officers became inimical to him
due to adverse fate. They took away all the wealth from
the treasury.

21. The king left his city pretending to go out for

hunting. Alone he got up on a horse and went to the dense
forest.

22-23. Going about here and there, the king saw the

hermitage of a great sage. It was shining all round with

flower gardens. Everywhere the sound of Vedic hymns was
heard. All the animals there were quiet and peaceful. The
disciples and the disciples of their disciples moved here and
there.

24. O intelligent one, tigers and other ferocious and
powerful animals did not harass the animals of less strength in

that hermitage, thanks to the power of the leading brahmin.

25. The king who was very kind and learned was wel-

comed and honoured by the leading sage with pleasing words,

accommodation and food and stayed there.

26-27. Once the king began to think anxiously—“Alas,

my kingdom has been seized by my haughty enemies. I am
unfortunate. My intellect is confounded. I have lost my
splendour. The kingdom which had been well guarded by
my ancestors is now enjoyed by my enemies.

28. There was no king in this family as weak as I.

What shall I do? Where shall I go? How shall I get the

kingdom back?

29. My hereditary ministers and counsellors have left

me. I do not know which king they serve now.

30-32. I do not know what plight they are in, after

the ruination of the kingdom. My heroic soldiers, very
enthusiastic in the battle, slayers of enemies, now serve

another king. Huge elephants like mountains, horses fast

as wind have gone away. Is the traditional treasury accu-
mulated by my ancestors well guarded or not ? Thus the
very virtuous king became much deluded.
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33-35. In the meantime a certain Vai£ya came there.

The king asked him—“Sir, who are you? Why have you
come here? Why do you appear to be very morose and
dejected? Please tell me this, now.”

On hearing the sweet words of the king, the leading

VaiSya Samadhi shed tears. He spoke to the king in words
full of humility and friendship.

The Vaiiya said :

—

36-38. “O king, I am a Vaigya Samadhi, born of a

rich family. Out of greed for my wealth I have been

abandoned by my wife, sons and others. I am depressed

by my past Karman. O king, I have come here to the

forest. I am worried about my sons, grandsons, wife,

brothers, their sons and friends. O lord, ocean of mercy,

I am in dark about their welfare.

The king said :

—

39. How is it that you love, even as senseless animals

do, those sons and others who are of evil conduct and

covetous for wealth and by whom you have been ousted?

The Vaiiya said :

—

40. O king, words pregnant with substantial sense

have been uttered by you. Still my mind is deluded by the

tie of love.

41. O excellent sage, the king and the VaiSya, both

of them equally deluded then approached the sage Medhas.

42. The valorous king accompanied by the chief of

the Vaisyas bowed his head to the leading Yogin.

43. With palms joined in reverence the king spoke

to the sage:—“O holy lord, it behoves you now to dispel

our delusion.

44. Abandoned by the royal glory I have resorted to

this dense forest. Still I am not content and happy since

my kingdom has been taken away.

45. This VaiSya has been expelled from his house by

his people, wife and others. Still his sense of affinity and

kinship with them does not go off.
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46. What is the reason hereof? Please say. Wise
though we are, our minds are afflicted and agitated by
delusion. This is great foolishness.

The sage said :
—

47. The great Maya in the form of the eternal Sakti
is the material cause of the universe. It is this that drags
the minds of all and makes them deluded.

48. O lord, Brahma and other gods deluded by this

Maya do not realise the truth. What then is the story of
men ?

49. That alone, Paramesvari of three attributes,

creates the universe; she alone sustains it and she alone
destroys it at the proper time.

50. O excellent king, only he surmounts this delusion

on whom the favourite goddess who assumes forms as she

pleases becomes delighted.

The king said :

—

51. O sage, who is that Goddess? Who is that great

Maya who fascinates all ? How was that goddess born ? Please

tell me.

The sage said :

—

52-53. When the whole universe had been one great

expanse of water, 7® a vast sea, when Kcsava, the king of

Yogins, resorted to Yogic slumber and was sleeping on Sesa,

two Asuras were born of the dirt in the ears of Visnu.

They became notorious on the surface of the world in the

names of Madhu and Kaitabha.

54. They were terrible with huge bodies. They had

the dazzling brilliance of the sun at the time of dissolution

They had huge jaw bones. Their faces were hideous with

curved fangs. They seemed to devour all the worlds.

79. P. 1071 note. For details sec Agrawal. MP—A Study PP. 9.

a66, 321. We find a rock-cut image of Ekaruava at Udayagirifc 400 A.D.)

The idea is often repeated in the Puranas Gf. Vi*nu P. 1. 3.24.

vftftspHrm: si?* iNtarara? f^r: 11
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55. On seeing the lotus-seated deity in the umbilical

lotus80 of the lord, the two Asuras 81 shouted “Hey, who are

you?** and attempted to kill him.

56. On seeing the two Daityas and observing that

Visnu was still lying in the vast milky ocean,82 Brahma
eulogised ParameSvari.

Brahma said :

—

57. O Mahamaya, save me, save me, O goddess

favourably disposed to those who seek refuge in you, O mother

of the universe, save me from these Daityas of hideous

features.

58-59. I bow to the great Maya, the Yogic slumber,

Uma, Sati, Kalaratri, Maharatri, Moharatri, greater than

the greatest, the mother of the three deities, the eternal,

the bestower of the fruits of the cherished desires of the

devotees, the protectress of the gods and the ocean of mercy.

60. It is by your power that Brahma creates the

world, Visnu protects it and Siva destroys it at the opportune

time.

61. O Mother, you are Svaha, Svadha, Hri, the un-

alloyed intellect, Tu$ti (satisfaction), Pustf nourishment),

Santi (peace), K$anti (forbearance), Ksudha (hunger) and

mercy itself.

62. O mother, you are the Maya of Vi§nu, the very

consciousness, the great Sakti, Lajja ( bashfulness ) and Tf?na

( thirst)

.

63. You arc Bhranti (Illusion). You appear in the

form of Smrti (Memory)
:

you stay assuming the form of

mother. You are Laksmi in the house of those who engage

themselves in meritorious activities.

80. The idea is often repeated in the Puranas. Cp M. 168. 15.

spnor' ft** 11

81. Sprung from the ears of Vi$nu while he was, asleep at the end

of a Kalpa, Madhu and Kaijabha were about to kill Brahma but were

killed by Vi?ou. Prof. Agrawal however offers a symbolical interpretation

of Madhu and Kaitabha as Rajas and Tamas.

82. See ?. 224 note.
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64. You are Jati (Birth), Vytti (cause of activity) and
Vylpti (pervasiveness.

) You pervade everything in the

form of intelligence.

65. O Mother, please delude these unthwartable

Asuras. O origin of the universe, please waken Vi§nu the

unborn lord.”

The sage said :

—

66-67. O king, on being requested by Brahma for the

destruction of Madhu and Kaifabha, the mother of the

universe, the great Vidya, the presiding deity of all Vidyas,

Sakti the enchantress of the three worlds manifested herself

as Mahakali on the twelfth Tithi of the bright half of the

month of Phalguna.

68. Then a celestial voice arose:—“O lotus-seated one,

do not be afraid. I shall remove the thorn after killing

Madhu and Kaitabha in the battle.”

69. After saying this and coming out of the eyes,

mouth etc. of Vi?nu, the great Maya stood before Brahma

of unmanifested birth.

70. Vi?nu, the lord of gods stood up and saw in

front of him the Daityas Madhu and Kaitabha.

71. A battle ensued between Visnu of unequalled

splendour and the two Daityas lasting for five thousand

years. Then there ensued a hand-to-hand fight.

72. Deluded by the powerful great Maya, the excellent

Danava spoke to the lord Vi?nu—“Ask for whatever boon

you desire to choose.”

JVardyana said :

—

73. If you are pleased with me grant me this boon

that I may kill you. I do not request for any other boon.

The sage said:

—

74. On seeing the earth covered by a great expanse

of ocean they spoke to KeSava:—“Kill us in a spot where

the earth is not covered with water.”

75. After giving his consent the lord lifted up his

dazzling discus, placed their heads on his loins and cut

them off.
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76. O king, thus I have told you about the origin

of Kalika. O intelligent one, listen to the origin of Maha-
lak?mi now.

77. Although free from aberrations, and devoid of

forms and features, goddess Uma manifested herself in

different Yugas for the destruction of the distress of the

gods, after assuming different forms and features.

78. Thus I have described to you her manifestation

in bodily form whose wish alone manifests as everything

efficaciously. Thus she conducts her sports in that way and

thereby gives chance to her devotees to describe her attributes.

CHAPTER FORTYSIX

{Incarnation of Mahalakfmi )

The sage said :

—

1. There was a demon Rambha who was the crest-

jewel of the race of Daityas. From him was born Mahi^a83

the Danava of great splendour.

2. That king of Danavas defeated all the gods in

battle and ruled over the kingdom of heaven seated on the

throne of lord Indra.

3. The defeated gods sought refuge in Brahma. With

them Brahma went to the place where Visnu and Siva84 were

present.

4. After reaching there and bowing to Siva and

Vi§nu the gods narrated all their woeful tale in the proper

order.

5. O lords, we are harassed by the wicked Mahi$a.

We have been ousted from heaven after our defeat in the

battle-field.

6. We are wandering in this world of mortals with-

83. According to MB. the Asura Mahisa was killed by Karttikcya.

§P. mentions his death at the hands of Can<Jl.

84. The word ‘Visakapi* in the dual form signifies Visnu and Siva.
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out peace or happiness anywhere. O what pitiable plights

we—Indra and others—have been led to !

7-8. The sinful Asura who has offered freedom from

fear to the partisans of the Daityas, himself performs the

ordained task of these—viz, the sun, the moon, Varuna,

Kubera, Yama, Indra, Agni, wind, the Gandharvas, Vidya-

dharas and the good Caranas and others as well.

9. Hence it behoves you to save us the gods who

have sought refuge in you. O lords, please think of the

means of killing him immediately.

10. On hearing the gods, Visnu and Siva were very

angry. Their eyes rolled through anger.

11. Then a great splendour issued forth from the

mouths of the infuriated Visnu and Siva and from the

bodies of other gods.

12. The gods who were devoted to meditation on

Durga saw the mass of splendour blazing in all the ten

directions.

13. That highly terrible splendour issuing forth from

the bodies of the gods joined together and became a woman
MahisamardinI herself.

14. Her dazzlingly brilliant face constituted the

splendour of Siva, the hairs the splendour of Yama and

the arms the splendour of Visnu.

15-18. Her breasts were formulated by the splendour

of the moon; the waist by that of Indra; the calves and

thighs by that of Varuna; the hips by that of the earth;

the feet by that of Brahma
;
the toes by that of the

sun; the fingers by that of Indra; the nose by that of

Kubera; the teeth by that of the patriarch; the eyes by

that of fire; the eyebrows by that of the dusk; the

ears by that of the wind, her other limbs by that of other

heaven-dwellers. Thus the goddess manifested herself on

the lotus-seat.

19. On seeing her thus formulated by the mass of

splendour of the gods, they attained great delight.

20. Observing that she had no weapons, Brahma and

other gods decided to make her fully equipped with

weapons.
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21. Then lord Siva offered her a spear; Lord Krsna
gave her a discus; Varuna conch and noose.

22-23. The fire-god gave her Sakti; the wind-god a
bow and a quiver full of arrows; Indra the thunderbolt
and a bell; Yama a big staff; Prajapati a garland of beads;
Brahma a water-pot and the sun the lustrous hair.

24-27. Kala gave her a sword and a shining shield,
the milk ocean a beautiful necklace, two fresh pieces of
cloth, the crest-jewel, ear-rings, bangles, crescent-shaped
ornaments, beautiful anklets, shoulder-pieces, a necklace and
finger-rings. Visvakarman gave her a beautiful axe and the
ocean various weapons, an impenetrable armour, a beauti-
ful garland and a lotus.

28-29. Himavat gave her a lion and gems of various sorts.

Kubera a vessel filled with wine. Sesa a NagahSra of
wonderful workmanship, studded with various precious gems.

30. Thus honoured, the goddesss with these and
other similar objects, ornaments, weapons etc. shouted loudly

again and again.

31. The sky was filled with her terrible noise that

echoed tremendously and made the three worlds agitated.

32. The four oceans shook and rolled. The earth

quaked. Cries of victory were shouted by nhe gods harassed

by Mahisa.

33. Then the gods eulogised the great Sakti, Ambika
in the form of Mahalaksmi with words choked with devotion.

34. On seeing the world agitated, the enemies of the

gods got up with uplifted arms and with their armies ready

for war.

35. The infuriated Mahisa rushed at the direction of

the sound and saw the goddess who had pervaded the three

worlds with her beautiful lustre.

36. In the meantime, crores of great heroes led by

Mahisasura came there with weapons..

37-38. Ciksura, Camara, Udagra, Karala, Uddha^a,

Ba?kala; Tamra, Ugrasya, Ugravlrya, Bidala, Andhaka,

Durdhara, Durmukha, Trinetra Mahahanu—these and many
others, heroic and efficient in battle, came there.

39. As they, the masters of weapons and missiles,
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fought with the goddess in the battle a terribly long time

elapsed.

40. Different weapons and missiles hurled by the

hosts of enemies were rendered futile instantaneously by the

power of the goddess.

41. Then the goddess hit and struck the hosts of

enemies Cik$ura and others with her club, arrows, spear,

&akti and axe.

42. When his armies fell the demon Mahisa struggled

with the hosts of soldiers that issued from the breath of the

goddess.

43. He kicked some with the hoofs, hit some with

the horns and others with his tail and snout.

44. After slaying the Ganas the chief of Asuras rushed

at the lion of the goddess in order to kill it. Then she be-

came wrathful.

45. He of great virility thrashed the ground with his

hoofs, uprooted a mountain with his horns, hurled it and

shouted.

46. O excellent king, heavy mountains hurled by

him as he rushed all round fell in the battle-ground from

the sky.

47. Clouds split by his horns were shattered to pieces.

The ocean struck at with his tail throbbed and splashed

water beyond the shores all round.

48. On seeing the demon Mahisa thus infuriated,

Ambika, the protectress of the gods, became ready to kill

him.

49. She took up a noose and hurled it at him. She

bound the Asura Mahisa. Then the demon abandoned his

assumed guise.

50. Wielding Maya, he became a lion. Soon as

Ambika tried to cut off his head he became armed with

a sword.

51. She then struck him with the arrows, as he stood

there with the sword and shield. He then became an

elephant and struck at the lion with his tfunk.

52. The goddess cut off his hand with her sword. The

uemon then assumed his original form.
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53. He then agitated three worlds including the

mobile and immobile beings. Then, Candika of great honour

and exploit became infuriated.

54. She drank the beverage again and again. With

eyes rolliug she laughed aloud. The haughty Asura too,

proud of his strength and exploit, roared.

55. He uprooted the mountains and hurled them at

her. She too reduced them to powder and struck them

with arrows.

56. With her face reddened as a result of the inebria-

tion after drinking wine, and with her senses excited, she spoke

in a tone as majestic as the rumbling of the clouds.

The goddess said :

—

57. “O stupid fellow, O demon of ruined intellect, why

are you stubborn in vain ? None of the Asuras in the three

worlds can stand before me**.

The sage said :

—

58. Thus saying the goddess pounced on him, stamped

on his neck and pierced him with her fierce spear.

59. Pressed with her foot and overwhelmed by her

might the Asura seemed as good as half dead.

60. Still he continued to fight. His head was cut off

with the sword and he was felled down on the ground.

61. Crying “Alas ! Alas” loudly, his iollowers, afraid of

the battle fled from the scene shouting “Save us, O save us”.

62. The god Indra and others, eulogised the goddess.

The Gandharvas sang songs; the celestial damsels danced.

63. O king, thus the origin of MahalaksmI has been

narrated to you. Now listen to the origin of Sarasvati with

a calm mind.
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CHAPTER FORTYSEVEN

( Dhumralocana , Canda , Munda and Raktabija are slain
)

The sage said :

—

1. There was a Daitya Sumbha and another equally

powerful Nisumbha. The three worlds including mobile and

immobile beings were attacked by the two brothers.

2. The gods afflicted and harassed by them went to

Himalaya and saluted the mother of all living beings, the

bestower of all desires.

The gods said :

—

3. O goddess Durga, Victory be to you. O, beloved

of your kinsmen, be victorious. Obeisance to you, the cause

of the protection of the three worlds.

4. Obeisance to you, the bestower of salvation,

obeisance to the great mother, the cause of the creation,

sustenance and annihilation of the world.

5. O goddess of the form of Kalika, Tara. Chinnamasta,

Srlvidya, Obeisance to you.

6. O goddess of the worlds, of the form of Bhairava,

obeisance to you. Obeisance to Bagalamukhl (stork-faced ).

Obeisance, to Dhumavati.

7. Obeisance to Tripurasundari, to MatarigI, to Ajita

(the unconqucred) and to Vijaya.

8. Obeisance to Jaya, Marigala VilasinI, to you of

the form of milking maid and of terrible form.

9. Obeisance to you, O goddess, of the form of the

unconquered, of permanent form, the protectress of those

who seek refuge in you.

10. Obeisance to the one knowable through Vedanta;

obeisance to you the great soul, the heroine of infinite worlds

of this universe.

11. Eulogised thus by the gods the delighted goddess

the bestower of boons, spoke, to the gods—“Who is being

eulogised by you here ?**

12. Then a virgin came out of the body of the

goddess. Even as they were winking she spoke to the

goddess with great reverence.

'
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13. “O mother, this eulogy is addressed to me by
the heaven-dwellers harassed by the powerful Daityas

Sumbha and Nisumbha.”

14. Since she emerged out of the inner vestures of

her body she is called KauSikl. The destroyer of the Asura
Sumbha is being sung in that name.

15. She alone is said to be Ugratarika and great

Ugratarika. She is called Matangi after the source from
which she manifested herself.

16. She addressed the gods—“All of you stay here

fearlessly. I shall carry out your task without any strain.

I am independent”.

17. After saying this, the goddess vanished. Canda and
Munda— the attendants of Sumbha and Nisumba saw the

goddess.

18. On seeing her beautiful form pleasing to the eyes

they were fascinated. They lost their consciousness and fell on

the ground.

19. Returning to their king they narrated the details

to him “O king, a certain beautiful lady hitherto unseen has

been seen by us.

20. Seated on a lion, on the beautiful peak of the

Himavat she was served by the virgins of the gods with

palms joined in reverence.

21. They massaged her feet and hands, decorated her

tresses, and applied collyrium to her eyes.

22. A certain damsel held out the mirror to her face.

Another handed over the betel-leaf along with cloves and

cardamom.

23. Some picked up the fallen dice and stood in front

of her. Some bedecked her body with ornaments and

clothes.

24. Her calves and thighs are like the stem of the

plantain tree. Her nose is like that of a parrot. Her arms

are like serpents and creepers. She wears a beautiful girdle.

The anklets round her feet are jingling.

25. Pearl necklaces heave over her breasts rendered

fragrant with the musk. Necklaces shine round her neck.

She was sporting about bedecked in chaplets.



26. She has semi-circular marks on her forehead. She

wears ear-rings set with gems. Her plaited hair are pretty.

The wide three eyes bedeck her face.

27. She is imperishable, possessed of garlands. Bangles

shine in her hands. There are gold rings round her

fingers. Shining bracelets make her hands dazzle.

28. She is clad in white garments. She shines in her

lotus-pose with the marks of saffron on her forehead which

is also bedecked with the moon.

29. She has the brilliance of lightning. She wears

precious garments. Her breasts are elevated within her

bodice. She holds excellent weapons with her eight uplifted

arms.

30. There is no lady among the Asuras, Nagas,

Gandharvas or Danavas in the three worlds as beautiful as

she.

31. Hence the fitness for sexual indulgence with her

rests only in you since she is a gem among ladies and O
lord, you are a gem among men.

32. On hearing the words of Canda and Munda that

great demon Sumbha sent a messenger Sugriva to her.

33. “O messenger, there is a certain beautiful lady on

the snow-capped mountain. Mentioning these words of mine

she shall be strenuously brought here’*.

34. Thus urged by him, the exccllant Danava Sugriva

went to Himacala and spoke to the great goddess, the

mother of the universe.

The messenger said :

—

35. O gentle lady, the Daitya Sumbha and his brother

Nisumbha are very strong and valorous. They are famous

in the three worlds.

36. O goddess, I am a messenger of Sumbha. I have

come with his message to which you will listen please.

37. “I have defeated Indra aud others in the battle

and taken away their jewels. I enjoy the share of the gods

offered to them in the sacrifices.

38. You are a jewel among women, more precious

than ether jewels. Resort to me or to my younger brothet,

exhibiting your loving emotion.
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39. On hearing the message of Sumbha conveyed by

the messenger the Mahamaya, the beloved consort of Siva,

spoke.

The goddess said :

—

40-41. C) messenger, you speak the truth, not the lie.

But I have taken a vow that I shall endeavour to make one

alone as my husband who can shake off my pride, who can

conquer me in the battle. None else.

42. Hence you convey my words to Sumbha and

NHumbha. Let either do whatever is proper in this matter.

43. On hearing these words of the goddess the

Asura Sugriva returned to his king and acquainted him
with every detail.

44.

On hearing the report of the messenger Sumbha
of stern rule angrily said to Dhumraksa, the foremost of his

generals.

45-46. O Dhumraksa, there is a beautiful lady on the

snow-capped Himalaya mountain. Go quickly and fetch her

here. O excellent Asura, do not be afraid of this expedition.

If she wishes to fight, you shall fight strenuously.

47. Thus directed the Daitya Dhumraksa went to

Himalaya and spoke to the goddess who was a part of Uma.
48. “O lady, approach my lord. Otherwise I shall

kill you. I am accompanied by sixtythousand Asuras”

The goddess said:—
49. “O hero, you are commissioned by the king of

Daityas. If you kill me what can I do for you ? But I

consider it impossible to go without a fight.’

*

50. Thus addressed, the Danava Dhumraksa rushed

at her but was burnt with a mere Hunkara uttered by her.

51. Since then, that goddess is called Dhfimavati in

the world. When propitiated she destroys hosts of enemies

of her devotees.

52. After Dhumraksa was killed, his army was crunched

and munched by the infuriated lion. Those who were

spared fled away.

53. On hearing that the Daitya was killed by the

goddess, the valorous Sumbha was angry and bit his lips.
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54. He sent the Asuras-Cantja, Munda and Raktablja in

order. The Daityas, thus ordered, went to the spot where
Ambika was stationed.

55. On seeing the goddess seated on a lion, possessed

of Anima 85 and other Siddhis and dazzling the quarters with

her brilliance, the leading Danavas said.

56. “O lady, hasten to approach Sumbha and
Ni£umbha. Otherwise we shall kill you along with your

Ganas and your lion.

57. O lady, choose him as your husband. He is eu-

logised by the guardians of the quarters and others. You
will attain a great bliss rare to attain by the gods.”

58. On hearing these words the goddess Amba smiled

and spoke interesting and truthful words.

59. Lord Siva, the great Brahman, the eternal god is

without a second. Even the Vedas do not understand his

reality. What then of Visnu and others ?

60. I am His subtle Prakrti. How can I choose

another as my husband ? Even if she is overwhelmed by

love does a lioness choose a jackal as her mate?
61. A female elephant does not take an ass nor does

a leopardess take a hare. O Daityas, overcome by the

Serpent of Death you speak in vain.

62. Descend to Patala86 all of you. If you have the

power, fight.” On hearing her provocative words the Asuras

said to one another.

63. “We do not kill you as you are a woman. But

if you desire for battle be ready with your lion.”

64. While they spoke thus the fight ensued. The
arrows rained in the battle, sharp arrows from either side.

65. Thus fighting with them sportively the goddess

slew the Asura along with Canda and Munda.

66. Though they had an inimical feeling these enemies

of the gods attained in the end that world which her followers

go to.

8f,. Sec P. 23 j note.

86. According to the Puranic Mythology it is the seventh region

trending from the earth below.
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CHAPTER FORTYEIGHT

(The manifestation of Sarasvatt)

The king said :

—

1-2. O holy lord, O brahmin, what did Sumbha, the

suppressor of the gods, do on hearing that Dhumrak$a,

Cancja and Raktabija were killed by the goddess? Please

tell me this now. I desire to hear the purifying tale of the

goddess, the cause of the universe.

The sage said :

—

3. O king, on hearing that the leading Daityas had
been killed, the great Asura of commendable valour ordered

his invincible followers who were thrilled at the very mention

of the war.

4. At my behest the Daityas born of the race of

Kalaka 87 have all assembled here with their armies and along

with Kalakeyas, 88 Mauryas, 89 Daurhrdas90 and others. Let

them march on with hopes of victory.

5. After ordering the demons, Sumbha and Nisumbha

mounted on their chariots and set out. Their armies too

followed them like swarms of moths rising up from a

mountain definitely for their destruction.

6. Mrdangas, Mardalas, Bherikas Dindimas, Jliar-

jharas and Anakas were sounded. The warmongers rejoiced

in the battle-ground. Those who were afraid fled away for

their life.

7. Clad in their martial dress the soldiers came in

their healthy spirits to the battleground. Holding various

weapons and missiles they teased one another each eager for

his victory.

8. Soldiers on elephants, looked at the enemy with

87. In respect of this H mse no details are avitilable either from the
MB. or the Purai-a^.

88. Kalakeyas, d escendants of Kalaka wife of Kasyapa, arc often

mentioned as powerful demons in the MB. and the Puranas.

8q. Mauryas are the descendants of the Asura Mura who is

generally mentioned in connection with Pi£gjyoti>a

90. Daurhrdas are the descendants of the Asura Durhfda.
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indifference. In the company of the lord of Asuras they

rejoiced in the battle.

9. The sound arising from the guns rose up repeatedly

making the gods tremble. A great darkness enveloped the

sky. Even the chariot of the sun was not visible.

10. Foot-soldiers set out in excessive numbers desirous

of victory. Soldiers in chariots, on horsebacks, elephants and

others set out joyously in crores and crores.

11. The rutting elephants like massive black mountains

spread their trumpeting sound in the battle-field. Camels

resembling small hills produced hoarse sounds from their

throats.

12. Neighing horses hailing from exalted lands, with

big ornaments round their necks, expert in the knowledge of

their gaits planted their legs on the heads of elephants and
flew like birds.

13. On seeing the army of the enemy advancing

thus, Ambika kept her bow well-strung. She sounded her

bell that distressed the enemy. The lion too shook his manes

and roared.

14. Seeing her bedecked in fine ornaments, holding

weapons and stationed on the Himalaya mountain Nisumbha
spoke words full of sentiments like a man clever in under-

standing the emotions of beautiful women.

15. “Even a petal of the Malati (Jasmine) flower

thrown on the beautiful body of women like you may distress

you. O goddess, how will you carry on a terrible war with

the self-same handsome body of yours ?”

16. After saying thus the great Asura became silent.

Cancjika spoke to him—“O foolish Asura, why do you

prattle in vain? Either fight or else return to Patala.91

17. The heroic demon, becoming infuriated, made a

wonderful shower of arrows on the battle-field just as masses

of clouds shower water during rains.

18. Along with his arrogant followers the demon
fought with sharp weapons as spears, axes, iron clubs,

91. It is the lowermost of the nether regions where V&suki reigns

over the N£gas.
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parighas, bows, Bhusundikas, javelins, horseshoe-edged

arrows and great swords.

19. In that war great elephants looking like black

mountains with foreheads pierced ran here and there. The
banners of Sumbha and Nisumbha white like flying cranes

fluttered here and there.

20. The demons were shattered by Kalika like fishes.

The dreadful horses were beheaded and killed in the battle.

The other demons were devoured by the lion.

21. In the battlefield streams of blood flowed. The
dead soldiers floated. Their tresses of hair resembled the

moss. Their upper cloths resembled the white foam.

22. A great fight ensued where soldiers of equal rank

fought with one another. The cavalrymen fought their

counterpart; the elephant-riders with those on elephants:

the charioteers with those on chariots and the footsoldicrs with

footsoldiers.

23. Then Nisumbha thought to himself—“A terrible

period has set in now. Even a poor man may become

rich and rich man poor if the time is adverse.

24. A senseless fellow may become intelligent and an

intelligent man dull. A wicked man may be praised by the

noble. The great and the powerful may be vanquished. The
weak may come out victorious in the war.

25. Victory or defeat come naturally at the stance of

the lord. Neither Siva nor Brahma nor Visnu has been able

to transgress his law.

26. Heroes do not come to the battlefield for turning

back. But how can I attain victory in a battle with this

lady who has destroyed my entire host?

27. Indeed this lady is the ancient Prakrti, the great

Siva come here to achieve the task of the gods and harass

the army of the Daityas. She can never be an ordinary

woman

28. It is inglorious to be killed by a woman or to

kill a woman for those who desire to taste the pleasures of

war. Still how shall we show our faces to the king of

Asuras without fighting?

29. After thinking thus and sitting in a great chariot
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driven by a charioteer he hastened to the spot where the
lady consort of Siva was present; the goddess whose youth
was sought after by the celestial damsels.

30. He addressed her thus—“O goddess of what
avail is it if the mercenary soldiers are killed ? If you
desire to fight, let both of us clad :n martial dress fight with
each other.

31. The goddess addressed KMl then—“See the foolish

ambition of the two Asuras. Time the instigator of good
and bad actions renders the mind work in a different way
when adversity is imminent.’

*

32. Then Nisumbha attacked Candika as well as Kali
with thousands of arrows. With the volleys of her arrows
Siva split into a thousand pieces the arrows discharged by
the Asura.

33. He then lifted up his lustrous sword along with
the shield and struck the lion on its head. With her great
sword she split it too as the woodcutters do to a tree with
the axe.

34. When the sword was split he thrust an arrow into

her chest. The arrow too was cut. He then hurled the

trident which powdered it widi her fist.

35. Prepared to die the heroic Asura seized a mace
and rushed at her. She reduced the mace into powder with

the edge of her trident. The demon shattered the trident

with another mace.

36. Then she struck Nisumbha with her sharp, terrible

serpentine poisonous arrows that were accustomed to drink

the blood of Asuras and brought him down to the earth.

37. When his younger brother of great honour and
strength fell Sumbha was furious. The eight-armed demon
seated himself in a chariot and came to the place where Siva

was present.

38. She blew the conch Arindama, produced unbear-

able bow-twang; the lion shaking its manes roared. The
whole sky reverberated with the threefold round.

39. Then the mother of the universe laughed bois-

terously making all the demons tremble with fear. The gods

shouted cries of “Victory” when she challenged the Asuras

in the battle.
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40. The king of Daityas hurled a spear of shining

flames which was struck down by a meteor. Siva shattered

the arrows discharged by Sumbha. He too split the arrows

discharged by Siva into a thousand pieces.

41. She lifted up her trident and struck the great

Asura. He fell down unconscious shaking heaven and earth

along with the ocean like a mountain whose wings had been
chopped off by Indra.92

42. Suffering the pain arising from the trident, the

powerful demon, the suppressor of the gods, created ten

thousand hands and struck Kali and Candika along with the

lion, by means of his discus.

43. Splitting sportively the discus hurled by him, she

hurt and struck the Asura with the trident. Thus both of

them met their death at the lotus-hands of Siva that

sanctify the universe and attained the great region.

44. When the powerful Nisumbha, and Sumbha of

terrible exploit were killed the Daityas entered Patala.93

45. Others were devoured by Kali’s lion. The remain-

ing Asuras being excessively frightened fled in the quarters.

46. The rivers with clear water flowed along their

paths; the winds blew very gentle to the touch; the sky be-

came clear.

47. Sacrifices were revived by the gods and the sages,

Lord Indra and the gods felt blissful again.

48-49. O lord, this story of Uma is holy and meri-

torious. It describes the destruction of the king of Daityas.

He who regularly reads this with faith enjoys all worldly

pleasures inaccessible even to the gods and attains the abode

of Uma hereafter by the very grace of the goddess.

50. Thus was the goddess, slayer of Sumbha born.

She is said to be Sarasvati. O king, she has manifested

herself as a part of Uma.

92. See P. 643 note.

93. Patala is called Balisadman—the abode ol Bali. According to a

legend God Visnu in the foim of a Brahmin dwarf ciavcd from Bali the

boon of three steps of ground and having obtained it stepped over

heaven and earth in two strides but then out of resped to Bali's devotion

and his grandson Prahlada’s virtues, he stopped short end Jell to him

Patala, the nether region. See P. 953 note 27 1; P. 730 note
1 17.
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CHAPTER FORTYNINE

( The manifestation of Umd

)

The sages said :

—

1. O Suta, the most excellent among the omniscients

please mention the incarnation of Uma, the goddess of all

the worlds and the mother of Sarasvati.

2. She is sung as the primordial Prakrti of the sup-

reme Brahman. She is both possessed and devoid of forms.

She is of the foim of eternal bliss. She is Satl.

Suta said :

—

3. O sages, listen lovingly to the great story, the per-

fect knowledge of which alone helps man to attain the great

goal.

4. Once there was a clash between the gods and the

Asuras. Thanks to the power of the goddess the gods became
victorious.

5. Then the gods were proud and haughty. They
boasted— “We are blessed. What can the Asuras do to

us

6. Of our unbearable prowess, the Asuras are afraid.

They have gone to Patala saying, “Run, run”.

7. Then all of them proclaimed thus: “Wonderful is the

strength, splendour and good luck of the gods that has reduced

the race of the Daityas.

8. Then a mass of splendour appeared, at the unpre-

cedented sight of which the gods were surpiiscd.

9. Ignorant of the real glory and the intention of the

goddess to quell their arrogance, the Asuras said with choking

throats “What is this ? What is this ?”

10. Then the lord Indra ordered the gods—“Go ye all

and examine it and ascertain what it is.”

11. Urged by Indra, the wind-god approached splen-

dour and addressed it, “Who are you ?” The splendour too

put the same question to him.

12. Thus asked by the big mass of splendour the

wind-god replied arrogantly.—“I am Vayu the vital breath

of the univeise.”
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13. Everything in the universe, mobile or immobile, is

woven like warp and woof into me. I am the support of

everything. I move the entire universe.”

14. Then the great splendour said:

—

e<
If you are com-

petent to move, O wind-god, please move this blade of grass

I have set before you. Move it as you please.”

15. Then wind-god put forth all his efforts. But the

blade of grass did not stir from its position. Then he was

put to shame.

16. The wind-god went silently to the assembly of Indi a.

There he narrated the details of his discomfiture.

17. “False is our pride that we are the lords. In fact

we are helpless, insignificant creatures.”

18. Then Indra sent all the gods. When they could

not realise anything Indra himself went there.

19. On seeing Indra come, the unbearable splendour

vanished immediately. Indra was surprised.

20. Then Indra thought to himself again and again

—

“I seek refuge in him alone whose conduct is such as

this.”

21-22. In the meantime, in order to bless them and

remove their arrogance, Siva, the embodied form of unde

ceitful mercy, existence, knowledge and bliss, manifested her-

self on the ninth day of the bright half of the month Gaitra

when the sun was in the middle of the day.

23. Shining among the mass of splendour she bright-

ened the quarters with her brilliance. She enlightened the gods,

saying “I alone am Brahman.”

24. In her four hands she held boons, noose, goad and

the mystic gesture of protection. She was served by the Vedas

and looked beautiful and proud of her blooming youth.

25. She wore red garments and red garlands. Red
sandal paste was smeared over her body. She was as dazzling

as a crore of cupids. Her lustre was that of a crorc moons.

26. The great Maya, in the form of the immanent

soul of all, the cosmic witness of all living beings, and the

great Brahman, spoke.

Umd said: —
27. Neither Brahma nor Visnu nor Siva the slayer of
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the Tripura demon can bluff* before me. What about the

other gods ?

28. The great Brahman, the great light in the form of

the two Pranavas, I alone am. I am all. There is none
other beside me.

29. Though devoid of form I possess forms. I consti-

tute all principles. I am eternal and my attributes cannot
be disputed. I am both the cause and the effect.

30. Sometimes I have the form of a woman, sometimes
of a man. Sometimes both. I am goddess assuming all

forms.

31. I am the creator, the protector and the destroyer

of the world. I am the enchantress of the universe.

32.

All the Saktis—Kali, Lak§mi and Sarasvati as well

as others are born of my parts. So also the arts originate

from me.

38.

Due to my power alone the demons are con-

quered by you. Without knowing me of this nature you

bluff as the lords of all.

34. Just as a magician makes the wooden doll of a

woman dance so also I the goddess make all living beings

dance.

35. Being afraid of me the wind blows, the fire-god

burns and the guardians of the quarters carry on their duties.

36. Independent that I am, I sportively bestow victory

on the gods sometimes and on the Daityas sometimes.

37. It is my form that is described in the Vedas as

indestructible, the great abode, the one beyond Maya and

that which is greater than the greatest.

38. My form is two-fold—Saguna and Nirguna. One
is mixed with Maya and the other is free from it.

39. O gods, endowed with devotion, realise this and

eschew your arrogance, worship me, the eternal Prakrti.

40. On hearing the merciful words of the goddess, the

gods eulogised her, with their shoulders drooping with devotion.

41. O goddess of the universe, forgive us. O goddess,

be pleased. O mother, let us not be arrogant again.

Please be merciful.

42. Since then the gods began lo propitiate her as
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before. They eschewed their arrogance and became pure
in mind.

43. O Brahmins, thus I have narrated to you the

menifestation of Uma. By only hearing this men attain

the great region.

CHAPTER FIFTY

( The incarnation of Satdkfi etc .

)

The sages said :

—

1. O intelligent one, all of us are anxious to hear

the episode of Durga every day. Please tell us another

wonderful tale of the goddess.

2. O Suta, the most excellent of the story-tellers,

we are not satiated even as we hear different nectarine

stories narrated by you.

Suta said :

—

3. The most powerful son of Ruru, famous as Durgama
secured the four Vedas as a result of the boon granted by

Brahma.

4. Securing this strength that cannot be thwarted even

by the gods he wrought havoc on the earth, making the

gods tremble in heaven.

5. When the Vedas were destroyed the sacred rites

were ruined. Brahmins and the gods fell off from their

right conduct.

6. None offered charitable gifts; none performed

penances; there was neither worship nor sacrifice. Then a

great drought befell the earth extending to a period of a

hundred years.

7. There was a great hue and cry in all the three

worlds. The people felt miserable being afflicted by hunger

and thirst.

8. Rivers, oceans, tanks, wells and lakes dried. Trees

and plants withered.
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9. On seeing the misery of the distressed subjects the

gods sought refuge in the Yogic Maya, Mahe£varl.

The gods said—
10. O Mahamaya, save all your people. Check your

fury or the worlds will be ruined.

11-12. O ocean of mercy, O supportress of the distress-

ed, kill this demon too just as you have killed Sumbha,
Nisumbha. Dhumraksa, Canda, Murnja, Raktablja, Madhu,
Kai{abha and Mahisa.

13. Boys are guilty of offence at every step but who
on earth brooks it except the mother ?

14. When miseries afflict the gods and the brahmins

you incarnate for the welfare of the people.

15. On hearing the distress of the gods the merciful

goddess revealed to them her form possessed of many eyes.

16. The goddess with her lotus-face beaming with

delight held in her four hands the bow, the arrows, the lotus

and different fruits and roots.

17. On seeing her people scorched and distressed, the

goddess was dejected. With her eyes full of mercy she cried

for nine days and nights.

18. The tears took the forms of thousands of water-

currents released from her eyes. The worlds, the plants and

medicinal herbs were delighted by them.

19. They turned into the rivers and oceans of deep

waters. Vegetables, roots and fruits grew on the earth.

20. To the learned and the gods she distributed the

fruits in her hands. To the cows she gave the tender blades of

grass and to others the things they deserved.

21. All including the gods, brahmins and men were

satisiied. Then the goddess said—“What else shall I do for

you ?”

22. The gods then gathered together and said, “The

people have been rendered happy and satisfied. O goddess,

be pleased and redeem the Vedas taken by Durgama.”

23. After saying “So be it” she said. “Go ye all to

your abodes. Ere long I shall give you the Vedas.”

24. Then the joyous gods returned to their abodes after
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bowing to the goddess the cause of the universe with her

eyes that resembled full-blown blue lotus.

25. \ Then a great bustle arose in the three regions

heaven, earth and sky. On hearing it the son of Ruru
besieged the city immediately.

26. Then after creating a big circle of splendour all

round for the protection of the gods, Siva herself came out

of it.

27. A great battle ensued between the goddess and

the Daitya. Both showered arrows in the battle, piercing the

armour of each other.

28-29. In the meantime ten beautiful forms came out

of Kali Viz Tara, Chinnamasta, Srlvidya, Bhuvanesvari,

Bhairavi, Bagala, Dhumra, Srimattripurasundarl, Matangl and

Mahavidya with weapons in their hands.

30. Then appeared innumerable mothers of divine

forms, wearing the digit of the moon and with a lustre

resembling the splendour of lightning.

31. Then a terrible combat ensued between the Asuras

and the mothers. The army of the son of Ruru, consisting of

a hundred Aksauhinis was killed in the battle.

32. Then the goddess struck Durgama with the edge

of her trident. He fell on the earth like an uprooted

tree.

33. Thus after killing him the goddess redeemed the

four Vedas and gave them to the gods.

The gods said :

—

34. O Ambika, for our welfare that form of infinite

eyes was assumed by you. Hence sages will glorify you as

Sataksl.

35. Since the worlds were sustained by you with vege-

tables sprouting from your body, you will be famous as

Sakambhari.

36. O Siva, since you killed the Daitya Durgama you

will be known as Durga.

37. O Yogic slumber, O Mahabala, O bestower of

knowledge, O the mother of the universe, Obeisance be to

you.
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38. Obeisance to the heroine of infinite universes

known as the supreme goddess in the Mahavakyas as Tat-
tvamasi.

39. O Mother, we who are unaware oi your power and
greatness, cannot adequately eulogise you who are inaccessi-

ble through words, mind or body and whose eyes are the sun
and the moon.

40. Who else will bestow mercy on seeing us the gods
except the great goddess Sataksi the mother ?

41. Effort shall be made by you so that the three

worlds will not be pestered continuously with obstacles and
our enemies shall be destroyed.

The gods said :

—

42. Just as the cows run about in excitement quickly
on seeing their calves in distress, so also I, Sati, am excited on
seeing you in distress and run about.

43. Even a moment appears to be a Yuga if I do not
see you since I look at you as my own children for whom I

am ready even to lay down my life.

44. No worry or anxious thought need be entertained

by you endowed with devotion as long as I stand by you
destroying your distress.

45. In the manner I have killed the Daityas I shall kill

the Asuras. You need not entertain any doubt in this regard.
Truth, I am speaking the truth.

46-47. I shall be born of the womb in the family of

cowherds as the daughter of Yasoda wife of Nanda, when
Sumbha and Nisumbha will be born as Daityas. I shall kill

the demons and become famous. Men will therefore call me
Nandaja.

48. Since I shall be taking the form of a bee and
killing the demon Aruna, men will glorify me as Bhramarl

49. Again I shall take a terrible form and devour the
Raksasas. I shall then be famous as Bhima Devi.

50. Whenever there is harassment caused by the Asuras
I shall surely incarnate and work for your welfare.

51. The goddess Sataksi, Sakambhari and Durga are
identical. In all the three the individual is the same.
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52. There is no deity so compassionate as Sataksi the

great goddess who cried for nine days on seeing her people

scorched and distressed.

CHAPTER FEFTYONE

( Review of holy rites)

The sages said :

—

1. O blessed disciple of Vyasa, O Suta the most

excellent among the knowers of the Puranas, we wish to

hear some other story of the lord.

2. We wish to hear the most excellent sacred rites

of Uma, the mother of the universe, those which were narrated

to Vyasa the great Atman by Sanatkumara

Suta said :

—

3. All of you are blessed great souls
;
steady in your

devotional rites to the goddess. Now listen devotedly to

the well-guarded secret of the great Sakti.

Vyasa said :

—

4. O omniscient Sanatkumara, O intelligent son of

Brahma, I wish to hear the wonderful holy rites of Uma.
5. Please tell me what is pleasing to the great

mother. What are its characteristics and on doing what

can it be efficacious ?

Sanatkumara said :

—

6. O Dvaipayana of great intellect, listen to the full

description I am going to give of the secret that you ask.

7. Three paths of the glorious mother have been

narrated which yield both worldly pleasures and salvation.

They are paths of knowledge, holy rites and devotion.

8. Jfianayoga is the union of the mind with the Atman.

The union with the external objects is called Kriyayoga.

9. Bhaktiyoga is the concept of the unity of the Atman

with the goddess. Of the three I mention Kriyayoga in

detail.



10. It is concluded in the sacred scriptures that devo-

tion is generated by activities, knowledge is born of devotion,

liberation is the result of knowledge.

11. O excellent sage, the chief reason of liberation is

the Yoga. Kriyayoga is the greatest means of liberation.

12. One shall know the Maya as Prakfti and the

wielder of Maya as the eternal Brahman. After realising the

identity of the two one is released from the world by
bondage.

13-14. O Vyasa, listen to the merit of the person

who builds a temple to the goddess either of stone or of

wood or of mud. He who builds a temple to the goddess

attains the benefit which a person who worships every day

through Yoga attains in plenty. That virtuous soul who
builds the temple for the glorious mother enables a thousand

past and a thousand future members of his family to attain

liberation.

15. The sins committed by a person in a crore of

births, whether they be small or big, are quelled at the

very moment when the foundation for temple of the glorions

mother is laid.

16-17. The glorious great Amba is the most excellent

among all the deities just as Ganga and Sona among the

rivers, the earth in forbearance, the ocean in majesty and

the sun among the planets.

18. She is the most important among all the deities.

He who causes her temple to be built attains established

power in every birth.

19-21* One who makes the temple for the mother in

any of these holy centres becomes free from bondage—viz.

Varanasi, Kuruk?etra, Prayaga, Pu$kara, the banks of the

Ganga or the shores of the ocean, Naimiga, amarakantaka,

the highly meritorious Sriparvata, Gokarna, Jftanaparvata,94

Mathura, Ayodhya, Dvaravati etc*

22. He is honoured in the Mapidvipa for as many
thousand years as the number of years the brickwork holds

good.

94. Not identified.
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23. He who makes idols with the full complement of

characteristics fearlessly attains indeed the greats region of

Uma.
24. After installing the image of the goddess, in the

auspicious stars, planets and the season, man becomes con-

tented and blessed by the favour of the Yogamaya.
25. After installing an auspicious image of the goddess

one can redeem the men of one’s family both of the past and
the future.

26. O leading sage, by installing the goddess the merit

derived is a crorc times mare than that derived by establish-

ing the three worlds.

27. The merit cannot be calculated of the man who
instals the Paftcayatana95 deities with Ambika in the centre

and the other four in the four quarters.

28-31. One attains great merit by repeating the names

ofVisnu a crore times during the solar and lunar eclipses,

a hundred crore times by repeating the names of Siva, a crore

times by repeating the names of Sridevi, a crore times by

building the palace for the goddess. To the man who instals

the image of the goddess, mother of the universe, identical

with the three Vedas there is nothing inaccessible, thanks to

the merit of the glorious mother. His sons, grandsons and

others flourish. All his sins perish.

32. Even those who desire mentally the installation of

the excellent image attain the great region of Uma inaccessi-

ble even to the sage^.

33-34. If a man, on seeing the image being made or

the temple being built thinks mentally : “If I get sufficient

wealth I too will make”, his family attains heaven undoub-

tedly. What is there in the three worlds which cannot be

secured by the power of Mahamaya ?

35. Those who have resorted only to the goddess the

cause of the universe, are not or<Jinary men. They are the

Ganas of the Goddess herself.

36. Those who repeat the two syllables “U-ma”
day and night, sitting, sleeping or moving become Siva’s

Ganas.
95. The five deities referred to here are : Sun Ganesa, Durga

Rudra and Visnu. Seep 168 note 174.
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37. Those who worship the goddess Siva, with flowers,

incense and lamps whether as daily routine or on special

occasions due to certain reasons will attain Uma’s abode.

38. Those who clean, scrub and smear the altar of

the goddess with cowdung or clay will attain Uma’s
abode.

39. The goddess mother bestows her blessings on

the family of the person who builds a beautiful temple for

the goddess.

40. The glorious mother repeats day and night: “May
my devotees live for a hundred years. Let them not be

the victims of adversities.”

41. Ten thousand people of the person who has

caused the image of the goddess Uma to be made, are

honoured in the Manidvlpa."

42. Whatever an aspirant solicits after installing and

worshipping the image of the goddess he attains that.

43. Who can calculate the merit of a person who
performs the ablution of the installed image of the glorious

mother, with clarified butter after smearing it with honey ?

44. The devotee shall perform the ablution of the godd-

ess either with water scented with sandal, aguru, camphor
maihsi, musta etc. or with the milk of single-coloured

cows.

45. The excellent offering shall be made with the

incense of eighteen ingredients. The waving of the light for

the goddess shall consist of wicks soaked in ghee or camphor.

46. On the fifth, eighth, ninth and tenth days of

the dark lunar half and on new moon days the devotee shall

worship the mother of the worlds with fragrant flowers.

47. Jananisukta, Srlsukta or Devisukta shall be recited

or Mulamantra shall be chanted.

48. All flowers except Visnukranta and Tulasl are

pleasing to the goddess particularly the lotus.

49. He who offers golden or silver flowers to the god-

dess goes to the greatest abode where crores of Siddhas live.

50-51. After the worship the rite of forgiveness shall be

<.6. Not identified. Whrthc-r it has a link with the city of Mar.ipura
in Assam or with* Maniparvata in the south Arcot is not clear.
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performed by the devotees for the sins committed “O god-

dess, O bestower of happiness and bliss be pleased.” He
shall eulogise her with these words and meditate on the

goddess as seated on a lion with boons and the majestic ges-

ture of protection.

52. After meditating on the goddess, the bestower of

desires on the devotees he shall offer various ripe fruits as

Naivedya.

53. The man who partakes of Naivedya of Siva Sakti

shakes off all dirt and becomes pure.

54. He who performs the rite of the goddess on the

third day of the bright half of Caitra is liberated from the

I'ondage of worldly existence and attains the supreme goal.

55-56. The learned devotee shall perform the festival of

tfte swing on the very day. He shall worship the mother of

the worlds Uma and Siva with flowers, vermilion, garments,

camphor, aguru, sandal, incense, lights, naivedyas, garlands,

scents and other things.

57. He shall then serve the goddess Amba, the cause

of all welfare along with Siva.

58. Siva bestows all desires on him who performs the

rites with due observances and the festival of swinging to

the goddess every year.

59-61. The third day of the bright half of the month

of Vaisakha is called Aksayatftlya. The devotee shall observe

the holy rites of the mother of the universe on that day

without lassitude. He shall worship Gauri and Siva with the

flowers of Mallika, Malati Campa, Japa, Bandhuka and

lotus. He will be quelling the sins perpetrated in a crorc of

births mentally, verbally and physically. He will enjoy the

four aims of life in an unmitigated manner.

62. There is nothing which cannot be achieved by a

person who worships the goddess with great devotion after

observing all the rites on the third day. of the bright half of

the month of Jycstha.

63. In accordance with the wealth that one has, one

shall perform the festival of chanot which is extremely

pleasing to the goddess, on the third day of the bright half

of the month of Asadha.
64-65. The chariot is the earth. The two wheels are



the sun and the moon. The horses are the Vedas and the

charioteer is the lotus-born Brahma. The chariot shall be

studded with the jewels of different types. It shall be decorated

with the garlands of flowers. After making the chariot thus

the devotee shall instal Siva in it.

66. The intelligent man shall imagine that the

glorious Ambika is seated in the middle of the chariot

surveying the world for protecting it.

67-69. When the chariot moves the devotee shall shout

cries of “Victory” with the words “O goddess, favourably

disposed to the distressed, protect us who have resorted to

you”. The devotee shall propitiate the goddess with the

playing of musical instruments. The chariot shall be taken

up to the boundary of village and the deity worshipped in

the chariot itself. After eulogising with various hymns the

deity shall be brought home. After prostrating a hundred

times the devotee shall pray to the mother of the universe.

70-72. The intelligent man who performs the worship,

holy rites, the festival of the chariot, the worship of the

Mother, on the third day of the bright half of the Sravana

and Bhadrapada, rejoices with his family. In the end he goes

to the region of Uma at the highest upper worlds.

73. The devotee shall observe the holy rites of Navara-

tra in the bright half of Asvina and realise his desires

undoubtedly.

74. Neither Brahma nor Siva nor Karttikeya nor any

one else can describe the efficacy of the rite ofNavaratra.

75-77. O excellent sages, by performing the Navaratra

rite, king Suratha, son of Viratha, regained his lost kingdom.

The intelligent king of Ayodhya, Sudarsana, son o!

Dhruvasandhi secured the lost kingdom. Performing thi-

great rite and propitiating the goddess the Vaisya Samadhi

being liberated from worldly bondage attained salvation.

78-79. Siva fulfils the mental desires of the person who
performs the rites duly in the bright half of Asvina on the

third, fifth, seventh, eighth, ninth, or the fourteenth day.

80-81. He who performs the holy rite on the third day
in the bright half of Karttika, Marga€ir§a, Pausa, Magha and

Phalguna and worships the auspicious goddess with red flowers,
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Karavira and the like, with incense, scents etc. attains all aus-

picious desires.

82. For acquiring blissful conjugal life this great Vrata
shall be performed by women. It shall be performed by men
also for the acquisition of learning, wealth and sons.

83. Rites such as Umaniahesvara and others arc alsc

pleasing to the goddess. They shall be performed devotedly by

those who are desirous of salvation.

84. This compendium is highly meritorious, enhances

devotion to Siva. It is auspicious. It contains several anec-

dotes. It yields worldly pleasures and salvation.

85. He who listens to this with devotion or narrates it

piously or reads it himself or causes it to be read attains the

supreme god.

86. He who keeps this in his abode in the manuscript

form written in beautiful hand and duly worships it attains

all desires.

87. There will be no fear from goblins, ghosts and

other evil spirits at any place. Undoubtedly he will attain sons,

grandsons aud riches.

88. Hence this charming and meritorious compendium
Umasarnhita shall always be heard and read by those who
seek for devotion to Siva.



KAILASaSAMHHT

chapter one

{The discussion among Vydsa
, Saunaka and others)

1. Obeisance to Siva accompanied by Amba, his sons

and the Ganas, obeisance to the lord of Pradhana and Puru$a,

obeisance to him who is the cause of creation, sustenance and
dissolution.

The sages said :

—

2. The beautiful Umasamhita full of various anecdotes

we have heard. Now narrate the Kailasasamhita that

propagates Siva’s tenets.

Vydsa said :—
3. O dear, now .listen with pleasure. Out of affection

for you I shall narrate the divine Samhita Kailasa ex-

pounding Siva’s tenets.

4. Formerly the sages of great power and splendour

performing penances on the summit of Himavat97 desired to

go to Varanasi98 and decided accordingly.

5. They started from the mountain and reached Ka$I.

They decided to bathe there and saw Manikarnika."

6-8. The lordly sages bathed there and performed the

Tarpana rites to the gods and others and to Gahga. They

visited Vi£ve£a the lord of the gods, bowed and worshipked

him with devotion The sages, the masters of the Vedas

eulogised him with Satarudra and other mantras and thought

“O, we are blessed. We are content.” Due to Siva’s pleasure

they realised everything. They remained ever engaged in

devotion to Siva.

97. This celebrated mountain extends from the Eastern to the Western

Sea, is formed after the shape ol a bow-string and forms the northern

bounds of Bharatavarsa.

<j8. It is named after Varar>a and Asi, the tributaries of the Ganges

on which the city is situated.

99. It is a sacred pool in Vftranasi.
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9. In the meantime Suta who had left his hermitage

to visit PaftcakroSa100 reached there. On seeing him the joyous

sages paid obeisance to him.

10. After bowing to ViSveSvara, the lord of gods, the

consort of Uma, Suta entered the Muktimantjapa101 along

with them.

11. When Suta the great soul, the excellent of the

Pauranikas took his seat, the sages paid respects to him

with Arghya and other ingredients of worship.

12. The delighted Suta saw the sages of auspicious

rites and enquired after their health and welfare. They

replied suitably.

1 3. On seeing him pleased at heart the sages spoke in

relevance to the context, in order to know the meaning of

Pranava.

The sages said :

—

14. O blessed disciple of Vyasa, O Suta the best

among the Pauranikas, you are a great devotee of Siva, the

ocean of perfect knowledge.

15. Lord Vyasa, the preceptor of the universe has

crowned you as the chief of the Pauranikas and made you

the propounder of the Puranas.

16. The Pura$ic lore is firmly set in your heart.

Indeed the Puranas explain the meaning of the Vedas.

17. Vedas arise from the Pranava. The Pranava is

lord Siva. Hence you are the permanent abode of lord

Siva’s stay.

18. We shall be free from illness after we have drunk

the nectar of Pranava which is as sweet and pleasing as the

honey oozing out of your lotus-mouth.

19. O intelligent one, you alone are our preceptor,

none else. Out of compassion please narrate the nature of

lord Siva.

20-21. On hearing their words, the intelligent Suta,

the beloved disciple of Vyasa, made obeisance to Ganefia,

100. The region upto the distance of five Kroias round VSr&nasi is

called Paiicakroil. It is sacred to Siva.

101. It is identical with the Avimukta Tirtha inVirlpail,
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six-faced Kafttika, Mahesv&rl, lord Nandfsa-son of Silada

and husband of Suyasa, Sanatkumara and Vyasa and
said.

Suta said :

—

22. Well done, well done, O blessed sages, your sins

have been quelled. Your minds are steadied. It is rare in

persons of evil deeds.

23-24. O leading sages, I shall narrate to you what
was mentioned by my preceptor Vyasa to the sages in the

Naimiga forest. On hearing this alone men are blessed with

devotion to Siva. You shall listen with attention and joy.

25-27. Formerly in the Svarocisa Manvantara, sages

of steady rites performed penance in the Naimisa102 forest

where all the Siddhas live. They conducted a sacrifice of

long duration, propitiated Rudra the leader of sacrifices. They
desired to know the supreme nature of the lord. They
waited for Vyasa. They were engaged in devotion to Siva

and wore Rudraksa after smearing their bodies with the

ashes.

28. Observing their eagerness, lord Badarayana, the

soul of all, the fruit of the penance of Paratiara appeared

before them.

29. On seeing him the sages were delighted with

beaming eyes and faces. They stood up and welcomed him

with reverence.

30. With due hospitality they offered him a golden

seat. Seated cosily on the golden seat the sage Vyasa spoke

majestically.

Vyasa said :

—

31. Hope you are quite well. Please say. Has the leader

of the sacrifices been worshipped well by you in this

sacrifice ?

32. Why lord Siva accompanied by Amba, the lord

who releases from worldly bondage has been worshipped with

due devotion by you all in this sacrifice.

33. Your activity seems to me to be the outcome of

102 . Sec P. 76 note; P. 432 note.
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your desire to hear more of the great nature of lord Siva,

the cause of salvation.

34-35. Thus urged by the sage Vyasa of great brilliance

the great sages of the Naimisa forest bowed to him, the

noble soul whose mind was delighted by his devotion to

Siva.

The sages said :
—

36-37. O holy lord, O leading sage, born of Nfirayana’s

part, O storehouse of mercy, O intelligent one, O holy lord

of all lores, you are the storehouse of the favours of

Mahadeva, lord of the universe, accompanied by Amba and

the Ganas.

38. Our minds have been yearning for the sight of

your lotus feet even as the bees yearn for the touch of lotus

flowers. We arc now satisfied by the vision of your loti:<

feet.

39. Inaccessible indeed is the sight of your lotus

feet to the sinners. Since now we have obtained it we arc

really fortunate.

40-42. O blessed one, we arc pci forming this long

sacrifice in this Xaimisaranya. We wanted to know the

meaning of the Pranava. We are discussing the greatness of

lord Siva and wish to heai all about him. But we cannot

understand the same. Now' it behoves you to clear ofT our

doubts. O holy lord, we aie only small-minded.

43-44. There is none else in the thice ootids to clear

our doubts. We arc immersed in the ocean of delusion,

vast and shoreless. O storehouse of men y, take us across

this ocean in the laft of Siva’s knowledge. Wc arc truly

eager to know the principle of Siva’s devotion.

45-46. Requested by the sages, the master of the

Vedas, the great sage, father of Suka, chief of the Vcdic

scholars, meditated within the pericarp of his heart, on lord

Siva who releases from worldly existence and who is Pranava,

the essential substance of Vedanta. Being dehghted in his

mind, the great sage spoke.
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CHAPTER TWO

(The dialogue between the god and the goddess)

Vydsa said :

—

1-3. O blessed brahmins, the question has been well

put by you. The knowledge of Siva’s principle that illumi-

nates the meaning of Pfanava ’s incomprehensible. It can be
obtained surely by those with whom the trident-bearing lord

is pleased and not by others who are undoubtedly devoid

of Siva’s devotion. This is true.

4. Lord Siva, consort of Amba, has been adored by
you by long sacrifices. This I see actually.

5. O devotees, I shall narrate to you an ancient story

containing a wonderful dialogue between Uma and Siva.

6-8. Formerly Sati, daughter of Daksa, the mother of

the universe abandoned her body in the sacrifice of her

father in view of the insult offered to Siva. As a result of

the penance the goddess became the daughter of the Himavat.

On the advice of Narada she performed a penance for Siva

on that mountain. When lord Siva married her with

Svayamvara rites Parvatl attained happiness.

9. Once she was cosily seated with lord Siva on that

great mountain. She spoke to the lord.

10-11. O omniscient lord who hath ordained to himself

the five-fold duties, O lord easily accessible through devotion,

O lord of nectarine body, I was the daughter of Dak$a in my
former birth. I abandoned my body because of the insult

offered to you. I have now become the daughter of the

mountain Himavat.

12. O lord, please make me merged in the principle

of pure Atman by duly initiating me in the Mantras.

13. Thus requested by the goddess the moon-crested

lord replied to the goddess with a delighted mind.

92. Vidyesvarasamhita (17.9;,) recounts the five actions by which

th • supreme power manifests. These are ^TT, fd0*fl4 an

OTlTf I
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Lord Siva said :

—

14. If your mind is thus diverted, O goddess, you are

blessed indeed. I shall initiate you so after going to the

summit of Kailasa.

15. Then after leaving Himavat and reaching Kailasa,

the lord of mountains, Siva, recited mantras Pranava and
others in the proper order after duly initiating her.

16. Then making the goddess merged in the pure

Atman, lord Siva went to his garden accompanied by the

goddess.

17-18. Siva bedecked the goddess with the full-

blown kalpa tree104 flowers brought by the dearest friends of the

goddess the chief of whom was Sumalini. He made her sit on

his lap. Looking at her face he sat there with his face

beaming with delight.

19. Then ensued the delightful discourse conformable

to the Vedas between Parvati and lord Siva. It was meant

for the welfare of the world.

20. O ascetics, then the mother of the universe seated

on the lap of her husband looked at the lord’s face and

said.

The goddess said :

—

21. O lord, you have discoursed on the Mantras in-

cluding the . Pranava. There at the outset I wish to know

the meaning of the Pranava.

22. How did Pranava originate ? How is Pranava

mentioned ? How many Matras have been mentioned ? How

is it that it is called the initial mantra of the Vedas ?

23. How many deities are mentioned ? What is the

concept of the Vedas thereto ? What types of rites are men-

tioned ? What is their cause and what is their result?

24. How do the five Brahmans stay in this mantra in

their proper order ? How many .Kalas are enumerated ?

How is it the Atman of the universe ?

25. O Siva, what is the link between the syllables

and their meaning ? What are the places of their articula-

tion ? Who is authorised in this ? What is the theme ?

104. It is a mythical wish-filling tree of Indra’s Paradise.



26. Wliat is the link between the knower and the

known and what is the purpose ? What shall be the nature of

the practising devotee ? What shall be the place for the

practice of meditation ?

27. Of what form is the object of devotion ? What
is the benefit derived from this ? What is the procedure ?

What is the place of worship ?

28. What is the mystic diagram of the worship ? O
Siva, what arc the sages and the rules regarding Nyasa, Japa
etc. What is the order of procedure in this worship ?

29. O lord Siva, please mention these all particularly,

if you have mercy on me. I wish to hear everything

factually.

30. Thus implored, the moon-crested lord praised the

goddess and began to . xplaiu.

CHAPTER THREE

[The way of Sannydsa)

Lord Siva said :

—

1. O goddess, listen. I shall explain what you have

asked for. Merely by hearing this the individual soul

becomes Siva himself.

2. To understand the meaning of Pranava is to under-

stand me. Pranava is the seed of all the lores.

3. It shall be understood as very subtle but possessed

of great meaning even as the seed of the Banyan tree though

very small contains a huge tree. It is the initial mantra

and the essence of the Vedas. Particularly it has me for its

form.

4. I am the loul far beyond the attributes, the omnis-

~:ent and the omnipotent. I am Siva pervading all but

Rationed in the single-syllabled mantra Om.
5. They say that whatever obtcct there is whether

' hesised into one or analysed in pieces is the meaning of
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Pranava, thanks to the combination and importance of the

attributes.

6. It is the imperishable Brahman, the means of attain-

ing all objects. Siva creates universe at the outset saying

“Om”.

7. Since there is not much difference between the sense

and the sound Om, this is explained thus. Siva is Pranava or

Pranava is Siva.

8. The brahminical sages, the scholars who realize

the identity between the sense and the sound know me as the

single-syllabled Om.

9. Hence he who aspires for salvation and is free froir

aberration shall understand Pranava as the cause of all and

me as the Nirguna Paramcsvara.

10. O goddess, I shall give this crest-jewel of mantras

at Kasi for the liberation of all Individual souls.

11. O Amba, there at the outset I shall explain

Pranavoddhara, the knowledge of which imparts the greatest

achievement.

12. Firstly the devotee shall extricate Nivrtti, then the

the fuel, time, s . iff, and the lord.

13. Thus the Pranava of five syllables is explained by

extricating the three Matras, Bindu and Nada. It yields

liberation to those who perform the Japa in this manner.

1 4. Pranava is the vital breath of all living beings from

Brahma to immobile beings. Being the Prana thus, it is

called Pranava.

15. It consists of A, U and M in the middle, Bindu and

Nada at the end. That is Om.

16. O excellent sage, the first letter (A) is like water

in the south, the second letter (U) is in the north
;
the letter

M is like fire in the middle, before Nada and Bindu.

17. The three Matias are thus mentioned in order :

A. U. M. Half a matra is beyond it.

18. O goddess, this half matra is in the form of

Bindu and Nada. This cannot be described directly. It is

known only by the wise.
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19. O beloved, the Vcdic texts beginning with “Isanab

Sarvavidyanam” 105 issue from me. The Vedas indeed speak

the truth.

20. I am the source of the Vedas. Pranava expresses

me. Since it expresses me the Pranava too is mentioned

as Vedadi.

21. ‘A’ is the great Bija, Rajas, the four-faced creator.

‘U* is the Prakrti, source, Sattva, the protector Vi$nu.

22. ‘M* is the Puru sa, the Bijin, Tamas, the

annihilator Siva. Bindu is Mahesvara the lord, the

disappearance.

23. Nada is Sadasiva the bestower of blessings on all.

On the top of Nada there is Siva who is greater than the

greatest.

24. He is omniscient, the creator, the lord, free from

dirt, the imperishable, the inexpressible, the great Brahman,

beyond the existent and the nonexistent.

25. In the letters ‘A* etc. the later one is pervasive

of the earlier. The earlier one is the pervaded.

26. The five Brahmans 108 beginning with Sadya and

ending with Isana are stationed in the five letters ‘A* etc.

They are my very forms in order.

27. O Siva, in the syllable ‘A’ eight Kalas of the

form of Sadya exist. “In ‘IT thirteen Kalas of the form

of Varna exist.

28. The eight Kalas of the form of Aghora are statio-

ned in ‘M\ In Bindu four Kalas of the form of Purusa

exist.

29. In Nada five Kalas born of I*ana are present.

Thus their state of being the soul of the universe is due to

the recognition of their sixfold identity.

30. The sixfold objects constitute Mantra, Yantra,

deity, universe, the preceptor and the disciple. O beloved,

listen to the meaning of these objects.

31. The mantra previously mentioned is a composite

in;,. TA. in. 47. i

nrfi. Yidycsvarasamhita 1 17-44) enumerate these fi\e forms as

.nrfarw, otk, 3^7 and Isth
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of five letters. The same attains the form of a Yantra. I

shall mention the details of its mystic diagram.

32. Yant a is in the form of the deity
;
the deity is in

the form of the universe
;
the preceptor too is in the form of

the universe and the disciple is of the body of the preceptor.

33. Om is everything, everything is Brahman. (Om
Itidam Sarvam Iti Sarvam Brahma) This Vedic Text estab-

lishes the link between the word and its meaning.

34-35. The places of articulation, O goddess are'.Adhara

(support) Manipura (jewel-refill) Hrdaya ( heart
) ViSuddhi

(purity) Ajfia (order) Sakti (power) Santi. Beyond Santi is

the lord who is greater than the greatest. The authorised

person is he whose non-attachment is firm and stable.

36-37. O goddess, I shall be the theme, thanks to the

concept of the identity of the individual and the universal

soul. The subject has been clearly mentioned. O goddess,

now listen. The link of the Jiva and the Atman with me
and the Pranava is as between the word and its sense.

38-42. A brahmin with the following characteristics

shall approach the preceptor with the requisite qualifications.

He shall be regularly engaged in holy rites, be calm, per-

form penance, shall have self-control, be a brahmin well-

versed in the Vedas and endowed with cleanliness and

good conduct, unattached to the pleasures of this world and

of the next and of the worlds of the gods. He shall per-

form the holy rites of Siva. The preceptor shall be one

who has understood the tenets and the meanings of sacred

texts
;
who has mastered Vedanta; who is an ascetic and the

most excellent of intelligent men. After approaching him

the intelligent brahmin shall prostrate before him and propi-

tiate him by reverential deeds. That disciple is the most

excellent who possesses good behaviour and the qualities of

peaceful calmness. The disciple shall realise that preceptor

is Siva and Siva is the preceptor. ‘Then he shall reveal his

thought.

43-52. After being permitted by the preceptor the

brahmin devotee shall perform holy rites without taking

anything except milk, lor twelve days on the sea-shore, or

on the banks of a river, or on a mountain oi in a temple of
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Siva. On the fifth or the eleventh day of the bright half he

shall take his bath early in the morning. The intelligent

devotee pure in mind shall perform his daily duty. He shall

invite the preceptor duly and perform Nandlsraddha. He shall

go t himself shaved of the hair on the head and the moustache

and the beards. The hair in the armpit and the private parts

must not be shaved. The nails shall be cut. He shall

perform his ceremonial ablution with restrained mind. He
..hall cat only powdered fried grain. In the evening he shall

take his bath and Derform Sandhya. In the presence of

the preceptor he shall perform the Aupasana rites in the

evening. To Siva in the form of the preceptor he shall give

Daksina according to the scriptures. He shall collect articles

for Homa. place the holy fires, laukika and others, with the

rules of his Grhya Sutra. A brahmin who consecrates the

sacred fire shall perform this Aupasana in the sacrificial fire

onsccrated by the Prajapatya sacrifice, reciting mantras

from the Vedas and ofTciing due Daksinas. Then the brahmin

'.hall superimpose the fiic in the Atman and formally

renounce the world. The food- off ring shall be cooked with

the fire-wood and cooked rice and ghee. He shall perform the

sacrifice repeating the Purusa Sukta .
107 The ghee shall be

offered at the end of every stanza. The Sauvistakrti shall be

performed in accordance with the rules of his own Sutra.

After the sacrifice he shall perform Tantric activities. The
learned devotee shall sit on a cloth, deer-skin or Ku>a grass

to the north of the fire. He shall repeat the Gayatrl mantra

silently till the Brahma Muhurta, and stabilise his mind

firmly.

53. Then he shall take bath and cook the Caru. He
shall perform the sacrifice beginning with Purusa and ending

with the Viraja suktas.

54. The procedure may follow the opinion of

Vamadcva or of Sanaka and others. But the important one

is that of Vamadcva because he was a liberated soul even

while he was in the womb.

107. VS. 31 .
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55. After performing the remaining rites of the

sacrifice he shall perform the Aupasana rites of the morning.

Then he shall superimpose Agni in the Atman and perform

the morning prayers.

56. When the sun has arisen he shall recite Savitri.

He shall eschew the three Esanas and repeat the Prcsa 108

mantras.

57. He shall abandon the tuft, the sacred thread and

the girdle too. He shall start to the east or to the north.

58. He shall take with him a stafT and a loin-cloth

and such other things as are necessary for life. If he is

totally detached he need not take these things too.

59. He shall approach the preceptor and prostrate

before him thrice. Standing up he shall sit at the feet of the

preceptor.

60-61. The teacher shall take the white ashes from

the Viraja fire and smear it over the body of the disciple.

Repeating the mantra “Agniriti” etc. he shall make the

three marks Tripundra on his forehead. He shall think of

me stationed in the lotus of the heart along with you.

62-61. Then the teacher shall place his hand on the

head of the disciple. With a delighted mind, the preceptor

shall utter the Pranava mantra thrice in the right car of

the disciple mentioning the sage etc. Then he shall tell

him the sixfold meaning.

64. The disciple shall bow prostrate before the prece-

tor on the ground twelve times. He shall remain subser-

vient to him and practise the study of the Vedanta

strenuously.

65. He shall ponder and meditate in the pure Atman
without aberrations, upon me the great Atman, the Saksin

of Brahman, the unchanging.

66. Here the person authorised is the ascetic engaged

in the pious activities of self-restraint, ;he master of Vedan-

tic knowledge and free from rivalry.

67. The lotus of the heart is free from dust, devoid

of sorrow, clear and great. It has eight petals with filaments

and it shines above the pericarp.

n>8. Ibid
f,. 7.
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68. After thinking about the region from the Adhara-

Sakti to the three Tattvas the Dahara Vyoman (the ether-

heart) shall be imagined and conceived in the middle.

69. Repeating the single-syllabled Brahman Om, he

shall with alert mind think of me along with you in the

middle.

70. O beloved, he who performs the rite of this type

attains my world. After securing the knowledge of my principles

he will attain Sayujya salvation as the fruit.

CHAPTER FOUR

( The daily conduct of a Sannyasin)

Lord Siva said :

—

1. O goddess, after this I shall mention the daily

routine during the Sannyasa according to the convention.

It is out of my affection for you that I am narrating the

same.

2. The ascetic shall get up in the Brahma Muhurta

and think about the preceptor Siva seated in the thousand-

petalled lotus on the head.

3. The preceptor resembling pure crystal, with two

eyes and holding the mystic gestures of boon and protection

in the hand is conceived as Siva of beautiful form in the

soul.

4. He shall bow to the preceptor with palms joined

in reverence and worship him with scents, fragrant flowers

etc. created by his imagination.

5. He shall pray thus—“O lord, let whatever I do

from morning till sunset and from sunset till daybreak be

your worship.”

6. After intimating to the preceptor thus and securing

the permission he shall retain the breath and sit down, with

his mind and the sense-organs under full control.
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7-8. He shall then meditate on the six-fold wheel 10®

from the root to the Brahma Randhra. In the middle he

shall think of me, the Nirguna Sadasiva, free from ailment, the

great Brahman, with the lustre of crores of lightning, identi-

cal with splendour, with the body of existence, knowledge

and bliss.

9. He shall realize identity with me in the form “I am
he”. The intelligent ascetic then shall go out far according

to convenience.

10. The intelligent devotee shall cover the head along

with the nose with a piece of cloth. He shall spread some

grass on the ground and evacuate his bowels there duly.

11. He shall stand up holding the penis and go to

the water-pond. He shall take out water and use it for

cleansing carefully.

12-13. He shall wash hands, feet and perform

Acamana twice remembering Om. He shall face the north

and clean his teeth always with leaves or grass except on

the eleventh and the New-moon day. He shall rinse the

mouth by gargling twelve times.

14. After performing Acamana twice he shall clean

the hips with water and clay. At the time of dawn he shall

take his bath using clay.

15. The bath and the Sandhya prayers shall be per-

formed with thoughts on the preceptor and me. The pro-

cedure of bath is not detailed here for fear of prolixity. That

shall be seen elsewhere. , , .

16. Joining the palms so as to from the Sankhamudra

water shall be poured over the head repeating the Pranava,

twelve times, six times or three times.

17. He shall go to the bank and wash the loin-cloth.

He shall perform the Acamana twice. Repeating the

Pranava he shall sprinkle water over the towel and wipe off

the body.

18. He shall wipe off his face first and then the head

and other parts of the body standing by the side of the

preceptor.

109. The six mystical circles of the body are

3PTT^,
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19. A pure loin-cloth shall be tied with its string with

the knot on the left side. Then he shall smear his body with

the ashes. O daughter of the mountain, now I tell you the

procedure thereof.

20. After performing the Acamana twice he shall take

the ashes repeating the Sadyadi mantra110
. Then repeating

the mantras “Agniriti” 111 he shall touch the body.

21-22. Repeating the mantra “Apo vai

—

111,5 he shall

mix the ashes with water. He shall make two balls of the

pasted ashes with the mantras “Om Apo Jyotl” 113 and “Ma
Nastokc”114—He shall divide one of the balls into five, O
goddess, and apply each respectively to the head, face, chest,

private parts and the feet.

23-25. He shall repeat the mantra beginning with

“Isana115—” and ending with “Sadya.” After applying the

ashes he shall repeat Om touching all the parts of the body.

He shall wash his hands, feet and take the other ball. Ador-

ing as before he shall apply three parallel lines on the forehead

repeating the mantra ‘Tryayusa’ 116 and the ‘Tryambaka’. 117

He shall apply the same on the chest with the Pranava and

on the shoulders with “Om Namah Sivaya.”

26. Uttering Pafirlkarana mantra, the scholarly

ascetic shall think of his preceptor. In the manner as

explained hereafter he shall perform six Pranayamas.

27-28. Touching the navel, the joints of the arms and

the back in order he shall wash both the hands duly and

perform Acamana twice. He shall take some water in the

right hand and cover it with the left hand. Pranava is then

repeated twelve times.

29-31. Sprinkling this water thrice on the head he

shall drink water thrice meditating on Onkara—Siva with

i in. VS. 2<). 3<)

111. P. 134 note
112. TA. 10. 22. 1

1 13. Ibid. in. 1 -). 1

114. VS. i(i. ib

11.1 Vidycsvaia Samluta iccounts the fi\r foims as <Tr*T,

arih, in tin* reverse order.

116. VS. 3, 6 2

1 17. Ibid 3. bo
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pure mind—Siva who is stationed in the middle of the solar

disc, the god consisting of all splendour, possessing eight

arms, four faces, the wonderful form half-female, endowed
with wonderful qualities and bedecked in ornaments. After

meditating thus duly he shall offer three Arghyas.

32. After performing the Japa of Gayatri hundred and
eight times, he shall offer Tarpana twelve times. After per-

forming the Acamana he shall perform Pranayama thrice.

33. Then he shall go to the hall of worship thinking

on Siva. After reaching the door he shall wash his feet

silently and perform Acamana twice.

34. He shall enter it duly placing the right foot at

first. Inside the Mandapa there, he, the intelligent ascetic,

shall draw the mystic diagram in due order.

CHAPTER FIVE

(The rules governing the mystic diagram of the ascetic)

Lord Siva said :

—

1-2. The ground shall be tested duly on the basis of

smell, colour and taste. In a spot pleasing to the mind the

space above shall be covered with a canopy, the ground

below shall be scrubbed and cleaned so much as to appear

like the surface of a mirror. A square of sides two Aratnis

each shall be drawn.

3. Make small squares within the width of a

palm-leaf each. Thus there shall be thirteen equal squares

in each column.

4-6. The ascetic shall put the piece of palm leaf inside

the square and sit facing the west. Towards the east a

strong coloured thread shall be fixed. Threads shall be put in

all the four directions. Thus there will be one hundred and

sixtynine squares. The middle square is the pericarp. The

squares adjoining it around in the outside, eight in number,

are called eight petals.
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7-8. All the petals shall be made white completely.

The pericarp shall be made yellow in colour and a red circle

shall be drawn within. O goddess, beginning with the petal

oflndra to the right hand side the bordering lines shall be

coloured alternatively black and red.

9-10. The Yantra illuminating the meaning of the

Pranava shall be written inside the pericarp. The pedestal

shall be drawn beneath. Srlkantha shall be drawn above

it. Amaresa shall be drawn above it and Mahakala in the

middle. On the top of it the staff and beyond that Isvara

shall be drawn.

11. The Plfha shall be coloured blue. Srlkantha ii

yellow, Amaresa in red, and Mahakala in black.

12. The scholarly ascetic shall make the staff smoky
coloured and l>vara white in colour. After di awing the Yantra

the red one (Amaresa) shall be encompassed by Sadya.

13. O goddess, only through the Nada Isana shall

be known. The rows of its residence shall be taken in

order from the south-east one.

14-15. The four squares at the four corners, O beauti-

ful lady, shall be painted white. The first four letters a, a

i and i shall be written with red minerals and these four are

conceived as doors. The two squares adjacent to each of

these four shall be painted yellow.

16. In the yellow square in between the south-east

squares a lotus of eight petals shall be drawn red in colour

with yellow pericarp.

17-19. With purity of mind he shall draw the letter lha’

in the middle along with the Bindu. In the south-west square

of this lotus he shall draw another red lotus with yellow

filaments and pericarp. The third letter of the class of Sa

along with the sixth vowel and the fouiteenth vowel de-

corated with Bindu and Nada is, O gentle lady, the excellent

Blja which shall be written in the middle of the lotus.

20-22. In the north-east square of the lotus another

lotus shall be drawn with the third letter of the class of “ka”

till. The mystical syllables as mentioned in the verses indi-

calc the following incantations ^ (wri*rsm:),*r‘ (n^ w:).
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along with the fifth vowel. In its middle Bindu and Kantfia
shall be decoratively written. In the three columns outside

it, beginning with the eastern one five squares shall be taken,

O Siva, daughter of the lord of mountains. The pericarp

shall be taken in the middle painn d \<11ow with a red

circle.

23. The most excellent of the knowers of the rules shall

make the leaves red in colour. Outside the leaves the cavities

shall be filled with black colour.

24. The south-east square and others, four in number,
shall be filled with wlvte paint. With six Bindus a six-sided

figure shall be drawn in black in the east.

25. To the south it shall be painted red. In the north

a triangle is painted in white. In the west a crescent moon
is painted in yellow.

26-27. The four Bijas shall be written in the squares in

order. The Bindu shall be drawn in the cast in white. In

the south is painted in black the letter U ;
in the north, letter

ma’ is painted in red; in the west letter ‘a’ is painted yellow;

thus the four letters are written.

28-29. In the second row from the top O beautiful lady,

one shall begin. The first four squares are respectively pain-

ted yellow, white, red and black. Below that the four arc

painted white, blue, yellow and red respectively. O good-faced

lady, below that in the triangle it shall be painted red white

and yellow.

30. O goddess, from the south to the north the same

procedure shall be adopted. In its external row it shall be

painted from the east to the middle.

31-36. The colours arc yellow, red, black, blue, white

and yellow. O beloved, from the south-east onwards colours

are red, blue, white, red, black and red. Thus the colours

of the six squares are mentioned : from the south to the cast;

from the south-west to the south-east; from the west to the

south; from the north-west to the south-west; from the north

to the west; from the north-east, to the north-west. O
goddess, thus the procedure of the diagram has been men-

tioned to you. Having drawn the diagram thus the ascetic

with restrained mind shall worship the sun with devotion.
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CHAPTER SIX

(Rules of Nydsa in the path of Renunciation)

Lord Siva said :—
I-4. The ascetic shall spread a beautiful tiger’s hide to

the south of the diagram and sprinkle pure water over it repea-

ting the Astra mantra. After uttering the Pranava at the outset

he shall utter the Adhara and the Saktikamala. He shall

sit on the tiger’s hide repeating the mantra with the dative

case ending with Namah. 119 He shall face the north. After

performing the Pranayama duly preceded by the utterance

of the Pranava he shall smear the body with the ashes with

the mantras “Agniriti” 120 After bowing to lord Siva he shall

arrange the diagram again.

5-7. Outside he shall adore in order the diagrams of

triangle circle and square repeating Om. He shall fill the

conch with fragrant pure water repeating the Pranava. He
shall place the conch on the diagrams and worship it with

scents, flowers etc. repeating the Pranava seven times. After

repeating the mantra he shall show the Dhenumudra and

Sankhamudra. He shall sprinkle it with the Astra mantra.

8. He shall sprinkle himself and the scents, flowers and

other materials of worship. After performing Pranayama

thrice he shall utter the names of the sages etc.

9-10. Of this mantra of the glorious sun the sage is

Devabhaga, the metre is Gayatri, the deity is the sun. The
six-organed Nyasa shall be made with ‘Hram’ etc. Then
he sprinkles the Padma not within the purview of Agni.

II- 14. The learned ascetic shall worship in it Prabhuta,

Vimala, Sara from the former to the latter in order. Then
he shall worship Kalagnirudra, Adhara, Sakti, Ananta, PrthivI

Ratnadvipa, imaginary trees and garden a house ofjewels and

the gemset seat at the feet; beginning with the east the

gods of virtue, knowledge, detachment and supremacy

shall be worshipped. He shall also worship the gods of evil

etc. in die corner quarters such as south-east and others.

1 19. The icxt indicates the basic mantra of Siva: sjf vflf;

1 .>0. See P. 153 note.
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15-20. He shall worship the lower lid of Maya and

and the upper lid of Vidya. Thereafter Sattva, Rajas and

Tamas shall be worshipped in order. In the quarters begin-

ning with the east and in the middle he shall worship

the following:—Dipta, Suksma, Jaya, Bhadra, Vibhuti,

Vimala, Amogha, Vaidyuta, Sarvatomukhasanjna, Kandanala,

Susira, then Tantukanfakas, then the root lid, filament,

(light) and Sakalatman, the five-knotted pericarp and the

petals, then the filaments, Brahma, Visnu, Rudra and Atman.

After worshipping the inner Atman in the great Atman of

knowledge he shall worship the Yogapitfia called the Saura.

The knower of the root shall conceive the idol as stationed

on the pedestal.

21-24. The ascetic sits checking the vital breath with

the root from the root. With the power of its splendour he

raises the Sakti through the path of the Pingala nerve of the

sun stationed in the circle. He causes it to come out with

the handful of flowers. Of Siva whose body is as red as the

vermillion, who has his wife as his left half, who is wearing

Rudraksa garland and holding a noose, a club called

Khatvanga, a skull, a goad, a lotus a conch and a discus;

who has four faces, twelve eyes and a spear within the lotus

of his heart, he utters the Pranava first and then Hram,

Hrim and Sah.

25-27. Thereafter he invokes the sun along with the

light and power saying *1 invoke obeisance’. He shows the

mystic signs of Sthapana etc. After performing the Nyasa

of the limbs with the mantra Hram, Hrim, Hrum and conceiv-

ing the five services O great goddess, he shall worship thrice

the six organs in the filaments of the lotus.

28-30. In the second covering the four deities shall be

worshipped in the south-east, north-east south-west and the

north-west. O Parvati, from east to north at the roots of the

petals Aditya, Bhaskara, Bhanu and .Ravi shall be worshipped

in order. O beloved, in the third covering, Arka, Brahma,

Rudra and Visnu shall be worshipped in the north-cast and

other quarters.

31. In the middle of the leaves from the east onwards

he shall worship the Moon, Mars, Mercury, Jupitre, Venus,

Saturn and Rahu.
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32. Or he shall worship the twelve Adityas in the

second covering and worship the twelve signs of zodiac in the

third covering.

33-31. He shall worship the seven oceans121 and seven

Garigas 122 on its outer side and then the sages, gods,

gandharvas, serpents, celestial damsels, the village chiefs, the

Yaksas, Yatudhanas, the seven horses in the form of the Vedas
and the Balakhilyas.

35-37. After worshipping the sun of three coverings and

then arranging the square diagram with pious attention he

shall place a copper vessel that can hold a prastha of water on

its stand. He shall fill it with pure water rendered fragrant

with flowers. He shall worship it with scents, flowers and

kneel on the ground. The arghya vessel shall be lifted upto

the middle of the eyebrows.

38. He shall recite the hymn to the sun-god yielding

all accomplishments. O goddess, it yields worldly pleasures

and salvation always.

39-40. Obeisance to you of the colour of vcrmillion,

of good disc wearing diamond for the ornament, having

eyes resembling lotus, of good lotus and cause of Brahma,

Indra and Visnu. O lord, be pleased to accept this holy

arghya offered by me along with the red powder, eloured

water, garland, vermilion, kusa grass, flowers and a golden

pot.

41. He shall recite this and offer the arghya to the

sun-god and perform obeisance. He shall lecite the following

piously.

42. “Obeisance to Siva accompanied by Parvati and
the Ganas. Obeisance to you the primordial cause, of the

form of Trinity, Rudra, Visnu and Brahma”.
43-44. After saying this and bowing he shall seat

himself. He shall mention the names of the sages etc. again

i ji. '1 lit* puranas mention seven oceans viz. salt, sugar-cane, wine,

ghee, curd, milk and waui which surroun c. <S5«, STTfUfo, J5T

and continents lcspcctivcly.

I-!.*. The riser Gariga rising from Bindusara 'a Himalayan lake) has

seven currents of which the three 5 anfcft, to the east,

the three $flcfT
f

and flow to the west and the seventh following

the course channelled by Bh.igiratha waters t lie northern region. Cp.

Matsya F. cxx. 44 .
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and wash his hands with water. He shall apply the ashes

again as mentioned before. He shall then perform Nyasas

expressive of his devotion to Siva.

45. After worshipping lord Siva with bent head and

fivefold services he shall bow to the Pranava in the dative

case ending with Namah.

46-47. He shall meditate upon the Pranava consisting

of five letters including the Bindu and fifth vowel ‘U’ with-

out the fifth vowel and with the Bindu. After uttering this

with Bindu he shall utter the composite unit.

48. With these Bijas duly uttered the scholarly ascetie

shall bow to the preceptor and the lord of Ganas stationed on

the arms and thighs.

49. He shall bow to Durga and Ksctrapala also, with

palms joined in reverence. He shall repeat “Orn Astraya

Phat” six times and wipe o(F his hands.

50-51. He shall recite the mentra “Apasai pantu” 12 '’ and

repeat “Astraya Phat.” Clapping the palms thrice and

kicking thrice he shall remove the obstacles; he shall gaze at

the hcavcn-dwcllcrs, the skyfarers.

52. He shall restrain the vital breath and remember the

Hamsa mantra. Through the Brahma Nadi he shall then

bring about the living consciousness in the heart.

53. He shall meditate on the supiemc god of the form

of cit in the middle of lunar sphere of cit within the

great lotus of thousand petals, full-blown and stationed in

the twelve
( ?)

54. For sixteen, sixty-four and thiity-two seconds he

shall perform Puraka, Kumbhaka and Recaka through Sosa

Daha and Plava.

55-58. After retaining the breath as mentioned in

his particular Veda through wind, fire, water etc. he shall

bring the nerve which is at the Mula to the cerebral aper-

123 This is the Puranic mantra Ibi waiding o(I the dtmnns. 'I lie

full text i!»:
-

amq;?r Hcnfa fasn^T: 1

sqqprfafm 11

‘
3TTOnT*|’ is a variant for I

op. 3TT^n 3T?m Ttftfa vs. a. .7.
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ture. When the body is bathed in the exquisite nectarine cur-

rent issuing from the lunar sphere of Cit, within the lotus of

thousand petals within the twelve, it is purified and

thrilled with good emotions. He makes the Atman descend

to the lotus of the heart realising “I am he”. He thrusts the

Atman into the Atman through the nectarine current. Thus
he shall piously stabilise the vital breath duly.

59-60. The Yogin with mental concentration shall

ponder over the Matrka. He shall fix the developed Matrka

through the Pranava externally. He shall carry out nourish-

ment etc. with restricted vital breath. Thinking upon Siva

in the mind he shall dedicate himself quietly.

61. O goddess, the sage of Pranava is Brahma, the

metre is Gayatri and the deity is the great Atman, Sadasiva

that is I myself.

62. The letter ‘A’ is the seed; the letter ‘U’ is Sakti;

the letter ‘M’ is Kilaka. It is used for the sake of

liberation.

63. Beginning with the two thumbs and ending with the

palms, the hands are wiped ofT. O goddess, Saying kOm’ he

shall begin the Nyasa of the hands.

64. He shall perform the Nyasa starting with the

thumb of the right hand and ending with the little finger

of the left hand.

65. Everywhere ‘A’, ‘U’, ‘M’ with the Bindu, and the

mantra ending with Namah shall be uttered and the Nyasa

of the hand in the heart etc. be performed.

66. After uttering ‘A’ at the outset the identity of

Brahman and Atman shall be practised. The mantras ending

with ‘De’ and ‘Namah’ shall be utilised in the heart.

67. The Nyasa of ‘U’ along with Visnu is made on

the head; that of ‘M’ along with Rudra in the tuft.

68. O Goddess, the sage practising the mantra shall

make the Nyasa of the Kavaca in the eyes and the forehead

with an attentive mind.

69-74. The different organs, faces and digits shall be

fixed in the five Brahmans. Isana’s five digits shall be fixed

in the head, face, heart, private parts and the feet. The

four digits of the Purusa shall be fixed in the four faces.
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Aghora’s eight digits shall be worshipped in the heart,

neck, shoulders, navel, belly, back and the chest. Vamadeva’s

thirteen digits shall be fixed in the anus, penis, thighs, knees,

calves, buttocks, waist and the sides. Sadya’s eight digits

shall be fixed in eight eyes. The most excellent of the

knowers of kalpa shall fix these digits in the feet, hand,

vital breath, head and arms.

75. Thus making the Nyasa of the thirtycight Kalas

the intelligent knower of Pranava shall proceed with the

Nyasa of Pranava.

76-77. After making the Nyiisa in the arms, elbows,

wrists, sides, belly, calves, feet and the back, the devotee, an

expert in the Nyasa, shall perform Haiiisanyasa, O lady enligh-

tener of the great Atman.

CHAPTER SEVEN

(The worship of Siva)

Lord Siva said :

—

1-6. The ascetic devotee shall make the square 'diagram

to his left and worship it with Om. He shall place the conch

and the missile, with its stand and worship it with the Pranava

after filling it with the water scented with the sandal paste.

He ‘'hall worship it with the scents and flowers and repeat

Pranava seven times. He shall show the mystic sign of the

cow and the conch making a square diagram in front and a

semicircle in the middle, a triangle, hexagon and a circle

within each in order. After worshipping the diagram with

scents, and flowers, he shall place within it the vessel of

Arghya on its stand and worship it with scents, repeating the

Pranava. He shall pour holy water* and fill it.

7-11. In the vessel, O good-faced lady, tips of Kusa

grass, raw rice grains, barley, other grains, gingelly seeds, ghee-

fried object, flowers and ashes too shall be put. It shall be

124. Cp.
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worshipped with scents, flowers and the “Sadyojata mantras”
with their six ancillaries, Pranava and the Varma mantras.

After veiling it with the Astramantra he shall show the mystic

sign of the cow for the sake of protection. The water within

it shall be used for sprinkling himself and the materials of

worship—scents, flowers etc., repeating the Astramantra. After

saying “Obeisance to the seat of the preceptor” he shall assign

the lotus to the north-east of the diagram as seat repeating the

Pranava. As enjoined the idol of the preceptor too shall be

conceived there itself.

12-13. After saying “Orh gum gurubhyah namah” he

shall invoke the preceptor and meditate on him as seated facing

the south, with a delightful face, looking gentle and cryjlal

pure, showing the mystic gestures of boons and protection with

his hands in the form and features of Siva but with two eyes.

14-15. After meditating thus he shall w rship Ganapati

with scents, flowers etc. in the proper order assigning him a

scat on the lotus to the south-west of the mystical diagram

with the mantra “Gananantva” 125 etc. After invoking the lord

he shall meditate on him with concentration.

16-18. He shall be conceived as led in complexion

with a huge body bedecked in ornaments holding a noose, a

goad, boons and teeth, with elephantine face destroying the

hindrances and obstacles of his devotees. After meditating thus

lie shall worship him with scents, flowers and other services.

After offering him the Naivcdya of plantain fruits, coconuts,

mango fruits and sweet balls he shall make obeisance to the

god.

19. In the lotus to the north-west of the diagram the

devotee shall conceive the form of Skanda and invoke him too.

20-21. Repeating Skandagayatri he shall meditate on

Kumara shining as the rising sun, seated on the peacock,

with four arms and splendid limbs, bedecked in coronet hol-

ding mystic signs of boons and protection, a spear and a

cock 120 as well.

125. VS 2^. n).

126. According to the legend, the rock was presented as a gift by

Tvastr. "I his cock ^.ould assume any form 5^3?^

WWPnW (M.P. 15 !) io-)
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22-26. After meditating thus and worshipping with scents

and other services, he shall worship Nandin, the chief of the

harem in the right wing of the eastern doors, with the lustre of

the golden hill bedecked in ornaments with the crescent moon
constituting his coronet, of gentle aspect, with three eyes and

four arms, holding a trident, a hind, an axe and a golden staff,

with his face lustrous as the moon’s disc or as the face of a

monkey. To his north he shall worship his wife Suyasa, the

daughter of the Maruts of good rites, engaged in bedecking

mother Siva's feet duly with scents, flowers and other

services.

27. He shall sprinkle the diagram with the water from

the conch veiled by the Astrarnantra. Then the scat, stand

etc. shall be conceived in the proper order.

28-30. On the ground beneath he shall conceive the

holy Adhara Sakti of dark blue complexion. In front of her he

shall conceive the serpent-chief with lifted five hoods and

coiling shape, licking the sky as it were with hoods. He shall

conceive above it the dignified seat with four lion’s feet sym-

bolical of virtue, knowledge, detachment and prosperity. They

shall be worshipped beginning with the southeast corner in

colours white, yellow, red and dark-blue.

31. Adharma etc. shall be conceived from the east to

the north in due order. He shall conceive its body with the

lustre of the jewel Lajavarta.

32. The lower and upper lids, the bulbous root, the stem,

the neck, the petals and the pericarp shall be conceived in order

and worshipped.

33-35. He shall conceive the eight Siddhis in the petals,

the Saktis in the filaments, the eight Rudras, Varna and others

from the east, all round in order; the Vaiiagya in the pericarp

and the nine Saktis in the Bijas, Vaina and others alone begin-

ning with the cast and ending with Manonmani, the Dharma
of Siva in the bulbous root, the Saivite knowledge in the stem

and the zones of fire, sun and the moon above the pericarp.

36-37. The science of the Atman, and the trio of

principles named Siva shall be conceived thereafter. Above

these seats he shall conceive the seat of the deity shining with

127. 1 . 164. 41
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the flowers of various colours and brilliance due to the Lore

Paravyomavakasa

.

38-40. From the Adhara Sakti to the seat of the

sacred lore the devotee shall repeat the mantra. iff ftrgTg

This is the procedure everywhere. As before, the five

Brahmans shall be conceived in the idol in view of the

difference due to limbs, faces and digits. The devotee,

expert in the mystic signs shall invoke the lord standing

with a handful of flowers.

41-45. Uttering the mantra beginning with “I resort

to Sadyojata” and ending with Om repeating the Nada
arising from the Adhara and concluding at the Brahma-

randhra, along with the twelve knots he shall meditate on

the lord in Ohkara, pure as crystal, the unsullied, the

imperishable, the cause of creation, identical with the

worlds, stationed within and without, pervading all, smaller

than the smallest and greater than the greatest, visible

to the devotees without strain, the unchanging incompre-

hensible to the gods, Brahma, lndra, Visnu, Rudra and

others, the essence of the Vedas, declared as invisible, by

the learned devoid of beginning, middle and end and the

panacea for all worldly ills.

46-47. After meditating on him thus with concentra-

tion, the devotee shall perform obeisance after showing
different mystic signs and performing the rites of invocation,

installation, concentration and observance. He shall meditate

on lord Siva himself, of Sakala and Niskala forms.

48-63. He shall conceive the lord as pure as crystal, with

cool lustre resembling the circular lightning, of delightful aspect

bedecked in matted hair and coronet, clad in the tiger’s hide

with his lotus-like smiling face, with his palms, soles and lips

having the lustre of the petals of the red lotus, endowed
with all characteristics, bedecked in holding ornaments,

divine 'weapons, perfumed with divine unguents and scents,

with five faces, ten arms, the crescent moon for his crest

jewel. His gentle face facing the cast is lustrous as the

rising sun. It has three lotus eyes. The infant moon
adorns the crest. His right face has the charming lustre

resembling the lustre of the blue cloud. It has crooked
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eyebrows, three circular and red eyes, is terrible by its

curved fangs, inaccessible to the eyes and has sprout-like lips

throbbing. The northern face has the lustre of the coral,

is decorated with blue forelocks, has three eyes of graceful

movements and crest decorated with the semicircular moon.

The western face has the lustre of the full moon brilliant

with the three eyes. It is gentle with the crescent moon
and is charming with gentle smile. The fifth face is

brilliant like crystal and shines with contours of the moon.

It is very gentle and dazzling with the three beaming eyes.

His right hands hold trident, axe, thunderbolt, sword and

dazzling fire. In the left hands he has the bow, arrow, bell,

noose and the goad. He has the Nivrtti Kala upto the

knees, the Pratistha Kala upto the navel; the Vidya

Kala upto the neck; the Santa Kala upto the forehead and

the Santyatlta Kala beyond that. Thus he has a body of five

Kalas. He pervades the five paths. He has Isana for the

crown. He is the primeval lord Purusa. He has Aghora for the

heart, Vamadeva for his private parts and Sadyojata for his

form. He has thirty-eight Kalas. He is Isana identical with the

Maykas and the five Brahmans; he is identical with Onkara,

Hamsanyasa, the five-syllabled and the six-syllabled mantras,

the six mountains and the Jatis.

64-65. After meditating thus, O goddess, he shall

meditate on you as Manonmani to my left. Repeating

the mantra “Gaurirmimaya”* preceded by the Pranava he

shall invoke you as before and perform the rites ending

with prostration. The sage of pious concentrated mind
shall meditate on you, O goddess.

66-70. You have the lustre of the blooming lotus,

eyes expansive and wide, face lustrous as the full moon,
curly dark hair, complexion of the brilliant blue lotus,

crest decorated with the semicircular moon, breasts

rounded, plump protruding, smooth and stout, slender

middle large buttocks and fine yellow garment. You arc

endowed with ornaments. In your forehead you have a

shining Tilaka. Flowers of various colours decorate your braid

of hair. Your feature befits your nature. Your face is bent

•RV. i 1 C4 . 41 .
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due to bashfulness. You hold splendid golden lotus in your

right hand. You are seated on a cosy scat with your left

hand placed like a staff.

71. After meditating on me and you like this, O
goddess, the ascetic of restrained mind shall perform

ablution with the water in the manner of Pranava

—proksana.

72. He shall offer Padya repeating mantra “Bhave
bhave natibhave. 128 He shall offer water for Acamana by
uttering “Vamaya namah 55

73. He shall offer a fresh piece of cloth saying

Jyesthaya Namah 55
(obeisance to the eldest). He shall ofler the

sacred thread saying Sresthaya Namah (obeisance to the

most excellent)

.

74. He shall offer water for Acamana once again

saying “Rudraya Namah’ 5

(obeisance to Rudra). He shall

offer well consecrated scent saying “Kalaya Namah.
75. He shall offer raw grains saying “Kalavikaranaya

Namah 55
. He shall offer flowers, saying Balavikaranaya

Namah”
76. He shall offer incense assiduously saying “Balaya

Namah 55
. “He shall offer good lamp saying “Bala-

pramathanaya Namah. 55

77-78. Along with the Vedas including their six ancillaries,

Matrka, Pranava and Siva joined with Siva, he shall show

mystic signs to me and to you, O good-complexioncd lady.

First he shall render service to me, then to you.

79-80. When he offers things and performs rites to

you he shall use the feminine gender. O Parvati, none but

this is the difference. After performing meditation and

worship duly in accordance with the rules the expert

devotee shall begin the Avarana Puja.

128. TA 40. 43.
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CHAPTER EIGHT

(Siva's Mental worship)

1703

Lord Siva said :
—

1. O goddess, there are five Avaranas here. The five

Avarana-worships shall be performed thus.

2. Where they had been previoushy worshipped, the

lords Gane§a and Karttikeyu shall be worshipped in order.

3-5. The five Brahmans shall be worshipped in order

in the north-east, east, south, north and west. The devotee

shall worship the six ancillaries then. He shall worship the

eye and Astra in the southeast, northeast, southwest, north-

west and in the middle. Thus the first Avarana is mentioned.

Now listen to the second Avarana.

6-7. He shall worship Ananta in the petal in the

east; the Suksma in the South; Sivottama in the west;

Ekanetra in the north; Ekarudra in the northeast; the

Trinity in the southeast; Srikantha in the south-west and

Sikhancjisa in the north-west.

8. In the second Avarana he shall worship the Empe-
rors. (Now the third Avarana). The devotee shall worship

Vj*$esana in the middle of the eastern door.

9-12. Nandin shall be worshipped to the south and

Mahakala to the north of it, Bhrngisa to the west of the

southern door. Vinayaka shall be worshipped in the square

to the east of that with scents; Vr$abha in the northwest

and Guha in the southern square. To the east of the northern

door the following eight shall be worshipped in accordance

with the rules of circumambulation. They are Bhava,

Sarva, Isana, Rudra, Pasupati, Ugra, Bhlma and Mahadeva.

Such is the worship in the third Avarana.

13. After invoking Lord Siva with the mantra “Yo
Vedadau Svarah”129 he shall worship,him in the lotus above

the pericarp in the east.

14. He shall worship Lord Siva in the eastern, Vi$ve$a

in the southern, Parame£ana in the northern and SarveSa in

the western petal.

129. TA 10. 10. 3.
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15. He shall worship Rudra in the south after invoking
him with Rk “A vo rajanam”130 in the petals and the pericarp
with scents, flowers etc.

16. Siva shall be worshipped in the east; Hara in
the south; Mfda in the north and Bhava in the petal
in the western quarter. They shall be worshipped in this

order.

1 7. After invoking Visnu by uttering the mantra
“Pra tad Visnu” 131 etc. he shall worship him in the north on
the pericarp and the petals with scents, flowers etc.

18. He shall worship Vasudeva in the east; Aniruddha
in the south; Samkarsana in the north and Pradyumna in the

west.

19. The knower of Mantras shall invoke Brahma with
the mantra “Hiranyagarbhah Samavartata”133 etc. and worship

him in the lotus to the west.

20. He shall worship Hiranyagarbha in the east;

Viraja in the south; Puskara in the north and Kala in the

west.

21-24. (Now the fifth Avarana). In the topmost row
the Lokapalas shall be worshipped in different spots beginning

with the last and proceeding in the manner of circumambula-
tion. The following ten are the Bijas for the Lokapalas :

—
Ranta (ending with ‘Ra’), Panta (ending with ‘Pa* ), Jfianta

(ending with ‘Jfia’) Lanta (ending with ‘La’) twice,

Apurvaka (beginning with ‘A’), Santa (ending with ‘Sa’),

Santa (ending with cSa*
) Vedadya (Pranava) and SriBTja.

He shall worship the Lokapalas with these Bijas. He shall

worship Brahma and Visnu in accordance with the rules and
proper means of service in the north, south-west, south and
north-east. He shall worship Devcsa in the outer lines of the

fifth Avarana.

25-26. He shall worship trident in the north-east, thunder-

bolt in the east; axe in the south-east; arrow in the south;

sword in the south-west; noose in the west; goad in the north-

west and bow in the north.

no. R V. 4- 3- i-

131. Vh. 5. 20.

132 . Ibid. 13 . 4 .
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27. For the satisfaction of Siva, the knower of the rules

shall worship K$etrapala of Rudra facing the west, in accor-

dance with the rules.

28. All these shall be thought of as standing with palms

joined in reverence, their faces beaming with smile and glan-

cing at the lord and the goddess with devotion always.

29. After performing the Avarana worship thus, the

devotee shall worship the lord of the gods again for allaying

his mental disturbance. He shall know Pranava as Siva.

30. After worshipping duly thus with scents and other

services he shall offer Naivedya prepared in the proper

manner.

31. He shall give water for Acamana and the Arghya
as before, and then offer Tambula and water in accordance

with the rules.

32. After performing Nirajana the balance of ihe

worship shall be completed. After meditating on the lord

and the goddess he shall repeat the mantra hundred and eight

times.

33-34. Then he shall stand up with a handful of

flowers, O Goddess, meditate on lord Siva with the mantra

beginning with “Yo devanam” 133 and ending with “Yo
vedadau svarah proktah”. The handful of flowers shall be

dedicated and he shall perform circumambulation thrice.

35. He shall prostrate with eight parts of the body

touching the ground. Endowed with great devotion he shall

perform circumambulation again, make obeisance once more.

36-38. While sitting there, he shall adore the lord with

the eight names. Then he shall pray thus : “O lord Siva,

good or bad whatever I have done is your great service.”

After saying this, flowers shall be offered along with the water

from the conch. After worshipping him who is worthy of

worship he shall repeat the eight names with significant

meaning. O goddess, I shall tefl you the same because of

your devotion to me.

133. VS. 11. 39
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CHAPTER NINE

(The mode of interpreting the Pranava)

Lord Siva said :

—

1-2. The following eight names indicate Siva—Siva,

MaheSvara, Rudra, Visnu, Pitamaha, Samsaravaidya,
Saravajfla, Paramatman.

3. The five names of SadaSiva are dependent on their

condition. If the condition alters the name too alters.

4. The word is permanent. The object indicated by
the word is non-permanent. The words are transferable since

those indicated bv the words are released.

5. Even when words are transferred there are condi-
tions again. The first five names denote things other than
Atman.

6. The other three names derive their origin from
difference in the material cause. Siva exists by creating three

types of conditions.

7. Due to the antecedent non-existence of the contact

with the primordial Avidya he is naturally pure-soulcd and
is called Siva.

8. Lord Siva who is richly endowed with good attri-

butes is called Siva by the experts in the Saiva cult.

9-11. Prakrti is yonder than the twentythree principles

Purusa, the twentyfifth principle is yonder than Prakrti. The
Puru$a is called Svara as expressed in the Vedas. He becomes
intelligible and recognizable only through the Vedas and
the Upanisads. As the enjoyer he becomes merged in Prakrti.

He who is beyond this Purusa is named Mahesvara.

12-13. He is rightly termed MaheSvara because

Prakrti and Purusa are subservient to him. Or Maya is the

principle with the three attributes which is imperishable.

Know that Maya is the Prakrti and Mayin ( the wielder of
Maya) is MaheSvara who is eternal and the releaser from
Maya. Hence the name MaheSvara is applicable to him.

14. The word Rud means misery or cause of misery.
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The lord who dispels it is called Rudra,134 lord Siva, the great

or ultimate cause.

15. Siva is called Vi$nu because he pervades the

principles of Siva ending with the earth and the bodies,

pots etc.

16. Siva is called Pitamaha because of his fatherhood

of the Trinity which in turn is the cau.se of the universe.

17-18. A pathologist diagnoses correctly and cures

illness through medicines. Similarly Siva the cause of dissolu-

tion, sustenance and origin of the world as well as the router

of the gross is called the physician of the world by those

who know the nature of the principles.

19-21. Atoms enveloped by the dirt of the ocean of

Maya do not know the gross and subtle things that occur

in the three periods of time even when they have the sense-

organs for imbibing the five-fold knowledge. But SadaSiva

knows every existent object naturally, even though he has

no sense-organs yielding the knowledge of all existent objects.

Hence he is called omniscient.

22. Siva is the great Atman because he is the Atman
of all, he is for ever endowed with the great qualities and

there is no greater Atman than him.

23-26. After eulogising Mahadeva, identical with

Pranava, the imperishable and offering gifts on the head of

Isana, he worships the lord with the purity of mind, by means of

the pranava. He shall then take a handful of flowers, join palms

in reverence, inhale through the left nostril, identifying the

inhaled air with Siva and exhale through the right nostril

bidding the ritualistic adieu to the goddess. He shall realise

the identity of Siva with himself. “I am Siva alone.” He
shall make the ritualistic dismissal of the deities conceived in

the heart.

27. After worshipping the lore and the preceptor he

shall fix in the heart the mantras of, the conch and the vessel

of Arghya.

28-30. After consigning the remnants of the floral

offerings to Cantjesa in the north-east quarter he shall restrain

134. For a different derivation and meaning of the word Rudra
see Vayavlya Sainhitfi 1. 12. 30
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the vital breath and utter the names of the sages. This
Masala is technically known as Kailasaprastara. This shall

be worshipped every day, or every fortnight, or every month
or once in six months or once in a year or during the
Gaturmasya festival. A theist shall necessarily worship my
Linga every day.

31t32. O goddess, in this context a special order shall

be observed. On the day of initiation he shall worship the

Linga along with the preceptor and bow thrice in front of
the preceptor : “Till my death I shall worship SivVJ

.

33. O beloved, he shall worship it, as mentiond above.

He shall pour water from Argha above on the top of Linga.

34. After worshipping it with Pranava he shall offer

incense and the lamp. After propitiating Canda in the

north-east he shall offer Nirmalya.

35-36. The Linga and the altar shall be washed

with the filtered water. Repeating the Pranava he shall put

a flower on the top of the Linga. He shall mentally con-

ceive everythig from the Adhara Sakti to the seat of the holy

lore and install the supreme god.

37-39. He shall perform the ablution of the lord with

Paflcagavya etc. or with holy water rendered fragrant with

scented articles repeating the mantras from the Rg or

Samaveda such as ‘Pavamana’ ‘Rudra’ ‘Nila* or ‘Tvarita*

along with the five Brahmans. The Pranava or the name of

Siva can be used as mantra. The ablution shall be made

with the Arghya water repeating the Pranava.

40. After wiping the Linga with a piece of cloth he

shall put a flower on the top. After installing the Linga on

the pedestal he shall perform the worship of the sun.

41-42. He shall worship the Adharasakti and Ananta

beneath the pedestal. After worshipping the throne duly

with the lower and upper lid he shall worship Skanda on

the foot of the Pitha. After conceiving me in the Linga he

shall worship me along with you.

43-44. The ascetic shall think on me with devotion in

accordance with the rules. O beloved, thus I have narrated

to you a great secret that shall be guarded assiduously. It

shall not be imparted to any one and everyone. It shall be
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given to my devotee, to an ascetic free from passion and
lust.

45*46. It shall be given to a person devoted to his

preceptor, who is calm and who engages in Yoga for attaining

me. The foolish fellow who transgresses my directives and
gives this away is my enemy. Surely he will go to hell.

O goddess, imparting it to my devotee he will become my
favourite. Alter enjoying all pleasures here he shall attain

my presence.

Vydsa said :

—

47-48. On hearing this speech of Siva, the goddess

eulogised the lord with various hymns containing the purport

of the Vedic mantras. She bowed at the feet of her lord.

O excellent sages, she rejoiced with a delighted heart.

49. O brahmins, this is a great secret. It illuminates

the meaning of the Pranava. Leading to the knowledge of

Siva it destroys all your miseries.

Suta said :

—

50-52. After saying this, the excellent sage of great

penance, the son of Parasara, worshipped and honoured with

intent devotion by the sages and propounder of the Vedas,

thought of the mount Kailasa and left that hermitage.

Delighted in their hearts, at the end of the sacrifice they too

worshipped the moon-crested god and the goddess Uma wi»h

great devotion. They engaged themselves in Yogic practices

of restraint etc. and continued to meditate on Siva.

53. This was mentioned to Guha by the goddess who
mentioned it to Nandin. Lord Nandin mentioned it to the

sage Sanatkumara.

54. O leading sages, from him this was obtained by

my preceptor Vyasa of immeasurable splendour. This holy

lore was obtained from him by me also.

55. On knowing your love for the lord and realising

that you are his favountc devotee, this secret of secrets has

been narrated to you by me.

56. This secret lore dear to Siva shall be given by

you only to ascetics of quiet minds, devotees of Siva’s feet.
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57. After saying this the blessed Suta, most excellent of
Pauranikas, wandered over the earth, visiting the holy centres.

58. After securing this great secret from Suta, the

sages remained in Ka$I and attained Siva’s abode by
attaining salvation.

CHAPTER TEN

(iSUta's instruction)

Vydsa said :

—

1. When Suta had left, the wondering sages thought

and spoke to one another—“What the great sage said about

Vamadeva’s opinion has been forgotten. This is indeed dis-

tressing to us.

2. When shall we see the excellent sage again? His

sight dispels the vast miseries of worldly existence. May the

great sage appear again as a result of the merit accruing from

the worship of lord Siva.

3. The sages who were worried with these thoughts

worshipped Suta in the lotus of their heart and stayed there

being eager to see him.

4. At the end of a year, the sage, engaged in devo-

tional activities of Siva, the wise propounder of the meaning

to the Puranas, came to Kasi again.

5. On seeing Suta coming, the sages delighted in their

minds, worshipped him duly rising up and offering seat and

Arghya.

6. He too congratulated the sages with a smiling face.

With pleasure he took the bath in the holy waters of the

Gariga.

7. He propitiated the sages, the gods and the Pitrs

with gingelly seeds and rice grains. He came to the bank

and put on his dress after sprinkling it with water.

8-9. He performed the Acamana twice and took the

Bhasm.i repeating the Sadyadi mantras. Wearing the garland
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of ftudrak§a beads he applied the Bhasma to his body and

made the Tripundra marks on the limbs. He then per-

formed his routine rites.

10. With great devotion he eulogised, bowed to and

worshipped lord Siva and Uma along with his sons and chief

Ganas.

11-12. He worshipped Kalabhairava in accordance with

the rules after circumambulating him thrice. He prostrated

five times and circumambutaled again. Thinking upon his

lotus-feet he eulogised him again with the great hymn.

13-14. He performed the Japa of the sacred Pancak§ari

lore one thousand and eight times. Standing in front of

lord Siva’s image he begged for forgiveness. After worship-

ping him he took his seat in the the middle of Muktimandapa

offered by the sages who had mastered the Vedas.

15. When all had taken their seats after due obeisance

with the recital of the mantras he spoke in accents that in-

creased the piety of the sages.

Suta said :

—

16. O intelligent sages, you all who have fulfilled

your vows are blessed. I have come for your sake. Please listen

in details.

17. After telling you the meaning of the Pranava

I went on a pilgrimage. Now hear the details.

18. O leading brahmans, after starting from here

I went to the southern ocean. I took bath therein and

worshipped the goddess Siva, Kanyakumarl. On my return

I came to the river Suvarnamukhari136
.

19-25. I reached the wonderful city on the Kalahasti

Saila. I took my bath in the waters of Suvarnamukharl136and

performed Tarpana to the gods and the sages. Remembering
Siva with the mystic signs I worshipped Kalahastisa with the

lustre of the lunar stone, the lord with the face directed

to the west, the wonderful lord of five faces, the lord who

135. This sacred river of South India issues from the Agaslya
mountain, flows in the North Arcot district near Kalahasti mountain
and falls into the southern sea.

136. It is an unidentified town on the sacred hill of Kalahasti on
the river Suvarnamukhari in the North Arcot district.
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dispels all sins at his very sight, the lord Trigunesvara who
bestows Siddhis, worldly pleasures and salvation. Then
with great devotion I worshipped Siva stationed to

his right, the goddess who is the bud of the flower of

knowledge and the mother of the universe. I performed the

Japa of the holy Pancaksari Vidya one thousand eight

times. I circumambulated, eulogised and bowed again. Thus
I went round the hill every day with great devotion. I

observed all restraints and performed rites every day with

rejoicing mind.

26. O great sages, I spent four months there by the

favour of the goddess—the bud of the flower of knowledge.

27-28. Once I spread the cloth, deerskin and the

Kusa grass on the seat. Seated on it silently with restrained

mind I entered into the mystic trance. “I am Siva the

solidified knowledge and bliss, the perfect one for ever.” This

realisation dawned in my heart and I was free from

agitation.

29-32. Then my preceptor, the ocean of meicy, resem-

bling the dark cloud, with matted tawny hair resembling the

lightning, the tall sage bearing the water-pot and staff and

wearing the antelope’s skin, with the body turned white with

the ashes having all auspicious marks with the Tripundra

shining on the forehead, decorated with Rudraksa garlands

and the two lotus-like wide eyes gleaming, appeared in

the lotus of my heart. Thereafter I swooned soon, O theists,

this was the wonderful incident indeed.

33. Then I opened my eyes and cried. The tears I

shed quashed out like a mountain stream.

34. Then a celestial unimbodied voice was heard

from the sky. It was wonderful. O brahmins, listen to that

devotedly.

35-36. “O blessed son of Suta, go to Varanasi; the sages

whom you had instructed before, are desirous of the plea-

sure of your arrival. They are on fast theretoo.” After

saying this the voice stopped.

37-39. I got up immediately and circumambulated the

lord and the goddess with devotion. I bowed and prostrated

for twelve times. Considering it the order of my preceptor
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and of Siva and Siva I set out from the temple. O excellent

sages, I have come here in forty days. Please bless me.

Please tell me what I shall say now.

40. On hearing the words of Suta, the sages were

delighted in their minds. They bowed to the sage Vyasa again

and again and said.

CHAPTER ELEVEN

( Description of the Brahman Vamadeva )

The sages said :

—

1-2. O Suta, O blessed Suta, you are our excellent

preceptor. We ask you if there be your blessing for us, your

faithful disciples, as it has been shown by you who are

always affectionate to us.

3. The opinion of Vamadeva was hinted at by you at

the time of Viraja homa formerly. O sage, it was not heard

by us in detail.

4. Now we are eager to hear it reverentially and

devotedly, O ocean of mercy. It behoves you to narrate it

with pleasure.

5-6. On hearing this, Suta was thrilled with delight.

After making obeisance to lord Siva, the preceptor of pre-

ceptors, to the goddess-mother of the trio and to his

preceptor Vyasa with devotion he spoke in a majestic tone

delighting the sages.

Suta said :

—

7. O sages, hail to you. May you remain happy

always; devotees of Siva steady-minded and propagators of

devotion to Siva.

8. That wonderful thing has been heard from the

lotus-like mouth of the preceptor. This was not mentioned

by me before, being afraid of revealing a secret.

9. Indeed you arc highly fortunate devotees of Siva
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and stable in your rites. Convinced of this, I shall mention

it to you. May this be heard joyously.

10-15. Formerly in the Rathantara kalpa the sage

Vamadeva, roaming over the earth, entered KumaraSikhara,137

the southern summit of Meru where the peacock-vehicled lord

Karttikeya, son of Siva, stays joyously. The sage was a

liberated soul even while he was in the womb. He was the

most-honoured among the knowers of Siva’s cult. He knew
the reality, and the principles of the Vedas, Agamas, Puranas

and other sacred scriptures. He knew the births and activities

of all living beings, gods, Asuras, mortals and others. The ashes

made his body white. He was bedecked in the knots of

matted hair. He had no permanent abode, no desire, no

egotism and none of the mutually opposing feelings and

emotions. He was unclad. He was very wise like Siva him-

self. He was surrounded by the leading sages who were like

him and who had become his disciples. He sanctified the

earth by the pious touch of his feet. His heart dwelt in the

great splendour.

16. Lord Karttikeya, the hero possessed of the power

of knowledge, the suppressor of the Asuras, stays there along

with Gajavalli and bowed to by all the gods.

17-21. Near the lord there is a lake Skandasaras138 as

vast as an ocean with plenty of deep, sweet, cool, clear water

of wonderful attributes. The sage Vamadeva took his bath

there along with his disciples. He saw Skanda seated on

the summit attended by the sages, shining like the rising

sun, with the peacock as his vehicle. He had four arms

and splendid body. He was bedecked in coronet and other

ornaments. He was reverentially attended by two excellent

Saktis. He held Sakti and a cock. He showed the mystic

gestures of boons and protection with his hands. On seeing

Skanda the sage worshipped him with devotion and began

to eulogise him.

137. It is not identified.

138. This lake formed of the waters of the Kumara hill lying to

the south of Meru remains unidentified.
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Vdm adeva said :

—

22. Om, obeisance to the meaning of the Pranava,

to the enterpreter of the Pranava, to the Bija of the letters

of the Pranava.

23. Obeisance to the lord in the form of the purport

of the Upanisad, to their enterpreter and the' knower of

their purport.

24. Obeisance to Guha, to the deity concealed in the

cavities of the hearts of all living beings. Obeisance to the

secret one of secret form. Obeisance to the knower of the

secret sacred lore.

25. Obeisance to you the minutest of the minute, the

greatest of the great, the knower of the greater and the lesser,

the lord in the form of the great Atman.

26. Obeisance to Skanda; to the lord of splendour

as red as that of the sun in the form of Skanda; to the lord

who wears the coronets adorned with the garlands of the

flowers of the divine Mandara tree.

27. Obeisance to the disciple of Siva; to the son of

Siva, to the bestower of bliss and happiness, to the beloved

of Siva; to the storehouse of pleasure of Siva and Siva.

28. Obeisance to the son of the Ganga, to the intelligent

Karttikeya, to the noble son of Uma, lying in the grove of

Sara plants.

29. Obeisance to the six-faced god of six imperishable

bodies to the one who interprets in six ways, to the lord whose

form is beyond the sixfold path.

30. O soul of the twelve (?) obeisance be to you with

twelve wide eyes, with twelve uplifted arms and twelve types

of weapons.

31. Obeisance to the four-armed lord, to the calm

lord who bears Sakti and a cock, to the bestower of boons;

the learned or to one with a bird in his hand. Obeisance to the

splitter of the Asuras.

32. Obeisance to the lord whose
1

chest is marked by

the safTron that had been smeared over the breasts of Gajavalli.

Obeisance to the one whose heart is delighted by the pleas-

ures of the elephant-faced lord Ganapati.

33. O lord, whose song of praise is sung by Brahma
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other gods, sages and the Kinnaras, obeisance be to you

who are the abode of fame reflected upon by the pious.

O lord, whose lotus-like beautiful feet deserve the worship of

the garlands that decorate the splendid crowns of the gods,

obeisance be to you.

34. He who reads or listens to this divine prayer to

Skanda, uttered by Vamadeva, attains the supreme goal.

35. This prayer sharpens intelligence, enhances

devotion to Siva, increases longevity, imparts health and

affluence and yields all desires always.

36-37. O brahmins, after eulogising lord commander-

in-chief of the gods thus, circumambulating him thrice and

prostrating on the ground Vamadeva bowed to him once

again and went round him. Then he stood bowing down
with humility.

38-39. On hearing the eulogy of Vamadeva, unfolding

the facts, the lord, son of Mahesvara, was delighted and said

“I am delighted by your worship, devotion and eulogy.

Welfare be to you. What shall I do for you ?

40. O sage, you are the chief of Yogins, perfect and

free from avarice. There is nothing for people like you

which has to be solicited.

41. Still saintly men like you move about in the

world for upholding virtue and blessing the worlds.

42. O Brahmin, if it is fit to be heard you shall speak

it out. I shall expound it to the people for their welfare.

43. On hearing the words of Skanda, the sage

Vamadeva, bowed with humility and spoke in a tone as

majestic as the sound of clouds.

Vamadeva said :

—

44. O lord, you are the great Isa, the bestower of

prosperity to all and sundry. You are omniscient; creator

of all and the lord bearing all Saktis.

45. We are insignificant creatures to speak before you

who are i gn at lord. Still it is your blessing that you

speak to me.
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46. O intelligent one, I have but a particle of wisdom.

Urged thus I ask you. My transgression must be excused.

47. Pranava is the word that expresses lord Siva.

Lord Pasupati is the goal, the releaser of the bondage of

the Pa£us, the individual souls.

48. Invoked with the mantra he releases the Jiva

instantaneously. Hence siddhi is achieved with the mantra

Om for Siva.

49. The eternal Sruti says, “Verily all this is Om;
Om is Brahman. Everything is Brahman.”139

50. O commander of the gods, obeisance to you, the

lord of the gods and of ascetics. Obeisance to you the perfect

one.

51. In this situation, there is nothing distinct from

Siva in this world. Siva is the lord who assumes all forms.

Mahesvara is all-pervasive.

52. The universal and the personal application of

Pranava was heard by me. O lord, but I have never had

a preceptor like you to tell me that.

53. Hence take pity on me and reveal its meaning

in accordance with the rules of instruction and the conduct

of the good.

54. My lord alone is the preceptor who cuts off the

bondage. O preceptor, now favour me with the exposition

of its meaning.

55. Thus requested by the sage, Skanda bowed to

Sadasiva, the very pranava itself who is characterised by
thirtyeight excellent digits, who is accompanied by Uma
at his side and who is followed by the excellent sages. He
then began to expound the path of welfare well guarded in

the Vedas.

i39- T. U. i. 8. i.
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CHAPTER TWELVE

( The procedure of Sannydsa)

Subrahmanya said :

—

1. Well done, well done, O fortunate V^madcva, O
great sage, you are a great devotee of Siva and the most

excellent of those who possess Siva’s knowledge.

2. Nowhere in the world is there anything not known
to you. Still I shall tell you since you wish to bless the

worlds.

3. All the individuals in the world are deceived by

the Maya of Isa. They are deceived by various sacred

scriptures.

4. They do not know the great lord, the meaning of

the Pranava, the Nirguna and Saguna Brahman, the great

progenitor of trinity.

5. I shall lift up my right hand and swear unto

you truth again and again.

6-12. Siva is declared as the purport of the Pranava

in the Sruti and Smrti texts, Puranas and the Agamas; from

whom words recede unable to reach him along with the

mind; the knower of whose bliss does not have fear from

anywhere; 140 from whom this entire universe, beginning with

Brahma, Vi$nu and Indra is born at the outset with the

groups of sense-organs and elements; that which has no

cause anywhere at any time; which neither the lightning nor

the sun nor the moon does illuminate; by whose splendour

this entire universe is resplendent all round; he who is

endowed with prosperity himself in the name of Sai-

vesvara; who is worthy of being meditated upon by those

who are desirous of salvation; he who is the cause of welfare;

who is in the middle of the firmament; who is omnipresent,

whose soul is light, who is in the form of splendour, knowledge

and .consciousness; whose splendid Sakti is comprehensible only

through emotion and who is both Nirguna and Saguna,

unsullied and auspicious.

13. Three types of his form—gross, subtle and causal

140. Ibid. 2. 9. 1.
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shall be meditated upon by those seeking salvation, O sage,

and by the Yogins in the proper order.

14. The unsullied being, the primordial and the

eternal lord of all who is stated to be the supreme soul

has knowledge and the ritual as his innate nature.

15-16. The image of the lord of the gods is Sada£iva

himself, the lord with five mantras for his body and the five

digits for his physical form. The lord is as bright as crystal,

has cool lustre and is delightful. He has five faces, ten

arms and fifteen eyes.

17-18. He the ancient lord has Isana for his coronet;

Purusa for his face; Aghora for his heart; Vamadeva for his

private parts and Sadya for his foot-j^ie is both Sakala and

Niskala. The six Saktis, omniscien<?4p etc. constitute his six

limbs.

19. He is infused with the power of the word throbb-

ing in the lotus of his heart; he is bedecked on his left by

ManonmanI, his own Sakti.

20. With reference to the six entities, Mantra, etc., I

shall explain the Pranava-souled lord in his composite and

personal nature.

21. The order of instruction shall be mentioned at

first. Please hear, O sage, indeed the four castes are well

known in the world.

22. The Vedas enjoin rituals for the first three

castes. The Sudras arc excluded since their only activity

is service.

23-25. Nothing but the holy rites of the Srutis and
Smnis shall be performed by the first three castes in their

respective stages of life. Following the conduct of life

enjoined for different stages and castes, excellent sages have

attained Sayujya form of liberation.

26. The Sruti says that the sages are satisfied by
Brahmacarya; the gods by sacrifice; arid the Pitrs by pro-

geny.

27-28. Freed from this threefold debt and entering the

Vanaprastha stage the devotee shall bear both pleasure and

pain, chillness and heat; shall subjugate the senses, control

the diet. The ascetic shall practise restraint and other
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means of Yoga so that the intellect becomes stable and

unswerving.

29-30. Thus he becomes pious and free from activities.

After eschewing all activites he shall be devoted to the

pursuit of knowledge. That alone bestows the fruit of living

liberation and identity with Siva. It is most excellent

and renders free from aberrations those who have restrained

their minds.

31. I shall explain different modes of the same with

a desire for blessing the worlds. O intelligent one, it is

out of affection for you that I do so. Please listen with

attention.

32. The ascetic shall*, approach a preceptor, the most

excellent among intelligen^ones; the preceptor who knows

ihc principles of sacred scriptures and has mastered the
*
7edantic knowledge.

33. After approaching him in accordance with the

idles, the ascetic devotee shall please him assiduously by

obeisances, prostration etc.

34. The preceptor is Siva and Siva is the preceptor.

After deciding this in mind he shall express his intention.

35-36. Permitted by the preceptor he shall subsist on

milk diet and perform rites for twelve days. On the fourth

or the tenth day in the bright lunar fortnight he shall take

his early morning bath. With pious mind, he shall perform

his routine. He shall invite the preceptor and begin the

Nandi Sraddha.

37-39. The ViSvedevas are Satyavasus. In the

Sraddha of the gods, Brahma, Vi?nu and Siva, in that of the

sages, those born of celestial damsels from human beings, in

that of the Pitfs, Vasu, Rudra and Aditya, in that of human
beings, the four sages, Sanaka and others, in that of the

Bhutas the five great elements are included.

40. The group of sense-organs consists of the eye, etc;

that of the Bhutas is of four types. In the Pit? Sraddha

the fatfier, grandfather and greatgrandfather are included.

41-42. In the Maqriraddha, the mother, grandmother

and the greatgrandmother are mentioned. In the Sraddha

of the Atman the four, viz. himself father, grandfather and
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greatgrandfather and their wives are mentioned. In the

Sraddha of mother’s father the three ancestors of the maternal

grandfather are mentioned.

43. In every Sraddha a pair of brahmins shall be

invited and their feet washed. He shall then perform the

Acamana assiduously.

44-46. He shall pray thus:—“May the dust-particles

from the feet of the brahmins sanctify me. They are the

cause of prosperity. They destroy all adversities and constitute

the bridge on the vast ocean of worldly existence. Like suns

they remove the pitch darkness of distress. Like divine cows

they meet the desired objects. They are the embodied holy

waters in every pilgrim centre.” After praying thus he shall

bow and prostrate with eight limbs touching the ground.

He shall then face the cast and remember the lotus-feet of

Siva.

47-49. Wearing the Pavitra in the finger and the

sacred thread on the shoulders, being pure and steady he shall

perform the Pranayama thrice. Mentioning the Tithi etc. he

shall continue

—

<fAs an ancillary rite to my formal renunciation

I have to perform eight Sraddhas beginning with the Sraddha

of VHvedevas and ending with the Sraddha of Matamaha. I

shall perform these with the rules governing the festive rites, with

your permission.” After proclaiming the intention he shall cast

off the Darbha grass to the north.

50. He shall touch water and stand up to begin the

formal invitation to the brahmins* With the Pavitra in the

hand he shall touch the hands of the brahmins and pro-

claim :

51-53. “For the sake of Visvcdcvas I invite you both

and conclude. You shall favour me.” This is the procedure

throughout. After this he shall draw ten Mandalas beginning

from the north. He shall worship these with Aksatas and

ask the Brahmins to stand there.

54-55. He shall utter the names of Vi$vcdevas in thr

vocative case. “Here is water for washing the feet”. Saying

this, he shall offer water from the Darbha grass, flowers and
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Ak$ata as Padya. He shall wash his own feet too faring the

north. He shall perform Acamana and ask them to sit in

pairs on their seats.

56-57. “Here is the seat to the brahmin in the form

of Visvedevas.” Saying this he shall offer a few Darbha
grass blades. He himself shall stand holding the Darbha
grass and say, “In this Nandlmukhasraddha for the sake of

Visvedevas I invite both of you to be present.”

58. Then he shall say “Both of you shall accept my
invitation.*’ The two brahmins shall say “We accept.”

59. He shall request the brahmins— “May you bless

me. Let the rite be complete. Let me attain my desires.”

60-63. He shall then place cooked rice and olhci food-

stuffs in well washed plantain leaf cups. They shall be covered

with Darbha grass. He shall sprinkle water over them. The
leafeups shall be lificd up by the hands. lie shall offer the

food-studs into fire saying “Svfiha.” The names of the deities

shall be used in the dative case. The Mantras “the earth

is your vessel,” 141 etc. shall be repeated. After worship the

devotee shall say “Na Mama” (not for me). pAeiywhere

this is the procedure.

64 “I salute lord Siva accompanied by Amba,

the recollection of whose feet and the icpctition of whose

names makes deficient rites perfect and complete.

65-67. After repeating the prayer he shall say. I have

completed Nandlmukhasraddha. Confirm that I have done

it. He shall propitiate the leading brahmins, let some water

drop from his hand, bow to them, stand up and say to them,

let the food be even as nectar. Then with palms joined in

reverence he shall pray with pleasure.

68. He shall recite Siirudra, Camaka, and Purusa

suktas duly. After meditating on Sadasiva he shall icpcat

the Japas of the five Brahmans.

69. At the end of the meal he shall recite Rudia

Sukta. He shall ask forgiveness of the brahmins. After

food he shall offer water.

70. Washing his feet and peifuiming the Acamana he

141. Apg. 8 21. 8.
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shall approach the Pindas. Facing the east he shall sit silently

and perform Pranayama thrice.

71-72. ‘‘I shall perform the rite of offering the Pipt^as

as an ancillary to the NandlmukhaSraddha.” After deciding

thus he shall draw nine lines from south to north. He shall

place twelve Darbhas with their tips to the east over the

lines. These are the five places for the gods Dak$a and
others.

73-75. In these places the aksata grains and water shall

be offered silently. In the other places he shall sprinkle

water with the mantra “Atra Pitarah”,142 and offer the Aksata

grains and water for worship. The names of different gods

shall be mentioned with the dative case ending. Three Pincjas

shall be offered to each in the five places.

76. The Pindas shall be given separately along with

Ak$atas for the full efficacy of the Pitrs as explained in the

Grhyasutra.

77-79. He shall meditate on lord Sada$iva in

the lotus of the heart reciting the verse. By remembering his

lotus-like feet he shall give fees to the Brahmins according

to his ability. He shall ask forgiveness and bid them farewell.

He shall give Pindas to the cows or cast off into running

water. After performing “Punyahavacana” he shall take

meals with his kinsmen.

80-81. After getting up early in the morning next day

the devotee shall perform his routine. He shall observe

fast, shave hair except in the armpits and the private parts.

He shall cut the moustache, the nails and shave his head.

82. He shall take bath and wear a washed and dried

cloth. He shall be pure in thought and body. Silently he

shall perform Acamana twice and apply ashes duly and perform

the Punyahavacana.

83. Except the materials for the homa and the articles

of gift for the preceptor—because they are naturally pure,

every other article shall be sprinkled with holy water.

84. He shall make gift to brahmins especially to

devotees and to Siva in the form of preceptor.

142. VS. 2. 31.
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85-87. He shall give cloths and the fee also. He shall

prostrate before him. He shall take the loin-cloth, its string,

staff and the articles for homa—sacrificial twigs etc. He
shall go to sea-shore or a mountain or a river-bank or a

Siva temple or a forest or a cowpen. He shall sit on a good

place and perform Acamana. He shall make his mind pure like

a flower bunch.

88-90. He shall repeat Vedic mantras along with Oiii

and recite “Namo Brahmane” 143 etc. thrice. Then he shall

repeat the mantra “Agnimile purohitam”, 144 perform the great

rite and repeat. “Agnirvai” 146 “Ise tvorje tva”, then repeat

the Mantras ”Agna ayahi vltaye*’, 14® Sanno devirabh’.^aye” 147

along with Ma, Ya, Ra, Sa, Ta, Ja, Bha, Na, La, and Ga.

91-92. This shall continue for five years. This is the

tradition. Then he shall repeat the text of grammar, MImamsa
and Vedanta. He shall repeat the names of the gods as well.

93-96. He shall perform the Japa of Brahma, Indra,

Sun, moon, Prajapati Jnanatman and Paramatman with

Pranava in the beginning, namah in the end using the dative

case. He shall take some flour of fried grain, eat it with Pranava,

perform Acamana twice, wash his hands, repeat the mantras

mentioned hereafter. He shall repeat the names of Atman,

Antaratman, Jnanatman beginning with Pranava and ending

with Namah. After repeating the mantra of Atman he shall

repeat the mantra of Prajapati.

97-98. He shall then perform the Japa ending with

Svaha. Repeating Pranava he shall take in milk, curd and

ghee separately thrice and perform Acamana twice. With

the mind steady he shall sit firmly facing the east and

perform pranayama thrice in accordance with the rules.

143. AB.fl.'.j. r>-

14*. RV. 1.1.1.

i4v VS. 1.1. 22; 7. :;o; 14. 22

146. Ibid 1 1. 4b.

147. Ibid 20 u.
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CHAPTER THIRTEEN

(The Procedure of Renunciation)

Subrahmanya said :

—

1. Then at midday he shall take bath. With the mind

fully controlled he shall gather materials for worship such as

fragrant flowers, Akgatas etc.

2. With the mentra, “Gananam tva” he shall as

enjoined invoke lord Ganapati worshipped by the gods. He
shall worship him in the south-west.

3-5. After invoking the elephant-faced lord Ganapati

son of Siva, of red colour, huge body, bedecked in ornaments

and holding noose, goad, Rudraksa and boon in his lotus-hand

he shall worship him at dusk. He shall offer milk pudding

(sweet pie), coconut jaggery and other things as Naivedya

and also the leaf. After propitiating and bowing to him he

shall pray for warding off evil.

6. Thereafter the rites of sacrifice concluding with

the sharing of clarified butter shall be performed in the

Aupasana fire according to the rules of one’s Grhyasutra.

7. After offering the Purnahuti with the three Rks

“Bhuh Svaha148 and concluding the rites he shall repeat Gayatri

assiduously till late in the afternoon.

8. He shall perform the evening prayers after bath

and the sacrificial rites and inform his preceptor accordingly.

9-10. After offering the Caru therein e shall perform

Homa with different faggots of sticks, cooked rice and ghee

repeating Rudrasukta. He shall conceive Lord Siva in the

fire along with Amba and the five Brahmans— Sadyojata etc.

He shall remember Gauri and perform homa with the

mantra “Gaurlrmimaya149 etc.

11-12. He shall perform sacrifice, repeat the mantra
“Agnaye svisfakrte svaha” 150 and then show mystic gestures.

Being of steady mind he shall sit on the, seat of cloth, deerskin

or Darbha grass to the north of the fire and perform the

Gayatri japa silently till the brahma muhurta.

148. VS. 3. 5. 37.

149. RV. 1. 184. 41; TB 2. 4. 6. 11

150. TB. 3.12. 2. 2-8.
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13-19. He shall then take bath. If he is feeble he
shall smear Bhasma only. He shall cook Caru in the fire

and pour ghee over it. Thus sanctifying it he shall consign

it to the fire. He shall perform the Japa of the Vyahrtis,

Rudra Sukta and the five Brahmans. He shall fix his mind
in the lotus-feet of Siva. He shall perform the Japa of

Prajapat'i, Indra, Visvedevas and Brahma also, with dative

case-endings. Pranava and other mantras shall be repeated

ending with Svaha. He shall perform Punyahavacana, say

Agnye svaha, show mystic gesture in front of the fire. Then
he shall repeat Pranaya svaha and offer five Ahutis to Svi sta-

lest fire. He shall repeat Rudrasukta, the five Brahmans,

the Caturvyuha mantras, Homa and mystic gestures in

accordance with his Vedic branch.

20-21. The same procedure he shall adopt for the

other gods, along with their ancillary rites. After these rites

beginning with the fire, the Viraja homa of the Atman shall

be performed for the purification of the self in the form of

twentysix principles.

22-23. He shall say “Let these Tattvas be purified.”

For the purity of the principle—Atman, the mantras ‘Aruna-

ketukas’ shall be repeated. He shall silently perform the

Homa with the Caru and ghee and remember the lotus-feet

of Siva. O sage, the principles begin with Prthivi and end

with Purusa.

24-27. Prthivi, Sound, Speech, Ear—these are five

each. The four head, sides, back, belly and the calves shall be

added afterwards in the group—skin etc. The Dhatu group

consists of seven. Pranas are five in number. Anna etc. are

the five sheaths. Mind, Citta, intellect, ego, Khyati come under

Sankalpa. Gunas come after; Prakrti and Purusa follow

these. Purusa is the only enjoyer and the five principles are

the objects of his enjoyment.

28. O great sage, destiny, time, attachment, Vidya,

Kala—this set of five is born of Maya.

29. The Vedas declare:” Maya is identical with Prakrti.”

The principles as mentioned in the Sruti are born of that.

30. The Vedas declare “Destiny is the nature of

Kala.” This set of five is also called “The wheel of five.”
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31-33. Though sentient, the Purusa is confused in

thought, not knowing the five principles. Though superior to

nature he falls below Prakrti as the eye of the crow. This

set of fitfe—the pure Vidya Mahesvara, Sadasiva, Sakti and

Siva is caPed Vidvatattva or Sivatattva. This is implied in

the Vedic text “Prajnfmam Brahma. 51

34. O Sage, the purity of the principles from Prthivi

to Siva is effected through the dissolution of its cause.

35. With the eleven mantras he shall mention the god.

The word Sivajyotis shall be used in the dative case.

36-38. After Svuha” lie shall say “Na mama 11 (not to

me). By this, renunciation of motive is indicated. In the

mantras “Vividya
11 “Kas{apota” aftei the word Vyapakava

the word Paramatmane shall be used. The words “Sivajyo-

tis
11

“Visvabhiita” and “Ghasanotsuka” shall be mentioned

in dative case. After mentioning the god by name the word
Devaya shall be uttcicd.

39. After “Visvai upfiya” in the mantra “Uttislhasva”

the word “Purusuya” shall be uttered and the wolds “(_>m

SvalnV
1

shall be added.

40. At the end of the word “Lokatraya” the woids

“Vyapinc Parainattnane Sivayedam Na Mama” shall be

added.

41-42. Me shall conclude the rite aecoiding to his

own branch of the Veda. He shall eat Caru mixed with ghee

and then give fee of gold etc. to the priest. Alter . the

ritualistic dismissal of Brahma he shall perform the morning

worship.

43-45. He shall recite the mantra “Saiii main

sincantu Maruta.” 1,1 He shall warm his hand over the fire

repeating the mantra “Ya te Agnc 152 and superimpose the

fire in his own Atman, abode of the universal soul. He shall

perform the morning prayers and pay respects to the sun.

He shall enter water upto the navel,
#
perform the Japa of

the mantras with pleasure, devotion and steadiness.

46. The devotee who had been maintaining sacrificial

151. AV. 7. 1.

1 5-f \S 5.13
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fires regularly shall perform the Prajapatya rite in the

sacrificial fire and give his entire possession as gift.

47-51. The brahmin shall superimpose fire in his

Atman and leave the house. In the Savitri mantra he shall

utter the first foot and say ‘I enter Savitri Bhuh Om.’ Then
he shall utter the second foot and say I enter Savitri Bhuvah
Om. He shall utter the third foot and say 1 enter

Savitri Suvah Om. Then he shall repeat all the three

feet and say Savitrim Pravesayami, at the end of which he

shall say Bhuh Bhuvah Suvah Om with great pleasure and

steady mind.

52-56. He shall then think—“This is Goddess herself

having half the body of Siva. She has five faces, ten arms

and fifteen eyes. She is bedecked with a down set with

nine gems over which the crescent moon rises. She is aus-

picious, pure as crystal and bears ten weapons. Her body is

adorned with necklaces, shouldcrlets, bangles and anklets. Her
ornaments are studded with gem*. She wears brilliant

garments. She is served by Visnu, Brahma the leader of

the gods, sages, Gandharvas and human beings. She is Siva

pervading all Atmans. She is charming wife of lord Sada-

siva. She is the mother of the universe and the trio. She is

unborn. She is Saguna and Nirguna as well.

”

57 . After thinking thus the intelligent devotee shall

perform the Japa of Gayatrl the primoidial goddess compri-

sing three mctiical feet. She is unborn and the bestower of

brahminhood

58. The si unci who repeats Gayatrl in any other

manner is tortured in the terrible hell for the period of

kalpa.

59. She is born of and merged into Vyahftis. Vyahrtis

are born of the Pinnava and arc merged in Pranava.

60. Ptanava is the initial of all mantras of the Vedas.

Lt expresses Siva. It is the emperor of all mantras. It is the

great Bija, the greatest mantra.

61. Siva is Pranava, Pranava is Siva since there is no

difference between Siva and Pranava that expresses Siva.

62. It is this very mantra that Siva speaks to in-
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dividual souls who leave ofT their bodies at Kasi to attain

liberation hereafter.

63. Hence good ascetics worship Siva the single-syllabled

lord who being the cause of the universe is stationed in the

lotus of the heart.

64. Men desirous of salvation and unattached to

worldly pleasures worship Siva after realising the futility of

worldly pleasures.
t

65. After dissolving Gayatri in the Pranava identical

with Siva he shall recite the hymn “aham vrksasya re-

riva ”«*

66. He shall repeat the hymn beginning with “Yah
Chandasam Rsabhah” 154 and ending with “gopaya.” Then
he shall say 1 have got up.

67. O sage, he shall recite the mantras in the low,

medium and high tone beginning with the Pranava in the

order of creation, sustenance and dissolution.

68-69. In this order he shall say Om Bhuh I have

renounced. Om Bhuvah I have renounced. Om Suvah I

have renounced. Then he shall say the composite Vyahrtis

Om Bhuh, Bhuvah, Suvah. 155

70. O sage, he shall say “I have renounced after

meditating on Sadasiva in the heart in the low, medium
and high pitch gradually.

71. After muttering the Presa mantras with attentive

mind he shall say “Let all living beings have fearlessness

from me, Svaha.”

72. He shall take water in the cupped palms and
pour it to the east. He shall uproot the tuft and take out

the sacred thread.

73-74. Taking the two in the cupped palms along

with water he shall say Om Bhuh “Go thou to the ocean”

after uttering Suaha, the name of the wife of the fire. Along

with the water in the palms he shall put the two in the

water uttering Presa mantras. After performing Acamana
thrice he shall come to the bank and cast off all the clothes.

i .-,3. TA- 7. 10 1, TU. 1. 10. 1

154. Ibid. 7. 4. 1 : 10. 6. 1

.

155. BDH 2. xu. 17. 27
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75-76. He shall then foot a short distance more than

seven paces facing north or the east. Then the preceptor

shall ask him to stop saying, “for your stay and activity in

the world, O holy one, accept this loin-cloth and staff.”

He shall hand them over to him with his own hands.

77-78. After giving the loin-cloth with its string, and
the ochre-coloured robe he shall ask him to wear them. After

performing Acamana
#
twice he shall tell the disciple thus

“You are the thunderbolt of Indra.” 166
. After praying and

saying “A good companion”, he shall take up thestaff.

79. He shall approach the preceptor remembering

the lotus-like feet of Siva and fall at his feet thrice with

fully restrained mind.

80. Standing up again he shall approach the feet of

the preceptor with palms joined in reverence, glancing

at his preceptor with love.

81-82. Before the rites are begun he should collect

cowdung and make them into balls of the size of a myroba-

lan fruit and dry them in sunshine. The balls shall be

placed in the sacrificial fire at the advent of homa. At the

conclusion of the homa the ashes shall be collected and

preserved.

83-85. The preceptor shall take the white ashes of

the Viraja fire. Repeating the mantras “Agniriti Bhasma” 167

he shall apply the sacred ashes over the body of the

disciple from head to foot. Repeating the five mantras

“Isana” 158 Tryayusa” 159 “Tryambakam Y°jamahe ifl0 he shall

apply the Tripundra marks too beginning with head.

86. Then the disciple shall meditate devotedly on

Siva, the consort of Uma in the lotus of his heart.

87. Putting his hand on the head of the disciple the

preceptor shall utter the Pranava thrice into the right

ear of the disciple along with the names of the sage etc.

88. The excellent preceptor shall be sympathetic and

explain Pranava with the knowledge of the six-fold topics.

ir6. VS 9. 5.

157. Siras IJ 5..

1.-8. TA. 10 47. 1

159. VS. 3. 62

160. Ibid 3. (5o.
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89. The disciple shall make obeisance to the pre-

ceptor by prostrating twelve times. He shall remain

subservient to him always. He shall not do anything else.

90. At his bidding the disciple shall pursue Saivitc

knowledge in conformity with the Upanisadic doctrine and

based on the difference of Saguna and Nirguna.

91. The preceptor shall make the disciple perform all

the rites in the morning up to the Japa including the practice

of hearing etc.

92. The disciple shall perform the worship in the

mandala Kailasaprastai a as enjoined by Siva.

93. If he cannot worship the deity worshipped by his

preceptor he shall take up Sivalihga of crystal along with

the pedestal.

94. “I shall rather cast life and cut off my head than

take meals without worshipping Siva.”

95. Thus shall the disciple devoted to Siva take vow
in the presence of the preceptor which he shall repeat thrice

with a steady mind.

96. Thus the disciple shall worship Lord Siva every day

with devoted and diligent mind, following the path of five

Avaranas.

CHAPTER FOURTEEN

(
The Pranava in the form of Siva

)

Vdmadcva said :
—

1-2. O Karttikeya, the nectarine ocean of perfect know-

ledge, son of Siva the lord of gods and the dispellcr of distress

of the devotees what is perfect knowledge of the sixfold topics

that bestows all desires? What arc the six topics? What
is the perfect knowledge?

3. What is explained therein ? What is the fruit of

that knowledge? Please mention all that I have asked.

4. Without knowing this I have been deluded by

Siva’s Maya. I am ignorant of the Pasupata Sastra.
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5-6. I have sought refuge in your lotus-feet. Glancing at

me for a long time with your eyes drenched with the nectar of

sympathy you shall bless me so that I shall I become free from

delusion, drink in the nectarine potion of the knowledge of

the feet of Siva.

7. On hearing these words of the sage the lord bearing

the trident of knowledge said words causing fears to other

systems of theology.

Subrahmanya said :

—

8-9. O revered sage, you have enquired about the per-

fect knowledge of Siva in his composite and individual state.

O performer of good rites, I shall explain that in detail

Perfect knowledge comprises the meaning of Pranava by reali-

sing the unity of six topics.

10-11. The first topic is the mantra; the second Yantra

;

the third deity; the fourth the cosmos; the fifth the preceptor;

the sixth the Atman of the disciple.

12. O excellent sage, I shall explain to you the form of

the mantra which makes a man possessed of perfect know-

ledge .

13. The first and the fifth vowels, the fifth letter of

the fifth class of consonants, Bindu and Nada these five letters

are mentioned by the Vedas.

14-15. The initial mantra of the Vedas i.e. Om is of

the composite form. Nada too is the composite of all. The
set of four with Bindu as the fifth is established as Vya$ti in

the Pranava that expresses Siva. O intelligent one, now listen

to the form of Yantra that is Sivalinga.

16-17. Beneath all, the pedestal shall be drawn; then

the first vowel—A; then the letter U, the final letter of the

class of Pa i e. Ma followed by Bindu and Nada. When the

Yantra becomes perfect, all desires are achieved.

18. The Yantra is encompassed by the Pranava

itself. % The Nada shall be known through the Nada arising

therefrom.

19. O sage, I shall now explain the secret topic of the

deity. I shall mention it, out of my affection to you, in the

manner explained by Siva.

20. Beginning with “I resort to the lord born sill of a
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sudden” and concluding with “Sada Sivam” the Vedic text

clearly expresses the five Brahmans.

21. The five deities shall be known comprising the

subtle form of Brahman. These are enlarged in the form of the

idol of Siva too.

22. The Mantra that expresses Siva expresses his idol

too, since there is not much of difference between the idol

and the original.

23. I have already referred to the form of Siva with

Isana at the head. Now listen about his five faces.

24. Beginning with the fifth one the Sadyojata and

proceeding till l£ana upwards are the five faces.

25-26. The four Brahmans constitute a Caturvyuha

for lord Isana, the famous Brahman. These five together

constitute the composite. O sage, from Purusa to Sadyoj&ta

the four constitute the individual.

27. This set of five is the ‘wheel of blessing*. It is

the same as Brahman. It is subtle
;

free from aberration

and ailment.

28. The Anugraha or blessing is twofold : appearance

and disappearance. The lord who bestows the greater and
the lesser salvation to the souls is another.

29. This is the twofold function of Siva for ever.

The five functions of creation etc. come under Anugraha.

30. O sage, there too the deities Sadya etc. are of

the form of the great Brahman. The five always bestow

happiness.

31. The Anugraha cakra is the greatest bliss presided

over by Sadasiva. It consists of the digit beyond calmness.

32. This region is attainable by the pious ascetics

who worship Sadasiva, with the minds fixed on the Pranava.

33-34. After attaining this region and enjoying vast

pleasures along with the lord in the form of Brahman the

sages attain equality with Siva at the advent of the great

dissolution. They never fall again in the ocean of the universe.

35. The eternal Veda says “Te brahmaloke”161 etc.

The glory of Siva is the composite form itself.

36. The Vedic text Atharvasirsa says “Equipped with

161. TA. io. io. 3.
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glory and prosperity”. The ability to bestow glory shall be

mentioned of him alone.

37. There is no higher region than that of Siva. This

universe is only an extension of the five Brahmans.

38. Nivftti and the Kalas are the offshoots of five

Brahmans. They are in the form of subtle elements well

known as causes.

39. O sage of good rites, the set of five Brahmans is

the cause of gross cosmos.

40. Puru$a, ear, speech, sound and ether, this set of

five is pervaded, O excellent sage, by the Brahman in the

form of Hana.

41. Prakfti, skin, hand, sense of touch and wind, this

set of five, O great sage, is pervaded by Brahman as Puru^a.

42. The ego, eye, foot, colour and fire, this set of

five is pervaded by Aghora Brahman.

43. The intellect, tongue, arms, taste and water, this

set of five is pervaded by the Brahman Vamadeva.
44. The mind, nose, organ of generation, smell and

earth, this set of five is pervaded by the Brahman Sadya.

The whole universe is identical with the five Brahmans.

45-46. Pranava expressive of Siva is taught through

yantra. It is the composite of five letters. The four viz,

Bindu etc. constitute the form of yantra in the Saiva cult.

Pranava is the highest Mantra—the very Siva himself.

CHAPTER FIFTEEN

(
The idol of Siva for worship )

Subrahmanya said :

—

1. Henceforth I shall explain, O good-faced lady, the

mode of creation for the set of four, Mahesa etc. from
Sada£iva.

2. Sadasiva the lord of ether is the composite. The set

of four, Mahe£a etc. is the individualistic form.
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3. Mahe£a is a thousandth part of SadaSiva. It has

the form of Puru?a for its face. It is the lord of wind too.

4. He is associated with Maya Sakti on his left. He is

SagUna having much activity. The set of four l£vara etc.

is his own Vyarti.

5. This set of four comprising ISvara, ViSveSvara, Para-

meSvara and SarveSvara is the excellent Tirobhavacakra.

6. Tirobhava is twofold. One concerns Rudra, the

other the individual souls in view of their physical bodies.

7. The latter remains till equality in activity is

achieved. When this is achieved, there remains only the lord

of the form of blessing.

8. There all the ISvaras who are glorified as the

deities, are identical with the great Brahman itself, free

from alternatives and ailments.

9. The Tirobhava Gakra consists of the Santikala.

This excellent region is presided over by Mahe$vara.

10. This region is attainable by those who serve

Mahesa etc. It yields Salokya liberation to the devotees of

Mahe£vara.

1 1 . The image Rudra is born of a thousandth part of

Maheivara. He has Aghora for his face. He is the lord of

the principle of fire.

12. He is associated with Gaurisakti on his left. He is

the cause of dissolution of the universe; of him alone is the

Vyasfi born—the set of four, Siva etc.

13. This set of four consists of Siva, Hara, Mrda
and Bhava. This wheel of dissolution, O sage, is wonderful

and divine.

14-16. Dissolution has been classified into three. The

first Nitya is the daily slumber of living beings. The second

is the conditioned dissolution of Brahma. The third is the

final dissolution. The three have been indicated by the

Vedic texts. O excellent sage, the dissolution has been

classified into three by the illustrious Rudra for the maturing

of the activities of individual souls and for their rest. The souls

released from their recurring births are ultimately placed

in the great Atman itself.

17. Thus I have mentioned the three activities of
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Rudra in respect of dissolution. The five activities of the

lord in respect of creation shall also be explained to you.

18. O sage, the deities Bhava etc. are identical with

the great Brahman, being the cause of bliss.

19. This wheel of dissolution has Vidyarupa Kala.

This healthy region is presided over by Rudra himself.

20 This region is attainable by those who desire the

propitiation of Rudras. O sage, it yields the S&yujya of

Rudras gradually through Salokya.

21. Visnu was born from a thousandth part of Rudra.

In the form of Vamadcva wheel he is the presiding deity

of the principle of water.

22. He is associated with Laksmi Sakti on the left.

He is the protector of all. He has four arms. He has eyes

as splendid as the lotus. He is dark-complexioned and

bears the characteristics of Sarikha etc.

23. Of him alone is the set of lour Vasudcvas in the

Vya$ti form. It bestows liberation on the devotees of Visnu

engaged in worship through meditation.

24. This set of four consists of Vasudeva, Aniruddha,

Samkarsana and Pradyumna. This excellent wheel of sus-

tenance is well known.

25. Sustenance means the protection of the existing

universe along with its creator until the completion of the

pleasures of the souls, the reapers of the fruit.

26. Protection is the activity of Visnu. In the sus-

tenance also the lord has five activities, viz; creation etc.

27. The deities of whom Pradyumna is the chief are

absolute and without distress. They cause bliss to liberated

souls*

28. O Brahmin, this wheel of sustenance which is per-

manent is presided over by Visnu. It is the highest abode.

29. This region is attainable by those who serve the

lotus-feet of Vi§nu. This wheel yields Salokya etc. to the

devotees of Vi$nu.

30. Brahma was born of a thousandth part of Vi?nu.

He has the face of Sadyojata and is the presiding deity of

the principle of earth.

31. He is accompanied by the goddess of speech on

his left. He is the creator and lord of the universe. He has
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four faces. He is red in complexion and his form is possessed

of Rajas attribute.

32. Hiranyagarbha, Virat, Puru?a and Kala, the four

constitute his personal form.

33. O Brahmin, this wheel of creation is the cause of

Brahma’s sons and other sages. It bestows desires and
happiness to the devotee.

34-35. Those who have the knowledge of creation

know this to be the function of Brahman. Creation is the

process of re-uniiication of the soul with the body previously

annihilated—the body which along with the means, ancillaries

and results comes out of Prakrti for gradual enjoyment. It is

pleasing as long as it holds good.

36. O sage, in the creation of the universe there are

five functions of the lord. The present time etc. are the

deities there.

37. This wheel of creation is in 'the form of turning

round. This charming region is presided over by Brahman.

38. This region is attainable by those who have

dedicated their minds to Brahma. This indeed bestows

Salokya and other liberations on the devotees of Brahma.

39. Even in regard to the set of four wheels the

Pranava indicates Mahe£a etc.

40. O sage, this wheel of universe is glorified by the

Srutis. The Vedas eulogise it as the wheel with five spokes.

41. Although the wheel of the universe with its five

constituents: creation etc. has five spokes, it develops and

increases by Siva’s energy.

42. It is called a “wheel” because it moves round

and round with incessant dissolution and recreation like the

whirling fire-brand.

43-44. Because of the immensity of creation it is

called Prthu, the resultant of the Saktj of lord Siva of

immense splendour and of golden features. The wheel is

dependent on golden splendour and is surrounded by water

encompassed by fire.

45. Fire is surrounded by wind; wind by ether; ether

by the primordial element and that by intellect.



46. Intellect is encompassed by the unmanifest. O
sage, the universe is thus explained by the learned preceptors.

47. Such are the seven sheaths which protect the

universe. The expanse of water is ten times more massive

than the wheel.

48. The world above is ten times more than the one

below. O leading sage, the universe shall be known thus

by those who desire to know that.

49. It is by accepting this sense that the Sruti says

••In the middle of water”. Of course the earth rotates as

the wheel.

50. That Siva alone accompanied by Sakti performs

incessant sports through blessing, disappearance, dissolution,

sustenance and creation.

51. O sage, of what avail is much talk? I shall tell

you the essence. Siva endowed with Sakti is all this. It is

definite conclusion.

CHAPTER SIXTEEN

(
Siva's principle)

Sfita said :

—

1. On hearing this truthful purport enunciated, by

the preceptor the leading sage asked him about his doubt

concerning the great Atman.

Vdmadeva said :

—

2-S. O lord endowed with the power of knowledge

and of the form of great bliss, I have heard the sweet

meaning of Pranava from your glorious lotus-like mouth and
nourished intellect. My doubts have gone. O lord, Maha-
sena, I ask you something else. Please listen.

4. Surely this universe from Sadagiva to a worm is

reflected in male and female forms everywhere.

5. Is the eternal cause of the universe in the form of

a woman, or of a man or a eunuch ?
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6. Or is it a mixture of both or something else?

There has been no decision so far. Deluded by sacred

scriptures scholars argue on this point in various ways.

7. The Vedas expatiating on the creation of

the universe itself, Visnu, Brahma and other gods and the

Siddhas do not know it.

8-10. Please explain so that the conflicting views may
be resolved into one truthful interpretation. We say—“I

know,” “I do”. This is accepted by all. There is no dispute

about this. But I have some doubts. “Is there a form of

the Atman or is the Atman identical with the body, sense-

organs, mind, intellect and ego? The two are the points of

dispute among many.

11-12. O lord, uproot this poisonous tree of doubt

arising from ignorance. I shall be enlightened by you so

that my mind may become the fertile ground for the growth

of monistic knowledge of the Saivite cult. O lord of gods,

by your benign favour I shall become wise.

Suta said:

—

13. On hearing the enquiry of the sage full of

Vedantic topics, the lord smiled a little and unfolded the

secret.

Subrahmanya said :

—

14. O sage, this very secret was narrated by Siva

while goddess Amba and I listened.

15. Then I was fully satiated with the drink of her

breast-milk. I listened to it and I came to a decisive

thought.

16. O sage, I shall sympathetically explain the same

to you. O son, it is the greatest secret. Please listen to it

now.

17. The arguments in the philosophical text books are

extensive beginning with those on Karmans and the principle

of existence. But O sage, those arguments shall be listened

to with discrimination by a wise person. Then it may yield

wisdom.

18. You have taught many disciples. But among them
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who is like you ? Those base persons are rotting in delusion

even now, wrangling in the philosophical texts propounded

by Kapila and others.

19. They indulged in insulting Siva and hence were

cursed by the seven sages. Their views should not be heard

because they explain false notions.

20-22. There is no scope for inference that consists of

the five syllogisms. On seeing smoke they say that there is

fire too. But here, O sage, the world is the object of per-

ception. Its cause and support, the great Atman Siva must

be known directly. The universe in the form of male and

female is directly perceived.

23-24. The physical body consists of six sheaths. The

first three are born of the parts of the mother and the other

three of the parts of the father. So says the Sruti.

25. The Sruti speaks of the Brahman as having the form

of existence, knowledge and bliss. The word ‘existence
1

is used

in order to exclude the ‘non-existent
1

.

26-27. The exclusion of the insentient is effected by

the word sentient. Of course the word Git is used in all

the three genders but it signifies here a male being. The

word Cit in the feminine gender is a synonym of the word

knowledge. If it is taken to mean ‘Light’, it is clear that it

illuminates.

28. The pair Light and Cit is the cause of the uni-

verse. Similarly the Sat and the Cit are the causes of the

universe.

29. In the self-same individual the feeling of Siva

and Sakti exists. If there is dirt in the oil or the wick

there may be dirt in the light too.

30. Thus dirt and inauspiciousness is seen in the

funeral fire also. Sivatva is due to illusion there.

31. There is weakness in the power of Cit in the in-

dividual soul. It is to exclude it that the conception of

Sakti is ever present.

32. O sage, people say in the world: he is strong, he

ia powerful and in the Vedas too there is a similar expression.

33. Thus the Sivatva and Saktilva is present in the
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greatt Atman. The bliss from the union of Siva and Sakti

is ever rising.

34. Hence, O sage, sinless ascetics aiming at bliss fix

their minds in Siva and attain untainted auspiciousness.

35. The word Brahman in the Upanijads signifies

Atman collectively. It can be traced to the root Brh to in-

crease or grow.

36. Growing in size and massiveness is ever present

in Siva constituting the five Brahmans. The word Brahman

denotes the universe.

37. O Vamadeva, due to my affection for you I shall

explain the origin of the Pranava when the word Hamsah is

reverted. Listen attentively.

38. If the consonants Sa and Ha are removed it be-

comes Om. It is the expression of the great Atman.

39. It shall be known as the great Mantra by the

expert sages. This great Mantra is subtle. I shall tell you

its analysis.

40. The great 'Mantra is formed with h and the

sixteenth vowel (:) = $: and + $ with the fifteenth vowel

41. It is the inverted form of Hamsa. The meaning

of the letter ‘Sa’ is Siva. The conclusion is, the Sakti form

is expressed by the great Mantra.

42-43. At the instruction of the preceptor, the great

mantra is Siva in the form of Sakti. Hence the great

mantra is the individual soul too. The individual soul is in

the form of Sakti and is a part of Siva. Due to the identity

with Siva it attains equality with Siva. In the passage (of

the Vedas) “Prajfianam Brahma” the meaning of “Prajnanam”

is seen.

44. Undoubtedly the word “Prajfianam” is a synonym
of consciousness. O sage, there is the aphorism.

45. Caitanya is the freedom in respect of the

knowledge and activity of every thing in the universe.

He whose nature is this is glorified as Atman.
46-47. Thus a gloss on the aphorisms of Siva has

been mentioned by me. In another aphorism of Siva viz;

“Jfianam Bandhah” the lord speaks of the nature of
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individual souls. There the word Jfiana refers to vague

knowledge and activity.

48-49. These two (knowledge and activity) are the

first throbbing of the great Sakti. It is this Para Sakti

that the Svetasvataras eulogised joyously saying “Power
of knowledge and activity is natural” They know the three

eyes of Siva constitute knowledge, will and activity.

50. When these reaching the centre of the mind
become the object of perception on the part of sense-organs

the individual soul enters these, then knows and acts.

51. Hence these are the features of the Atman
alone. I shall now explain then meaning of the creation

indicating the identity with the Pranava.

52. The eternal Sruti says “Om is this all.” Begin-

ning with “verily from it”, the creation of the universe is

glorified.

53. I shall mention the purport of the Vedic passage.

Listen to that, O Vamadeva, due to affecion for you I say

this. It is developed by the sense of discrimination.

54-55. It is certain that the union of Siva and Sakti

is the great-Atman From Parasakti is born the citsakti.

Born of it is the power of bliss. The power of will is born

of that. From this is born the power of knowledge and

from this is born the power of activity, the fifth one. O
sage, the Kalas— Nivrtti etc. are born of these Saktis.

56-57. Nada and Bindu are born of cit and Ananda

Saktis. O sage, the letter ‘ma 5

is born of Icchasakli. The

fifth vowel -LP is born of Juana Sakti and the letter £A’ is

born of Kriyasakti. The origin of the Pranava has been

mentioned thus. Now listen to the origin of the five

Brahmans.

58. From Siva is born Isana; from Isana the Purusa,

from Purusa Aghora, from him Vamadeva and from him

Sadyojata.

59-60. From these matras (of the pranava) are born

the thirty eight Kalas, Santyatitakala is born of Isana;

Santikala of Purusa; Vidyakala of Aghora; Pratistha and

Nivrtti of Vamadeva and Sadyojata. There are five pairs

such as Isana and cit-sakli etc.
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61. This set of five is the cause of activities such as

Anugraha etc. as mentioned by the sages who know the

principles.

62-63. O sage, the five elements beginning with the

ether are born of this set of five letters of the Pranava which

constitute pairs based oil the relationship of the word and

its meaning.

64. Akasa has the only attribute of sound. The wind

has the two: sound and touch. The fire has three : sound,

touch and colour.

65. The water has four : sound, touch, colour and

taste. The earth has five : sound, touch, colour, taste and

smell.

66. This is the Vyapakatva (pervasiveness) of the

Bhutas. The Vyapakatva is in the inverse order beginning

with smell.

67. The five Bhutas constitute the universe. Virat is

the composite form of all. The universe is thus created.

68. It begins with the element of the earth and ends

with the element of Siva. After merging with each other

they merge in the individual soul ultimately.

69. Accompanied by the energy it comes out again

for the purpose of creation. It appears in the form of the

gross cosmos and functions till the period of dissolution.

70. The primeval oozing of Siva who attempts to

create the universe at his will is called Sivatatlva.

71. In view of its conformity with the activities this

alone becomes the principle of his power of will. Between

the two Saktis of knowledge and activity if the knowledge

predominates, the principle is Sadasiva.

72. O sage, know that as Mahesvara Taltva when the

activity is predominant. If there is equality between the

two Saktis know that as the form oi pure knowledge.

73-74. After withdrawing his form of great glory with

the intellect comprehending the difference between the

illusion and reality among various emotions in the form of

his own part when Siva becomes the recipient of all objects

through illusion, he is called Purusa, the creator. The Vcdic

text says “Talsrstva'* (after creating it).
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75. He is transformed as the individual soul deluded
by Maya and devoid of the knowledge of Siva. His in-

tellect is deluded by different activities.

76. It is the individual soul that is deluded and not

the lord. Because the former considers himself different

from Siva.

77. As the magician so also the Yogin has no illusion.

Siva is of perfect knowledge and this is revealed by the

preceptor.

78-79. The five Saklis of Siva arc: activity, knowledge,

completeness, etcrnality and pervasiveness. Even in their

shrinking forms they shine always.

80-81. There is a set of five Tattvas of the individual

soul, viz, Kala, Vidya, Raga, Kala and Niyati. Kala is the

cause of doing anything. Vidya is the means of certain

Tattvas. Raga is the attachment to the sense-objects.

82. Kala is the illuminator of positive and negative

appearances. Being a separating factor it is called Bhutadi.

83. Niyati means the factor that discriminates and

ordains. “This shall be done and this shall not be done

by me.” It is a Sakti of the lord. Setting it at nought the

individual soul falls.

81. This set of five is called “the five sheaths” in

view of its nature of enveloping the form. It is the inner-

most and most essential means.

chapter seventeen

(The non-dualistic nature of Siva)

Vdmadeva said :
—

1-2. You have mentioned before 162 that the Purusa is

placed beneath the Niyati and is above Prakrti. How is it

that you say now that it shrinks in form through Maya and

162. Kailasa S. 13 31-
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is beneath it. O lord, it behoves you to clear this doubt of

mine.

Subrahmanya said :

—

3. This is the Saivite philosophy of non-dualism. Now-
here does it brook duality. Duality perishes and the

non-dualism remains imperishable.

4. The omniscient, omnipotent, Siva, the Nirguna

lord of all, the progenitor of the three deities, the Brahman,

is formed of existence-knowledge-bliss.

5. That lord Siva himself, out of his own will,

through his own Maya appears shrinking in size and be-

comes Puru§a.

6. He is conceived as the enjoycr through the set of

five—Kalas etc. Thus the Purusa stationed in Prakrti enjoys

the Gunas born of Prakrti.

7. The presence in two places of the Purusa is not

incompatible. He is the composite of Jnana etc. of both

shrinking and intrinsic forms.

8-9. The principle of the mind Prakrti consists of

Buddhi, Manas and Ahamkara achievable through the Gunas

Sattva etc. The Gunas are born of the Prakrti, the Sattvaic

from Sattva and so on. From the Gunas the intellect takes

its origin. It is the cause of decisiveness in the objects.

10. From Buddhi the principle of intellect is bom
and from it ego. From the ego the sense-organs of know-

ledge. The mind has two aspects—thought and doubt.

11-12. The sense-organs are ears, skin, eyes, tongue and

nose and the qualities particularly sensed through those

organs are sound, touch, colour, taste and smell. The
Tanmatras are born from the Vaikarika Ahamkara.

13. They are called subtle principles by the sages.

Now understand the organs of activity ^and their functions.

14. O sage, they are the organs of speech, hand, feet,

anus, penis and the vaginal passage. Their functions are

speaking, handling, moving, evacuation and the sexual

pleasure.

15. The subtle elements originated in order from the
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ego, are the cause of the elements. Their subtle forms are

sound etc.

16. From them arc born in order the ether, wind,
fire, water and the earth. O sage, they are known as the

five elements.

17. Their functions are giving space, blowing, cook-
ing, force and supporting.

Viimadeva said :

—

18. O Skanda, you have mentioned before that the

elements were created from Kalas etc. How is it that it is

being mentioned in another manner? I have great doubt
here.

19. “The letter ‘A’ is the Atmatattva; the letter ‘U’

is ‘Vidya; the letter ‘Ma’ is Sivatattva. O Vamadeva let

this be thought over thus.

20. “The Bindu and Nada have essence of all the

principles. O sage, listen now to what the deities therein

are.

21. They are Brahma, Visnu, Rudra, Mahcsvara

and Sadasiva. They are the images of Siva himself well

known in the Vedas

22. This is what you have said before. Now you say

in another manner that they are born of the subtle elements.

I have a great doubt in this matter.

23. Therefore, O Skanda, it behoves you to favour

me by clearing the doubt. On hearing the words of the

sage, Kumfira replied thus.

Subrahmanya said :

—

24-26. O intelligent sage, listen with respect and

attention. O sage, in accordance with the Vedic text

“Tasmad Vai Etasmad” etc. it is certain that the five

Bhutas are born of the Kalas. They are in the form of

the gross cosmos. This explains the body of the lord of

Bhutas (Siva). In the order of the coming up of the Tattvas

from Siva Tattva to the principle of the earth, O sage, they

shall be mentioned as originating from the subtle elements

in order.
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27. There shall be identity between the subtle ele-

ments and the Kalas as causes of the Bhutas. O excellent

amang those who know the Brahman, know that there is no

mutual antagonism here.

28. In the cosmos both subtle and gross are bom
the planets: moon, sun stars, etc.

29-32. The deities Brahma, Vi^nu, MaheSa and others,

the various living beings, Indra and other guardians of the

quarters, gods, Pitfs Asuras, Rakfasas, human and other

mobile beings, beasts, birds, worms, serpents, trees, hedges,

creepers and herbs, the eight mountains,1 *8 the seven rivers4*4

Gahga and others, the oceans of great prosperity whatever

object is there in the world all are established here.

33. This universe of the form of female and male, of

the form of Siva and Sakti shall deserve attention of learned

men like you, experts in the Saiva knowledge.

34. O sage, the Sruti says “Think that everything is

Brahman, everything is Rudra.” Thus Sada£iva is the

Atman of the universe.

35. Due to the concept of thirtyeight Kalas the

concept of duality is ever present but he who has purified

the Atman by the concept “I am Sadaliva” becomes the

preceptor Siva.

36. Such a disciple becomes the preceptor Siva

himself. He attains the form of the Yantra, mantra and
the cosmic deity itself.

37. O Brahmin, the disciple whose bondage is severed

due to the favour of the preceptor and who is engaged in

Siva’s worship becomes a lofty soul indeed.

38. They say that whatever exists whether a composite
unit or an analysed piece is the meaning of the Pranava
in view of the predominence of the Gunas.

39. Out of affection I have explained the non-dualis-

i6j. The eight principal mountains are 5TpRT-

and q-TftlTT* I

164. The Puranas describe the seven streams of GangS thus : Sita,
Caksu

, Sindhu. Bhnglrathi, NalinI, HlpdinI or Hrfidini, Pavani. These
originate from iht Bindusaras identified with the M&nasa lake.
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tic principle to you. It is pleasing to Siva, it is devoid of

aberrations; it is the essence of the Vedas.
40-41. If anyone whether a god or a human being,

Siddha or Gandharva, out of arrogance considers this

statement otherwise, I shall cut off his head evenly with my
good trident which is like a black fire to the enemies.

42. O sage, you yourself are the most excellent of
tnose who know the non-dualistic nature of Siva. You are

the guide for good behaviour on the occasion of the

instruction of Saivite knowledge.

43. An impious ghost got his sins removed by the

contact with the ashes on your body. By your grace he
attained the supreme goal.

44. You are a Siva yogin, an asset to the three worlds.

At your benign glance even the individual soul becomes
the supreme soul.

45. It is for instructing the world that a noble soul

as yourself look up to me with respect. Indeed the saints

wander here and there for helping the wide world.

46-47. This great secret is founded in you. You too,

abide by the Pranavas alone with respect, faith and devotion

and unite them with ParameSvara helping people grasp

Saivite conduct including Bhasma and Rudraksa.
48. You are Siva indeed. You follow Saivite conduct

and have understood the concept of non-dualism Wandering
about for the welfare of the world you will attain an
everlasting happiness.

Suta said :

—

49. After hearing this wonderful cult of Vedanta,

explained by Karttikeya the sage became very humble. He
bowed many times and prostrated before him. He behaved
like a bee hovering round his lotus-like feet.
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CHAPTER EIGHTEEN

(
The procedure of initiating a disciple)

Saunaka said :

—

1

.

On hearing that extremely wonderful secret, the

essence of the Vedanta, what did Vamadeva ask of the

son of Mahe£vara ?

2. Blessed indeed is the Yogin Vamadeva, who is

ever engaged in Saivite activities and about whom this

divine and highly sacred story has come about.

3. On hearing these words, pregnant with love, of the

sages, the delighted Suta, the scholar whose mind is attached

to Siva, spoke to them.

4. You are all blessed. You are the devotees of lord

Siva You help all the worlds, O sages, you hear further

their conversation.

5. On hearing the words of Karttikeya, that quell

dualism and produce non-dualistic knowledge the sage be-

came delighted.

6. After bowing to Karttikeya, son of Siva and

eulogising him in various ways the great sage asked him
again regarding the principles, with great humility.

Vamadeva said :

—

7. O lord Karttikeya, O ocean of nectar, O knower

of all principles, how can the ascetics oi purified souls attain

the position of a preceptor?

8. They cannot have the authority to instruct with-

out a tradition following which the individual souls attain

worldly pleasures and salvation.

9. Similarly how is the ceremonial ablution an an-

cillary to the rite of shaving? O lord, herein I intimate to

you this doubt of mine. It behoves you to clear it.

Subrahmanya said:—

10. On hearing the words of Vamadeva Karttikeya

began to explain after thinking upon Siva and Siva.

11. I shall explain Yogapatfa whereby one attains

the state of a preceptor. It is a great secret that yields

salvation and O Vamadeva, it is due to my affection to

you that I mention it to you.
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12-15. During any of these months VaiSakha, Sravana,

ASvina, Karttika, Marga$ir$a or Magha, on an auspicious

day in the bright half, either on the fifth or on the full

moon day the disciple shall finish his daily morning duties.

Taking permission from the preceptor he shall take his bath.

With restrained mind he shall sit on his hams. With a cloth

he shall wipe off the limbs. He shall wear two cloths after

tying the waist-band with twice-spun thread. He shall then

wash his feet and perform Acamana twice. After dusting

his body with Bhasma he shall wear Tripun<Jra marks with

Sadyadi mantra.166

16-17. O sage, the preceptor shall grasp the disciple

with his hands and make him sit facing east on a well deco-

rated platform on a pure excellent seat—a cloth, a deerskin

or Darbha grass. The disciple shall be wrapped in the cloth.

18. Then he shall take a conch with its stand and

purify it with Astra mantra. He shall then place it in front

of him on a favourable position.

19. After worshipping the conch with its pedestal with

flowers he shall pour pure water into it sanctified by Astra

and Varma mantras.

20. After filling it, it shall be worshipped again in

the manner mentioned in Saqlaiiga Puja. Then he shall

repeat the Pranava seven times.

21. He shall worship it with scents and flowers and

show lights and incense. He shall then cover up the conch

with Astra and Varma mantras.

22-23. He shall then show the mystic gestures of the

cow and conch. In a pure spot to the south of the conch

and in front of him he shall make a beautiful and auspi-

cious Mandala according to the rules of worship and worship

it with sweet scents and flowers.

, 24-25. He shall place a pot on its pedestal. It shall

be pure and scrubbed well. Threads should be neatly tied

round it. It shall be fumigated with incense and filled with
pure fragrant water. Five barks, five sprouts and five types
of clay shall be mixed with sweet smelling substances and
smeared over it, O great sage.

163. See P. 1688 note no.
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26. That pot shall be decorated and embellished

with cloths, mango leaves, Durva grass, coconut flowers

and other articles.

27. O great sage, he shall put five gems into the

pot or if they are not available he shall put gold into it.

28. The five gems are: amethyst, ruby, gold ingot,

coral and onyx.

29. After uttering the mystic syllables “Nrmlaskam,>

and “Glum” in the end he shall perform worship in a favour-

able manner in accordance with the rules.

30. He shall invoke the lord along the path of five

coverings in the manner prescribed for sacrifices, beginning

with Adhara Sakti and then worship.

31. He shall offer milk pudding and cooked rice as

Naivedya and the betel leaves as before. After the adoration

with the repetitions of eight names, the other mantras shall

be chanted.

32-33. Pranava shall be repeated hundred and eight

times. The five Brahmans beginning with Sadyojata and

ending with ISana shall be meditated upon. It shall be

covered with Astra and Varma mantras. Incense and lights

shall be waved with devotion. He shall then show the

mystic gestures of cow and the vaginal passage clearly.

34. The preceptor shall then cover the vessel on the

top with the Darbha grass. He shall then make a square to

the northeast of the Mandala.

35. Then a beautiful seat shall be put over the square

in accordance with the rules. He shall then make the boy

disciple sit on it in a comfortable posture.

36. The preceptor shall raise the vessel. Repeating

“Svasti” he shall pour water on the head of the disciple

making a circle with the inverted pot.
§

37. After uttering the Pranava once first and then

seven times with the names of five Brahmans he shall en-

circle him at the end of the ablution with the water from

the conch.

38. After the rite of waving the charming light he

shall wipe him with a towel The disciple shall be made
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to wear a new waistband, a loin-cloth and two wearing

cloths.

39-40. The feet shall be washed and Acamana per-

formed twice. Holding the ashes in his hands the preceptor

shall smear it over the body of the disciple who is led

into the Marujiapa and comfortably seated.

41. The preccp or shall be seated with the disciple

facing the east and desirous of spiritual knowledge. The
preceptor shall tell him—“Be pure in soul.”

42-43. He shall sit steady in a trance for a short while

thinking “I am the preceptor—Siva. He shall open his eyes

with the mind favourably disposed towards him and without

xcitement glance at the pupil who is sitting with palms

joined in reverence.

44. With his hand smeared with the ashes he shall

touch the head of the pupil and instruct in his right ear

clearly “Hamsah Soham.”

45. “The first Ham means Sakti-Soul. Sah means

Siva. I am he alone.” Thus he shall reveal the meaning.

46-47. After instructing him in the meaning of ‘Yah

Anu* he shall express clearly the meaning and purport

of the statements in the middle. He shall tell him clearly,

“O Brahmin, I shall tell you the statements. Listen and

retain them in your mind.”

CHAPTER NINETEEN

(The rules of Togapaffa)

Subrahmanya said :
—

Now the great statements: perfect knowledge is Brahman;

I % am Brahman; thou art that. This Atman is Brahman.

All this is pervaded by the lord. I am the vital breath.

Atman is perfect knowledge; what is here is there; what

is there Js here. It is other than what is known; verily

it is other than what is unknown too. This is your soul,

the immanent and the deathless one. He who is in this
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Purta$a and he who is in the sun both are the same. I am
the great Brahman, the greatest, greater than the greatest.

I am myself ( the Brahman ) characterised by bliss, since I am
the master of the Vedas and the Sastras. Brahman is stationed

in all living beings. Undoubtedly I am that alone. I am
the vital breath of the elements : of the earth, of the waters*

of the fire, of the wind, of the ether and of the three Gunas.

1 am all. I am the Atman of all. I transmigrate. I am
without a second because I have everything in my Atman—past,

present and future. Indeed all this is Brahman. I am all. I

am the liberated. He who is this is I; I am he; I am
Hamsa; I am he. This shall be meditated upon always and

everywhere.

1. The meaning of the statement—“Perfect knowledge

is Brahman” has already been made known. Paramesvara the

Sakti-soul is the meaning of the word Aham.
2. ‘A* is the foremost among all letters. It is the

greatest splendour ‘Siva’. The letter Ha is of the form of

firmament. It is glorified as the Sakti-soul.

3. Bliss is ever-rising due to the union of Siva and

Sakti. The word Brahman indicates the state of being

Atman of all, of Siva and Sakti.

4. That has been taught before. The devotee shall

meditate “I am he” “That you arc;” in this the meaning of

“That” has already been explained.

5-6. Otherwise there is a likelihood of opposite con-

ception in “I am he” whereas the word “I” is in the mascu-

line, the word “That” is in the neuter. Hence due to the in-

compatibility they cannot be interpreted together. The cause

of the universe, of male and female forms, cannot be otherwise.

The concept of the meaning of the instruction is: “Thou art

that.”

7. In the statement “This Atman is Brahman” both

the words arc in the masculine. All this worthy of pro-

tection is pervaded by the lord.

8-9. “The Atman is the perfect knowledge: what is

here is there; lie who is here is there.” The concept is very

well interpreted by the scholars.

10-12. In the statement “It is other than what is
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known and what is unknown*’, there is a likelihood of adverse
interpretation and conception in regard to the fruit of sal-

vation. I shall explain, O sage, how this misinterpretation

shall be prevented. “What is known” means “what is known
not properly.” What is unknown” means ”What is not known
before.” Otherwise the expression may not be conducive
to any meaning.

13-14. ''This is your soul, the immanent, and the imm-
ortal one.” It is Siva himself, who is in the Purusa, or in

the sun. Here the two conditions indicate that there is no
separateness in the lord.

15-17. Verily the Vedas mention lord Siva as golden.

“Goldcn-armcd” refers to his limbs being golden. Otherwise

the lordship cannot be his. In the Chandogya also in the

passage “He who is in Siva” is mentioned with golden

moustache, golden tresses. Everywhere from the nail till

the hair he is golden.

18. I shall tell you me purport of the statement “I

am the great Brahman”. PJease listen.

19. The meaning of 'Aham* is Sakti-soul. Siva is in-

dicated thereby. “I am he alone”. The statement can be

construed thus.

20-21. He is mentioned as the great Brahman, most

sublime and the soul of all: “Para, Apara, Paratpara.”

The words Rudra, Brahma and Visnu arc mentioned in

the Vedas. The lord is greater than these. This is indicated

by the word ‘Para’.

22. By pondering over and practising the words of

the Vedas, Sastras and the preceptor, Siva, the blissful lord

appears in the heart of the pupil.

23. Siva is stationed in all living beings. Undoubtedly

I am he. I am the vital breath of all the Tattvas. I am
Siva.

* 24-26. After mentioning the Tattvas the Sastras

mention the Tattvas and Gunas severally. The statement “I

am the vital breath of all”, O sage, includes the principles

in entirety. By saying “I am all” he means “I am the vital

breath of the Vidvatattva and the Tattvas of Siva and Atman.”
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Hence “I am the Atman of all.** Since the individual soul
is immanent as well, I am his Jiva always.

27. What is past, what is yet to be, what is present-
all these are identical with me. Hence I am all. All is

Rudra.

28. O sage, the Sruti says that it has originated from
Siva’s mouth. “I am the soul of all”, because the great

qualities are ever present in me.

29. "I am without a second” because there is no
other Atman distinct from the self. The statement “indeed
all this is Brahman” has been explained before.

30. I am complete because of my positive aspect. I am
ever liberated. All the souls resorting to my nature are

liberated due to my grace.

31. “I am he who is Siva, the soul of all and

identical with all. I am Hamsa. I am Siva.** This is the

meaning of all statements, O Vamadeva, as mentioned by
Siva.

32. The preceptor shall communicate to the pupil the

meaning as declared by Siva and explained in the Vedic

passages. It establishes the identity of men with Siva

Himself.

33. He shall then take the conch with the pedestal

and purify it with Bhasma and the Astra mantra. He shall

put it before the disciple on the square and worship it.

34. He shall worship it with scents repeating Om. It

shall be filled with scented water invoked by Astra mantra

and filtered with a cloth. It shall be worshipped with the

Pranava Om.
35-36. It shall be worshipped repeating Om seven

times. He who makes the slightest slip has to face the

greatest terror. So says the Sruti. He shall then address the

disciple himself, “Be steady-minded and fearless”. Medita-

ting on the lord he shall continue the worship.

37. He shall worship the seat, of the disciple with

the rite of “Sadutthapana.” After conceiving Siva’s seat

he shall instal an idol of Siva.

38-39. He shall fix on the head and the body of the

disciple, the five Brahmans, beginning with the head and
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ending with the feet. He shall also fix the Kalas of the

Pranava too in the forms of the thirtyeight mantras
as distinguished by the trunk, face and Kalas. After

invoking Siva he shall show the mystic gestures of the Kalas.

40. He shall then perform the Nyasa of the limbs. The
sixteen forms166 of ancillary services beginning with the offer-

ing of the seat shall also be performed.

41. Milk pudding shall be offered as Naivedya repeat-

ing Om Svaha. The rites of offering water for gargling and
Acamana, Arghya, incense, lights etc. shall also be performed.

42-45. After worshipping with the eight names he

shall perform the Japa along with brahmins well-versed in

the Vedas. Passages from the Srutis: “The knower of Brah-

man attains..” “Bhrgu the son of Varuna” “He who of

gods” 167 and ending with ‘‘He who is the greatest is Mahes-

vara” shall be recited. Taking a garland of Kalhara flowers he

shall stand up and recite the “Siddhi Skandha” section in

the Paflcasika Text of &rlvirupak$a. Thereafter thinking thus

“This is my fame. I am complete” and feeling favourably

disposed towards him the preceptor shall put the garland

round the neck of the disciple.

46. The caste mark on the forehead and the appli-

cation of the unguent over the body shall be carried out in

accordance with his cultural custom.

47-49. The preceptor shall assign a name to him

prefixed with the title Sripada. He shall offer him an

umbrella and sandals. He shall delegate to him the power of

oratory, authorise him to accept scat in front since the

disciple has now become Siva himself. He shall tell him

to be conscious that he is Siva. The preceptor shall make

obeisance in accordance with the tradition in the cult.

5o. The disciple shall then stand up and prostrate

i GO. The sixteen way* of doing homage to a deit> are :

o

>a Cv

167. MS 1. 3 * 4. V> MU *• 2 } 9
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before his preceptor, the preceptor’s preceptor and the other

disciples of his preceptor.

51. When the disciple has finished the customary

obeisance he shall stand humbly and silently like a well be-

haved disciple. The preceptor shall tell him like this.

52. "From now onwards be engaged in blessing the

worlds. Accept a disciple only after testing him for a year.

Accept him duly.

53. Eschew the faults of lust etc. and be devoted to

meditation on Siva. Associate with those who have inherited

good tradition and not with others.

54. Till the end of your life never take food without

worshipping Siva. Abiding by your devotion to the precep-

tor be happy, be happy.”

55. In this manner the excellent preceptor, sympathetic

and scholarly, shall be favourably inclined towards the

disciple.

56. O Vamadeva, O great sage, out of affection for

you the mode of the consecration of the disciple has been

mentioned to you though it is a great secret.

57. After saying this Karttikeya narrated the procedure

of hair-cutting and ablution in detail intending to favour the

ascetics (anxious to hear him).

CHAPTER TWENTY

(Rules for hair-cutting and ablution)

Subrahmanya said:-

1. O sage Vamadeva I shall now explain the rules of

hair-cutting and ablution. These if performed immediately

are conducive to great purity of the ascedc.

2. O sage, after the consecration as a disciple he shall

observe the other rites and get ready for the tonsorial

ceremony.

3. He shall bow to the preceptor and secure permission
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from him* After washing the head and performing the

Acamana he shall have the tonsure while putting on cloth.

4. After that he shall wash the cloth, the razor etc.

with water and clay. The barber also shall be given clay

and asked to wash his hands.

5-6. Repeating “Sivam” “Sivam” he shall sprinkle

every object with water. He shall then close his eyes with

the ring-finger and the thumb. Repeating the Astra mantra

he shall open his eyes and look at the razor and other imp-

lements of tonsorial rite. Repeating the mantra twelve

times he shall sprinkle them with the Astra mantra.

7. He shall take the razor and cut off a patch of

hair on the right side. Then a few hair on the front, then the

entire hair shall be shaved off.

8. The hair shaven off shall be put on a leaf and not

allowed to fall on the ground. The beards, the moustache

also shall be shaven. Nails of the hands and feet shall be

pared.

9-10. He shall take clay from the root of Bilva,

Asvattha or Tulasi. He shall plunge into water twelve times

and come to the bank. He shall place the clay on a pure

spot of ground and divide it into three parts. Each part

shall be divided into three. It shall be sprinkled with water

with the Astra mantra.

11. Taking a lump of claiy he shall wipe off his hands

with it twelve times. Each of the hands shall be separately

washed with water.

12. Another lump of clay shall be used similarly for

the feet, another lump for the face, another for the arms and

so on. After smearing and washing he shall enter water again.

13. Another lump of clay shall be divided into twelve

and applied over the beard. He shall then plunge into the

water again.

14. He shall come to the bank, gargle sixteen times,

perforn Acamana twice and Pranayama sixteen times re-

peating the Pranava.

15. He shall divide another lump of clay into three.

With one part he shall purify the hips and feet and

perform Acamana twice.
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16. Repeating the Pranava he shall perform Pranayama

silently sixteen times. He shall take another part of the clay

lump and apply it on his thighs thrice repeating “Om”.
17. He shall sprinkle water over it repeating Om

seven times. * He shall apply the clay on the palms once in

the beginning and thrice afterwards. Then he shall glance

at the holy disc of the sun.

18-19. With another lump of clay he shall purify the

armpits by means of the hands on the opposite sides. With

steady and pure mind the disciple shall take another lump of

pure clay and smear his body fromhead to foot with devotion

to. the preceptor and eyes fixed in the sun.

20. Fixing the staff on the ground he shall stand up

and remember his preceptor who has taught him the mantra

with devotion strengthened by wisdom.

21. He shall devoutly remember Samba, Mahesana,

Sankara, the moon-crested Siva, the lord of prosperity and
glory.

22. He shall prostrate before the preceptor Siva thrice

with eight limbs and once with five limbs touching the ground

and stand up making obeisance.

23. He shall enter the river again and plunge once.

Coming up he shall apply the clay on the shoulders in the

manner mentioned before.

24. The remaining clay he shall take up and dissolve

it in the water and then apply it all over his body.

25. He shall repeat ‘Om’ thrice and remember the

lotus-likc feet of Siva which enable him to cross the ocean

of worldly existence. 188

26. Repeating Om he shall pour water over his body
besmeared with the Bhasma of the Vi raja Homa. He shall

wipe the body, take his bath and apply Bhasma.

27. O sage, then he shall carefully apply Tripundra

in accordance with the rules.

28. After paying obeisance to Mahesvara, the precep-

tors, holy centres and others he shall perform the midday
rites.

160. The last pjda of this verse is defective.
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29. O sage, with great devotion he shall worship Siva

accompanied by Siva and the bestower of perfect knowledge,

the protector of the three worlds.

30. With steady mind, abiding by his virtuous duties

and pure in body, he shall go to good brahmin householders

for alms.

31. He shall divide the alms into five parts and do
with them as proper. He shall avoid defiled food.

32. A mendicant shall perform four activities : Purifi-

catory rites, ablution, begging for alms and resorting to isolated

places for meditation. He has no fifth rite.

33. He shall use only four types of begging bowls,

that made of dried gourd, or of bamboo, or of wood or of

clay. He shall not take any other type of bowl.

34. Six things are forbidden to the ascetics: chewing

the betel, using the metallic vessel, emission of semen, white

cloth, sleeping during the day and taking meal at night.

35. If they observe the rules they are wise. If they

do not they are Raksasas. The ascetic shall never indulge in

activities contrary to the rules.

36. He shall perform the post-shaving ablution assi-

duously for purity, remembering mentally the supreme

Brahman Sadaiiva.

37. O sage, thus out of affection for you, the rites of

post-shaving ablution I have explained to you. What else

do you wish to hear?

CHAPTER TWENTYONE

(The duties and rites up to the tenth day after the death

of ascetics)

Vamadeoa said :

—

1-2. There are no crematory rites for the liberated

ascetics. I have heard that they are buried. O Karttikeya,

my preceptor, please mention that rite lovingly. There is

none in the three worlds who can explain the same.
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3-4. O lord, son of Siva, considering me as your

disciple please tell me lovingly the mode of departure for

those who arc liberated from the corporal cage after rea-

lising perfect identity with the Brahman and who have

attained their goal after liberation through the path of

Upasana.

5. On hearing the request of the sage, the son of

Sakti, destroyer of demons spoke about the great secret which

had been heard from Ava by Bhrgu.

6. It is this secret, O sage, that was explained to

Bhrgu, the devotee of Siva by the omniscient Pinaka-bcaring

lord himself.

7. O Brahmin, I shall explain it to you. It shall not

be given to any or every one indiscriminately. It shall be

given to a calm disciple equipped with devotion to Siva.

0. If there is any ascetic who has quit his body while

in trance with his devotion for Siva he becomes Siva him-

self.

9. If there is such a person devoid of conccn nation

who docs not attain Samadhi, I shall mention the means of

remedy for him. Listen attentively.

10. On hearing fiom his preceptor the lore of Ved-

anta and Agamas along with the explanation he shall

practise Yoga by means of Yama, Niyama etc.

11. O sage, practising it regularly the ascetic shall

be attached to Pranava and be well-engaged in the

meditation on Siva

12. If he is devoid of courage due to physical weak-

ness, he shall remember Siva with specific desires and cast

off his worn-out body.

13. O sage, there are five deities in the forms of

messengers who by the favour of Sadasiva are put in the

charge of Nandin.

14-16. One of thcmjias the shape* of a self-killer (fire).

Another has a mass of splendour as body. A third is the

presiding deity of the day. The fourth is the presiding deity

of the bright half of the month and the fifth one is in the

form of the sun’s transit from capricorn to cancer. These

five are engaged in blessing. Another set of five deities is
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also well known: Dhumra, TamasvinI, Ratri, Kr?napak?abhi-

manini, Dak?inayana. O great sage Vamadeva, now listen

to their activities.

17. The five deities, O sage, take the souls interested

in performing holy rites to the heaven by their merit.

18. After enjoying the pleasures in heaven as men-
tioned, at the diminution of the merit they return to the

human realm and take births as before.

19-20. The deities employed in activities divide the

sphere beginning with the earth into five in the order of

fire etc. They then take the ascetic to Sadaiiva’s region.

Having led him to the honoured feet of the lord, the deities

of blessing stand behind the lord.

21-22. On seeing him come, if he is unattached, Sada-

Siva lord of the gods teaches him the purport of the great

mantra; crowns him as the chief of the Ganas and gives him
a body similar to his. Siva lord of all, leader of all, blesses

him thus.

23-31. The ascetic is decorated with the deer-skin, axe,

trident and the gesture of offering boons. It has three eyes.

His matted locks shine by the splendour of Ganga and the

crescent moon. He is seated on a splendid aerial chariot.

He is delegated the power of bestowing all desires. If he

is attached the lord blesses him with an aerial chariot having

the speed of the mind, capable of going everywhere, shining

like a crore of suns, cool like a crore of moons, full of vessels

with celestial nector and divine water, decorated with divine

garments, garlands, unguents and ornaments charming with

the sounds of dance, music, Mrdanga and other instruments

and surrounded by Rudra virgins. When he has enjoyed

all pleasures, when his eagerness for enjoyment subsides

lord Siva blesses him imparting to him the purport of the

great mantra. He blesses him with immovable trance in the

forfn “I am Siva, I am perfect. >' He blesses him with unres-

tricted Siddhis capable of creating the sun etc. The Siddhis

are in the form of throbbings arising from realisation that

he is the slave oi Siva. The preceptor of the world bestows

on him the greaiest salvation devoid of return even when

the life of the Jotus-born deity comes to an end.
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32. The attainment of this region is the accumulation

of all prosperity and glory. It is the highway to salvation,

the conclusion of Vedantas.

33. When the ascetic of good, tradition is slowly dying

the other ascetics shall stand around him with their attitude

in conformity with their wishes.

34-35. They shall recite the statements beginning with

Pranava and explain their purport with the pious mind.

They shall remind him of Siva the great Nirguna splendour

and make obeisance to him till he expires.

36. The procedure of obsequies shall be followed. If

their bodies are not cremated they are likely to miss the

good goal.

37. Since they have renounced all their activities and

have resorted to Siva, if the king defiles their bodies his

kingdom will be ruined.

38. The people of that village too will suffer distress.

The following procedure shall be taken up to avoid that

default.

39. Humbly the king shall begin with “obeisance to

Irinya” 169 and recite the mantra ending with “obeisance to

Amlvatkas , \ 170

40. Repeating Om in the end he shall complete the

worship of the lord. O great sage, this procedure will quell

the defect.

41. His sons and relatives shall perform the obsequies

according to the rules.

42-43. He shall be bathed with water and worshipped
with flowers etc. repeating the mantras of Srirudra, Camaka
and Rudrasukta in order. The conch shall be placed

before him and he shall be sprinkled with the water there-

in. A flower shall be placed on the head and his body
shall be wiped repeating the Pranava. *

44. The loin-cloth shall be taken off and fresh one

shall be tied. His body shall be dusted with the ashes in

accordance with the rules.

45. Tripundra marks shall be applied in accordance
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with the rules, and a sandalpaste mark shall also be made.
The body shall be decorated with flowers and garlands.

46. Repeating the requisite mantras Rudrak$a garlands

shall be worn over the chest, neck, head, arms, wrists and
ears in order.

47. After fumigating with incense the body shall be
lifted and placed on a rope-swing. It shall be placed on
a charming chariot of the form of five Bahmans.

48. The chariot shall be decorated with fragrant

flowers and garlands with the five Brahma mantras beginning

with Sadyojata preceded by Om.
49. The body shall be taken round in procession

around the village to the accompaniment of dances, music
and chanting of Vedic mantras.

50*56. The ascetics shall dig a ditch as deep as the

staff in a holy spot near a holy tree on the eastern or

northern side. They shall sprinkle it with water repeating

the Pranava and the Vyahrtis. They shall spread the leaves

of the Sami tree and flowers with their tips pointing to the

north. Above them Darbha grass shall be spread. His seat

whether cloth, deerskin or mat of Darbha grass shall be
placed over them. The body shall be sprinkled with

Paficagavya with Pranava and Brahma mantras. It shall be
bathed with the water from the conch repeating Rudrasukta
and the Pranava. A flower shall be placed on the head.

Repeating the Svastivacana mantras and Om the body shall

be lifted and placed inside the ditch in the Yogic pose

facing the east. It shall be decorated with fragrant flowers

and fumigated with incense and fragrant gum resin repeating

the mantra ( 0 Visnu, protect the Havya”.

57-58. The staff shall be placed in his right hand and
the vessel full of water in the left, repeating the mantra
"Prajapate natvadeta”.171 With the mantra "Brahmaja
jfianam Prathamam’* 172 etc. his head and with the Rudra
Sukta the middle of the eyebrow shall be touched.

1 7 1. VS io. 2o.

172 . Ibid. 13 . 3 .
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59. The skull shall be split with a coconut repeating

the four mantras beginning with “Ma no Mahantam173 etc.

Then the ditch shall be filled.

60-61. Touching the place, with the mind dwelling

on nothing else, the performer of the obsequies shall repeat

the five Brahma mantras and the mantra beginning with

“Yo devanam” 171 and ending with “Yah parah sa Mahe>varah”
he shall worship Mahadeva, Samba, the panacea for the

ills of the world, the omniscient, the non-dependent and

the blesser of all.

62. Then a mud platform, two Aratnis square and
one Aratni high, shall be erected and smeared with cow-

dung.

63. A mystic diagram shall be inscribed in the middle

and worshipped with fragrant flowers, Bilva leaves and

Tulasi along with scented raw grains.

64. The waving of the lights fumigating with incense,

milk and the food offering shall be offered with Pranava.

The grave shall be circumambulated. They shall them pros-

trate five times.

6). After repeating the Pranava twelve times they shall

again make obeisance. To every quarter and interstice food

offering shall be offered with Pranava.

66. Thus I have narrated the rites up to the tenth

day. O great sage, now listen to the rites of the eleventh

day for ascetics.

173. Ibid 16, i;,.

174. See P. 1705 note.
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CHAPTER TWENTYTWO
( The rites on the eleventh day for the ascetics )

Subrahmanya said :

—

1. O sage, out of affection for you I shall explain
the rite for ascetics on the eleventh day after death.

2-3. The performer of obsequies shall sweep the plat-

form and smear it with cowdung. He shall sprinkle water
with Punyahavacana mantras five times from the west to

the east. He shall sit down facing the north and draw the

mystic diagrams himself, the middle square of 18 ems in

length.

4. The Bindu, triangle, hexagon and circle shall be
drawn in order. The conch shall be placed in front in

accordance with the rules of worship.

5. He shall perform the Pranayama and after due
Samkalpa rite, he shall worship the live deities mentioned
as messengers before.

6-8. He shall cast off Darbha grass to the north and
not touch it again. Beginning with the west the Mandalas
shall be worshipped according to the rules for the rite of

“Sadutthapana.” Flowers shall be stacked within them like

a pedestal with “Om Hrlm. I invoke the messenger god-

dess in the form of fire, obeisance.’’ This latter portion

is common to the five. The gestures of installation shall be

shown severally to each.
9. The Ariganyasas for the deities shall be performed

with Hram, Hrlm etc. The messenger goddesses shall have

the noose, goad, gestures of fearlessness and wish in their

hands. They are as lustrous as the lunar stone.

10. They have changed (or enhanced) the hue of the

quarters by the lustre of their gemset rings. They wear red

garments and shine with lotus-like hands and feet.

11. They look charming with their faces resembling
• the full moon and brilliant with three eyes. They are

decorated with the crescent moon shining above their ruby-

set coronets.

12 Their swinging ear-rings tickle their cheeks. They
have plump and elevated breasts. They are charming with
their necklaces, shoulderlrts, bangles and girdles.
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13. Their waists are slender and buttocks large. They
wear divine red garments. The ruby-set anklets jingle and
tinkle in their lotus-like feet. The rings in their toes are

very charming.

14. What blessing can be secured from a departed

soul ? Only from a powerful soul can everything be achieved

as from Mahesa.

15. The five deities capable of all activities and eager

to bless others are accepted by the lord as the bestowers of

bliss.

16. After meditating on the auspicious deities eager to

bless he shall offer Pidya at their feet with drops of water

from the conch.

17. The water for Acamana shall be offered in their

hands and Arghya on their heads. He shall conceive of their

ritualistic ablution with the drops of water from the conch.

18. Beautiful garments red in colour shall be offered

along with upper cloths. Coronets and ornaments shall also

be offered.

19. Fragrant sandal wood, auspicious Aksatas and

charming fragrant flowers shall also be offered.

20-21. Fragrant incense and lamp with wicks soaked

in ghee shall be offered saying “I dedicate everything.” Om
should be uttered in the beginning and Namah at the end.

Then milk pudding with honey shall be offered along with

ghee, sugar, sweet pie and plantain fruits stuffed with jag-

gery.

22. Different articles shall be heaped on separate

plantain leaves and rendered fragrant. They shall be sprinkled

with water uttering “Bhuh Bhuvah Svah.”

23. Naivedya shall be offered with; “Om Hrim Svaha”.

With “Namah” water shall be offered with great devotion.

24. O excellent sage, thereafter the
t
rite of Udvasana

shall be performed with devotion. The place shall be mopped

clean beginning with the cast. Then water for gargling and

Acamana shall be offered with Arghya.

25. After offering Tambula, incense and lights, the

circumambulation and obeisance shall be performed. The
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deities shall be prayed with the joined palms placed on the

head reverentially.

26. “May the glorious mothers be delighted. At the

lotus-like feet of Paramesa let them recommend the pro-

tection of the deceased ascetic who is desirous of attaining

the region of Siva.

27. After ritualistically dismissing them along the way
they had come, the remanents of the Naivedya shall be

distributed among the virgins.

28. It shall be given to the cows or cast off into water:

There is no other way of disposal. Parvana and not

Ekoddisla Sraddha shall be performed for an ascetic.

29. I shall now tell you the rules for the Parvana for

your welfare. O sage, listen.

30-32. The performer of the Parvana shall take his

bath, perform Pranayama with pious mind wearing the sacred

thread as usual. Wearing the Darbha ring he shall say

“On this auspicious Tithi I shall perform the Parvana Sra-

ddha.” In the place of Asana Darbha grass shall be placed.

After Samkalpa Darbhas shall be cast off to the north. Water

shall be touched. He shall invite four Saiva brahmins who are

steady in their rites. The brahmins shall take oil bath after

which they shall be made to sit.

33-34. “Ye all shall represent the Visvedevas.” After

saying this he shall say “obeisance to Atman, Antaratman
and Paramatman.” Then he shall touch their feet with devo-

tion.

35. The feet of the brahmins shall be washed and

they shall be made to sit facing the east. After decorating

them with scents, sandal paste etc., they shall be led in front

of Siva

36 39. The ground shall be smeared with cowdung.
Darbha grass shall be spread with their tips to the east.

He shall perform Pranayama and the rite of samkalpa “I
shall offer the Pinda.” He shall then worship the Mantjala

Atman, Antaratman and the Paramatman turning the face

back. “I am giving these Pindas,” saying this he shall offer

the Pindas with devotion. Water from the Darbha grass

shall be offered. Getting up he shall perform circumambul-

ation and the Namaskara.
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40. After giving gifts to the Brahmins according to the

rules he shall offer Narayana Bali at the same spot on the

same day.

41. Everywhere Visnu shall be worshipped for protec-

tion. He shall perform the worship of Visnu and offer milk

pudding as Naivedya.

42-43. He shall invite twelve brahmins who are masters

of the Vedas. He shall worship them in the names of

Kesava etc. with scents, flowers and Aksatas. He shall

propitiate them and offer them shoes, umbrella, cloth, accor-

ding to the rules. He shall speak to them sweet, auspicious

words.

44. He shall spread Darbha grass on the ground with

their tips to the east. After saying “Bhuh Svaha, Bhuvah
Svaha, Suvah Svaha, Om.” He shall offer milk pudding as

oblation.

45. O great sage, the rite of the eleventh day has been

mentioned by me. O brahmin, I shall now explain the

twelfthday rites.

CHAPTER TWENTYTHREE

( The twelfth day rites for Tatis)

Subrahmanya said :
—

1-2. He shall get up early in the morning on the

twelfth day, take his bath and perform his daily rites. He
shall invite some Saiva ascetics or brahmin devotees of

Siva. After they had taken their baths they shall be

fed at midday in accordance with the rules, offering them

sweet and auspicious foodstuffs of various sorts.

3-4. In the presence of Paramete they shall be worship-

ped in accordance with the Paficavarana rites after perfor-

ming Pranayama. As in the case of Mahasamkalpa he shall

perform the Samkalpa rite thus, “I shall perform the worship

of the pcrceptor.” He shall then touch the Darbhas.
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5. After washing his feet and performing Acamana
he shall make them sit facing east. Ashes shall be smeared all

over the body.

6. O sage, the eight—Sadasiva etc. shall be meditated

upon and the brahmins shall be treated with respect.

7. He shall then meditate on Paramesthi Guru as

Samba with his own name. Paramaguru and Parat Paraguru

shall also be meditated upon.

8-11. He shall say “Here is the seat” and offer seat.

With Om as prefix his name shail be mentioned in the accus-

ative case with the addition “I invoke, obeisance”. He shall

then offer Padya, Acamana, Arghya, cloth, scents and Aksatas.

They shall be decorated with flowers. Their names shall

be mentioned in the Dative case with Om prefixed and wor-

shipped with fragrant flowers. After fumigating with the

incense and offering lights he shall say, ‘ The entire rites of

propitiation are over. May they be perfect and complete” and

perform obeisance and get up.

12-14. Plantain leaves shall be spread and cleaned with

water. Pure cooked nice, milk pudding, sweet pies, cooked dal,

vegetable dishes, and other food stuffs shall be placed over

them along with plantain fruits, coconuts and jaggery. Darbha
grass is put under each leaf. These shall be sprinkled and

the Parisecana, the sprinkling of foodstuffs shall be performed,

lie shall then say “Protect the Havya of Visnu” and make

them touch the articles.

15. He shall stand up and offer giving water for

drinking he shall request them thus, “May Sadasiva and others

be delighted with me and bestow boons on me”.

16. He shall then recite the mantra “Ye deva” 175 etc.

and scatter Aksatas. He shall prostrate, stand up and say

“Everywhere may there be nectar’
5

.

17-23. Saying this he shall propitiate them. Then rep-

eating the mantra “Gananamtva”176 he shall recite Rudra,

Camaka, Rudrasukta and Pancasukta. After the brahmins had

taken their meals they shall be given as many Aksatas as there

* l
r
t* VS i. 4.

176. Ibid 23. 19.
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are mantras. Water shall be offered for drinking and washing
hands, mouth and feet. When they had performed Acamana
they shall be comfortably seated. Pure water shall be given

again. Camphor betel leaves shall be offered and Daksinas given.

Gifts of sandals, scats, leaves, fans, planks and bamboo staff

shall be made. They shall be circumambulated and pros-

trated and their blessings received. Making obeisance again

they shall be requested for unflinching devotion to the pieccp-

tor. Saying “May Sadasiva and others go delightedly and
comfortably” he shall bid farewell to them. Till the door

he shall follow them. When they forbid him follow further, he

shall return and take food along with the other brahmins,

kinsmen and the poor. He shall (hen feel contented and happy.

24. This is never affected. It ib the truth. He who
performs the rite of propitiation of the preceptor every year

enjoys great pleasure here and attains Sivaloka hereafter.

25. After saying this to Vfimadeva his disciple blessed

by himself, the wise lord Subrahmanya delighted in mind

said:

—

26. Since formerly this was mentioned to the sages of

the Naimisa forest by the sage Vyasa he is our lirst preceptor.

You are the second one famous in the world.

27. Hearing this from the loin ^-1 ike mouth of yours

the great sage Sanatkumara, full of devotion to Siva, shall

mention this to Vyasa. That excellent devotee of Siva will

mention this to Suka.

28. For every leading sage there will be four disciples.

They will be masters of Vedic study and establish virtuous

sacred rites.

29. The four disciples of Vyasa are Vanainpayana, Paila,

Jaimini and Sumantu.

30. O sage Vamadeva, your disciples are Agasi ya,

Pulaslya, Pulaha and Kratu.

31-32. Sanaka, Sananda, Sanatanamuni, and Sanatsu-

j.lla, these great yogins, favourites of Siva, the knowers of

the Vedas are the disciples of Sanatkumara. Thus these pre-

ceptors, great preceptors etc. are worthy of being worshipped

by the yogin Suka.
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33. This perfect knowledge of Pranava is well establi-

shed in the four classes of disciples. Being the cause of great

glory it is the cause of salvation at Ka*I.

34. This Manqlala as the seat of the great Siva is wonder-

ful. It is worshipped by the great sages conversant with the

essence of Vedanta. It is enveloped by the ether as mentioned

in the Vedas. May it be conducive to your satisfaction and

the welfare of the world. May it yield glory and prosperity.

35. This is the secret par excellence as mentioned by

Siva. It is the conclusion of the Vedanta tenet. O sage, since

it has been heard by you from me people call it as your tenet.

36. Hence an ascetic who treads along this path attains

Siva like the rivers that fall into the sea. By the repeated

practice of the meditation “I am Siva’*, the ascetic becomes

Siva. He can grant salvation even to the class of beings

Brahma etc.

37-38. After teaching this to. the sage the lord of

gods remembered the lotus-like feet of his parents worshipped

by the gods. Kumara reached Kailasa of many peaks,

Kumara the preceptor who bestows perfect knowledge.

39. Accompanied by his disciples and making obei-

sance to the peacock-vehicled lord, Vamadeva too immediately

left for the wonderful mountain Kailasa.

40. After reaching the summit of Kailasa the sage

approached Siva. He saw the feet of the lord and the godd-

ess— the feet that bestow salvation and destroy illusion.

41. With great devotion he dedicated himself to him.

He prostrated again and again and then got up.

42. Then the sage, with various Vedic and Sastric

hymns eulogised Siva together with Amba and their sons.

43. He put the lotus-like feet of the lord and the god-

dess on his head. With their blessings he stayed there

comfortably.

44-45. All of you too shall learn the meaning of the

Pranava Mahesvara, the secret of the Vedas, of the Taraka

Brahman, the bestower ol salvation. Remaining here itself
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comfortably you will attain the excellent salvation, the un-

equalled Sayujya with the feet of SrlvisveSvara.

46. I shall go to BadarikaSrama177 for serving the lotus

like feet of my preceptor. Let us aspire for the opportunity

of having excellent talk again.

1 77 - See P. 1327 note.
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Section I

CHAPTER ONE178

( Origin of the sacred lore)

Vyiisa said :

—

1. Obeisance to Siva accompanied by Uma, Ganas
and his sons, the lord of Prakrti and Ptirusa and the cause

of creation, sustenance and annihilation.

2-3. I seek refuse in Siva, whose power is unequalled,

whose glory spreads everywhere, whose lordship and potency

are said to be natural, who is unborn, who is the creator of

the universe, eternal, auspicious and the unchanging great

Atman.

4-5. Noble sages engaged in truthful riles, highly for-

tunate and dignified pei formed a great sanitise in the

Naimisa179 forest, a virtuous spot and a holy centre of many
sacrifices at the confluence 180 of the Gariga and Kuliridi, a

pathway that leads to Biahmaloka. 181

6-9. On hearing that the sages of good rites were per-

forming the sacrifice*, Suta the most excellent of Pauranikas

came to that place, Suta who was a noble disciple of the

intelligent Veda Vyasa the son of Satyavatl, who was very

intelligent and famous in the world, who knew the faults

and merits of syllogistic statements. He could satisfy even

the queries of Brhaspati. He was an expert in narrating the

stories of charming anecdotes. He knew the proper time for

everything and the policy to be adopted. He was a poet.

10. On seeing Suta come, the sages were delighted

17'!. M M o r
til * vo ms or tins chapter arc identical in form and

i.)ii mi w.th thost* of tin* lust chapl- 1 in iho Vnlyc'.vara Samhita.

1 7'). Set* I* nnir

>. See P. 7 f> ii i l

r

181. A puticular tegiun i» 111 tended to be meant here.
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in 4heir minds. They received him and worshipped him
suitably.

11. Accepting their welcome and worship he took the

proper seat offered by them.

12. By their contact with him the sages of pious souls

became eager and impatient to hear the Puranic lore.

13. Worshipping him with words of praise the sages

sat in front of him and spoke.

14. O omniscient Romaharsana, the principal devotees

of Siva of great fortune and keen intellect, it is due to the

weightincss of our good luck that you have come here now.

15-17. You have directly acquired the Puranic lore

from Vyasa, Hence you are a repository of wondciful tales,

even as the ocean of precious gems. There is nothing in the

three worlds past, piesent or future, which is not known to

you. Fortunately you have come here to visit us. It does not

behove you to go in vain without conferring blessing on us.

18. Please narrate to us the holy Purana the storehouse

of good stories and the essence of the Vedanta.

19. Thus i eq nested by the sages, the habitual reciters

of the Vedic texts, Suta spoke auspicious words full of sweet

and rational meaning.

Suta said :

—

20. I have been honoured, blessed and urged by you

all. Why shall I not then expound clearly the Purana, held

in esteem by the sages.

21-22. After saluting Siva, Parvati, Skanda, Genosa,

Nandin and Vyasa the son of Satyavali, I shall narrate the

extremely meritorious Purana which is on a par with the Vedas,

which being an ocean of Saivitc knowledge directly yields

worldly pleasures and salvation.

23. It is embellished with the topics of the Agamas

full of rational meaning. In the context of the Sveta Kalpa182

it was narrated by Vayu formerly.

24. Understand well even as t narrate the various

sacred lores, the due order of the Puranas and their origin.

25. The sacred lore consists of fourteen texts viz., the

182. On Kalpa see P. 1070 note.
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six Aiigas, the four Vedas, Mimamsa, Nyaya, Puranas and
the Dharma Sastras.

26. There are eighteen secular Vidyas—Ayurveda
Dhanurveda, Gandharvaveda etc. ending with Arthasastra.

27. Sruti mentions that the original exponent and
poet of the eighteen Vidyas, each having its own individual

path, is the trident-bearing lord himself.

28. Indeed he is the lord of the universe. At the

outset, with the desire of creating the universe, he created

Brahma, as his son.

29. To his eldest son Brahma, the cause of the

universe, Siva gave these lores in the beginning in order

to facilitate the creation of the universe.

30. He created Visnu for the protection, of even Brah-

ma himself and endowed him with the power of protection.

31. Purana, the first among the Sastras, was learnt by

Brahma who had acquired the lore and began the creation

of the subjects.

32. The Vedas came out of his mouths. The Sastras

too had their origin from him.

33-34. When the people could not follow the big

sacred texts, at the instance of Visvesvara, lord Visnu the

sustaincr and the soul of the universe incarnated on the

earth at the end of Dvapara Yuga, in order to abridge

them. He walked about the earth in the name of Vyasa.

35. O Brahmins, in every Dvapara Yuga the Vedas

are classified by him. The Puranas and other texts are

written by him.

36. In this Dvapara age he was born of Satyavati in

the name of Krsnadvaipayana as fire from Arani.

37. He abridged and classified the Vedas into four

groups. He is known as Vedavyasa.

38. Puranas extending to a hundred crore Slokas

were condensed by him into four hundred thousand Slokas.

Uven now in the Devaloka they have the original number.

39. Even if a brahmin knows the four Vedas with

their Angas and the Upanisads he is not an expert if he

does not know the Puranas.

40. The knowledge of the Vedas shall he enlarged by
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Itihasa and the Puranas. The Vedas are afraid of a man of

deficient knowledge thinking “This man will deceive me”.

41. Puranas have five characteristics183—creation, subsi-

diary creation, genealogy, manvantaras and the chronological

account of kings, these are described in every Purana.

42. The sages reckon ten Puranas and eight big

Puranas.

43. Brahma, Padma, Vaisnava, Saiva, Bhagavata,

Bhavisya. Naradlya and Markandeya are the eight big

Puranas.

44-45. Agneya, Brahmavaivarta, Linga, Varaha, Skanda,

Vamana, Kurma, Matsya, Garuda and Brahmanda are the

ten small Puranas. These are the eighteen Puranas in order.

Sivapurana, the fourth in the list belongs to Siva and is

conducive to the achievement of all objects.

46. It contains a hundred thousand verses. It is

divided into twelve Samhitas. It is created by Siva. All

sacred rites are mentioned therein.

47. Men are classified under three castes in accor-

dance with their duties. Hence he who wishes for liberation

shall resort to Siva alone.

48. Even the gods can attain liberation by resorting

to him alone and not otherwise.

49. What I mentioned as the Sivapurana on a par with

the Vedas, know its creations as I briefly explain.

50-56. There are twelve Samhitas: Vidyesvara, Rudra.

Vainayaka, Auma, Matr, Rudraikadasaka, Kailasa, Satarudra,

Kotirudra, Sahasi akotirudra, Vayavlya and Dharmapurana.

Vidyesvara contains ten thousand verses. There are eight

thousand verses in each of the four—Raudra, Vainayaka,

Auma and Matrpurana. Rudraikadasa contains thirteen

thousand verses; Kailasa six thousand; Satarudra three

thousand; Kotirudra nine thousand; Sahasrakotirudra eleven

thousand; Vayavlya four thousand and Dharma contains

twelve thousand verses.

57. Thus Sivapurana contains a thousand verses.

183. On the characteristic*' nomenclature and number of the

Puranas see Introduction to Vol. I.
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This Parana, the essence of the Vedas, yields worldly

pleasures and salvation.

58. Siva Parana the fourth one was abridged into

seven Sarhhitas with twenty four thousand verses.

59-60. The first Sarhhita is Vidyesvara; the second

Rudrasamhita; the third Satarudra. Kotirudra is the fourth.

Umasariihita is the fifth; the sixth is Kailasa. The seventh

is Vayavlya. These are only seven compendiiuns.

61-64. Vidyesvara contains two thousand verses,

Rudra ten thousand five hundred; Satarudra two thousand

one hundred and eighty; Kotirudra two thousand two hun-

dred and forty; Uma one thousand eight hundred and forty;

Kailfisa one thousand two hundred and forty and the Vayavlya

four thousand verses. Thus is the holy text of Sivapuiana.

65. I shall now begin the Vayavlya containing four

thousand veises and consisting of two parts.

66. This excellent Sastra shall not be mentioned to

one who is not conversant with the Vedas nor to one who
has no faith noi to one who does not know the Puranas.

67. It shalL be given to a tested virtuous disciple un-

contaminated by malice. He shall be a devotee of Siva and

a follower of the Saiva cult.

68. Obeisance to the holy sige Vyasa of brilliant

splendour whose grace has endowed me v'ith the Puranic

lore.

CHAPTER TWO

( The problem of the sages )

Suia said :

—

’ 1-3. When a long time had elapsed, many kalpas had

come and gone, die present kalpa had started, the activity

of creation had begun, and the customs among the enlightened

subjects had become established, a dispute arose among the

sages of six clans. One said “This is the greatest being.”
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Another said, “It is not.* Because the greatest being could
not be reviewed or defined no conclusion was arrived at.

4. In ohler to see the eternal creator they went where the
lord was staying eulogised by gods and Asuras.

5-6. It was on the auspicious and charming peak of
Meru, 181 where there were plenty of gods and Asuras where
Siddhas and Caranas thronged, where Yaksas and Gandharvas
frequented, where flocks of birds chirped and crew, which was
embellished by jewels and corals and which shone due to

streams and rivulets, caves and crevices, bushes and hedges.

7-8. There was a forest Brahmavana 18
’ which abounded

in different species of deer. It was ten Yojanas wide and
hundred Yojanas long. There were beautiful lakes full of

sweet and clean water. It had plenty of trees in full bloom
where swarms of bees hummed and hovered.

9. This was a great city as beautiful and brilliant as

the midday sun. It could not be attacked by the haughty
Daityas, Danavas and Raksasas.

10. It had lofty ramparts and portals made of molten

gold. It was embellished by hundreds of main streets, turrets

and wooden cci lines.

11. It appeared to lick the sky with crores of huge
mansions set with precious gems of variegated colours. It

was decorated with many such mansions.

12-13. Lord Brahma resides there along with his coun-

cillors. Going there the sages saw the lord, the noble Atman
served by the groups of gods and sages. He was shining like

pure gold. He was bedecked in all ornaments.

14. He was gentle with delightful face. His eyes were

as large as the petals of a lotus. He was endowed with a

divine lustre. He had smeared divine unguents and scents.

15. He was clad in brilliant white garments. He was
bedecked in divine garlands. His lotus-like feet were saluted

by the gods, Asuias and leading yogins.

16. Accompanied by Sarasvatl 'whose body had all

auspicious marks who held the chowrics in her hands, he

shone a> the sun with his dazzling light.

I.!. So 1

I*, ‘jin note: 1\ fio
!

i.'l
,

It is not idcnul ied.
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17. On seeing him the sages were delighted and their

eyes and faces shone. With palms joined in reverence and held

over their heads they eulogised the leading god.

The sages said :

—

18. Obeisance to you in the form of Trinity, the cause

of creation, sustenance and annihilation, the ancient Purusa,

Brahma the great Atman.

19. Obeisance to the deity who has Prakrti for his body,

who is the cause of quickening Pradhana, who though trans-

formed into twentythree principles is yet free from aberration.

20. Obeisance to the deity who has universe for his

body, who is stationed within the belly of the universe, who
has accomplished his task and whose body is perfectly accom-

plished.

21. Obeisance to the deity identical with the world, the

creator, the sustainer and the annihilator of the world.

22. O Brahma, it is by you alone that the entire uni-

verse is created, sustained and annihilated. Still, due to

illusion, O lord, we do not know you.

Suta said :

—

23. Thus eulogised by the fortunate sages, Brahma

spoke to the sages in a majestic tone delighting them.

Brahma, said :

—

24. O blessed sages of great splendour and strength,

why have you come here all together ?

25. The sages foremost of those who know Brahman

spoke with palms joined in reverence, with words couched in

humility to lord Brahma who spoke thus.

The sages said:—
26. O lord, we have been encompassed in deep dark-

ness. We are distressed. Unable to understand the greatest being

we are arguing among ourselves.

27. Indeed you are the creator of the universe. You
are the cause of all causes. O lord, there is nothing here not

known to you.
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28. Who is that being more ancient than all living

beings? Who is the greatest Purusa? Who is the purest,

perfect, and eternal Being?

29. Who by indulging in wonderful activities has created

the universe ? O intelligent lord, please mention it and quell our

doubts.

30-31. Thus questioned, Brahma, with smiling eyes,

stood up and meditated for long in the presence of the gods,

Danavas and sages. Uttering the words “Rudra” he joined

his palms in reverence, with a blissful sensation moistening

his body and spoke.

CHAPTER THREE

( The Naimifa episode)

Brahma said :

—

1-4. Siva stationed in the middle of the ether shall be

meditated upon by those desirous of salvation; Siva from

whom the words recede not approaching him along with the

mind;186 knowing and realising whose bliss-form one has no

fear from anywhere; from whom every thing inclusive of

Brahma, Visnu, Rudra, Indra, the elements, the sense-

organs, is born at first, who is the creator, meditator and

ultimate cause of all causes; who is not born from anything

else at any time; who is endowed with glory and prosperity

and who is known as SarveSvara.

5. It was he who created me at the outset as his son

and gave me perfect knowledge. It was due to his grace

that the lordship of the people was attained by me.

6. He is the lord who stands in heaven like the lofty

stump of a tree; and by whom, by the Puru$a, the great

Atman, all this is filled up.

7. He is active among the inactive creatures; he who
being single himself creates many is Mahcsvara.

1 86. TU 2. 9,
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8. He rules over all the worlds through the Jlvas. He
is the only lord Rudra. Thrre is none second to him.

9. Though he has entered and is ever present in the

hearts of the people he is invisible to others; he occupies and
views at the universe always.

10. He is the sole lord of infinite Sakti who presides

over all causes and is released from Time—Death.

11. He has neither day nor night; neither equals nor

superiors. The great knowledge and activity is innate in

him.

12. That which is perishable and unmanifest, that

which is imperishable and immortal—both these have the

imperishable as their Atman. The sole lord is Siva himself.

13. By concentrating on him, the person of Sattvaic

feelings becomes the lord himself. At the end the universal

illusion recedes from him.

14. The eternal Sruti says “In whom neither the lightn-

ing flashes nor the sun blazes nor the moon sheds light and

by whose brilliance this universe comes in the limelight.
**

15. That lord Siva shall be realised. There is no

other region greater than his worthy of attainment.

1G. He is the cause. He has no beginning, no end.

He is naturally pure, independent and perfect. The mobile

and immobile beings arc subservient to his will.

17. His body is not the creation of PrakrG. He is

glorious, devoid of examples and definitions. He is both

the liberated and liberator. lie is not influenced by Time. He
is the activiser of time.

18. He has taken up residence above all. He is the

repository of all. He is the knower of all. He is the lord

of the universe comprising the sixfold path.

19. He is the Being above all beings, one above the

other. There is no being above him. He is the bee imbibing

the honey of endless bliss.

• 20. He is an expert in solidifying the unsevered cosmic

eggs. He is the ocean of benevolence, prowess, majesty and

sweetness.

21. There is no object equal to him or excelling him.

He stands as the unparalleled Emperor of all living beings.
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22. The universe is created by him indulging in

wonderful activities. At the time of dissolution this gets

dissolved in him.

23. The living beings are under his control. He is the

employer of all. He is seen by great devotion and not

otherwise.

24. Sacred rites, charitable gifts, penances and obser-

vances, these are advocated by people for the purification of

emotions. There is no doubt in this.

25. Visnu, I, Rudra, gods and Asuras are desirous of

seeing him even today by performing great penances.

26. He is invisible to fallen wicked men, the despicable

and the stupid. He is worshipped within and without by

devotees and can be spoken to.

27-28. Forms in the universe are threefold—-the gross,

subtle and that which is beyond. The gross is ^cn by

us, the gods and others. The subtle is seen by the \ og'.n:.

That which is beyond the two, is eternal, knowledge, bliss

and the unchanging can be seen by those who dwell in it,

arc devoted to it and are engaged in the rites concerning it.

29. Of what avail is much talk? Devotion to Siva

is the secret of secrets. He who is endowed with it

becomes liberated. There is no doubt in this.

30. Devotion is the result of grace and grace is the

result of devotion just as the sprout comes out of the seed

and produces the seed.

31. The achievements of the individual are due to the

grace of God. Lord alone is achieved in the end through

all the means.

32. Virtue and holy rites constitute the means for the

attainment of giace. That is indicated by the Vedas. By

practising Dharma the sins and merits are levelled to

equality.

33. Contact with grace yields excellence of Dharma.

After attaining this excellence the sins of tht individual

decline.

34. When his sins decline through succession of births

the devotion to Sarvesvara and Amba is generated along

with knowledge.



35. The grace of the lord varies in accordance with

the purity of emotions. Due to grace, eschewment of rites

results. Here the eschewment is of the fruits of rites and
not the rites themselves.

36. As a result of the abandonment of the desire for

the fruits of holy rites, the auspicious Saivite virtues are attai-

ned. This is twofold : that dependent on the preceptor and

that which is not.

37. That which is dependent on the preceptor is more

important and hundred times more efficacious since in the

Saivite creed there is an association of Saivite knowledge.

38. In view of the knowledge the man sees the defects

in the worldly existence. Thereafter arises non-attachment

to the sensual objects and thence Bhava is attained.

39. When Bhfiva is attained the man becomes more
inclined towards meditation than towards rituals. A man
endowed with knowledge and meditation becomes engaged

in Yoga.

40. Through Yoga arises the great devotion and then

grace of God. By means of the grace the creature is liberated

and becomes equal to Siva.

41. The different modes of blessings may not be in the

order mentioned. The blessing is based on the ability of the

man.

42. Some soul is liberated even while in the womb;
another even while being born

;
a third whether he be a boy

or a youth or an old man.

43. A soul born as a lower species, a soul undergoing

torture in hell, a soul achieving a heavenly region may be

liberated when the tenure is over.

44. Some soul may return after the enjoyment of

heavenly region and then liberated. Still another soul may
be liberated on its way.

45. Hence there is no stipulated mode or order in the

.attainment of liberation. The supreme bliss is in accordance

with the knowledge and emotion and attained by the grace of

the lord.

46 48. Hence, in order to win his grace you shall avoid

verbal and mental defects; meditate on Siva alone along

with your wives, sons and others ;
abide by him ;

be
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attached to him. You shall associate with him, resort to him,

do holy rites with your minds fixed in him, continue a long

sacrifice for a thousand divine years. At the end of the

sacrifice due to the efficacy of the mantras'Vayu will come

there.

49-50. He will tell you what is good for you along

with the means. Then you shall go to the holy and auspi-

cious city of Varanasi where the glorious trident-bearing

lord sports about with the goddess for blessing his devotees.

51. O excellent brahmins, after seeing the great

wonder therein you come to me again. Then I shall tell

you the means of salvation.

52. Thereby in a single birth, salvation comes within

your reach, salvation which sets you free from the bondage

of births and transmigrations.

53. Now I am releasing this mentally created wheel.

The place where its rim gets shattered is auspicious for your

penance.

54. After saying this Brahma created a mental wheel

as bright as the sun. After bowing to lord Siva he released

it.

55. Those delighted brahmins bowed to the lord and

pursued the wheel to the place where its rim got shattered.

56. The wheel thus hurled fell on a smooth charming

rock in a certain forest where the water was sweet and

clear.

57. That forest became famous as Naimi§a. It is

worshipped by the sages. It abounds in Yaksas, Gandharvas,

and Vidyadharas.

58-59. Indulging in sexual dalliance with Urvasi,

Pururavas was moving about in the eighteen islands in the

ocean. Urged by fate he came to this place and foolishly

spoiled the golden sacrificial altar here. The infuriated

sages hurled Kusa grass at him which Had the power of

thunderbolt and felled him to the ground.

60. Formerly the Visvasrja Brahmesa householders

desirous of creating the universe began a divine sacrifice

here.

61. There had been many scholarly sages here experts
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in words, meanings and logical arguments. They performed

rites by their power of intellect and yogic practice.

62. Here persons well-versed in the Vedas refute those

who are excluded from Vedic path by their power of argu-

ments. They speak eloquently.

63. This Naimisa forest was the fitting place for the

penance of the sages. It was beautiful with nectarine

clear water flowing from the bottom rocks of the crystalline

mountain. It abounded in fruit-bearing trees and was

free from beasts of prey.

CHAPTER FOUR

(
The advent ofV&yu

)

SGta said :

—

1. The fortunate sages of devout rites worshipped lord

Siva and began their sacrifice there.

2. The sacrifice of the sages functioned evoking wonder

in everyone like that of the ViSvasrjas formerly who were

desirous of creating the universe.

3. After sometime when the Satra had concluded with

the distribution of manifold gifts Vayu himself came there at

the instance of Brahma.
4-7- Vayu the disciple of Brahma, the self-controlled lord

who perceives everything directly; in whose bidding stay the

fortynine Maruts187 always; who sustains the bodies of all living

beings urging them perpetually by his own functionaries Prana

and others; who is endowed with the eightfold glories; who sup-

ports the w>rlds with his holy hands; who is born of Aka$a;

who possesses the two qualities of touch and sound and whom
the philosophers call the material cause of fiery principle.

8. On seeing him at the hermitage the sages who were

busy in a long Satra remembered the words of Brahma and

felt unequalled pleasure.

187. According to the Vedic concept they are sons of Rudra but a
legend represents their origin in an unborn son of Diti whom Indra dashed

in the womb into fortynine pieces and gave the name Maruts.
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9. Standing up they welcomed and bowed to him. They

offered him a golden seat.

10. He seated himself there and was worshipped by the

sages. Congratulating them he enquired after their health.

Vayu said :

—

11. O brahmins, hope you are all quite well, now that

this great sacrifice has concluded. Hope that the Asuras, the

enemies of the gods, the destroyers of sacrifices do not harass

you.

12-13. Hope that imprecations and expiatory rites do

not take place. Hope that the rites are duly performed by

you after worshipping the gods, with Stotra and Sastra hymns

and the ancestors with the rites due to them. What do you

propose to do afterwards, now that the great Satra has been

concluded?

14. When addressed thus by Vayu, the meditator on

Siva, the sages were delighted in their minds. They considered

themselves sanctified. They replied thus humbly.

15. Today we have attained bliss; our penances are

rendered fruitful since you have come for the increase of our

welfare.

16. Listen to an old anecdote. Formerly we meditated

on Prajapati when we were overwhelmed by darkness. We
wanted to acquire perfect knowledge.

17. The lord Brahma worthy of being sought refuge

in, blessed us as we sought refuge in him and said, “O
brahmins, Lord Rudra is superior to all. He is the ultimate

cause.

18. Only the devotee sees the lord whose real nature

cannot be reflected upon or argued over. Devotion is ac-

quired through grace and through grace is bliss attained.

19. Hence, in order to propitiate him perform the

Satra. Worship him who is the ultimate cause, perform

Satra in Naimisa extending over a long period.

20. At the end of the Satra, by means of his grace

Vayu will come there. You will acquire perfect knowledge

from his mouth and attain welfare.

21. Commanding thus Brahma sent us all to this

place. O fortunate one, we were eagerly awaiting your arrival.
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22. Wc sat and performed the Satra for a thousand
divine years. We had nothing to wish for except your
advent.

23. On hearing thus this story of the sages who had
performed the satra for a long time Vayu was delighted in

his mind and stayed there surrounded by the sages.

24. On being implored by the sages, the lord

succinctly narrated the glory of Siva beginning with creation

in order to enhance their piety.

CHAPTER FIVE

(
The Principles of $iva cult

)

Suta said:-

1. There at the outset the fortunate residents of the

Naim isa bowed duly to lord Vayu and asked him.

The sages said :
—

2. How did you, sir, acquire the knowledge of Siva?

Wherefore is your devotion to Siva, the Brahman whose birth

is unnianifest.

Vayu said :

—

3. The twenty-first kalpa shall be known as

Svetalohita. In that kalpa the four-faced lord, desirous

of creative activity performed a penance.

4-5. Delighted by his austere penance his father lord

Siva, foremost among the handsome assumed the divine form

of a bechelor. He became a sage Sveta and uttering divine

.words appeared in front of him.

G. On seeing his father, Brahma bowed to him and

secured perfect knowledge along with Gayatrl.

7. Having acquired knowledge, the four-faced lord

created all living beings—the mobile and immobile.

8. That immortal knowledge was acquired by me
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through the power of penance from that face through which

it was acquired by Brahma.

The sages said:
—

9. What is that knowledge attained by you—the know-

ledge that is auspicious, more truthful than the ino>»t truthful,

abiding by which a man attains happiness.

Vayu said :

—

10. Great and steady devotion shall be applied by a man
who wishes for happiness, for the perfect knowledge of the

individual soul, illusion and the lord who releases from the

bondage.

11-12. Misery arises from ignorance. It is removed by

knowledge that is a correct and precise comprehension of objects.

Object is twofold: sentient and non-sentient. There is a

controller of the two. The three are called Pasu, PaSa and

Pati.

13. On many occasions knoweis of reality call the three

by Aksara, Ksara and Ksaraksarapaia.

14. The Pasu is called Aksara. The Pa 'a is called Ksara.

Pati is called Ksaraksarapara.

The sages said :
—

15. O Maruta, please mention What is Ksara? What
is Aksara? What is that which is greater and beyond these

two?

Vayu said :

—

16. Prakrti is Ksara. Purusa is Aksara. The one who
urges these two is the greatest Paramcsvaia.

The sages said :

—

17. What is this Prakrti? Who is Purusa? What is

the relationship between the two? Who is this instigator

ISvara?

Vayu said :

—

18. Maya is the Prakrti. Purusa is enveloped by

Maya. The relationship is through the root and Karrnan.

Lord Siva is the instigator.
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The sages said :

—

19. What is this Maya that is mentioned? Of what
form is he who is enveloped by Maya? Of what nature is

the root? Whence is it ? What is Sivahood ? Whence is

Siva ?

Vdyu said :
—

20. Maya is the Sakti of Mahesvara. The form of Cit

is enveloped by Maya. The dirt is that which covers the Cit.

Sivatva is his own innate purity.

The sages said :

—

21. How does the Maya cover up the pervading one?
What for ? Why is this covering up of the Purusa ? By
what is it made to recede ?

Vdyu sa^d :

—

22. Even a pervasive can be covered just as Kala etc.

that are pervasive. The cause is Karrnan alone. The purpose

is enjoyment. It recedes when dirt is quelled.

The sages said : —
23-24. What arc these Kala etc. ? What is Karrnan ?

What its beginning and what its end ? What the fruit ?

What the support ? Whose enjoyment ? What is enjoyed

What is the means of enjoyment, the cause of the dimi-

nution of dirt ? Of what natuie is the Purusa devoid of

dirt ?

Vdyu said :

—

25-28. Kala, Vidya, Ruga, Kfila and Niyati, these are

ccitain entities The enjoyer is Purusa, Kaiman is merit

and sin. The fruits arc happiness and misery. The beginn-

ingless diit till the enjoyment rests in the ignorant soul.

Enjoyment is for quelling Kannan. The unrnanifest is what

is enjoyed. The means of enjoyment is the body with exter-

nal and the internal senses as doors. Dirt is quelled by

grace acquit ed by piety. When the dirt is quelled the

Purusa becomes equal to Siva.

The sages said :
—

2‘J. What aie the several functions of the five princi-

ples Kala etc. ? Why is Atman called the enjoyer and

Purusa ?

30. Of what nature is that unrnanifest ? In what
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form is it enjoyed ? What is its instrument in the act of

enjoyment ? What is it called body ?

Vdyu said :

—

31. Vidyii (learning) that reveals the place and acti-

vity, time and passion these are the inducing agents. Time is

the conditioning factor there
;

destiny is the controlling

factor.

32. The unmanifest is the cause. It consists of three

Gunas. It is the source of origin and the place of merger.

It is called Pradhana and Prakrti by philosophers.

33. Characteristically unmanifest it becomes manifest

through Kalas. It is of the form and content of happiness,

misery and delusion while being enjoyed. It lias the three

Gunas.

34. The Gunas Sattva, Rajas and lamas, originate

from Prakrti. Like oil in the gingclly seed they are present

in the latest form in Prakrti.

35-36. Happiness and its cause constitute briefly the

Satttvaic trait. The Rajasaie trait is its opposite. Stun-

ned state and delusion are Tamasic tiaits. The Sattvaic

movement is upward progress; the Tamasic* one is downfall
;

the middle course is cited as Rajasaie.

37-36. Biicfly the unmanifest with its ramifications is

as follows : - five subtle and primary elements, five gross

elements, five sense-organs of activity and the set of four,

viz. Pradhana, intellect, ego and mind.

39. When it is in the state of a cause, it is unmani-

fest
;
when it is in the state of an elFec t sue h as the body,

pot etc, it is manifest.

40. Just as the pot is not materially different from

clay, so the manifest, body etc. is not mateiially different

from the unmanifest.

41. Hence the unmanifest alone is the cause of the

composite viz. organs, body but their ‘support, die object of

enjoyment is unmanifest.

The sages said :

—

42. How can Atman which is separate from the

sense-organs and the body exist ?
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Vdyu said :

—

43. The separateness of all-pervading lord from the

intellect, sense-organs and the body is definite. There is

something called Atman. A reason thereof is difficult to

understand.

44. The intellect, the sense-organs and the bodies are

not the Atman due to indefinite knowledge and non-

eternality.

45. Hence the one who has the cognition of expe-

rienced objects and comprehends the entire knowables, is sung

about in the Vedas and Upanisads as the immanent soul.

46. It is eternal. It incorporates and pervades

everything. It stands everywhere. Still it is not perceived

by any one clearly anywhere.

47. Th is Atman cannot be perceived by the eye nor

by any other sense-organ. The great Atman is comprehended

only by the enlightened mind.

48. It is neither woman nor man nor an eunuch.

It is neither above nor below nor in the sides. It is

nowhere.

49. It remains unembodied in the unsteady bodies.

It is stable and steady like a stump. It is unchanging. Only

the sober, self-possessed and bold can perceive it by means of

reflection.

50. Of what avail is much talk ? The Puru$a is

separate from the body. Unwarranted is the vision of those

who do not sec it separate.

51. There is nothing more impure, uncontrolled,

miserable and uncertain than the body of the Purusa.

52. The Purusa becomes happy, miserable or delu d

on becoming associated with the body—the seed of all

adversities caused by his own activities.

53. As the field flooded with water generates sprouts

so
t
also the action flooded with ignorance generates the man.

54. Thousands in number are his bodies both of the

past and the future. These arc mortals, abodes of excessive

distress.

55. A perpetual stay in the bodies that successively
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come to the embodied soul and get shattered, is never

attained by any one.

56. Covered by and separated from these bodies this

soul resembles the disc of the moon in the sky that is covered

by and separated from the passing clouds.

57. The different activities of the soul in the different

bodies resemble the motion of the die in the different squares

in the chess-board.

58. None belongs to him. He does not belong to

anyone. The contact with wives, sons and kinsmen is but

a chance meeting on the way.

59. The mutual contact of living beings is like that

of a piece of log with another log in the great ocean. The
two meet together and get separated. 188

60. He sees the body but the body does not see him.

A certain other being, the great Atman secs both but both

of them do not see him.

61. All living beings beginning with Biahmfi and

ending widi the immobile are tenned Pasus. Examples

cited relate to these Pasus.

62. These Pasus arc bound with Pa<a (noose) and are

fed upon joy and misery as their fodder. The wise say

that these are but instruments of games and sports of lord

Siva.

63. The ignorant creature cannot effect and prevent

his happiness and misery. Induced by the lord he goes up

iO the heaven or falls into the deep ditch.

Suta said :

—

61. On hearing these words of Vayu, the sages were

delighted in their minds. After bowing to him who was expert

in the Saivitc Agama they spoke:

—

1 88. The Verse occurs in the SP of MB
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CHAPTER SIX

(
The Principle of Siva cult

)

Sivapurdrta

The sages said:—
1. You have explained what is Pasu and what is Pasa.

Now mention what is their lord different in characteristics

from the two?

Vayu said:

—

2. There is a certain releaser of Pasu from Pasa. He
is Pali, the creator of the universe. He is the abode of

endless charming attributes.

3. Iji his absence how could the universe have
been created, since Pasa is insentient and the Pasu is

ignorant ?

4. Without an intelligent cause nothing has ever been
seen anywhere created by Pradhana, Paramfmu or any
?uch insentient being.

5. Since the universe is an effect possessing parts it is

dependent on a creator. And creativity can be only in Pati

and not in Pasu or Pasa.

6. Creativity of Pasu without the knowledge of creation

like the going of a blind man is due to the inducement of

his lord.

7. Realising distinction between him and himself and
being gratified after resorting to him Pasu can attain

immortality.

8. The sphere of Pati is really greater than and beyond
that of Pasu and Pasa. The knower of Brahman becomes
free from births by knowing him alone.

9. Lord the redeemer of the universe sustains the

universe of Ksara and Aksara, the two in unison, the mani-
fest and the unmanifest.

10. The enjoyer, the enjoyed and the instigator—the

three alone shall be distinguished. There is nothing else to

be known by the seekers of knowledge.

11-12. The man endowed with truth and penance
sees in his Atman the great Atman like the oil in the gingelly
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seed or the ghee in the curd or water in the current or the

fire in the Arani.

13 . He is the lord born alone. Associated with ISanis,

his Saktis he creates the worlds and rules over them.

14 . He is always alone. There is none second to him. 189

After creating the worlds he protects them and withdraws

them.

15. He has eyes, faces and feet all round.190

16. The sole lord and creator of the heaven and earth

is MaheSvara. He is the origin and the place of merger of

all the gods. 191

17. The Sruti says that Rudra the great sage is

superior to all; he creates Hiranyagarbha the first among
the deities.192

18. I know this great Puru?a, the undying, steady,

having the colour of the sun, the lord stationed beyond

darkness.198

19. There is nothing greater, subtler and grosser than

this. The universe is filled by him.

20. He has all faces, heads and necks. He lies in the

cavity of the heart of all. He is all-pervading and present

everywhere.

21. He has hands, feet, eyes, heads, ears and faces

all around. He stands enveloping everything in the world.

22. He has all apparent attributes but is devoid of

the sense-organs. The lord is the friend and refuge of all.

23. They call him the great Purusa—who sees without

eyes, hears without ears and comprehends all and whom no

one knows.

24. He is subtler than the atom, greater than the

greatest. 194 He is the unchanging. He lies in the cavity of

the heart of this Pasu.

i fU). TS i . 8. 6. ;
N. i. i

i ()0. VS 17. 19; MNU. 2.2.

191. Ibid. 17.

192. MNU 10. 3.

193. Ibid 31. 18.

194. MNU. 8. 3.
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25. By the grace of the creator, one devoid of sorrows

perceives him who is endowed with the excellence of

greatness and who does not possess intelligence but is intelli-

gence itself.

26. I know the unaging ancient omnipresent lord

whose birth is denied by those who can expound the know-
ledge of the Brahman.196

27. After annihilating in the end, the lord creates the

universe again from the beginning in association with his

manifold Saktis.

28-29. The Maya of Siva is the unborn mother of

the universe and has variegated colours and shapes. It is

white, red and black. She, the unborn, gives birth to man.
He, the unborn, resorts to it and gets involved in distress

Another Aja, the liberated soul, eschews her after she has

been enjoyed. 196

bO. Two birds resort to the same tree. One eats the

sweet fruit, the other simply watches without eating. 197

31-32. Sitting on this tree the deluded Purusa bewails.

When he sees the lord, the ultimate cause, and realises his

greatness he is freed from sorrow and becomes happy.

33. The great Atman, the Mayin entering this, creates

the universe by his Maya. Maya shall be known as Prakrti

and Mahesvara as Mayin.

34-35. The universe is permeated by his parts. The
Purusa attains perpetual peace and calmness on realising

lord Siva the creator and enveloper of the universe and the

subtler of the subtlest, from his very inception in the foetus.

36. He alone is Kala, the protector, the lord of universe.

On realising him one is released from the noose of death.

37. On realising the lord pervading all living beings

like the subtle cream over the ghee, one is freed from sins.

38. He alone is the great god Siva, the creator of the

* universe. Only on realising him one attains immortality.

39. When everything was neither existent nor non-

19$. VS. 31. 18

196. TA. 10. 10. 1; MNU 9. 2.

197. RV. I. 164. 20
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existent, when it was neither day nor night, Siva alone existed

from whom the ancient wisdom emanated.

40. None can grasp his top, sides or middle. There

is nothing resembling him. His is the great fame. 198

41. Those who are frightened of rebirths meditate on

the unborn. For the sake of succour they resort i<> the

front face of Rudra.

42. The two Vidya and Avidya lie hidden in the

imperishable, infinite great Brahman.

43. Avidya is perishable while Vidya is imperishable.

He who rules over the two is lord Siva. He is other than

the two.

44. It is he who spreads his net in various ways,

creates all and rules all. He possesses such exploits.

45. He illuminates the quarters above, below and to

the sides, shining himself. He is innately alone, foremost of

all who presides over all.

46. Transforming the attributes, the expressions of

nature and expressed ones into what is enjoyed and the one

that enjoys, he occupies the universe.

47. The gods and the sages know him as hidden ip

the secret Upanisad, who is Brahman, greater than the greatest,

the progenitor of Brahma and the cause of the universe.

48. Those who knew the lord eschewed their bodies.

The lord can be realised only through piety. He is wishless,

che cause of positive and negative substances and the creator

of Kalas.

49. It is the greatness of the lord whereby this universe

revolves but the deluded people call it a natural occurrence

or the power of time.

50. It is by him in the form of the annihilator of death

that these are enveloped perpetually, the activities urged' by

him transform into worldly existence along with the elements.

51-53. The individual indulges in activities more and

more and returns to the earth. He gets entangled in the

tattvas. By means of the fourteen attributes of the Atman he

pursues worldly activities. When these activities cease even

the results are quelled.

19®. VS. 3ii. J-
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54. When these are quelled he goes to another world.
This is the cause of union of the two—the enjoyer and the

enjoyed.

55. Lord alone is beyond the three times. He is attri-

buteless, the knower of all, the lord of the three attributes.

He is brahman itself greater than the greatest.

56. We worship and meditate upon the lord of manifold

forms, the unborn, lord of people, object of worship

and meditation by the entire universe. He is stationed in our

minds.

57. He is beyond Kala. From him the whole cosmos

originates. He is the repository of the universe and effects

virtue and quells sins. He is the lord of enjoyment.

58. We know him as the greatest of lords, the greatest

of deities, the lord of the worlds.

59. He has neither cause nor effect. Nowhere in the

universe there is anyone equal or superior to him.

60. It is mentioned in the Vedas that his threefold

power is great, manifold and innate, comprising knowledge,

strength and activity. It is by these activities that the uni-

verse is created.

61. He has no lord, no sex and no ruler. He is the

cause of causes and the lord of lords.

62. He has no progenitor nor does he take birth from

anywhere. He has no causes of birth such as Dirt, Maya etc.

63. He is the solitary lord hidden in all living beings.199

Spread all round he is the innate soul of all living beings.

He is mentioned as the presiding deity of all sacred rites.

64. He is the abode of all living beings, the cosmic

witness, the provoker of thoughts, devoid of attributes and the

sole lord with self-control, devoid of activities and helpless.

65. He is the most permanent among the permanent.

He is the most sentient among the sentient.

66. On realising the lord of the universe, comprehensible

through Sankhya and Yoga, the cause of the universe the

person gets released from all illusions.

67. He is the creator and the knower of the universe.

He is the knower of his source, and the creator of time. He

199. Gp. Sveta 4. 6. n
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possesses attributes. He is the lord of Prakrti and the individual

soul; he presides over the Gunas; he is the releaser of illusion.

68-69. After realising the lord who at the outset created

Brahma and taught him the Vedas, through the clarity of my
intellect, I shall be desirous of salvation from this worldly exis-

tence. I take refuge in Siva who is devoid of attributes and

activities, who is quiescent, the undespicable and the unsullied.

70-71. After realising the great bridge that takes to

immortality I shall be quiescent like the fire that has consumed

fuel. When men wear the ether as they wear a hide they

will realise the end of miseries before they have realised Siva.

72-73. O sages, due to the power of penance, the grace

of the lord and the result of my good fortune I secured the

holy knowledge straight from the mouth of Brahma, the know-

ledge that quells sins, lies hidden in the Upanisads and was

enunciated in a previous Kalpa.

74. This excellent knowledge shall not be delivered to

one who is not quiet, nor to a son who is not well behaved

nor to one who is not one’s own disciple.

73. These facts reveal to him who is of noble soul, who
has great devotion to the lord and to the preceptor in the

form of Siva.

76. Hence listen to the gist. Siva is greater than prakrti

and Puru?a and beyond it. At the time of creation he creates

the universe and at the time of dissolution he withdraws
everything.

CHAPTER SEVEN

The glory of Time

The sages said:—
»

1. Every thing originates from Kala and is annihilated

through Kala. There is nothing independent of Kala any-

where.

2. The whole universe caught in its mouth whirls like a

wheel through the activities of creation and annihilation.
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3. By his control, Brahma, Vi$nu, Rudra, gods and
Asuras cannot transgress the laws of propriety,

4. It classifies itself in the factors of past, present and
future and makes people grow old. Thus freely lording over
all it is extremely terrible.

5. O skilful one, please tell us. Who is this lord Kala ?

Under whose control is he? Who does not come under his

control ?

V&yu said :

—

6. It is the great splendour of lord Siva named
Kalatman. Kala, Kastha, Nime?a are the forms it embodies.

7. It is the power of the lord that controls the universe

in the form of directives which are untransgressable to the

universe consisting of the mobile and immobile beings.

8. The Energy in the form of Kala consists of its

various parts. It comes out of it and permeates it like the

piece of steel that sheds sparks of fire.

9. The universe is under the control of Kala. Kala is

not under the control of the universe. Kala is under the

control of Siva. Siva is not subject to its control.

10. Since the unobstructed splendour of Siva is firmly

fixed in Kala the limit of Kala is extensive and is untrans-

eressable.

1 1 . Who can go beyond Kala with the help of intellect ?

None can go beyond Karman perpetrated by Kala.

12. Even those who attack the earth and rule it under

a single umbrella cannot step beyond Kala like the oceans

that do not overflow the shore.

13. Even those who restrain their sense-organs and
conquer the universe cannot conquer Kala. Kala over-

whelms them.

14. Physicians well-versed in medicines regularly

taking in elixirs and aphrodisiacs do not thwart death. Indeed

Kala is untransgressable.

15. The individual soul proposes something on the

basis of its glory, beauty, conduct, strength and pedigree

but K&la disposes it.
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16. By means of pleasing, displeasing and unexpected

contacts, Kala unites and separates the living beings.

17. At the same time when some one is miserable

another is very happy. Wonderful indeed is the unscrutable

nature of Kala.

18. A young man changes into a feeble aged man. A
powerful man becomes weak. A rich man becomes deprived

of prosperity. O brahmins, the ways of Kala are wonderful.

19. Neither nobility of birth, nor good conduct nor

strength nor skill is of any avail. Kala is unthwartable.

20. Kala is impartial in its activity over those who
are well guarded donors attended upon by songs and musical

instruments as well as those who are helpless, living on doles.

21. Even elixirs, panaceas and well administered

medicines do not have any effect if the time is not oppor-

tune. Those very things brought into use at the proper time

are efficacious and yield happiness.

22. No one dies or is born before time. No one

flourishes well before the proper time. No one is happy or

miserable before the time for it arrives. There is no object

which is untimely.

23. At the proper time the cool wind blows, the rain

falls; the heat subsides and every thing grows.

24. Kala is the cause of all births. Plants grow and
perish at the proper time. The living world too comes into

life.

25. He who thus correctly understands the principle

of Kala goes beyond it and sees that which is beyond Kala.

26. Obeisance to the great. Obeisance to Siva of

wonderful form who has no Kala to influence him, no bondage
and liberation and is identical neither with Purusa nor

Prakrti nor the universe.
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CHAPTER EIGHT

(The span of life of the trinity)

The sages said:
—

1. By what unit is the duration of life calculated in

K&la ? What is the upper limit of Kala in the form of

number ?

Vdyu said

:

—
2. The basic unit of life is Nime$a. The upper limit

is Santyatita.

3. The time taken for the winking of an eye is

Nime$a. Fifteen such Nime$as constitute one Ka?tha.

4. Thirty such Kasthas make one Kala. Thirty Kalas

make one Muhurta. Thirty Miihurtas make one day.

5-6. Thirty days constitute one month of two fortnights.

A month constituting the bright and dark halves is one day

of the manes.

7-8. Six Masas constitute one Ayana. Two Ayanas

make a year . One human year constitutes one day and night

for the celestials, Uttarayana being the day and Daksinayana

the night.

9. The divine month like the human month constitutes

thirty days. The year of the gods constitutes twelve months.

10. Three hundred and sixty human years make one

divine year.

1 1 . The calculation of yugas is based on the divine

unit of time. The wise understand that there are four Yugas

in the land of Bharata.

12. The first Yuga is Kfta, then comes Treta. Dvapara

and Kali are the other Yugas. These arc the four Yugas.

13. Four thousand years constitute the Krtayuga. The

period of four hundred years constitutes the intervening junc-

tion and a hundred year period constitutes Sandhyamsa (a

subdivision of the junction).

14. In the three other yugas, their Sandhyas and
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Saifdhyam$as the thousands and the hundreds become reduced

by one.

15. Thus^ the twelve thousand years and the surplus

period constitute a Gaturyuga. A thousand Caturyugas

constitute a Kalpa.
16. Seventyone Caturyugas constitute a Manvantara.

In a Kalpa there are fourteen such Manvantaras.

17. In this order, hundreds and thousands of such

Kalpas and Manvantaras have passed by this time.

18. They are innumerable and hard to be known
precisely. It is impossible to mention them in detail in the

precise order.

19. A Kalpa constitutes a day of Brahma of unmani-
fest origin. A thousand Kalpas make a year of Brahma.

20. Eight thousand Brahma years make one Brahma
Yuga. A thousand Brahma Yugas make one Savana of

Brahma.

21. Three thousand and three Savanas make the life

time of Brahma.

22-23. A day of Brahma’s life constitutes the life of

fourteen Indras, a month of his life constitutes a four hundred
and twenty Indras; a year of his life five thousand and
forty Indras; his whole life five hundred and forty thousand
Indras.

24-25. A day of Vi$nu is the life-time of Brahma.
A day of Rudra is equal to the life-time of Vi$nm. A day of

Siva is equal to the life-period of one Rudra. A day of

Sadasiva is the life-period of Siva. A day of Saksat Sivd
is the life-period of Sadasiva. The life-time of the latter is

equal to the life-period of five hundred and forty thousand
previous deities.

26. This Kala functions as directed by Sak$atsiva.
O Brahmins, this is the period of time of creation as men-
tioned by me.

27. This Kalantara shall be known as a day of
Paramesvara. ParameSvara’s night shall be known to

extend so long.

28. His day is the period of creation. His night is
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the period of dissolution. But understand that he has neither

day nor night as we conceive them.
29-31. The dissolution is effected for the benefit of the

world. The subjects, the Prajapatis, the three deities, gods,

Asuras, the sense-organs, the sensual objects, the five great

elements, the subtle and gross elements, the cosmic Intellect,

the deities, all these abide during the day of the self-possessed

Paramesvara. They get dissolved at the end of the day.
At the end of the night again begins the origin of the

universe.

32. Obeisance to the great Siva, the soul of the uni-

verse, whose energy in respect of activity, time and innate
nature is untransgressable and under whose command the

whole universe functions.

CHAPTER NINE

( The creation and sustenance)

The sages said :

—

1 . How does lord Siva perform his great sport

commanding all, creating the universe and placing it in

position ?

2. What is it that came into being at the outset? By

what are all these pervaded? By which being of huge belly

is this swallowed ?

Vdyu said :

—

3. Sakti came into being at the outset; with Santya-

tHapada following. From Siva in association with Sakti

Maya came into being and then the unmanifest from it.

4. Santyatitapada originated from Sakti and from it

S|mtipada; then the Vidyapada; from it the Pratisthapada

came into being.

5. Nivyttipada originated from Pratisthapada. Thus

has been briefly described the creation induced by the lord.

6. The creation of these i9 in the inverse order; the anni-
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hilation is in the reverse order. There js a creator apart

from and greater than what is indicated by these five Padas.

7. Hence the entire universe is pervaded by the five

Kalas. Avyakta is the cause there but activitised by the

Atman.

8-10. It is agreed that everything begins with intellect

and ends with Visesa but the makership is neither of the

Avyakta nor of the Puruga since Prakrti is insentient and

Purusa ignorant. Without an intelligent cause nothing is

created by the insentient beings—Pradhana, Paramanu etc.

But the universe is dependent on a maker since it is an

effect composed of parts.

11-12. Hence the creator must be powerful, independent,

omnipotent and omniscient with no beginning, no end and
endowed with lordly qualities. He is the maker of the universe,

Mahadeva, Mahesvara, the protector and annihilator of every-

thing. He is separate from it.

1 3. The transformation of Pradhana and the activities

of* the Purusa function at the bidding of the lord of truthful vow.

14. It is in the minds of the noble that this firm and

permanent conviction 1 finds a place. A being of meagre

consciousness does not' resort to this side.

15-17. Hundred Brahma years constitute the span of

Brahma born of unmanifest It is termed Para. Its half is

Pai cirdha. At the advent of Dissolution the Avyakta with-

draws to itself all its effects and abides in Atman.

18. When the Avyakta abides in Atman, when the

effects have been withdrawn, Pradhana and Purusa stand on

an equal footing.

19. The two have the Gunas of Tamas and Sattva,

remaining on a par with each other. The two without the

Gunas being predominant are mutually interwoven.

20. In the equal and undivided state of Gunas in the

rise of darkness, when the wind was in lull and the water was

calm, there was nothing to be seen.

21-22. When the universe was unmanifest the lord

meditated upon the great Sakti throughout the night. When
it dawned the lord in contact with Maya entered Pradhana

and Purusa and set them to motion.
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23. Then at the bidding of Brahma, the creation evolved

out of the unmanifest that is the source of origin and the spot

of merger for all living creatures.

24. Obeisance to him who is different from the worlds,

in a fraction of whose Sakti everything terminates, whose will

is ever variegated and wonderful far above that of the universe

and whom those who know the path call the lord of the path

—the Atman.

CHAPTER TEN

( The description of creation)

Vayu said :

—

1 . At the outset, at the bidding of I^vara the secondary

elements beginning with the cosmic intellect and ending with

Vise$a came into being from the Avyakta presided over by

Purusa.

2. Then from these, the three deities Rudra, Visnu and

Brahma were born as the cause of all.

3-4. Mahesvara bestows on these the power to pervade

all the worlds unobstructed anywhere, unequalled perfect

wisdom, the perpetual Siddhis-of Anima etc; and the state of

being the cause of activities of creation, sustenance and dissolu-

tion.

5. In another Kalpa he conferred on each the activities

of creation, sustenance and dissolution in order that they may
not have any mutual rivalry due to delusion of intellect.

6. These three are born from one another, sustain one

another, flourish one another, respect and follow one another.

7. Somewhere Brahma, somewhere Visnu and somewhere

Rudra are praised. However their glory does not diminish.

8. Only impetuous fools censure them. Undoubtedly

they become demons and ghosts.

9. Lord Siva who is beyond the three Gunas, who is

divided into four units, who is all-in-all and the support of all

is the cause of creation.
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10 . The Atman who has created the universe sportively

remains as the lord of three deities as well as of Prakrti and
Puru;a.

11. He alone is their support, he who is greater than

all, who is supreme, eternal, devoid of attributes and is their

Atman and their presiding deity.

12. Hence he alone is Prakrti, Purusa, Sadasiva, Bhava,
Vi$nu and Brahma. Everything is identical with Siva.

13. In the beginning were born the cosmic intellect,

the great principle. When it was agitated the ego was born.

The ego was split into three .
200

14. The ego split into the gross and subtle elements

and the sense-organs. When the ego had the Sattva predomin-

ant the Sattvika creation took place.

15-16. The secondary creation took place simultaneously.

The five sense-organs, the five organs of activity and the

eleventh the mind, originated. The mind is both an organ

of knowledge and of activity. When the ego becomes

associated with Tamas, the Bhutatanmatras are born.

17* Since it is the cause of Bhutas it is called Bhutadi.

From this is born the Sabdatanmatra, from this the ether.

18. From the ether the Sparsatanmatra, from it Vayu,

from Vayu the Rupatanmatra, from this the Tejas, from Tejas

the Rasa tanmatra is born.

19. From Rasa the water ; from this the Gandha

Tanmatra is born, from this the PrthivI, from these elements

the mobile and immobile beings are created.

20. Since they arc presided over by Purusa and blessed

by Avyakta the principles beginning with Mahat and ending

with Visesa generate the cosmic egg .
201

21. When thus the activities of Brahma are fulfilled

Brahma becomes flourished in that Egg.

22. He is the firsjt embodied soul, called Puru$a.

He is the first creator of living beings. *Brahma thus existed

in the beginning.

23. From him was ljorn llie intellect, the cause of

200. On the scheme of creation see P. 1078 note.

201. See P. 246 note 208.
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virtue and prosperity, with the characteristics of wisdom and

detachment.

24-25. Whatever is wished for by the mind is bom of

Avyakta. He functions in the three worlds, dividing himself

into three because he has all in his control, possesses all the

attributes and is dependent on Avyakta. In these three forms

he creates, supports and annihilates.

26. He is four-faced as creator; as destroyer he is Kila

and as Purusa he has thousand heads. The self-born has thus

three states.

27. As Brahma he has Sattva and Rajas, as Kala

Tamas and Rajas, as Visnu he has Sattva alone. Thus the

increase of Gunas in the lord is threefold.

28. As Brahma he creates the worlds, as Kala he con-

denses; as Puru?a he sustains; he is indifferent. Thus the

activity of the lord is threefold.

29. Since he is divided into three he is called Triguna.

Since he has split himself into four he is glorified as

Caturvyuha.

30. Since he is the beginning he is called Adideva;

since he is unborn he is called Aja; since he protects the

subjects he is called Prajapati.

31. The golden Meru is the foetus of that great

Atman; the oceans constitute the water of the womb and the

mountains constitute the outer skin of the womb.
32. All these worlds in this universe, the moon, sun,

stars, planets and Vayu are in this cosmic egg.

33. The egg is enveloped with waters ten times bigger

than it. The waters are enveloped by Tejas ten times bigger.

34. The Tejas is enveloped by Vayu ten times bigger.

Vayu is enveloped by Akasa and Akaia is enveloped by

Bhutadi.

35. The Bhutadi is enveloped by the Mahat. The
Mahat is enveloped by Avyakta. Thus the egg is enveloped

by even coverings.

36. O excellent brahmins, eight Prakrtis, the causes of

creation, sustenance and destruction are stationed covering

each of these.
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37. Thus bom of one another, the effects and their
causes sustain one another supporting and being supported.

38. Just as the tortoise spreads its limbs first and then
withdraws them, so the Avyakta creates the beings and then
withdraws them.

39. Everything originating from Avyakta is born in this

order. When the time of dissolution arrives it gets dissolved
in the reverse order.

40. The Gunas become equal and unequal due to Kala.
Dissolution takes place when there is equilibrium of the

Gunas. When this is upset, creation takes place.

41. Thus this egg, large and thick, is the source of
origin of Brahma. It is called Brahma’s sphere

;
Brahma is the

lord of this.

42. There are thousands and crores of such eggs

stationed at the sides, above and below since Pradhana is

present everywhere.

43. In the different places there are four-faced Brahmas,
Visnus and Rudras created by Pradhana with the presence of

Siva.

44. The lord is beyond ihe manifest. The egg is born

of the unmanifest. From that egg is born lord Brahma and
the worlds are created by him.

45. The primary creation of Pradhana is without the

intervention of the cosmic intellect. The ultimate dissolution

is effected sportively by the lord alone at the end.

46. What is called as the unmanifest cause is Pradhana.

Brahma is the progeny of Prakrti. The Pradhana has neither

beginning nor middle nor end. Its prowess is infinite. It is

white and deep red. It is associated with Purusa.

47. When the Rajas predominates it becomes genera-

tive. It creates the eight secondary tattvas in the beginning,

which cause flourishing of the worlds. In the end it devours

them.

48. The stability and the subsequent operation of the

causes projected by Prakrti take place by the thought of

supreme lord whose prowess is not effected by Prakrti.
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CHAPTER ELEVEN

(The description of creation)

The sages said :
—

1. Please narrate the Manvantaras, the Kalpas, the

subsidiary creations and the re-creation after dissolution.

Vayu said:
—

2. The tenure of Brahma who comes and goes accor-

ding to the calculation of time is first a Parardha and another

Parardha thereafter. At the end of the latter the re-creation

takes place.

3. In each day in the life of Brahma, the fourteen

Manus come and go.

4. The Manvantaras and Kalpas have no beginning or

end. Being unknowable they cannot be narrated separately.

5. Even if they be knowable, of what avail is it to

you to know them. Hence I do not attempt to narrate them

separately.

6. Among these Kalpas, I describe the creation and

re-creation of this Kalpa.

7. The current Kalpa is named Varaha. O excellent

brahmins, in this Kalpa the Manus are fourteen in number.

8. Among the Manus, Svayambhuva and others

constitute the first seven Manus, Savarnika and others constitute

the next seven. Among them Vaivasvata Manu is the seventh.

9. It shall be known that in all the Manvantaras, the

creation, sustenance and annihilation are more or less of the

same nature.

10-13. When the previous Kalpa had ceased, the storn,

had hurst, the forest and trees had been uprooted, the fire-god

had consumed the worlds like dry grass, the earth had been

drenched, oceans had overflowed their shores, the quarters

had been sunk in deep sheet of water and the waters of

dissolution had started their fierce devil dances with the

waves for their arms showing movements of gestures by means

of the water, Brahma assumed the form of Visnu, slept

soundlv in that vast expanse of water.
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14. One shall cite this mantra, a Sloka, regarding Nara -

yana. O excellent sages, listen to the mantra as well as the

actual meaning of the words.

15. Waters are called ‘Narati\ Waters are sons ofNara.
He is called Narayana because waters constitute his abode.202

16-17. With their palms joined in reverence the Siddha
residents of Janaloka and the gods awakened the lord of gods
who was in Yogic slumber, with hymns, in the morning as

the Srutis had done formerly at the beginning of creation.

18. The lord woke up, got up from his bed and came
to the water. He looked all round at the quarters with the

Yogic slumber still lingering in the eyes idly.

19. He did not see anything except himself He sat up
like a wonderstruck person and began to ponder deeply.

20. “Where is that charming goddess the great Earth,

with her lofty mountains, rivers, cities and forests.”

21. Thinking thus Brahma could not locate the earth.

Then he thought of his father, the three-eyed lord.

22. By meditating on the lord of gods, of immeasur-

able splendour, Brahma understood that the earth had sunk

under water.

23. Then Brahma desirous of lifting up the Earth, thou-

ght of the divine Boar supporting about and diving into

the waters.

24-29. He then assumed the form of a Boar and entered

the nether worlds in order to lift up the Earth. His body

was like a huge mountain. His snorting sound was like thun-

der. He had the lustre of a blue cloud. He was terrible

with his snorting sound. His shoulders were thick, heavy

and rounded. His buttocks were plump and raised. The

tips of his calves were short and rounded. The hoots were

sharp. His eyes were round and terrible having the brilliance

of rubies. The huge body was oval-shaped. The stiff cars

shone brilliantly. Inhaling and exhaling his breath he stirred

up the waters of dissolution. The shining manes covered his

beautiful cheeks and shoulders. He was embellished in gemset

202 . Manu. i. m
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jewels of various sorts. He shone like clustering clouds with

lightning.

30. Then the boar that resembled a mountain shone

well as if he had reached the foot of the lord.

31. Then he lifted the Earth sunk under water and

held it on his curved fangs. He rose up from the nether worlds.

32. On seeing him, the Siddhas, sages and other human
beings rejoiced and danced. They scattered flowers on his

head.

33. The body of the Boar covered up with flowers

shone like the mountain of collyrium with glow-worms falling

on it.

34. The Boar brought the earth to its own place. It

then assumed his natural form and fixed it there.

35. He levelled the earth, fixed the mountains and set

up the four worlds on the earth as before.

36. Thus after lifting the earth along with the mountains

from the midst of the vast sea of dissolution the lord created

the universe—the mobile and immobile beings.

CHAPTER TWELVE

( The description of creation)

Vdyu said :

—

1. At the time of meditation while he was pondering

intelligently, delusion in the form ofdarkness appeared before

him.

2. Darkness, delusion, great delusion, blinding darkness

and ignorance; the five appeared before the noble lord.

3. While he was meditating, the creation was ramified

into five, enveloped all round by darkness as in a seed vessel (?)
4. Both within and without it was devoid of light

benumed and unconscious. It had no intellect, faces and sense-

organs.

5-6o Hence this creation became stationary consisting of

trees and mountains. On seeing that this creation did not
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multiply Brahma was dissatisfied. He began conceiving and
meditating a second time. While he meditated, the lower

animals came into be ing.

7. These animals had light within but not without.

They had the form of animals and went a wrong path.

8. When this creation too proved ineffective the creation

of the gods of the Sattvika type took place.

9. Men had plenty of pleasure, were not concealed but

had light within and light without. They had innate consci-

ousness too.

10. Again he meditated and from the unmanifest evolved

the human creation which had a downward trend. Though

effective it was full of misery.

11-13. The human beings had light within and light

without. They had Tamas and Rajas in abundance. The
fifth creation appeared in four forms in respect ofViparyaya,

Sakti, Tusti and Siddhi. These had no possessions, being of

different species, prone to eating and drinking, were known as

Bhutas etc.

14. The first creation of Brahma is that of Mahat; the

second is that of subtle elements and is called Bhutasarga;

the third is known as organic.

15. The primary creation took place without the inter-

vention of intellect. The fourth was the creation o r immobile

beings.

16-17. The fifth was the creation of animal kingdom;

the sixth of gods; the seventh of human beings. The eighth

is called Anugraha and the ninth Kumara.

18. The first three creations are primary. They work

without intelligence. The five secondary creations function

intelligently.

19-20. Brahma had in the beginning* created four sons :

Sanaka, Sananda, Sanatana and Sanatkumara. These are

known as yogins free from passion and jealousy.

21-22. They were not interested in the activity of creation

because their minds were drawn towards the lord. When
Sanaka and others disinterested in creation had left the world,
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Brahm£, desirous of creation, performed penance. Though he

performed penance nothing happened.

23. When a long time elapsed he was distressed and his

distress turned into anger. From the eyes of the infuriated

Brahma drops of tears fell.

24. From these goblins and ghosts emerged. On seeing

these born of tears Brahma censured himself.

25. As a result of anger and annoyance he fell into

swoon. Then the enraged Brahma cast off his breath.

26. Then Rudra, the lord of vital breaths, appeared

through the mouth of Brahma in order to confer unequalled

favour.

27. Lord Rudra divided himself into eleven Atmans.

When these appeared they were addressed by him.

28-29. O dear, you have been created by me for bless-

ing the worlds. Hence endeavour assiduously for the establish-

ment and benefit of the world and for its progeny. Thus
spoken to, they cried and ran all round.

30. In view of their crying and flight they are called

Rudras. Rudras are vital breaths and vital breaths are Rudras.

31. Then Rudra, the merciful son of Brahma, bestowed

vital breaths on Brahma.

32. Rudra was delighted at the return of Brahma to

life. He spoke to Brahma.

33. O Brahma, preceptor of the worlds, do not be afraid.

Your vital breaths have been resuscitated by me. O one of

good rites, get up comfortably.

34-35 On hearing these words as if heard in dreams

Brahma glanced at Rudra, his eyes shedding lustre of lotuses,

when the vital breath returned to him. With palms joined

in reverence he spoke in pleasing but majestic tone.

« 36. “Indeed by your very vision you delight my mind.

Who are you, sir, standing in cosmic form dividing yourself

into eleven forms?”

37. On hearing his words, Siva lord of the gods touched

Brahma with his pleasing hands and spoke.
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38. Know me as the great Atman, born as your son.

The eleven Rudras have come to protect you well.

39. Hence shake off this lethargy through my blessing.

Be wakeful. It behoves you to create beings as before.

40. When the lord spoke thus, Brahma was pleased.

He eulogised Rudra with the eight names.

Brahma said :

—

41-43. (i) Obeisance O lord Rudra, with the splen-

dour of the sun; to lord Bhava the taste, of the form of

water; to Sarva of the form of the earth, Nandin the bull;

to Isa, Vasu in the form of touch, to the lord of Pasus, to

the fire-god of great brilliance, to Bhima in the form of ether,

the sound, the subtle element, to Ugra of terrible features

in the form of the sacrificcr, to Mahadcva with Uma and

the moon. Obeisance to the lord of eight forms.

44. After eulogising Mahadcva, Brahma, the grand-

father of the worlds requested the lord after due homage.

45. O lord of the past and the future, O Rudra, my
son, it was for the creation that you the destroyer of the

cupid were born out of my limbs.

46. Hence, O lord of the universe, help me in this task.

It behoves you to create beings everywhere.

47. Thus requested by him Rudra, the suppressor of

the Tripuras, consented to his proposal.

48. Then Brahma congratulated him. Permitted by

him Brahma created people.

49. He mentally created Marici, Bhjrgu, Angiras,

Pulastya, Pulaha, Kratu, Dak$a, Atri and Vasi$tha. He
created Dharma and Samkalpa too.

50. These are the twelve sons of Brahma including

Rudra. They are the ancient householders.

51. Their families are twelve including the gods.

Endowed with progeny and holy rites they are embellished

by the sages.

52-53. Then he created the four- the gods, Asuras,

Pitjrs and the human beings. Desirous of creating these,
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Brahma set himself to the task of creation along with Rudra.
He created the gods from his face and the pitj*s from the

sides.

54. From his loins he created the Asuras; from the

organ of generation the human beings. The Rak?asas over-

whelmed by hunger were born of his privities.

55. Strong night-prowlers with Tamas and Rajas
prominent were born as his sons. The serpents, Yak$as,

Bhutas and Gandharvas were born.

56. The crows were created from the sides, birds from
his chest, goats from the face and serpents from the sides.

57. From his feet were born the horses, elephants,

Sarabhas, wild oxen, deer, camels, mules, stags and other

animals.

58-62. Medicinal herbs, fruits and roots were born
of his hairs. From his eastern face he created Gayatri, Rks,
Trivjrtsama, Rathantara, Agnistoma and other sacrifices.

From his southern face he created Yajus Traistubha Chandas,
the fifteen Stomas, Brhatsama and Uktha. From his western

face he created Saman, Jagati Chandas, the seventeen

Stomas, Vairupya and Atiratra mantras. From his northern
face he created the Atharva Veda, the twentyone Aptorva-
man, Anustubh Chandas and the Vairaja. High and low
animals and living beings were born of his different limbs.

63. Yaksas, Pisacas, Gandharvas, Apsaras, human
beings, Kinnaras, Raksasas, birds, deer and other animals,

serpents etc. were born.

64. The mobile and immobile beings which were perish-

able and imperishable attained their activities.

65. Created again and again the beings retain their

previous nature, violent or non-violent, soft or ruthless,

virtuous or evil, true or false.

66-70. They attain birth with the impressions of their

previous traits. The creator himself has assigned the variety

and diversity to the elements, the sensual objects etc. He
himself has assigned them names and forms through the Vedic
texts. He has bestowed the names of the sages and the
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functions prescribed in the Vedas on those who were bom at

the close of the night. When a new season arrives its nature

appears itself. So also when the new yuga arrives its nature

appears along with it. Thus creation manifests itself through

the limbs of Brahma.

71-73. Beginning with intellect and ending with Vi£e$a

this secondary creation is derived from Prakrti itself. There

in the Brahmavana which has the light of the moon and the

sun, which is embellished by planets, stars, rivers, oceans,

mountains and abounds in beautiful cities and countries the

unmanifest Brahma, having his source in the seed of Avyakta

and blessed with the benign favour of the lord, the knower

of all, moves about.

74-75. The eternal tree in the form of Brahma shall

be resorted to by all. The cosmic intellect is its main stem

as well as its branch; the sense-organs its inner hollows; the

great elements characterize its size; the Visesa is its tender

sprout; Dharma and Adharma its good flowers; happiness

and misery its fruits.

76. Wise men say that the heaven is his head; the sky

his navel; the sun and the moon his eyes; the quarters his

ears and the earth his feet. That unponderable soul is the

maker of all living beings.

77. Brahmins are born of his mouth: the Ksatriyas of

his chest, the Vaisyas of his thighs; the Sudras of his feet.

All the castes are born of his body.

CHAPTER THIRTEEN

( The creation of Brahma and Vifnu )

The sages said: —
1. Sir, you have narrated the creation of the great

Atman through the mouth of the four-faced lord. There

we have a doubt.
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2-6. The Odd-eyed Siva is the foremost among the

gods. The trident-bearing Siva is brilliant. Lord Rudra the

Kalatman is Kapardin and Nilalohita. When the end of the

yuga arrives he becomes infuriated and annihilates this

universe including Brahma, Vi$riu and the fire-god. He
makes the worlds shrink. Brahma and Vi?nu are under his

control. They make obeisance to him out of fright. He is

the lord who formerly created Brahma and Vi?nu from his

limbs. He alone is the cause of acquisition and retention.

He is the primordial and ancient god. How did such a

lord become the son of Brahma who is born of Avyakta ?

7. We have also heard that Brahma and Vi?nu were

born of Rudra and created Rudra. Thus they mutually

created each other.

8. How could the two, progenitors of the living beings,

come out of each other thereby possessing both prominence or

otherwise ?

9. There is nothing unseen or unheard by you. Every

thing is remembered by you who had been the disciple of

the lord himself.

10. Please narrate how Brahma became the lord of all

sages. O dear, we are faithful and eager to hear the great

glory of the lord.

Vdyu said :
—

11. O Brahmins, this question has been well put by

you, experts in the art of queries. I had put the same query

to Brahma who replied suitably.

12. I shall narrate how Rudra was bom and how
Brahma and Visnu were born from each other.

13-15. The three are the Atmans as causes born of

Mahcsvara; they are the causes of cieation, sustenance and

annihilation of the universe consisting of the mobile and

immobile beings. Endowed with great qualities they are

sanctified by the great lord. Presided over by his Sakti they

can always perform their activities. Brahma can create;

Vi§nu can protect; Rudra can annihilate.

16-21. But they rivalled with one another. Desirous of

excelling one another they propitiated their father, the
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supreme lord by means of penance. Attaining all round
favour of the lord at the outset in a former Kalpa, Rudra
created Brahma and Vi$nu. In another Kalpa, Brahma
created Rudra and Vi$nu. In another Kalpa Vi$nu
created Rudra and Brahma. Thus in different Kalpas, Brahma,
Vi$nu and Rudra desiring mutual benefit are born of one
another. Based on the events in their respective Kalpas, their

process in being the cause of origin of one another is extolled

by the sages. Now listen to their holy and wonderful story

that releases from sins.

22-26. Listen also to what happened to Brahma in his

Kalpa. In the Kalpa, Meghavahana, Visnu became a cloud

and showered the earth for a thousand divine years. Seeing

this, Siva gave imperishable <$akti to Visnu. Obtaining the

Sakti from Siva Vi?nu created the universe along with

Brahma. On seeing that glory of Vi$nu, Brahma created by

him was seized by jealousy and said derisively. Go you,

O Vi$nu. The cause of your origin is known to me. Rudra

is superior to both of us. There is no doubt in this.

27. It is due to the grace of that lord that you, the

sustainer, have become a creator today.

28. I too shall propitiate Rudra, the leader of gods, by

means of penance and shall create the entire universe along

with you. There is no doubt in this.

29. Slighting Vi$nu thus, Brahma attained Siva by

means of penance and submitted to him thus.

30. O lord of the gods, O lord of the universe, Visnu

is born of your left and I am born of your righ^ side.

31. Still Vi$nu created the universe along with me.

Due to rivalry he was taunted by me depending on the

strength of your support.

32. “O Visnu, your piety towards the lord is not more

than that of mine” (I told him) because our origin from

you is on the same footing.

33. O Siva, it behoves you to give all that to me
also in the manner you bestowed on him before due to his

devotion.



34. Thus implored by him the merciful lord Siva gave
all to him as justifiable.

35. Thus obtaining the state of being the Atman of all

in a trice, from Siva, Brahma hastened to and saw Vi?nu.

36-41. He saw Vi$nu lying on Seja203 in his abode in

the milk-ocean. 204 A white canopy resembling the sun was
spread. It was created by him mentally. It was set with
gold and gems. Lord Vi$nu had eyes resembling lotus. He
had splendid body with four arms. He was bedecked in

ornaments. He was holding conch and discus. His lace

shone like the disc of the moon. The scar Srlvatsa marked
his chest. He was smiling sweetly. His lotus-like feet attained

red hue due to the contact of the lotus-like Laksmi. In

Yogic slumber he appeared lying in the nectarine milky

ocean. By the Guna of Tamas he was Kalarudra;

by that of Rajas he was Brahma
;
by that of Sattva he was

Visnu. In Nirguna state he was lord Siva. On seeing him
Brahma spoke seriously—“O Visnu, I am going to devour

you as you did me formerly.’*

42. On hearing this Visnu woke up, saw Brahma and

smiled slightly.

43. In the meantime Visnu was devoured by Brahma

and immediately created through the middle of the eyebrows.

44-47. In the meantime the moon-crcsted lord came to

the place to test their Sakti. Though devoid of form he

assumed a form in order to bless them as he had previously

done. Both of them were delighted and frightened and so

eulogised the lord and bowed to him with respect from a dis-

tance. The trident-bearing lord blessed them and vanished

even as they watched him with respect.

203. The milky ocean is supposed to be identical with the Sea of

Japan. See “geo. of the Puranas,” PP. 42-44.

204. Skt texts abound in descriptions of Visnu reclining on Serpent

Se?a. In this context, it may be noted that there is a vivid picture of

Sesa&yi Vi$nu on the outer wall of the Das&vatara temple at Deogarh (c.

5th cent. A.D)
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CHAPTER FOURTEEN

(The manifestation of Rudras)

Vdyu said :

—

I. I shall cxpain the reasons for the manifestation ofRudra
in every Kalpa whereby the broken series of Brahma’s
creation is resumed.

2. After creating the subjects in every Kalpa, Brahma
born of the cosmic egg felt excessively distressed. He was
deluded.

3-4. In order to pacify his misery and to multiply his

subjects, in the various Kalpas, Rudra, Brahma’s younger
brother, becomes the son of Brahma and blesses him.

5. He alone is lord Isa, a mass of splendour, free from
ailment, devoid of beginning and end, the creator and the

lord making all living beings shrink.

6. Endowed with lordly qualities, he is purified by

Paramesvara. He is presided over by his Sakti and marked

by his symbols.

7. He has the same name, the same form; he can

perform his task; he has same function as he maintains

and abides by his commands.

8. He resembles a thousand suns, he is bedecked in

crescent moon. Serpents constitute his necklaces, shoulderlcts

and bangles.

9. He is brilliant holding the skulls of asura

Jalandhara, Brahma, and Indra, his tawny hair, moustache

and beard are drenched in the surging waves of Ganga.

10. His lips shine with the tips being hit by the sharp-

pointed curved fangs; his ear-rings make a halo around his

left ear.

11. He is seated on a great bull; his voice sounds like

thunder. He is lustrous like fire, his strength and exploits

are great.

12. He whose features arc hideous in this manner and

who is born as the son af Brahma bestows wisdom on him

and co-operates with him in the activity of creation.

13. It is due to his grace that the creation in every Kalpa

functions as a perpetual series.
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14. Once, when requested by Brahma to create, he
mentally created all beings exactly like himself.

15. All of them had matted hair; they were free from
fear and distress, had blue necks and three eyes, were free

from decaying age and death; they had shining tridents as

their excellent weapons.

16. The fourteen worlds of the universe were filled up
by them. On seeing these various Rudras, Brahma spoke

to Siva.

17. “Obeisance to you, O lord of gods, do not create

such subjects. Welfare to you. Create other subjects that

may be endowed with death.”

18. When told thus, the lord replied to Brahma, “Such
a creation Js not iny task. You alone create inauspicious

beings.

19. The noble beings of great strength created by me
mentally will walk about in my company. They will regulate

the sacrifices.”

20. After saying thus to the creator, Siva the lord of

living beings desisted from creation and remained in the com-
pany of Rudras.

21. From that time onwards the lord does not pro-

create auspicious beings. He stands in Yogic trance till the

dissolution of the universe.

CHAPTER FIFTEEN

( Song of Piayer addressed to Siva and Siva)

Vdyu said :

—

1. When the creation of Brahma did not multiply

Brahma thought of creation by the process of sexual inter-

course.

2. Since the race of women had not emanated from

the loid formerly, Brahma could not produce creation through

sexual intercourse.
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3. Then he finally resolved that the lord should be
asked in respect of multiplying the subjects.

4. Thinking that without his grace the subjects will

not increase, Brahma began to perform penance.
5-7. His primordial eternal Sakti is subtle, pure,

pleasant and intelligible only through piety; it is devoid of

attributes, unsullied, unramified unruffled, perpetual and
it ever remains with Isvara. Thus Brahma pondered over

the lord and his great Sakti and performed penance.

8. Ere long the lord was pleased with Brahma who
was endowed with severe penance.

9. Becoming half-female206 after introducing certain

parts into a certain image, the lord himself came there.

10-15. On seeing the lord, Brahma eulogised him as

well as the goddess, with hymns full of subtle meaning—the

lord who is beyond darkness, is eternal, without a second,

incomprehensible, invisible to the libertine, the creator,

overlord, endowed with the creative power, who is beyond

arguments, has no fallacious appearance, is immeasurable,

unaging, stable, unmoving, devoid of attributes, quiescent,

possessed of infinity, omnipresent, bestower of boons, devoid

of difference between the Existent and the non-Existent,

incomparable, worthy of being sought refuge and permanent.

He prostrated before him and then stood up with palms

joined with reverence. He eulogised him with faith and

humility by means of hymns of subtle, sweet, refined and

pious meanings that explained the Vedic texts.

Brahma, said :

—

16. O lord, be victorious. O Isvara, O MaheSvara,

splendid with attributes, be victorious.

17. O auspicious goddess, O heroine of Prakpi and

the one beyond Prakrti and naturally beautiful, be victorious.

18. O lord of fruitful Maya, of fruitful will, of great

sports and of fruitful strength, be victorious.

19. O mother of the universe, O goddess identical with

the universe, O creator and companion of the universe, be

victorious.

205 See io75 note
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20. Be victorious, O lord of eternal prosperity and

permanent abode. Be victorious, O lord of eternal form. Be

victorious, O lord of permanent devotees.

21. Be victorious O creatress, protectress, annihilatress

and the heroine of the three Atmans.

22. Be victorious, O lord ready to survey, enlarge the

universe. Be victorious, O lord from whose terrible glance

rises the fire that consumes all the worlds.

23. Be victorious, O goddess incomprehensible to the

gods and others, O goddess that shinest brilliantly with your

subtle vision. Be victorious, O goddess the part of the gross

Sakti of the Atman. Be victorious, O goddess pervading

the mobile and immobile beings.

24. Be victorious. O lord merging various principles of

the universe into one. Be victorious, O lord the groups of

whose fi>l lowers have stepped on the heads of Asiiras.

23. Be victorious, O goddess affording protection to

those who resort to you. Be victorious, O goddess who

uproot the spirits of the poisonous tree of worldly existence.

26. Be victorious, O lord enhancing prosperity, prowess

and heroism. Be victorious, O lord, stationed beyond the

universe, O lord who hast quelled the might of the enemies.

27. Be victorious, O immortal lord who hast laid the

rite of “five objects.” Be victorious, O goddess having the

form of the hymn with the knowledge of the “five objects.”

28. Be victorious, O lord, the physician par excellence

for the great suffering of the terrible worldly existence. Be

victorious, O goddess the moon-light for the layers of darkness

of ignorance, the primordial dirt.

29. Be victorious, O black fire that consumed the

Tripuras. Be victorious, O goddess Tripurabhairavi. Be

victorious, O lord devoid of three attributes. Be victorious

P goddess, the possessor of three attributes.

30. Be victorious, O omniscient one. Be victorious,

O goddess enlightening every one. Be victorious O lord

having prolific divine limbs. Be victorious, O goddess

bestowing all desires.
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31. O lord, where is your great splendour and where
the worthless words of ours. Still O lord, forgive me that

babble but with devotion.

32. After eulogising with these and similar hymns the

four-faced lord, the creator of the universe bowed again and
again to Rudra and Rudranl.

33. This holy and excellent hymn “Ardhanarisvara
Stotra” uttered by Brahma enhances the delight of Siva and
Siva.

34. He who recites this with devotion or teaches to

anyone whatsoever reaps the fruit thereof as a result of

the pleasure of Siva and Siva.

35. I bow to Siva and Siva the sanctifiers of living

beings in the entire universe; the couple whose bodies are

devoid of birth and death aud who have taken the bodies of

an excellent man and a youthful maiden.

CHAPTER SIXTEEN

[The manifestation of divine <akli

)

Vayu said :

—

1-3. Then the delighted god Siva spoke to Brahma

with a benign and sweet smile. His voice sounded like

thunder. All the letters were sweet, majestic, soft, clear, full

and rich in meanings. They had royal qualities being pure

and efficient in the protection of all subjects.

Lord Siva said :

—

4. Dear child, O fortunate one, the gravity of your

statements has been understood by me.

5. It is for the increase in the number of the subjects

that this penance has been performed by you. I am
delighted with your penance. I shall grant you what you desire.

6. After this sweet and liberal speech the excellent

lord created the goddess from a part of his body.

7. It is the goddess whom scholars of the Vedas call
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the greatest Sakti endowed with the divine qualities of Siva

the great soul.

8. It was the goddess in whom there is neither birth,

nor death nor old age nor other similar things. It was the

goddess who manifested herself from the body of Siva.

9. She from whom words recede along with the mind

and the sense-organs, 206 appeared to be born of a part of

the body of her husband.

10. The goddess who pervades everything through her

greatness was seen like a wonderfully embodied being.

11. It is she who fascinates the entire universe with

her Maya. Really she is unborn but she appeared to be

born of Siva.

12. Her great lorm is not visible even to the gods.

Such a great goddess of all the gods was divided in the

body of her lord.

13-14. On seeing the great omniscient, omnipresent

subtle goddess, devoid of the difleicnce between Sat and

Asat, the goddess who illuminates the universe with her

brilliance, Brahma bowed and prayed.

Brahmd said :

—

15. O Goddess in the beginning I was created by

the lord and employed in the activity of the creation. I

create the universe.

16. O Goddess, the gods and others are mentally

created by me. Though they are created again and again

they do not increase in number.

17. Hereafter I wish to increase the number through

copulation.

18. The race of women has not emerged from you.

Hence I cannot create an everlasting race of women. 207

19-22. Saktis originate from you. Hence I worship

you alone who bestow Saktis upon everyone everywhere,

who grant boons and who arc Maya and the goddess of the

gods. O omnipresent goddess for the increase of the mobile

2< 6 Cp. Vayavfya S. i.

207 Cp. Ch. *5. V. 2.
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and immobile beings, please be born with a part of yours,

as the daughter of Dak$a my son. Thus requested by
Brahma the goddess created a Sakti equal in splendour to

herself from the middle of her eyebrows. Lord Siva looked

at her laughingly and spoke.

23-25. “After propitiating Brahma with penance you

shall carry out what he desires”. The Sakti obeyed the lord.

At the instance of Brahma she became the daughter of

Dakga. After giving the incomparable Sa*ti in the form of

Brahman to Brahma, the goddess re-entered the body of the

lord. The lord vanished. Since that time the enjoyment

of sexual pleasures in women was established.

26. O leading brahmins, procreation functions through

copulation. O leading sages, Brahma too was satisfied.

27. Thus the manifestation of Sakti has been narrated

to you. It enhances merit. It shall be narrated with the

story of creation.

28. He who recites this every day attains merits and

obtains worthy sons.

CHAPTER SEVENTEEN

(The Narrative of Creation)

Vayu said :
—

1-2. Securing the great and eternal Sakti from the

lord and desiring to initiate the process of procreation by

copulation, Brahma became a wondrous man in one half

and a woman in one half. From the woman-half was born

Satai upa. 20a

3. The man-half created Viraja, • called Svayambhuva

Manu, the first creation.

4. Performing a difficult penance the gentle Satarup&

got the Manu of bright fame as her husband.

208. Rudra S. I. 16. 11-12.
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3. Satarupa bore him two sons, priyavrata and

Uttanapada.

6. She bore two daughters of great fortune from

whom emanates all creation. They were Akuti and Prasuti.

7. Lord Manu gave Prasuti to Daksa. Brahma gave

Akuti to Ruci.

8. The mental son Ruci begot of Akuti a son Yajfia

and a daughter Daksina. The two make the universe whirl.

9. Lord Daksa begot of Prasuti, the daughter of

Svayambhuva, twentyfour daughters called the mothers of the

world.

10-16. Lord Dharma took thirteen of his daughters

as his wives. They were Sraddha, Laksml, Dlirti, Pu?ti,

Tu$ti, Mcdha, Kriya, Buddhi, Lajja, Vapu, Santi, Siddhi

and Klrti the thirteenth. The other eleven were Khyati,

Sati, Asambhuti, Smrti, Priti, Ksama, Sannati, Anasuya,

Crja, Svaha and Svadha. O sages, the sages Bhrgu, Sarva,

Marici, Angiras, Pulaha, Kratu, Pulastya, Atri, Vasistha,

Pavaka and the Pitrs married them. Thirteen sons beginn-

ing with Kama and ending with Yasas were begotten by
Dharrna of Sraddha and others happy and conducive to

happiness. Nikrti and others were begotten of Hiriisa by

Adharma. They bore the traits of Adharma and were con-

ducive to unhappiness. They had no wives or sons. They
practised no virtue.

17-21. The Tamasa creation was controlled by Dharma.

Daksa’s daughter Sati, wife of Rudra cast off her body as

daughter of Daksa in the context of the insult offered to her

husband. She rebuked Daksa and Daksa’s wife and their

kinsmen. She was born as the daughter of Mena and

Himavat. On seeing Sati how Rudra created many Rudras

with lustres similar to his, has already been narrated.

Bhrgu begot of Khyati the daughter Lak?mi who became

the wife of Vi$nu.He begot two sons Dhatr and Vidhatr who

became the founders of Manvantara. Their progeny is nume-

rous, in hundreds and thousands.

22. The descendants of Bhrgu lived in the Svayam-

bhuva Manvantara. Sambhuti, son of Marici, gave birth to

a son Paurnamasa.
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23. He had four daughters and descendants large

in number. In that family was bom Kagyapa who had

many sons.

24-25. Smrti, wife of Angiras, bore two sons Agnidhra

and Sarabha and four daughters. Their progeny continued

in thousands. Dantogni was bom as the son of Priti the wife

of Pulastya. He was Agastya in the previous birth in the

Svayambhuva Manvantara.

26-27. His descendants famous as Paulastyas were

many. Ksama bore sons to Pulaha the PrajSpati. The three

known as Kardama, Asuri and Sahi?nu had the splendour

of the sacrificial fires. Their race is well established.

28. Sannati, wife of Kratu, bore him sons who were

equal to Kratu. They did not marry and hence were

issueless.

29. They were sixty thousand in number and known as

Valakhilyas. They surround the sun and go ahead of his

charioteer.

30. Atri’s wife Anasuya bore five sons the Atreyas and

a daughter Sruti, the mother of Sankhapada.

31. The glorified five Atreyas are Satyanetra, Havya,

Apomurti, Sanailcara and Soma.

32. The sons and grandsons of the noble Atreyas are

in hundreds and thousands. They lived in the Svayambhuva
Manvantara.

33-34. Seven sons were born to Vasitfha in Orja and

a daughter Pundarikfi. They were Rajas, Gatra, Ordhva-

bahu, Savana, Anaya, Sutapas and Sukra.

35. Their descendants with the names of Vasitfha

were in hundreds and hundred millions all in Svayambhuva
Manvantara.

36. lliis is the creation of the sages. It is impossible

to mention this in detail.

37. Svaha, wife of the fire-god the mental son ol

Brahma in the form of Rudra, bore thrtfe sons of unmeasured

splendour.

38. They arc Pavaka, Pavamfina and Suci. Pavamina

is the fire kindled by attrition. P&vaka is the fire produced

by lightning.
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39-40. The solar fire is called Suci. Their sons in

order are:— Havyavaha, Kavyavaha and Saharak$as. They are

the deities, manes and gods. Their sons and grandsons are

fortynine.

41. They are propitiated in the three rites Kamya,
Naimittika and Nitya. They shall be known as saintly

observing holy rites.

42-46. These are in the form of Rudra and devoted

to him. Whatever is offered in fire by whomsoever it may
be is the offering to Rudra. This is the decision in regard

to the fires stated in order.

44-47. O Brahmins, I shall describe the manes now
but not in detail. The manes preside over the seasons.

Hence the Vedas declare “The seasons are the Pitrs”.

The mobile and immobile beings are created in the seasons.

Hence it is mentioned in the Sruti, “The things produced in

the seasons are the Pitrs.” 209 Noble persons derive prosperity

from the Pitrs who preside over the seasons. They stand in

contact with the clouds. The Pitrs are of two types : Agni$va-

ttas and Barhisads.

48-49. Householders are also of two types : Non-

sacrificers, and Sacrifices. Svadha bore the Pitrs two daugh-

ters : Mena and Dharani who uphold the universe. Mena
was the daughter of Agni§vattas and Dharani the daughter

of Barhisads.

50. Mena, wife of Himavat, gave birth to Mainaka,

Kraufica, Ganga and Gaurl sanctified by the embrace of

Siva’s body.

51. Dharani, wife of Meru, gave birth to Mandara

abounding in divine herbs and beautiful peaks of variegated

forms.

52. Mandara the glorious son of Meru became the

abode of Siva due to the strength of penance.

53. Dharani gave birth to three famous daughters

eVela, Niyati and Ayati.

54. Ayati and Niyati became the wives of the sons of

Bhrgu. I have mentioned to you about their race in

Svayambhuva Manvantara.

•209. VS. 17. j
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55. Vela bore Sagara the holy daughter Savarna who
became the wife of Pracinabarhij.

56. Samudri bore PracTnabarhis ten sons who were

called Pracetasas. They were the masters of the science of

archery.

57. Dak?a in Svayambhuva Manvantara became the

son of the Pracetasas in the Cak?usa Manvantara due to the

curse of Siva.

58-59. Thus the divine families, attended upon by

the devas, of the noble-souled sons of Brahma, Dharma and

others, have been described by me, O Brahmins. They
observed holy rites. They had progenies and were embellished

by great prosperity.

60. This creation born of the Prajapatis cannot be

enumerated even in hundreds of crores of years.

61. Holy royal families function in two different lines

viz. the solar and the lunar.

62. Iksvaku, Ambari$a, Yayati, Nahusa and others

belong to those families well known and reputed.

63. There are several other saintly kings of different

exploits. Of what avail is their detailed enuneration. ?

64. Moreover, in the context of the story of lord

Siva, the eulogy of royal families is not approved of by good

men. Thus I do not attempt to speak much.
65. Being relevant so far as it implies the greatness of

lord Siva, I have mentioned creation. Enough of those

details too.

CHAPTER EIGHTEEN

(The abandonment of the body by 9Sati)

The sages said :

—

1 . How did the goddess, daughter of Dak?a become
the daughter of Himavat and Mena after abandoning the

body born of Dak$a ?



2. How was Rudra censured by Daksa the noble soul?

What could be the cause whereby Siva was censured ?

3. O wind-god, formerly in the Cak?u?a Manvantara
how was Dak?a born due to the curse of Siva? Please

narrate.

Vayfk said :

—

4. Please listen. I shall narrate the activity of the

mean Dak$a resulting in his insult to all gods due to his

sinful blunder.

5. Once formerly, all the gods, Asuras, Siddhas and

the sages went to the summit of Himavat iq order to see

the lord.

6. O Brahmins, the lord and the goddess were seated

on a divine seat as they granted interview to the gods and

others.

7. At the same time Dak$a too had accompanied the

gods in order to see Siva his son-in-law and the goddess

his own daughter.

8. In view of their dignity, the lord and the Goddess

did not give any special preferential treatment to Daksa.

9. But deluded that he was, Daksa did not realise the

greatness of the lord and the goddess. Thinking her to be his

daughter he began to nurse a grudge and hatred against her.

10. Due to this enmity and further incited by Brahma,

Daksa after initiation did not invite them in the sacrifice.

11. He invited the other sons-in-law and honoured

them severally.

12. On hearing from Narada that they had assembled

there, Sati went to her father’s abode after informing Rudra.

13-19. She stepped into the aeroplane along with her

dear friends. It was a divine plane with doors

on all sides; had good conditions; could be easily mounted.

It was very charming. It shed golden lustre. It was studded

with jewels of various sorts and had a canopy covered with

pearls. It was decorated with stringed flower garlands. It

had been wrought in molten gold; hundreds of be-jewelled

pillars supported it all round. The adamantine steps were

neatly built. The columns and festoons were decorated with

corals. The chief seat therein was studded with gems and
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covered with a silken cloth with flower-designs. Through
every aperture rays of diamonds were diffused; a good gemset

platform without dents shone. A flagstaff as pure as cloud

decorated its front with the sign of the great Bull. It was
studded with jewels. The main door was guarded by in-

vincible Garie£varas wearing jewel-studded bodices and wiel-

ding canes in their hands. Many women, experts in playing

on Mfdangas, flutes, Vlnas and in music were seated there

richly dressed and bedecked in ornaments.

20-21. Two Rudra virgins held the auspicious chowries

and fans beautiful in their handles set with diamonds, and
fanned the goddess. In the middle of the chowries the face

of the goddess shone like a lotus in the midst of two fighting

swans.

22-23. Sumalinl held over her head a pearl-stringed

umbrella as white as the moon. The splendid umbrella

shone above the face of the goddess as the moon's disc above
the vessel of nectar.

24-25. Subhavati of sweet smiling face sat in front of

Sat! and delighted her by playing at the game of dice.

Suyagas held the auspicious sandals of the goddess, studded
with gems, in the middle of her breasts and served the

goddess.

26-27. Another lady held the glistening mirror. Another
held the fan. Another held the betelbox. Another held the

charming parrot.

28. A certain lady held charming fragrant flowers.

Another lotus-eyed lady held the repository of ornaments.
29-30. A certain lady held the unguent, good flowers

and the auspicious collyrium. Other ladies did their respec-
tive duties. They sat around serving her. In their midst the
goddess shone like the moon in the Autumn in the midst of
a galaxy of stars.

31-32. Then after the blowing of the conch the great
wardrum was sounded indicating the time of departure. Then
hundreds of bugles and sweet-toned instruments sounded with-
out being beaten (obstructed) along with the sounds of
clapping the hands.

33-34. Then eight hundred groups of the thousand strong-
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armed Ganesas equal in brilliance to lord Siva went ahead.
In their midst, the glorious chief of Ganas, honoured by the

moon and NandHvara sat on the Bull like Brhaspati on an
elephant.

35-37. The divine drums were sounded in heaven.
Clouds were divinely pleasing. The sages danced. Siddhas
and Yogins rejoiced. Everywhere on the way the clouds

in association with the gods and others made showers of

flowers above the canopy. The goddess entered her father’s

house as if in a moment.
38. On seeing her Dak?a became infuriated which

subsequently became the cause of his destruction. He
worshipped her younger sisters too in an insulting manner(?)

39. Then the goddess spoke to her father in the midst

of the assembly, relevantly unexcitedly and undemeaningly.

The goddess said :

—

40. O father, the lord at whose bidding everyone

from Brahma to the Pi£acas becomes subservient has not been

duly worshipped.

41. Let that alone. Why did you slight me your

eldest daughter in a despicable manner?
42. Thus addressed, the infuriated Daksa replied

angrily “The younger daughters are better than you. They

deserve my special reverence.

43. Their husbands evoke my respect and joy, for they

are superior to your husband lord Siva.

44. He is stiff-souled and you have resorted to him.

So I dishonour you. He is antagonistic to me.”

45. Thus insulted the infuriated goddess spoke to her

father within the hearing of all present there.

46. O Dak$a, you insult my husband the lord of the

world, whose insult no one has hitherto made.

47. The Sruti says that these are great sinners—viz. a

stealer of learning, a traitor to the preceptor and an

insulter of the Vedas and of the god. They deserve to be

punished.

48. Therefore a terrible punishment befitting the great

sin shall be meted out to you by divine intercession.
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49. Since the lord of gods has not been worshipped

by you, know that your family is defiled and ruined.

50. After saying thus to her father Sati abandoned her

body and without fear went to mountain Himavat.

51. The glorious leader of mountains attained the fruit

of his merits. It was for her that he had performed

penance for a long time.

52. The goddess blessed the lord of mountains.

Through her Yogic Maya and at her own will, she made
him her father.

53. When Sati rebuked Dak§a and went away, the

frightened and agitated Mantras too vanished. The sacrifice

became hindered.

54. On hearing about the departure of the goddess,

Siva was angry with Daksa and the sages and cursed them.

55-57. O Daksa, since for my sake the sinless Sat!

had been dishonoured and the other daughters worshipped

along with their husbands, these sons-in-law of yours will be

born but not of a womb in the sacrifices of Brahma in the

Vaivasvata Manvantara. In the Cak§usa Manvantara you

will become a king as the grandson of Pracinabarhi? and the

son of Pracetas.

58. O wicked one, there also I shall put up obstacles

before you in all activities regarding virtue, wealth and
love.

59. Thus addressed by Rudra of unmeasured splen-

dour, Daksa abandoned the body and fell on the ground.

60. Then in the Caksusa Manvantara Daksa was born

as the grandson of Pracinabarhi? and the son of Pracetas.

61. Bhrgu and others were born in the Vaivasvata

Manvantara in the sacrifice of Brahma bearing the bodies

of Varuna.

62. Then in the Vaivasvata Manvantara in the virtuous

sacrifice of the wicked Daksa the lord created obstacles



CHAPTER NINETEEN

{The origin of Vfrabhadra)

The sages said :

—

I . How did the lord create obstacles before the wicked
Dak?a who performed a sacrifice for virtue's sake ? We wish
to know this.

Vdyu said :

—

2-4. When Himavat was delighted by becoming the

father of the mother of the universe by the strength of his

penance, when Siva married her and sported with her in

his abode on the peak of Himavat when a long time elapsed,

in the Vaivasvata Manvantara Dak?a as the son of Pracetas

wanted to perform a horse-sacrifice.

5. On the top of Himavat in an auspicious spot at

the source of Ganga, frequented by the sages and the Siddhas

Dak?a began his sacrifice.

6. All the gods Indra and others gathered there and

thought of going to attend the sacrifice.

7-8. The Adityas, Vasus, Rudras, Sadhyas, Maruts,

0?mapas, Somapas, Ajyapas, Dhumapas, Asvins, Pitrs, and

the other sages came there along with Vi§nu to take part in

the sacrifice.

9. On seeing all the gods assembled there without Siva,

Dadhlca became angry. He spoke to Dak$a thus.

Dadhica said :

—

10. Indeed that man incurs great sin who does not

worship those who deserve worship and worships those who

do not befit it.

I I . Lord’s terrible punishment*10 falls where the wicked

hre honoured and the good are dishonoured.

12.

After saying this the sage spoke again to Dak?a

2io. The statement is reminiscent of the concept of Divine origin

of punishment well expounded in the Bhlfma-Yudhifthira dialogue in the

£P of the MB.
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“Why don’t you worship the lord deserving worship, the

lord of souls?”

Dakfa said :

—

13. I see eleven Rudras armed with tridents and

having matted hair. I do not know anyone else as the lord.

Dadhica said :

—

14. What avails worshipping the gods in the sacrifice

if the king of sacrifice, Rudra, is not worshipped by you ?

15. He is unchanging, the creator of Brahma, Vi$nu

and Rudra, to whom all from Brahma to Pi£acas, say “What

shall we do?”

16. He is beyond all Prak^tis and Puru$a. He is medi-

tated upon by Yogic scholars, sages and the seers of truthful

principles.

17. He is the imperishable great Brahman, the Sat-

Asat and Asat; devoid of beginning, middle and end, incom-

prehensible and eternal.

1 8. He is the creator, sustainer, and annihilator. I do

not see any one else in the form of Siva in the sacrifice.

Dakfa said :

—

19. I offer this Caru in the golden vessel, sanctified by

mantras, after assigning the share to Vi$nu the lord of sacrifice.

Dadhica said :

—

20. “O Dak?a, since Rudra the lord of the chief of the

gods is not propitiated your sacrifice will not be efficacious.”

21. After saying this, the infuriated sage Dadhica left

for his hermitage.

22. Even when the sage walked out, the gods did not

leave Daksa in view of the inevitability of the disaster that

was to take place.

23. O brahmins, in the meantime knowing about all

this from Siva the goddess urged the lord to destroy the sacri-

fice of Dak$a.

24. Urged by the goddess the lord created the heroic

Virabhadra the chief of Ganas, intending to destroy the

sacrifice.
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25-33. He had a thousand faces, a thousand lotus-like

eyes. He was holding a thousand iron clubs, thousands of

arrows, spear, axe, mace, bow, discus and the thunderbolt.

He looked fierce and terrible. The crescent moon adorned

his crest; the thunderbolt illuminated his hands. His hair

shone like lightning. He had a huge mouth terrible with the

curved fangs and a huge belly. His tongue was like lightnings

His lips hung down. His voice sounded like the cloud and th.

ocean. He wore the tiger’s hide dripping with blood. He
ear-rings formed circles close to his cheeks. He had adorned

his crest with the garlands from the heads of leading gods.

He was bedecked in golden shoulderlets and jingling anklets.

He was shining with heaps of gems. His chest was covered

by necklaces. He was equal in exploit to the great fabulous

animal Sarabha, tigers and lions. His gait was gentle and

majestic as that of a stately elephant in rut. His lustre was

white like conch, chowrie, Kunda flower, moon and the

lotus-stalk. He was. like the snow-capped lord of mountains

who had become mobile. Flames surrounded him. Wearing
pearl ornaments he shone brilliantly as the fire at the dissolu-

tion of the world.

34. That chief of Ganas knelt and bowed. With palms

joined in reverence he stood beside the lord of gods.

35. With his anger he created Bhadra the goddess

Kali as a witness of his activities and his companion.

36. On seeing Virabhadra standing like deadly fire in

the company of Bhadra, Siva said “Welfare be to you.”

37. He submitted to the lord in the company of the

goddess. “Please command what task shall I carry out?”
38. Then with a desire to please Parvatl, Siva spoke

to the huge-armed Virabhadra in raised sound.

The lord of gods said :

—

39. O chief of Ganas, accompanied by Bhadrakall,

destroy the sacrifice of Daksa the son of Pracetas.

40. O chief of Ganas, I shall witness your exploit

staying near Raibhya’s211 hermitage along with the goddess.

21 1. This sage, friend of Bharadvaja, had his hermitage on the
Himalayas on the Ganges.
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41-42. In the place Kanakhala212 there are huge trees

near Gangadvara218 resembling the mountain with the golden
peaks like Meru214 and Mandara. 215 Daksa is holding sacrifice

there. Immediately create obstacles in that sacrifice too. Do
not delay.

43-44. When this was mentioned by the lord, the goddess,

daughter of Himavat looked at Virabhadra and Bhadrakall
as does a cow at her calf. Embracing him and sniffing at

his head as at the head of Subrahmanya216 she smiled and
spoke in sweet voic*»

The goddess said :

—

45. O dear Bhadra, O blessed one, of great strength

and exploit, you are born to carry out the task that pleases

me. Wipe off my anger and sorrow.

46. In view of his enmity Daksa is performing aVacrifice

without inviting the lord of sacrifice. O chief of Ganas,

split that sacrifice.

47. At my bidding O dear, inflict violence^ in the

company of Bhadra. Kill the sacrificer. Let the holy sacrifice

be turned into non-sacrifice.

48. At the behest of Siva and Siva of wonderful

activities, with bent head, as if it was their blessing, Bhadra

bowed to them and left.

49-50. The infuriated lord Virabhadra, fond of crema-

tion ground, created from his skin-pores chiefs of Ganas, and

from his right hand hundred crores others.

5 1 . He also created these from his feet, thighs, back,

212. It is a holy place of pilgrimage near Haradv&ra. Here the

patriarch Dak$a is said to have performed the great sacrifice where Sati

immolated herself.

213. Gangadvara, identical with Haradvfira is known by various

names —Mok?advara, Mayadvara etc See P. 1082 note, P. 1362 note.

214. See PP 3 10 note, 623 note. •

215. It is a mythical mountain but identified by some with the

mountain of that name to the south of Bhagalpur in Bihar (ASR Vol.

VIII. P. 130).

216. K&rttikeya is called six-faced, foi he was fosterecj by the six

Pleiads (Krittikas) as their offspring.



sides, mouth, throat, privities, heels, middle of the head,

neck, face and belly.

52. Then the universe with all its open spaces and

crevices was covered with the chiefs of ganas equal in exploit

to Bhadra.

53. These had thousand hands holding thousands of

weapons and had the lustre of Rudra.

54. They had spears, tridents and maces, axes, stones

and rocks. They resembled deadly fire and Rudra. They
had three eyes and matted hair.

55. They flew in hundreds and seated on lions roared

loudly like clouds.

56. Lord Bhadra surrounded by the Bhadras shone like

Kalabhairava surrounded by hundreds of deadly fires at the

time of dissolution.

57. In their midst, mounted on a lordly bull and with a

bull-emblem, lord Bhadra went ahead like Siva seated on

Nandin.

58. When Bhadra was seated on the bull, Bhasitaprabha

held the pearl umbrella and the white chowries.

59. Bhasita shone by the side of Bhadra like the lord

of mountains by the side of Siva.

60. Bhadra too shone in his company as he held the

white chowries like the lord with the trident weapon and the

crescent moon.

61. Bhanukampa of great splendour bedecked in gold

and jewels blew on the auspicious white conch Bhadra in

front of Bhadra.

62. The divine drums were sounded with divine

tumultuous tone. The clouds in hundreds made showers of

flowers on his head.

63. Winds taking up the fragrance of full blown

flowers pregnant with honey blew favourbly on their way.

64. Then the elated chiefs proud of their strength

danced, rejoiced, cried, laughed, spoke and sang.

65. Then Bhadra stationed in the midst of the Bhadra-

ganas in the company of Bhadra shone like Siva in the. midst

of Rudraganas in the company of Parvati.

66. In a moment the strong Virabhadra with his
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followers entered the golden gate of the sacrificial altar.

67. Then the chief of Ganas Bhadra entered like Rudra
desirous of burning the worlds at the time of dissolution.

CHAPTER TWENTY

(The destruction of Dakfa's sacrifice)

Vdyu said :

—

1. Then he saw the great Satra of the gods of great

splendour the chief of whom was Visnu. The satra had all

the paraphernalia—the flags of various colours etc.

2. Good grass was scattered in straight lines. The
sacrificial fire was well-kindled. It was embellished with

glittering sacrificial vessels of gold.

3. The rites were performed neatly in accordance with

the rules found in the Vedas by the sages who were experts

in sacrifices and who performed the rites properly.

4. Thousands of celestial damsels were there. The
Satra was attended by the Apsaras. The sweet sound of

flutes and lutes spread and was enhanced by the sound of

Vedic hymns.

5. On seeing all this, the heroic Virabhadra of great

exploits roared like a lion or a majestic rumbling cloud.

6. Then a hurrah of joy, filling the sky and superseding

the sound of the ocean was produced by the lords of ganas.

7. Overwhelmed by the great sound the frightened

heaven-dwellers ran helter-skelter dropping their garments

and ornaments.

8. “Has the great Meru been burst ? Is the earth pierced

through ? What is this?” the gods, began to scream and

shout.

9. Some abandoned their lives due to fear like lordly

elephants in a thick forest on hearing the roar of the lion.

10. Mountains crumbled. The earth quaked. Winds

rolled and reeled. The ocean was agitated.
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1 1. Fires did not blaze. The sun did not shine.

Neither the planets nor the stars nor the other luminary

bodies shone.

12. In the meantime lord Bhadra in the company of

Bhadras and the goddess Bhadra reached the brilliant sacri-

ficial altar.

13. On seeing him, Daksa stood steady and firm

though he was frightened. He spoke angrily “Who are you?

What do you wish?*’

14-15. On hearing the words of the wicked Daksa,

Virabhadra of great splendour and of majestically rumbling

sound like the cloud smilingly looked at Daksa, the gods

and the Rtviks. He spoke the relevent words full of meaning
without the least excitement.

Virabhadra said :

—

16. We are the followers of lord Siva of great splen-

dour. We have come for our share. May that be given

to us.

17. If the share has not been allotted to us in the

sacrifice let the reason be mentioned or let the gods fight

with me.

18. When they were told thus by the chief of Ganas

the gods headed by Daksa said—“The mantras are our

authorities. We are not the lords.”

19. The Mantras said—“O gods, your minds are

oppressed by Tamas. Hence you do not deserve the first

share. Worship lord Siva.”

20. Though advised by the Mantras the gods with

deluded minds did not offer the share to Bhadra. They desired

to drop him out.

21. When their truthful and wholesome words went

in
t
vain the Mantras turned away from that place and went

to the eternal Brahmaloka.

22-23. Then the chief of Ganas
w
spoke to the gods

headed by Visnu, “You have not accepted the mantras being

proud of your strength. Since we have been dishonoured
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by the gods thus in this sacrifice, I will drive out your
arrogance along with your lives.”

24. After saying thus the infuriated lord burnt the sacri-

ficial altar with the fire of his eyes as Siva had burnt the
three Puras.*17

25-26. Then the lords of ganas of mountain-like huge
bodies uprooted the sacrificial posts and tied them to the

necks of the Hotr priests by means of ropes. They broke and
powdered the sacrificial vessels of various shapes and sizes

dissolved them in water and hurled all the appendages of

the sacrifice in the currents of the Ganga river.

27-28. There were heaps of foodstuffs and beverages;

milk flowed like rivers exuding nectar; curds formed smooth

slimy slush. Sweet smelling meat and foodstuffs lay in heaps

high and low. There were juicy beverages, and foodstuffs

to be lapped up. The heroes ate, chewed and scattered them.

29-30. The heroic Bhadras born of Virabhadra’s body

hit and split the haughty gods including the guardians oi

the quarters by means of discus, thunderbolts, spears, Siktis,

nooses, iron clubs, iron rods, swords, axes, Bhindipalas and

huge battle-axes

31-32. “Chop off and split” “Hurl quickly” “Let him

be killed” “Take away and strike” “Peel and tear off” such

ruthless words full of excitement, usual in wars and jarring

to the ears arose from the lords of Ganas.

33-36. Some roiled their eyes, gnashed their fanglike

teeth and bit their lips and palates. They pulled out the

sages in the hermitages and killed them. They took away

sacrificial ladles and spoons and hurled them into fire and

water. They broke domes, gemset platforms. They sang,

shouted and laughed again and again drinking blood-like

wine. The leading Ganas danced.

37. Pounding up the gods including Indra, the leading

Ganas, strong like lordly bulls, elephants and lions, of unriva-

lled glory, perpetrated hair-raising deeds of destruction.

217. The three cities or castles of the Asuras T&raka, VidyunmSli

and Maya were received as gifts from Brahma pleased by their

penance. These were destroyed with a single shaft by Siva who was

annoyed at their savage activities. 1 rof Agrawal considers the burnings

ofTripuras as historical event.



38. The Pramathas rejoiced, struck, ran, prattled,

danced, laughed and jumped about.

39. Some of them evinced a desire to seize the watery

clouds, some jumped up to seize the sun; others wished to

blow along with the wind.

40. Some wielded weapons and rushed through the sky

like peaks of mountains; tossed the gods like the Garucja toss-

ing huge pythons.

41. Some looking like the black clouds uprooted the

houses, windows, daises, hurled them into water and roared.

42. The doors, door-frames and walls of the sacrifi-

cial mansion were upset; the windows, ceiling frames, the halls

were destroyed utterly. The complete edifice of sacrifice

crumbled helplessly like a statement without foundation.

43. While houses were being dismantled, the women
shrieked and cried helplessly “O husband” "O Qhild” “O
father” “O brother” “O mother” “O uncle.”

CHAPTER TWENTYONE

(
The punishment of the gods )

Vayu said :

—

1. The chiefs of gods headed by V:?nu and Indra were
terribly afraid. They fled in excessive fright.

2. Seeing that the gods had fled uninjured and think-

ing that those who deserved to be punished remained unpu-

nished the leading Gana became angry.

3-4. He took up the all-destroying trident and looked

up. He vomitted flames from his mouth, chased the

gods as the lion chases the elephants. His gait as he pursued

them resembled that of an elephant in its rut.

5-7. Then he agitated the army of the gods as the lord

of elephants in rut stirs up a lake, shedding different hues blue,

grey and red. He wore a tiger’s skin as bis cloth which was
inlaid with excellent gold and pearls. Cutting, piercing,
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moistening, tearing and pounding, Bhadra moved among the

hosts of the gods like fire consuming dry grass.

8-9. As he walked about speedily armed with a spear

all alone, the gods thought him to be numbering a thousand.

The infuriated Bhadrakali excited by the fight pierced through

the gods in the war holding spears shedding flames.

10-11. Bhadra born of Rudra's anger shone in her

company as the fire at the time of dissolution with a lustre

pale and smoky due to smoke. Pursuing the gods in the

course of war, Bhadrakali shone as the flame of fire at the end

of the Kalpa that burns the universe.

12-15. Bhadra the leader of Rudraganas angrily kicked

the sun and his horse on the head sportively with his left leg.

The heroic Ganesvara, Bhadra with self-control hit Pavaka

with his swords, Yama with iron-clubs, Rudras with his spear

and Varuna with iron clubs. Holding the axe he hit Vayu
with it and Nirjrti with big clubs. The war was a sportive

game for him. He attacked the gods and the sages

antagonistic to Siva.

16. Then the lord cut off the tip of the nose of

Sarasvati as well as of the mother of the gods with the tip of

his nail.

1 7. With a dagger he chopped off an arm of Vibha-

vasu, and the tongue up to two inches from the tip, of the

mother of the gods.

18. The lord nipped off the right nostril and the nipple

of the left breast of Svaha with his nail-end.

19. The impetuous Bhadra uprooted the eyes of Bhaga
large and lustrous like the lotus.

20. With the end of his bow he hit Pusan's pearl like

row of teeth. Thereafter Pusan could not utter words

clearly.

21. Then the lord stamped the moon with his toe, as

though he was only a worm and ground ‘him on the ground.

22. The infuriated Bhadra cut off the head of Dak$a

and handed it over to Bhadrakali even as Virini, wife of

Daksa was lamenting.

23. Taking up the head resembling the fruit of a
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palmyra the goddess played with it like a ball in the battle-

field.

24. Then the sacrifice itself was hit and smashed with

feet and hands like fallen women hit by their husbands.

25-26. Catching hold of by the neck, Aristanemi,

Soma, Dharma, Prajapati Angiras, father of many sons,

Krsasva and Katyapa, the powerful chiefs of Ganas of leonine

exploits rebuked and hit them on the heads with fists.

27. Just as in Kaliyuga women of noble families are

molested and defiled by paramours forcibly so also the women
and the daughters-in-law were molested by Bhutas and

Vetalas.

28-30. Thus the sacrificial spot appeared like a deso-

late forest. The domes were smashed. The posts were

broken. The festivities ended. The hall was burnt. The
portals and festoons had crumbled. The army of the gods

was uprooted. The sages were killed. The Vedic chant had

subsided. The population had dwindled. The distressed

women shrieked. The appendages were spoiled.

3 1 . The excellent gods fell on the ground with their

arms, thighs and chests pierced, with the heads cut off with

the trident.

32. When thousands of gods were killed and their

bodies lay sprawled on the ground, the chief of Ganas entered

the place of sacrificial fires.

33. On seeing that Bhadra resembling the deadly fire

had come the sacrifice was afraid of death and fled assuming

the form of a deer.

34. Bhadra pursued him drawing his great bow, terrible

due to the twanging sound of the firm bow-string, and dis-

charging the arrows.

35. He sounded the bow by drawing the string to the

ears like the thundering cloud. The bowstring, heaven, sky

and earth reverberated.

36-37. The sacrifice was terrified on hearing the sound,

‘O I am doomed*, he thought. He was trembling with the

legs shaking. His lustre disappeared. He ran in the form

of a deer. The heroic Bhadra, with a half curved arrow,

decapitated him.
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38. On seeing the sacrifice thus insulted, Visnu was

infuriated and got ready for a fight.

39-41. Garu^a the dcvourer of serpents and the king

of birds bore him speedily over his shoulders. The god

Indra and others who had escaped helped him as if ready to

abandon their lives. Seeing them along with Vi$nu

like the lion viewing the jackals the lord of Bhutas laughed.

He looked like a lion without distress.

CHAPTER TWENTYTWO

(
The destruction of Doha's sacrifice)

Vdyu said :

—

1. At that time a chariot resembling a thousand suns

and with the emblem of a bull on the banner cloth appeared

in the sky.

2. The splendid chariot had two horses and four wheels.

Several divine weapons and missiles had been kept ready

therein. It was embellished with jewels.

3. It was driven by the same charioteer who drove

Siva’s chariot in the latter’s war with the Tripuras.

4. At the bidding of Siva, Brahma brought the ex-

cellent chariot to Virabhadra and spoke with palms joined in

reverence.

5. “O lord Virabhadra the eternal moon-crested lord

commands you to mount the chariot.

6. O great-armed one, Siva, stationed near the hermitage

of Raibhya along with Siva, is witnessing your unbearable

exploit.

7. On hearing his words and blessing Brahma, the

heroic leading Gana mounted the divine chariot.

8. In the excellent chariot where Brahm& sat as the

charioteer the splendour of Bhadra increased like that of

Rudra, the enemy of the Tripuras.

9. Then keeping an excellent conch shining like the
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full moon, in his mouth, the powerful Bhanukampa blew

on it.

10. At the sound of the conch resembling that of the

swan, the fire in the belly of the gods blazed with fear.

11. In an instant the quarters including open spaces

and crevices were filled up and thronged with leading Yaksas

Vidyadharas, serpents and Siddhas who desired to witness the

battle.

12. Then Narayana as the cloud inflicted pain on the

Ganas as the cattle, through a great shower of arrows from

his bow.

13. On seeing Visnu coming and discharging arrows

Bhadra took up his bow and showered thousands of arrows.

14. He took up the divine bow and slowly drew it

like Siva who drew the bow Meru.

15. As the bow was drawn a loud report was produ-

ced shaking the earth.

16. Then the chief of Ganas, of fierce valour and

glory took an excellent arrow blazing like a serpent.

17. His hand in contact with the opening of the

quiver for taking up the arrows appeared like a serpent

wishing to enter an anthill.

18. The arrow lifted and held in the hand shone like

the young one of a serpent held within the mouth of a great

serpent.

19. With his stout and sharp arrow, the infuriated

Bhadra who resembled Rudra, hit the unchanging Visnu on

his forehead.

20. Vi$nu thus insulted and hit on the forehead

became angry with the chief of Ganas like a cow or bull

becoming angry with the lion.

21. Then he hit the serpent like arm of the chief of

Ga^as, with a cruel, pointed great arrow resembling the

thunderbolt.

22. The powerful Virabhadra too. with a great velo-

city discharged an arrow brilliant like ten thousand suns again

at his arm.

23. Visnu hit Bhadra. Bhadra hit Visnu. O brahmins

both of them hit each other.
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24. The tumultuous hair-raising fight between the

two discharging the arrows on each other in quick success-

ion then ensued.

25. On seeing their mutual noisy battle the sounds of

•Ha-Ha* raised by the aerial wanderers rose in the sky.

26. Then Bhadra hit in the broad chest of Vi$OU

with an arrow that shone like the sun and the tip of which

blazed like fire.

27. Acutely hit by the arrow that fell sharply, Vi«>u

suffered great pain and fell into swoon.

28. He regained consciousness instantaneously and got

up. He discharged his weapons against Bhadra.

29. The chief of the army of Siva stopped all the

missiles discharged from Vi§nu*s bow by means of terrible

anti-missiles.

30. Then Visnu with eyes reddened by anger dischar-

ged an arrow in which his name had been engraved and

which had never been obstructed anywhere, against the

Gana chief. Showering arrows, lord Bhadra split the arrow

into pieces on the way before it reached him.

31-33. Then within an instant he split the bow with a

single arrow and the wings of Garu<Ja with the two arrows.

This was a wonderful feat. Then by his Yogic powers Vi?pu

let loose from his body thousands of terrific gods holding

conch, discus and the club. But the mighty Bhadra burnt

all of them instantaneously by means of the fire of his eyes

like Siva who burnt the Tripuras.

34-36. Thus infuriated Visnu raised his discus in a

hurry and attempted to hurl it on the hero. On seeing him

in front with the discus lifted up, the chief of the Ganas smiled

and without any strain made his hand stiff and benumbed.

With his limbs turned numb, Vi?nu became incapable though

he was desirous of hurling the unequalled and terrible discus.

37-39. Gasping for breath with a hand holding the discus

he stood idly, immobile like a stone, like the soul without a

body, like a bull without a horn or like a lion without its

fangs. So stood Vi?nu. On seeing Vi?nu in a miserable

plight the infuriated Indra and other gods took up their wea-
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pons. They hastened to fight with the chief of Ganas like

cows or bulls attempting to fight with a lion.

40*41. On glancing at them as a lion glances at the

deer, Bhadra of Rudra’s body, the hero surrounded by ex-

cellent heroes, benumbed them with a boisterous laugh.

42. The right hand of Indra who desired to release

the thunderbolt it held remained steady as painted in a picture.

43. The hands of others too became fixed, as the

activities of idle men at the start remain unprogressive.

44. Thus the gods with their efficacy thwarted in the

battle were rendered incapable of standing in front of him.

45. Frightened by the splendour of Virabhadra they

could not stay further in the battle. In that fierce battle

they fled even with their benumbed limbs.

46. The mighty Virabhadra hit the fleeing warriors, with

sharp arrows like the cloud hitting the mountains with sharp

showers.

47. The multitudinous arms of Virabhadra, resembling

iron clubs, shone with their various shining weapons like

serpents with fiery flames.

48. The hero discharging weapons and missiles shone

like Brahma discharging (creating) all living beings.

49. Just as the sun covers the earth by his rays so the

hero enveloped the quarters by means of his arrows.

50. The arrows of the Gana chieftains embellished

with gold and flying in the firmament like lightning became

the standard of comparison.

51. The great arrows took away the lives of the gods

even as the water snakes squeeze the lives out of the frogs.

They drank their blood as though that were wine.

52. The hands of some had been cut off. The faces of

some had been split. Some gods fell on the ground with

their sides lacerated and bruised.

* 53-54. With their limbs shattered by the arrows, joints

severed and eyes dislocated they fell dead on the ground.

Some desired to enter the earth and some wished to go up

to the sky. Being unobstructed they merged into one another.

Some entered the earth. Others entered the caves of mountains.

Others went up to the sky. Still others entered the water.
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55-56. With the gods with their limbs cut off, the hero

shone like Bhairava who had seized people and like Siva who
had burnt the three cities.

57. Thus the entire army of the gods was dejected and

looked hideous. They had their bodies mutilated by the

Gapesvara.
58. Then a terrible stream of flood from the bodies of

the warriors began to flow striking terror in the living beings.

59. The ground of the sacrificial rites drenched with

the blood shone like the goddess Kausiki who had killed

Sumbha with her garments wet with the blood.

60 When the extremely terrible battle had concluded

the earth quaked as though frightened terribly.

61. The ocean was agitated with the surging waves,

foams and whirlpools. Meteors fell portending great evil.

Trees shed down their branches.

62-64. The quarters looked gloomy. Inauspicious wind

blew. Ah, the adverse working of the fate. This is a horse-

sacrificc. The sactifleer is Daksa himself. Dharma and others

are the councillors. The Garuda-bannercd deity is the patron.

Indra and other gods take their shares directly. Still the sacri-

ficer, the sacrifice and the priests are beheaded immediately.

65. Hence no such action shall be performed that is

not indicated in the Vedas, and that which excludes Siva and

is taken up by the wicked.

66. A person devoid of devotion to Siva does not attain

the fruit of any rite even though he may perform holy rites

and sacrifices.

67. Even after committing great sin, if any one worships

Siva with devotion he is liberated from the sin. No hesitation

need be made in this respect.

68. Of what avail is much talk ? If any one censures

Siva, the charitable gifts he makes, the penance, the sacrifice,

the homa, everything goes in vaip. •

69. Then the gods including Visnu and the guardians of

the quarters pierced by the arrows discharged from the bow
of the chief of Ganas and overwhelmed by great pain fled

from the battle.

70.

The warriors of the gods with their hair dishevelled
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moved about. Some sat exhausted with their huge bodies.

Some fell with their faces cut and some perished.

71. Some fell in adversity with their garments, orna-

ment weapons and missiles scattered. Eschewing their pride,

arrogance and strength they fell evincing signs of dejection.

72. Destroying Dak$a’s sacrifice, performed in the

wrong way, by means of weapons the invincible lord of Ganas
shone amidst the leading Gagas like the lion in the midst of

bulls.

CHAPTER TWENTYTHREE

(Siva's Fury)

Vdju said :

—

1. Thus the gods headed by Visnu with their bodies

split and mutilated attained a miserable plight and trembled.

Only a few of them servived.

2-3. The excessively infuriated Pramathas and Ganas

urged by Virabhadra seized the warriors frightened of the

battle tying their hands, feet, shoulders and bellies by means

of strong iron fetters.

4. In the meantime Brahma who had secured his

favour due to his charioteership, implored Bhadra, the devotee

of the daughter of Himavat.

5. “O lord, enough of this fury. The gods are ruined.

Please forgive their faults. O you of auspicious rites.”

6. Implored thus by Brahma the delighted chief of

Gagas became calm.

7. Getting the opportunity through Brahma the gods

joined their palms in reverence above their heads and

eulogised him by various hymns.

The gods said •

—

8. Obeisance to Siva the quiescent. Obeisance to the

trident-bearing destroyer of sacrifice. Obeisance to Bhadra,

the lord of Rudras, the wealth and prosperity of Rudras.
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9. Obeisance to Rudra the deity of deadly fire; to the

slayer of death and Kama; the remover of the heads of

the gods and of the wicked-souled Dak?a.

10. O hero, incensurable though we are we have been

chastised by you in the war due to our association with this

sinner Dak?a.

1 1 . We have been burnt. O lord, we are afraid of

you. You alone are our goal. Save us who have sought

refuge in you.

Vayu said :
—

12. Thus eulogised the lord was satisfied. He set gods

free from fetters. He took them to the presence of lord Siva.

13. Siva, the omnipresent lord of the worlds, was stand-

ing in the firmament along with the Ganas.

14. On seeing him the gods headed by Vi?nu were

pleased and awe-struck. They bowed to him.

15. Seeing them frightened, Siva the destroyer of the

distress of his devotees said laughingly after glancing at

Parvati.

Lord Siva said :
—

16. O gods, do not be afraid. You are my own
subjects. It is only to bless you that the punishment has

been meted out to you by the merciful lord.

17. The transgression of you the gods has been forgiven

by us. When we are infuriated you have neither sustenance

nor life.

Vayu said :
—

18. Thus spoken to by Siva of unmeasured splendour

the gods immediately had their doubts cleared. The gods

danced joyously.

19. Becoming delighted and excited in their minds with

bliss, the gods began to eulogise Siva.*

The gods said :

—

20. O lord assuming the forms of Brahma, Visnu and

Rudra through Rajas, Tamas and Sattva you are the creator,

protector and the annihilator of the worlds.
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21 . O omniformed, O conceiver of the universe, O
sanctifier. O formless, O bestower of happiness you take up

forms only for the sake of devotees.

22. O Siva, O lord of gods, it is due to your favour

that the moon became free from ailment, when dead she

plunged into Yamuna and regained life and happiness.

23. Simantinl whose husband had died, O lord, attained

unequalled marital bliss by worshipping you. By performing

the holy rites on Mondays she bore sons.

24. The lord gave excellent region to Srikara. You
protected Sudarsana from the fear of danger from the hosts

of kings.

25. The storehouse of mercy enabled Medina to cross

the ocean of worldly existence. By your miraculous activity

you enlivened the husband of Sarada.

26. Destroying the calamity of Bhadrayus you conferred

happiness on him. By serving you Saumini became free from

worldly bondage.

Vifnu said :
—

27. O Siva you are Brahma, Visnu and Siva by means

of* the Gunas Rajas, Sattva and Tanias. With the desire to

bless the people you became the creator, sustainer and the

annihilator.

28. You are the destroyer of the arrogance and the

brilliance of everyone. You are the hidden secret of all lores,

the cause of blessings for all.

29. O lord, everything originates from you. You are

all. Everything is in you. Save us again Please be merci-

ful on me.

30. In the meantime, getting the opportunity Brahma
bowed to him with palms joined in reverence and informed

the trident-bearing lord.
«

Brahma said :

—

31. O lord, be victorious. O destroyer of the distress

of your devotees, who else other than you becomes pleased

when offences are of this nature ?
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32. Those who are killed in battle will regain their

souls. When the lord is delighted who will not revive ?

33. The fault in the offences committed by the gods,

O lord, is actually a blessing because of the weightiness of

your acceptance. I consider so.

34-35. When Brahma implored thus, the lord smiled

and glanced at the face of the goddess. As a result of his

affection to Brahma who was like a son unto him, the lord

revived the gods to life.

36. He restored the goddesses—mothers of the gods who
had been punished by the Pramathas and others.

37. Lord Brahma made the face of Dak?a look like the

the face of an old goat as a befitting punishment for his

sins.

38. He was resuscitated and endowed with good intellect.

On seeing Siva he was afraid. With palms joined in reverence

he eulogised Siva.

Dak$a said :

—

39. O lord of the universe, O cause of the blessing

for the worlds, O lord, be merciful. Forgive my guilt.

40. You are the creator, protector and the annihilator

of the worlds. This has been known by me particularly.

You are the lord of Visnu and all others.

41. Everything is spread and pervaded by you alone,

created and destroyed by you alone. Visnu and other lords

arc not superior to you.

Vayu said :

—

42. The lord, the storehouse of mercy glanced at the

guilty one who was emotionally distressed and smilingly said

“Do not fear”.

43. Saying so and with a desire to please his father

Brahma, the lord bestowed on Daksa the imperishable chief-

tancy of the Ganas.

44. Then Brahma and other gods saluted the lord

with palms joined in reverence. In words of humility they

eulogised the lord.
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Brahmd and others said :

—

45. O Siva, O lord of the gods of the distressed and the

helpless, O great lord, be merciful, forgive our guilt.

46. O protector of sacrifices, O lord of sacrifices, O
destroyer of sacrifices, O MaheSana, forgive our guilt.

47. O lord of the gods, O great lord, O nourisher of

the vital breath of your devotees, O lord, bestower of punish-

ment on the wicked, be merciful. Obeisance be to you.

48. O lord, you remove the arrogance of the wicked

who do not know you. You arc the protector of the good

whose minds are devoted to you.

4'J. Certainly due to your kindness your conduct is

wonderful. O lord, forgive us for our fault. Lords are favoura-

bly disposed towards the distressed.

Vdyu said :

—

50. Thus eulogised by Brahma and other gods lord Siva,

the ocean of mercy, favourably disposed towards the devotees

was pleased.

51. Siva favourably disposed to the distressed blessed

Brahma and other gods and delightedly granted them boons.

52. Then the merciful lord who made their fear subside

addressed the gods who had sought refuge in him, with words

characterised by smile.

Siva said :

—

53. On seeing you all seeking refuge in me your entire

guilt and sin committed as if urged by fate, has been excused

by us.

54. O gods headed by Visnu, Brahma and Indra return

happily to Devapura218 unmindful of the present suppression

and without the sense of shame in your minds.

55. Saying this to the gods lord Siva the destroyer of

(
the sacrifice performed by Daksa, along with Siva, his attendants

and followers disappeared even as he stood in the firmament.

56. The gods too returned through the aerial path, free

218. Devapura, city of the gods’ is identical with Amarfivati, the
capital of Indra’s heaven, renowned for its greatness and splendour. It

is situated somewhere in the vicinity of Mem.
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frorti worries. Discussing about the heroic exploits of Bhadra,
Indra and others went in different directions.

CHAPTER TWENTYFOUR

(
Siva's sports on the Mandara mountain

)

The sages said :

—

1. Where did Siva who vanished along with the goddess

and his attendants go ? Where did he stay ? What did he

do and not do ?

Vqyti said :
—

2. The excellent mountain Mandara219 with different

caves became the pleasing spot of penance for lord Siva.

3. He had performed a great penance for the previlegc

to support Siva and Siva on his head. After a long time he

felt the pleasure of contact with their lotus like feet. .

4. The beauty of the mountain cannot be mentioned in

detail by persons with thousand faces even in hundreds of

crores of years.

5. Even if it is possible to describe I do not attempt

to describe its beauty lest it should stand comparison with

the other beautiful mountains.

6. This is possible to mention that it has the beauty of

being qualified to be the residence of the lord through some

supernatural magnificence.

7. That was why the lord made this mountain as his

harem with a desire to do what was pleasing to the goddess.

8.

The slopes of the mountain abounding in rocks and

trees humiliate the universe due to the’ perpetual presence of

Siva and Siva.

9-10. The mountain renders help to the parents of the

worlds with light and clean waters of the streams cool to

•J19. See P. note ji;,
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the touch for bath as well as drinking. Due to these merits

he is coronated as the king of mountains with the very waters

spreading here and there.

1 1 . During the nights when the moon remains at the

outskirts of its peaks the mountain shines with the imperial

umbrella in the form of the moon.

12. When the tresses of the womenfolk of the gods

shake, he appears as being fanned by the chowries signifying

his Emperorship.

13. In the morning when the sun rises, the mountain

embellished with jewels and gems appears to be eager for

observing the beauty of his body in a mirror.

14-15. This king of mountains appears to be honoured

with benedictions of victory by the trees that seem to be

sages with the twining growths of creepers for the

matted hair; through the chirping of vociferous birds, by

extending their arms in the form of creepers shaken by the

breeze and shedding flowers and tender sprouts.

16-19. With the various peaks some facing down, some

shooting up and some projecting sideways he appears to

jump into the nether worlds, jump up from the ground, fly

through the sky in all directions. Through the vast caves he

appears to have kept his mouth gaping. He appears to see

the universe and dance continuously. His beauty never fades

nor wears out. He appears to stretch himself to devour the

universe, to drink the ocean; to vomit the darkness within and

to cover up the sky with clouds.

20. The different abodes have mirror-like surface. The
tall shady trees in the hermitages set the blazing sunshine at

nought.

21. The breezes made cool by their contact with the

rivers, tanks and lakes are rendered fruitful by Siva and Siva

who roam here and there and enjoy them.

* 22. It was to this excellent mountain that Siva

accompanied by Siva while staying in the hermitage of

Raibhya220 was attracted and proceeded.

j'io. Sc<- l
1

. ifl'fi noi»
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23. Reaching the garden there along with the goddess,

lord Siva sported about in the divine harem grounds.

24. As time elapsed and population increased, two

demons were born. They were two brothers Sumbha and

Ni£umbha.

25. As a result of the power of their penance Brahma

granted them the boon that they would not be killed by any

man in the universe.

26-27. Brahma was requested by them thus— “Our
death may take place in a battle with the lady with whom
we fall passionately in love. She shall be a virgin born of

Siva’s part, not from any womb. She should not have ex-

perienced the sexual contact with any man. Her exploit

shall be unthwartable.” Brahma had consented to their request.

28. Ever since, the two demons wrought havoc in the

universe. They defeated Indra and other gods in war. They
abolished the study of the Vedas and offering to the gods.

29-30. Then Brahma requested Siva, the lord of the

gods for killing them—“It behoves you to bestow on the gods

the goddess who will kill Sumbha and Nisumbha. She shall

be the Sakti born of the sheath of Siva’s colour. She shall be

in the form of a virgin devoid of passion. By rebuking her

secretly or by infuriating her this shall be arranged.

31-32. Thu* icquested by Brahma, the lord Nilalohita

called Kali in secret outwardly rebuking her while smiling

within. The goddess Kali was angry by her allusion to the

colour. Derisively and forcibly she spoke to her husband thus.

The goddess said :

—

33. “If my lord has no pleasure in my complexion how is

it that I have been held up here so long.

34. If you are displeased with me why do you sport

with me? There is nothing in this universe which is unachie-

vable for my lord, the lord of the universe.

35. To my lord taking delight in the soul, happiness

is not derivable from sexual indulgence; for the very

reason Kama was reduced to ashes.

36. The life of the lady most beautiful in limbs is in

vain though she may possess all other qualities if her husband

is not delighted with her.
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37. The creation of women rests solely in the enjoyment

of her husband. That being the case, where can a woman
who is contrary to that be used ?

38. Hence, eschewing this colour censured by you in

secret I shall attain another colour or I shall cease to exist

myself.”

39. After saying this she stood up from the bed. Bent

upon penance she requested for the permission of her lord in

words choked with emotion.

40. Then lord Siva, afraid of a rupture in love, replied

to her falling at her feet.

Lord Siva said :

—

41. “O beloved, why are you angry with me, not know-

ing that this was only a jocular remark of mine. If I am not

delighted with you, where else can I seek delight?

42. If I am not delighted with you how can it be proper

since you are mother of this universe and I am its father and

lord ?

43. Is our mutual love generated by Kama? Even before

the birth of Kama the universe existed.

44. The deity Kama was formulated by me for the

sexual pleasure of men and women. Then why did you taunt

me for having burnt Kama ?

45. The mind-born Kama considered me on a par

with the gods. While he attempted to tease me I reduced

him to ashes.

46. Even our sport and pastime is meant for the uni-

verse. For that very purpose I have made this jocular remark.

47. That purpose ere long will be revealed to you.” On
hearing this the goddess, remembered the remark that caused

her annoyance and said.

The goddess said :

—

' 48. O lord, your jocular remarks I have heard before

whereby I have been deceived though I am very bold.

49. Even an auspicious lady of a noble family who does

not abandon her life incurs the displeasure of her husband and
is held despicable by good men.
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50. Your displeasure is very great because I am not

fair. How is the remark “Kali” relevant otherwise though it

be a jocular remark?

51. Dark complexion is hated by good men. You too

disapprove of it. Without wiping it off by dint of penance I

am not inclined to stay here.

Siva said :

—

52. If your distress is such, of what avail is penance ?

You can assume any other colour at my will or at your choice.

The goddess said :

—

53. I do not wish to have any other colour either at

your will or at my choice. I shall propitiate Brahma by

penance and become Gaurl.

Siva said :

—

54. O goddess, Brahma attained his status formerly by

my grace. What will you do by invoking him through your

penrnce?

The goddess said :

—

55-56. True that Brahma and other gods acquired their

status only from you. Still at your bidding I propitiated

Brahma formerly and in the name of Sati I became Dak?a’s

daughter and attained you, the lord of the worlds, as my
husband.

57. So now also by propitiating him by penance I

wish to become Gauri. What is the harm therein?

58. Thus replied to by the goddess, Siva did not insist

on his point as he desired to carry out the task of the gods.
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( The goddess attains fair complexion)

Vdyu said:

—

1. Then circumambulating the lord and restraining the

pangs of separation she went to the mountain Himavat.

2. Out of love she selected the same spot for her

penance where she had formerly performed the same along

with her friends.

3-7. She visited her parents at their house and bowed

to them. Informing them of her intention and securing their

permission she went to the penance-grove and discarded her

ornaments. She took her bath and assumed the holy dress

and features of ascetics. She performed the very difficult

penance. She meditated upon the lotus-like feet of her lord.

She conceived the same in Siva’s external phallic emblem in

accordance with the injunctions. In the three junctions of

time every day she worshipped the same with the flowers

and fruits of the forest. Thinking thus—“He alone, after

assuming the form of Brahma, will grant me the fruit of

this penance”, she conducted the penance.

8. After some time had elapsed, seeing her performing

the penance a huge tiger approached her with wicked inten-

tion.

9. The body of that animal of wicked soul became stiff

and benumbed when he approached her.

10. Even after seeing the tiger that approached her

with wicked intention the goddess did not turn away from

her pious thoughts like ordinary people.

11-12. The animal with his body stunned and

overwhelmed with hunger, stood there in front of her

glancing perpetually at the goddess and thought, “My prey

is nothing else.*’ Virtually this became his cherished

goal.

13. Mercy was generated in the heart of the goddess

who thought, “He is the perpetual performer of contempla-

tion on me and my protector from the wicked animals.”

14. By this feeling of mercy the threefold dirt of the

tiger perished and he realised the goddess.
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15. His hunger receded. The benumbed stiffness

subsided. His congenital wickedness disappeared. Content-

ment set in.

16. Realising his contentment with great piety he

waited upon the goddess as a sudden devotee.

17. He roamed about the penance-grove as a router

of wicked animals and wicked souls.

18. The penance of the goddess increased and became
gradually acute. Meanwhile the gods sought refuge in

Brahma due to the pressure of the Daityas.

19. The gods submitted to him how Sumbha and

Nisumbha inflicted pain on them due to their strength

derived from the boons.

2G-21. On hearing the distress of the gods Brahma
grew merciful. He knew how Daityas could be destroyed.

On being requested he went to the penance-grove of the

goddess along with the gods reflecting in his mind that the

liberation of the gods from misery could be achieved

through his effort.

22-23. Brahma saw the goddess, the mother of this

universe, the mother of Trinity, the daughter of the lord of

mountains, the foundation of the universe, firmly engaged

in penance. On seeing her he was delighted.

24. On seeing that Brahma had come along with the

gods, the goddess offered him Arghya and received him with

words of welcome.

25. Replying suitably and congratulating her the

lotus-born Brahma asked her the purpose of her penance as

though he did not know.

Brahma Said :

—

26. What is being striven for, O goddess, by means of

this penance ? The benefits of penances are under your

control.

27. The fruit of the penance has been obtained by

you in having obtained lord Siva as your husband, who
alone is the lord of all worlds.

28. Or all this is only a form of yotir divine sport.

But this is surprising how you can bear separation from the

lord.
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The Goddtss said :

—

29. When at the beginning of creation as men-

tioned in the Vedas you are born of lord Siva you are the

first of my creation, my first-born son.

30. When for multiplying the subjects, Siva was born

of your forehead you became my father-in-law and so elder

to me.

31. Wtien the lord of mountains, my father became

your son you became my grandfather, O grandfather of the

worlds !

32. How can I inform you, the arranger of worldly

existence what happened at the harem with my husband ?

33. Of what avail is this talk ? I wish to get rid of

my dark complexion through legitimate remedies and obtain

white colour.

Brahma said :

—

34. O goddess, why did you perform a severe penance

for this purpose ? Was not your wish alone sufficient for

that ? Indeed this is only your sport

35. O mother of the universe, your play too benefits

the worlds. Hence some benefit pleasing to me may be

sought through it.

36. Two Daityas, Sumbha and Nisumbha to whom I

had granted boons have turned arrogant. They are harassing

the gods. Their destruction is only through you.

37. Do not delay. For a short while be steady. The
Sakti that is to be released now shall be their death.

38. Thus requested by Brahma, the goddess, daughter

of the mountain, cast off her outer skin and became white.

39. The outer sheath thus cast off became KauSiki who
is known as Kali, the virgin with the lustre of the black

1

cloud.

40. She is the Sakti in the form of Maya, the Yogic

slumber ofVisnu. She held the weapons, conch, discus, trident

in her eight great arms.

41. She had three traits: gentle, terrible and a mixture

of the two. She had three eyes. She was moon -crested. She
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had not experienced the sexual contact of any man. She was

invincible and beautiful.

42. This eternal Sakti was given to Brahma by the

goddess as the would-be destroyer of Sumbha and NiSumbha,

the leonine Daityas.

43. A very powerful lion that came there, was given

to her as vehicle by the delighted Brahma.

44. He fixed her abode on the Vindhya mountain. He
ordained her worship by the gift of meat, fish, pies and wine.

45-46. That &akti, approved of by Brahma, the

creator of the universe, bowed to her mother Gauri and

Brahma in due order. Surrounded by many Saktis equal

to her and born of her she proceeded to the Vindhya221 ready

to slay the leading Daityas.

47-48. The leading Daityas were killed by her in

battle, the Daityas whom the arrows of Kama pierced in the

minds and her own arrows split and pierced in the bodies.

That battle is not described here as it has been described

elsewhere. It can be guessed through other sources as well.

I shall resume the present description.

CHAPTER TWENTYSIX

(The attainment of higher status by the tiger)

Vayu said :

—

1. After creating KauSiki and handing her over to

Brahma, Gauri spoke to Brahma demanding the recompense.

The goddess said :

—

2. Is this tiger that has resorted* to me seen by you ?

He has guarded my penance grove from wicked animals.

3. Dedicating his mind to me he worships me without

thinking of anything else. There is nothing more pleasing

to me than his protection.

22i See P. 623 note 69
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4. He shall be appointed as an official in my harem.
Out of pleasure Siva will grant him the post of Gane£vara.

5. I wish to return with my friends keeping him ahead.

I seek permission from you the lord of the subjects.

6. Thus addressed, Brahma smiled and told the goddess

describing the lion’s wicked antecedents as though the goddess

was unaware.

Brahma said :

—

7. O Goddess, animals are cruel. How can your

blissful thought be directed to these ? Why do you sprinkle

nectar in the mouth of the serpent ?

8. This is a certain night-prowling wicked demon in

the garb of a tiger. Cows, Brahmins and saints have been

devoured by him.

9. He is roaming about assuming forms as he pleases,

pleasing and propitiating them. The fru ;
t of a sinful action

must of necessity be reaped by him.

10. Why shall mercy be shown to wicked souls like

this ? What is the purpose served by one innately sinful ?

The goddess said:

—

1 1 . What you have said is entirely true. Let him be

like this. Still he has resorted to me. One who has sought

refuge in me shall not be abandoned.

Brahmd said :

—

12. I narrated his antecedents without realising his

devotion. If there be devotion, sins are not effective ? Your

devotee never perishes.

13. What can a man of virtuous rites achieve without

depending on your behest ? You alone are the unborn,

intelligent, ancient goddess.

* 14. Bondage and liberation depend on you. There is

no greater Sakti than you. Without you rites cannot

achieve results.

13. You alone constitute Sakti of living beings. Him-

self incompetent to do anything what will a mere agent do ?

16. It is only your behest that is the cause of acquisi-
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tion of prosperity and glory by Vi?nu, by me or by any of

these—gods, Danavas or Rak$asas.

17. Innumerable Brahmas, Vi$nus and Sivas have

passed by. Such innumerable ones are yet to be born, these

carry out your behests.

18. O goddess of the gods without propitiating you the

fourfold arms of life cannot be acquired by all of us.

19. Since merit and evil have been established by you

the mobile and immobile may even be inter-changed.

20. You are the primordial and eternal Sakti of Siva

the great soul, the lord of the universe, the Sakti without

beginning, middle or death.

21. For the functioning of the universe you assume

some form or other and play about in different aspects. Who
knows you factually ?

22. Hence let this wicked tiger too attain the great

Siddhi by your blessings. Nothing can prevent it ?”

23. Thus requested by Brahma after duly reminding

her of her great aspect the goddess ceased from her penance.

24-29. Then taking leave of the goddess Brahma

vanished. The goddess visited her parents Mena, Himavat.

She bowed to them and alleviated the pangs of her parents

due to her absence. The goddess then proceeded to Mandara

talking to her friends about the trees in the penance-grove

who had been her loving companions. “They are shedding

tears due to their grief at separation, by their scattering

flowers, they are crying in distress by the chirping sound

of birds seated on their boughs.” The goddess was impatient

to see her lord. She kept the tiger ahead thinking him as

son born of herself, out of affection. With the brilliant lustre

of her body she illuminated the quarters. Thus Gauri

reached Mandara where lord Siva was staying—the lord who

is the creator, protector and annihilator of the worlds.
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CHAPTER TWENTYSEVEN

( GaurV* embellishment

)

The sages said :

—

1. After assuming fair complexion how did the goddess,

the daughter of the excellent mountain look at her husband
on entering the mansion ?

2. What was done by the Ganetas at the portals at her

entry ? What did the lord do ?

Vdyu said:
—

3. It is impossible to narrate adequately such an

exquisite sentiment couched in love whereby the imagination

of all sentimental people has been captured.

4. She was received by the doorkeepers in full flutter

and agitation. The lord was eagerly awaiting her arrival.

Entering within the mansion she hesitatingly glanced at the

lord.

5. She was welcomed by the inmates of the mansion

with loving feelings. She was saluted by the Gana chiefs

with words of welcome. She bowed to lord Siva.

6-8. After bowing no sooner did she get up than the

lord seized her with his hands, embraced her and joyously

walked her round. Even when he attempted to make her sit

on his lap she sat on the couch. Smilingly he seized her

from the couch and made her sit on his lap. Smilingly gazing

at her with his wide open eyes as if he would drink her in,

the lord initiated the conversation with her by speaking him-

self first.

The lord of the gods said :
—

« 9. O lady, exquisitely beautiful in every limb, has that

condition of yours passed wherein no means of pacification is

fruitful due to your anger ?

10-i 1. O lovely lady, I do not mind whether you are

Kali or of any other complexion. My mind is attracted by

your innermost feeling. How did this concept escape your
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memory ? Out of our will we have accepted physical bodies.

Causes dirtying up the mind do not crop up there.

12. Should there be any cause for our mutual dis-

pleasure as in the case of ignorant fellows, the whole world

consisting of the mobile and immobile beings would cease to

exist.

13. I am stationed on the head of Agni. You are

stationed on the head of Soma. This universe in the form of

“Agnlsoma” is presided over by us both.

14. We move about for the welfare of the universe.

We have taken up physical bodies out of our free will. At

our separation the universe is left without support.

15-16. There is another reason based on Scriptural texts

and independent arguments. The universe comprising the

mobile and immobile beings is integrated as words to their

meaning. You are the nectarine word. I am the nectarine

meaning. How can the two nectars become disjointed ?

17. You are the lore that makes my conviction possible.

I am the object of knowledge on the basis of your conviction.

How can we separate in asmuch as we are in the forms of

knowledge and object of knowledge ?

18. 1 am not creating and re-creating this universe

merely by rny activity since everything gets evolved through

command or behest. You arc the great command.

19. Lordship has behest as its core because it is the

symbol of freedom. How can there be lordship in me if I am
deprived of command ?

20. We can never stay apart from each other. It was

for accomplishing the task of the gods that I made that joke.

21. It was not unknown to you that you got angry ?

It was for the protection of the worlds that you feigned anger

towards me.

22-24. What is harmful to the living beings does not

find room in you. When lord himself spoke thus the goddess, the

natural source of love, smiled but did not reply to her hus-

band. Out of bashfulness she did not say anything but gave

an accormt of Kaurikl.
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The goddess said

:

—
25. Was not Kau€iki, created by me seen by my lord ?

Such a girl has never been before in the world nor will

ever be.

26-27. Brahma will tell you about her prowess, strength,

residence on the Vindhya, her victory in the battle with

Sumbha and Nisumbha, their death, her blessing to the devotees

and her protection of the worlds.

28. At the behest of the goddess who spoke thus Her

friends brought the tiger in their presence.

29. On seeing him the goddess spoke again—"O lord,

see this tiger. There is no other devotee of mine like him.

30-32. My penance-grove was guarded by him from

wicked hosts. He is greatly devoted to me. In view of his

protecting me he is trustworthy. He has left his native

place and come here for your favour. If you are pleased with

him and if you love me, O god, let him stay at the door

of the harem along with the other guards and under the

charge of Nandin himself.”

V&yu said :

—

33-34. On hearing the auspicious, loving and sweet

words of the goddess the lord said to him “I am pleased”.

Immediately he was seen like Ganesa wearing the dress and
features of a watchman, holding the cane made of gold and
a dagger of serpentine lustre and wearing a bodice set with

various gems.

35. He was named Somanandin because Soma means
Siva and this tiger pleased Soma as well as Nandin.

36. After carrying out this task pleasing to the goddess

the lord with the circular moon on his crest embellished him
with divine ornaments set with gems.

37. Then lord Siva with the moon as his ornament

made the majestic beautiful Gauri the daughter of the lord

of Himavat sit on the conch and embellished her with

ornaments.
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CHAPTER TWENTYEIGHT

( The glory of Bhasma)

The sages said :

—

1-2. We wish to hear these things in the proper order.

What was it mentioned by the lord while pacifying the

goddess ? He had said that the universe is in the form of

Agnisoma. He had said that it was in the form of words

and their meanings. He also mentioned lordship has com-
mand as its core. You are that command.

Vdyu said :

—

3. The body of Rudra which is fiery and terrible is

called fire. The moon pertains to Sakti. It is nectarine and is

the body of Sakti that causes calmness.

4. What is called Amrta is Pratistha. Tejas is Vidya

and Kala itself. In all the subtle elements the two are

predominant, viz, Rasa and Tejas.

5. Tejas functions in two ways, in the form of the

sun and of fire. Rasa too functions in the form of the moon
and of water.

6. Tejas is lightning etc. Rasa is sweet etc. The universe

of the mobile and immobile beings, is sustained by Tejas and

Rasa.

7. Amrta issues from Agni. Agni increases through

Amrta. The powerful Agnisoma is beneficent to the universe.

8. The luxuriant growth of Vegetation is for the

Havis. The rain contributes to the flourishing growth of

vegetation. So Havis is the outcome of rain, the universe is

sustained by Agnisoma.

9. The Agni blazes upwards as far as the great Amrta
of Soma. The Amrta of Soma flows as far as the support

of Agni.

10. That is why the Kalagni 'stays below and the

Sakti upwards. The upward blazing is till burning and the

downward flow is till complete drenching.

11. The Kalagni supported by Adhara Sakti proceeds

upwards. Similarly Soma having its region in Siva-Sakti

flows downwards.
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12. Siva sustains Sakti from below and Siva is Sakti-

dhara (upholder of Sakti) above. Thus there is nothing not

pervaded by Siva and Sakti.

1 3. Frequently the world consumed by fire is reduced

to ashes. They call it Agnivirya because Bhasma constitutes

the powerful part of the same.

14. He who dusts himself with Bhasma repeating the

mantra “Agniriii
5 ’ 222 etc., if bound becomes free from bondage.

15. Bhasma which is Agnivirya when drenched with

Soma is conducive to the lordship of Prakrti without having

recourse to Yogic union.

16. But being drenched all iound by having recourse

to Yogic union the Bhasma may turn one back from lordship

by the shower of Amrta belonging to Sakti.

17. Hence for the conquest of death the drenching

with Amrta shall be perpetual. How and wherefore shall one

die if the nectarine contact of Siva and Sakti is acquired ?

18. He who knows the secret of burning and drenching

as mentioned is never reborn after leaving the world, the

region of Agnlsoma.

19. He who burns his body with Saivite lire and dren-

ches it with the nectar of Sakti and Soma attains

immortality.

20. It was after keeping this in mind that the lord

had said—“The universe is in the form of Agnisoma.”

CHAPTER TWENTYNINE

[The analysis of Vag-Artha)

Vdyu said:
—

1. I shall mention briefly how the universe in the

form of ‘Vag-Artha’ can be known through the six pathways.

2. There is nothing that is not the meaning of a word.

u22. See P. 1730 note 157
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There is no word without meaning. Therefore all words

make all meanings known in their proper time.

3. The two words and their meanings are the trans-

formations of Prakrti which is form of Siva and Siva.

4. The magnificence in the form of word is men-
tioned as threefold by scholars—gross, subtle and the great.

The gross one is what we hear with our ears.

5-8. The subtle one is in the form of thought, the one

beyond is devoid of thought. The Sakti based on the

principle of Siva is Parasakti. Tn the name of “Sakti Tattva”

it is the root cause of all effects. It is the composite unit

(Samasti) of all Saktis because it is in association with

Jnana Sakti and is supported by Iccha sakti. The same

is called Kundalini Maya and Suddhadhvaparama. This

Sakti is ramified into six paths. The three paths pertain

to words and the three pertain to their meanings.

9-10. The capacity for merging and enjoyment is posse-

ssed by all men in accordance with their purity based on

the divisions of all Principles. The principles are pervaded by

Kalas suitably as in the beginning the great Prakrti is trans-

formed into five. They are Kala, Nivrtti and others.

11-12. The three paths based on words arc : the path

of mantras, the path of words, the path of letters. The
three paths based on meanings are the path of universe, the

path of principles, the path of Kalas. These are mutually

pervaded and pervading.

13. The mantras are pervaded by the words consti-

tuting the statement. The words are pervaded by letters.

Learned men call the group of letters a word.

14-17. The letters are pervaded by the words

because they are obtained there. The words are pervaded

by the Tattvas because of their origin from within and

without. They are effected by the Tattvas in various ways.

Some of the words have cropped up from the middle, some

from the §aiva Agamas. Some of Tattvas are those famous

in the Sankhya and Yoga systems of Philosophy. Others are

famous in the sacred texts of Siva. The Tattvas are duly

pervaded by Kalas.

18. Since in the beginning the primordial Prakrti is
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transformed into five Kalas, Nivrtti and others pervaded by
each other.

19. The undivided Sakti pervades the six paths. She

is pervaded by Sivatattva.

20. Everything from Sakti to Earth is born of

Sivatattva and pervaded by it alone just as pot etc. are

pervaded by clay.

21. The great abode of Siva is attainable through

six paths. The non-pervading Sakti becomes pervasive by the

purification by five Tattvas.

22. The situation of the cosmic egg upto Rudra is

purified by Nivrtti. Above that upto the sphere of Avyakta

It is purified by Pratistha.

23. Above that upto VisveSvara it is purified by

Vidya in the middle. Above that it is purified by Santi.

At the end of the path the purification is through Santyatlta.

24. It is this they call the greatest firmament in view

of the contact with Paraprakrti. These are the five Tattvas

whereby the entire universe is pervaded.

25-26. All this could be seen only there by the

aspirants. He who wishes to purify without realising the

mode of pervasion of the paths is a deceiver of purity. He
cannot achieve the fruit. His effort is wasted and leads him

to hell.

27. It is not possible to know the Tattvas factually nor

their pervasiveness nor increase without the union of Sakti and

the individual soul.

28. Sakti is the order of Siva in the form of cit. With

that as the cause Siva presides over everything.

29. It is not of the nature of the Atman nor of Maya
nor of secondary nature. It is neither bondage nor liberation

but it causes bondage and liberation.

* 30. She is the acme of Siva’s lordship never swerv-

ing. By means of sensations she is of the same traits as he.

31. With her alone he is a househr' der and with him

alone she is a housewife always. As a r{ suit of their union

the universe is the offspring.

32. Their difference is specified in this that he is the
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maker and she is the cause. The single Siva himself stands

two-fold.843

33-34. Some declare that their difference consists in

their genders: man and woman. Others say that she is undeta-

chably associated with him as the light of the sun. But in

the form of cit she is different. The arrangement is that

Siva is the great cause and his behest is the great goddess.

35-36. Urged by his behest the original unchanging

Prakrti becomes threefold in accordance with the three types

of effects. It is called Mahamaya, Maya and Triguna

Prakpti. It produces the six paths in the form of words and

their meanings. The entire universe is thus sixfold. The
whole collection of scriptural text is only an extension of

this.

CHAPTER THIRTY

(
The principle of Siva

)

The sages said:—

1. The activities of deities of domestic nature are

curious, dense and inscrutable, even to the gods. They delude

our minds.

2. In the union of the principles of Siva and Siva no

defect is noticeable. However in their activities the Prakfta

feeling is rather prominent.

3. Brahma and others the causes of creation, sustenance

and annihilation attain restraint and blessing from Siva and

are subservient to him.

4. Siva is not subject to anyone’s Nigraha and

Anugraha. Surely his lordship is not dependent on any one

else.

5. If his lordship is like this, characterised by free-

dom, it can be either innate or subject to his embodied state

223. Matsya P. 3. 3
1 JWWW I In the

half male and half female form (arforftenc ^t) Siva symbolises the

progenitive principle.
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6. But a physical form docs not fit in with a free being

for this basic reason. But the form is an effect of some cause.

Lordship has no cause for its being.

7. Everywhere the greater and the lower Bhavas are

mentioned. How can these two be relevant in one place?

8. Indeed the great Atman is devoid of attributes.

How can he become possessed of attributes. Svabhava is

unrcvertiblc.

9. If you say that his innate nature is reverted by his

own wish he being free, why does not Isana make an inter-

change in permanent and non-permanent things?

10. The wise have said that the embodied Atman is

Sakala; the unembodied Siva is Niskala. The embodied

Atman is presided over by Siva.

11. If it is contended that the embodied Atman is

the form of Siva, the dependence of the embodied on the

form becomes certain. How can we explain that?.

12. Otherwise how is the form adopted by the non-

dependant? The adoption of form is with a purpose to get

the fruit of his desire.

13. The assuming of physical bodies out of wish is not

consistent with freedom. Such a wish too follows the activities

of men.

14. Even beings including Brahma and PiSacas can

assume or cast off their bodies out of their wish. But don’t

they come under the scope of Karmans ?

15. They consider the assumption of bodies at one’s

choice on a par with jugglery. It is not beyond the achieve-

ments derived from Anima and other powers.

16. While Visnu who had assumed the cosmic form

was fighting with Dadhica the latter assumed the cosmic form

of Visnu. 224

17. Although Siva is the great Atman and superior

to all, his similarity with other beings is observed by us

because he has a body.

Ser RS II. Ch.
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18. They say that Siva the supreme cause blesses us all.

He curbs and kills the gods. How can he be a blesser of all ?

19. The lord cut off the fifth head225 of Brahma who
stubbornly and repeatedly censured Siva calling him

“O son.”

20. In the form of a Sarabha he forcefully attacked

Visnu the man-lion. Pressing him with his feet he tore off

his heart by his sharp claws.

21. With the sacrifice of Daksa for a pretext none

among the gods or their womenfolk was spared from punish-

ment by the heroic VIrabhadra.

22. The three cities 226 along with the Daityas, their

womenfolk and children were made the fuel for the fire from

his eyes in an instant by him.

23. Kama the husband of Rati, the cause of the sexual

pleasure of the people was consigned to the fire from his eyes

even as the gods were lamenting.

24. Angrily glancing at some cows walking along the

sky and shedding milk over his head he reduced them to ashes

immediately.

2\ The demon Jalandhara who bound Visnu and his

Serpent and hurled them a hundred Yojanas, was pierced

after evolving a discus by making a circle in water with the

foot 227

2f>. He then killed him with his trident in the water

(?). By performing penance Visnu secured the discus and

became powerful.

27. The family of cruel demons who desired to kill

him was scorched in fire. The chest of Andhaka was pierced

with the trident.

28-29. After creating a dark woman from his neck he

killed Daraka. After creating KausikI out of the outer skin

of Gauri, Sumbha and Nisumbha were killed. 228 The narrative

on Skanda is found in the Skanda Purana.

22 5 . See P. ;,{> note-

226 See Linga P ch. 72

227. The details, of this episode remain wntraced.

22'k See Mfirkai tjeva P.
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30. The lord, requested by Brahma for the destruction

of the leading Daitya Taraka229 the enemy of Indra, went to

his harem on the Mandara mountion.

31-32. The lord indulged in sexual dalliance with the

goddess for a long time. -Due to the excessive sport the earth

appeared to sink - into the nether worlds. He deceived his

own name and the goddess by withholding the discharge of

semen in her. The unbearable semen was discharged into the

fire like nectar or the sanctified Havis.

33-34. The fire cast it off into Ganga and other places.

Svaha who assumed the form of the Krttikas and sported

with her husband gathered the parts and deposited them in

the Sara plants somewhere on the Meru. Svaha was turned

into gold in the process.

35. After some time her lustre illuminated quarters and

the mountains. Meru itself was turned into gold.

36. After a long time the splendour grew into a boy

of beautiful and tender limbs, a model for all boys.

37. On seeing him of charming features, the world of

the gods, Asuras and mankind was surprised and fascinated.

38-40. The lord himself came there along with the

goddess to sec his son. He took the boy on his lap. The gods

and the sages though averse to worldly pleasures glanced at

his smiling face. The lord made him play on his chest and

enjoyed the fun. The lord and the goddess congratulated

each other.

41-45 He asked the goddess to feed him on her

breast-milk. He blessed him saying “your incarnation is for

the welfare of the world.” The lord and the goddess were

not satiated • Indra who was afraid of the demon
Taraka joined in alliance and performed the coronation of

the infant as the commander-in-chief of the gods. The lord

vanished himself keeping him in the protection of Indra

and the gods. Taraka* s head along with Indra’s fear was

chopped off by his trident in battle, the trident that resem-

bled the deadly fire and pierced the Asura Kraufica.

Visnu Brahma and other gods particularly eulogised him.

229. RS iv.chs. 1-10
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46-47 Ravana, king of Rak?asas, arrogant of his

prowess lifted up Kailasa with his long arms. Siva, the

trident-bearing lord of the gods could not brook that sin.

He pressed it with his big toe and the demon sank under the

pressure.

48. For a brahmin boy whose life came to an end and

who sought refuge in him, the lord came there hurriedly and

kicked Yama with his foot.

49. The submarine fire, not knowing the bull as the

lord’s vehicle swallowed him. Thereafter the universe be-

came a vast sheet of water.

50. By means of different activities blissfully beautiful

and unknown to the people, the universe has been set to

motion frequently.

51. If Siva is calm and blesses all, he shall fulfil all

desires. Being competent why does he not liberate?

52. The variety of bcginningless Karmans cannot be

the restraining factor here. The Karman that is the cause

is also effected by the lord.

53. Of what avail is much talk? O Maruta, please

explain in detail so that the arguments of atheism may be

refuted quickly.

CHAPTER THIRTYONE

(,Instruction in perfect wisdom)

Vdyu said :

—

1. O brahmins, it is but proper that you have had
your doubts prompted by sufficient reasons. Mere desire to

know does not bring about atheism in those with £pod
in tellects.

2. I shall mention authoritative testimonies in this

context quelling your delusions. The wickedness of the

wicked is due to the absence of the grace of the lord.

3. It is clear and certain that nothing can be done
without the grace of Siva, the perfect and supreme soul.
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4. Innate good nature alone is the sufficient ground

for the lord’s benediction; nothing can be blessed without

innate good nature.

5. The universe in the form of Pasu and Pa£a, has to

be blessed. The lord endowed with the authority blesses the

universe.

6. The lord, the commander blesses everything always.

If a means is adopted for that, how does Siva become
dependant ?

7. No blessing can be independent of one that is

blessed. Hence the meaning of the word freedom is not

characterised by ‘not depending on another*.

8. That which is to be blessed is accepted as ‘depend-

ing on another’. Without blessing, the enjoyment of pleasures

or liberation cannot take place.

9. Embodied Atmans too stand in the category of those

who are to be blessed. Siva’s blessing is construed in the

form of driving out their ignorance. There is nothing in

Siva influenced by ignorance.

10. Siva in the form of the idol, whereby despite its

beings Saguna the Niskala is realised, is called Saivamurti

only in a figurative use.

11. Actually in the Niskala form Siva is not the cause of

the universe. In the Sakala form too he has not been seen by

any.

12. The state of being understood through the

testimonies alone indicates his nature. Merely on acco mt of

this it should not be treated with indifference without the

implication.

13. Some form, intense with the similarity of Atman, is

Siva’s idol. The other, the great one, the Atman of the

Mfirti is its implication.

14. Just as fire cannot be obtained without its being

, mounted in the twigs so also Siva is not known or under-

stood without its being superimposed in the idol.

15. If some ohe says “Bring fire,” only the burning

twig is brought. The fire by itself is not brought. In the

same way Siva is to be worshipped in the form of the idol.

16. That is why an idol is used in the worship of Siva,
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for what is done unto the idol is what is done unto Siva

himself.

17. In the form of different idols, phallic etc. and

particularly in Area (offerings of flowers etc. ) Siva is

worshipped by us.

18. Just as the Atman of the idol is blessed by the

great Atman so also we, the palus, are blessed by Siva

stationed in the Murtyatman.

19. The Murtyatmans, Sadasiva and others are

presided over by Siva for blessing the worlds.

20. It is for the enjoyment of pleasures and for salva-

tion in particular, that Siva’s connection with the Murtyat-

mans in the form of Tattva and Atattva is accepted.

21. Enjoyment of pleasures is in the nature of the

ultimate transformation of the Karmans either by way of

happiness or by way of misery. There is no Karman in

Siva and hence of what nature can his enjoyment be ?

22. Siva blessess every one. He does not curb any.

It is impossible to attribute to Siva those faults which are

ysually present in those who kill.

/

23. The instances of killing and curbing pointed out

with regard to Brahma and others are those of the activities

of Srikanthamurti performed for the welfare of the worlds.

24. Surely Srikantha has the overlordship of the

universe. Siva presides over the Murti Srikan^ha in the

course of his divine sport.

25. Only the gods and others who were faulty were

restrained or slain by him as described above. Thereby the

gods became sinners and the people free from ailments.

26. Restraining or killing as such is not declared

despicable by the learned. That is why the punishment

meted out by kings to those who deserve it, is commended.

27. If he does not have that which is achieved through

the suzerainty of the whole class of effects how can he rule

over the universe?

28. The wish of the lord comprises the establishment

of rules and conditions. Brahma is the commandment. His
order is the mode of direction such as, '‘This shall be done.
This shall not be done.”
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29. The characteristic of a man of good nature is the
strict adherence to his directives; the opposite thereof is that
of the non-saintly one.

30. If good nature is to be preserved the evil one is

to be eschewed. It is quelled by the expedients of Sama
etc. If other means fail punishment alone is the means.

31. This is the characteristic of what is beneficent
viz. chastisement ending with disciplinary measures. What
is contrary to this is called maleficent.

32. The lord is the standard example of those who
perpetually abide by what is beneficent. How can he be

condemned by good men for curbing and killing the evil

ones alone.

33. Perpetrators of improper actions are to be decried

and despised by a judicious person. Improper action is that

which afflicts and harasses the world.

34. Every act of curbing and restraining is not

attended with hatred. A father who trains his son even by

curbing and restraining fyim does not hate him.

35. There is bound to be some ruthlessness in him
who curbs or slays those worthy of it even by standing

detached.

36. The lord does not injure others though guilty,

otherwise. Of course, he injures the ignorant by adopting

neutrality.

37. Hence we shall say that he who inflicts injury

ultimately painful is ruthless. Thus a few insist upon this

condition. Others do not.

38. Ruthlessness cannot be attributed to the surgeon

who operates upon the patient. The inducing factor is kind-

ness alone.

39. Evpn kindness to violent enemies is not conducive to

ultimate good. He who is kind to such persons is ruthless

‘though his ruthlessness is concealed by an illusory kindness.

40. Even neglect and indifference for the opponents

who ought to be protected, results in default. He who

ought to be protected perishes immediately if neglected despite

the capacity of the protector.

41. He wno neglects the man worthy of being protected
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on considering the apparent defaults though he observes his

plight is in effect ruthless.

42. Hence it is not generally agreed that kindliness is

conducive to good in every respect. What is admitted is the

performance of what is befitting. Everything else is unap-

proved.

43-45. In reality there are the defects of passion, etc., in

the Murtyatmans (Sadagiva, Brahma and others). Still the

defects belong to them alone and not to Siva. There may be
flaw in the copper put in fire but due to its contact fire does

not fade. If impure things are consigned to fire they do not

make the fire impure. Some impure things become pure due
to their contact with fire. Similarly Siva does not become
impure due to the contact with the Atmans that are to be
purified.

46. The Atman alone is purified through the contact

with Siva. If the iron-rod is put in fire and heated, the

burning is that of the fire, not of the iron-rod.

47. The prosperity, glory etc. of the Murtyatmans is

really that of lord Siva and not of the Atmans. It is the

fire, not the fuel, that blazes upwards.

48-50. The state of being the coal belongs to the wood
and not to the fire. Similarly Sivatva is imposed on wood,
stone and clay. But the attributes Maitri, etc., are secondary

and they act differently. They are conducive to both good
and evil to those who are endowed with qualities. What is

both secondary and non-secondary is not wholly conducive to

good or evil.

51. Learned men do not say that the meaning of Anu-
graha is secondary. But the liberation from worldly existence

is in the form of Ajfia and is beneficent.

52. Carrying out his Ajfia is beneficent. What is bene-
ficent is Blessing. He who employs everything in what is

beneficent is the cause of blessing to all.

53. The sense of the word Upakara (benevolence) is

also Anughraha. Since that too is of beneficent nature Siva is

all-benevolent.

54-55. Everything in the form of sentient and non-
sentient is engaged in what is beneficent ? But obstructed by
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their innate nature all do not get the benefit simultaneously.

The sun spreads his rays on all the lotuses impartially. But all

the flowers do not bloom simultaneously; they do so in accor-

dance with their innate nature.

56-57. Even the innate nature of the entities is the

cause of what is destined to be. The innate nature does not

transform that what perishes. The contact with fire melts

only gold and not the coal. Siva liberates those whose
ignorance is ripe and not the others.

58. What is capable of becoming does not become so

by itself without conception. But the maker needs no such

conception and is free perpetually.

59. Siva the blesser is innately pure but the Atmans
(individual souls) are naturally impure.

60. Otherwise how is it that they invariably undergo

worldly existence and do not merge into Siva? Being infested

by Karman and Maya is called woildly existence by the

learned.

61. There is sufficient cause for this that this in-

festation is for individual souls and not for Siva. That cause

is the personal but not extraneous dirt.

62. Should it be extraneous it may happen to anyone

through any cause. But this cause is single due to its nature

not being variegated.

63-64. Though the Atman-hood is common some

are bound and some liberated. Among those in bondage

some have differing degrees of knowledge and eminence due

to their being inclined towards abstinence and enjoyment.

Some attain the status of identicality with the lord. Some

attain the state of nearness.

65. Among those who have attained identicality,

some are Sivas. They are stationed on the top of the

Adhvas (pathways). Mahesvaras are stationed in the middle;

Rudras in the lower region.

66-67. In the vicinity too the three are stationed

beyond Maya: the Atman is stationed below; the Antarat-

man iv stationed :n the middle and the Paramatman is

stationed beyond. They are Brahma, Vi$nu and Mahesvara.

Some Vasus too are stationed in the region of Paramatman.
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68. Some are stationed in the region of Antaratman,
some in the region of Atman. In the region of &antyatita

Saivas are stationed and in the Santa region the Mahesvaras
are stationed.

69. Just as Raudras are stationed in Vidya and the

Vaisnavas in Pratisfha, so also the Atmans. Brahma and
Brahma-born are stationed in Nivrtti.

70. The eight groups of Deva-Beings are the chief

ones. The human beings constitute the middling. The five

Beings birdes etc. constitute the lower ones. Thus there are

fourteen Beings.

71-72. The state of being chief or subsidiary shall be

known as the dirt of the worldly being. Just as the food we
take in has two states, the undigested and the digested, so the

dirt too. When it is undigested the men go lower down;
when it is digested they go up. Thus the dirt plays its part in

the worldly existence.

73. The individual souls are threefold : those with

single dirt, with two dirts and with three dirts. Those with

single dirt are the higher ones, those with two dirts the

middlings and those with three dirts shall be known as»shc

meanest. Thus they are stationed in order.

74. Those with three dirts are presided over by those

with two dirts and those in turn are presided over by those

with single dirt. Thus is the conditioned difference in the

universe.

75. Siva presides over all these, those with single,

two and three dirts. Though they arc of non-Siva nature

they are presided over by Siva.

76. Similarly the universe which is not in the nature of

Rudra is presided over by Rudra>. The Mahtbhumi, ending

with the cosmic Egg, is presided over by Salarudra etc.

77. The atmosphere ending with Maya is pervaded in

order by the lords of gods of the size of the thumb all

round.

78. The heaven ending with Mahamaya is presided

over by the lords of worlds, Vayu, etc., which are stationed

within the Adhvas and whose ends are not resorted to. (?)

79. They are the squatters in heaven, atmosphere and

earth. They are the gods observing the rites of the gods.
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80. Thus functions the ailment of worldly existence

with the three dirts and their pathological reasons separately,

whether ripe or unripe.

81. The medicine for this ailment is the perfect

knowledge of Siva and nothing else. The physician is the

lord Siva himself who heals the sufferer.

82. In this regard no doubt need be entertained

—

“Siva can liberate the souls without subjecting them to misery.

Why does he then subject them to misery ?**

83. It is certain that the entire worldly existence is

misery itself. How can misery be non-misery? The innate

nature cannot be otherwise.

84. A patient does not become non-patient merely be-

cause the physician administers medicine. The physician

redeems the patient from the sickness through the medicines.

85. Similarly, through the administration of the medi-

cine in the form of his Ajfia, Siva liberates the souls from

misery—the souls innately dirty and innately miserable.

86. This inequality like the physician is not the

cause of the ailment. So Siva is the cause of worldly

existence need not be a symbol of defect.

87. When misery is innately acquired how can Siva be

its cause? The dirt is inborn in men. It is that which

makes them undergo the sufferings of worldly existence.

88. The dirt which is the cause of worldly existence,

the insentient Maya, etc., cannot function by itself without

the proximity of Siva.

89. The wise say just as the magnetic stone causes the

movement of the iron filings by its mere proximity, so also

Siva causes the movement of the world.

90. It is not possible to avoid the proximity of Sat

without its cause. Moreover the presiding deity Siva is even

unknown to the universe.

91. Nothing functions without Siva. Everything is

induced by him. Still he is not deluded.

92. His Sakti in the form of Ajna is the all-round

restraining factor. This universe is perpetually covered over

by it. Still he is not defiled.
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93. This is ruled over even from the beginning. He
is the lord. His ruling is his Ajfia. Still he is not defiled.

94. He who considers otherwise due to delusion is evil-

minded. He perishes and that too due to the power of his

Sakti. Still he is not defiled.

95. In the meantime an unembodied voice was heard

from the sky. ‘‘Satyarn (Truth), Amptam ( nectar), Saumyam**

(gentle), Om Amen. This sound came out clearly.

96. Then the sages were surprised and delighted; their

doubts were quelled. They bowed to the lord, the wind-god.

97. Although he had cleared their doubts he thought

that their knowledge was not firmly established. So he said:

Vayu said:
—

98. Knowledge is of two types: indirect and direct.

They say that the former is unsteady and the latter is stable.

99. What is acquired by reasoning and instructions is

the indirect knowledge. The direct knowledge results from the

practice of rites.

100. Coming to the conclusion that salvation is not

possible without direct knowledge, strive assiduously for the

acquisition of practice.

CHAPTER THIRTYTWO

(The description of excellent practice)

The sages said :
—

1. What is that excellent practice of holy rites,

whereby salvation is directly acquired ? p Maruta, it behoves

you to explain it as well as its means.

Vayu said :

—

2. What is termed excellent practice is the great cult

of Siva wherein Siva the bestower of salvation is directly

perceived.
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3. It is fivefold divided into five sections, holy rites,

penance, japa, meditation and knowledge

4. The five activities along with attendant virtuous

rites constitute the greatest Dharma. Thereby one attains

the direct and indirect knowledge that bestows salvation.

5. The two Dharmas the higher and secondary are

mentioned in the Vedas. In the matter of Dharma the Vedas
constitute the final authority for us.

6. The higher dharma upto the practice of Yoga is

mentioned in the Vedantic section of the Vedas. The
secondary Dharma is mentioned in the Karmakanda section

of the same.

7. The Atmans freed from Pasa are authorised in the

higher Dharma and in the other one, every one is authorised.

8. This higher Dharma is the means for achieving the

greatest virtue of Siva. It shall be supplemented in all parts

by Dhasmasastras and other holy treatises.

9. The greatest Dharma of Siva termed the excellent

practice is explained in the Itihasas and the Puranas.

10. In the Saiva Agamas a detailed explanation of every

thing including the consecratory rites is given.

1

1

. The Saiva agama is of two varieties : Srauta and

A^rauta. The Srauta consists of condensed Vedic texts; the

other one consists of independent texts but well consecrated.

12. The independent texts were originally ten but

supplemented subsequently by eight more so as to constitute

eighteen texts. They are called Kamika etc., and the entire

literature is called “Saiva Siddhanta”

13. The Srauta literature consists of a billion verses.

In it the Pasupata Vrata and Jnana are explained.

14. In every circle of Yugas, Siva incarnates as

Yogacarya in different places and propagates yoga.

15. The four great sages Ruru, Dadhlca, Agastya and

the renowned Upamanyu have condensed these principles and

propagated them.

16. They are all Pasupatas and exponents of the

Samhltas. Hundreds and thousands of their descendants

have been the preceptors of their principles.

17. The great virtue of Siva mentioned before is four-
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fold with regular performance and observance as the basic,

Atman for them. Among them the Pasupata yoga facilitates

the direct perception of Siva.

18. Hence the excellent practice is this Pasupata Yoga.

The mode of it as pracdsed by Brahma shall now be

mentioned.

19. This is Namastakayoga prescribed by Siva himself.

By means of this Yoga the discernment of Siva is generated.

20. Through this discernment the stable and perfect

knowledge is attained ere long. Siva is delighted with him

whose knowledge is well-founded.

21. Thanks to his grace the great Yoga is attained

which facilitates the direct perception of Siva. By perceiving

Siva directly the cause of worldly existence is quelled.

22. Then the devotee is liberated from worldly existence

and being liberated he becomes identical with Siva. The
means mentioned by Brahma is now separately mentioned here.

23-24. Siva, Mahesvara, Rudra, Visnu, Pitamaha,

Samsaravaidya, Sarvajria and Paramatman—these eight names

mainly indicate Siva. The first five are the names of the

deities presiding over the Kalas, Santyatita etc.
230

25 28. The five names of Sadasiva originate from the

conditioning factors. When the conditioning factors cease to

exist they too recede. The region is eternal and the Atmans

who occupy them are non-eternal. When the Padas are chan-

ged the Padins are released. In another evolution they attain

the same region. But the first five Atmans undergo the change

of names. The last three names are due to the adoption of

the three conditioning factors. They indicate only Siva.

29-30. He who is naturally pure is called Siva. He has

the antecedent non-existence of the contact of the primordial

dirt. Or, he who is full of good attributes and is Isvara is

called Siva by good men who propound the Saivite principles.

31-35. The name MaheSvara is explained thus : Prakrti

is greater than the twenty-three principles. Purusa the twenty

fifth principle is greater than Prakrti. 231 Purusa is Pranava the

230. The twentytwo verses (23-44) of this chapter are the same a.

the verses 1-22 of Kailasa S. Gh.

231. See P. 1072 note
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first Svara in the Vedas. Since his real nature is comprehen-

sible only through the Vedas he is established in the Vedanta.

He who is beyond this Purusa, who is associated with Prakrti

is Mahesvara because both the Prakrti and Puru?a function in

subservience to him. Or, MaheSvara is the wielder of Maya.

Maya is Prakrti the principle with the three Gunas. It is

unchanging. He who makes this Maya energetic is Mahesvara.

He is glorified as Kalatman, Parajnatman, the primordial, the

gross and the subtle.

36. The explanation of the word Rudra:— ‘Rud’ means

misery and ‘Dravayati* means ‘routs’. Since the lord quells

our misery he is called Rudra. 232 He is Siva, the great cause.

37. Siva pervades all living beings, the principles and

elements. He is wakefully present in the bodies and presides

over them. Hence he is called Visnu.

38. Siva is the progenitor of the souls that have attained

the status of fathers. He is therefore called the grandfather.

39-40. Siva is called the physician of the universe. Just

as the physician who is conversant with the pathology diagnoses

and cures the ailment with medicines so also the lord anni-

hilates the worldly existence along with its roots. He is so

called by all those who understand the nature of principles.

41-43. Even when they have the sense-organs for compre-

hending the ten objects of sensual perception, the atoms do

not know the beings gross and subtle, present in the three

periods of time, in their entirety because they are hidden by

the particles of dirt in the form of Maya, whereas Sada£iva

has not these causes of perception. Even when they are not

present, he knows without any strain every object as it is.

Hence, he is Sarvajna (omniscient).

44. Siva is the Atman of all. He perpetually possesses

all these qualities. There is no greater Atman than Siva.

Siva is Paramatman.
t

45-47. By the grace of the preceptor the eight names
shall be acquired. The knots of the Kala, Nivrtti and others

shall be cut off with the five names of Siva and purified by
repetitions, strokes and non-restraints. By means of the Su$u-

23 2. For another interpretation, see V£ya\i>a. S. ch. 12 v. 29.
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mp£, the Puryaftaka alone with the chest, neck, palate, middle

of the eyebrows and the hole on the top of the head, shall

be cut off.

48-49. The Atman shall be taken above to the splendour

of Siva beyond the moon stationed in the twelve-petalled lotus

of the heart. The mouth is shrunk in size. The body is

drenched with the shower of the nectar of the Sakti and

merged in their reasons. The Atman is then let down into

the heart.

50-52. The devotee then meditates on the great god

Siva, favourably disposed to his devotees who is conceived as

sitting in the white twelve-petalled lotus beyond the moon,

who in the sweet crystal-pure, delighted, cool, lustrous form

of Ardhanarisvara, shall be meditated upon. The devotee

shall have the mind in normal state. He shall then worship

the lord with the eight names of Siva and the sacred flowers.

53. At the end of the worship the devotee shall perform

Pranayama and concentrate the mind well. He shall perform

the japa of the eight names of Siva.

54-56. He shall perform eight Ahutis in the navel and

repeat “Hamah” alope with the Purnahuti, offering eight

flowers and conclude worship. With a palmful of water he

shall dedicate his Atman. By doing this, ere long, the auspi-

cious knowledge of Pasupata cult is obtained. He acquires

its magnificent status and the excellent conduct. Then
securing the great Yoga he is liberated. There is no doubt

in this.

CHAPTER TH1RTYTHREE

( Rules governing PaSupativrata)

The sages said :

—

1. O holy lord, we wish to hear of the great Pasupata

vrata on performing which Brahma and others have become

Pasupatas.

Vdyu said:—
2. I shall tell you the great secret, Pasupata vrata
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that quells all sins. It is mentioned in the upani§ad Atharva-

Siras.

3. .The time is the month of Ghaitra and the full-moon-

day therein. The place is anywhere acceptable to Siva

having good characteristics. It shall be auspicious, say, the

garden in a holy centre or a forest.

4-9. There, first of all, on the thirteenth day he shall

perform the special worship after taking his bath and

performing the daily rites. He shall take the formal per-

mission of the preceptor after bowing to him and

honouring him. He shall wear pure white cloths. The
sacred thread shall be white. He shall wear a garland of

white flowers. White unguent shall be measured over the

body. He shall be seated on Darbha grass. He shall hold

a handful of Darbha grass, sit facing east or the north.

After performing the Pranayama three times he shall

meditate on the lord and the goddess. By way of submitting

to them he shall perform the Sankalpa saying, “I am
performing this Vrata (of Pasupata) ”. The time limit for

this Vrata is till death, or twelve years or six years, or three

years or twelve months, or six months or three months or a

month or twelve days or six days or three days or one

day.

10-11. He shall arrange the sacrificial fire duly as in

the Virajahoma. He shall make the offerings of ghee, sacrificial

twigs and caru and perform homa. After the Purnahuti,

deserving the purity of the Tattvas, he shall perform the

homa with the five-syllabled mantra and the sacrificial

twigs.

12-15. In the course of the sacrifice -he shall think

thus

—

tkLet the Tat vas in my body be purified.
5
’ The

Tattvas are:—The five elements, the five Tanmatras, the

five sense-organs of knowledge, the five organs of activity,

the seven Dhatus beginning with the skin, the five vital airs

beginning with Prana, mind, intellect, ego, the three Gunas,

Prakrti, Purusa, Raga (passion), Vidya, Kala,'Niyati, Time,

Maya, pure Vidya, Mahesvara, Sadasiva, Sakti and Siva

Tattva.

16. After performing the Homa with the Viraja
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mantras he is freed from sin. Attaining Siva's blessing

he is endowed with perfect knowledge.

1 7. He shall collect cowdung and roll it into balls and
repeat the mantras over them. He shall place these into

the fire and sprinkle with water. That day he shall take

in only the cooked rice soaked in ghee.

18. On the morning of the fourteenth day he shall

perform everything as mentioned before. On that day he

shall observe fast and thus spend the latter part of the day.

19. On the full moon day also he shall perform

similar rites. At the conclusion of the sacrifice the sacred

fire shall be extinguished and the ashes gathered assiduously.

20. Thereafter he shall keep matted hair or shave

off the hair completely or keep one matted tuft of hair.

He shall take bath then. If he is not extremely bashful

he shall remain naked thereafter.

21. Or he can wear ochre robes, hide or barks of

trees. Only a single cloth or a single bark garment shall

be worn. He shall have the staff and the girdle.

22-23. He shall wash the feet and perform Acamana
twice. He shall apply the ashes taken out of the Viraja

fire all over his body from head to foot repeating the

six mantras beginning with “Agniriti"*33 from the Atharvana

texts.

24. Then in the same way he shall dust the body
entirely repeating the Pranava Om and ‘Siva'.

25. Then repeating the mantra ‘Triyayusam' he shall

wear Tripun^ra marks. He shall realise his own Siva-hood

and perform ‘Sivayoga'.

26. He shall act thus during all the three Sandhyas.

This Pa£upata Vrata yields worldly pleasures and salvation

dispelling Pasu-hood.

7. Freed from Pa£u-hood, the devotee shall worship

the phallic image of Siva.

28-29. If capacity permits, an eight-petalled Padma
shall be made in gold embellished with the nine precious

gems. The pericarp and the filaments shall be furnished.

2J3. Siras. U.
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If the capacity does not permit, a red or a white lotus shall be

used. If that is not available, an imaginary lotus shall be

conceived.

30. In the middle of the pericarp a small crystal

phallic image along with its pedestal shall be kept and

worshipped.

31. After installing the phallic image in accordance

with the rules with due consecrations the pedestal shall be

conceived along with the idol of five faces.

32. The ablution shall be performed with golden

vessels, filled with Paficagavya234 collected in accordance

with one’s capacity.

33-35. The vessels shall contain scents along with cam-

phor, sandal and saffron and these shall be smeared over the

phallic image bedecked in ornaments. He shall worship it

with Bilva leaves, red, white and blue lotuses, other fragrant

flowers, holy and auspicious leaves, Durva grass of various

types, in accordance with their availability and the rules of

worship.

36. Showing of lights, incense and the food offerings

shall be made to the deity. After offering it to the deity the

devotee shall be engaged in auspicious activities.

37. In this Vrata exquisite and pleasing things

acquired legitimately, whatever they may be, shall be offered

to the deity.

38. The number of lotuses to be offered is a thousand.

O brahmins, with regard to the other flowers it shall be a

hundred and eight for each.

39-40. The leaf of the Bilva tree shall never be excluded.

A gold lotus is greater than a thousand lotuses. The case of

blue lotuses is also on a par with that of Bilva leaves. With

regard to the other flowers there is no restriction. They

shall be offered just as they are available.

41-43 The Arghya with eight materials of worship as

constituents is highly commended. So also the incense and

the unguent. To the deity Vamadevasandal paste is recom-

mended. To the Pauruga deity yellow orpiment shall be

234. The milk, curd, butter, urine and excrement of the cow consti-

tute the Pafkcagavya.
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offered; to liana the ashes. In regard to the incense

the procedure is different. To Aghora white and black

Aguru in the mouth. To Paurusa fragrant gum-resin in the

left; to Saumya scents in the mouth. To Isana, Ultra shall be

offered as Dhupa.

44. Sandal, Aguru, etc., along with sugar candy, honey,

camphor and the ghee of a tawny-coloured cow can be
offered to all.

45. Thereafter series of lights with camphor and

wick soaked in ghee shall be offered. Arghya and Acamana
shall be offeied to every face.

46. In the first (outer column of the mystic diagram)

Ganela and Karttikeya shall be worshipped. Brahma’s

body shall also be worshipped.

47. In the second Avarana shall be worshipped

Vighnesas the Cakravartins. The eight deities*35 Bhava and
others shall be worshiped in the third Avarana.

48. There the eleven deities*85 Mahadeva and others

shall be worshipped. All the Ganelvaras shall be worshipped

in the fourth Avarana.

49-52. Outside the lotus the mystic diagram and in the

fifth Avarana shall be worshipped the lords of the ten quarters

along with their weapons and followers, the mental sons of

Brahma, the luminary bodies, the goddesses and gods, the

heaven-walkers, the residents of the netherworlds, the other

sages, Yogins, the sacrifices, the birds, the mothers, the

Kgetrapalas with their Ganas and the universe including

the mobile and immobile beings. These shall be worshipped,

as they are possessed of Siva’s pre-eminence. They shall be

worshipped for the pleasure of Siva.

53. Then at the end of the worship of the Avaranas,

after worshipping the supreme lord, delicious Havis shall be

offered as Naivedya along with ghee and side-dishes.

54-55. The betel with something to chew with to

render the mouth fragrant shall be given. After bedecking

6nce again with different flowers and ornaments the detailed

2'3 '. For the eight forms of Siva, see SR S. Ch. a

23 >. In regard to the names of the eleven forms, the Purapaa

differ. See$RS. Gh. 28. V. a6; Matsya P. 5. 29-30
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worship shall be concluded with the waving of lights. The
drinking bowl with the complements and bedding shall be
offered.

56-57. A moon-like necklace shall be dedicated to the

bedding. Everything done or caused to be done shall be
royal in its quality, very pleasing and befitting. The contrary

worship shall be avoided. After reciting the Vyapohana
hymns the Japa of the five-syllabled Mantra shall be
performed.

58. After circumambulation and obeisance the devotee

shall dedicate himself. Then in front of lord he shall worship

two brahmin preceptors.

59-64. After offering Arghya and eight flowers the

lord shall be ritualistically dismissed from the phallic idol.

After restraining the fire from the fire and ritualistically

removing that also, the devotee shall perform the service

everyday. Then he shall hand over the phallic idol with

the insignia and lotuses to the preceptor. Or he shall

install it in the temple of Siva After worshipping the elders,

brahmins, Vrata-performers in particular, he shall propitiate

brahmin devotees and if possible poor and helpless people

also. If he is competent he shall observe fast or take to a

diet of fruits and roots. Or he shall have milk for his diet,

or live on alms or take single meal everyday only in the

night. He shall be pure in body and mind and lie on the

bare ground or ashes or grass. He shall wear deerskin or

bark garment and observe celibacy. Thus he shall perform

the holy rite.

65. If he is strong enough he shall observe fast

on Sundays on Ardra star days, on full moon and new moon
days and on the eighth and fourteenth days.

66. Mentally, verbally and physically he shall avoid

contact with heretics, fallen men, poluted women in their

. menses and Sudras, by all means.

67. He shall always practise forgiveness, charity, mercy

non-violence to all living beings. He shall remain content,

calm and engaged in meditation and Japa.

68. He shall bathe thrice a day or he shall dust with

the ashes instead. He shall perform special worship mentally,

verbally and physically.
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69-70. Of what avail is much talk? A performer of

the rite shall not commit any misdeed. If inadvertently he
does commit, he shall consider its seriousness or otherwise and
perform adequate expiatory rites in the form of worship,

sacrifice, Japas etc. Till the conclusion of the Vrata he

shall not repeat the mistake.

71. He shall make charitable gifts of cows and oxen,

perform worship in accordance with her wealth and capacity

devoutly and free from any specific desire, for the pleasure of

Siva.

72. The common features of this Vrata have been

narrated briefly. I shall now explain the special features for

every month in the manner I have heard.

73-76. In Vai£akha the phallic idol of adamant, in

Jye$tha that of an emerald, in A$adha that of pearl, in Sravana

that of Sapphire, in Bhadrapada that of ruby, in Alvina that

of onyx, in Karttika that of a coral, in Marga£ir$a that of

lapis lazuli, in Pau$a that of topaz in Maeha that of

the sun-stone; in Phalguna that of the moon-stone and in

Caitra that of sun-tone is auspicious. If gems are not

available gold shall be substituted in every month.

77. If gold is not available silver, copper, rock or

clay shall be used for making the phallic idol whichever is

available. Even lac can be used.

78-82. Or he can make the idol as he pleases having

all types of flowers. At the conclusion of Vrata after perform-

ing the daily rites he shall perform the special worship and

sacrifice as before. After worshipping the preceptor and the

Vratins in particular he shall take the permission from his

instructor. Sitting facing the east or the north on a Darbha

seat holding Darbha grass in the hands he shall restrain

Prana and Apana. He shall make the Japa of the Mula
mantra to the extent of his ability; he shall meditate on

Siva and Siva. Taking permission and bowing as before

he shall say with palms^ joined in reverence: “O lord, at

your behest, I am concluding this Vrata.” After saying thus

he shall cast off the Darbhas at the root of the idol

towards the north.

83. Then he shall eschew the staff, the matted hair,
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the bark garment and the girdle too. After performing

Acamana he shall repeat the five-syllabled mantra.

84. He who has resolved to perform this Vrata till

death and takes the initiation according’y and performs the

Virata undistrcsscdly is a Naisthika.

85. He is an Atyasramin, a Mahapasupata, the most
excellent of all austere persons and a great Vratin.

86. Among those desirous of salvation there is none
like him who is so content. The Naisthika who becomes

an ascetic is called the excellent Naisthika.

87. He who performs this rite for twelve days or every

day is on a par with the Naisthika, his Vrata being too

severe.

88. A person who applies ghee over his body and

performs the rite with devout feelings even for two or three

clays is also a Naisthika.

89. He who performs the excellent Vrata without

a clesiie for the fruit feeling that it is his duty, always

dedicating his Arman to Siva has no one equal to him.

90 A scholarly brahmin covered with ashes is

immediately liberated from the terrible effects of even the

great deadly sins.

91. The gieat virility of the Rudra fire is what is

glorified as the ashes. Hence a person possessing the ashes

is a virile and powerful person at all times

92. A person who has bathed with the ashes is called

Bhasmanistha. His faults perish due to the contact of

Bhasma fire.

93. He who has smeared his body with the ashes,

wears Tripundraka with Bhasma and has a Bhasma bath is

Bhasmanistha.

94. Surely the evil spirits, ghosts and goblins and

repugnant diseases flee at the very proximity of a Bhasma-

nistlia

95. It is called Bhasita because it shines; Bhasma

because it devours sins; Bhuti because it causes prosperity

and Raksa because it protects.

96- What else need be cited to indicate the glory of
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Bhasma? The Vratin who has had the Bhasma-bath is lord

Siva himself.

97. This Bhasma is a great weapon of the devotees

of Siva. It is a divine missile whereby the mishaps of the

elder brother of Dhaumya in the course of his penance had
been removed.

98. Hence one should endeavour in all possible ways

to collect Bhasma like wealth after performing the Pasupata

vrata and be engaged in Bhasma-bath.

CHAPTER THIRTYFOUR

(The penance of Upamanyu
)
2 *1

The sages said :
—

1. It was for obtaining milk that penance was

performed by the boy Upamanyu, the elder brother of Dhau-

mya. So an ocean of milk was granted to him by lord Siva.

2. How could that infant attain power to propound

the sacred doctrine of Siva? How could he realise the

existence of Siva and perform the penance ?

3. How could he attain the perfect knowledge in the

course of his observance of penance? How did he secure

the protective ashes the virile element of the Rudra fire.

Vayu said :

—

4. It was not an ignorant common infant who per-

formed the penance. He was the son of a great, wise and

the learned sage Vyaghrapada.238

5. He was a great Siddha in his former birth who
had fallen from his position for some reason. Fortunately he

was born as the son of a sage.

6. His penance for the sake of obtaining milk became

the gateway to the future grace of lord Siva obtained due to

good luck.

237. For the similarity of expression and contents of this and the

following chapter, see LiAga P. i. 107

The Upamanyu, episode of the Linga P- is concise and condensed

;

that of $P is detailed and comprehensive. The foimer seems to be the
abridged version of the latter.

2‘jtt. LiAga P. omits to mention Vy&ghrap&da, father of Upamanyu.
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7. Siva granted him perpetual bachelorhood, lord-

ship of all the Ganas along with an ocean of milk.

8. The acquisition of Siva’s knowledge is due to Siva’s

grace alone. He acquired the knowledge of Sakti even as a

boy,

9. His ability to propound the Sivalastra was also

derived from the lord. He rejoiced in attaining the ocean

of knowledge from the sage.

10. There was an apparent reason for his acquisition

of Siva-jfiana. These were his mother’s words full of sorrow

for the milk.

11-12. Once the boy had tasted some quantity of

milk in the hermi age of his uncle. His uncle’s son had

drunk ample milk to his satiety. The jealous Upamanyu
affectionately told his mother thus.

Upamanyu said :
—

13. O mother, my blessed mother, O saintly woman,

please give me sweet cow’s milk. I shall drink it very hot.

Vdyu said :

—

14. On hearing the words of her son, the saintly

mother, the wife of Vyaghrapada, was very much distressed.

15. With love and affection she embraced the son

and fondled him. Considering her poverty she became

dejected and lamented.

16. The boy Upamanyu could not forget the milk he

wanted. He the innocent child of great splendour cried

frequently pressing his mother to give him milk.

17. Realising that the boy was tenacious the saintly

brahmin lady thought of a plan to quieten his stubbornnes

18-19. She had gleaned a few grains which the swec

r
voiced lady ground into a paste with water. “Come on, sc-

dear,” she addressed her son and though she was distress^

at heart she gave him the improvised milk.

26. On drinking that watery stuff offered as milk, the

excited boy shouted. ‘O mother, this is no milk.’

21. The distressed mother when she saw the boy thus
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1

in misery caught hold of him, kissed on his head, wiped his

lotus-like eyes with her hand and said:

—

The mother said :

—

22. Rivers full of gems whether in heaven or in the

nether worlds are never seen by unlucky people and those

devoid of devotion to Siva.

23. If Siva is not pleased with them, they do not get

those pleasing things viz. kingdom, heaven, salvation or a milk

diet.

24. Everything is the result of Siva’s grace and not that

of any other lord. Those who are devoted to other lords

wander in distress.

25. Whence can we have milk, we who stay in the

forest for ever ? O dear, where the sources of milk and

where we the forest-dwellers ?

26. Wanting everything and overwhelmed by poverty

I, your unfortunate mother, have given you this improvised

milk grinding the fried grains into paste with water.

27-28. You tasted the boiled milk at your uncle’s. So

when you drank this
4 sour stuff you found out on comparison

that what I gave you was not milk. When you cry out

saying so you make me miserable. Without the grace of Lord

Siva you cannot have milk.

29. What is dedicated with devotion at the lotus-like

feet of the lord accompanied by Siva and his Ganas is the

cause of all riches.

30. The great lord who is the bestower of wealth and

befitting benefits to those who desire them, has not been

worshipped by us now.

31. Aiming at riches we have not worshipped Siva

hitherto. So we are poor. Hence you do not get milk.

32. O son, nothing else is obtained by us except what

has been given by us in respect of lord Siva or Vi§nu.

Vayu said :

—

33. On hearing the words of his mother, true but
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expressive of her grief, the boy, though distressed within

spoke thus in a mature way.

Upamanyu said :
—

34. O mother, do not feel unhappy
;
if there is Siva

and Siva everything good will result. O blessed lady, eschew

your grief.

35. O mother, listen now to my words. If there is

lord Siva anywhere sooner or later I shall get an ocean

of milk.

Vayu said:
—

36. On hearing the words of her highly intelligent son

the delighted noble mother replied.

The mother said:
—

37. O dear, what you have thought of is auspicious.

It increases my pleasure. Do not delay. Worship Sada-

Siva and the goddess Siva.

38. Definitely there is Siva superior to all, the great

cause. The entire universe in created by him. Brahma and

and others are his servants.

39. If we have any prosperity it is created by his

grace. We are only the slaves of the lord. Except Siva, the

benefactor of the worlds we do not know anyone else.

40. Eschewing other gods physically, mentally and

verbally, worship him alone, with Siva with due devotion.

41. “Namah Sivaya”, this mantra is directly expressive

of Siva, the overlord of the gods, the bestower of boons.

12. The seven crores of mantras including the

Pranava Om merge into this mantra and come out again.

43. Those Mantras are also beneficent with regard to

those who are authorized therein. At the behest of the lord

every one is authorized in this Mantra.

44. Just as Siva, this mantra too is capable of protect-

ing all Atmans base or excellent.

45. This mantra is stronger than any other mantra.

Only this and no other mantra is capable of protecting

all.
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46. Hence eschew all the other Mantras and devote

yourself to this five-syllabled mantra. When that is in the

mouth nothing is inaccessible here.

47. The excellent Aghora missile affording protection

to the devotees of Siva originates from this mantra. Consi-

dering this, be devoted to it and not otherwise.

48. This Bhasma produced in the Viraja fire was
obtained by me from your father. It is excellent and it averts

great mishaps.

49. Accept the Mantra bestowed on you by me. If

the Japa of this mantra is performed your protection will be

assured.

Vayu said:
—

50-51. The mother directed him thus saying, “May it

be auspicious” and allowed him to go. The sage accepted

her words with his bent head. Bowing to her he made
preparations for performing peniance. Then the mother said

to him, “May the gods do everything auspicious for yo .”

52. Permitted by her he went to the mountain

Himavat and performed penance with purity of minds. He
took in only wind (no food).

53-54. With eight bricks he built an altar and installed

Siva’s phallic image of clay. He invoked the unchanging lord

Siva accompanied by the Ganas and Parvatl. He worshipped

him with the leaves and flowers available in the forest repeating

the five-syllabled Mantra with devotion. He performed

penance for a long time.

55-56. Assuming the forms of Raksasa certain ghosts

of sages cursed formerly by Marici harassed the lonely, lean

boy Upamanyu performing penance though he was an excel-

lent brahmin devotee of Siva. Thus they caused obstacles to

his penance.

57. Though harassed by them he somehow maintained

his penance. He uttered “Namah Sivaya” like one in

great distress.

58. At the very hearing of that sound the sages who

hindered the penance left off that boy and began to serve

him.
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59. O sages, the whole universe including the mobile

and immobile beings became ignited due to the penance of

that brahmin, the noble Upamanyu.

CHAPTER THIRTYFIVE

(
The story of Upamanyu)

Vayu said :

—

1* Then the excellent gods with their bodies illuminated

hastened to Vaikuntha. After bowing they mentioned every-

thing to Vi$nu.

2-3. On hearing them, lord Visnu thought “What is

this?” After understanding the reason he immediately went

to the Mandara mountain with a desire to see lord Siva.

On seeing the lord and bowing to him with palms joined in

reverence he said:

—

Vi$nu said

4. O lord, a certain brahmin well known as Upam-
anyu has burnt everything by his penance for obtaining the

milk.

Vayu said :

—

5. On hearing the words of Visnu, lord Siva said:

—

“I shall prevent the boy. You may please go back to your

abodes”.

6. On hearing the words of lord Siva, Visnu the

favourite of the gods went to his abode after consoling the

gods and others.

7. In the meantime, the trident-bearing lord Siva resol-

ve<J to go there assuming the form of Indra.

8. Taking up the physical form as the king of gods,

accompanied by gods, Asuras, Siddhas and serpents, and
seated on a white elephant Sadasiva went to the hermitage

of the sage.
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9. The elephant fanned the lord with the chowrie and

held the white umbrella with the left hand while bearing the

lord of gods accompanied by Sacl.

10. Lord Sadagiva accompanied by Uma and assum-

ing the form of Indra, shone with that umbrella like the

Mandara mountain with the disc of the moon.

11. Assuming the form of Indra, lord Siva went to the

hermitage of Upamanyu in order to bless him.

12. On seeing lord Siva, in the form of Indra, the

sage bowed his head and spoke.

Upamanyu said :

—

13. O lord of gods, O lord of the universe, O excellent

god, my hermitage is sanctified since you have come here.

Vayu said :

—

14. Glancing at the brahmin who stood steady after

saying thus, with palms joined in reverence, Siva in the guise

of Indra spoke majestically.

Indra said :
—

15. O sage of good rites, O elder brother of Dhaumya,

I am delighted with your penance. Mention the boon you

wish to have. I shall grant you whatever you desire.

Vayu said :
—

16. The leading sage when urged thus by Indra spoke

with palms joined in reverence— ‘I request you to grant me

the boon of devotion to Siva*.

17-19. On hearing that Indra said:— ‘‘you do not know

me the lord of gods the overlord of the three worlds, Indra,

saluted by the gods. O brahminical sage, be my devotee.

Always worship only me. Welfare be to you. I shall give

you everything. Abandon Rudra who is devoid of attributes.

What purpose of yours can be served by* Rudra who without

attributes has become a ghost ostracised from the midst of

the gods.”

Vdyu said :

—

20. On hearing that, the sage began to repeat the
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five-syllabled Mantra. He thought that Indra had come
there to put obstacles in his holy rites and so said.

Upamanyu said :

—

21. You have said all these things in your eagerness

to disparage Siva. In that context you have mentioned the

Nirgunatva of the great lord.

22* You do not know Rudra the lord of the chiefs of

the gods, the progenitor of Brahma, Visnu and Siva and who
is greater than Prakrti.

23. I desire to get my boon granted by the lord who
is separate from Sat and Asaf, who is the unmanifest, as

mentioned by the propounders of Brahman and who is

eternal, single and multifarious

24. I desire to secure the boon from that lord whom
the knowers of truth meditate upon, who bestows the goal of

Samkhya and Yoga, viz. release.

25. There is no higher truth than Siva who is the cause

of all causes, the creator of Brahma, Visnu and other gods

and who is the lord beyond attributes.

26. Of what avail is such talk ? I infer that in the

previous birth I committed a great sin because a disparag-

ing remark about Siva was heard by me.

27. On hearing the censure of Siva, one shall immedia-

tely abandon one’s life and slay that person too. He then

attains Siva’s region. 239

28. O base god, let my desire for milk wait. After

killing you with Siva’s missile I shall abandon this body

of mine.

Vdyu said:—
29. After saying th ;

s, Upamanyu. ready to die himself

eschewed his desire for milk and got ready to kill Indra.

30*31. He took the ash and reinvigorated it with the

Aghorastra mantra. Aiming it at Indra he cast it off and

239. I.in^a P. adds after this Verse

jft *r 5 1

fa: 11
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shouted loudly. Remembering the feet of Siva he attempted
to burn off his body. Upamanyu held the fiery missile ready

for discharge.

32. When the brahmin attempted this, lord Siva

disguised as Siva who destroyed the eyes of Bhaga prevented

the missile of the Yogin gently.

33. At the behest of the lord, Nandin the favourite

of Siva caught in the middle the Aghorastra hurled by
him.

34. Assuming his own form with the crescent moon
for his crest, Lord Siva revealed himself to the brahmin.

35-36. The Lord showed to him a thousand oceans

of milk, nectar curds, ghee, fruits, foodstuffs and a mountain

of sweet pies.

37. The lord appeared thus seated on the bull along

with the goddess and surrounded by the lords of Ganas and

holding the divine missiles, trident etc.

38. The Dundubhi drums were sounded in the heaven.

There was a shower of flowers; the ten quarters were

filled with the gods, chiefs of whom were Visnu, Brahma

and Indra.

39. Then Upamanyu enveloped by the waves of bliss

fell at his feet, his mind made humble with devotion.

40. Then the smiling lord Siva called him nearer,

kissed him on the head and granted him boons.

Siva said :

—

41 . Partake of various foodstuffs as you please along

with your kinsmen, for ever. Be happy always, free from

misery. Be my devotee.

42. O fortunate Upamanyu, this goddess Parvati

is your mother. You have been adopted as my son. The

milk ocean is given to you.

4J. So also the ocean of honey, of rice with curds

and ghee and of fruits etc. *

44. O sage, mountains of sweet pies, the ocean of

food stuffs, these are given to you. Please take them.

45. Your father is lord Siva. Your mother is Parvati,

the mother of the universe. I give you the status of a god;

the eternal chieftainship of the Ganas.
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Choose boons as you please. I am delighted. I

shall grant you boons. You need not hesitate at all.

Vaju said :

—

47. Saying thus lord Siva caught him with his

hands, kissed him on the head and handed him over to the

goddess saying, “This is your son.”

48. The goddess received him with pleasure like

Guha, placed her hand on his head, granted him the unchan-

gings status of a Bachelor.

49. The milk ocean came in an embodied form holding

sweet milk in his hands. Approaching the saintly boy he

gave him imperishable condensed milk.

50. The goddess, out of delight, gave him the Yogic

prosperity, perpetual contentment, imperishable Brahma-

Vidya and the greatest affluence.

51. The delighted Siva saw the splendour of his

penance, granted boons again to the sage Upamanyu.
52. He gave him the Pasupata rite, the PaSupata

knowledge and the peipetual ability to propound and

discourse.

53. Obtaining the divine boons and the perpetual

bachelorhood from Siva and Siva he became joyous.

54. Delighted in his mind he bowed with palms joined

in reverence. The brahmin then requested lord Siva for a

boon and said.

55. “O lord of the chiefs of the gods, be pleased.

Please grant me devotion to you, great, divine and

unflinching.

56. O great lord, grant me an abiding faith in persons

devoted to you. Grant me ihe great slavery' and the perpetual

proximity to you.

57. After saying this, Upamanyu the excellent brahmin

eulogised the lord in the words choked with delight.

58. !tO great lord, O lord of gods, favourably disposed

to those who seek refuge in you. O ocean of mercy, be

pleased always, O Siva, accompanied by Parvatl.

Vdyu said :

—

59. Thus requested lord Siva, the granter of boons
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replied with delighted mind to Upamanyu the excellent

sage.

Siva said :

—

60. O dear Upamanyu, I am delighted. Indeed every-

thing has been granted by me to you. O brahminical sage,

you are of steady devotion. I wanted to test you.

61. Be free from old age, death and misery. Be
glorious and endowed with splendour and divine knowledge.

62. Your kinsmen, your family and spiritual lineage

shall be everlasting. O excellent brahmin, your devotion

to me shall be permanent.

63. O excellent brahmin, I shall always be present

in your hermitage. Near me you shall always blissfully sport

about.

6*. Thus granting him the boons lord Siva who had
the lustre of a crore suns, vanished there itself.

65. Securing the boons from the lord, Upamanyu,
delighted in his mind, went to his mother’s abode and attained

the supreme bliss.
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Section II

CHAPTER ONE

[Acquisition of sons by $rikr$na

)

1 . Obeisance to the lord whose chest is marked by the

saffron from the plump pair of breasts of Gaurl and who
causes the entire world whirl like a wheel.

Suta said :

—

2-4. After narrating how Uparnanyu attained favours

from the lord, Vayu got up for the routine observances when
the sun reached the middle of the sky. All the sages, the

residents of the Naimisa forest, resolved within themselves

what topic should be asked. After performing their duties as

usual, they saw that the lord Vayu was coming and so sat

waiting for him.

5. At the end of the observance of the daily routine

lord Vayu occupied his assigned seat in the middle of the

assembly of the sages.

6. Vayu, saluted by all the worlds, comfortably seated

himself in the seat. Keeping well in his mind the glorious

prosperity of the lord, he spoke thus.

7. “I resort to that great lord, the unvanquished and

the omniscient whose prosperity and glory constitute the

universe consisting of the mobile and immobile beings.

8. On hearing the auspicious statement the sages of

quelled sins spoke these words in order to hear further

the details of the lord’s glory.

*The sages said :

—

9-11. O lord, you have already mentioned the details

of Uparnanyu of noble soul, how he attained various favours

from the supreme lord by means of the penance performed for

the sake of milk. Formerly, we had heard that this elder
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brother of Dhaumya was met by firjkrsna of unstrained

activities, son of Vasudeva. Then Krsna performed the

Pasupatavrata and attained perfect knowledge. How did lord

Krsna attain the perfect knowledge of Pasupati ?

Vdyu said :

—

12. Vasudeva, the eternal god, had taken his incarnation

out of his own free will. Still he performed the purificatory

rites for his body thereby indicating that the human body is

worthy of censure.

13. He went to the great sage’s hermitage resorted to

by other sages, in order to perform a penance for the sake

of sons. There he saw the sage Upamanyu.
•14-15. The sage had great splendour all over his body

being rendered white due to the Bhasma smeared over. His

forehead was marked with Tripundras. He was bedecked in

resories of stringed Rudraksa beads. The clustered malted

hair embellished him. He was surrounded by sages who were

his disciples, just as the Veda is surrounded by the scriptural

texts. He was calm and engaged in meditation on Siva.

16. On seeing him hairs stood on their ends in the

body of Krsna due to delight. Respectfully he circumambulated

him thrice and knelt before him. With shoulders drooping

and palms joined in reverence he delightfully eulogised him.

17. At the mere vision of the sage, all dirt born of

Maya and Karman of Krsna was quelled.

18-19. When the dirt of Krsna had been quelled,

Upamanyu dusted him with Bhasma repeating the Mantras

“Agniriti” 240 etc. He was then made to perforin the Pasupata

Vrata lasting for twelvemonths. Then the sage imparted to

him the excellent knowledge.

20. Since then the divine Pasupata sages of duly

completed rites surrounded him.

2 1 . Then at the behest of his preceptor, Kr§na of great

prowess performed penance for the attainment of a son with

Siva and Parvati as the deity aimed at.

22. Due to that penance, at the end of a year, lord

240. Siras Up. 3
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Siva, equipped with great splendour and accompanied by his

Ganas and Parvati appeared there.

23. After bowing to Siva of handsome features, who
appeared before him for granting boons, Kfgna eulogised him
with palms joined in reverence.

24. Krsna of composed mind obtained his son Samba
of good qualities bequeathed by Siva who was delighted by
his penance.

25. Since it was Siva accompanied by Amba, who
blessed him with a son, he named Jambavati’s son Samba.

26. Thus I have narrated to you how Kffiia of wide

activities attained knowledge from the great sage and a son

from Siva.

27. He who recites this everyday, listens to it or

narrates it to others attains Vi?nu’s wisdom and rejoices*with

him.

CHAPTER TWO

(The glory of lord Siva)

The sages said :

—

1. What is the PaSupata knowledge? How is Siva the

lord of Pasus? Why was Dhaumya’s elder brother asked by

Kj*$na of unstrained activities.

2. O lord Vayu, of the form of Siva, please explain all

these things. In the whole of the three worlds there is no

other person competent to explain it like you.

Suta said :

—

3. On hearing the words of the sages, Vayu thought

* upon Siva, and began to explain.

Vdyu said :

—

4. This excellent and exalted PaSupata knowledge was

mentioned to the goddess by lord Siva on the mountain

Mandara.
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5. The same question was asked by Kf?na, the cause

of the universe about the animal nature of the gods and others

and the overlordship of Siva.

6. I shall explain it succinctly as imparted to K??na by

Upamanyu. Please hear attentively.

7. Formerly Visnu in the form of Kr§na bowed to

Upamanyu sitting in his hermitage and spoke courteously.

Lord Kr$na said :

—

8. O lord, I wish to hear about the divine Pa£upata

knowledge as mentioned to the goddess by the lord. I wish

to hear about his prosperity and glory entirely.

9. How is the lord known as Pa£upati, lord of Pa£us ?

Who are the Palus? What are those Pa£as (strings) with

which they are bound? How are they released?

10. Thus implored by the noble Krsna the glorious

Upamanyu bowed to the lord and the goddess and spoke as

follows.

Upamanyu said:—
11. Every being beginning with Brahma and ending

with immobile beings is called Pa£u in relation to the lord of

gods. Every being is subject to worldly existence.

12. Siva, lord of the gods,, is known as Pa£upati

in view of his being the lord of the Pa£us. The Pati binds

the Pasus through the Pasas (strings ) of dirt.

13-14. He alone releases when he is meditated upon
and worshipped with devotion. The twentyfour principles,

Maya, Karman and the three Gunas are called Visayas.

These are the Pa£as that bind the Pa§us. After binding the

Pasus, from Brahma to the grass, by means of these Pa£as,

lord Siva makes them do their respective duties.

15-20. At his behest Prakrti generates Buddhi befitting

the Puru§a. Buddhi (cosmic intellect) ‘generates Ahankara
( Ego) . The ego generates the eleven sense-organs and five

Tanmatras. At his bidding the Tanmatras too, create the great

Bhutas entirely in their order; the great Bhutas create the

physical bodies of all beings from Brahma to the grass.

Intellect determines and resolves. Ego feels pride in and
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identifies with what is possessed. Consciousness observes and
becomes conscious of things. Mind conceives and imagines.

The organs of knowledge apprehend the objects separately.

21-22. The sense-organs grasp their objects and not

others and this is due to the divine command of the lord.

The organs of activity too do their own duties. Nothing
else. It is due to Siva’s order that sound, etc. are grasped,

speech, etc. are made. Siva’s weighty command is not to be

transgressed by any.

23-26. It is only at the behest of the lord that ether

pervades all, yields space to the elements. At the bidding

of J§iva the wind sustains the entire universe, internal and
external, under different names of Prana, etc. At the bidding

of the lord the firegod bears offerings to the gods and
oblations to the Pitrs. It facilitates cooking etc. At his

behest the waters enliven all. At the bidding of the lord the

earth holds up the universe for ever.

27-30. In respect of Siva’s inviolable command lord

Indra protects the gods, kills the Asuras and guards the

worlds. By Siva’s command lord Varuna rules over the waters

and binds those who are to be punished, by means of his

noose. At the behest of Siva the lord of wealth, the lord of

the Yaksas, distributes wealth to the living beings in accor-

dance with their merit. At the bidding of Siva, Isana bestows

knowledge on the intelligent ones and affords them riches,

and curbs the evil-doers.

31-34. It is at the direction of Siva that the earth

is supported by Sesa. The Raudri and TamasI form of Visnu

that brings about destruction is created by the four-faced lord.

At his behest, through other forms of his own, he protects the

universe and annihilates it in the end. He protects, creates

and devours the universe through his own three bodies.

At his bidding alone Rudra annihilates the universe in the

« end.

35-37. The Atman of the universe thus assuming three

different forms creates and protects too- Time creates, protects

and destroys at his behest. At his bidding with the three

parts of his splendour, the sun supports the universe, comm-

ands the shower and rains in the heaven. At the behest of
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the moon-crested lord, the moon nourishes the plants, delights

the living beings and 'is imbibed by the gods.

38-43. Adityas, Vasus, Rudras, Asvins, Maruts, heaven-

walkers, Sages, Siddhas, Serpents, human beings, beasts, ani-

mals, birds, worms, immobile beings, rivers, oceans, moun-

tains, forests, lakes, Vedas with their ancillaries, the scriptures,

the compendiums of mantras, sacrifices, etc., the worlds begin-

ning with Kalagni and ending with Siva and their over-

lords, the innumerable Brahmandas, their coverings, the past,

present and future, the quarters, interstices, the different

units of time, Kala etc.—all these, whatever is seen or heard

in the world, are presided over by the order of Siva.

44. It is through the power of his order that the earth,

the mountains, clouds, oceans, luminary bodies, Indra

and other gods, the mobile and immobile beings sentient or

non-sentient are sustained.

45. O Krsna, listen to the wonderful feat performed by

the order of Siva of unmeasured activity and heard by me
from the Upanisads.

46. After conquering the Asuras in the war formerly,

the gods including Indra began to argue with one another

“I am the victor, I am the victor”.

47. Then lord Siva assumed the guise of a Yaksa and

stood in their midst devoid of his characteristic features in the

limbs.

48. He set a blade of grass on the ground and told the

gods, “He who can deform this grass is the conqueror of the

Daityas.”

49. On hearing the words of the Yaksa, the thunder-

bolt-bearing consort of SacI became infuriated. Smiling a

little he attempted to take up the grass.

50. When he could not lift it up he hurled his thun-

derbolt at it in order to cut it.

51. The thunderbolt coming into contact with the

grass appeared to clash with a steel and fell aside.

52. Then the guardians of the quarters and the

worlds, of great strength exerted themselves and hurled thou-

sands of their weapons at the grass-blade.

53. The great fire blazed, the fieicc wind blew and the
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arrived.

54. Thus everything initiated by the gods strenuously

against the grass was a flop. O Kr$na, it was due to the

power of that Yak$a alone.

55. Then the infuriated lord of go4s asked the Yak$a,

“Who are you, sir ?” Then even as they were watching, the

Yak?a vanished.

56. In the meantime the goddess Haimavati bedecked

in divine ornaments, appeared in the sky smiling and shining

brilliantly.

57. On seeing her the wonderstruck gods, Indra and
others bowed to her humbly and asked, “Who is this

uncommon Yaksa?”

58. The goddess smiled and said—“He is invisible to

you. He is the lord by whom this wheel of the world inclu-

ding the mobile and immobile beings, revolves.

59. In the beginning the universe is created by him,

and it is annihilated again by him. There is none to control

him. Everything is controlled by him”.

60. After saying this the great goddess vanished there

itself. The surprised gods bowed to her and went to heaven.

CHAPTER THREE

(Upamanyus advice to lord Kr$na)

Upamanyu said :

—

1. O Kf§na, listen; this universe of the. mobile and

immobile beings is pervaded by the Murtyatmans of lord Siva,

the great Atman.

2. Siva presides over all these by means of his own

Murtis. His Atman is incomprehensible. This is said by the

sages.

3. These shall be known as his Murtis whereby this

universe is pervaded viz:—Brahma, Vi$nu, Rudra, MaheSana

and Sada£iva.
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4. There are other bodies as well, called Paficabrah-

mans. There is nothing which is not pervaded by those

bodies.

5. The famous Paftcabrahmans,241 the bodies of the lord

are ISana, Purusa, Aghora, Vamadeva and Sadyojata.

6. His greatest first Murti, liana, presides over the

individual soul the enjoyer of Prakfti.

7. The Murti of Siva the lord having embodied forms,

named Tatpurusa, presides over the unmanifest which is

worthy of being enjoyed and which is in the form of the

support of the Gunas.

8. The highly venerable Murti Aghora, of the trident-

bearing lord, presides over the principle of cosmic intellect

consisting of eight parts of Dharma etc.

9. Persons who know the Agamas call the Murti

Vamadeva as the presiding deity of Ego.

10. The intelligent men say that the Murti Sadyojata

of Siva of unmeasured splendour is the presiding deity of

the mind.

11. Scholars understand that the Murti Isana is the

presiding deity of the ear speech, sound and the all-pervasive

ether.

12. Experts of the Puranas understand that the Murti

Tatpuru$a is the presiding deity of the skin, hand, touch

and Vayu.

13. The wise understand that the Murti Aghora is

the presiding deity of the eye, leg, colour and fire.

14. The devotees understand that the Murti Vama-

deva is the presiding deity of the tongue, anus, taste and

the waters.

15. They say that the Murti Sadyojata is the presi-

ding deity of the nose, sexual organ, smell and the

earth.

16. The five Mflrtis of the lord, the sole causes of

prosperity shall be assiduously saluted by men seeking Sreyas.

241. Iiina, Purusa (Tatpurusa), Aghora, Varna and Sadya arc the

five forms of Siva. In the light of this version, the expression

‘Vftmaiafijfia' in SRS I. 30 shall be emended to ‘Vamassadyab* and

translated accordingly.
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17 . The universe consists of eight Murtis, of the

primordial lord of the gods, wherein ' lies stretched the

universe as the gems and beads in the string.

18. These famous eight Murtis242 are Sarva, Bhava,

Rudra, Ugra, Bhima, Pasupati, Isana, and Mahadeva.

19. The earth, waters, fire, wind, ether, fcsetrajfia,

the sun and the moon are presided* over by the eight Murtis,

Sarva, etc, of the lord.

20. This is the conclusion of the scripture that the

Murti of Sarva, in the form of the earth upholds the

universe consisting of the mobile and immobile beings.

21. The Murti of Bhava the great' Atman, in the

form of water enlivens the universe.

22. The Murti of Rildra having terrible form, is

stationed all over the universd* intefnally and externally and

it consists of fire.

23. The Murti of Ugra . in the form of the wind
i

throbs itself and sustains everything and makes everything

throb.

24. The Murti of Bhima is in the form of the ether

It splits the elements. It is all-pervasive and gives space

to everything.

25. The Murti of Pasupati is the presiding deity* of

the Atmans, immanent in the soiils and splitting the binding

cords of the Pasus.

26. The Murti of Mahesa named Isana, otherwise

called the sun, illuminates the universe and moves about in the

firmament.

27. The Murti of Mahadeva is the cause of the moorf
who delights and nourishes the universe with his nectarine

rays.

28. The eighth Murti of the supreme lord Siva is the

Atman. It pervades all the Murtis. Hence the universe

has Siva as its Atman.

* 29. Just as the branches are nourished by watering

24J. The Astainurli concept of Siva finds its parallel in Srs Ch. 2.

According to this concept, thr eight forms— Sarva, Bhava, Rudra, Ugra,
Bhima, Pasupati. Isana and Mahadeva symbolise the five gloss material
elements, the individual soul (ksetiajna), the principle of heat (sun)

and cold moon) respectively. There are variations in icgai d to their

presiding position m entain puiai>as.
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the roots of the tree, so also by the worship of Siva his body,

the universe, is nourished.

30. The propitiation of Siva bestows protection,

blessing and renders help unto all.

31. As the father is delighted at the pleasure of his

sons and grandsons so also Siva is pleased at the pleasure

of all.

32. There is no doubt if any embodied soul is curbed

it is a displeasing injury committed on the eight-bodied

lord.

33. With pious emotions worship Siva who presides

over the universe in the form of Astamurli Rudra, the great

cause.

CHAPTER FOUR

(
The exalted magnificence of Court and Siva) 243

Krfna said —
1. O holy lord, it has been heard how this universe is

pervaded by the Murtis of lord Siva, of unmeasured brilliance.

2. Now I wish to know the innate nature of the great

lord and the goddess. How is this universe having male and

female traits presided over by them ? 244

Upamanyu said :

—

3. I shall explain succinctly the glorious magnifirene

and the innate nature of Siva and Siva. It cannot be adeq-

uately explained in detail even by Siva.

4. Sakti is MahadevI herself and Mahadeva is one poss-

essing Sakti. The entire universe of mobile and immobile

beings is a fragment of their exalted magnificence.

5. Some objects are in the form of Cit and some in the

form of Arit. Each of them is again twofold Suddha and

Para; Asuddha and Apara. *

243. For the similarity of expression and contents of this chapter

see SRS. 3

244 Siva in the half-male and half-female lardhnnfulsvara) form

is the cause of the universe. The concept has its basis in the l’uiu«a-

Prakrti doctrine of S mkhya philosophers. For details see* SlnUiyakarika

of Isvarakfsna-
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6. The wheel of Cit that undergoes worldly existence

along with the wheel of Acit is A£uddha and Apara. The

other one is Suddha and Para.

7. Both the Git and Acit whether Para or Apara and

the lordship of Siva and Siva are natural.

8. The universe is subject to the control of Siva and

SivS, but Siva and Siva are not subject to the control of

the universe.245 Since the universe is to be ruled over, Siva

and Siva are the sovereigns of the universe.

9. Just as Siva so also the goddess. Just as the

goddess so also Siva. No difference shall be thought of

between the two as between the moon and the moonlight.

10. Just as the moon does not shine without the

moonlight so also though existing Siva does not shine without

Sakti.

11-12. Just as the sun does not exist without its light

nor does the light thereof exist without the sun, so also

there is .mutual dependence between Sakti and Saktiman.

There is no Sakti without Siva and no Siva without Sakti.

13-14. The Sakti is the primordial and solitary one,

of the form of Git and depending on Siva, by means of

which Siva can bestow worldly pleasures and salvation and

which is of the same characteristics as Siva, the great Atman
through the diverse befitting attribute?, of the lord.

15. The solitary and great Sakti of the form of Cit, is

of parturient trait. It creates the universe with its manifold

ramifications at the will of Siva.

16. It is also called Mulaprakrti, Maya and Triguna.

It is threefold. The universe is hurled back by her and

pervaded.

17. As one unit, as twofold, in hundreds and thou-

sands Saktis ramify themselves in their function.

18. At the will of Siva, the great Sakti united with

Sivatattva manifests from it at the first creation, like the oil

from the gingelly seed.

19. Then the Sakti being agitated by the Kriya

243 YV<* aave emended the reading ftpft to «T

faftCT 3T5T and translated accordingly.
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Sakti originating from the Saktiman, the primordial sound
originates atthe outset of creation.

20. The Bindu comes out of the Nada; from Bindu
comes out Sada$iva. From him is born MaheSvara and
Suddhavidya originates from MaheSvara.

21. That is the deity of speech, the Sakti of Siva

named Vagina; the same in the form of letters becomes
manifest as M&tfka.

22. Then by the infusion of the infinite, Maya creates

Kala, Niyati, Kala and Vidya and through Kala, Raga and
Puru$a.

23.

From Mfiya again originates the manifest con-

sisting of the three Gui^as. From this Avyakta the three

Gupas become separated.

24-25. The three Gu^as are Sattva, Rajas and Tamas
whereby the entire universe is pervaded. From the Gu$as,

on being agitated and stirred up, the three deities are born as

well as Mahat and other Tattvas in due order. At the

behest of Siva innumerable seeds are bom. They are

presided over by the infinite and other VidyeSas, the

Emperors.

26. In accordance with the difference in bodies, Saktis

are said to be different. They shall be known as having

diverse forms both gross and subtle.

27. The Sakti of Rudra is called Raudri, that of

Vi?nu Vaisnavl; that of Brahma Brahmani and that of Indra

Aindri.

28. Of what avail is much talk? What is glorified as

universe is pervaded by Sakti just as the physical body is

pervaded by the immanent soul.

29-30. The entire universe of the mobile and immobile

beings is full of Sakti. Kala, the greatest Sakti of the great

Atman, is called Para Sakti, and it follows the wish of the

lord and creates the mobile and immobile universe.

31. Lord Siva is Saktiman possessing the three Saktis of

knowledge, activity and wish. He pervades the universe for

ever and stays.

32. “This shall be this way.” “This shall not be
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this way.” It is in this form that the wish of the lord per-

manently restrains activities.

33. Sakti of knowledge is in the form of Buddhi and

it determines its effect, instrument, cause and purpose

factually.

34. Sakti of activity in the form of conception formu-

lates and evolves the effect—universe, in the manner wished

for and in the manner determined.

35. When the threefold Saktis are risen, the Sakti of

parturient traits urged by the Parama Sakti gives birth to the

universe.

36. Siva is called Saktiman since he is in association

with it. This universe born of both Sakti and Saktiman is

termed Sakta and Saiva.

37. Just as no boy is born without parents, so also the

universe of mobile and immobile beings does not originate

without Siva and Siva. The universe has both a male and a

female source, hence it is in the nature of male and female.

38. It is the effect of the superhuman power of male

and female. It is presided over by a male and a female.

Siva is the great Atman and Siva the great Sakti.

39. Sadasiva is Siva and Manonmani is Siva, Mahe-
svara is known as Siva and Siva as Maya.

40. Purusa is the great god and Prakrti the great

goddess. Rudra is the great god himself and Rudrani is his

beloved.

41. Visnu is lord Visvesvara and Laksmi his beloved.

When Brahma the creator is Siva, Brahman! is the beloved

of Brahman.

42. The sun is lord Siva and his light is Siva.

Mahendra is Siva and Sac! is Parvati.

43. Firegod is Mahadeva and Svaha Siva. Yama is

Siva and Yam! is Siva, the daughter of the mountain.

44. Nirrti is lord I$a. Nairrti is Siva. Varuna is lord

Rudra. Varuni is Siva.

45. V'ayu is the moon-crested lord Siva and his wife is

Siva, the captivator of Siva’s mind. Sacrifice is the destroyer

of sacrifice (=Siva) and Rddhi is Siv|.
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46. The moon is Siva. Rohini is Rudra’s beloved.

Isana is Siva. His Arya is the goddess Uma.
47. Ananta the Serpent king is Siva. Ananta’s

beloved is the goddess Siva. Kalagnirudra is Siva. Kali is

Siva’s beloved.

48. Purusa Manu is Siva and Satarupa is Siva’s

beloved. Daksa is lord Siva himself and Prasuti is Parame-

svari.

49. Ruci is Siva and Akuti is Siva. Bhrgu is the lord,

the destroyer of the eyes of Bhaga. Khyati is the beloved

of the three-eyed lord Siva.

50. Marici is lord Rudra. Sambhuti is Sarva’s beloved.

Angiras is Siva. Smrti is Uma herself.

51. Pulastya is the moon-crested lord. Priti is the

wife of the trident-bearing lord. Pulaha is the destroyer of the

Tripuras. His wife is the beloved of Siva.

52. Kratu is Siva the destroyer of sacrifice. Sannati^is

the beloved of the lord. Atri is the three-eyed lord.

Anasuya is Uma herself.

53. Kasyapa is Siva. His beloved is Siva herself.

Vasistha is Siva and Arundhatl is the goddess herself.

54. All men are identical with Siva. All women are

identical with Mahesvari. Hence all men and women are

their exalted superhuman power.

55. Lord is the subject and his beloved is the object.

Everything heard is the form of Uma and the hearer is the

trident-holder Siva.

56. All that is worthy of being enquired about is

sustained by Siva’s beloved. The enquirer is the universal

soul Siva himself with crescent moon for an ornament.

57. Siva’s beloved holds all objects to be perceived

and the perceiver is lord Visvesvaia himself with the crescent

moon as the crest-jewel. ,

58. All objects of taste are identical with the goddess

and Siva is the taster. All lovable objects are identical with

Siva and Siva is the lover.

59. Goddess Mahesvari holds all objects of reflection.

The reflecter is the all-pervading Lord himself.
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60. Lord’s beloved holds all objects to be understood.

The understander is the lord himself.

61. Lord Siva is the vital breath of all living beings.

Siva in the form of water is the existence of Prana in all

beings.

62. The beloved of Siva is the abode of individual

souls. Lord Siva is the individual soul himself.

63. The day is the trident-bearing lord and Night is

the beloved of Siva himself. The ether is lord Siva and the

earth is Siva’s beloved.

64. The ocean is lord Siva. The shore is the daughter

of the king of mountains. The tree is the bull-bannered lord.

The creeper is Siva’s beloved.

65. The lord holds all masculine beings. The goddess

holds all feminine beings.

66. The beloved of Siva holds all words. The moon-

crested lord holds all their meanings.

67. Whatever power is held by whatever object is

identical with the goddess Visvesvari and MaheSvara.

68. O fortunate ones, whatever is great, holy, pure and

auspicious is the expansion of their brilliance.

69. As the flame of the brilliant lamp illuminates the

house so also their brilliance pervades the universe and

illuminates it.

70. The great Sruti says that the excellence of the

universe from the blade of grass to Siva’s Murti is due to

their contact.

71. The two who are in the form of all and confer

welfare on all shall be worshipped, bowed to and meditated

upon always.

72. O Kr$na, the innate nature of the lord and the

goddess has been explained to you by me in accordance with

my ability but I have not exhausted it.

73. The innate nature of the lord and the goddess is

beyond the minds of even great men. How can it be ex-

plained ?

74. Just as it is present in the intellect and the minds,

of the devotees who have dedicated their minds to the lord
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and who do not turn to any one else, so also it is not present

in the intellect of others.

75. The excellence and superhuman power that has

been explained now is based on Prakfti and is great as well.

Those who know esoteric secrets understand the secret

of non-Prakrtika excellence.

76. The superhuman excellence of the lord which is

non-Prakrtika is that from which words recede along with

the mind and the sense-organs.

77. That superhuman power of Parame§thin is the

greatest splendour, the greatest goal and the acme of achieve-

ment.

78 Persons who have conquered their vital breath

and the sense-organs endeavour to achieve it in order to seal

up the door to the prison in the form of womb.
79. A person who has understood the superhuman

excellence of Siva and Siva which is the divine medicine to

resuscitate the dead on being bitten by the serpent of worldly

existence, is not afraid of anything.

80. The individual soul who understands factually the

Para and the Apara excellences goes beyond the Apara Bhuti

and enjoys the Para Bhuti ( the greatest excellence)

.

81. O Krsna, thus I have explained to you the innate

nature of the great souls, Siva and Siva, though it is a secret

because you are a qualified devotee of Siva.

82. It is the injunction of the Vedas that the

Vibhuti of the lord and the goddess shall not be imparted to

those who are not disciples or who are not devotees or who
are not the followers of Siva.

83. O Krsna of great welfare, so you do not tell others

about this. Mention it to people, like you, who arc deserving.

84. He who imparts this Vibhuti of Siva and Siva to

qualified and competent men is liberated from the ocean

of worldly existence and attains Sayujya 21 * bf Siva.

246 Sayujya is the fourth grade of liberation, the other thier being

Sarupya, Salokya aud Sannidhya. Herein the aspirant attains al sorption

in the divine essence. But SP. recounts another grade also, namely Kaivalya

which means the devotee’s total merge or evtinction in his godhead. See

KRS 1 1. 3 et scq.
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85. By reciting this, crores of sins perish. Repeated
thrice or four times it quells even more.

86. AH displeasing enemies perish. Friends increase.

Learning flourishes. Auspicious intellect functions in Truth.

87. He acquires devotion to Siva, Siva, their followers

and 'attendants. He acquires whatever is pleasing and all

other things undoubtedly.

88. One should recite this with purity of mind, devotion

to Siva and full conviction. If due to powerful previous Kar-

mans the fruition is prevented, he shall repeat it again.

There is nothing inaccessible to him.

CHAPTER FIVE

(Knowledge of paiupati principle)

Upamanyu said :

—

1. This universe of the mobile and immobile beings is

the cosmic body of the lord of the gods. The Pasus do not

know it at all due to the intricacy of the Pasa.

2. O scion of the family of Yadu, not knowing his

great, nature, never subject to alteration or doubts, some sages

call him many though he is one.

3. About the great lord, without beginning or death,

some say he is Aparabrahmarupa, some say he is Parabrah-

marupa.

4. According to them Aparabrahmarupa is that aspect

when the godhead is identified with the elements, Antahkarana

the Indriyas, the Pradhana and the sensual objects. The
Parabrahman is the great Brahman in the form of Cit.

5. The godhead is called Brahman because it is

immense and it expands. Some say that the l£a is of the

form ofVidya and Avidya. Thus there are two forms of lord

Brahman, the lord of Brahma.

6. They say that Vidya is Cetana (consciousness)

and Avidya is Acetana (insentience). The universe too
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is in the form of Vidya and Avidya as belonging to the

lord, the preceptor of the universe.

7. There is no doubt in this that the universe is his

form because it is subservient to him. Others know the

form of Siva as delusion and Para Vidya.

8. Delusion usually means Ayathabuddhi (not knowing

as it is) in regard to the objects. Vidya is opposite to it

where the knowledge is in the true form.

9. The great principle is devoid of alteration or

doubts. The opposite thing is connoted by the word Asat

as explained by those who propound the Vedas.

10. Since he is the lord of the two, Siva is called the

lord of the Sat and Asat. Some say that he is in the form

of Ksara and Aksara. Others say that he is beyond Ksara

and Aksara.

11. The living beings are called Ksara. The Kutasthais

called Aksara. Both these are the forms of the lord because

they are under his control.

12-13. Beyond the two is Siva the quiescent. Hence

he is Ksaraksarapara. Some say that Siva is the great cause,

that he is in the form of the universal as well as the

individual and the cause of both. The Samasti is unmani-

fest, they say and the Vyasti is manifest.

14. They arc the forms of the lord because they

function at his will. Since he is their cause, those who

know the meaning of the ‘cause’ say that Siva the great

cause is the cause of both the universal and the individual.

15-17. The lord is explained by some as the one who

inheres in the form of Jati and Vyakti. That which inheres

whole bodies is called Jati. Vyakti is in the form of the separate

unit and is the support of Jati. Both are protected by his

Ajfia. So the lord is called Jativyaktivapus.

18-21. By some Siva is called Pradfyana-Purusa-Vyakta-

Kalatman. Pradhana is Prakrti. Purusa is the individual

soul. The twentythree principles constitute the Vyakta

(manifest) Prakrti. Kala is the sole cause of the

transformation of the effected creation. Siva is the lord,

creator, activisor, router, and the cause of evolution and

dissolution of all these. He is one, the emperor, the unborn.



Hence he is called ‘Pradhana-Puru§a-Vyakta-Kala-Svaru-

pavan’. He is the cause, leader, overlord and the creator of

all these.

22. By some he is mentioned as the Atman of Virat

and Hiranyagarbha. Hiranyagarbha is the cause of the

worlds, Brahma etc., Virat is the cosmic form or being.

23. Siva is called as the immanent and the great

soul. Others say he is the Atman of Prajfta, Taijasa and

ViSva.

24. Others say he is the fourth being Saumya.

Others say that he is the measurer, measure and the measured

as well as the intellect.

25. Others declare that he is the maker, the action,

the effect, the instrument and the cause. Others say

that he is the Atman of wakefulness, dream and slumber.

26. Some call him the fourth one or the being beyond

the fourth one. Some call him devoid of Gunas or possessing

Gunas.

27-33. Some call him having worldly existence; Others

having no worldly existence. Still others call him free, not

free, terrible, gentle, passionate, passionless, inactive, active,

possessed or devoid of sense-organs, stable, not stable, with

colour or no colour, visible, invisible, expressible, inexpressi-

ble, in the form of word and sound or beyond that, possessed

or devoid of thought and knowledge, comprehensible or

incomprehensible, great and not great.

34. Thus his innate nature, the true form, is being

doubted. The sages are unable to determine the true nature

of the lord due to the presence of different ideas and

beliefs.

35. On the other hand, only those who have resorted

to the lord in all piety know Siva, the great cause, without

any strain. 247

36. As long as the individual does not achieve the

realization of the primordial lord who has no lord above him

and who is the ruler of the worlds, he remains in misery

247 According to f>P. the concentrated devotion, not the philosophi-

cal argumentation or the talented discour ses can resolve the perfect

knowledge of Siva.
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bound by the noose. He undergoes the sufferings of the

worldly existence in succession like the rim of the wheel.

37.° When the seer sees the maker, the lord, golden

in colour, the Puru$a the origin of Brahma, he shakes off

both merits and sins and becomes unsullied. He attains the

great equality or union with the lord.

CHAPTER SIX

( The Principle of &iva)

Upamanyu said :

—

1-2. Siva has no bondage due to the atoms, effects,

Maya, Prakrti, cosmic intellect, ego, mind, sens-eorgans,

Tanmatras or the elements.

3. To Siva of unmeasured brilliance there is no Kala
or Kala; no Vidya or Niyati; neither lust nor hatred.

4. He has no keen desire. He has neither happiness
nor unhappiness; neither Karmans nor their after-effects;

neither
^
pleasure nor misery as a result of those Karmans.

5. He has no connection with the seats of feelings

nor with the impressions of actions. He has no contact with
enjoyments of pleasures nor with their impressions of the
three units of time—past, present, future

6. He has no cause or maker; he has no beginning no
end nor the intervening space. He has no activity or ins-

trument. He has neither Akarya nor Karya.
7. He has neither kinsman nor non-kinsman; he has

no one to check or to urge. He has no lord, preceptor or
protector. He has no superior or equal.

8. He has neither birth nor death; neither expectation
nor disinclination. He is not subject to injunctions or
prohibitions; he has neither liberation nor bondage.

9. He never has anything not conducive to welfare
or inauspicious. He has everything auspicious since Siva
is the great Atman.
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10. Presiding over everything by means of his Saklis,

he is stationed without dropping his intrinsic nature. Hence
he is known as Siva.

11. Since the universe consisting of the mobile and
immobile beings is presided over by Siva, he is known as

omniformed. One who knows him as such, is never
deluded.

12. Siva is Rudra. Obeisance to him. He is the

great Purusa beyond the Sat. He has golden arms, he is

the lord of gold.

13. Isana is the consort of Siva. He is the trident-

bearing, and bull-vehicled lord. The sole Rudra is the great

Brahman. He is the black and tawny Purusa.

14.

He shall be meditated upon in the cavity within

the heart as minute as the tip of a hair, with golden hair,

and lotus eyes. He is pink and copper-coloured.

15-16. He moves about golden in colour, blue-necked,

both gentle and terrible and a mixure of the both,

imperishable, deathless and unchangeable. Such is the

great lord, the slayer of the god of death. He is liberated

from the sentient and non-sentient. He is greater than the

great universe.

17. Since the knowledge and supremacy of Siva excels

those of others he excels all the lords of the worlds so say the

intelligent persons.

18. In the beginning he was the instructor of the

scriptural texts to the Brahmans born during the period of

re-creation.

19. He is not conditioned by time. He is the lord

of all. He is the preceptor of all the preceptors, subject to

the influence of Time.

20. His Sakti is pure, natural and all-excelling. His

knowledge is unparalleled. His physical body is eternal and

built to defy death.

21. His lordship is unrivalled, so also his happiness,

undying strength, power of brilliance, virility, forbearance

and mercifulness.

22. Since he is full and perfect he has no selfish end

to be served by creation etc. The fruit of his activities is

only the blessing of others.
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23. Pranava is the word expressive of lord Siva.

Pranava is the greatest symbol of Siva, Rudra and other

words.

24. Undoubtedly the great Siddhi can be acquired by

meditation on Pranava that is expressive of Siva and by the

performance of its Japa.

25. Hence intelligent men well-versed in the Agamas
considering identity between the word and its meaning call

the lord as single-syllabled.

26. In the Upanisads its Matras are four A,U, M and

nada.

27. The letter “A” is the Rgveda; “U” is the

Yajurveda; “M” is the Samaveda and the Nada is the

Atharvaveda.

28. The letter “A” is the great Bija, Rajas and the

creator, the four-faced lord. The letter “U” is Prakrti, the

womb, Sattva and the protector Visnu.

29. The letter “M” is Puru§a, the seed, the Tamas
and the annihilator Rudra. Nada is the great Purusa, Isa,

Siva, devoid of Gunas and activities.

30. Pranava expresses everything through the three

Matras in three ways and indicates Sivatman through half a

Matra.

31. All this is filled by that Purusa than whom there

is nothing else greater; than whom there is nothing smaller

nor bigger and who like a tree stands steady and stiff in

the heaven. 248

248 TA iq . io .3 ; Mahln. U, 10.4.



CHAPTER SEVEN

(The principU of Siva)

Upamanju said :

—

1. His Sakti shall be known as natural and dissimilar to

the universe in its characteristics. It is single but appears in

many forms like the light of the sun.

2. Endless arc the Saktis, viz, wish, knowledge, activity

and Maya etc. just like the flames of fire.

3. The Purusas—Sadasiva, Hvaraaud others, VidyeSvara
Avidyeivara and others and Prakrti—greater than the greatest

were born of this Sakti.

4. There is no doubt that the principles from Mahat to

Visesa, the deities Brahma and others and whatever there is

as effect are produced by it.

5. That Sakti is all-pervasive and subtle. It has the

form of enlightenment and bliss. The moon-bedecked lord is
,

called Saktiman.

6. Siva is the one who shall be known. Siva is intellect,

the Vedas, the firmness, stability, fixity and the Sakti of know-

ledge, wish and activity.

7. Ajfia is the great Brahman. The two Vidyas are

Para and Apara, Suddhavidya and Suddhakala since every-

thing is created by Sakti.

8. Maya is Prakrti. Jiva is Vikrti. Whatever there is

Sat or Asat is pervaded by Sakti.

9. The goddess enchants and deludes the universe with-

out any strain through Maya. She releases the Jlvas sportively.

10.

With her ramified into twentyseven forms, the lord

stands pervading the universe. 249 Hence the process of

liberation functions.

11-17. Formerly some sages desirous of salvation held a

discourse on Brahman. Their minds were pestered by doubts.

They began to reflect and ponder. “What is the ultimate

240. Siva-Sakti shall be distinguished from the prakrti of the

SiAkhya system The Sjnkhya conceives Prakrti as the fcwentyfourth

principle S«ik*i in the presen* context is identical with Siva—the 27th

principle (Lihja P. 1. 71) and pervades all the Tattvas including Jiva

and I ivara.
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reason? Whence are we. born? .Whereby do we live?

Where is our final* establishment ? By whom are we presided
Over ? * Whereby do we permanently abide by happiness or
other things ? By whom wa$ the untransgressable arrangement
of* the universe made ? It is. not befitting to take time, nature,

dejtiny/ chance as the ultimate, reason. Nor can it be the

Purusa or ' any of the ,living beings or *a Yogin
greater than these. Time etc. are insentient and cannot
function as the illtintaie .reason. Though - the Atman is

sentient and experiences happiness and misery- yet it is incapable

of yiiling. After these reflections thfctfe who meditate can

realise the Sakti of the lord, the splitter of the Pasa but

hidden by the Gunas\ Through ‘ this Sakti when their binding

cords are cut they can .see the Saktiman, the cause of all

causes, through their divine eyes.

18. He is incomprehensible (and through this Sakti he

presides over all causes, including the Time-soul.

19. Then through his grace, the great Yoga and the

path of- devotion they -can attaiiY the supreme divine goal.

20.

' The*
,
Vedas declare that, only those have perma-

nent peace who see Siva*in their hearts along with that Sakti

and none of the others.

21. Never is Saktiman apart from the blissful Sakti due

to the identity between &akti and Saktiman

22. In regard to salvation the sequence of knowledge

and activity fs not intended because if there is divine grace

s'alvation is accessible to everyone.

23. Whether one is a god or an asura, an animal or a

bird, a worm oi* a germ, one is liberated due to his grace.

24-25. There is no doubt that a child' in the womb, a

nascent child, a boy, a young,, old or* a dying man, a soul in

heayen or hell, a fallen or a pious, or a wise man or a fool is

immediately released if there is divine grace.

- 26. The merciful lord quells different dirts of his

devotees though they may be unqualified. He is pleased with

their devotion.

27. Their devotion is due to their grace and the grace

is a result of devotion in view of the difference in states. A
learned man is not deluded therein.



28. This devotion with grace as its antecedent and

causing worldly pleasures and salvation cannot be acquired in

a single birth.

29. Mahesvara is delighted with enlightened people

not attached to worldly pleasures who follow the rules prescri-

bed in Srulis and Smrtis and who achieve Siddhis in the course

of several births.

30-31. When the lord of gods is delighted a modicum
of devotion is generated in the individual with the conscious-

ness, “My lord exists”. Then he begins to be associated

with penance and various Saivite holy rites. After their

performance and their frequent practice the devotion becomes

greater.

32. As a result of that a greater grace is acquired.

As a result of the grace liberation is attained. A liberated

soul enjoys bliss.

33. There is no doubt that even a man of limited piety

is spared the excruciating pain of being crushed in the

machine of the vaginal passage after three births.

34. Service with or without the ancillaries is called

devotion. It is threefold due to the three means of mind
speech and body.

35. The meditation on Siva’s form is mental service.

Repetition of mantras is verbal service. The rites of worship

constitute the physical service.

36. This threefold service is called the holy rite oi

Siva. It is of five kinds as explained by Siva the great

Atman.

37-38. In brief they are penance, holy rites, repetition

of mantras, meditation and knowledge. Penance is the rite

of Candrayana, etc. What is termed holy rite is the worship

of Siva’s phallic image. Japa is the repetition of the

names of Siva in three ways. Meditation is pondering over

Siva. What is mentioned in the Saivite Agamas as perfect

knowledge is meant by the word knowledge here.

39. The Saivite Agama was narrated to Siva by Siva

out of mercy for those who have resorted to him. That is

the sole means of ultimate welfare.

40. An intelligent man seeking welfare shall avoid too
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much adherence to sensual objects and increase devotion

towards Siva, the great cause.

CHAPTER EIGHT

( The incarnations of Vydsa
)

Lord Krsna said :
—

1-2. O lord, I wish to hear about Siva’s knowledge

expounded by Siva in the Vedasara for the salvation of his

devotees. It is incomprehensible to non-devotees, the

unintelligent and those who do not practise Yoga. It consists

of five topics. It is censured by the unwise stupid persons.

3. At places it is opposed to the rites prescribed for the

different castes and men in different stages of life. At places

it is the’ same. It has been adopted from the Vedas, their

ancillary texts and from the systems of Sariikhya and Yoga.

4-5. It extends to a hundred crores of verses as narra-

ted by lord Siva. How shall the worship be performed, O
lord? Who is authorised in the worship? What are the

practices of Jnanayoga etc. ? O sage of good rites, it be-

hoves you to narrate all these things in detail.

Upamanyu said :
—

6-7. I shall succinctly narrate the lore of Siva con-

densed from the Vedas as narrated by Siva. I shall avoid its

praises or condemnations. It is convincing and divine. It can be

acquired only by the grace of the preceptor. It is conducive

to salvation without any strain. A detailed explanation of the

same is impossible.

8. Formerly, with th desire .to create, lord Siva,

equipped with the causes of the effects already present,

manifested himself from the unmanifest. 260

3

c

0 . The principle of evolution that the effect before its manifestation

existed in the invisible form in its cause is the main doctrine of the S-nlhya

system In the present context SP. is influenced by this thought.



9. Then the lord, the sage, superior to kll
#
procreated

the first of the gods Brahma, the Brahmanaspati.

10. While being born, Brahma saw the lord 1iis>father.

The lord saw and commanded him.

1 1 . Brahma viewed by Rudra created the 'universe.

He prescribed the rules for different bastes and staged of lift

separately.

12. For the sake of sacrifice he. created Soma. From
Soma was born the heaven, earth, tire, sun, sacri.fite,v Visnir

and Indra.

13. They and the gods eulogised % Rudra with the

hymns dedicated to him. The lord stood before the gods

with his face beaming with delight.

14. The lord took away their knowledge, sportively.

The deluded gods asked him, *Who are you^Sm?’
15-18. Lord Rudra said :

—“I had been the only primeval

being, O gods, I am and I shall be There is none except

me or separate from me. I alone satisfy the universe

through my splendour. There is none superior to or equal

to me. He who knows me is liberated.” After saying, this

the lord vanished there itself. Unable to see him the gods

began to eulogise him with Samans. They performed the

holy rites of Pasupata as prescribed in the AtharvaSiras

Upanisads. They smeared Bhasma all over their bodies.

19-25. In order to please them the lord came there

with the Ganas and Uma. The leading gods saw the lord whom
the awakened sinless Yogins of restrained breach see within

their hearts. To the left of lord Siva they saw the beautiful

goddess, the greatest Sakti who followed the wish of the lord.

The chiefs of the ganas who had forsaken worldiness and

acquired the region of Siva and the Siddhas were also seen.

Then the gods eulogised the lord and the goddess with the

divine hymns from the Vedas and the Puranas. The delighted

bull-bannered lord saw the gods with mercy and spoke sweetly,

‘I am delighted.’ Then, bowing to him the gods asked him
about this important topic.

The gods said :
—

26. O lord, hoVv shall they worship you on the earth?

What is the path ? Who is authorised in the worship ?
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27. Glancing smilipgly at the goddess, Siva the chief of
the gods revealed his terrible form brilliant as the sun.

28. It was equipped with the attributes of lordship.

It comprised all splendours. It was surrounded by the Saktis,

images, planets and the gods.

29-31. The lord had eight arms and four faces. Half
of that form was female. On seeing this wondrous form,

Vi$pu and other gods understood the lord as the sun and the

goddess as the moon and the remaining parts as elements.

They realised the universe of the mobile and immobile beings

identical with him* Then they worshipped the lord and
made obeisance to him.

32-33. O lord, be pleased to accept our worship. You
have the colour of the saffron, the excellent disc and the

colourful ornaments of gold. Your eyes resemble the lotus;

you hold a lotus and you are the cause of Brahma, Indra

and Narayana. The golden vessel is filled with excellent

gems and water of brilliant hue. Vermilion and other

things, Kusa grass and flowers too are offered.

34. Obeisance to Siva the quiescent, the primordial

cause, to Rudra accompanied by the Ganas; obeisance to him

in the form of the sun, to Visnu, to Brahma.

35-36. He who worships Siva thus in the solar disc

with pure mind, in the morning, midday and at dusk and

offers the excellent Arghya, or bows and reads the verses plea-

sing to the ears does not find anything inaccessible. If he

is a devotee he is certainly liberated.

37. Hence for the sake of virtue, wealth, love and sal-

vation, one shall mentally verbally and physically worship

Siva in the form of the sun.

38. Then the lord stationed in the disc glanced at the

gods, revealed the sacred scripture, the sequel to all the Aga-

mas and vanished.

39. Understanding that the Brahmins, Ksatriyas and

the Vaisyas are authorised in the worship, the gods bowed

to the lord and went the way they had come.

40. After a pretty long interval the sacred scripture

was forgotten. The goddess seated in the lap of her husband

asked him about it.
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41. Urged by her, the inoon-crcstcd lord narrated

to her the sacred scripture—the sequel to all Agamas.

42. At the behest of Brahma, it was propagated in the

world by me, by my preceptor Agastya and the sage Dadhica.

43. In the revolution of Yugas the trident-bearing lord

incarnates himself on the earth and propagates the knowledge

for the salvation of his devotees.

44-48. Now listen to the incarnations of Vyasa who
were masters of Yoga in the different Kalpas:—Rbhu, Satya,

Bhargava, Angiras, the brahmin Savitr, Satatejas, Dharma as

Narayana, Svaraksa, the intelligent Aruni, Krtanjaya, Krtafi-

jaya ( the second)
,
Bharadvaja, the wise Gautama, sage Vaca-

hsravas, the pious Suksmayani, sage Trnabindu, Kfsna, Sakti

Saktcya, Uttara, Jatukarnya, Hari and sage Kr§nadvaipayana.

49-51. These incarnations of Vyasa are up to the -.end

of Dyapara. There are the incarnations as Yogacarya$ of Siva

and their disciples. In different yugas the lord’s disciples are

four. Their disciples and future disciples are in hnndreds

and thousands. By their endeavour, these are purified by
their devotion and are liberated by their carrying out the

behests of Siva in the world.

CHAPTER NINE

(
Siva's incarnations as Yogdcdryas

j

Sri Krma said :

—

1. O lord, please enumerate the incarnations ol Siva

as Yogacarya and his disciples in the different circles of Yugas.

IJpamanyu said :

—

2-6. The following twentyeight are the Yogacaryas in

the seventh Manvamara, in the Varaha Kalpa:— Sveta, Sutara,

Madana, Suhotra, Kanka, Laugaksi, Mahamaya, Jaiglsavya,

Dadhivaha, Rsabha, sage Ugra, Atri, Supalaka, Gautama, sage

Vedasiras, Gokarna, Guhavasin, Sikhantjin, Langulin, Maha-
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kala, Sulin, Mundisa, Visnu, Somasarman, and Lakuliwara.
These are in the order of the Yugas.

7. Each of these had four disciples of quiet minds.

They are from Sveta to Rusya. I shall enumerate them in

the proper order.

8-20. Sveta, Svetasikha, Svetasva, Svetalohita, Dundu-
bhi, Satarupa, Rcika, Ketuman, Vikosa, Vikesa, VipaSa, Pa£a-

nasana, Sumukha, Durmukha, Durgama, Duratikrama, Sanat,

Sanaka, Sananda, Sanatana, Sudhaman, Virajas, Sarikha, And-
aja, Sarasvata, Mcgha, Mcghavaha, Survahaka, Kapila, Asuri,

Pailcasikha, Baskala, Parasara, Garga, Bhargava, Angiras,

Balabandhu, Niramitra, Ketusrriga, Tapodhana, Lambodara,

Lamba, Lambatman, Lambakcsaka, Sarvajna, Samabuddhi
Sadhyasiddhi, Sudhaman, Kasyapa, Vasistha, Virajas, Atri,

Ugra, Gurusrestha, Sravana, Sravisthaka, Kuni, Kunlbahu,

Kusarlra, Kunetraka, Kasyapa, Usanas, Cyavana, Brhaspati,

Utathya, Vamadeva, Mahiikala, Mahanila, Vacahsravas,

Suvira, Syavaka, Yatisvara, Hiranyanabha, Kausalya, Lokaksi,

Kuthumi, Sumantu, Jaimini, Kubandha, Kusakandhara,

Plaksa, Darbhayani, Ketuman, Gautama, Bhallavl, Madhu-

pinga, Svetaketu, Usija, Brhadasva, Devala, Kavi, Salihotra,

Suvesa, Yuvana£va, Saradvasu, Aksapada, Kanada, Uluka,

Vatsa, Kulika, Garga, Mitraka and Rusya.

21. These are the disciples of the lord, the Yogacarya.

Their number is hundred and twelve.

22. These had become Siddhas by Pasupata rites.

They used to dust their bodies with Bhasma. They knew

the principles and meanings of the sacred texts. They were

masters of the Vedas and Vedangas.

23. They were engaged in Siva’s hermitage. They

were devoted to Siva’s lore. They were free from attach-

ments. Their minds were attached to Siva alone.

24.

They could bear the mutually clashing pairs

—

extreme cold, heat etc. They were self-possessed and engaged

in the benefit of living beings. They were straightforward,

2", i. Kapila, Asuri and Paftrasikha arc tlv- originators of the

Saftkhya system. (See lsvarakr?na, Safikhyakarika) Here they are men-
tioned as the disciples of Yogicarya incarnation ol 6iva.
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soft and healthy. They had covered anger and their

sense-organs. *

25. They, had strings of Rudraksa - beads for their

ornaments. Their foreheads were marked by 'fripun^ras.

Some had tufts of matted hair. Some had matted tresses.

Some had shaven heads.

26. Mostly their diet was confined rto fruit* _ and roots.

They regularly practised Pranayama. ' They were rich in their

pride in Siva. They were devoted to meditations upon
Siva alone.

27. They had destroyed even the seeds of the poisonous

tree of worldly existence. They were ready to proceed to the

city of Siva. 262

28. He who worships Siva everyday after thinking

about these and their preceptors attains Sayujya with Siva.

No doubt need be entertained in this respect.

CHAPTER TEN

( Devotion to Siva)

Sri Krjna said :

—

1-2. O lord, foremost of all Yogins, O leader of the

Ganas, O excellent sage, O preceptor having the lustre equal

to that of the six-faced deity, O storehouse of knowledge,

you have assumed the form of a sage but arc really the

supreme lord. You have incarnated on the earth for breaking

the binding cords of men.

3. There is none else but you, among the gods and

Danavas in this universe who knows the true nature of

Siva.

• 4. Hence my mind is not satiated by drinking in the

nectarine lore of the lord coming out of your mouth as

if from that of the trident-bearing lord himself.

•2;>2. A mythical city ‘&ivapura’ on the Himalayas particularly on

the Kailasa peak is conceived as the abode of Siva.
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5. O holy lord, what was it that the goddess seated in

the lap of her husband, the creator of the universe, had

asked him?

Upamanyu said:
—

6. You have very pertinently put the question O Krsna.

I shall explain it precisely to you of auspicious mind. You
as the devotee of Siva are the person fit to hear it.

7. Accompanied by the goddess, the lord went to his

beautiful garden on the beautiful mountain Mandara
abounding in beautiful caves.

8. Then Subhavatl, the beloved friend of the goddess

with a smiling face, brought many full-blown flowers of

great beauty.

9. Thereupon Siva, the chief of the gods, seated the

goddess on his lap and bedecked her with the flowers. He
was much pleased with himself.

10-11. The gentle ladies bedecked in glittering orna-

ments working in the harem and the confidential attendants,

the chiefs of Ganas served the goddess and the lord, with

chowrics in their hands.

12. Then pleasing discourses ensued for the diversion

of the lord and the goddess and for the succour of the devotees

who sought refuge in him.

13. Then seeing an opportune moment the goddess

asked Siva, the lord of the worlds.

The goddess said :
—

14. How can the lord be brought under control by

slow-witted men who arc not interested in spiritual principles

and who do not have self-control ?

Lord Siva said :
—

15. I cannot be enticed either by holy rites or pcnanct

or Japas or postures or knowledge or by any other means

except faith. 263

16.

If men have faith in me I can be brought under

253. The statement is reminiscent of the *£raddha* doctrine of the

Bhakti cult.
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control, be touched, seen, worshipped and spoken to by some
means or other.

17-18. Hence faith shall be sought and acquired by
him who desires to subject me to his control. Faith supports

the duties of the different castes and is generated in him
alone who abides by all duties of the castes and stages of
life . No one else has faith in me.

19. At my bidding, the duties as derived from the

Vedas of the various stages in life were mentioned formerly
by Brahma.

20-21. That compendium of duties is called Brahma’s
Dharma. It consists of expensive rites, and is attended with
great stress and strain. The fruits are not comparatively
plentiful. By resorting to this great Dharma it is possible
for those persons of different castes who resort to me without
seeking the support of others, and who have attained the rare

faith, to attain virtue, love, wealth and salvation.

22-24. The duties of various castes and stages of life

have been re-organised by me. This is my permanent in-

junction that only those who have devotion to me are

authorised in those duties and not others. Hence those who
resort to me along the path directed, become liberated from
the binding cords of dirt, Maya, etc. due to my grace. They
attain my city254 whence there is no return. Then they become
identical with me and secure bliss.

25-26. Hence, after securing or not securing the

duties mentioned by me if my devotee lifts himself up by his

efforts, it is an acquisition of what is not acquired supe-

rior in qualities crores and crorcs of times. Hence, one shall

practise the duties mentioned by me.

27. O noble lady, these are my incarnations as Yoga-
carya256 in all the Manvantaras and thousands of generations.

28. O goddess, the knowledge of generations is in-

accessible to those who are not my devotees, who are devoid of

254. The word ‘pura’ is synonymous with ‘city* as well as 'body)
gio.s or subtle. f

255. The Yogftcarya incarnations of 6iva are recounted in the previous
chapter.
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intellect and who do not practise Yoga. Hence one shall

assiduously resort to these.

29. That is a great loss, a great blemish, a delusion,

blindness and muteness, if excluded from the path of salvation

one shall exert oneself elsewhere.

30. O goddess, my eternal Dharma is fourfold : Jftana,

Kriya, Carya and Yoga.

31. Jnana is the knowledge of Pa£u, Pa£a and Pati.

Kriya is the purificatory rite in regard to the six paths under

the instructions of the preceptor.

32. Carya is the practical application of the holy rites

such as my worship and the duties of the different castes and

stages in life as prescribed by me.

33. Yoga is the fixation of the mind in me, along the

path indicated by me, restraining other activities.

34. O goddess, disciplining of the mind is far more

excelleht than many a horse-sacrifice. It is conducive to

salvation. It is inaccessible to those who adhere to sensual

objects.

35. The Yoga that removes previous sins, belongs only

to the unattached who has conquered the group of sense-

organs by restraints and observances.

36. Detachment gives birth to knowledge. Knowledge

facilitates the functioning of Yoga.

37-41. One conversant with Yoga, though fallen, is

surely liberated. The following shall be carefully maintained.

Mercy shall be practised along with non-violence. Knowledge
shall be acquired. Truth, non-stealing, faith in scriptures and

God, self-restraint, teaching, studying, performing sacrifice,

presiding over sacrifice, meditation, piety towards God and

practice of knowledge. A brahmin who follows all these for

the acquisition of the path of knowledge, attains perfect

knowledge ere long and secures Yoga toip. O beloved, the

wise devotee burns the physical body in a trice with the fire

of knowledge. Due to my grace, the devotee conversant with

Yoga eschews the bondage of the Karmans. Karman is in the

nature of both merit and demerit. Both these are hindrances

to liberation. The Yogin shall eschew both the merit and

demerit.
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42. One is not subjected to bondage merely by the

performance of rites. If the rites are performed with desire

for the fruits thereof it results in bondage. Hence one shall

abandon the fruits of actions.

43. O beloved, at the outset the devotee shall worship

me externally by means of Karmayajfia. Then he shall resort

to the path of knowledge. Afterwards he shall practise

Yoga.

44. The Yogins who have understood my innate nature

by karma-yajfia and who view a clod of earth, a pebble and a

gold ingot all alike do not worship me further.

45. A Yogin engaged in the path of knowledge, an

excellent sage permanently engaged in Yoga, my devotee

enriched by purity of mind, shall attain my Sayujya.

46. Those who have not had sufficient detachment in

their minds but have resorted to me are authorised only in

Jfiana, Carya and Kriya according to their deserts.

47. My worship shall be known to be two-fold: ex-

ternal and internal. My adorative service is three-fold, differ-

ing in view of speech, mind and body.

48. The same adorative service is further explained as

fivefold, viz, penance, holy rites, Japa, meditation and

knowledge.

49. My external worship is performed in the view of

other persons. Tlie same -thing known and knowable to one-

self alone is the internal worship.

50. The mind that is devoted to me is the true mind

and not any mind as it is. The speech that pertains to my
name is true speech and not anything else.

51. The body that is marked by the characteristic

symbols as prescribed by me such as Tripundras, and that is

engaged in rendering service unto me is the true body— noth-

ing else.

52. By Karman my worship shall be understood and

’not such extraneous rites as sacrifice, etc. Tapas or penance

is the withering of physical body for my sake and not the

rites Kfcchra, etc.

53. Japa is the repetition of either the five-syllabled

mantra or the Pranava or the Rudradhyaya hymn and not

the study of the Vedas.
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54. Meditation is the pondering over my form and
not the trances of the soul. Jnana is the knowledge of my
Agamas and not the understanding of other topics.

55. O gentle lady, stability in the Tattvas shall be

practised beginning with an external or internal object where

the mind feels interested urged by previous impressions.

56. The internal worship is hundred times more ex-

cellent than the external one in view of the absence of flaws

seen and their intermixture avoided.

57. Purity too is the internal one. External purity is

not enough. A man though physically pure is not pure if he
is devoid of inner purity.

58. O gentle lady, the adorative service whether ex-

ternal or internal shall be attended with devotion. If devoid

of devotion, it is the cause of deceit.

59. I am content and pure. What shall be done unto

me by men? Externally or internally only devotion is taken

into consideration by me.

60. That activity the soul of which is devotion, O gentle

lady, is my eternal Dharma. It shall be performed without

yearning for the fruit thereof mentally, verbally and

physically.

61. O goddess, resorting to me with the fruit in view

is easily feasible since the seeker of the fruit can abandon me
in case there is no desired fruit.

62. O pious lady, I am the bestower of fruits in accor-

dance with the extent of devotion even to him who, though

seeking fruits, keeps his mind well established in me.

63. Those devotees are dearer to me whose minds are

attached to me without reference to fruits but who may later

on solicit for favours.

64. Dearer unto me are those who resort to me with

abject helplessness, unmindful of fruition or otherwise due to

the impressions of previous actions.

65. Verily, they do not acquire any further gain than

acquiring me. O goddess, my gain too is nothing else but

acquiring them into my fold.

66. Their piety dedicated unto me due to my blessing

is compelled to bestow the fruit on them, the fruit being the

great beatitude.
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67-69. They mention %bout eight traits for those

authorised in Dharma, the noble souls who have dedicated

their minds unto me without having recourse to anyone else,

those who have favourable disposition to my devotees, who
encourage my worship, or offer worship to me themselves or

perform all activities of the body for my sake or have interest

in listening to my stories, flutter in tones, eyes and limbs,

remember me perpetually or surrender to me completely.

70-72. If these eight traits are present even in an out-

caste he is equal to a leading brahmin, a sage, a glorious ascetic

and a learned scholar. A master of four Vedas is not dearer to

me than a Candala256 devoted to me. Things can be given to

and taken from him. He shall be worshipped like me. I

am not lost to him nor is he lost to me who offers unto me
with devotion, even a leaf, a flower, a fruit or mere water.

CHAPTER ELEVEN

(The Saivite knowledge)

Lord Siva said '.

—

1. O goddess, I shall now succinctly mention the duties

stipulated on the basis of caste for my authorised devotees, the

learned brahmins.

2-7. Daily bath thrice, rites in the holy fire, worship

of the Linga, charitable gifts, pious feelings for the lord, mer-

cifulness everywhere at all times, truthfulness, contentedness,

belief in scriptures and God, non-violence to all living beings,

bashful modesty, faith, study of scriptures, Yoga, imparting of

knowledge to others, commenting on scriptures, celibacy,

listening to spiritual topics, austerities, forbearance, purity,

wearing of the sacred thread, upper garment and turban,

256. Here*, the use of the word ‘Mleccha* is important. It signifies

the proselytizing attempts of the Saivite Acaryas to induce the laity to their

fold.
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growing the tuft, not resorting to forbidden things, smearing

and dusting with Bhasma, wearing Rudrak§a, O goddess, the

worship on festival occasions especially on the fourteenth day,

the rite of drinking Brahmakurca every month in accordance

with injunctions, O beloved, worship after performing my
ablution with the same, avoidance of the Sraddha food offered

for the propitiation of the manes and of the rice in all sacred

rites, stale rice and rice gruel.

8. The avoidance of wine and even its smell or of

Naivedya is applicable to all castes, especially the Brahmins.

9-11. The traits of Yogins are ten viz:—forbearance,

quietude, contentment, truthfulness, non-stealing, celibacy,

my knowledge, non-attachment to worldly objects, using

Bhasma and refraining from too much adherence to all. The
Vanaprasthas have all these traits as also the partaking of

alms during the day. The Brahmacarins shall not take food

during the nights.

12. Teaching, presiding over sacrifices and acceptance

of monetary gifts are not prescribed by me for the Ksatriya

and the Vaisya class.

13-16. The following are the duties and traits of kings

—protection of the people of all castes, slaying of the enemies

in battle, chastisement of the wicked and hunting of harmful

birds and animals, distrusting everyone everywhere but belief

in my Yogins, intercourse with women on proper occasions,

maintenance of armies, keeping themselves well informed

about the activities of the people through spies spread every-

where always, wearing weapons, armour dusted with Bhasma.

These are in brief the duties of kings following my instruc-

tions. The characteristics of a Vaisya are cattle-breeding, trad-

ing and agriculture.

17. The duty of a Sudra is service unto the persons of

the other castes, making of parks and resorting to my holy

centres.

18. Sexual approach only to one’s own wife duly wed
is prescribed for a householder and celibacy for all the other

three, viz. Brahmacarins, Vanaprasthas and Sannyasins.

19. The duty prescribed for women is service to their

own husbands. Nothing else is an eternal Dharma for them.



O good woman, if the husband directs her she can worship
me.

20. If a woman engages herself in holy rites thereby
prejudicing her service to her husband she goes to hell un-
doubtedly.

21-25. Now I shall mention the eternal Dharma of
widows. Holy rites, charitable gifts, penance, purity, lying

on the bare ground, taking food only at night, celibacy, ash-
bath, water-bath, quietness, silence, forbearance, self-composure
in accordance with injunctions, observance of fasts on the

eighth, eleventh and fourteenth days and on the full moon
days and worship to me. Thus I have succinctly mentioned
the eternal virtues of persons of difleren stages and castes,

of brahmins, Ksatriyas, Vaisyas, ascetics, Brahmacarins,

vanaprasthas, householders, Sfidras and women, O gentle

lady.

26. O goddess, I shall be meditated upon along with

you for ever. The Japa of six syllables257 shall be performed

always. This is the brief compendium of duties as mentioned

in the Vedas. 258

27-30. Those who possess excellent devotion as a result

of good impressions in their souls of previous actions, who
possess the physical bodies assumed by themselves, who are

purified by the essence of my perfect knowledge and who
have become holy due to my grace are not effected by sins as

the lotus-leaves are not effected by water whether they be

attached to it or not. It may not be possible for them to

maintain the duties of the different stages in life. They have

neither duties to be performed nor evils to be avoided.

They have no trance to be practised, no great goal to be

attained. They are not subject to do’s and dont’s like me.

31. Just as I have nothing to be achieved since I am
perfect, so also they have nothing to be attained because they

are contented. It is undoubtedly so.

32. There is no doubt in this that they are fallen from

the Rudraloka. They are Rudras who have assumed human

forms for the benefit of my devotees.

257. The six syllabled mantra of Siva : Oift Namah Sivaya.

Though prescribing rituals, yoga and other activities of the Siva-

culr the Purina does not reject the authority of the Veda«-
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33. Just as my injunctions make Brahma and others

act so also their injunctions make other men act.

34. Their sins are quelled by their very vision in view

of their excellence of good piety and in view of their carrying

out my behests.

35. Proofs indicating excellent fruits are visible in men
who have pious feelings for me. They comprehend things not

seen before.

36. Suddenly their bodies may throb and tremble; they

may perspire, shed tears; their voice may grow hoarse or

cracked; they may have a sensation of great bliss. This may
recur again and again.

37. The excellent men can be understood by these

never-failing indications severally or collectively or by means

of the pious feelings of the low, excellent and the middling

types.

38. Just as anir on piece in conjunction with the fire is

no mere iron piece so also they are not mere human beings.

Thanks to my grace.

39. A learned man shall not treat these Rudras with

contempt by considering them ordinary men because they

have assumed human forms with hands, feet and the like.

40. Insult offered to them by men of confused intellect

quells glory, longevity, family and conduct and may cause

their fall into hell.

41-43. All those regions except mine, i.e. those of

Brahma, Visnu, Indra, and others who have been uprooted

though they may be great souls, are easily to be destroyed

like cotton. The prosperity of Buddhi, Prakrti, and Purusa is

impure. Hence it shall be eschewed by those who are desi-

rous of the region beyond Gunas. Of what avail is this

talk ? By whatever means it may be, fixing of the mind in

me is the only way to achieve welfare.
»

Upamanyu said :

—

44. Thus the brief resume of essential knowledge has

been expounded by lord Siva, the great Atman, for the

welfare of the worlds.

45. The Vedas, Sastras, Itihasas, Puranas and other
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lores are but extensive glosses and commentaries of this succ-

inct account of perfect knowledge.

46. This succinct account contains the six topics, viz.,

Jfiana, Jfieya, Anusthcya, Adhikara, Sadhana and Sadhya.

47-48. Jnana is the knowledge acquired from the

preceptor. Jneya is the Pasa, Pasu and Pati. The Anustheya

is the worship of the Linga. It is the devotee who is autho-

rised. Sadhana is Siva’s mantra and Sadhya is the equality

with Siva. If one has the knowledge of the epitome of the

six topics one has attained omniscience.

49. After worshipping Siva externally at the outset by

means of Karmayajfia with devotion and in accordance with

one’s affluence, the devotee shall afterwards be engaged in

inner sacrifice.

50. If for more virtue one is interested in the inner and

not in the external working, the noble soul need not perform

the external worship.

51. O Krsna, neither within nor without has he ever

any duty, he who is contented with the nectar of knowledge

and who has identified his Atman with Siva by means of his

devotion.

52. The devotee shall eschew in order the external and

internal worships. Through Jnana he shall see the Jneya

and then eschew the Jnana also.

53. If the mind is not concentrated on Siva, of what

avail is the rite even when performed? If the mind is concen-

trated, of what avail is the rite duly performed ?

54. Hence one shall fix the mind in Siva by some

means or other without performing the rites or performing

them internally or externally in order.

55. Persons who have fixed their minds in Siva, good

men who have stabilised their intellect will have the great-

est bliss everywhere both here and hereafter.

e
56. The Siddhis are achieved by the mantra, ‘Om

Namah Sivaya’. Hence the mantra shall be acquired for the

acquisition of the great magnificence which has nothing parallel
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CHAPTER TWELVE

(The glory of the five-syllabled mantra of Siva)

Lord Krsna said :

—

1. O omniscient excellent sage, ocean of all knowledge,

I wish to hear precisely about the glory of the five-syllabled

mantra.

Upamanyu said :

—

2. It is impossible to explain in detail the glory of the

five-syllabled mantra even in hundreds of crores of years.

Hence hear it in brief.

3-5. The six-syllabled mantra is found in the Veda
and Sivagama. It facilitates the understanding of all topics by
the devotees of Siva. It consists of very few syllables but is

pregnant with meaning. It is the essence of the Vedas. It

is conducive to salvation. This expression of auspicious nature

is devoid of doubts. It is achieved by the order of Siva.

It is attended by many Siddhis. It is divine and delightful

to the mind. That expression ‘lord Siva’ is majestic and deci-

sive in meaning.

6. The omniscient lord Siva mentioned the mantra, “Om
Namah Sivaya” for the acquisition of all topics and mean-

ings by the embodied beings since it can be easily uttered

through the mouth.

7. The first mantra consisting of six syllables is the

seed of all lores. It is very subtle but serves a great purpose.

It shall be known like the seed of the banyan tree.

8. The omniscient lord, the creator of everything, the

all-pervasive Siva who is beyond the three attributes, is statio-

ned in the single-syllabled mantra Om.

9-10. The five subtle Brahmans arc stationed in the

mantra “Namah Sivaya” occupying on£ syllable each. Thus

in the six-syllabled subtle mantra, Siva in the form of Panca

Brahmans259
is stationed in the way of Expressed and Expressive.

Innately Siva is ‘Expressed* and the mantra is ‘Expressive’

due to its comprehensibility.

259. See Vayu II. 3. 5.: SRS i. 36.
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11. This state of being the expressive and the expressed

is beginningless inasmuch as this terrible ocean of worldly

existence functions without a beginning*

12-16. Siva too is beginningless and he is the releaser

of persons from the worldly existence. Just as the medicine

is naturally antagonistic to ailments so also Siva is antagoni-

stic to the ills of worldly existence. If the lord of the uni-

verse had not been in existence, the whole universe would have

been gloomy, since the Prakrti is insentient and the Purusa

is ignorant. Pradhana, the atom etc. are insentient. They
never function as the makers themselves without an in-

telligent cause. The instruction in virtue and evil, the bond-

age and salvation, the activity of reflection—in view of all

these things the first creation of men would not have been

possible without the omniscient lord. Just as the patients

will be devoid of joy and be distressed without the physician

so also the people would be in distress without the lord.

17. Hence, surely there is the lord, the primordial

omniscient, perfect, Sadasiva, the protector of persons from

the ocean of worldly existence.

18. Siva is devoid of beginning, middle and end. He
is the lord innately pure, omniscient and perfect as mentioned

in Saivite Agamas.

19. This mantra expresses him. He is the person ex-

pressed by the great Mantra.

20. The Sivajnana, is as extensive as the expression of

Siva, the six-syllabled mantra, ‘Om Namah Sivaya*.

21-23. This mantra is a positive statement and

not a parable. How can Siva, who is all-perfect, all-perva-

sive, innately pure and who blesses the worlds, mention a

false theory ? As things stand by nature along with their

virtues and flaws, and the fruits they are capable of producing,

Yjlow can the omniscient being mention untruth ? Only one

influenced by passion, ignorance and other flaws will speak

untruth.

24. Those two faults are not present in the lord. How
can he then make a wrong statement ? Surely therefore the

expression that is uttered by Siva, the omniscient without any

flaw, is authoritative.
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25. Hence, the statements of lord Siva shall be faith-

fully considered by a learned man. In regard to merits and

sins as they are, a person having no faith b' him falls.

26. The good statements uttered by the sages quiet and

calm for the achievement of heaven and salvation shall be

considered ‘sacred utterances.*

27. The utterances that are actuated by passion, hatred,

falsehood, anger, lust and greediness are bad. They cause

one’s fall into hell.

28. Of what avail is that statement of ignorance and

lust which is the cause of worldly pain even if it be polished,

soft and charming?

29. Even that ugly statement which on being heard

brings in welfare and the destruction of lust etc., should be

considered auspicious.

30. Although there ar~ many mantras, there is nothing

like the holy mantra uttered by Siva.

31. The Vedas and Sastras along with their ancillaries

are present in the six syllables. Hence there is no other

mantra equal to this.

32. Just as an aphorism is ramified and expanded by

its gloss, the six-syllabled mantra is expanded by seven crores

of great and subsidiary mantras.

33. Whatever texts there are, the texts expounding

Siva’s knowledge, the repositories of lore, they are the com-

mentaries of the succinct aphorism, the six-syllabled mantra.

34. Of what avail are many mantras and Sastras full

of details to one whose heart is firmly established in the

mantra “Orh Namah Sivaya?”

35. If anyone has stabilised the Mantra “Oih Namah

Sivaya” by frequent practice, he has learnt all, heard all and

performed all.

36. Life is fruitful indeed, of the* person, at the tip of

whose tongue is present the sec of three syllables ‘Sivaya*

prefixed with the word denoting obeisance.

37. A person steady in the Japa of the five-syllabled

mantra is released from the cage of sins whether he be a

Sudra, base-born, fool or a learned man.
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38. This was mentioned by the lord when asked

by the goddess, for the benefit of all men, particularly of

brahmins.

CHAPTER THIRTEEN

{The greatness of the five-syllabled. Mantra)

The goddess said :

—

1-3. O great lord, how are your devotees liberated in

the defiled period of Kali, invincible and untransgressable*

when the world is enveloped by the darkness of sin, when
people are averse to the practice of holy rites, when the

legitimate activities of different castes and stages in life have

declined, when great danger is imminent, when the question

of the rights of the people is involved in doubts, when
deviation from duty is certain, when the continuity of spiri-

tual instructions is broken and when the order of preceptors

and disciples has disappeared ?

Lord £iva said:—
4. Men of the Kali age are liberated when their souls

are purified by devotion after resorting to my pleasing Mantra

of five syllables.

5-6. My five-syllabled Mantra affords protection from

the fear of worldly existence to those whose minds are inclined

towards me although they may be of distorted outlook,

greedy, deceitful, ruthless, ungrateful and defiled by unimagi-

nable and inexpressible faults, mental, verbal and physical.

7. O goddess, often I have promised that in this world

even a fallen man may become liberated through this Mantra

if he happens to be my devotee.

The goddess said :

—

8. If a fallen man does not deserve holy rites in any

respect, the rites performed by him are conducive to hell.
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Then how can the fallen man be liberated through this

Mantra ?

Lord Siva said :

—

9. O good woman, what you have said is true. Now
listen to what has been a great guarded secret hitherto.

10. Yes, surely, if the fallen man, under delusion, were
to worship me with other mantras, excluding the five-syllabled

one, he is sure to fall into hell.

11. Persons who live on water or air and those whose
bodies are emaciated due to holy rites do not attain my
region through those holy rites.

12. But he who worships me even once with devotion

repeating the hve-syllabled mantra, attains my region

through the weightiness of this Mantra alone.

13. Hence, penances, sacrifices, observances and holy

rites are not equal to even a croreth part of the worship

with the five-syllabled mantra.

14. Indeed he who worships me with the five-syllabled

mantra becomes liberated if he is in bondage.

15. He who worships me even once with the five-

syllabled mantra with or without the Rudra mantra is libe-

rated even if he is a fallen or a foolish man.
16. O goddess, he who worships me with the six-

syllabled or with the five-syllabled mantra, with the Vedic
mantra as its ancillary, with devotion to me, is liberated.

17-18. A fallen man or one not fallen can worship with

this mantra. My devotee who has conquered anger may or

may not be one who has attained me. One who has attained

me is a billion times superior to one who has not attained.

Hence one should try to attain ine by worshipping me with

this mantra.

19. He who worships me with this Mantra, being

equipped with friendship and other attributes with devotion

and celibacy attains similarity to me.

20. Of what avail is much talk ? The devotees are

authorised in my five-syllabled mantra which is the most

excellent one.

21. It is the efficacy of the five-syllabled mantra where-
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by the worlds, the Vedas, the sages, the eternal virtues, the

entire universe, and the gods stand steady.

22. At the advent of dissolution when the mobile and

immobile beings perish, everything becomes merged in its

cause.

23. O goddess, I am the only one staying then. There

is no second one anywhere. Then all the Vedas, scriptures

etc. are stationed in the five-syllabled mantra.

24. Protected by my Sakti they do not perish. The
creation is evolved out of me differently through the Prakpti

and the Atman.
25-27. Then comes a subsidiary dissolution of the forms

and attributes. Then lord Narayana assumes the physical body

of Maya and lies on the serpent couch in the midst of the

water. The five-faced lord Brahma born of his umbilical

lotus becomes desirous of creating the three worlds. But

having none to assist him he becomes incapable. Hence he

creates at the outset the ten sages of unmeasured splendour,

his mental sons.

28. In order to enhance their achievement Brahma said

to me ‘O great lord, please bestow the power on my sons.’

29. Thus requested by him, I who had assumed five

faces, mentioned the five syllables, to the lotus-born one.

30. Accepting them with his five faces, the grandfather

of the worlds understood me as the great lord, the expressive

of great meaning.

31. After understanding the process of its application

in accordance with the rules, the patriarch who achieved the

Mantra imparted it along with its meaning to his sons in the

exact manner.

32-34. After securing the excellent Mantra from him,

they desired to propitiate me along the way indicated by him.

There is a mountain Mujavat on the beautiful peak of

Meru. It is my favourite resort, ever glorious and always

guarded by my devotees. Eager to create the world they per-

formed penance there for a thousand years according to the

calculation of the gods, taking in only air.

260. It is a peak of mount Meru, well known for Soma production;

it is also mentioned in the RV.
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35-36. On seeing their devotion I appeared before

them immediately and explained to them all the details, viz.,

the sage, metre, KUaka, BijaSakti, deity, Nyasa, the six

ancillaries, the limits of the quarters and their application.

The aim was to multiply creation through the sages.

37. Thenceforth as a result of the efficacy of the

mantra, the sages reinforced by austerities are performing the

creation of the gods, asuras and human beings in a splendid

way.

38. Now I mention the form of this great mantra.

The word ‘Namah* shall be uttered at first. It shall be followed

by the word ‘Sivaya*.

39. This five-syllabled lore is present in all Upanisads.

It is eternal as well as the seed of all living beings.

40-42. It is the goddess, my own expression coming
out of my mouth at first. The goddess having the splendour

of molten gold, plump, lifted-up breasts, four arms, three

arees, and the crescent moon as the crest-jewel. Her hands

are as tender as lotuses. She is gentle with the gestures of

boon and protection; she is possessed of all characteristics.

She is bedecked in ornaments. She is seated on a white lotus.

Her tresses are blue and curly.

43. She has five colours with beaming discs, viz.,

yellow, black, smoky, golden and red.

44-15. If they are separately worshipped, they shall be

adorned with Bindu and Nada. Bindu is in the form

of the semicircular moon. Nada is in the form of the

flame of the lamp. O excellent-faced lady, the Bija of this

Mantra is ranked as the second among the well-known Bijas.

The Bija of the fourth begins with a long vowel. The fifth

one is mentioned as Sakti.

46. O good-faced lady, the sage of this mantra is

Vamadeva; the metre is Pankti; the deity, I am myself.

47. The several individual sages of the letters are, O
good lady, Gautama, Atri, Visvamitra, Angiras and
Bharadvaja.

48. The metres severally arc Gayatrl, Anuspip,

Tristup, Brhati and Virat. The deities severally are Indra.

Rudra, Visnu, Brahma and Skanda.
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49. As their places, my faces beginning with the one
in the east and ending with the one above are taken. They
are identified with the letters <cNa” etc. in order.

50. The first, second and the fourth letters are Udatta.
The fifth is Svarita and the third is Anudatta.

51. This mantra is otherwise called Mulavidya, Sivam,
Saivasutra, and five-syllabled. This Saiva mantra is my great

heart.

52-53. The letter "Na” is the head; “Mafc” the

tuft; “Si” the armour; “Va” the eye; "Ya” the missile. At
the end of each letter shall be uttered—Namah, Svaha,

Va$at, Hum, Vau?at, Phat.

54. There too, the same is the Mulamantra with a

slight difference. The fifth Varna is bedecked by the twelfth

vowel (‘h’)

55. The devotee shall worship me with Japa, Homa,
etc., mentally, verbally and physically through this Mantra.

56. Let it be in accordance with their intellect, in-

junction in the scripture, time, inclination, capacity, wealth

and their taste.

57. O Goddess, my worship will lead to salvation when-

ever, wherever and by whomsover it may be done if it is with

devotion.

58. O good woman, whatever is done unto me by one

whose mind is attached to me, whether in the proper order

or in the reverse order, is dear and is auspicious to me.

59. I have made certain rules governing my devotees

who are not unduly helpless in regard to all sacred scrip-

tures.

60. There at the outset, I shall explain the procedure

of practising the mantra without which the Japa is futile and

with which it is fruitful.
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CHAPTER FOURTEEN

( The glory of the five-syllabled Mantra)

Lord Siva said :

—

1. O good-faced lady, a Japa without the behest of

the preceptor, holy rites, faith and the prescribed fees is fruitless

though the behest might have been secured.

2. If a mantra is well practised > with the acquisition of

behest, attended with holy rites, equipped with faith in me
and accompanied by fee it is greatly efficacious.

3-4. The devotee shall approach the brahmin preceptor

who knows the principles, performs Japa, is devoted to

meditation and endowed with virtues. He shall strenuously

propitiate him mentally, verbally, physically and monetarily.

He shall possess the purity of piety.

5-6. A brahmin devotee shall worship the preceptor

always strenuously. If he is affluent he shall present devoutly

to his preceptor excellent horses, elephants chariots, ornaments,

garments, grain and riches.

7-8. He shall not be stringent about money if he desires

to achieve Siddhi for himself. Dedicating himself thereafter

along with his possessions to the preceptor and after undeceit-

fully worshipping him to his capacity, he shall learn the

mantra and derive knowledge in due order.

9-13. When the preceptor is satisfied he shall let him
stay for a year serving him without arrogance. On
an auspicious day thereafter he shall make him take his bath

after observing fast. For the sake of purity he shall again be
subjected to ablution with vessels full of ghee and sacred

water wherein holy materials shall be put. He shall dress

him well and bedeck him with fragrant garlands, ornaments

and garments. The Punyaha mantras shall be recited and
brahmins worshipped. Then in a holy spcrt, near the seashore,

river bank, cowpen temple or in the house itself, at an auspici-

ous hour when the day is conducive to achievement, when the

conjunctions of stars are devoid of defects, he shall bless him
and impart to him my knowledge duly.

14-15. In a secluded spot the preceptor delighted in
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mind shall repeat the mantra with due accents. He shall then

make the disciple repeat it. Then the preceptor shall say

‘Let there be welfare. Let there be auspiciousness around.

Let everything be pleasing and auspicious’. Thus the

preceptor shall impart the mantra and allow him to practise

it.

16. Getting thus the mantra and the permission from

the preceptor the disciple shall perform the Samkalpa with

pure mind and repeat the mantra with the rite of initiation.

17. As long as he lives he shall repeat the mantra

one thousand and eight times everyday without thinking of

anything else and devotedly attached to it alone. He attains

the greatest goal.

18. He who completes the Japa four hundred thousand

times with great devotion, taking food only in the nights

with full self-control, is said to be a Paurascaranika.

19. There is none equal to him in the world who,

after the Purascarana is over, continues to perform the Japa

everyday. He is Siddha himself and confers Siddhi on others

too.

20-23. He shall take bath, sit in a pleasing posture in

a sacred spot. He shall meditate on ine in his heart along

with you and shall remember his preceptor. He shall sit

facing the north or the east, observe silence and concentra-

tion of the mind, purify the five principles by means of Dahana

and Plavana rituals. He shall perform the Mantranyasa,

make his body worthy and pure, meditate on us restraining

Prana and Apana. He shall remember the respective place,

form, sage, metre, the presiding deity, Bija, Sakti and the

statement. Then he shall perform the Japa of the five-syllab-

led mantra.

24. Experts in the meanings of Agama texts say that

the mental Japa is excellent, the Upamsu Japa (in a low

voice) is the middling. The verbal Japa is of the lowest

quality.

25. The Japa with Rudra as the presiding deity is the

most excellent, that with Visnu as the presiding deity is the

middling and that with Brahma as the presiding deity is of

die lowest quality.
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26. The muttering of the mantra with high, low or

middle accentuation, the words and the letters being clear or

otherwise, is called the verbal japa.

27. UpamSu Japa is the one where the tongue throbs

and there is slight utterance. It may not be heard by others

or may be slightly heard.

28. Mental Japa is that where the series of letters are

thought well and the jjlrords and their meanings are pondered
over.

29. If the efficacy of the Vacikajapa is one, that of

the UpamSu Japa is hundred
;

that of the Manasajapa is a

thousand; that of the Sagarbha Japa is hundred times

more.

30. The Japa performed with the pranayama is

Sagarbha Japa. In the first and the last even AgarMia
Pranayama is commended.

31. After performing the Pranayama forty times, the

intelligent devotee, knowing the meaning of the mantra, shall

remember the mantra. If he is unable to repeat so many
times he shall repeat as many times as his physical strength

permits him.

32. He shall perform five, three or one Pranayama
whether Agarbha or Sagarbha. The Sagarbha Pranayama is

better of the two.

33. The Sadhyana Japa is a thousand times better
than the Sagarbha Japa. One of the five types of Japas
shall be performed upto the extent of one’s ability.

34-36. There are various ways of counting the number
of times the mantra has been repeated. Counting with the
fingers is one mode. Eight times that number can be
calculated by lines, ten times by dolls, hundred times by
shells or gems, thousand times by corals, ten thousand times
by crystal pieces, hundred thousand times by pearls, million
times by seeds of lotuses, a crore of times by gold pieces, in-
finite time by a bundle of Kusa grass or Rudraksa beads.

37-38. A rosary containing thirty beads of Rudraksa
for Japa bestows wealth, containing twentyseven beads yields
nourishment, containing twentyfive beads bestows salvation,
containing fifteen beads bestows the fruits of black magic.
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39. The thumb used in counting the number bestows

salvation. The index finger destroys enemies. The middle

finger bestows wealth. The ring finger brings about calmness

and peace.

40-41. If there are hundred and eight beads that

rosary is the most excellent. If it has hundred beads it is

excellent. If it has fifty beads it is the middling. With fifty-

four beads it is good. The Japa shall be performed with these

different rosaries. They must not be exhibited to anyone.

42. The use of little finger in the Japa shall be avoided.

In the act ot Japa it is held to be auspicious. The Japa shall

be performed by means of the thumb in contact with other

fingers.

43. If Japa is performed without the thumb it is futile.

If performed in the house it is ordinarily efficacious. If

performed in the cowpen it is hundred times more.

44. In a holy forest or park it is thousand times more.

On a holy mountain it is ten thousand times more. On the

banks of a river it is hundred thousand times more.

45-46. They say that the Japa performed in a temple

is a crore of times more efficacious. That performed in my
presence is infinite number of times more efficacious. Japa
in the presence of the sun, fire, preceptor, moon, lamp,

water, brahmins and cows is commended. Sitting east of these

is conducive to favourable control ;
south of these is of the

same nature as black magic.

47-50. West of these is conducive to riches and north

of these is peace-bestowing. If Japa is performed in the pre-

sence of sun, fire, brahmins, gods, preceptors and others one

should not turn the face away from them. One should never

perform Japa with the turban on, or wearing an armour or

a bodice, in the nude, or with the hair dishevelled, or the

neck covered, or without the Pavitra in the hand or while

impure or while lamenting. While performing Japa the

following must be avoided—anger, intoxication sneezing,

spitting, yawning and seeing a dog or a lowborn person. If

they happen, Acamana shall be performed or I shall be

remembered along with you.

51-53. Or he shall see the luminary bodies or he shall
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perform a Pranayama. One should not perform Japa without

a seat to sit on nor shall it be performed lying down, or

standing up and walking. One shall not perform Japa in

the open street or in an inauspicious place or in darkness.

Legs shall not be stretched while performing the Japa nor

shall one be in the cocklike posture, or seated in a vehicle or

in a couch. Japa shall not be performed when one is worried.

If one is competent one shall perform many Japas. Weak
persons shall perform Japa according to capacity.

54. Of what avail is much talk? Hear these words in

brief. A person of good conduct, performing Japa and

meditating purely attains welfare.

55. Good conduct is the greatest virtue. It is the

greatest wealth, the greatest knowledge and the greatest

goal. 261

56. A person devoid of good conduct is censured in

the world. He will not be happy in the other world. Hence

one must possess good conduct.

57. Doing the duties prescribed by the Vedas, Sastras

and the followers of the Vedas is meant by the word good

conduct, nothing else.

58. Good conduct is also the conduct of the good.

Theism is the source of goodness.

59. If he is a believer he will not err from the path of

good conduct or commit errors or get defiled. Hence one

shall be a believer in God and the Vedas.

60. Faith is the conviction that happiness and misery

are attained by means of good and evil deeds hereafter too

just as in this world.

61. O beloved, I shall tell you another secret which

shall be guarded well. It shall not be mentioned to any one

and every one or to an atheist brute.

62. In the age of Kali there is no greater protective

factor than the five-syllabled Mantra .to a fallen or alow-
born person devoid of good conduct.

63. This mantra is not ineffective when repeated by a

person whether walking or standing or doing any other work
or whether he is pure or impure.

261. Maim I. 108-110.
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64. This mantra is not ineffective even if it is not
properly imparted by the preceptor. It is not ineffective

even in the case of persons not caring for good conduct and
who have not purified the six paths.

65. This mantra is not ineffective in the case of a
base-born, a fool, a deluded person, a fallen man and a lowly

one transgressing the bounds of decency.

66. There is no doubt in this that this mantra becomes
efficacious in the case of a man endowed with devotion to me
whatever be his condition. It is not so in the case of other

mantras.

67. O beloved, in the case of this mantra, the auspi-

cious hour, date, star, day of the week etc. heed not be taken

into consideration too much. It is ever wakeful, not

slumbering.

68. This great mantra is never harmful to anyone.

It may be either Susiddha, or Siddha or Sadhya.

69. It is Susiddha if it is imparted by a preceptor who
is a Siddha. If it is imparted by a preceptor who is not a

Siddha it is Siddha. The mere mantra is Sadhya.

70. If one has faith m me, the mantra and the

preceptor, the mantra will undoubtedly be achieved whether

it is Asadhita or Sadhita.

71. Hence a scholarly devotee shall resort to the five-

syllabled mantra eschewing other mantras attended with risks

in the matter of authorisation.

72. There is no guarantee that if the other mantras

are achieved this mantra too will be achieved. But if this

mantra is achieved all the other mantras will be achieved.

73. Just as, O goddess, I am not achieved even if the

other gods are attained but if I am attained the other gods

too are attained so also is the case with the Mantras.

74. Since this mantra functions without reference to

castes, the defects found in the other mantras are not found

in this mantra.

75. Still this mantra shall not be used for the trivial

benefits or against insignificant opponents. Then alone

this is very efficacious.
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Upamanyu mid:

—

76. Thus the mode of repeating this mantra of five

syllables was explained to the goddess by lord Siva himself

for the benefit of the worlds.

77. He who glorifies this with devotion or listens to

it with a pious mind is liberated from all sins and attains the

greatest goal.

CHAPTER FIFTEEN

( The greatness of the Preceptor)

Sri Kr$na said :

—

1-2. O holy lord, the greatness of the mantra has been

mentioned by you as well as the rules governing its practice

as found in the Sruti itself. Now I wish to hear the details

of Sivasamskara. While explaining the mode of accepting the

mantra it has been slightly indicated.

Upamanyu said :

—

3. Well, I shall mention to you the holy and sin-des-

troying details of consecration as explained by Siva.

4. The consecration is so called because thereby the

devotee is authorised in a splendid manner. It is the mode
of purifying the six paths.

5. The same Samskara is called initiation because there-

by the perfect knowledge is imparted and the bondage of

Pasa is quelled.

6. The initiation as ordained by Siva the great Atman
in the Sivagama is threefold—pertaining to Siva, Sakti and

mantra.
*

7-8. The initiation of Siva is that whereby at the mere

sight, touch and talk of the preceptor the individual soul

gains immediately the consciousness quelling the bondage. It

is twofold in view of the difference in the destruction of

bondage, viz. acute and more acute.
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9. That is Tivratara whereby the bliss is immediately

attained. The acute one purifies the sin of the living man
effectively.

10. The Sakti form of initiation coupled with know-

ledge is performed by the preceptor with knowledge for his

vision, after entering the body of the disciple along the path

of Yoga.

11. The Mantra form of initiation is coupled with

the rites performed in the sacrificial altar. This has to be

performed by the preceptor externally with respect to the

dull-witted disciple.

12. The disciple receives blessing in respect of his

Sakti, 262 because the pursuit of Saivite virtue has that as the

condition in brief.

13. Where the Sakti is not grasped neither purity nor

Vidya nor right conduct nor salvation nor any achieve-

ment is secured.

14. Hence, observing the symbols for securing Sakti,

the preceptor shall purify and consecrate the disciple either

by knowledge or by means of rites.

15. He who performs otherwise is the wicked person

who perishes. Hence the preceptor shall test the disciple in

every respect.

16. Since Sakti is enlightenment and bliss, the two are

the signs of its manifestation.

17. The symbol of bliss and enlightenment is constituted

by the changes and alterations in the mind in the manner of

shivering, horripilation and alterations in the voice, eyes and
other parts of the body.

18. The disciple too shall carry out the test of the

preceptor through these characteristic symbols and contacts

with him during the worship of Siva or through those

associated with him or resorting to him.

19. The test for the disciple has in view his worthiness

of being taught and for the preceptor the gravity of his

pursuit. Hence the disciple shall endeavour in every respect

to honour the preceptor.

262. The Saktipata doctrine of the Saivas is concerned with the recep-
tivity of the disciple or the communicability of the preceptor in receiving or
imparting instructions in the principles of Saiva cult.
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20. He who is the preceptor is Siva and he who is

Siva is the preceptor. Whether the preceptor or Siva the

same person is stationed in the form of knowledge.

21. As is Siva so the knowledge. As is the knowledge

so is the preceptor. The benefit is similar in the worship of

Siva, knowledge or the preceptor.

22. The preceptor is in the form of gods and the

mantras. Hence every endeavour shall be made to accept

his behest with bent head.

23. The seeker of welfare shall never even think of

transgressing the commands of the preceptor, because only

he who carries out the behests of the preceptor attains the

wealth of knowledge.

24. He shall not do any thing without the permission

of the preceptor, nor even walk, stand, sleep or eat. Espe-

cially if the work is performed in the presence of the precep-

tor it must necessarily be with his permission.

25. Since the preceptor is the lord himself and his

house is the temple of the lord, the disciple shall not sit as

he pleases in the house of the preceptor or in his presence.

26-28. He becomes a fallen man due to his sins as

due to the contact with the sinners. As the price of gold

sheds off its impurities when put in fire so also the disciple

sheds off his sins due to the contact with the preceptor. As

the ghee melts when kept near the fire, so also the sin melts

in the presence of the preceptor. As the blazing fire burns

the twig whether dry or damp, so also the delighted preceptor

burns off his sins.

29-31. The disciple shall never incite the anger of the

preceptor mentally, verbally or physically. Due to his anger

the longevity, prosperity, knowledge and sacred rites all these

are burnt. The sacrifices of those who incite his anger are

futile as also their restraints and observances. No doubt need

be entertained in this respect. No man* shall ever make any

statement against the preceptor. If out of delusion he

were to make such statements he will fall into the Raurava

hell.

32-37. If the man is intelligent and seeks welfare he

shall not act falsely to the preceptor mentally, verbally or
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physically. Whether expressly bidden or not, the disciple

shall perform what is beneficent and pleasing to the precep-

tor. He shall carry out his task in his presence or otherwise.

He who conducts himself like this, who is ever devoted, alert

in mind and performs what is pleasing to the preceptor is

entitled to the Saivite rites. If the preceptor is intelligent,

endowed with virtues, is capable of illumining the great

bliss, knows reality and is attached to Siva he is competent

to bestow salvation. None else. The principle of producing

knowledge is born of great bliss. Only he by whom that

principle is known can point out bliss and not the one who
is that only in name but is devoid of true knowledge.

38. Two boats can carry each other across the river.

A piece of rock cannot take another piece of rock across

the river. If the preceptor is nominal, the liberation too is

nominal.

39. Those by whom this principle is known are

liberated and can liberate others. There can be no enlighten-

ment, no realisation of the seif in one who is devoid of

principles.

40. He who is devoid of realisation is an animal. One
urged by an animal cannot eschew his animal nature.

41. Hence, only a knower of principles is sought as

the liberated and liberator. He is endowed with all

characteristics and he is the knower of all Sastras.

42-43. One devoid of principles is inefficient though

he may know all means and rules of procedure. The greatest

bliss is generated by the sight of the preceptor whose intellect

extending upto personal realisation functions in the principle.

Hence an intelligent person shall choose one as his preceptor

who can impart enlightenment and bliss.

44-46. The right preceptor shall be served by the

disciples who desire salvation and who are expert in humble

conduct to that end. When realisation dawns upon him

he shall abide in him with stable devotion. He shall never

eschew the principles nor neglect them. If neither enlighten-

ment nor bliss is obtained by the disciple even after a year,

even slightly, the disciple shall resort to another preceptor.

47. Even though he may resort to another preceptor
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he shall never dishononr his previous preceptor, his brothers,

or sons or illum !ners or urgers.

48-49. Having at the outset approached the brahmin
preceptor who has mastered the Vedas, who is intelligent,

handsome, of pleasant sight, the bestower of protection and

merciful, he shall propitiate him and endeavour to delight him
mentally, verbally and physically.

50. He shall continue to propitiate him till he is

pleased. If the preceptor is pleased the sins of the disciple

are immediately quelled.

51-52. Hence he shall give the preceptor coins, gems

fields, houses, ornaments, garments, vehicles, beds, seats etc.

in accordance with his wealth and resources. If he wishes

for the great goal he shall not be stringent with regard *o

wealth.

53. Since he is his father, mother, master, kinsman,

wealth, happiness* friend, comrade etc. he shall offer every-

thing to him.

54. After offering these, he shall dedicate to him,

himself, his family and all his possessions along with water

and remain subservient to him for ever.

55. Since he has offered himself to Siva as his devotee

he shall ever remain so. He will have no rebirth thereafter.

56. The teacher shall test the brahmin disciple for a

year, the ksatriya for two years and the vai$ya for three

years.

57. He shall test the disciples, with commands to give

up life and wealth or by engaging the superior devotees in

mean tasks and the inferior ones in noble tasks.

58. Even when rebuked or beaten if they do not feel

distressed they shall be considered self-controlled and pure

and hence deserving consecration in Saiva rituals.

59-61. The decision of the sacred texts is this that

brahmin devotees with 'the following ‘qualifications shall be

consecrated properly and enlightened. They shall be non-

violent, merciful, ever active and alert in mind, free from

arrogance, intelligent, devoid of rivalry sweet-tongued,

straightforward, soft-hearted, pure, humble, steady, endowed
with purity of conduct, and well-behaved in every respect.
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62. Women by themselves are not authorised in Saivite

consecration. If they are devoted to the lord they can be

consecrated at the instance of their husbands.

63-64. A widow can be consecrated with the permission

of her sons; a virgin with the permission of her father. The

purificatory rite for the pathways is not prescribed for Sudra

men, particularly the fallen ones and the intercastes. If they

have pious feelings for Siva, the purification of sins shall be

performed by administering holy washings of his feet.

65-67. The consecratory rite for people born of

Anuloma marriage shall be performed in the manner custo-

maiy to the family of the mother. The girl who is authorised

in Saivite rites by her father shall be given in marriage only

to a devotee of Siva and not to a non-devotee. If inadverten-

tly she is given in marriage to a non-devotee she shall try to

convince her husband about the Saivite faith. If she is unable

to do so she shall leave him off and perform holy rites

mentally.

68-70. The chaste lady Anasuya abandoned her hus-

band Atri the excellent sage and propitiated Siva by penance;

Draupadi who was not engaged in holy rites of the elders

propitiated Narayana by penance and attained the Pandavas

as her husbands. In view of the weightiness of Siva’s behest,

the woman engaged in Saivite virtue does not incur sin as she

has no choice of freedom.

71-72. Of what avail is much talk? Whoever solely

resorts to Siva shall be purified if he is subservient to the

preceptor. The rite of consecration does not differ. He who
develops consciousness by the mere sight, touch or talk of the

preceptor is not faced with failure.

73-74. The mental consecratory rite which is perfor-

med along the path of Yoga is not mentioned here. It is a

great secret and shall be known straight from the mouth of the

preceptor. The consecratory rite with holy rites shall now
bfe mentioned briefly. Its detailed explanation is not possible.

263. Cp. Vayavi/a S II. K)-2v>.
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CHAPTER SIXTEEN

(The consecration of the disciple)

Upamanyu said :

—

1. On an auspicious day, in a pure spot devoid of

major defects, the preceptor shall at the outset perform the

consecration 'Samaya.'

2. After testing the ground duly by way of smell, colour,

taste etc., he shall cause a platform to be constructed along

the path mentioned in the science of architecture.

3-4. After making the altar, he shall make eight pits

in the eight quarters making the chief one in the north-east.

It may also be in the west when only the important pit need

be dug. It shall be beautified by smearing it with powder.

5. It shall be decorated with garlands, festoons, banners

and canopy. In the middle of the altar a mystic diagram

shall be drawn. It shall have auspicious characteristics.

6. The powder used for the mystic diagram shall be

gold dust mixed with saffron so as to befit for the invoca-

tion of the lord. If the devotee is poor he can use the

powdered Nivara grain mixed with saffron.

7. The width of the mystic lotus diagram may be

one hand or two hands. It may be white or red in colour.

The pericarp of the lotus of a hand’s width shall be eight

angulas.

8. The filaments shall be half that length. The rem-

aining portion is occupied by the eight petals. If the width

of the lotus is two hands, the measurements will be

doubled.

9. Another diagram shall be made on the altar one

hand in width or half of it, to the north-east of the previous

one and decorated well.

10. Paddy or rice grains mixed *with gingelly seeds and

flowers shall be strewn on it and covered with Darbha grass.

The water-jar with the necessary characteristics shall be

placed thereon.

11-12. The water-jar shall be made of gold, silver or

copper or it may be earthen. It shall contain scents,flowers,
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Aksatas, Ku£a and Durva grass. It shall be tied round

with two cloths and a white thread round the neck. It

shall be filled with pure water with bundle of Ku§a grass

inserted in it. It shall contain the materials of worship

and a covering lid.

13-14. The vessels Bhrngara and Vardhani as well as

Sankha and Cakra shall also be put. Except the thread the

other thing may consist of lotus petals and leaves. On the

northern petal of the lotus conceived as seat shall be placed

the Vardhani of the Astraraja
( ?) with sandal paste and

water.

15. To the east of the diagram the great worship of

the lord shall start on the consecrated jar.

16-19. What has been mentioned before can be per-

formed on the seashore, or river-bank, or in the cowpen or

on a mountain, or in a temple or in the house or in any

other charming place, except the platform. After making the

diagram as before and the raised ground for fire the preceptor

shall enter the worship chamber with a delighted face. He
shall invoke all auspicious things about him. He shall have

completed all the daily rites. He shall perform the great

worship in the middle of the mystical diagram. He shall

invoke Siva again in the water-jar and worship.

20-21. He shall meditate upon the lord the protector of

sacrifice facing the west. In the vessel Astravardhani he

shall worship the weapon of the lord on “he south. He
shall place the Mantra in the Mantra vessel. Expert in the

mantras he shall exhibit the mystic gestures and begin the

sacrifice with the mantra.

22. The excellent preceptor shall perform the sacrifice

in the sacred fire in the main pit. The other brahmins

shall perform the sacrifice all round in the other pits.

23. The excellent preceptor shall perform the sacrifice

only in the main pit. The number of sacrifices iriade by the

others is half or one fourth of those of the chief priest.

24. Some shall recite the Vedic mantras or auspicious

hymns. Some shall perform the Japa duly.

25-26. Dance, music, instrumental as well as vocal,

and other auspicious conventional rites shall be performed.
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After propitiating the assembled brahmins he shall make

them recite the Punyaha mantras. He shall then worship.

He shall pray to the lord with a desire to bless the disciple.

27. ‘O lord of the chief of gods be pleased. O lord,

ocean of mercy, please enter my body mercifully and release

me from the bondage*.

28-30. The preceptor shall perform the Samkalpg.

‘I shall do thus* and with the formal permission, he shall

bring the disciple who had been observing fast taking only

Havi§ya once and who had taken bath and performed daily

rites. The disciple shall continue the Japa of Pranava and

meditate on the lord. Auspicious rites shall then be perfor-

med for him. In the Mandala in front of the western or

the southern door he shall be made to sit on the Darbha

grass. The disciple shall sit facing the north.

31-32. The preceptor shall stand facing the cast and

sprinkle the water from the vessel Proksani, on his haed

as the disciple sits straight with palms joined in reverence.

He shall lightly touch with flowers the eyes of the disciple

and bind them with a strip of new silk cloth repeating the

mantras.

33. Then he shall make the disciple enter the

Mandapa through the door and circumambulate thrice.

34. Then after offering a handful of flowers with a

piece of gold to the lord he shall prostrate on the ground
facing the cast or the north.

35. Then as before, the preceptor shall sprinkle the

water on his head and strew flowers. The bandage around
his eyes shall be removed.

36-37. After seeing the Mandala, he shall bow to the

lord again with palms joined in reverence. The preceptor
shall make the disciple sit to the south of the Mandala and
to his left on a Darbha grass seat. After propitiating

the lord, the preceptor shall place his auspicious hand over
his head.

38. Uttering the mantra of Siva, the preceptor,

identical with Siva, shall place his hand refulgent with Saivite

splendour, on the head of the disciple.

39. With the same hand the preceptor shall touch
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all the parts of his body. The disciple shall prostrate on

the ground before the lord in the form of the preceptor.

40-41. He shall worship the lord duly and perform

three Ahutis. He shall sit as before. The preceptor shall

touch the disciple with the tips of the Darbha grass. By

means of his Vidya he shall enter the Atman. After bowing

to the lord he shall perform the rite of Nadisandhan?

.

42-44. He shall perform the rite of Prananirgama as

mentioned in Siva Sastras. Remembering the mystical entry

into the body of the disciple he shall perform the Tarpana

rite with the mantras. For the Tarpana he shall offer thrice

the ten Ahutis with the ancillary mantras. After offering the

Purnahuti, the expert preceptor shall offer again ten Ahutis

repeating the Mulamantra, by way of expiation.

45-46. Worshipping the lord of the gods again and per-

forming the Acamana the preceptor shall perform Homa duly

and uplift the disciple from his caste. If he is a vaiSya he

is first lifted into a k$atriya. Then performing these rites

the preceptor shall lift Him into a brahmin.

47. If the disciple is a ksatriya he is first raised into

a brahmin and then to the form of Rudra. If the disciple is

a brahmin he is raised into the form of Rudra.

1-8-49. After sprinkling and striking lightly the disciple

and remembering the Atman of the disciple in his own, the

preceptor shall drain out the wind that throbs like a flame,

through the veins as mentioned. He shall then enter the

vein and the heart of the disciple.

50. After entering his consciousness that appears

to him like a blue spot he shall meditate on it as blazing

with its brilliance free from dirt.

51-52. After breathing in the vein repeating the mantra

and showing the Samhara mudra ( the gesture of annihilation )

he shall refill it with Puraka for uniting the Atmans. Now
e taking it again with Kumbhaka as with Recaka before, he

shall place it in the heart of the disciple.

53, After touching him and giving him the sacred

thread secured from Siva he shall offer three Ahutis and the

Purnahuti thereafter.

54-56. To the south of the Jord, the disciple is made to
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sit on a splendid seat over which Kusa, and flowers are

strewn. He shall join his palms with reverence and face the

north. He shall sit in the posture of Svastika. He shall face

the east and sitting in a splendid seat shall repeat the

mantras with the auspicious songs and music and take the

water-jar. Meditating on the joyous Siva he shall pour

water over the disciple.

57. Wiping off the water over his body and wearing a

white cloth, he shall perform the Acamana. Fully bedecked

he shall go to the Mandapa with palms joined in reverence.

58. He shall make him sit as before on the Ku£a seat

and worship the lord in the Mandala. He shall perform the

Karanyasa rite.

59. Meditating on the lord he shall take Bhasma in

both the hands and smear it over the body of the disciple

repeating Siva’s names.

60-61. He shall then perform the rites of Dahana and

Plavana and conclude with the rite of Matrkanyasa. Medi-
tating on Siva’s seat and invoking him on the head of the

disciple he shall mentally worship him in the prescribed

manner.

62. With palms joined in reverence he shall pray to

the lord. ‘Stay here permanently’. After submitting this

he shall remember him shining with refulgent splendour.

63. After worshipping Siva and securing his behest in

the form of Siva he shall slowly mutter Siva’s Mantra into

the ear of the disciple.

64. At the behest of the preceptor he shall repeat

the mantra with palms joined in reverence and mind con-

centrating on it.

65. Then after instructing him in the Sakti mantra,
the expert preceptor shall make him repeat it easily and
bless him with auspiciousness. •

66. After briefly explaining to him the syllabic mean-
ing of the mantra, the preceptor shall advise him about the

form of the lord and instruct him in different postures.

67. Then at the behest of the preceptor, in the presence

of Saivite fire and the preceptor, the disciple shall think with

devotion and repeat the statement of initiation.
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68. ‘Better to abandon life, better to cut off the head

than to take food without worshipping the three-eyed lord.’

69. The lord alone will invariably give till the delusion

is removed. The disciple shall propitiate the lord with con-

centrated devotion till delusion is quelled.

70. Thereafter the disciple will be known as Samaya
in the preceptor’s hermitage. He shall carry out the behests

of the preceptor and remain subservient to him.

71. Then after performing the rite of Karanyasa the

preceptor shall take the Bhasma with his own hand and hand

it over to the disciple along with the Mulamantra and the

Rudrak$a over which the mantra has been repeated.

72. If it is possible he shall give him the phallic264 or

the embodied idol of the lord, the requisites of worship,

sacrifice, Japa and meditation.

73. The disciple shall take these things from the Saiva

preceptor with great respect only at the behest of his family

preceptor. Not otherwise.

74. He shall keep on his head everything obtained

from the preceptor, with great devotion and preserve it care-

fully. He shall worship Siva in the hermitage or in his own
house.

75. The preceptor shall impart to him the Saivite

conduct of life in proportion to his devotion and faith as well

as his grasping capacity.

76. Whatever is mentioned, or commanded, or even

glorified by the preceptor to the Samaya, he shall retain in

his intellect.

77. Understanding of Saivite Agama, reading it and

listening to it shall be done at the behest of the preceptor.

Not by himself at his will nor from anyone else.

78. Thus the consecration ‘Samaya* has been briefly

explained to you. It is the greatest means in attaining the

city of Siva himself.

264. Before re-creation after dissolution, the universe remains un
manifest in the phallic form of Siva- Hence Siva is Gucjhadeha.
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CHAPTER SEVENTEEN

( The rules governing Saivite initiation)

Upamanyu said :

—

1. Hereafter the preceptor shall perform the purifica-

tion of the six pathways after understanding the disciple's

capacity, for the sake of liberation from bondage.

2. The six paths265 are Kala, Tattva, Bhuvana, Varna,

Pada and Mantra in brief.

3. The five Kalas, Nivrtti etc. arc the pathway of

Kala. The five Kalas pervade the five paths.

4. The principles from Sivatattva to the earth cons-

titute the paths of principles. They are twentysix, both

pure and impure.

5. Those beginning with Adhara and ending with

Unmana constitute the paths of worlds. They are sixty in

number without difference and subsidiary divisions.

6. The fifty letters in the form of Rudras constitute

the path of letters. The path of words has many varieties.

7-8. The path of mantras consisting of subsidiary

Mantras is pervaded by the excellent mantra. Just as Siva,

the leader of Tattvas, is not included among Tattvas so also

the leader of Mantras is not included in the path of Mantra.

The Kaladhva pervades and the other Adhvas are pervaded.

9-10. He who does not know that factually should

not perform the rite of the six Adhvas. He who has not under-

stood the form of the six paths cannot understand the order

of pervasiveness and is incompetent to perform the rite.

11-14. After making the pits and the Mandapa as

before, to the east he shall make the mystic diagram measuring

two hastas for keeping the water-jar on. The preceptor shall

perform his routine rites and enter the Mandapa with his dis-

ciples to begin the worship of Siva as before. Milk pudding

shall be made with rice measuring not less than one Adhaka.

Half of that shall be offered to the lord as Naivedya and

the remaining shall be kept reserved for Homa. In the

26'>. The purificatory rites of the six pathways are the pre-requisites

for the initiation of the disciple in Siva's cult.
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Mandala drawn in front with various colours, the preceptor
shall place five water-pots, one in each of the four quarters

and one in the middle.

15-17. The preceptor, most expert in the procedural

code, shall invoke the five Brahmans266 on them, repeating

the Mulavaranas along with Bindu and Nada, and the letters

beginning with Namah and ending with Ya. I$ana is invoked
in the middle jar, Purusa in the eastern, Aghora in the

southern, Varna in the northern and Sadyojata in the

western jar. After performing the rites of protection, mystic

gestures and invocation of the jar he shall sacrifice in the

Siva fire as before.

18-20. The milk pudding reserved for sacrifice shall

be offered and what still remains shall be kept for the dis-

ciple to eat. The rites upto the Tarpana shall be conducted

in the manner mentioned before. After the Purnahuti the

rite of illumination with the ancillaries shall be performed.

21-22. In this rite three Ahutis shall be given. 267 With
the specific mantras the refulgent deities shall be meditated

upon. He shall then take the thrice-spun white threads made
by brahmin girls, strung into three and with these bind the

tip of the tuft of the disciple.

23-26. The thread shall be let loose till the tip of the

toe of the disciple standing straight. The Susumna ( the

nerve of the backbone) shall be joined with it. The con-

sciousness shall be invoked with the basic mantra and he shall

offer three Ahutis to create its presence. With the flowers

he shall strike the chest of the disciple as before and invoke

consciousness. It shall then be conceived as placed in

the twclve-petalled lotus. The thread shall be joined with

the other thread (?) with the Astra and Varma mantras.

After veiling the body of the disciple the thread shall be

meditated upon (?)

27-30. It shall then be imagined that the three strings

ar,6. The five forms of 6iva ‘Panrabrahmans, viz. Isana, Purusa,

Aghora, Varna and Sadya are invoked in the water-jars placed in different

directions with the basic mantra of Siva.

*67 . The mantra is g
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represent a bond with the objects and the state of enjoyment.

The Kalas Santyatlta etc. in the forms of the elements ether

etc. shall be joined to the thread (?) with their respective

names and worshipped. With these as the base the foregoing

rites shall be performed. Then he shall survey the pervasion

of the dirt etc. in Tattvas. After offering as Ahuti, the pervasion

ofKala in the dirt etc. the Kalas shall be illuminated.

31. After striking the disciple on the head and the

thread worne on the body he shall bedeck the sutra in the

Santyatita Pada, repeating the mantra.

32. In this manner after offering the Ahutis of

Sarftyatita upto the end of Nivrtti he shall perform three

Ahutis and worship Siva in the Mandala.

33. The preceptor shall make the disciple sit to the

south of the lord facing the north, on the Mandala strewn

with Darbha grass. He shall give him the rice soaked in

ghee left after the Homa.
34. The disciple shall take the Garu offered by the

preceptor, and eat it repeating the name Siva. After per-

forming the Acamana twice he shall repeat the mantra of

Siva.

35. The preceptor shall give him the Paftcagavya on

the other Mandala. The disciple shall drink it upto his

capacity, perform the Acamana twice and remember Siva.

36. He shall make the disciple sit on a third Mandala
as before, and hand over a tooth brush twig having the

characteristics mentioned in the scriptures.

37. The disciple shall sit silently facing the east or

the north and clean his teeth with its soft tip.

38. He shall cast off the tooth brush, wash his hands

and mouth, perform Acamana and remember Siva. Then at

the behest of the preceptor he shall enter Siva Mandapa
with palms joined in reverence.

39-40. If the cast-off tooth brush is seen by the

preceptor in the north-east or west or in front it is auspicious,

otherwise it is inauspicious. If it is seen in an inauspicious

quarter the preceptor shall perform a hundred, or a fifty or

twentyfive Homas with the basic Mantra for the removal of

the defect.
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41 . Then he shall strike the disciple and whisper the

name of Siva into his ears. He shall make him settle to the

south of the lord.

42. During the night the disciple shall lie on a Darbha
mattress covered with an unwashed bed-sheet and consecrated

with man'ra. While lying he shall meditate on Siva and
keep his head to the east.

43-44 . To his tuft the thread has already been tied.

Along with that tuft the preceptor shall tie the unwashed bed-

sheet. With Varma mantra he shall cover him up. All

round him he shall make three lines with gingelly seeds and

mustard fully consecrated by Astra mantra. Outside the

lines he shall offer oblations to the guardians of the quarters.

45. The disciple shall not take anything in after sett-

ling down like this. After getting up the next day he

shall intimate to the preceptor if he had any dream.

CHAPTER EIGHTEEN

(
The purification of the six paths)

Upamanyu said :

—

1. After completing ablution and other rites the dis-

ciple shall, at the bidding of the preceptor, go near the

Mancjala of Siva meditating on Siva, with palms joined in

reverence.

2. All rites upto the binding of the eyes shall be

performed as on the previous day, except the worship. Then

the preceptor shall show him the Mandala.

3. When flowers are strewn by the disciple whose eyes

are tied, the preceptor shall tell him the places where the

flowers fell.

4. The preceptor shall take him to the Mandala where

worship had already been performed. As before he shall

worship lord Isana and perform homa in the fire.

5. If any bad dream had been seen by the disciple,
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the preceptor shall perform hundred, or fifty, or twentyfive

homas with the basic mantra for the removal of that

defect.

6-8. The thread tied to the tuft shall be loosened to

hang down, as. before, He shall perform the worship of

Adhara* based on Nivrttikala and conclude with the worship

of Vagisvarl with* due homas. He shall bow to Vagina

and Sati who pervade Nivrtti. He shall worship the lord

•in the.. Mandala and make three Ahutis Then the mystical

rite of making the simultaneous entry into all types of living

beings, shall be performed.

9-10.. The rites of striking and sprinkling shall be per-

formed -in the gross body of the disciple and then the Atman
shall be taken.and placed in the twelvc-petalled lotus. It shall

be taken again from there through the repetition of the basic

mantra and. the gestures as prescribed in the scripture.

The preceptor shall* unite it mentally with all types 'of living

beings simultaneously.

1 1 . The living beings are fourteen in number : the

eight types of the gods, "five types of the lower animals and

birds, and human beings forming one type.

12. In order to facilitate the simultaneous entry into

all of them, he shall deposit the Atman of the disciple along

with his mind into Vagisanl duly.

13. For the accomplishment of the spiritual knowledge

he shall worship and bow to the lord. After performing the

homa he shall remember it as developed.

14. He shall duly perform the mystical rites of nativity,

the pursuit of previous actions, straightforwardness and the

great pleasure of enjoyment.

15. For the sake of redemption and the achievement

of birth, longevity, enjoyment and purificatory impressions,

the preceptor shall perform three Ahutis and pray to the

lord.

16. Thus he shall purify his ’body that contains the

dirt of enjoyment of pleasures and contact with sensual

objects. He shall cut off the three bondages of the disciple.

17. By the complete splitting of the bondage he shall

make the disciple dean.



18. After making the Purnahuti in the fire he shall

worship Brahma. After performing three Ahutis for him he

shall submit to him the behest of Siva.

19. ‘O Pitamaha, no hindrance shall be placed for

this disciple who is going to the great region of Siva. This

is the behest of Siva’.

20. Thus imploring him, he shall worship and

ritualistically dismiss him. He shall worship Mahadeva and

perform three Ahutis.

21. Uplifting the Atman of the disciple, as before,

when it has been purified by Nivrttikala he shall deposit it

in his own Atman. He shall then worship Vaglsa.

22. He shall perform three Ahutis now and

ritualistically dismiss him. Returning he shall make it united

with Prati§thakala.

23. Performing the worship and the three Ahutis

simultaneously he shall imagine the entry of the Atman of

the disciple into the Pratistha Kala.

24. Then after invoking Pratistha and performing

everything as previously mentioned he shall conceive its

pervasion and the pervading Vagisani.

25. He shall imagine Vagisani as lustrous as the disc

of the full moon. After doing everything as before he shall

submit to Visnu the behest of Siva the great Atman.
26-28. Performing everything like the ritualistic

dismissal of Visnu by means of Vidya he shall think of

Pratistha and its pervasion and Vaglsa too in order. He
shall then perform everything concluding with the Purnahuti

in the blazing fire as before. Nilarudra shall be invoked

and its worship performed. As mentioned before, the behest

of the lord shall be carried out.

29. Then the lord shall be ritualistically dismissed.

For the purpose of quietening him, Vidyakala shall be

conceived and its pervasion surveyed.

30. He shall then as before invoke Vagisi that

pervades his Atman, that has the form and features of the

early morning sun and that illuminates the ten quarters.

31. He shall perform the remaining rites as before.

He shall invoke lord Siva and propitiate him. After
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performing homa he shall mentally submit to the behest of

Siva.

32. After ritualistically dismissing the lord he shall

lead another Kala to Santyatltakala and survey its

pervasion.

33. As before he shall meditate on Vagisa that

pervades the Atman as resembling the permanent. Upto the

final offering (Purnahuti) everything is as before.

34. After doing everything in accordance with injunc-

tions and worshipping Sadasiva he shall submit to him the

behest of Siva of unmeasured activity.

35. There too, after worshipping Siva as before on

the head and bowing to Vagisa he shall ritualistically

dismiss him.

36. Sprinkling then the disciple on the head a9 before

with Siva mantra he shall think of the merging of Santyati-

takala in the Sakti Tattva.

37. On the other side beyond the six pathways he

shall think of the greatest Sakti of Siva that pervades the

pathways and that' equals a crore of suns.

38-39. He shall bring the disciple as pure as the

crystal in front of it. After washing the scissors, the preceptor

shall cut off the tuft of the disciple as well as his thread in

the manner mentioned in the Saivite Scriptures. He shall

place it in cowdung and consign it to Siva fire.

40. Then with the basic mantra ending with Vausat

he shall wash the scissors and hands. He shall restore the

consciousness of the disciple to his body.

41-42. The disciple shall take bath and perform

Acamana. Good wishes and blessings shall be conferred on

him. He shall be brought to the Mandala and made to

prostrate. In order to expiate for the shortcomings in the

rites due worship shall be performed. The preceptor shall pour

three Ahutis by reciting the mantra.

43. In order to expiate for tfte shortcomings in the

Mantra he shall worship the lord of the gods and pour

three Ahutis by muttering the mantra.

44. He shall pour three Ahutis by repeating the

mantra mentally. After propitiating Siva there, in the
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Mantfala and Parvati, he shall pour three Ahutis. With

palms joined in reverence the preceptor shall pray

thereafter.

45. ‘O lord, due to your grace the
,

purity of the

six pathways of the disciple has been completed. Now, O
lord, lead him unto your imperishable abode.’

46. After submitting thus to the lord he shall perform

every thing as before, from Nadisandhana to the Purnahuti.

Then he shall purify the elements

47. Then, for conducting purity he shall 'meditate

on the regions stable or unstable, . hot or cold in the puri-

ficatory rite of the Bhutas in the form of. unity that is

pervaded.

48. After cutting off the knot of’ the Bhutas he shall

join the Bhutas on to the great lord Siva by the path of

steady concentration.

49. He shall purify his body, burn it, and drench it

with drops of nectar. Steadying the Atman he shall make
his body in consonance with the pure pathways.

50-51. There at the outset he shall place on the head

of the disciple the Santyatita kala . that pervades the

pathways; the Santikala on the face; Vidya kala in the

spot beginning with the throat and ending with the navel;

Pratistha kala upto the knees; Nivrtti kala beneath it.

Thereafter he shall meditate on it.

52. With the basic mantra, its BIjas and ancillaries

he shall meditate on him in the form of Siva. He shall

invoke the lord in the lotus of the heart and worship

him.

53. The teacher shall pray for the perpetual presence

of Siva in the disciple. He shall impose good qualities on
the disciple possessed of Saivite splendour.

54-55. He shall perform three Ahutis praying—‘O

lord, be pleased to bestow on him the attributes Anima, etc.’268

Likewise he shall invoke the lord for the presence of these

qualities in him, viz:—omniscience, contentment, eternal

enlightenment, unviolated Sakti, freedom and infinite power.

268. While offering three Ahutis he shall thrice utter the mantra

aff ffff: fa-amr
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56. Then securing permission from the lord and

meditating on him in the heart he shall pour water over the

disciple from the vessels269 of Sadyojata etc. in order.

57. Then after making the disciple sit and worship

Siva as before he shall secure permission from the lord and

impart Siva’s knowledge to him.

58. He shall impart also the plicated Mantra270 beginning

with Om and ending with Namah and the Saktividya of a

similar nature, accompanied by Siva and Sakti.

59. He shall instruct him in the name of the sage,

metre, deity and the efficacy of Siva and Siva, the worship

of Siva, his Avarana and the postures.

60. Worshipping the lord of the gods again he shall

submit to Siva— ‘Please make whatever has been performed

by me a well accomplished thing*.

61. Followed by his disciple the preceptor shall pros-

trate before the lord on the ground. Thereafter he shall

ritualistically dismiss him from the Mandala and the fire.

62. Then those assembled there and worthy of worship

shall be duly worshipped.

63. The members of the assembly including the Rtviks

shall be honoured with the gifts. He who desires his welfare

shall not be niggardly.

CHAPTER NINETEEN

(The consecration of the aspirant and the

greatness of the Mantra)

Upamanyu said :

—

1 . Hereafter I shall explain the consecratory rite

4Sadhaka* indicated by me while explaining the greatness of

the mantra.

269. It refers to the water-jars wherein the five forms of Siva are

invoked. See \ Syaviya II, 17- 16-17.

270. The mantra is aff $r fani affi
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2. As before the lord shall be worshipped in the

Marsala and the vessels and the homa performed. The

disciple shall be brought to the Mandala without his head-

dress.

8-4 . After performing hundred Ahutis and the rites

upto the Punjahuti, and the rite of Tarpana with the water

from the jars repeating the Mulamantra, the preceptor shall

make offering and perform every rite as mentioned before.

He shall pour water on the disciple and impart the excellent

Mantra.

5. There, after imparting the Saivitc lore in detail, he

shall place this in the disciple’s hand with water from the

flowers.

6. ‘By the grace of the supreme lord this great Mantra
shall certainly confer on you the Siddhis both of this world

and the next one.’

7. After saying this, the preceptor shall worship lord

Siva and secure his formal permission. He shall then impart

to the aspirant the Yoga of Siva, the means of liberation.

8-9. On hearing the instructions of the preceptor, the

aspirant disciple shall practise the Mantra before utilising it.

This practice of the Mulamantra is called Purascarana since

it has to be practised before the rite Viniyoga.

10. A devotee who desires salvation need not practise

the mantra too often. If practised moderately it is auspicious

here and hereafter.

11-16. On an auspicious day, in a holy spot, in the favour-

able season, the devotee shall take bath and perform the rites

of the forenoon scrupulously keeping the teeth and the nails

sparkling white in colour. He shall bedeck himself in scented

flowers, garlands and ornaments readily available. He shall

wear a white head-dress and a white upper cloth. His dress

shall be white and pure. He shall sit comfortably in the

.manner to which he is accustomed either in the temple or in

his own house or in any charming place. He shall make his

body worthy of Saivite rites along the path mentioned in the

£aivite scriptures. He shall worship the lord Nakul-

I$vara. He shall offer milk pudding as Naivedya and con-

clude the rite of propitiation. After bowing to him he shall
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formally take his permission. He shall repeat the mantra

ten million or five million, or two and a half million or two

million or a million times.

17. Thereafter his diet shall be limited in quantity

and confined to milk pudding and such other as is devoid

of salt and acidity. He shall not be violent. He shall be

forbearing, quiet and self-possessed for ever.

18. If milk pudding is not available he shall take

fruits and roots. They are ordained by Siva himself and in

the series of order gradually they are better.

19-20. Whatever he cats daily whether, Caru, ground

flour of fried grains, gruel, vegetables, milk, curd, ghee9 roots,

fruits and water he shall take in only after consecrating it

with the mantras while the practice of the mantra is being

kept up. He shall remain silent too.

21. He shall take bath in the water from east-flowing

or west- flowing rivers and purify himseif by repeating hun-

dred and eight mantras or sprinkle himself as strength permits

him.

22. He shall perform the rites of Tarpana and homa

in the Saivite fire with seven, five or three materials of wor-

ship or with ghee alone.

23. Nothing is inaccessible in this world or the next

to him who is a devotee of Siva and who is an aspirant

practising the mantra of Siva thus with devotion.

24. Or he shall perform the Japa of the mantra a

thousand times everyday, with full concentration of the mind.

He shall not take food before the thousand Japas are

completed.

25. Nothing is difficult of access to him. Nothing is

inauspicious to him. He attains learning, prosperity, happi-

ness, and salvation.

26. Whether in the course of'practice or application,

whether done as a Nitya rite or a Naimittika rite he shall

perform the Japa after taking bath with water or with

Bhasma.

27. He shall perform the Japa of the five-syllabled

mantra, pure in person and mind, with the tuft tied up,
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wearing the sacred thread on the body and having the

Pavitra round the finger. He shall have the Tripuntjra

marks and shall wear Rudraksa beads.

CHAPTER TWENTY

(Special consecration)

Upamanyu said :

—

1 . The preceptor shall crown consecrated disciple as a

preceptor after he has performed the Pasupata rite if he has

the requisite qualities and not otherwise.

2. The Mantjala shall be made as before and after wor-

shipping the lord he shall, as before, place five water-jars one

in each of the four quarters and one in the middle.

3. Nivrtti Kala shall be installed in the vessel in the east,

Piatistha Kala in the vessel in the west; Vidya Kala in the

south. Santi Kala in the north and the Para Kala in the

middle.

4. The following rites shall be performed as before, viz.

those of Raksa, the Mudrabandha or the gesture of the cow,

repetition of mantra over the vessels and the homa till the

Purnahuti.

5.

The preceptor shall make the disciple enter the

Manqlala. He shall not wear the head-dress. The Tarpana

and other rites too shall be performed as before.

6. Then the lord shall be worshipped and his permiss-

ion obtained ritualist ically. He shall make the disciple sit

on the seat for the pouring of water.

7. The disciple imagined as the five-fold offering of

fruits shall be united with the Kalas and conceived as Siva

inasmuch as the mantra has been installed on his body;

he shall be worshipped then.

8. Then the water from the vessels beginning with

Nivrtti Kumbha and ending with the middle shall be poured

over the disciple repeating the names of Siva.
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9. Then the preceptor shall place his hand, repeating

the Siva mantra on the head of the disciple. The preceptor

equipped with the piety towards Siva shall call him
Sivacarya.

10. He shall be adorned. Then the preceptor shall

propitiate him in Sivaman<jala. After performing hundred

and eight Ahutis he shall offer the Purnahuti.

11. The preceptor shall worship the lord and pros-

trate on the ground with palms joined in reverence over the

head. He shall submit to the lord Siva.

12. “O lord, by your grace this disciple has been

made a preceptor by me. O lord, after blessing him, may
the divine behest be bestowed on him.

13. After submitting thus, the preceptor shall bow to

Siva again along with the disciple. He shall worship the

divine Siva-Agama in the same manner as Siva himself.

14. Then he shall take the ritualistic permission from

Siva. The preceptor shall take the book “Sivajfiana” with

both the hands and hand it over to the disciple.

1 5. The disciple shall accept it with his bent head and

place the Vidya over the scat. He shall then respectfully

adore it.

16. The preceptor shall give him royal paraphernalia

since one who has attained the status of Acarya deserves

even a kingdom.

17. Then he shall impart to him the modes of dis-

cipline followed by elders as mentioned in Saivite sacred

literature and as honoured amongst the people.

18. The preceptor shall test the disciples assiduously

through the characteristics mentioned in Saivite scriptures.

He shall consecrate them and impart to them the Saivite

knowledge.

19. He shall infuse in him all these qualities without

difficulty, viz. purity, forbearance, mercifulness, non-covet-

ousness and absence ofjealousy even strenuously.

20. After thus urging the disciple he shall ritualistically

dismiss Siva from the Man<Jala. He shall worship the Siva-

kumbha, fire and otheis who had been invited there.

21-23. Or the preceptor accompanied by his atten-
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dants shall simultaneously perform all the consecratory rites;

the rites shall be repeated twice. The water-vessels shall be
installed in the beginning itself as in the rite of the purifi-

cation of the paths. After performing the Samaya consecra-

tion, wholly without ablution Siva shall be worshipped again

after the purification of the path. When that is concluded

he shall worship the lord again.

24. After homa the Tarpana rite of the mantra shall

be performed. After the blessing of the lord the mantra

shall be placed in the hand of the disciple and the remaining

rites concluded.

25. Or beginning with the consecration of the

Mantra and concluding with the rite of Abhiseka the rites

of the purification of the path shall be performed by the

preceptor.

26. In the purificatory rite of the three Tattvas the

rites mentioned for the Kalas Santyatita and others shall be

performed.

27. Siva, Vidya and Atmatattva—these are the three

Tattvas. Siva came out of Sakti and from Siva the Vidya

and from Vidya the Atman.

28. The Santyatita path is pervaded by Siva. The

next path is pervaded by Vidya and the remaining paths are

pervaded by Atman.

29. Intelligent persons who have mastered Saivite Scrip-

tures laud the consecration through Sakti after considering

that the consecration through Siva is very difficult of access.

30. O Krsna, thus the four types of consecratory rites

have been narrated to you. What else do you wish to hear?
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CHAPTER TWENTYONE

( Hitya and Naimittika rites)

Sri Kffna said :

—

1. O holy lord, I wish to hear the compulsory and

optional rites of those who follow Saivite conduct of life, as

mentioned in Saivite scriptures.

Upamanyu said :

—

2. He shall rise early in the morning and meditate on

the lord and the goddess For performing necessaries he shall

go out of the house when the sun has risen.

3. In a secluded spot where there is no hindrance he

shall evacuate his bowels. After washing in accordance with

the rules he shall clean the teeth.

4. On the eighth and other days whenever tooth-brush

twig is not available he shall gargle twelve times and clean

the teeth.

5. After performing Acamana he shall take bath either

in a river or in a pond or in an eddy or in the house itself.

6. The toilet articles shall be kept on the bank. The
dirt of the body shall be washed off. The clay shall be app-

lied over the body. After taking bath he shall apply cow-

dung over the body.

7. He shall take bath again and abandon the old cloth.

Like a king he shall put on new dress.

8. Neither a Brahmacarin nor an ascetic nor a widow
shall take bath with the scented soaps. They shall not use

tooth-brush twig for cleaning the teeth.

9. He shall tie his tuft and have the sacred thread in

the normal way. He shall enter water and plunge therein.

After performing the Acamana he shall take plunge thrice in

the water.
t

10-11. After plunging in, he shall repeat the mantra and
think on Siva and Sakti. He shall get up and perform Aca-

mana. Then he shall pour water over the body with the cow-

horn along with Darbha, or with the leaf of a Palana tree,

or the lotus leaf or with both the hands, five or three times.
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12. If he is taking bath in a garden or in the house he

shall pour water with Vardhani or a water-jar. When taking

bath he shall pour water with the mantras.

13. If one is unable to take water-bath, one shall take

a wet cloth and wipe the body from foot to head.

14. Or he shall take the self-bath. That is, one shal
1

repeat the name Siva. That bath wherein Siva is remem-

bered is called the self-bath of a Yogin.

15. In accordance with the rules prescribed in one’s

code he shall perform the rites of Tarpana for the gods

beginning with Acamana and ending with Brahmayajfia.

16. Meditating on lord Siva stationed in the Man^ala

and worshipping him duly he shall offer Arghya to Siva in

the form of the sun.

17-19. Or after performing what is prescribed in one’s

own Sutra he shall wash his hands and perform the rite of

Karanyasa. He shall make his body united with the Kalas

through water taken in the left palm and containing scents

and white mustard. He shall then sprinkle water over him

through the bunch of Kusa grass repeating the mantras ‘Apo

hi tfha’
271 etc. accompanied by the basic mantra. Sniffing at

the water remaining in the left nostril he shall think on lord

Siva again.

20. Taking off the dark-complexioned sin of the body

through the left nostril and that outside, he shall conceive it

as gone to the rock.

2 . He shall perform the Tarpana rite to the gods, to

the sages in particular, to the Bhutas and to the Pitrs. He

shall offer Arghya duly.

22. With a handful of red sandal water he shall make

a circular Mandala on the ground and embellish it with red

powder.

23. There he shall worship the sun with the covers

along with his ancillaries repeating the mantra “Khakholkaya”

for securing happiness. 272

271. VS. n. 50

•272. Khakholk&ya svaha. Mahan. U. 20. 23.
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24-25. He shall make another Mag<jala and worship it

with its ancillaries. He shall place there a gold-vessel of the

size' of the Prastha878 current in the Magadha land. He shall

fill it with scented water and red sandal along with red

flowers, gingelly seeds, Ak$atas and Ku€a grass.

26-29. Or it can contain Durva, Apamarga and other

articles or mere water. He shall keep that pot over his head.

Kneeling down he shall bow to the lord in the Man^ala and
offer it as Arghya to Siva. Or he shall take water in the

palms joined together and throw it up as an offering to Siva

stationed in the sky in the form of the sun. The water shall

contain Darbha grass and the basic Mantra shall be repeated.

Again he shall wash his hands and perform the Karanyasa realis-

ing Siva in the form of the five Brahmans874 from ISana to

Sadyojata. He shall take Bhasma, in the hand and repeating

mantra ya dinantaih875 he shall touch limbs in order, viz

—

the face, chest, private parts, feet.

30-31. Then repeating the basic mantra he shall touch
all parts of the body and wear another cloth. After perfor-

ming Acamana twice he shall sprinkle water over himself

eleven times repeating the mantra. He shall wear another
cloth, perform Acamana twice and remember Siva.

32. He shall perform Karanyasa again and repeating
the mantra he shall apply the Tripuntjra marks. On the fore-

head the marks shall be clear, broad and straight. Scented
water shall be used to paste the Bhasma.

33-34. It may also be circular or square in shape.
It may be a single dot or a semicircular figure. But he
shall apply the marks in the same way on the arms, head
and chest as on the forehead. Dusting with the Bhasma is

not on a par with Tripui?dra.

*M«.
2
,
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35. Hence it is better to have Tripun^ras above with-
out dusting. He shall wear Rudrak^a beads on the head,
round the neck, in the ears and hands.

36. The Rudrakga bead with the lustre of gold is

excellent. It shall not be cut. What is not worn by others

is the most auspicious. To the three castes the colours

yellow, red and black are respectively excellent.

37. If the excellent bead is not available whatever is

available shall be used for wearing. But it shall not be de-

fective. The lower caste men shall not wear the bead in-

tended for the higher caste. The higher caste men can wear

the other types too.

38-39. Impure men shall not wear the Rudrak?a bead.

Everyone shall take bath twice, twice or once a day accor-

ding to his strength, and worship the lord seated in a char-

ming pose in the pedestal.

40. He shall face the east or the north while meditat-

ing on the lord and the goddess. He shall worship the pre-

ceptor and the disciples from Sveta to NakulHa. 876

41-42. Again he shall bow to the lord and repeat his

eight877 names, viz. Siva, Mahesvara, Rudra, Vi?nu, Pitamaha

Samsaravaidya, Sarvajfta and Paramatman. Or he shall

repeat the name Siva eleven times or more.

43. For the removal of sickness he shall meditate on

the mass of splendour at the tip of his tongue. He shall

wash his feet and apply sandal paste on his hands. He shall

perform Karanyasa after wiping off his hands.

*76- Wyavlya S. II. 9. 2-6.

277. Ibid., I 3a. 23-24.
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CHAPTER TWENTYTWO

( The compulsory and optional rites of Saivite Scriptures)

Upamanyu said:
—

1-2. Nyasa878
is of thfee types : Sthiti, Utpatti and

Laya. The first is for householders, the second for Brahmaca-
rins, the third for ascetics, forest-dwellers and widows.
For housewives the Sthitinyasa is recommended.

3-4. For a virgin Utpatti Nyasa is praiseworthy. I

shall now mention the characteristics of the Nyasas. The
procedure from the thumb to the little finger is the Sthiti-

nyasa. The procedure from the right thumb to the left

little finger is the Utpattinyasa. The reverse is Samhrti (Laya).

5. The letters “Na” etc. along with the Bindus shall

be fixed in order in the fingers. Siva shall be fixed on the

palms and on the little fingers.

6-7. The Astranyasa shall be made in the ten quarters

by means of the Astramantra. The five Kalas—Nivrtti etc. in

the form of the five elements along with the lords of the

elements and accompanied by their respective symbols shall

be fixed in the chest, neck, palate, middle of the eye-brows
and the Brahmarandhra. One shall conceive them in the
different Bijas.

8-10. In order to purify them one shall perform the

Japa of the five-syllabled mantra. Restraining the vital

breath thrice he shall cut off the knot of the elements
lepeating the Astra mantra and showing the mystic gesture of
Astra. The Atman urged by the vital breath through the
Susumna vein and going out through the Brahmarandhra
shall be united with the Saivite splendour.

11-13. Afterwards the body is withered up by the wind
burnt by the deadly fire. Then upwardly the Kalas are
dissolved through the wind. Dissolving the burnt body and
touching the Kalas with the ocean he shall drench and
flood the body through Amjrtas and keep it in its normal

278. Nyasa is an assignment of the various parts of the body to the
deity. It is usually accompanied with prayer and corresponding gesticulation.
This forms an essential part of Karma-Yajfia.
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place. Killed and burnt without the creation of Kala he

shall flood with Amfta that which is reduced to ashes.

1 4. In the body consisting of Vidya, he shall join the

Atman that has come out of Siva in the form of the flame

of a lamp. He shall join it through the Brahmarandhra.

15. After meditating on the Atman that has entered

the body, in the lotus of the heart, he shall sprinkle with

the shower of nectar the body consisting of Vidya.

16. Then he shall perform the rite of Karanyasa

after duly purifying it. Thereafter he shall perform the

Dehanyasa by means of the great Mudra.

17. After performing the rite of Anganyasa in the

manner mentioned by Siva, he shall perform the Varnanyasa

in the joints of hands, feet and other parts of the body.

18. After the Nyasa of the six limbs accompanied by six

types, he shall bind the quarters from the south-east onwards.

19. Or he need perform only the Nyasa of the five

limbs beginning with the head. Similarly the Nyasa of six

limbs without the rites of purification etc. of the Bhutas shall

be performed.

20. Thus he shall succinctly perform the purification

of the body and Atman. Attaining the status of Siva he shall

worship ParameSvara.

21. He who has sufficient leisure and is not confused in

mind shall perform the rite of Nyasa in a detailed manner.

22-23. The first is Maq-kanyasa; the next is Brahma-

nyasa; Prapavanyasa is the third; the next is Hamsa Nyasa and

the fifth Nyasa is mentioned as Paficak§aratmaka (consisting

of the five-syllabled mantra)

.

24-29. The Nyasa of the various letters is as follows:—
the letter Ain the head; A in the forehead; ‘I* and I in the

eyes; “U” and “U” in the ears; “R” and “R” in the

cheek; ‘lr’ and ‘lr’ in the nostrils; ‘e’ and “ai” in the lips; o

and “au” in the rows of teeth; -‘am” in the tougue and

“a^” in the palate; the gutturals are in the five joints of

the right hand; the palatals in the joints of the left hand;

The hnguals and the Dentals in the legs; Pa and Pha in the

sides; *‘Ba” in the back and “Bha” in the navel; “Ma”

in the heart; ^Ya” to “Sa” in the seven constituent elements,
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skin etc; “ha” in the cavity of the heart and “k$a” in the

middle of the eyebrows.

30. After performing the Nyasa of the letters in the

manner of fifty Rudras the five Brahmans shall be fixed in the

limbs, face etc. and Kala.

31. The Karanyasa may or may not be performed

through them. The Brahmans shall be fixed in the head, face,

chest, private parts and legs.

32. The Kalas of liana are five; these are fixed in the

five faces beginning with the one above and ending with the

one in the west.

33. Then the four Kalas of Puru$a shall be fixed in

the four faces beginning with the ; one in the east.

34-36. Th- eight Kalas of Aghora shall be fixed in the

heart, neck, shoulders, navel, belly, back and the chest; then

the thirteen Kalas of Vamadeva are fixed in the anus,

penis, thighs, knees, calves, hips, buttocks, sides, nose, head

and the arms. Thus the experts perform the Nyasa of

the thirtyeight Kalas in due order.

37-41. Afterwards the experts of Pranava shall per-

form the Pranavanyasa in the arms, elbows wrists, sides,

belly, thighs, calves and the back. After performing the

Pranavanyasa thus, the expert devotee shall perform the

Hamsanyasa as mentioned in Saivite scriptures, in the eyes,

nostrils, arms, eyes, face, forehead, armpits sides, breasts,

hips, hands and heels. Or in the manner of five limbs the

Nyasa shall be performed. Then he shall perform the Nyasa

of the five-syllabled mantra.

42-44. Hereby Sivahood is generated along the path

as mentioned before. A non-Siva shall neither practise the

mantra of Siva nor worship Siva nor meditate upon Siva nor

attain Siva. Hence one shall dedicate himself to Siva and

eschew his identity. Thinking “l am Siva” one shall per-

form Saivite rites, viz. Karmayajfia, Tapoyajfia, Japayajfia,

Dhyanayajfta and Jftanayajfta.

45-46. Some are engaged in Karmayajfia; others in

Tapoyajfia; still others injapayajfia; others in Dhyanayajfta;

and others in Jfianayajfla. The latter ones are better than
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the earlier ones. Karmayajfta is of two kinds : one with a

specific desire and the other without that.

47-51. A person with a desire, even when he enjoys

those pleasures becomes more and more attached to lust. If

he is without desire he enjoys pleasures in Rudra’s abode and

after a descent therefrom is reborn as a person engaged in

Tapoyajfia. There is no doubt in this. An. ascetic enjoys

pleasures in Rudra’s abode and after a fall therefrom is reborn

in the world as a man devoted to Japa and Dhyana.

Such a man devoted to Japa and Dhyana, thanks

to heir excellence, attains knowledge ere long, and thereby

attains Siva’s Sayujya. Hence he becomes a liberated soul

even when he is devoted to Karmayajfia at the behest of

Siva, if he is without desire. But a person with lust will

always be in bondage. Hence one shall be devoted to

Dhyana and Jftana among the five Yajrias.

52-55. He who has meditation and knowledge crosses

the ocean of worldly existence. Dhyanayajfia which is freedom

from the defects of violence etc. is a pure mental process for

salvation and is therefore the greatest means. Just as the

persons working outside the palace are seen not enjoying

much of the benefits within the royal palace so also the

Karmins. To those who meditate, the subtle body of Isvara

becomes visible. But to the Karmins, only the clay,

wood etc. are visible. Hence those who are devoted to Dhya-
nayajfia do not accept deities in the form of stone and clay,

since they know the reality of Siva.

56-57. The man who eschews Siva stationed in the

Atman and worships him externally, resigns the fruit in his

hand and licks his elbow. From knowledge, meditation is

generated and from meditation knowledge functions better.

Through these two, one attains liberation. Hence one shall

be devoted to meditation.

58-61. One shall worship the lord and the goddess by
• means of external service, or with the mind full of faith

meditate on them in the twelve-petalled lotus, head,

forehead, the middle of the eyebrows, the tip of the nose,

face, neck, heart, navel or in any permanent spot. Or he

shall worship in a phallic image or an embodied idol or in an
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artificial fire or on the ground with devotion in accordance
with one’s affluence. Or he shall worship the lord both
internally and externally. A person engaged in mental
worship may or may not perform the external worship.

CHAPTER TWENTYTHREE

[A gloss on the rules governing worship)

Upamanyu said :

—

1. I shall briefly give a commentary to the rules

governing worships mentioned by Siva to Siva in the Saivite

scriptures.

2. With or without performing the internal worship
which is its ancillary and which concludes with the rites in

fire, one shall perform the external worship.

3-4. The materials are mentally conceived and purified.

After meditating on Vinayaka and worshipping the lord in

accordance with the injunctions, the learned devotee shall

propitiate Nandisa and Suyasa in the south and the north

and offer mentally well-conceived seat.

5. It may be a throne or a yogic seat or lotus-seat

equipped with the three principles. a7a

6. Siva shall be meditated on it. He is accompanied

by Amba. He is charming, endowed with all characteristics,

auspicious in every limb.

7. He possesses all excellences. He is bedecked in all

ornaments. His face, hands and feet, are red. His face

beams with smiles resembling the Kunda flower and the

moon.

8. He is as pure as the pure ‘crystal. He has three eyes

resembling full blown lotus. He has four arms and splendid

body. He wears the charming digit of the moon.

27Q. Asana is a particular posture or mode of sitting in religious

meditation or worship.
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9. His hands show the gestures of granting the boon

and protection. He holds the deer and an axe. He has

serpents for necklaces and bangles. His neck is cbanpfhgly

blue.

10. He has none to compare with. He is accompanied

by his followers and attendants. Then the devotee shall think

of him to his left.

11. She is as tender as the petals of full blown-lotus.

Her eyes are large and broad. Her face has the lustre of the

full moon. Her tresses are dark-blue and curly,

12. Her complexion has the lustre of the petals of a

blue lotus. She has the half modn for her coronet. Her breasts

are round, weighty, lifted up, smooth and plump.

13. Her middle' is slender. Her buttocks are large.

She wears an exquisitely fine yellow garment. She is ridbjly

bedecked in all ornaments. The Tilaka mark on her forehead

is dazzlingly brilliant.

14. She shines with flowers of various colours embellish-

ing her braid of hair. In fcvery respect her features are in

consonance with her qualities. Due to bashfulness her face is

slightly lowered.

15. In her right hand she bears a shining golden

lotus. She is seated on a splendid seat with the other hand
placed on it like a supporting staff.

16-19. She splits the Pa£a. She is in the form of exis-

tence, knowledge and bliss. After conceiving the lord and
the goddess thus and meditating on them in an excellent

auspicious seat, the devotee shall worship with pi.ety as flowers

along with all types of service. Or he can conceive the

form of the lord in any of the following ways:—as Siva,

Sadasiva, Mahesvara, or as one havihg the name of twenty-

six principles or as Srikantha. Just as Mantra Nyasa is

performed in the body so also in this form the devotee can
meditate on embodied Siva who is beyond Sat and Asat as in

the manner of external worship. He shall complete the wor-

ship mentally.

20-23. He shall then mentally imagine the Homa in

the navel with sacrificial twig, ghee etc. He shall meditate on
Siva in the middle of the eye-brows in the form of the flame
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of the pure lamp. Thus in this mentally conceived auspicious

worship whether in the body or independently, the rules

until the concluding rites in fire are the same. Or after

concluding the imaginary procedure of propitiation the

devotee shall worship the lord in the phallic image or on the

ground or in the fire.

CHAPTER TWENTYFOUR

( The ritual of lord Siva)

Upamanyu said :

—

1 . The devotee shall sprinkle the place of worship with

scented sandal water for the sake of purity, with the basic

mantra. He shall put flowers there.

2. The obstacles shall be warded off. The place shall

be veiled with Varma mantra. After performing the rite of

Astranyasa in the quarters, the place of worship shall be ar-

ranged.

3. Darbha grass shall be strewn over and washed by

means of sprinkling. After cleaning the vessels he shall

sanctify the materials.

4-5. He shall wash and sprinkle the vessels280 of Prok§anI

Arghya, Padya and Acamaniya. After examining them he

shall pour auspicious water therein. He shall place holy

materials of worship there to the extent of their availability.

6. The holy materials of worship are many such as

gems, silver, gold, scents, flowers, Aksatas, fruits, sprouts and

Darbha grass.

7. In the water for ablutiop and particularly in that

s8o. Prok?anI, Arghya, Padya and Acamaniya are the vessels con-

taining holy water to be used in the religious ceremonies. Prok?ani contains

water used for sprinkling or consecrating, Arghya for respectful offering,

Padya for washing the feet and Acamaniya for supping.
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intended for drinking, sweet scents as well as cool and char-
ming flowers shall be put.

8-9. Sandal and U$Ira shall be put in the Padya water.

In the Acamaniya, nutmeg, berry, camphor, Bahumula, and

Tamalaka shall be put, preferably powdered. Cardamom
seeds, camphor and sandal can be put in the vessels.

1 0. In the Arghya vessel all these materials shall be

put—shoots of Ku£a grass, Ak?atas, barley, gingelly seeds,

other grains, ghee, white mustard, flowers and Bhasma.

11. The following materials shall be put in the

Prok$apl vessel :—Ku£a, flowers, Yava grains, Bahumula and
Tamalaka along with Bhasma.

12. Every vessel shall be blessed by chanting the

mantras; externally covered by the Varma mantra and
protected by Astra mantra. He shall show the Mudra of cow.

13. He shall purify the materials of worship by means
of the water from the vessel Proksani sprinkled on them
repeating the basic mantra.

14. If all the vessels are not available the excellent

aspirant shall arrange the vessel Prok$ani in every holy rite.

Arghya etc. shall be performed by the water therefrom.

15-17. Lord Vinayaka shall be worshipped with various
foodstuffs. After that, near the southern doorway he shall

duly worship the chief of harem Nandin himself. He resem-
bles the golden mountain in lustre. He is bedecked in all

ornaments. The crescent moon is his coronet. He is gentle.

He has three eyes and four arms. He is :he lord bearing
shining trident, deer, axe and sharp-pointed baton. His face
resembles the disc of the moon or he is conceived with the
face of a monkey.

18-20. In the north the wife of the doorkeeper, the
daughter of the Maruts, SuyaSa who bedecks the feet of
Amba shall be worshipped. He shall enter the sanctum
sanctorum of Brahma and worship the Linga. The remnants
of the previous worship shall be removed. It shall be washed.
*The flower shall be worn on the head for the sake of purity.

21. With the flower in the hand he shall perform the
Japa of the mantra upto the extent of his ability for the
purity; through the Mantra Can<Ja shall be worshipped in the
north-east and the Nirmalya given over to him
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22-24. Thereafter the scats Adhara etc . shall be

conceived. The Adhara Sakti shall be meditated upon as

dark-complexioned and auspicious resting on the ground. In

front of Adhara Sakti the serpent of curly form with uplifted

neck shall be conceived. He is white in colour with five

hoods seeming to lick the sky. Above that is the seat in the

form of a lion of four feet. The feet are virtue, knowledge,

absence of attachment, glory and prosperity.

25-26. They are respectively in the south-east, south-

west, north-west and north-east and are coloured white, red

yellow and black. Adharma etc. are in the directions east etc.

ending with the north. His bodies shall be conceived

resembling the jewel Rajavarta. * Covering for him is the pure

white lotus seat.

27. Its petals are eight in number representing the

eight attributes, Anima etc. The filaments are the Rudras

Varna etc. in the company of Varna and other Saktis.

28. The seeds too are those Saktis alone Manonmani
etc. within. The pericarp is the greatest detachment and the

stalk is the Saivite knowledge.

29. The bulbous root at the extremity of the pericarp

with the three zones shall be used in the Saivite rites. Over

the three zones the three Tattvas, Atman etc. are the seats.

30. Above the seats shall be conceived the divine seat

refulgent with the pure learning or knowledge, very comfor-

table and covered over by a covering sheet of colours.

31. He shall perform the rites of invocation, installation

prevention, surveying and obeisance showing separate Mudras

for each.

32. After offering Padya, Acamana, Arghya, scents,

flowers, incense, light and Tambula, the devotee shall perform

the ablution of Siva and Siva.

33-38. Or after conceiving the seat and the deity thus

and uniting it into a complete unit with the five Brahmans

and others, repeating the basic mantra, the devotee shall in-

voke Siva the great cause along with the goddess. The lord

is as pure as the crystal, steady and imperishable. He is the

R&jftvarta is one of the five gems famous for brilliance.
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cause of all worlds. He is the great Being who pervades

everything from within and without. He is the minutest of

all minute things, the greatest of all great things. He is easily

visible to the devotees. He is the unchanging lord. He is

invisible to Brahma, Vignu, Rudra and other gods. He is the

essence of the Vedas. He is heard by the learned men as the

incomprehensible being. He is without beginning, middle

or end. He is the medicine for the ailing patients of worldly

existence. He is famous as Sivatattva. He is steady and

insistent for the welfare of the universe. The devotee shall

worship this excellent lord with five types of devotional service.

39. The phallus is the image of Siva the great Atman.

At the rite of ablution auspicious shouts of victory shall be

raised.

40-41 . The phallic idol shall be bathed with the liquid

Paficagavya, curds, milk, ghee, honey etc., powdered roots,

essence of fruits, powdered gingelly seeds, mustard and fried

grains, yava seeds etc. and the meritorious powder of black

gram. After bathing the idol it shall be smeared with paste

of flour and bathed in hot water.

42-44. The devotee shall rub the idol with the leaves

of Bilva etc. for the removal of the smell. Again he shall

bathe it with water. Royal service shall be rendered, such

as the appliances of scents myrobalan or turmeric paste.

Again the phallic and the embodied image shall be washed
with scented water, sprinkled with Kusa grass and flowers or

with the water from gold and gemset vessels purified by

the chanting of mantras.

45. If the materials are not available whatever is

available shall be used. Mere water with chantings of

mantra can also be used for the ablution of Siva. The devotee

shall faithfully perform the rite.

46. The water shall be poured with a pot, or couch,

or Vardhani or with the hand holding Kusa grass and

flowers all the time repeating the mantras.

47-48. The hymns of Pavamana, Rudra, Nila and

Tvarita or the hymns of Linga Sukta or the hymns from

AtharvaSiras Upanisad or the hymns from the Rgveda or

Samavcda relating to Siva or the five Brahmans be used
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for the ablution of the lord of the chiefs of the gods.

The name Siva and the Prajiava too shall be used.

49. There is no difference in the manner in which

the rite of ablution is performed in regard to the lord or

the goddess since they are equal.

50. After performing the rites of ablution to the lord

those to the goddess shall be performed. This is what the

lord of the gods has ordained.

51. When the half-female form of the lord is to be

worshipped, no serial order in the performance of rites shall

be observed. Similarly in regard to the services rendered to

the phallic or the embodied image.

52. After performing the ablution of the phallic idol

it shall be wiped with a pure fragrant cloth. The devotee

shall then offer garment and the sacred thread.

53-5u. These are offered in order—Padya, Acamana,

Arghya, scents, flowers, ornaments, incense, light, Naivedya,

water for drinking, water for rinsing, Acamaniya once again,

substance for the fragrance of the mouth, good and auspicious

coronet studded with all gems, ornaments, sacred garlands of

different types, fans, chowries, palmyra leaf fan, mirror, and
Nlrajana. At the time of Nirajana there shall be all sorts of

auspicious sounds like songs, instrumental music, dance and

shouts of ‘Victory*.

57-59. In a big flat vessel made of gold, silver, copper

or clay he shall worship the lord with lotuses, seeds, flowers,

curd, Ak§atas, Nandyavarta flowers etc. in the forms of

Srivatsa, Svastika, mirror, Vajra, fire etc. Eight lamps shall

be lighted all round and one lamp shall be kept in the

middle. In these the nine Saktis Varna etc. shall be

meditated upon and worshipped.

60. After covering with Kavaca mantra and protec-

ting with the Astra mantra he shall show the Mudra of cow
and lift the vessel with both the hands.

61. Or only five lamps shall be kept, four in the four

quarters and one in the middle, or only one lamp need

be lit.

62. Lifting the vessel, the devotee shall whirl it thrice
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above the phallic image in the manner of circumambulation,

with the basic Mantra.

63 He shall offer Arghya and apply the scented

Bhasma on the head. After offering a handful of flowers the

rite of Naivedya shall be performed.

64. After offering water for drinking he shall offer

Acamana once again. Tambula with five-scented381 spices

shall be offered.

65. All materials of worship shall be sprinkled with

water. Music and dances shall go on. Conceiving the

presence of Siva and Siva in the phallic image he shall

perform the Japa of Siva according to his ability.

66. Circumambulation, obeisance, eulogy, dedication

of the self and submission of one’s wish shall be humbly

made.

67. Arghya and handful of flowers shall be offered

and Mudra shall be shown in accordance with injunctions.

Forgiveness shall be prayed and the lord shall be ritualistically

dismissed. The devotee shall meditate on the lord only in

his Atman.

68. In distress the offerings are restricted to those

beginning with Padya and ending with Tambula, or to those

beginning with Arghya, or to mere offering of flowers, but

with pious feelings.

69. Even that much is enough for earning virtue. As

long as he lives the devotee shall not take meals without

worshipping Siva.

70-72. If a sinner takes meals freely there is no atone-

ment for him. If he takes in anything inadvertently he

shall vomit it off, take bath and worship the lord and the

goddess twice. He shall observe fast thereafter and repeat

the names of Siva ten thousand times. He shall observe

celibacy also. The next day he shall make a charitable gift

of gold to a devotee of Siva. Then he shall perform great

worship and sanctify himself.

a8i. The preparation of five kinds of aromatic substances contains

^^3^, TOTT andirnft'B^. CP-
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CHAPTER TWENTYFIVE

( The Worship of Siva)

Upamanyu said :

—

1. What has not been mentioned because I was afraid

of losing the sequence of worship, I shall now mention

briefly,

2. After offering the light but before offering the

Havis, the devotee shall perform the worship of the Avarana;

or just when the time of NIrajana has arrived.

3-5. In the first Avarana of Siva and Siva, the mantra

of Rudra etc. upto the Astra shall be used for Japa. The
five Brahmans from Isana to Sadyojata shall be meditated

upon in the north-east, east, south and north or in the west,

south-east, north-east and south-west or in the north-west

north-east and in the four quarters. Beyond that he shall

perform the Garbhavarana and repeat the mantras.

6-8. Or he shall worship everything from the heart

to the Astra. Outside he shall worship Indra in the east,

Yama in the south, Varuna in the west, Ktxbera in the

north, Isa in the north-east, fire in the south-east, Nirrti

in the south-west, Vayu in the north-west, Visnu in the

south-west, Brahma in the north-east and the weapons from

thunderbolt to the lotus outside the lotus.

9-11. He shall worship the famous forms of the lord

in the quarters in order. The deities of the Avarana shall

be meditated upon as looking at the lord and the goddess

with palms joined and seated comfortably. He shall worship

the Avarana deities with their names with the word ‘Namah*
with flowers and bow to them in order. He shall worship

the Garbhavarana with its Avarana.
»

12-13. In the Yoga, meditation, Japa and homa
whether external or internal, the Havis of six types shall be

given as pure rice or rice mixed with green gram. The
milk-pudding mixed with curd or honey-soaked jaggery shall

be offered with side-dishes.

14. Churned curd shall be given with jaggery and
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sugar-candy. Tasteful foodstuffs especially sweet pie and fruits

shall be given.

15-16. Gold water with red sandal and flowers thrown

in shall be given. A piece of Areca nut soaked in Cardamom
juice shall be given. Betel leaves with Khadira etc. shall be

given. White and yellow are auspicious. The white lime

powder shall be rocky but neither very hard nor defective.

17-18. The camphor, Kankola and Jati, if fresh, are

auspicious. As an unguent the sandal shall be in powdered

form. The lower stem is better. The musk and saffron

shall be pasted. Only fragrant flowers are holy and

auspicious.

19. Flowers devoid of smell, of obnoxious smell, defiled,

stale and broken at fall shall not be used for the worship

of lord 6iva.

20-21. Soft fine cloths and golden ornaments shall be

given along with camphor, gum-resin and sandal, well fumi-

gated and rendered fragrant with flowers.

22. Incense mixed with sandal, gum-resin, camphor,

ghee and honey is excellent.

23. Lamps lighted with fragrant ghee from the milk

of tawny cows, accompanied by camphor are excellent.

24. Paficagavya consisting of sweet milk, curd and

ghee all taken from tawny cows is favourite of Siva for

bath and drink.

25. Seats of ivory framed in gold and set with gems

and the covering cloths of various colours shall be used.

26. Beds shall be comfortable, charming, high and

low with soft pillows. They shall be filled with fine

cotton.

27. Water taken from an east-flowing or west-flowing

river is excellent for bath and drink. It shall be cool and

filtered with a cloth.

28. The umbrella shall resemble the moon. It shall

be embellished with pearls and nine282 varieties of gems. It

shall be divine and charming with a golden handle.

28 ». The nine precious gems arc : Mukta, M&nikya, Vaidtirya,

Gomeda, Vajra, Vidruma. Padmaraga, Marakata and Nila.
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29. The chowries shall be white and fine. They shall

be embellished with gold. The handle shall be studded

with gems. They shall shine like two royal swans.

30. The mirror shall be smooth and polished. Divine

sweet smelling unguents shall be smeared over it. It shall

be studded with gems all round. It shall be decorated with

excellent garlands.

31. The conch shall be white like the swan, Kunda
flower or the moon. It shall have a majestic resonant sound.

At the mouth, back and other places it shall be studded

with gems and framed in gold.

32. The bugles shall be charmingly made of gold

and decorated with pearls. They shall be capable of produ-

cing different notes.

33. Different kinds of drums like Bheri, mpdanga,

Muraja, Timiccha, Pataha shall be used, capable of sounding

like' the roaring sea.

34. All pots and vessels shall be beautiful. Their

supporting stands shall be made of gold.

35. The temple of Siva shall be made like a royal

palace with all the characteristics mentioned in the science

of architecture.

36. It shall be encircled by high walls with the

ornamental gateway as lofty as a mountain. It shall be

studded with gems. The doors shall be made of gold.

37. It must have a hundred columns of molten gold

studded with gems. The canopy shall be embellished with

pearls and the festoons at the gateway shall be brightened with

corals.

38. Its top shall be decorated with golden domes
resembling divine crowns and marked with the lordly missile.

39-40. It shall be richly decorated in the border all

round by palatial buildings with tall minarets, great mansions
for the residence of kings, royal highways and excellent halls

of assembly situated in the different quarters appearing like

an inner rampart.

41. It shall contain thousands of courtezans in dance
and music and those adepts in playing on flutes and lutes.

42-44. It shall be guarded by heroic guards and watch-
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men equipped with elephants, horses and chariots. It shall

contain many flower gardens, lakes, and tanks in the different

quarters. It shall be inhabited by the brahmin devotees of Siva,

who must know the truth of the Vedas and Vedanta, who
are devoted to Saivite scriptures who are engaged in Saivite

way of life, who must have the characteristics prescribed in

Saivite scriptures, who must be quiet, prosperous and devoted
to good conduct, who have smiling faces and who follow

lord Siva.

45- 48. All people whether rich or poor shall worship

the lord with devotion through the wealth legitimately earned

by them. They shall worship in a place built by the people

according to their capacity. The temple shall be built in

stone, or ivory, or wood or brick or even clay. It may be in a

holy forest or on a mountain or on the banks of a river. The
worship may be performed in any other holy spot or in the

house. Even if the wealth is illegitimately acquired he

does not incur sin or hindrance if he worships Siva with

devotion since the lord is subservient to piety.

49. If one worships without devotion even with

legitimately earned wealth he does not derive the benefit

thereof. Devotion alone is the main concern.

50. The benefit of even a little or a great service

rendered by a poor or a rich man, according to the affluence,

to Siva with devotion is the same.

5 1 . Even a poor man urged by devotion, may do wha t

a rich man devoid of devotion will not do.

52. Tf a man devoid of devotion were to dedicate his

entire possession to Siva he will not derive the benefit thereof.

Devotion is the sole criterion.

53. Without this none can go to the divine city of

Siva283 through any sort of penances.

54. O Krsna, this is the secret of secrets in regard to

the lord. There is no doubt that a devotee becomes liberated

through devotion.

55. The Japa of Siva’s Mantra meditation, Homa,

Yajha, penance, learning, charitable gift, study of Vedas— all

283. See p. 1940 note
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these are conducive to piety. There is no doubt about this.

56. A person devoid of piety and devotion is not

liberated even after doing everything but one with devotion

is liberated even without doing anything.

57. To a devotee of Siva, of what avail are thousands

of Candrayanas, 284 hundreds of Prajapatyas,285 and other

monthly fasts.

58. In this world, even non-devotees perform penances

in mountain caves for the enjoyment of insignificant pleasures.

But only a devotee is liberated through pious feelings.

59. The Sattvic activity yields salvation. Yogins abide

by the Sattvaguna. The ritualists perform R&jasic rites

bestowing Siddhis because they are enveloped by Rajas

Guna.

60. Asuras and Rak$asas possessing Tamas Guna and

men of that ilk worship the lord for securing worldly pleasures.

61. Whether the attitude is Sattvic, Rajasic or Tamasic

one performing worship etc. with devotion attains welfare.

62. Since devotion is a boat that saves one from the

ocean of sins, of what avail are Rajas and Tamas to one

who is endowed with devotion ?

63. O Kfgpa, a low born, a base or a fool, or a fallen

man, if he resorts to Siva is worthy of being worshipped by

the gods and Asuras. 286

64. Hence, by all means, one shall worship Siva with

devotion alone, since non-devotees secure no benefit from

anywhere.

284. Yajfiavalkya 3. 324 ct seq; Manu 11.217. It is a religious

observance or expiatory penance regulated by the period oi' the moon's

waxing and waning. Herein the daily quantity of food consisting of fifteen

mouthfuls at the full moon is diminished by one mouthful every day

during the dark fortnight till it is increased in like manner during the

bright fortnight.
*

285* It is a religious fast or penance. Herein he shall take food for

3 days in the morning, for 3 days in the evening, for 3 days both in the

morning and e/ening and thereafter shall abstain from food for 3 days.

286. The verse is indicative of the proselytizing attempts of the

&aivite Ac&ryas to allure the laity to their fold. See V&yavlya S. II. 10.

70-72 and the footnote thereon.



65. O Kfsna, I shall tell you a great secret. Listen

to my words. This is what has been decided conclusively by
the Vedas, scriptures and those who know them, after careful

consideration.

CHAPTER TWENTYSIX

(The worship of Siva with the ancillary rites)

Upamanyu said :

—

1-2. Even a slayer of brahmin, a wine-addict, a thief,

a defiler of the preceptor’s bed, one guilty of matricide or

patricide, a murderer of a hero and one guilty of destroying

a child in the womb becomes absolved of those sins within

twelve years by worshipping Siva with devotion even without

mantras.

3. Hence by all means let even a fallen man worship

Siva sustaining himself on alms and conquering the sense-

organs. This he shall do if he is a devotee and none else.

4. Even if one commits a great sin he is liberated

from that if he worships the lord of the gods with devotion,

repeating the five-syllabled mantra.

5. There arc many persons who live solely on water

or air and who emaciate their bodies by means of holy rites.

They cannot attain Sivaloka through these rites.

6. He who worships Siva even once with devotion

repeating the five-syllabled mantra goes to the abode of

Siva due to the efficacy of the mantra of Siva.

7. Hence the penances and the sacrifices wherein the

entire possession may be given as Dak§iua, are not equal to

even a croreth part of the worship of Siva.

8. Whether bound or free, if the devotee worships

with the five-syllabled mantra he is liberated. No doubt need

be entertained in this respect.

9. Whether a man is a follower ofRudra or not, whether
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he is fallen or deluded if he worships but once with Rudra
Sukta he is liberated.

10. A devotee of Siva who has conquered anger,
whether he has or has not secured grace shall worship the lord

with the Suktamantra or the six-syllabled mantra.

11. Surely the former is better than the latter. He
becomes liberated and absorbed into Brahman.

12. Hence one shall always worship Siva with devotion

repeating the mantras, once, twice or thrice or always.

13-15. Those who worship the lord shall be known as

Mahe£varas themselves. If one does not worship him through

knowledge assisted by the prompting of the soul he suffers

for long in the world which is an ocean of misery. Even
after attaining the rare human body, if a deluded individual

does not worship Siva, his life becomes futile since it does

not lead to salvation. After attaining the rare human birth

those who worship the lord are excellent and blessed. Their

life alone is fruitful.

16-19. Those who are devoted to the lord, whose minds

are inclined to him and who endeavour to remember the lord

are never subjected to misery. The fruit of the worship of

Siva is the sufficient wealth, charming houses and women folk

seductively bedecked in ornaments. Those who desire great

pleasures and kingdom in heaven shall love his lotus feet for

ever. Good fortune, handsome and brilliant features, good

strength, compassionate and renouncing temperament, heroism,

fame in the world—all these are secured by one who wor-

ships the lord.

20-22. So desiring welfare, one shall invariably wor-

ship Siva, forsaking everything else and dedicating the mind

solely to him. The life passes off quickly. Youth goes off

rapidly. Sickness approaches all too suddenly. Hence the

lord shall be worshipped. Worship Siva before death over-

takes you, before old age attacks you, before the sense-organs

become atrophied and inefficient

.

23-28. Realising that there is no holy rite in the three

worlds, on a par with the worship of Siva, SadaSiva shall be

worshipped assiduously. If the worship is conducted in a

palace the following rites too shall be performed—sacrifice at
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the gateway, worship within the screen, offering oblation to

Siva’s attendants and perpetual festivities. After offering liba-

tion the devotee or his servant shall offer oblation to ihe atten-

dants in the palace. The devotee shall come out to the

accompaniment of instrumental music and facing the northern

direction he shall offer flowers, incense, lamp and cooked rice

with water. Then he shall stand on the Mahapifha facing the

north and offer oblations. Thereafter, whatever had been

offered to the lord before, as Naivedya, cooked rice shall be

offered to Canqla as l^aivedya. The remnants also shall be

offered thus.

29-30. Performing Homa, the latter part of worship

shall be concluded. After conducting the regular rites he

shall perform the perpetual festivities, Japa etc. in accordance

with the injunction in Saivite scriptures. In a large metallic

vessel shining splendidly with a red lotus the divine Pa£upata

missile shall be invoked and worshipped.

31-35. The vessel shall be carried on the head by a

Saivite brahmin well-bedecked. He shall hold a lighted torch.

With dances and songs to the accompaniment of auspicious

instrumental music the party shall make three circumambu-
lations round the palace of the lord The movement shall be

neither quick nor slow. Thereafter the devotee shall stand a

the door with palms joined in reverence shall take it in and

ritualistically dismiss the Astra. After one more circumam-

bulation he shall offer eight flowers and conclude the

worship.

CHAPTER TWENTYSEVEN

(
The rite of sacrifice)

*

Upamanyu said :

—

1-2. I shall mention the sacrificial rites in the fire to

be performed in sacred pits, or raised ground or in altar

Fire shall be taken ih an iron vessel or a fresh mud pot ir.
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accordance with the injunctions and transferred to the

actual place of sacrifice. After due consecration he shall

propitiate the lord and commence sacrifice.

3. The pit may be one or two Hastas wide. The altar

shall be made in the form of a circle or a square.

4. In the altar he shall make the eight-petalled lotus.

It shall be two or four Angulas high above the altar.

5-6. The navel within the altar shall be two Vitastis

high One Ahgula is the distance between the middle and the

first knot in the middle finger. Twentyfour such Angulas

constitute a Hasta. Three, two or only one Mekhala (circular

girdle) shall al?o be made.

7-8. The altar shall be made with smooth clav. In the

middle of the Mekhala to the west or south the passage

shall be made like the leaf of the Aivattha tree or like the

lower lip of an elephant. It shall be beautifully made
slightly lower than the fire. It shall close in gradually.

9-10. The Mekhala shall be left out a little where it

faces the pit. There is no stipulated height for the altar.

It shall be made of clay or sand. The circular ground shall

be smeared with cowdung and water. The measurement

of the basin is not stipulated. The Kunda shall be made of

clay. The altar shall be smeared with cowdung and water.

1 1 . The vessel shall be washed and warmed in fire

The sacrificial material shall be sprinkled with water. The

devotee shall draw lines on the pit etc. in the manner prescri-

bed in his own branch of learning.

12. The seat of fire shall be made after due sprinkling,

with Darbhas or flowers. He shall gather the material for

the purpose of worship and sacrifice.

13-15. Things to be washed shall be washed and to

be sprinkled shall be sprinkled and purified. Then he shall

fetch fire in a supporting vessel. The fire may be one produced

from crystals, lens etc. or from wood. It shall be brought

from the house of a Vedic scholar. It shall be whirled round

the sacrificial pit thrice repeating the BIja mantra of the fire.

The fire shall be placed in its seat through the passage or

straight in front.

16-18. Seated near the passage the devotee shall survey
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the fire and think that the internal fire stationed in his

umbilicus has risen in the form of flames and has merged in

the external fire in the form of a disc. The expert devotee

shall repeat the basic mantra in the manner prescribed in his

Sutra and shall perform the rites of Anvadhana887 and Ajya-

samskara. To its south he shall worship the idol of Siva, per-

form the rite of Mantranyasa with the butter and show the

Mudra of cow.

19-20. The sacrificial spoons shall be metallic but not

of bell metal, iron or lead. These shall be made of sacrifi-

cial wood as mentioned in Smrtis and approved by artisans.

The leaves of the Brahma tree shall be holeless. They shall

be raised in the middle.

21-22. The leaves shall be scrubbed with Darbhas,

warmed in the fire, then sprinkled with water in the manner
prescribed in his Sutra, repeating the name of Siva. He
shall then make offering to the fire with the eight Bija

mantras. The seven Bijas for the seven flames are respectively

Bhrum, Stum, Brum, Srum, Pum, Drum and Drum.

23-24. The middle tongue has three flames. The flame

in the east is yellow. The flame in the south-east is red; that

in the south-west is black and the other one is refulgent. As

its name implies it is brilliant. It is the flame in the north-

west.

25-26. After repeating their Bija mantras the tongues

shall be mentioned and the rite concluding with Svaha per-

formed in due order. The Ajya shall be used for Ahuti with

the mantras of the tongues one by one. In the middle he

shall perform three Ahutis repeating ‘Ram Vahnyeti

Svaha* either with ghee or with sacrificial twigs. Then the

rite of Parisecana shall be performed.

27. When this is performed it becomes fire of Siva.

The devotee shall conceive it as the seat of Siva. The lord

shall be invoked there and worshipped, in the half-male

and half-female form. After sprinkling everything ending

with the light he shall perform the sacrifice with the

sacrificial twigs.

J87. It is the rite of d^podting fuel on the sacred fire
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28-29. The sacrificial twigs shall consist of Pala£a or

other trees worthy of sacrifice. They shall be twelve Angulas

in length. They shall not be crooked. They shall not be

dry by themselves. The bark shall be intact, even and with-

out cuts. Or they shall be ten Angulas in length, as thick as

the small finger or they may be of the length of PradeSa.*88

If they are not available any kind of twig shall be offered in

the fire.

30. The Ajya Ahuti shall be made with the leaf four

Angulas wide, shaped in the form of a Durvapatra. After-

wards, cooked rice of the size of an Ak?a shall be offered.

31. Fried grains, mustard seeds, barleys, gingelly seeds,

foodstuffs soaked in ghee etc. shall be offered if possible.

32. The number of Ahutis shall be ten, five or three

according to capacity. It is enough even if one Ahuti is

made.

33. The butter shall be offered with the wooden

spoon and the articles with the wooden ladle or with hand.

The Homa shall be performed at the divine or saintly spot.

34. If full articles are not available only one material

shall be offered with devotion. As an expiation he shall per-

form three Ahutis repeating the mantra.

35-36. He shall fill the Sruk with the ghee that has been

left after Homa and put a flower on it. The Sruva shall

be placed above it upside down along with the Darbha.

Through the root of the Darbha the ghee shall fall in drops

of the size of a barley grain repeating the mantra ending

with Vau$at.

37. Performing the Purnahuti he shall perform the

rite of sprinkling water. He shall ritualistically dismiss the

lord and preserve the fire.

38-42. Or it can also be discharged and placed in

the umbilicus of the altar and worshipped everyday. Or,

bringing the fire along the path prescribed in Saivite scrip-

tures it shall be conceived as born of the womb of the

goddess of speech, consecrated duly and worshipped. Sacri-

288. i.e. from the tip of the thumb to the tip of the little finger

with both of them stretched.
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ficial fuels shall be put on the fire again and the sacred

sticks laid round the fire covered with a cloth. The vessels

shall be placed in pairs. Siva shall be worshipped then.

After purifying the Prok§anI vessel the vessels shall be

sprinkled with the water. The Pranlta vessel shall be filled

with the water and placed in the north-east. Then come the

rites concluding with the consecration of ghee. After the

Sruk and Sruva are purified, the rites of Garbhadhana

Pumsavana and Simantonnayana289 shall be performed with

the rites ofHoma in each case. Then he shall think of the fire

as born.

43-45. Agni shall be conceived in the form of having

three feet, seven hands, four horns, two heads and three eyes,

as tawny as honey, having the matted hair, with the moon
for his crest, of red colour, red garments and red unguents,

bedecked in garlands and ornaments, richly equipped with all

characteristics, having the sacred thread and three girdles,

holding the Sruk and Sruva in the right hand, iron club, fan

and the vessel of ghee in the other.

46-50. After meditating on the fire thus with these

features he shall perform post-natal rites. The umbilical cord

shall be removed and the purificatory rite for the post-natal

pollution shall be performed. The rite of naming shall be

performed by giving him the title of Sivagni with due Ahuti.

The rite of ritualistic dismissal of the parents as well as of

tonsure, sacred thread shall be performed till the end of

Aptoryama. As a consecratory rite the Homa of ghee-pouring

shall be performed. Agni shall be conceived as Svistakrt.

With the BIja mantra “Ram” the water shall be sprinkled

all round. The worship of Brahma, Visnu, Siva, I$a and of

their miraculous missiles shall be performed in due order.

Then for the sake of incense and lamp, fire shall be taken

out by the expert devotee.

51-52. The devotee shall collect the materials of wor-

ship, ghee etc., think of the seat of the lord and the goddess,

invoke them in the fire and perform the rites until the

28q. On the .Samskaras Garbhadhana, Pumsavana, bimantonnayana.

Jatakarma, Nama-karana, Caula and Upanayana i verses 42, 46. j7J ser

‘Hindu Samskfiras’
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Purnahuti. Or the devotee following the Saivite conduct of

life shall perform the rites in fire as prescribed in his scrip-

tural code dedicating the same to Siva. There is no other

injunction there.

53-54. The ashes from Sivagni shall be collected and
preserved. Similarly the ashes of Agnihotra rite or from the

fire connected with the celebration of marriage. The fire shall

be ripe, pure and sweet-smelling. The dung shall be of the

cow, tawny in colour. It is commendable if collected as it

falls from the cow before it reaches the ground.

55. If he collects the dung that has already fallen or

the ground the upper and the lower portions shall be

eschewed. The dung shall not be too watery nor too solidi-

fied nor dried up It shall not emit foul smell.

56-58. It shall be made into balls and the balls shall be

consigned to Sivagni or other types of fires repeating the basic

mantra. The portions over-burnt or under-burnt shall be

eschewed and the white ashes shall be gathered and ground into

powder. It shall be preserved in receptacles made of metals,

wood, clay or stone or any other material. The receptacle

of water shall be pure. It shall be kepi in a pure auspicious,

even place and guarded like valuable wealth.

59. It shall not be handed to any undeserving person.

It shall not be kept or thrown in any unholy place. If the

hands or limbs are dirty it shall not be touched. It shall

not be neglected nor shall one jump over it.

60. Hence after taking the ashes it shall be utilised with

the mantras on occasions previously mentioned and not other-

wise. It shall not be given to others.

61. The ashes shall be collected before the ritualistic

dismissal of the lord. After the rite of the ritualistic dismis-

sal it becomes Gandabhasma.

62. After the rites in the fire have been concluded he

shall perform the oblation rite according to the injunctions

m the Saivite scriptures or as mentioned in his own Sutra.

63. Then after conceiving the seat of Vidya on the

well-smeared Mandala he shall instal the sheath of Vidya

and worship the same with flowers etc. in due order.

64. In front of the seat of Vidya, the seat of the
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preceptor too shall be conceived. After assigning the seat

there, he shall worship the preceptor with flowers etc.

65. Thereafter the venerable persons shall be worshipped
and the hungry shall be fed. The devotee shall take the

wholesome food at leisure, comfortably.

66-67. What has been offered as Naivedya or what
is left over he shall partake of, with full faith and not out

of covetousness. It shall be for the purity of the Atman.
Out of covetousness he shall not partake of what is offered

to Can<ja. The injunctions about scents, garlands etc. are

the same. But the expert devotee shall not have the

conception “I am Siva”.

68. After taking meals he shall perform Acamana and
meditate upon Siva in the heart repeating the basic mantra.
He shall spend the leisure thereafter in discussing Saivite

philosophy and legends.

69. At night he shall perform worship and then make
out bed for Siva and Siva.

70. He shall offer mentally or physically various food-
stuffs, garments, unguents flower-garlands, etc. all performed
in a charming way.

71. The devotee shall go to bed at the feet of the
lord and the goddess. The householder shall sleep there with
his wife. Others shall sleep alone.

72-73. He shall wake up before dawn and utter the
first Matra. After bowing mentally to the lord accompanied
by Amba and his Ganas he shall attend to his morning
duties. After washing himself he shall awaken the lord and
the goddess by the divine sounds of conch and other
instruments.

74. He shall perform the worship of Siva and Siva by
means of fresh blown fragrant flowers and begin the rites as
mentioned before.
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CHAPTER TWENTYEIGHT

(The compulsory and optional rites)

Upamanyu said :

—

1. Now I shall explain the procedure of rites under

certain conditions to be performed by those who follow

the &aivite conduct of life in the manner prescribed in

the Saivite scriptures.

2-3. The great worship shall be performed every month
in both the fortnights on the eighth and fourteenth days

and on the Full-moon and the New-moon days. It must

be performed particularly at the tropical and equinoctial

transit of the sun and during the eclipses, according to his

capacity.

4. Every month he shall observe fast for a day and

prepare Brahmakurca. He shall perform the ablution of

Siva thereby and drink the residue.

5. The atonement for the murder of a brahmin and

other great sins is the drinking of Brahmakurca. 290 There is

no better remedy.

6.

In the month of Dcc-Jan. when the moon is in the

astcrism Pusya he shall perform the rite of Nirajana to the

lord. In the month of Jan-February in the Magha star he

shall make the charitable gifts of ghee and woollen blanket.

7. In the month of Feb-March in the star Uttara-

Phalguni he shall start the great festival. In the month of

March-April on the full-moon day and Citra star, he shall

perform the Swing-festival duly.

8. In the month of April-May on the full-moon day

with the star Visakha he shall make the great temple of

flowers. In the month of May June on the star Mula he

shall offer a pot of cold water.

9-10. In the month of June-July on the star Uttara-

sadha the rite of investiture with sacred thread shall be per-

formed. In the month of July-August the mystic diagrams

shall be arranged. In the month of Aug-September in the star

j f)o. It is a kind of penance in (he observance of which the five

products (pancagavya) of the coware eaten.
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Purva$a<jha the swimming festival of the lord shall be

performed.

11. In the month of Sep-October on the full moon
day he shall make charitable gifts of milk pudding and cooked

rice with grains recently harvested. On the star Satabhi§ak

he shall perform the rites of fire too with the same.

12. In the month of Octo-November when the moon
is in conjunction with the star Kfttika he shall light a

thousand ’amps. In the month of Nov-December on the

Ardra star he shall perform the ablution of Siva with ghee.

13. Those who are unable to perform the rites on the

respective occasions shall perform the festival in the big hall

of the temple or perform worship or more.

14-16. On occasions when commendable rites shall be

performed, when the mind is afflicted and dejected, when the

conduct of life has become defiled, when bad dreams occur,

when wicked men are seen, when inauspicious portents occur

or when afflicted by great ailments, the devotee shall perform

ceremonial ablutions, worships, Japas, meditations, sacrifices

and other rites and offer charitable gifts suitably along with

Purascarana. When the series of Siva-fire is broken it shall

be revived.

17. Siva bestows salvation on the person who performs

his rites thus, perpetually and assiduously, even in a single

birth.

18. He who performs in succession the compulsory and

optional rites attains the divine and primordial region of

lord Siva.

19-21. The man enjoys great pleasures there for mil-

lions and millions of Kalpas. After some time, falling from

there he occupies the regions of Uma, Kurnara, Vi$nu,

Brahma, Rudra and enjoys the pleasures there as men-

tioned. Again he goes up and transcends the five regions.

Securing knowledge of Siva he attains Siva’s city.

22. A devotee who performs half the number of holy

rites has this upward and downward journey twice and there-

after secures knowledge and attains Siva’s Sayujya.

23-26. A devotee who performs one- fourth of the
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number of holy rites goes beyond the two worlds, to the end

of the universe and the unmanifest above, and reaches the

Paurusa and Raudra regions of Siva. After enjoying the

pleasures there in diverse ways for thousands ofYugas when the

merit is exhausted he reaches the earth and is born in a

great and noble family. There also due to the previous im-

pressions, he will eschew brutish activities and be engaged

in Saivite holy rites. Meditating well due to the holy rites

he will attain Siva’s city.

27-28. After enjoying extensive pleasures he will attain

the region of Vidyesvaras. After enjoying the vast pleasures

along with Vidyesvaras he will return for once either

within or outside the universe. Thereafter he will secure the

perfect knowledge of Siva and the great devotion. After

attaining identity with Siva he does not return again.

29-30. A person who is devoted to Siva even as the

others are devoted to sensual objects shall be liberated whe-

ther he performs or does not perform the Saivite holy rites.

He returns once, twice, or thrice but ultimately does not

return.

31-32. He becomes an emperor and is invested with

the right in the Saivite ritual. If one desires welfare one

shall seek refuge in Siva and resort to his holy rites. But we
do not compel anyone through any means.

33-35. Neither importunities nor over-discussions are

appealing. The Saivite rites appeal to some others by virtue

of the merits they bestow and the previous impressions they

invoke if the cause of worldliness in their case is not com-
petent to help. Hence, if one longs for the welfare of the

Atman, one shall ponder over all these things in accordance

with his nature and engage himself in the Saivite holy rites.
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CHAPTER TWENTYNINE

{Description of K&mya rites

)

Sioapurdna

Lord Krfna said :

—

1 . O holy lord, the compulsory and optional rites of

those who depend on him, as mentioned by Siva, have been

heard by pie from your mouth itself which is to be as much

respected as the Vedas.

2. Now I wish to hear if there is any Kamya rite for

those who are authorized in Saivite rites. It behoves you to

mention it.

Vpamatiyu said :

—

3-5. Some rites yield benefit here itself. Some yield

benefit hereafter. Both of them are of five types. Some

rites are in the form of activities, some in the form of

penance, some in the form of Japas, some in the form of

meditation, some in the form of all these. Those in the

form of activities are the rites of Homa and worship.

6. The rites can be fruitful only for those who have

all Saktis. Sakti is the behest of Siva the great Atman.
7. Hence only the brahmin who upholds the behest

shall perform the Kamya rites. Now I shall mention the

Kamya rites yielding benefit here and hereafter.

8-10. The internal rites shall be performed by the

followers of Siva and the external by the followers of

MaheSvara. In fact the followers of Siva and of Mahesvara

are not different even as Siva and Mahesvara are not diffe-

rent. Men engaged in the sacrifice of knowledge are the

followers of Siva and seek refuge in him. Those who are

engaged in the sacrifice of activities are the followers of

Mahesvara. Saivas shall perform internal and the Mahe-
svaras external rites.

11-13. In the rite which is going to be mentioned the

procedure is not different. The ground shall be tested through

smell, colour and taste. It shall be desirable. A canopy
shall be spread above. The ground shall be well-scrubbed

and smeared to appear like the surface of a mirror. Along
the path, as seen in the sacred scriptures he shall consecrate
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the eastern sector at first. The Marrfala shall be one Hasta

or two Hastas in width.

14. An eight-petalled pure lotus along wtth its peri-

carp shall be drawn by means of gold dust, gem dust etc.

gathered according to availability.

15-18. It shall have five Avaranas and shall be very

splendid. The Siddhis shall be conceived in the petals. The
Rudras along with Saktis shall be conceived in the filaments.

The eight deities Varna etc. shall be conceived in the petals

beginning with the eastern one; Vairagya in the pericarp,

the nine Saktis in the seeds, Saivite holy rite in the bulbous

root, knowledge of Siva in the stalk. Above the pericarp

the discs of the fire, the sun and the moon shall be con-

ceived. Beyond that shall be conceived the trio: Siva, Vidya
and Atma. Above all seats Siva shall be conceived equipped

with the flowers of various colours.

19-22. He shall worship Siva with the five Avaranas

accompanied by Amba. Siva shall be conceived as pure

as the pure crystal, delighted and having cool lustre.

He is bedecked with the coronet of matted hair resembling a

circle of lightning. He wears the hide of the tiger. His

lotus face is slightly smiling. His soles, palms and lips

resemble the petals of the red lotus. He is richly endowed

with all characteristics. He is bedecked in all ornaments,

and equipped with excellent weapons. He has divine scents

and unguents. He has five faces and ten arms. The sector

of the moon is his crest.

23. His eastern face is gentle, having the lustre of the

rising sun. It has three lotus eyes and the rising moon for

its crest.

24-27. The southern face has the charming lustre of

the blue cloud. The brows are crooked and the face is terrible

with three red and circular eyes.
v
It is terrible with the

curved fangs. None dare offend it. His lips throb. The
northern face is like a coral, bedecked with blue forelocks.

It has charming movements. It has three eyes and the

moon bedecks its crest. The western face has three brilliant

eyes and the lustre of the full moon. It also wears the digit

of the moon. It is gentle and charming with smiles. The
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fifth face is crystal-like with the shining digit of the moon.

It is very gentle and looks splendid with the three shining

eyes.

28-30. In his right side he shines with the trident, axe,

thunderbolt, sword and fire. In his left side he shines

brilliantly with the serpent, arrow, bell, noose and goad.

The nivrttikala envelops him upto the knee, the prati^ha-

kala to the navel, the Vidyakala to the neck and the Santa-

kala to the forehead. Above that he is enveloped by the

great Santyatitakala. Thus pervading the five pathways he

has the five Kalas constituting his body.

31-37. The lord has l£ana as his coronet. He is the

eternal one named Puru?a, Aghora constitutes his heart,

Vamadeva his private parts and Sadyojata his legs. His form

consists of thirtyeight Kalas. The lord consists of the Varnas,

letters. He is identical with the five Brahmans. He is

of the Omkara form. He is endowed with the Sakti of

Hamsa Atman. His lap is enveloped by the Icchasakti.

His right side is flanked by Jflana Sakti and the left by

Kriyaiakti. Sadasiva in the form Vidya shall be conceived

as identical with the trio of Tattvas. The Murti shall be

conceived with the basic mantra and everything shall be

combined into one unit. Until the Arghya he shall be wor-

shipped duly with the basic mantra. Siva shall be invoked

along with the great Sakti, in the embodied form. The lord

devoid of Sat and Asat shall be invoked and worshipped with

the five articles of worship.

38-40. He shall be worshipped with the five brahmans and

six ancillaries. With Maykas repeating the Pranava, he shall

worship Siva in the company of Sakti, in the quiet form

repeating the mantras. Or he shall worship the lord only

with the Siva mantra. Then he shall begin the Pancavarana

Puja after offering Padya etc. upto Mukhavasa. But the rite

of Prasthapana (bidding the deity farewell) shall not be

performed.
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CHAPTER THIRTY

{The Kdmya rites of the followers of £iva)

Upamanyu said :

—

1 . There at the outset he shall worship lords Heramba
and §anmukha on either side, the right and the left in order,

of Siva and Siva.

2. Then in the first Avarana he shall worship the

five Brahmans beginning with I&ana and ending with

Sadyojata along with their Saktis all round.

3. The six limbs—the heart etc. of Siva and Siva

shall be worshipped from the south-east.

4. Afterwards he may or may not worship the eight

Rudras-Varna etc. along with their Saktis all round in order,

from the east onwards.

5. Thus, O Krsna, the first Avarana has been men-

tioned to you. Now listen to the second Avarana with faith.

6. He shall worship Ananta in the eastern petal and

his Sakti to his left. In the southern petal he shall worship

Suksma and his Sakti.

7. Then in the western petal he shall worship lord Siva

along with his Sakti. Similarly in the northern petal he shall

worship Ekanetra and his Sakti.

8. Afterwards he shall worship Ekarudra and his Sakti

in the north-eastern petal. He shall worship Trimurti and

his Sakti in the South-eastern petal.

9. He shall worship Srikantha and his Sakti towards

his left in the south-western petal. Similarly he shall wor-

ship Sikhant^isa and his Sakti in the north-western petal.

10. In the second Avarana the Cakravartins, in the

third Avarana the Asfamurtis shall be worshipped along with

their Saktis.

11-12. They shall be worshipped in the eight quarters

from the east onwards in order. The eight Murtis2®1 in order

are Bhava, Sarva, Isana Rudra, Pa£upati, Ugra, Bhlma

291. For details see &RS. Ch. 2. The eight forms shall be distin-

guished from the eight names mentioned in the Vayaviya (I. 32. 23).
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and Mahadeva. Afterwards the eleven Murtis, Mahadeva
etc. shall be worshipped along with their Saktis.

13-15. The eleven Murtis are : Mahadeva, Siva, Rudra,
Sankara, Nilalohita, Isana, Vijaya, Bhlma, Devadeva,

Bhavodbhava and Kapardisa. The first eight shall be wor-

shipped in the south-eastern quarter onwards. Devadeva
shall be worshipped in the eastern petel. Bhavodbhava shall

be worshipped either in the north-east or in the south-east.

Kapalisa shall be worshipped in their middle.

16-18. In the same Avarana he shall worship the

lordly bull in the east, Nandin in the south, Mahakala in

the north, Sastr in the south-eastern petal or in the petal to

the south of the goddess. He shall worship Ganesa in the

south-western petal and Sanmukha in the western petal. He
shall worship Jyestha in the north-western petal, Gauri in the

north and Canda in the north-east. He shall worship

Munindra between Sastr and Nandlsa.

19. He shall worship Pingala to the north of Mahakala.

Then he shall worship Bhrrigisvara in the middle of Sastra and

Matr group.

20. He shall worship Virabhadra in between the

Matr? and Vighnesa. He shall worship goddess Sarasvati in

between Skanda and Vighnesa.

21. Sri is to be worshipped at the feet of Siva in be-

tween Jycstha and Kumara. He shall worship Mahamotl in

between Jyestha and Ganamba.

22. He shall worship goddess Durga in between

Ganamba and Canda. In the same Avarana he shall worship

the host of Siva’s attendants.

23. He shall perform the Japa after due meditation

with mental purity, of the female friends of Siva along with

the Saktis of Rudra, Pramatha and Bhuta.

24. When the third Avarana has been worshipped thus

he shall worship the fourth Avarana outside it after

meditation.

25. The sun shall be worshipped in the eastern, Brahma

in the southern, Rudra in the western and Vi§nu in the

northern petal.

26. There are separate Avaranas to all the four lords.
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His six limbs shall * be worshipped at the outset along with

the &aklis, Dipta etc.

27. They are Dipta, Sfiksma, Jaya, Bhadra,*Vibhuti,

Vimala, Amogha and Vidyuta. These shall be worshipped

all round form the east onwards.

28. The four shall be worshipped in the second

Avarana in order from the east to the north and their Saktis

afterwards.

29-30. Aditya, Bhaskara, Bhanu, Ravi, Arka, Brahma,

Rudra and Visnu these are the extensions of Vivasvat in the

cast and stationed more so in the south. Bodhini is in the

west* and ApyayinI in the north.

31. shall worship in the second Avarana, Usii,

Prabha,
J

Prajha and’ Sandhya after fixing them in lsana etc.

32-

33. In the third Avarana he shall worship Soma
(moon) Angaraka (Mars), Budha (Mercury) most excellent

among the intelligent, Brhaspati (Jupiter )
of extensive in-

tellect, Bhargava ( Venus)
,

the storehouse of splendour,

Sanaiscara (Saturn), Rahu and Ketu the smoke-coloured and

terrible.

34. Or he shall worship the twelve Adityas in the

second Avarana and the twelve Rasis (signs of Zodiac) in

the third Avarana.

33-

36. Externally he shall worship the groups of seven,

sages, gods, Gandharvas, serpents, Apsaras, Gramanls

(leaders), Yaksas, Yatudhanas, horses, and the seven

Valakhilyas in the form of Chandas.

37. After worshipping the sun in the third Avarana

he shall worship Brahma along with the three Avaranas.

38. He shall worship Hiranyagarbha in the east,

Virat in the south, Kala in the west and Purusa in the

north.

39-40. Hiranyagarbha is the first Brahma resembling

the lotus, Kala has the lustre of Jati and collyrium. Puru§a

resembles the crystal. He has three Gunas : sattva, rajas and

tamas. The four are stationed in order in the first Avarana.

41. Sanat, Sanaka, Sananda and Sanatana shall be
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worshipped in the second Avarana all round beginning with

the east.

42. He shall then worship the Prajapatis in the third

Avarana. The first eight shall be worshipped in the east and

the remaining three in order from the cast onwards.

43-44. The following are the famous Prajapatis:

Dak§a, Ruci, Bhrgu, Marlci, Angiras, Pulastya, Pulaha,

Kratu, Atri, Kasyapa ahd Vasi$tha. Their wives too shall be

worshipped along with them.

45-46. They are Prasuti, Akuti, Khyati, Sambhuti,

Dhrti, Smrti, Ksama, Sannati, Anasuya, Aditi and Arundhati.

These chaste ladies are ever engaged in the worship of Siva.

Endowed with glory and prosperity they are very pleasing

to look at.

47. He shall worship the four Vedas in the first, the

Itihasas and Puranas in the second Avarana.

48. The entire Vedic lore beginning with law codes

shall be worshipped in the third Avarana.

49. The Vedas shall be worshipped beginning with the

east. The other texts shall also be worshipped just as one

pleases. They are divided into four or eight and their wor-

ship performed all round.

50. After worshipping Brahma endowed with the three

Avaranas, in this manner in the south, he shall worship

Rudra in the west along with the Avaranas.

51-52. The five Brahmans and the six limbs are his first

Avaraga, The second Avarana consists of Vidyesvara. There

is difference in regard to the third Avarana : His four forms

shall be worshipped beginning with the east.

53-54. The lord is possessed of three Gunas. As Siva

he shall be worshipped in the east. The Rajasic creator

Brahma shall be worshipped as Bhava in the south. The
Tamasic Agni shall be worshipped as Hara in the west. The
Sattvic bestower of happiness, Visnu shall be worshipped as

Mrda in the north.

55. After worshipping Siva the lord of twentysix

principles thus to the west of Siva, he shall worship

Vaikuntha in the northern side.

56-58. In the first Avarana he shall worship Vasudeva
in the east, Aniruddha in the south, Pradyumna in the west,
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Samkarsana in the north. Or the last two can be worshipped
inversely. Such are the hrst and second Avaranas. Matsya
(fish), Kurma (Tortoise^, Varaha (Boar) Narasimha (man-
lion), Vamana (Dwarf) any of the (three) Ranias, Kfsna
and the horse-faced Kalki shall be worshipped. 292

59-61. In the third Avarana, he shall worship the

Cakra in the east, the unthwartable missile Narayana in the

south, Paficajanya in the west and the bow Sarriga in the

north. Thus he shall worship the great Hari—Visva himself

after making an idol of Mahavisnu, Sadavisnu, by means of

the three Avaranas. After worshipping the four forms of

Vi?nu thus in the form of a circle of four, their Saktis too

shall be worshipped.

62. He shall worship Prabha in the south-east, Saras-

vati in the south-west, Ganambika in the north-west and

Laksmi in the north-east.

63. After performing the worship of the sun and other

forms as well as their Saktis, he shall worship the lords

of the worlds in the same Avarana.

64. He shall worship Indra, Agni, Yama, Nirrti, Varuna,

Vayu, Soma, Kubera ahd ISana thereafter.

65. After worshipping the fourth Avarana in accordance

with the injunctions he shall worship the weapons ol MaheSa

externally.

66-69. He shall worship the glorious trident in the

north-east, thunderbolt in the east, axe in the South-east and

the arrow in the south, the sword in the south-west, the noose

in the west, the goad in the north-west, the Pinaka in the

north, the Ksetrapala in the west. After worshipping the

fifth Avarana thus externally he shall worship the great bull

in the east along with the mothers of the gods of the Avara-

nas, either externally or in the fifth Avarana.

70-72. Then the different types of gods shall be wor-

292. In the Avarana-worship Siva is the principal deity to be

worshipped. The attendant deities of different regions—celestial, atmo-

spheric, ethereal or nether, along with the incarnations of Visnu—Matsya

etc. are abo worshipped, Buddha is conspicuous by absence. The wor-

ship of the deities of heterogeneous traits indicates the cosmopolitan and

proselytizing nature of this pur&na.
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shipped all round. The heaven-walkers, sages, Siddhas,

Daityas, Yaksas, Raksasas, Ananta and other leading ser-

pents, and those of the different families, Dakinis, goblins

spirits, ghosts Bhairava leaders, different residents of the

nether worlds, the rivers, oceans, mountains, forests and the

lakes shall be worshipped.

73-76. The animals, birds, trees, worms and other in-

significant creatures, men of different forms, deer of the

insignificant types, the worlds within the universe, the crores

of universes, the innumerable external seed-germs, their worlds,

along with their rulers, Rudras stationed in the ten quarters

supporting the universe, in fact everything fashioned out

of the Gunas or Maya or originating from the Sakti shall

be worshipped generally considering their presence on either

side of Siva and Siva. They shall be in the form of Cit and

Acit whatever that can be expressed in words.

77. They shall be thought of as having their palms

joined in reverence, smiling in their faces and glancing

devoutly at the lord and the goddess always.

78. After performing the Avarana Puja thus, he shall

worship the lord again for quietening distraction and per-

plexity and utter the five-syllabled mantra.

79-80. He shall then offer to Siva and Siva as Nai-

vedya the sweet and charming Mahacaru, nectarlike and
accompanied by side dishes and vegetables. The Naivedya
prepared from thirtytwo A<jhaka measures of grains is com-
mendable and that prepared with less than one Adhaka
measure is the meanest one. After collecting and preparing

the Naivedya to the extent of one’s affluence he shall offer

it with faith.

81. After offering water for drinking, pickles, Tambula
and performing the rite of Nirajana he shall conclude the

remaining rites of worship.

82. Articles intended for the enjoyment of pleasures

shall be excellent ones. The devotee shall not be stingy in

spending money for this if he is fairly well to do.

83. Good men say that the Kamya rites of the stingy

and the stubborn, the indifferent and the defaulter in some
items do not yield the benefits.
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84. Hence if he wishes for the achievement of proper

benefits he shall perform the Kamya rites attending to all the

items scrupulously and avoiding indifference.

85. After concluding worship thus and bowing to the

lord and the goddess he shall concentrate his mind with devo-

tion and repeat eulogical hymns.

86. After the eulogy he shall perform the Japa of the

five-syllabled mantra not less than hundred and eight times.

An eager devotee shall perform the Japa more than a thou-

sand times.

87. After performing the worship of Vidya and of the

preceptor he shall perform the members assembled in the

proper order in accordance with prosperity and purity.

88. Then he shall perform the rite of ritualistic bid-

ding of farewell to the lord along with Avaranas. He shall

give the Mantjala to the preceptor along with the articles used

in the rite.

89. He can give them to the devotees of Siva or hand

them over to the temple Yof SivS.

90. Or he shall worship the lord in the Siva-fire with

the seven articles of sacrifice after duly worshipping the

Avarana deities.

91. This rite is Yogesvara. Nowhere in the world is

there a Yoga superior to this.

92. A benefit of this world or the next unattainable

through this does not exist anywhere.

93. We cannot fix like this—“This is the fruit thereof,

this is not the fruit.” This rite is the excellent means of

benefits by way of welfare.

94. This can be said that whatever is solicited is

obtained as fruit from this as from the wish-yielding precious

stone. 293

95. Still none shall perform this rite for trivial benefits.

A man praying for a small help from a great man demeans

himself.

96. If the rite is performed surely the desired fruit

It is a fabulous gem that yields the possessor his desires. It is

also a inant i a that eonfeis the desired 1‘iuit.
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shall be achieved. Whatever rite is performed, let it be per-

formed with the lord as aim.

97. Hence, an expert man shall perform this rite for

the conquests of his enemy or death even if those fruits are

not to be secured from any one else whether those fruits are

seen or unseen.

98. When great sins are committed, when there is a

terror of great epidemics, famine or any other calamity, this

rite shall be performed for the pacification of the evil.

99. Of what avail is much talk ? The lord has said

that this is the spiritual missile to be used by the devotees

of Siva, to ward off great mishaps.

100. Hence, a person performing this rite with the

conviction that there is no greater protection for the Atman
enjoys the benefit.

101. He who reads the hymn with purity of body and

mind attains an eighth of the benefit desired.

102. If any one thinks into the hymn, observes fast on

the full moon and the new moon days and recites it on those

days or on the eighth or fourteenth day, he shall derive half

the benefit.

103. He who thinks over the meaning, observes rites

on Parvan and other days and performs the Japa of this

stotra for a month derives full benefit.

CHAPTER THIRTYONE

(The Hymn of lord Siva)

Upamanyu said :

—

1. O Kr§na, I shall tell you the hymn whereby this holy

fite of Yogesvara is concluded along the pa h of five

Avaranas.

2. Be victorious, O Siva, the sole lord of the universe,

naturally charming one, of the nature of eternal knowledge.
You are the principle beyond the region of words and minds
O lord, who have transcended the confused universe.
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3. O lord, of a naturally pure physical body, O lord

of charming activities. O lord, having a great Sakti on a

par with yourself, O ocean of pure attributes.

4. O one endowed with infinite splendour, O one of

incomparable physical body, the support, and of unarguable

greatness, be victorious O one of undisturbed auspiciousness.

5. O Unsullied one, O one having no other support, O
one rising up without cause and of incessantly great bliss,

be victorious, O cause of extreme delight.

6. Be victorious, O one of excessively great prosperity.

O receptacle of excessive mercy, O the sole possession of the

free, O one of unequalled affluence.

7. O lord who have enveloped the universe, O one

not enveloped by any one, O one standing superior to

all, O one to whom there is no one at all who is

superior.

8. Be victorious, O wonderful one, who are by no

means insignificant. O unwounded one: O unchanging one.

O immeasurable one, O one uninfluenced by Maya, O one

having no emotions, O one devoid of dirt, be victorious.

9. O one of great arms, O one of great essence, O
one of great attributes, O one of great narratives, O one

of great strength, O one of great Maya, O one of great

taste, O one of great chariot.

10. Obeisance to the great lord, the great cause, the

quiescent one, more auspicious than any one else.

11-13. The entire universe including the gods and

Asuras is subservient into you. Hence who is competent to

transgress the behest ordained by you ? This devotee is

solely dependent on you. Hence, O sir, bless me and bestow

on me what I have prayed for.

14. Be victorious, O goddess, the mother of the universe

identical with the universe, and of unlimited prosperity. Be

victorious, O goddess of incomparable beautiful person.

15. Be victorious, O goddess transcending speech and

mind annihilating the darkness of ignorance, devoid of birth

and old age, O one superior to that which is superior to

Kala.

16. Be victorious, O goddess stationed in many rites,
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O beloved of the lord of the universe, O goddess, worthy of

being propitiated by all the gods, O goddess who multiply

the universe.

17. Be victorious, O goddess endowed with divine and
auspicious body of auspicious light, O one of auspicious

conduct. Be victorious, O goddess, bestowing auspiciousness.

18. Obeisance to the goddess possessed of great and
auspicious attributes. The universe born from you merges

into you alone.

19-21. Without you even the lord is not competent

to bestow the benehts. O goddess of the gods, ever since birth

this person has sought refuge in you. Hence, please fulfil the

desire of this devotee of yours. Sadasiva, of five faces, ten

arms, resembling the pure crystal, having the physical body

constituted by the letters, the five Brahmans and the Kalas,

the lord who is both Sakala and Niskala, who is endowed
with devotion to Siva and who is beyond the Santi Kala,

has been worshipped by me with devotion. May he bestow

on me what is prayed for by me.

22. May the Iccha Sakti named Siva seated on the lap

of Sadasiva, the mother of all the worlds, grant me what I

desire.

23-26. Lords Heramba and Sanmukha arc the beloved

sons of Siva and Siva. Their accomplishments are auspicious.

They are omniscient. They imbibe the nectar of knowledge.

Being content they are mutually affectionate. They are

perpetually honoured by Siva and Siva. They are always

respected and revered by Brahma and other gods. They are

always ready to protect the worlds. Out of their will they

take incarnations with their many different parts. They have

been always worshipped thus by me on either side of Siva

and Siva. May they grant me what I have prayed for with

due deference for their behest.

27-29. May the lord grant me what I have prayed for

—

the lord who resembles the pure crystal, who is called Isana,

Sadasiva, the great Atman, who is quiescent, who occupies

the firmament transcending the Santikala, who is the final

Bija of the five-syllabled mantra equipped with five Kalas
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and has been worshipped by me in the first Avarana along

with Sakti.

30-32. May the lord grant me what I have prayed

for—the lord who is ancient, who is named Purusa, who
resembles the rising sun, who is identified with the eastern

face of Siva Paramesthin, who is in the form of Santi

stationed in the wind, who is engaged in worshipping the

feet of Siva, who is the first among Siva-Bijas, who has

four Kalas and who has been worshipped by me with devo-

tion in the east along with Sakti.

33-35. May the holy middle Brahman grant me what

I have prayed for—he who is named Aghora resembling colly-

rium, who has a terrible physical body, who is identified with

the southern face of the lord, who is engaged in the worship

of Siva’s feet, who abides in the Vidya region and is stationed

in the middle of fire, who is the second among Siva’s

Bijas, who has eight Kalas and has been worshipped along

with Sakti to the south of Siva.

36-38. May the holy Brahman grant me what I have

prayed for—he who is Varna, who has an excellent dress resem-

bling saffron powder, who is identified with the northern

face of Siva and who is well established in Pratigtha, who is

stationed in the middle of the zone of water. He is engaged

in worshipping the lord. He is the fourth one among Siva-

Bijas. He has thirteen Kalas. He has been worshipped along

with Sakti to the north of the lord.

39-41. May the great Brahman grant me what I have

prayed for—he who is named Sadya having gentle character-

istics, who is as white as the conch, Kunda flower and

the full moon. He is the western face of Siva that is engaged

in worshipping Siva’s feet, who is established in the Nivrtti

region and is stationed in the earth, who is the third one

among Siva-Bijas and is endowed with eight Kalas, and

who has been worshipped along with* Sakti to the west of

the lord.

42. May the two heart-forms of Siva and Siva purified

by Siva grant my desire at the behest of the two—Siva and

Siva.
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43. May the two tuft-forms of Siva and Siva, depend*
ing on Siva, grant my desire after honouring the behest of
the two.

44. May the two coats of mail of Siva and Siva

purified by Siva grant my desire at the behest of the two.

45. May the two eye-forms of Siva and Siva depen-

dent on Siva grant my desire at the behest of the two.

46. May the missile forms of Siva and Siva always

engaged and devoted to the worship of the pair grant my
desire at their behest.

47-48. Let these deities Varna, Jyesjha, Rudra, Kala,

Vikarana, Balavikarana, Balapramathana and Sarvabhutada-

mana grant me what I desire, at the behest of the two.

49-50. May the eight deities Ananta, Suksma, Siva,

Ekanetra, Ekarudra, Trimuiti, Srikantha and Sikhandaka and
their Saktis, worshipped in the second Avarana grant my
desire at the behest of the two.

51-52. May the e’ght Murtis Bhava and others and

their Saktis as well as the eleven Murtis Mahadeva and

others accompanied by their Saktis, all stationed in the

third Avarana confer the desired benefit after honouring the

behest of Siva and Siva.
53-">7. The king of Bulls, of great splendour, thunder-

ing like the great cloud, who is comparable to the peaks of

Meru. Mandara, Kailasa and the Himavat, whose hump is

huge in size like the white peaks of clouds and who
shines with a tail like the great lord of Serpents, whose face,

horns and feet are red in colour, whose eyes are almost red,

whose limbs are plump and lifted up, who shines with a

charming gait, who has all praiseworthy characteristics, who

is glorious, who has glittering gemset. ornaments, who is a

favourite of Siva, who is devoted to Siva, who makes up the

banner and vehicle of Siva and Siva, who has purified his

body by touching their feet with it, who is the king of cows,

who is glorious, and is possessed of the excellent and glorious

trident as his weapon, may grant my desire at the behest of

the two.

58-61. NandHvara of great splendour, the son ofParvatl

is worshipped and revered every day by the gods including
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Narayana. He is stationed at the door of the harem of Siva

along with his attendants. He has the lustre of the lord; he

is the suppressor of all Asuras. He is crowned as the presi-

dent of all Saivite rites. He is a favourite of Siva. He is

fondly devoted to Siva. He has the excellent weapon of the

glorious trident. He is attached to those who depend on

Siva. They too are attached to him. May he grant my desire

at the behest of the two.

62. Mahakala of great arms is like another Mahadeva

unto those who seek refuge in him. May he protect us always.

63. He is a favourite of Siva and is fondly attached

to Siva. He is their perpetual worshipper. May he grant

my desire at the behest of the two.

64. The chastiser is the knower of the meaning and

truth of all Scriptures. He is another body of Visnu. He is

his son in the form of great delusion. He is fond of honey,

meat and wine. May he grant my desire at the behest of

the two.

65-66. May the seven mothers—Brahman!, Mahesi,

Kaumarl, Vai$navi, Varahi, Mahendri and Camuncja of fierce

valour, mothers of all the worlds, grant my desire at the

behest of the two.

67-69. He has the face of the elephant in rut. He is

the son of Ganga, Uma and Siva. The firmament is his

body ;
the quarters his arms

;
the moon, the sun and the fire

his eyes. He is worshipped by the elephants of the quarters,

Airavata and others. The ichor of Saivite knowledge comes
out of him. He wards the obstacles of gods. He causes

obstacles to the Asuras and others. He is sanctified by Siva.

May he grant my desire at the behest of the two.

70-74. $anmukha is bom of Siva. He holds Sakti and
thunderbolt. He is the son of fire. He is also the son of

Ganga, Ganamba and Kfttikas. Hd is surrounded by
Vi£akha, Sakha and Naigameya. He is the conqueror of

Indra and the demon Taraka. He is the Generalissimo of

Indra’s armies. He pierced the important mountains Meru
and others with his splendour. He resembles molten gold. He
has eyes resembling petals of lotuses. He is Kumara and the

model for all tender beings. He is the favourite of Siva and
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fondly attached to Siva. He is a perpetual worshipper of Siva’s

feet. May he grant my desire at the behest of the two.

75. Jyesfha, the excellent deity granting boons, is always

engaged in worshipping them. May she grant my desire at

the behest of the two.

76-79. The goddess is saluted by the three world* in

the form of Ulka (meteor, comet). She is requested by Brahma
to multiply the creation through Siva. She came out from

the middle of the eyebrows of Siva who divided herself into

Daksayam, Satl, Mena, Haimavatl, Uma. she is the mother

of KauSikf, Bhadrakali, Aparna and Patala. She is RudranI

the beloved of Rudra. She is always engaged in worshipping

Siva. May she grant my desire at the behest of the two.

80. Canda is the lord of all the Ganas who is born of

the face of Siva. May he grant my desire at the behest of

Siva and Siva.

81. May Pirigala the chief of Ganas, the pros-

perous one, fondly attached to Siva and a favourite of Siva,

grant my desire at the behest of the two.

82. May the chief Gana Bhrnglsa who is interested in

propitiating Siva grant my desire at the behest of Siva.

83-85. VIrabhadra is of great splendour. He resembles

snow, Kunda flower and the moon. He is the beloved of

Bhadrakali. He is the perpetual protector of mothers. He re-

moved the head of Yajfia and of Daksa of wicked soul, he pared

the limbs of Visnu, India, Yama and other gods. He is a

follower of Siva. He is a glorious executor of Siva’s behests.

May he grant my desire at the behest of Siva.

86. Sarasvatl born of the lotus-like speech of Mahesa

is interested in worshipping Siva and Siva. May she grant rny

desire.

87. Laksmi is stationed in the chest of Visnu. She is

engaged in worshipping Siva and Siva. At the very bidding

of Siva and Siva, may she grant my desire.

88. Mahamotl is engaged in worshipping the feet of

Mahadevl. At her very bidding may she grant my desire.

89-90. Kausiki is the daughter of Parvati. She rides on

a lion. She is the great Maya, the slumber of Visnu. She

is the suppressor of the demon Mahisa. She destroyed Sumbha
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and Nisuiribha. She is fond of wine and meat. May she grant

my desire duly honouring at the behest of her mother.

91-95. Rudras have the lustre of Rudra. Pramathas are

famous for their prowess. The Bhutas have great virility.

They have the lustre of Mahadeva. They are perpetual

Yogins. They are uncomparable and devoid of conflicting

pairs of defaults. They are free from dangers. They are

accompanied by their Saktis and followers. They are bowed
to by the world. They are competent to create and anni-

hilate the worlds. They are mutually loving and accommo-
dating. They are very affectionate and respectful to one

another. They are favourites of Siva and are marked by his

traits. They are gentle, terrible and mixture of both. They
are in the midway between the two. They are ugly, good-

featured and multi featured. May they grant my desire at the

behest of the two.

96-97. The group of the friends of the goddess has all

the characteristics of the goddess. They are accompanied by
the daughters of Rudras and Saktis many in number. They
have been worshipped in the third Avarana of Siva with

great devotion. Let them grant my desire at the behest of

the two.

98-101. The sun is the Miirti with illuminated disc of

Mahesa. He is Nirguna, Gunasahkirna, Gunakevala, and
Avikaratmaka. The first one is single with general variations.

He is of extraordinary activity in creation, sustenance and
annihilation. Thus he is divided into three, four or five ways.
He is worshipped in the fourth Avarana of Siva along
with the followers. He is a favourite of Siva and fondly
attached to Siva. He is engaged in worshipping the feet of
Siva. May he grant my desire at the behest of the two. 294

102-105. The eight Murtis of the sun viz. Aditya,
Bhaskara, Bhanu, Ravi, Arka, Brahma, Rudra, and Visnu,
the eight Saktis Dipta296 etc., the six Angas of the sun-god, the

294. The verses 99 to 102 are repeated. See Verses 110 to 113.

295. The Saktis— Dipta, Suksma, Jaya etc., eight in number (Cp.
Vayaviya S. II. 30. 27) arc the female guardian deities of the quarters
and sub-quarters from the east onwards.
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Saktis viz. Vistara, Sutara, Bodhini, Apyayini, U§a, Prabha,
Prajfia and Sandhya and the planets beginning with Soma
and ending with Ketu purified by Siva—may these urged by
the behest of Siva and Siva grant me everything auspicious.

106-112. May the twelve Adityas, and the twelve
Saktis, sages, Gandharvas, serpents, Apsaras, Gramanls, Yaksas
Raksasas, Asuras, the seven sets of seven, the seven horses

identical with the Vedas and Valakhilya and others, the

worshippers of Siva’s feet, grant me everything at the behest

of Siva and Siva. Brahma the chief of the universe, a form
of the lord of gods, having sixtyfour attributes and achieve-

ments, and established in the principle of Buddhi, shall be

worshipped in the fourth Avarana of Siva. He is a favou-

rite of Siva, fondly attached to Siva and is engaged in wor-

shipping the feet of Siva. May he grant my desire at the

behest of the two.

113-115. Hiranyagarbha the lord of the worlds, the

Virat, Kala, Puru$a, Sanat, Sanaka, Sananda, Sanatana, the

Prajapatis, the sons of Brahma, Daksa and others, eleven in

number with their wives, Dharma and Samkalpa—all these

are engrossed in their devotion to Siva being subservient to

the behests of Siva. May these grant my desire.

116-117. May the four Vedas, the Itihasas, Puranas,

Dharma-Sastras accompanied by the Vedic lore, although

mutually disagreeing but based on the nature of Siva, grant

my desire at the behest of Siva and Siva.

118-123. Then the great lord Rudra, the important

form of lord Siva, is the lord of the zone of Fire and possesses

all Aisvaryas. He is enriched with the identity with Siva. He

is devoid as well as possessed of attributes. He is Sattvic,

Rajasic and Tamasic. Basically he is not prone to aberra-

tions. Then outwardly he assumes aberrations. He is of extra-

ordinary activity apart from the activity of creation etc. He

cut off the head of Brahma. He is his father as well as his

son. He is the progenitor and son of Vi$nu to whom he con-

trols. He is the enlightener of both. The lord blesses them

for ever. Rudra is stationed within and without the cosmos.

He is the lord of the worlds. He is fond of Siva to whom
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he is fondly attached. He is engaged in the worship of Siva.

May he grant my desire at the behest of Siva.

124-125. His six ancillaries Brahman etc. and the eight

deities ending with VidyeSa, the four different Murtis devoted

to Siva, with Siva as their cause, Siva, Bfiava, Hara and Mr<Ja

—may these grant my desire at the behest of Siva.

126-133. Vi?nu is another form of the great lord Siva

himself. He is the lord of the principle of water. He is sta-

tioned in the region of the unmanifcst. He is Nirguna. He
is predominantly Saltvic as well as possessed of single Guna.
He does not identify himself with the created things. He has

the three general aberrations. He is of extraordinary activity

apart form that of creation. He compares with Brahma
though he is born of the right part of Siva. He is created

by the first Brahma and he is his creator too. Vi§nu abides

within and without the universe. He is the lord of the

worlds. With his discus he destroys Asuras. He is the

younger brother of Indra. He has manifested himself in ten

forms under the curse of Bhrgu. He incarnated on the earth

at his will for removing the burden of the Earth. His strength
is immeasurable and incomprehensible. He is the wielder of
Maya. He fascinates the universe with his Maya in the
form of Mahavisnu and Sadavi§nu. He is worshipped by the
devotees of Visnu in the seat of the three Murtis. He is a

favourite of Siva and is fondly attached to him. He is engaged
in the worship of his feet. May he grant me what is auspicious
at the behest of Siva.

134-136. The four Murtis of Vi§nu, viz Vasudeva,
Aniruddha, Pradyumna, and Samkarsana, the ten Avataras
viz the fish, tortoise, boar, man-lion, dwarf, Rama trio,

Krsna and the horse-faced Kalki, his discus Paficajanya and
the bow Sarhga—may these grant my desire at the behest
of the two.29®

1 37. May Prabha, Sarasvati, Gauri, and Lakgml sancti-
fied by Siva grant my desire at the behest of the two.

138-139. May Indra, Agni, Yama, Nirrti, Varuna,

296. The Verse it repeated. See Vayavjya S. 30. ^8.
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Vfcyu, Soma, Kubera and l£ana the wielder of the trident
grant my desire at the behest of Siva and Siva. These are
engaged in the worship of Siva and have sanctified by their
pious feelings to him.

140-141. May the divine weapons of the lord and the
goddess—viz—the trident, thunderbolt, axe, arrow, sword,
noose, goad and the excellent weapon Pinaka protect me
always at behest of the two.

142-143. May the bull, the powerful son of Kamadhenu,
rivalling with the submarine fire Varava, surrounded by five

mother-cows297 who has attained the state being the vehicle of
the lord and the goddess, grant my desire, at the behest of

the two.

144. The five mother- cows stationed in Siva’s region

are Nanda, Sunanda, Surabhi, Suslla and Sumanas.

145. They are engaged in devotion to Siva and are

engrossed in his worship. May these grant my desire at the

behest of the two.

146-150. Ksetrapala of great splendour resembling the

blue cloud with his face terrible due to the curved fangs,

refulgent with throbbing red lips, with red hairs lifted up,

with the crooked, eyebrows, three circular red eyes, with the

moon and the serpents as ornaments, being in nude form

holds the trident noose, sword and the skull in his hands, of

terrible aspect, surrounded by Bhairavas, Siddhas and Yoginis,

is seated in every temple. He is the protector of the good.

Bowing to lord Siva is his great interest. He is purified by

pious feelings towards Siva. He protects those who seek re-

fuge in him particularly as his own sons. May he grant

my desire at the behest of the two.

151. May the four deities Talajangha and others wor-

shipped in the first Avarana protect me at the behest of Siva

and Siva.

152. May Bhairava and others who surround him all

round bless me at the behest of the two.

153-155. Narada and other sages who are worshipped

even by the gods, the Sadhyas, serpents, gods who reside in

297. For the names of the mother-cows, see below verse 144.
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Janaloka, the residents of Maharloka who have been deposed
from authority, the seven sages and others along with the
Ganas moving about in aeroplanes—all these engaged in the
worship of Siva and subservient to his bidding may grant my
desire at the behest of the two.

156 163. The four types of gods beginning with
Gandharvas and ending with the Pisacas, Siddhas, Vidyadharas
and others who move about in the sky, the Asuras and
Raksasas who reside in the netherworlds, Ananta and other
leading serpents, Vainateya and other birds, Kusmanclas,
Pretas, Vetalas, Grahas and Bhutas, Dakinls, Yoginls, Sakinls
and evil witches, temples, parks, houses, holy centres, mansions
continents, oceans, rivers, lakes, sumeru and other mountains,
forests, animals, birds, trees, germs, worms, deer, the worlds,

overlords of the worlds, seeds of life along with their

Avaranas, ten quarters, elephants of the quarters, letters,

words, mantras, Tattvas along with their lords, Rudras who
support the cosmos and other Rudras and their Saktis what-

ever is seen, heard or inferred in this world—may all these

grant my desire at the behest of the two.

164-167. The great lore of Siva capable of releasing

the individual soul from the fivefold bondage is different from

Pasuvidya. The scripture of Saivite virtue and the Dharma,
the Purana of Siva approved of by Srutis, and the Saivite

scriptures Kamika and others of four types honoured by Siva

and Siva and worshipped by me may all these make this holy

rite accomplished well and fruitful.

168-169. May the early preceptors from Sveta to

Nakullsa along with their disciples, the preceptors born as

members of their families, especially my preceptors, both

Saivas and Mahesvaras engrossed in Siva’s knowledge and holy

rites, permit this holy rite to be fruitful and well accomplis-

hed.
170-172. May thejay brahmins, Ksatriyas.. those who

are experts in the knowledge of the Vedas and the ancillaries

together with their tenets in the lines of Saivite virtue, those

who are well-versed in all sacred scriptures, the followers of

Samkhya, Vaisesika, Nyaya and other systems of philosophy,

the followers of the sun, Brahma, Rudra and Visnu and all
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other good men particularly those who are wedded to Saivite

discipline—permit this holy rite which is the instrument for

achieving my purpose.

173-174. The followers of Siva who adhere to the

philosophical path, those who perform the Pasupata rites

those who obsci ve the holy rites and the Saivite holy men
such as Kapalikas —all these are adherents and executors

of Siva’s behests. They shall be worshipped by me at the

behest of Siva. May these bless me. Let them praise the

successful holy rite.

175. Those who adhere to the path of knowledge

according to the southerners, those who follow the southern

cult and the northern cult abide by me, without mutual clash

since I wish and seek the welfare through the mantras. >

176. May the atheists, tenacious rogues, ungrateful

and Tamasic heretics and great sinners be far a\vay from me.

177. Of what avail is the long eulogy? Let all the

faithful bless me. Let all good men pronounce everything

auspicious.

178. Obeisance to Siva accompanied by Siva. Obeis-

ance to you the primordial cause accompanied by your son.

Obeisance to you encircled by the universe in the form of

five Avaranas.

179. After saying this he shall prostrate before Siva

and Siva and perform the Japa of the five-syllabled mantra
not less than hundred and eight times.

180. Similarly he shall perform the Japa of Sakti man-
tra, dedicate it to Siva and crave forgiveness. He shall

thus conclude the remaining rites of worship.

181. This holiest of holy hymns is pleasant and agree-

able to Siva and Siva. It yields all desires. It is the sole

means for the achievement of worldly pleasures and salvation.

182. He who repeats this everyday or listens to this

with mental purity shakes off sins and attains Sivasayujya

soon.

183-184. Slayers of cows, ungrateful wretches,

murderers of heroes, those who slay children in the womb,
murderers of those who seek refuge, those who kill
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friends and those who confide in them, those who commit
wicked sins $uch as matricide, patricide.—all these are

released from their sins on repeating this hymn. 298

185. When bad dreams and evil portents occur in-

dicating terror and danger this hymn shall be repeated. Then
those dangers do not befall.

.186 ' The man who regularly performs the Japa of

this hymn obtains longevity, health, prosperity and every-

thing else desired!

187. The benefit thus mentioned is of the mere Japa

of the hymn without worshipping. It is impossible to count

the benefit if the Japa of the hymn is performed along with

worship.

1&8. Let the accruing of the benefit stand alone.

• When this Japa is repeated the lord on hearing' this stands

in the heaven along with the goddess.

189. Hence after worshipping the lord and Uma in the

heaven the devotee shall stand with palms joined in rever-

ence and repeat the hymn.

CHAPTER THIRTYTWO

{The rites for achieving worldly benefits)

Upamanyu said :

—

1. O Kr§na, what has been mentioned to you is the

site which yields benefit here and hereafter. It is a great

synthesis of physical rites, penance, Japas and meditation.

2. Now I shall mention that great rite of worship,

Homa, Japa, meditation, penance and charitable gifts, which

yields benefits here itself to men who follow Siva.

3. The devotee expert in the meaning of mantras shall

at the outset practise mantras since the rites of visible bene-

fits here itself are not fruitful otherwise.

298. This is another instance of the proselytizing attempt cf the

Puranic Aciryas to entice the laity to their fold.
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4. A learned and sensible devotee, even after the

mantra has been achieved, shall not haphazardly perform

any rite the fruit whereof has been thwarted by some un-

seen powerful obstacle.

5. Atonement is possible for that obstacle. Hence he

shall perform that atonement after testing it at the outset by

means of omens.

6. He who due to delusion performs the rite yield-

ing the benefit here itself does not attain the fruit thereof

and becomes the laughing stock.

7. Without faith and devotion no one shall perform

the rite intended to yield direct benefit. He becomes an

unbeliever and an unbeliever does not attain fruit.

8. It is not the fault of the lord if the rite does not

yield the fruit since it is found to yield fruit here itself for

those who perform the rite exactly as ordained.

9. An aspirant who has mastered the mantras over-

coming the obstacles and who performs the rite with full

confidence and conviction attains the fruit.

10. Or, for the attainment of the benefit let him be

scrupulously celibate, eating only the Havisya, milk-pudding

or fruits.

11. He shall not even think of, much less physically

do, such prohibited actions as violence. He shall be pure

always with clear dress and smear the body with Bhasma
always

.

12-17. After observing the rules of conduct, the devotee

shall on an auspicious and favourable day with the char-

acteristics mentioned before, smear the ground with cowdung
in a spot bedecked with garlands of flowers and draw the

auspicious lotus shining with its own refulgence. It shall be
of molten gold with eight petals and filaments, with the peri-

carp in the middle set with all gems. It shall be not

less than a Hasta in width and must have a stalk befitting its

size. He shall conceive Anima etc. in the bulbous root

made of gold, in accordance with the injunctions. He shall

instal the phallic idol with its pedestal, made of gems, gold or

crystal with the requisite characteristics. He shall invoke
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the eternal lord accompanied by Amba and the Ganas. Siva’s

form as Mahe^vara shall also be conceived in the idol

18-19. It shall have four arms and four faces. It shall

be bedecked in all ornaments. It shall wear the tiger’s hide

with the smiling face and the gestures of granting boons and
of protection to the devotee. Other hands shall hold the deer

and the axe. Or if the conceiver desires he can conceive

of the Murti as having eight arms.

20. Then the right hand holds the trident, axe,

sword and the thunderbolt. The left hands hold the noose,

goad, iron club and the serpent.

21. The Murti shall have the lustre of the rising sun.

It shall have three eyes in every face. The face towards the

east is gentle and has the refulgence befitting its size and

features.

22. The southern face resembles the blue cloud and

has a terrific appearance. The northern face has the lustre

of coral and is bedecked with dark forelocks.

23. The western face is gentle .with the lustre of the

full moon. Seated on his lap is the great Sakti of MaheSvara

24-25. She is famous as MahalaksmT dark coloured

and wholly charming. After conceiving the Murti thus and

unifying it into a whole he shall invoke the embodied lord

and worship him. For the purpose of ablution he shall

arrange for Paficagavya prepared from a tawny cow.

26-27. There shall be Paricamrta and particularly the

full seeds. He shall prepare the Mandala ahead decorated

with gem-dust. The water-pot of Isana shall be put in the

pericarp. The water-pots of Sadyojata shall be placed

around, afterwards. 299

28-30. Eight pots of Vidye^a shall be filled with the

waters ofholy centres and threads shall be tied round them.

Sacred articles of worship shall be dropped therein with due

incantations in accordance with the injunctions. They shall

be completely covered into the silken cloth with the mantras.

When the proper time arrives he shall perform the ablution

of the lord with Paficagavya.

?()9 On the consecrated water-jars sec Vayaviya S. 17. 16-17
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31-33. Waters dropped from the Darbha grass, golden

and gemset vessels, scented and flowery waters purified with

the mantras shall be taken from the vessels and MabeSvara

shall be bathed. Scents and flowers shall be offered, lights

shown and the worship performed. The unguent shall be

not less than a Pala by weight and the maximum shall be

eleven Palas.

34-36. Auspicious and charming flowers of good
colour and fragrance blue and other lilies, plenty of Bilva

leaves, red lotuses and white lotuses if available shall be

used. The incense shall be offered with the black Aguru.

The gum-resin shall be used with the camphor and ghee. The
ghee used for lamps shall be of the milk of tawny cows. The
five Brahmans, the six Angas and the Avaranas shall be

worshipped.

37. The Naivedya shall be made of Caru prepared in

ghee and milk with jaggery. The water shall be rendered

fragrant with the Patala flowers, lilies and lotuses.

38. Well-consecrated Tambula along with five fragrant

spices shall be offered. 800 The ornaments offered shall be

made in gold and set with gems.

39. Freshly woven cloths of various colours and of

fine fabric attractive to the sight shall be offered with songs

and instrumental music.

40. The maximum number of times for Japa is hun-

dred thousand. According to the benefit desired the number
of worship varies from one to three.

41. The number of sacrifices is not less than ten for

every article and the maximum is hundred. In such rites

as Marana and Uccatana Siva shall be conceived terrific in

form.

42. When quiescent or nourishing rites are being per-

formed, Siva shall be thought of as gentle in the phallicimage

in the Siva -fire and in other idols as well.

43. In Marana and other rites the Sruk and Sruva

shall be made of iron. In all other rites such as quiescent

these shall be made of gold.

300. On the Faficasaugandhika, see P. 2006 note.
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44-46. In the rite of Mrtyunjaya the Homa is perfor-

med with Durva mixed with ghee and cow’s milk, or honey

or with Caru along with ghee, or milk alone. For the rites

intended to quell ailments to attain prosperity and subdue

poverty, gingelly seeds, ghee, milk or lotus-flowers shall be

used. Persons seeking to bring persons undei control shall

perform Homa with Jatl flowers and ghee.

47. A Brahman shall perform the rite of Akarsana with

ghee and Karavira flowers, Uccafana with oil and Slambhana
with honey.

48. Stambhana rite can be performed with mustard

also; Patana with garlic; Tadana with the blood of mule,

camel or of both.

49. Marana and Uccatana shall be performed with

Rohi and gingelly seeds. Vidvesana rite shall be performed

with the oil of Lahgala.

50-52. Bandhana rites and the rite of paralysing of a

vast army shall be performed with the seeds of Rohi. In

Abhicarika rites the articles of Homa shall be used with the

red mustard and the Homa shall be performed with oils

extracted from manually operated machines. It can also be

performed with seeds of cotton in combination with KatukI

and husk. In Abhicarika rites the devotee shall perform

Homa with mustard seeds mixed with oil. Milk yields the

subdual of fevers and is conducive to good fortune.

53. Homa offered with honey, ghee, curds, milk and

rice-grains or with Caru grants all desires.

54. Quiescent, nourishing, Vasya and Akarsana rites

shall be performed with the seven articles of worship sacrificial

twigs etc.

55. VaSya. Akarsana and Sripada (glorious position

)

rites 3hall be performed with the leaves of Bilva for Havana.

It yields conquest over the enemies.
„

56. In quiescent rites the twigs of Palava, Khadira etc.

shall be used. In rites of cruelty the twigs of Karavira and

Arka shall be used. Twigs of thorny trees shall be used in

the lite of war.

57* A quiet man shall perform the quiescent and
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nourishing rites particularly. A ruthless man with angry

mind shall perform Abhicarika rites.

58. When the harassment is unbearable and condition

is pitiable, when there is no other remedy, only then shall

one perform the Abhicarika rite against desperadoes.

59. No virtuous man, occupying honourable position

or otherwise shall perform the Abhicarika rite against the

ruler of his country.

60. Even if he happens to be a desperado one shall

not perform Abhicarika rite against a person who has sought

refuge in Siva, mentally, verbally or physically.

61. A man performing Abhicarika rite against the ruler

of his country whether he be a devotee of Siva or not, shall

have a fall immediately.

62. If he wishes for his own happinness he shall not

perform Abhicarika rite against the protector of his country

or against any devotee of Siva.

63. If he performs the rite of Marana etc. against

any other person he shall perform expiatory rites after due

repen tence.

64. Whether the devotee is rich or poor he shall wor-

ship the lord in a Bana or selfborn or Arsaka or a

Vaidika linga.

65. Iflingas of gold and gems are not available or if

he is unable to possess them he shall perform the worship

mentally or with substitute articles.

66. If a devotee can perform worship in some part

he too derives the benefit of that part in accordance with

his ability.

67. If the benefit is not seen even if the rite is per-

formed, it shall be repeated twice or thrice. By all means

the benefit will be received.

68. Whatever material is used in worship, gold, gem
and other articles shall be handed to the preceptor apart

form the Daksina offered separately.

69. If the preceptor does not wish to receive, the

entire gift shall be given to Siva or the devotees of Siva.

It shall not be given to any other.

70-71. If any one performs the rite himself without
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the help of a preceptor the procedure shall be the same.

He shall not appropriate the gift to himself. If he approp-

riates the articles of worship for himself out of greed under

delusion he will not attain his desire.

72. The linga used for worship may be taken by him-

self or given to others. If he takes that himself he shall

worship it everyday or cause it to be worshipped on, his be-

half.

73. If he performs the rite as ordained he cannot but

have the benefit. What other inducement for worship shall

there be ?

74-75. Still I shall mention about the excellent

achievement through the rite. Even if he is attacked by

the enemy or tormented by ailments, even if he falls into the

jaws of death he will be freed without danger. Even the worst

miserly fellow will become worthy of respect. The poor will

become Kuvera, 301 god of wealth.

76. The ugly man will become beautiful, the aged

will become young. The enemy will turn a friend, the op-

ponent will grow subordinate.

77-79. The nectar that may have turned into poison

shall become nectar again. The ground may turn into ocean

and ocean into ground; the ditch into a mountain and the

mountain into a ditch; fire into a lotus lake and the lotus

lake into fire; the park into a forest and the forest into a

garden; the animal into a lion and the lion into an animal.

80. Women will run after him voluntarily. Prosperity

will behave like a chaste lady and will not leave him. The
goddess of speech will be his slave girl, fame a prostitute.

81. The intelligence will roam about as it pleases.

His mind will be pure like a diamond. Hi., strength will be

like a violent gust of wind or like an elephant in rut.

82. His activities on the side of the enemies will be

paralysed in their effort. The friends of enemies wiill be-

come their enemies.

83. The enemies along with their kinsmen will be no

better than corpses though physically alive. Though faced

301. Vaisravana is the patronymic name of Kuvera, son of Visiavas.
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with mishaps he will be freed from them and become
immortal.

84. Even if he takes unwholesome food it will act as

aphrodisiac. Even if he indulges in sexual intercourse every-

day it will give him fresh thrills.

85. Everything hitherto inaccessible to him will be-

come accessible like the myrobalan in the palm. Even

Siddhis anima etc. will become available at his will.

86. Of what use is much talk ? When this rite is per-

formed there remains nothing unattainable.

CHAPTER THIRTYTHREE

(Rites for deriving benefits hereafter)

Upamanyu said :

—

1. Now I shall mention the rite for the benefits attain-

able solely after death. There is nothing like this rite

in the three worlds.

2-6. The rite is attended with the excellence of merits.

It has been performed by all the gods, particularly by

Brahma, Visnu, Rudra, Indra, the guardians of the quarters,

the nine planets—sun-god and others, by Visvamitra, Vasistha

and other sages who know Brahman, by Sveta, Agastya,

Dadhica and others, by us seeking refuge in Siva, by Nandl-

svara, Mahakala, Bhrngisa and other Ganesvaras, by the

Daityas residing in the nether worlds, by Sesa and other

serpents, by Siddhas, Yaksas, Gandharvas, Raksasas, Bhutas,

Pisacas and practically by every one who has attained

his respective position. It is by means of this rite that the

gods have attained their godhood.

7. Brahma attained his Brahmahood, Visnu his Vi$nu-

liood, Rudra his Rudrahood and Indra his Indrahood. It is

by means of this rite that Ganesa attained his Ganesahood.

8-10. The liriga shall be bathed with white sandal

water. Therein Siva and Siva shall be worshipped with
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full-blown white lotuses and bowed to. He shall make a

lotus-seat very charming and endowed with all characteris-

tics by means of gold-dust and gem-dust in accordance with

one’s affluence. In the midst of the filaments a small linga

shall be placed. It shall be of the size of the thumb, but

charming, auspicious and rendered fragrant with all scents.

It shall be placed to the south and worshipped with Bilva

leaves.

11-12. To the south he shall apply Aguru. To the

west he shall apply red arsenic. To the north he shall apply

sandal and to the east he shall apply yellow orpiment. He
shall then worship with charming fragrant flowers of various

colours.

13. The black Aguru shall be used for incense and
fumigation along with Guggulu. Fine cloths bright in colours

shall be offered.

14. Milk-pudding mixed with ghee, and lamps with

ghee for burning shall be offered. After offering everything

with repetitions of mantras he shall circumambulate.

15. After bowing with devotion to the lord of the gods

he shall eulogise the lord and crave forgiveness. Naivedya

consisting of all offerings shall be offered to the Linga.

16-17. It shall be dedicated to Siva with his mantras.

The devotee shall seek refuge in Dak§inamurti. He who per-

forms the worship with the auspicious five scents shall be

freed from all sins. He shall be honoured in Siva’s region.

This holy Vrata of Siva linga is the most excellent, a great

secret.

18. This has been mentioned to you since you are a

great devotee. This shall not be given to any one and every-

one. It shall be given to devotees of Siva as mentioned by
Siva formerly.
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CHAPTER THIRTYFOUR

(
Delusion of Vi$nu and Brahma)

Upamanyu said :

—

1. The achievement of benefit that has been mentioned

here from the Nitya, Naimittika and Kamya rites can entirely

be secured immediately by installing the phallic and the

bodily image of Siva.

2. The world is in the form of Linga. Everything is

founded on Linga. Hence if the Linga is installed, every-

thing is installed.

3. It is only by resorting to the installation of the

Linga that Brahma, Vi?nu, Rudra or other deities maintain

their splendour.

4. What more reason can be advanced for the installa-

tion of Linga than that Linga of Visvesvara has been installed

by Siva too ?

5. Hence by all means one shall instal the phallic or

the bodily image of Siva for his welfare here and hereafter.

Sri Kr$na said :

—

6. What is a Linga ? How is lord Siva a Lingin ?

How did he have the status of a Linga ? Why is he worshipped

in it?

Upamanyu said :

—

7. The unmanifest is called the Linga. It is the source

of attributes as well as that wherein the universe merges and

dissolves. It has neither beginning nor end. It is the

material cause of the universe.

8. It is the Maya, the Mulaprakrti as extensive as the

firmament. This universe including the mobile and immobile

beings is born of that.

9. The universe is of three types: the impure, pure and
the pure-impure. From the Linga are born Siva, Mahesa,

Rudra, Visnu and Brahma.

10. The Bhutas with the sense-organs merge into this

at the bidding of Siva, He is Lingin since he commands the

Linga,
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11-12. Since the Linga can do nothing by itself with-

out being commanded by Siva, since the dissolution of the

universe born of it is only within it, this constitutes the

state of being Linga in Siva and not due to any other reason.

The Linga is the body of Siva and Siva because it is

presided over by them.

13. Hence Siva is worshipped therein for ever along

with Siva. The goddess is the pedestal of the Linga and

Linga is lord Siva himself.

14. By the worship of Linga alone, Siva and Siva are

worshipped. Their having the Linga for their body is not

the ultimate reality.

15-16. Since they are pure it is their body only in a

secondary sense. That is the great Sakti of Siva the great

Atman. Sakti at the behest of Siva gives birth to mobile and

immobile beings. One cannot describe the glory of the

Linga, even in hundreds of years, by which Brahma and

Visnu were deluded at the outset.

17-19. Formerly when the universe was in the state of

dissolution, Visnu lying on his couch in the waters went into

deep slumber. He lay comfci tably asleep. Brahma the

grandfather of the worlds casually went there. He saw the

lotus-eyed Visnu sleeping undisturbedly. Deluded by the

Maya of Siva, Brahma said to Vi?nu.

20-21. “Who are you? Tell me”. o saying he hit

Vi?nu angrily and wakened him. Struck by the blow of his

hand Vi?nu woke up in a trice and got up from his bed. He
saw Brahma there. Vi§nu though infuriated within addressed

him politely.

22-25. “O dear son, whence have you come ? Why are

you agitated? Tell me.” On hearing the words of Vi?nu, in-

dicative of his lordly attitude Brahma felt irritated due to

his Rajasic qualities and spoke again. “Why do you address

me as “dear son” like a preceptor calling his disciple? Don’t

you know that I am the lord. This universe is my creation.

After dividing myself into three, I create, protect and annihi-

late. There is none in the universe who has created me.”

When thus addressed Visnu said to Brahma.

26-30. “I am the primordial creator of this universe.
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the protector and the annihilator. You too, O sir, were

born of me formerly. At my unthwartable bidding you

divided yourself into three and began creation. You create

the three worlds, protect, dissolve and re-create it. You

forget Visnu the lord of the universe free from ailments. You

insult even me, your father. It is not your fault. You have

been deluded by my Maya. Due to my favour this delusion

of yours will disappear ere long. O Brahma, listen to the

truth. I am the lord of all gods. I am the creator, sustainer

and annihilator. There is no other lord equal to me.”

31. A verbal dispute between Brahma and Visnu arose

thus. Thereafter a terrible fight ensued causing horripilation.

32-36. Due to Rajasic quality they fought and hit

each other with fists. In order to dispel their arrogance

and to enlighten them, the wonderful Liriga of the lord

appeared in between them. It had thousands of flames. It

was incomprehensible and incomparable. It did not increase

or decrease. It had no beginning, no middle, no end. Brahma

and Visnu were enchanted by thousands of flames. Ceasing

from their fight they began to think “What is this?” When

they could not understand the reality they attempted to

survey its beginning and end.

37. Brahma took the form of a swan with wings all

round and went up assiduously with the speed of the mind

or wind.

38. Vi$nu, the Atman of the universe, assumed the

form of a Boar resembling a mass of collyrium and went

downwards.

39. Thus hastening down for a thousand years he

did not have even a glimpse of the root of Liiiga.

40. Meanwhile, Brahma too was going up to know his

top. But unable to see the end he became exhausted and

fell down.

41. Similarly the weary Vi$nu with dejected mind due

to the great distress quickly rose up from below.

42. When they met each other again they were com-

pletely perplexed and stared at each other with a smile of

shame. Deluded by the Maya of Siva they did not know

what to do or what not to do.
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43. They stood in front, at the back and on either side

of it and bowed. They began to think “Of what nature

is this ?”

CHAPTER THIRTYFIVE

( The delusion of Visnu and Brahma

)

Upamanyu said :

—

1. Then there manifested the single-syllabled Brahman
in the characteristic way o a word with its sound ‘Om\ It

expressed the Brahman.
2. That too was incomprehensible to Brahma and

Visnu because their minds had been screened with Rajas and

Tamas.

3. Then that syllable divided itself into four, the three

Matras—A, U, Ma and half the Matra thereafter.

4. The letter ‘a’ attached itself to the southern side of

the blazing Linga, the letter “u” to the north and the letter

“ma” to its middle.

5-6. The half a Matra sound was heard on the head

of the Linga. Even when the great syllable Pranava was

divided, the two gods did not understand the purpose of

division. The unmanifest Pranava then underwent the

change into the Veda.

7. There the letter C£a” became the Rgveda, the letter

“u” the Yajurveda, the letter “ma” the Samaveda and the

Nada the Atharvaveda.

8-10. The Rgveda established half of itself succinctly.

Thus Brahma possessed of the Rajas, the first among the

deities in rites also, the creator of the* worlds and the prin-

ciples as well as the unchanging Atman; Nivrtti in the path

of Kala and Sadyojata in the five brahmans, the lower portion

in the parts of Linga and the source in the three reasons.

It established the sixtyfour Gunas and Ai£varya of the

cosmic intellect Anima etc. Thus with the ten topics the

universe was pervaded by the Rgveda.
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11-13. Then the Yajurvcda established itself in the ten

ways : Sattva among the attributes, Visnu the first among the

deities in the rites also, sustenance in the worlds and the

firmament, Vidya in the three principles, Prati§tha in the

paths of Kala and Vamadeva in the five Brahmans, the

parts of Lihga and Yoni in the three causes. The Prakfta

was established in accordance with the Aisvarya. Hence

the universe is of the form of the Yajurveda.

14-16. Similarly the Samaveda established itself in

ten ways. It established Tamas and Rudra the first

among the deities in the rites, annihilation in the three

worlds and the excellent Siva in the Tattvas, Aghora in the

five Brahmans and Vidya among the Kalas, the upper seat

in the parts of the Linga and the source in the three causes.

So also the Aisvarya of the Purusa. Thus the universe is

pervaded by the Saman.

17-20. Then the Atharvaveda established itself thus.

It was devoid of Gunas. It placed Mahesvara, Sadasiva as the

first among the deities. Though the great Atman, Siva is

devoid of activities. It established Sadasiva for the purpose of

activities. It created pure blessing whereby the creatures are

liberated. Above the worlds, where the words recede

along with the mind are the Unmana worlds over which is

the divine Somaloka where the lord stays with Uma.

21-22. He who reaches above there in the Unmana

world does not return. Santi and Santyatita are all-pervasive

among the Kalas. Among the five Brahmans it is Purusa

and Isana. There is the head of the Linga, the most excellent

among the parts, where the sole Niskala Siva shall be invoked

and propitiated.

23-33. Among the Tattvas it is the greater Tattva

than Bindu, Nada and Sakti. It is greater than the greatest

and in reality a non-Tattva. It transcends the three causes.

•It is beyond Maya the cause of agitation. It is beyond

Ananta, the Suddhavidya, Maheivara, Sadasiva the great

lord of all lores. It is beyond the lord who has mantras for

his body, who is accompanied by all Saktis, who has five faces

and ten arms and who is both Sakala and Niskala. Beyond

even that, beyond the Bindu, the half moon, the moon, the
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great Nada, the lord of Susumna, the lord of Brahmarandhra
beyond that, beyond Sakti and beyond the principle of Siva
the great cause there is lord Siva who has no cause. He is

the creator of causes, the subject and object of meditation
and stationed in the middle of the great sky above the great

Atman. Equipped with prosperity and glory he is the lord

of all. He has no overlord. He is beyond Aisvarya due to

Maya, beyond humanity, beyond the big and small, beyond
what is to be discarded, what is not to be discarded, beyond
Suddhavidya, Unmana, and the AiSvarya of Unmana. He
is great and devoid of beginning, limitless and independent,

stable and unsurpassable. Thus with ten such characteristics

Atharvaveda is very weighty and so the universe is pervaded

by it.

34-42. Rgveda said again—“The state of wakefulness

is being mentioned by me whereby I perpetually express the

Atmatattva”. Yajurveda said—“The state of dream is being

mentioned by me because the Vidya that has transformed

itself into objects of enjoyments is to be known through

me.” Samaveda said:—‘‘What is called sound slumber is being

mentioned wholly by me through Siva that is my meaning and

Tamasic in form. Atharvaveda said :--“What is called the

fourth stage and what is beyond the fourth is expressed by

me.” The three which are of the nature of the path are ter-

med Siva, Vidya, Atman. Their state of three attributes is

attainable through the Vedas and shall be purified by him

who wishes for Siva’s region. What is called Turiya, beyond

the path is the greatest region of salvation. That which is

beyond it is the purifier of this path because of its attribute-

less state. The Nada is the measurer of both. The end of

Nada has me for its Atman. Hence the supreme lord is the

chief in view of freedom from my topics. Whatever object

is there whether compounded or separated, they call as the

meaning of Pranava in view of the association of the Gunas.

Therefore, this single-syllabled Brahman is the expression of

all meanings.

43. Therefore, at the outset Siva creates the universe

saying “Om”. Siva is Pranava and Pranava is Siva.

44-46. That is because there is not much of difference
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between that which is expressed and the expression. Rudra

is devoid of thought. The words along with the mind recede

without reaching him. He is that which is expressed by the

single-syllabled Om. Letter “a” expresses Brahma, the letter

Visnu, the letter “ma” expresses Siva.

47-50. The deity Brahmatman is born of the right

limb of Mahesa. Visnu came out of the left. So he is

termed Vidya. Nilarudra came out of the heart of Siva and
is called Siva. Brahma is the activiser of creation, Visnu the

enchanter maintains sustenance. Rudra who controls

both is the initiator of annihilation. The three are the causes

of the universe. Siva, the source of the three, is the great

cause.

51. The Linga stood in between you two in order to

enlighten you when you became mutually inimical due to

'your Rajasic quality and could not understand this meaning.

52-53. Thus they call me “Om”. What was thus

mentioned by the Atharva was repeated by the Rgveda,

Yajurveda, Samaveda and thousands of their Sakhas. Even

when the Vedas themselves declaied thus clearly through

their own mouths it was not comprehended by the two who
thought it were a dream.

54. In order to enlighten them and to remove their

ignorance the statement of the Vedas was inscribed in the

Linga too.

55. On seeing that inscribed in the Linga due to the

favour of Siva the deities were pacified and enlightened.

56-61. On realising the mode of evolution and dissolu-

tion, the nature of the six pathways and the splendour be-

yond the Purusa possessing brilliance, the Brahman than

whom there is nothing greater, Niskala Siva Isvara, who is the

perpetual lord of this universe consisting of Pasu and Pasa

who has no fear from any quarter, who is stable without in-

crease or decrease who pervades within and without who has

neither inside nor outside, who is unsurpassable, who is

different from all the worlds, who is indefinable, incompre-

hensible, inexpressible, who is essentially in the form of

brilliance, who is quite delighted and ever rising, who is

the abode of auspiciousness and who is accompanied by a
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similar Sakti, Brahma and Vi§nu joined the palms in rever-

ence above their heads and spoke thus in fright to the lord.

Brahma said :

—

62. Whether I am ignorant or not, O lord, I was

created by you at the beginning. Whose fault is it that I

have been under such a delusion ?

63. Let my ignorance alone. O lord, when you are

near who can fearlessly talk about his duty or that of others.

64. O lord of gods, our mutual wrangle too is splen-

didly auspicious since it has yielded us the benefit of paying

our homage to the feet of the lord.

Vifnu said :

—

65. O lord, I do not have the power of eulogising you

in the manner befitting your greatness. On the other hand

if the devotees keep quiet in front of the lord it is merely a

transgression of virtue.

66. What is proper to be achieved is the relevant point

now. Without knowing anything I have blurted out some-

thing for which I pray to be excused.

67. That you were the primordial cause we forgot due to

your Maya. I am deluded, puffed up and have hence been

chastised by you.

68. Of what avail is this submission ? O lord, I am

extremely afraid because I have endeavoured to determine

your size when in fact you cannot be gauged.

69. O Siva, they call you a great lord, the destroyer

of the distress of the frightened. I entreat you to forgive

my transgression thus.

70. When thus implored lord Siva became highly

delighted. He blessed the two deities and spoke to them

smilingly.

Lord Sioa said :
—

71. Dear Brahma, dear Visnu, you had been deluded

by my Maya. You were proud of your lordship and became

mutually inimical.

72. You did not cease even when the wrangle turned

into an actual fight. Therefore the creative activity of you

both, the cause of the universe, was broken in the middle.

73-74. In order to turn you back fiom your mutual
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dissention arising from ignorance and arrogance and to dispel

your delusion and pride I indulged in this sport of manifest-

ing myself in the phallic idol. Hence eschew a recurrence

of your dispute and forget the shame. Devoid of mutual

rivalry you shall resume your respective duties.

75-77. Formerly at my command the compendiums

on knowledge were given to you in order to proclaim your

causal nature. The jewel of Mantras consisting of five syllab-

les has been imparted to you. But you forgot all this. I

shall give you everything as before together with my behest

since without that you cannot create or sustain.

78-80. After telling Visnu and Brahma thus, the lord

gave them the principal mantra along with the Jnanasarii-

hita. After obtaining the divine order of the lord, the jewel

of Mantra pregnant with meaning, and the Kalas, they

prostrated at the feet of the lord. They stood without fear,

rhey were overpowered by joy.

81-83. In the meantime there was a great wonder.

As if by magic the Lihga of the god became invisible.

Due to the sudden snapping of love they lamented and cried

loudly, saying to each other ‘O what a false thing has befal-

len us, Pondering over the unimaginable prowess of Siva

they became free from pain.

84. Becoming great friends once again and embracing

each other the leading deities returned to their duties in the

universe.

85. Ever since that Indra and other gods, Asuras,

sages, men, serpents as well as women instal Lingas in

accordance with the injunctions and worship him in the

Lihga.
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CHAPTER THIRTYSIX

( Installation of Siva)

Sri Krfna said :
—

1. O lord, I wish to hear the rules governing the

installation of the phallic and the embodied image of Siva.

Upamanyu said :

—

2. On a day in the bright half of the month not un-

favourable to him, the devotee shall make the Linga of the

proper size in the manner prescribed in the Saivite scriptures.

3. Selecting an auspicious spot he shall test the ground.

He shall perform the ten forms of service.

4. But before the actual performance of this service

Vinayaka shall be worshipped. After purifying the spot and

other rites he shall take the Linga to the ablution chamber.

5. With a gold rod dipped into the solution of saffron

he shall draw the characteristic signs in the prescribed manner.

6. He shall purify the Linga along with its axle or

nave with a solution of eight or five types of clay as well as

with Pancagavya.

7. After worshipping the Linga along with its pedestal

he shall take it to the water-receptacle and keep the Linga

immersed in water.

8-14. In a well-constructed shed for the immersion of

Linga, pure and well-embellished with festoons and screens

all round, surrounded by garlands of Darbha grass, an inner

shed for the seat shall be arranged in the middle. The seat

may be metallic or wooden in the shape of a lotus. On
the eight quarters the representations of the eight elephants

of the quarters shall be made. Eight pots shall be kept for

the eight quardians of the guarters.
#

Eight auspicious things

shall be kept ready. The guardians of the quarters shall be

duly worshipped. Subhadra, Vibhadra, Sunanda and Vinanda

the gatekeepers of the lord shall be worshipped in the four

quarters. The Linga shall be bathed and worshipped with

the pedestal. It shall be tied with two cloths and bunches

of Kusa grass. It shall be brought to the Pitha and laid
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over it immersed in water. The head of the Linga shall be

put to the east and the threads shall be put below, the nave

to the west of it. The Linga shall be kept in water for one,

three or five nights.

15. Thereafter the linga shall be worshipped after due
ceremonies as before. After worship it shall be carried along

the path of festivities to the place of rest.

1 6. A resting place shall be made in the middle of the

Mandala. After bathing the linga with pure water he shall

worship it.

17. A mystical lotus-diagram shall be drawn in the

north-east on a spot of ground well-smeared. The water

vessel of Siva shall be purified. Siva shall be invoked and

worshipped.

18. In the middle of the altar he shall make a dia-

gram of white lotus in accordance with injunctions and to the

west of it he shall draw the lotus of Candika.

19. The bed shall be made of silken cloth or other

cloth fresh from the loom, before being washed or of flowers

or Darbha grass. After making it up he shall put golden

flower in it.

20-22. The Linga shall be brought there with the songs

and music vocal and instrumental. It shall be wrapped in

two red cloths and a bunch of Kusa grass along with the

nave and laid down as before. A lotus shall be drawn in

front and in its petals he shall place the water-pots of Vidycsa

and the vessel VardhanI of Siva. The excellent brahmins

shall perform Homa all round the three lotuses.

23-25. Beginning with the east, the eight Murtis shall

be placed all round or only the four Murtis Brahma and others

in the four quarters. The conductors of the Homa shall

possess good mastery of the Vedas. They shall be accompa-

nied by those who can repeat the mantras well. The pre-

ceptor shall perform the main Homa either in the north-east

or in the west. He shall use all the seven materials in order.

The other brahmins shall perform half or one-fourth of the

number of sacrifices that the preceptor performs

.

26-28. Or the preceptor alone shall perform the main

sacrifice. He ahall perform the Purnahuti and then
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another set of hundred and eight Horn as with ghee. He shall

place his hand ritualistically on the top of the Linga repeat-

ing the basic mantra. After each Homa he shall touch both

the Linga and the pedestal. On the whole a hundred or a

fifty or twenty five Homas shall be performed with the seven

materials of worship. He shall perform the Purnahuti and
give Daksina.

29. The priest and the sculptor shall be given half or

one-fourth of what the preceptor is given and half of that

shall be given to the other brahmins in accordance with

one’s capacity.

30-32. Then either an image of the bull made of gold or

a bunch of Kusa grass shall be placed in the pit. Brahma-

Sila shall be purified with water and clay, also with Paftca-

gavya, with pure water. It shall be placed in the pit after

smearing it with sandal. Repeating the names of the nine

Saktis, the rite of Karanyasa shall be performed. Then in

accordance with the injunctions prescribed in Saivite scriptures

he shall strew the minerals—Haritala and others along with

scents, seeds and medicinal herbs.

33-35. The Linga shall be installed on the Brahmasila

and dripped in the exudations of trees. To the east and

the north the aloe wood shall be placed repeating the basic

mantra. Repeating the basic mantra of Sakti the nave shall

be joined to the articles of fixation and joining. The place

shall be purified. Arghya shall be given and flowers offered.

Thereafter the screen shall be drawn all round.

36. The ablution and other rites of the Linga shall be

performed in a befitting maimer. After taking it away from

the place of rest the Kalasas shall be placed in order.

37-39. The great worship begins with the worship of

the ten water-jars. In the water inside the Sivakumbha,

the thumb and the ring-finger shall be jointly inserted with

the Siva mantras. Water thus taken shall be sprinkled. The
knower of mantra shall touch the north-east side of the

Linga. He shall perform the Nyasas of Sakti, Vidya and

Vidyesas in order at the root of the Linga. He shall perform

the ablution of the Linga with auspicious water.

40. The nave and the Linga shall be bathed with the
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water of Vardhanl and Vidycsa Kalasas. The seats, sup-

ports etc. shall be arranged.

41. After performing the Nyasa rite of the five

Kalas he shall meditate on the blazing Linga. Facing the

east or north with palms joined in reverence he shall invoke

Siva and Siva.

42-41. He shall conceive the lord arriving with the

goddess, seated on the lordly bull or in an aerial chariot.

He shall be conceived as fully bedecked in shining ornaments.

He is surrounded on all sides by Brahma, Visnu, MaheSa,

sun-god, Indra, other gods and the danavas with their body

drenched in the tears of delight with palms joined in reverence

above the heads. They are eulogising, dancing and bowing.

Then with the five services the worship shall be concluded.

45. There is no further rite after the five reverential

services. The installation of idols is wholly identical with

that of the Linga.

46. At the rite of Laksanoddhara the eyes shall be

shut. The immersion shall be performed with the idols placed

prone on the bed.

47. The installation of the idol with the rites for the

temple is better than without those rites. If the idols are

immersed in the water of the vessel the mantras shall be

repeated touching the chest.

48-49. Affluent people shall first build the temple and

then perform the installation. If the devotee is not affluent

he shall perform the installation of the phallic or the em-

bodied image and shall afterwards build the Siva temple in

accordance with his capacity. Now I shall mention the

mode of worship at the house and the excellent installation

rite.

50-53. The idol shall be small in size but endowed

with all traits. In the northern transit of the sun ( Jan-July)

on an auspicious day in the bright half of the month, the

altar shall be made in an auspicious spot. He shall draw the

diagram of the lotus in as before. The idol shall be purified

with water and clay as before. An auspicious seat shall be

kept in the north. Covering the Linga with flowers he shall

place it on the seat. Flowers and leaves shall be strewn and
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the vessel placed in the middle. Four vessels shall be placed

all round. In those five vessels the five Brahmans are ritualis-

tically fixed. After worship Mudras shall be shown and the

Rak$a mantra repeated.

54-55. After placing the flower on its top it shall be

sprinkled with the water from the Proksani vessel. Again it

shall be worshipped along with the proclamation of victory.

With the water from the vessels of the four deities from

Isana to Vidya he shall bathe the Linga with the basic

mantra.

56. The rite of the Nyasa of the five Kalas shall be

performed and the worship too as before. The devotee

shall worship the lord and the goddess there everyday.

57. Or only one vessel shall be placed with the basic

mantra and everything fixed therein. Every other rite

shall be performed as before.

58. Too much unclean Linga shall at first be puri-

fied and reinstalled. Unclean Lingas shall be sprinkled with

holy water. Slightly unclean Lingas too shall be worshipped.

59. Bana Lingas may be installed at will, for they

have been already consecrated by Siva himself.

60-61. Such other Lingas may also be installed. In

regard to a Svayambhu, a divine or a sage Linga the same

is the procedure. If there is no pedestal, a pedestal shall

be assigned and the rite of Proksana performed.

62. Burnt, weakened or partially broken Linga shall

be thrown in a pond or a river. That which can be joined

shall be joined and installed.

63. The lord shall be dismissed ritualistically from the

idol that is mutilated, after due worship but retained in the

heart.

64. If the worship is in default for one day it shall

be doubled, if in default for two days, great worship shall be

performed. Samproksana rite shall be; performed thereafter.

65. If there is default in worship for about a month,

or for more days, some advocate reinstallation. But others

say that the Samproksana rite alone is enough.

66-67. Samproksana rite is as follows:—The lord is

ritualistically dismissed from the Linga as before, bathed
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with clay of eight or five types, water, Paficagavya and
purified with water from Darbha grass and sprinkled with

water from the Proksani vessel, one hundred and eight times

with the basic mantra.

68. Holding flowers and Darbha, the hand shall be

placed on the top of the Linga five times and the basic

mantra shall be repeated hundred and eight times.

69. Beginning from the head and ending with the

pedestal, the Linga shall be touched repeating the basic mantra.

The great worship shall be performed after invoking the

lord as before.

70. If an installed Linga is not available, he shall wor-

ship the lord in a place sacred to Siva, or in water, fire, the

sun or the sky.

CHAPTER THIRTYSEVEN

(The Goal of Toga)

Sri Kr$na said :
—

1. Everything mentioned succinctly by your holiness

with regard to knowledge, rites and activities, after taking out

the essence, has been heard by me. It is as sacred as the

Vedas.

2. Now I wish to hear about Yoga which is very diffi-

cult to achieve along with its authorisation, ancillaries, injunc-

tions and purpose.

3-4. If death were to overtake before, it can be averted

without resorting to the practices of penance, by taking

recourse to Yoga whereby the man avoids becoming a self-

* killer. Hence it behoves you to mention factually the different

types of Yoga and their relative importance, cause, time and

procedure.

Upamanyu said :

—

5. O Krfna, the question has been pertinently put by you
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who understand the meaning of all questions. Hence I

shall mention everything in order. Listen attentively,

6-7. All other activities are restrained and the mind
kept steady in Siva. This is succinctly called Yoga. It is of

five types : Mantrayoga, SparSayoga, Bhavayoga, Abhav.iyoga

and Mahayoga which is greater than everything.

8. The concentration of the mind without disturbances,

on the expressed meaning of the mantra along with the

practice of the mantra is mantrayoga.

9. Coupled with Pranayama the same is called sparsa-

yoga. Without the contact of Mantra, it is Bhavayoga.,

10. Wherein the universe with all its parts is medi-

tated upon it is called Abhavayoga since in that the existent

object is not seen.

11. Wherein the nature of Siva is contemplated with-

out any conditioning or restricting factor, the concentration of

the mind on Siva is called Mahayoga.
12. In this Yoga only he is authorised whose mind is

detached from the perceived and Veda-ordained objects of

pleasure.

1 3. The mind is detached only on perceiving the defects

in the objects and in the attributes of the lord, perpetually.

14-15. In brief the Yoga is of eight or six ancillaries.

The eight ancillaries are Yama, Niyama, Asana Pranayama,
Pratyahara, Dharana, Dhyana and Samadhi as mentioned by
the wise.

16. The six Angas are in brief Asana, Pranasamrodha,
Pratyahara, Dharana, Dhyana and Samadhi.

17-18. The definitions of all these separately have been
mentioned in Siva§astra and other Saivite scriptures, especially
KLamika etc. They are mentioned in Yoga€astras and
Puranas also. Yama is the observance of restraints such as non-
violence, non-stealing, abstention from sexual intercourse and
non-acceptance of monetary gifts. The five constitute the
subdivisions of Yama.

19. Niyama is the positive curb or restraint with the
following five subdivisions—purity, contentment, penance,
japa and attentiveness.

20. Asana is the Yogic pose and is of eight types such
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as Svastika, Padma, Ardhendu, Vlra, Yoga, Prasadhita,

Paryanka and Yathe$ta.

21. Prana is the vital breath in the body. Ayama is

checking. Hence Pranayama means checking or restraining

the breath. It is of three forms—Recaka, Puraka and

Kumbhaka.
22. One of the nostrils is pressed with the finger and

the air from the belly is let out through the other. This is

Recaka (Exhaling).

23. Then through the other nostril the external air is

inhaled and the body is filled up like the bellows. It is

Puraka (Inhaling).

24. He does not breathe out the internal or breathe

in the external air. He remains steady like the filled-up jar.

It is called Kumbhaka (Retention).

25. The three, Recaka etc. shall not be done hurriedly

or slowly. The practiser of Yoga shall adopt them grad-

ually with restraint.

26. The practice of Recaka shall begin with the

purification of the veins and conclude with its voluntary exit

as mentioned in the Yoganu£asana.

27. Pranayama is one of the four varieties in view of

the time-units, Kanyaka etc.

28. Kanyaka is without Udghata (strokes). Its dura-

tion is twelve Matras. Madhyama has two strokes, its dura-

tion is twentyfour Matras.

29. Uttama has three strokes and its duration is thirty-

six Matras. Uttara is the Pranayama that causes perspiration

and trembling of the body.

30. The yogin has experiences—the thrill of bliss, horri-

pilation and shedding of tears. He may prattle. There may
be vertigo and senselessness.

31. Matra is the unit of time required for the snap-

ping of the fingers after moving them round the knees neither

speedily nor slowly.

32. The duration of Praniyama shall be increased in

accordance with the Matras and strokes. The veins shall be

necessarily purified.

33. The Pranayama is again twofold : Agarbha and
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Sagarbha. Restraining the breath without meditation and

Japa is called Agarbha Pranayama. If they too are included

it is called Sagarbha.

34. The Sagarbha Pranayama is hundred times more

efficacious than the Agarbha. Yogins practise Sagarbha

Pranayama.

35-36. The vital breaths of the body can be conquered

through the mastery over Prana. The vital breaths are

Prana, Apana, Samana, Udana, Vyana, Naga, Kurma, Kfkara,

Devadatta and Dhanaftjaya. 802 That which causes the move-
ment is called Prana.

37. Apana is the vital air that takes the food lower

down. Vyana is diffused through the limbs and it develops

them.

38. Udana is the vital air that affects the vulnerable

points in the body among the limbs. The vital air that

spreads equally is called Samana.

39. The vital air Naga is for the activity of belching.

Kurma is for the activity of dosing the eyes; the vital air

Kfkara is the activity of sneezing and the vital air Devadatta

is the activity of yawning.

40. Dhananjaya is the vital air that circulates through

the body. It does not leave off even the dead body.

Gradually practised, Pranayama is very efficacious.

41. It burns off all defects. It preserves the body of

practisers. When the Prana is mastered the symptoms arc

manifest.

42-44. Urine, phlegm and faeces are reduced in quan-

tity. Ability to eat much and to breathe slowly, lightness of

the body, ability to walk fast, enthusiasm, clearness of voice

and tone, destruction of ailments, strength, brilliance, comeli-

ness of features, courage, intelligence, youthfulness, firmness

and all round pleasure these are the symptoms. All forms of

302. The vital airs of the body, PrSna, Apana and others, ten in

number, play a distinct role in the general yogic exercises. The practices

of these airs constitute an important feature of £ivayoga too. The present

context describes the various processes in regulating the function of vital

airs as a part of Sivayoga.
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austerities, expiations, sacrifices, charitable gifts, holy rites do
not merit even a sixteenth part of the benefit of Pranayama.

45-47. The total withdrawal of the sense-organs operat-

ing in their respective objects is called Pratyahara. The
sense-organs are the mind etc. They are capable of accord-

ing heaven and hell. When restrained they yield heaven,

when let loose they are hellish. Hence the intelligent

man who seeks happiness shall have recourse to perfect

knowledge and detachment, and lift up his soul through his

own soul after carefully restraining the horses of his sense-

organs.

48-50. In brief, what is called Dharana is the fixation

of the mind in a spot. The spot is Siva alone and nothing

else. The Dharana shall take place when the mind is establi-

shed in the spot for a stipulated duration and when it does

not swerve from the target. The initial stability of the mind
is generated through Dharana. Hence one shall endow the

mind with fortitude by the practice of Dharana.

51-56. The root ‘Dhyai’ means to contemplate. Frequ-

ent contemplation of Siva with an unconfounded mind is

called Dhyana. It is a series of visions in the mind that is

fixed on the object of meditation to the exclusion of other

visions. Eschewing everything else, Siva, the cause of auspici-

ousness, the great lord of the gods, shall be meditated upon.

Thus concludes the Atharvaveda. Similarly the great god-

dess Siva shall be meditated upon. In the Vedas Siva and

Siva are mentioned as pervading all living beings. In the

Smrtis and Sastras they are mentioned as present everywhere

and awakened always. They are omniscient. They shall always

be meditated upon in different forms. There are two benefits

accruing from meditation, the first one being freedom from

other visions and the second one the acquisition of Siddhis,

Anima etc.

57. The knower of Yoga shall practise Yoga with the know-

ledge of four things—the meditator, the meditation, the ob-

ject of meditation and the benefit of meditation.

58. The meditator shall be a man who is endowed with

knowledge and detachment, who is faithful, patient, who is

free from ego and who is always enthusiastic.
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59. A person who is tired ofjapa shall begin medita-

tion. A person who is tired of meditation shall begin Japa.

A person who practises Japa and Dhyana acquires Yoga

quickly.

60. Dharana extends upto the twelve-petalled lotus

of the heart. Dhyana is the fixation of the Dharana in the

twelve-petalled lotus. When Dhyana extends to the twelve-

petalled lotus it is called Samadhi.

61. Samadhi is the final state of Yoga. Through

Samadhi, the lustre of intellect begins to function.

62. In Samadhi, the vision is steady like the calm ocean,

the form vanishes but the vision persists.

63. Fixing the mind in the object of meditation he

shall see it steadily. The Yogin thus like the fire extinguished

is absorbed in Samadhi.

64. He neither hears nor smells nor prattles nor sees

nor feels the touch. The mind does not think.

65. Nor does he identify with anything external. Nor
is it bound like the inanimate log of wood. A person whose

Atman has thus merged into Siva is called Samadhistha.

66. Just as the lamp in a windless spot never flickers so

also is the Yogin who is Samadhistha, An intelligent man
shall not swerve. He shall be steady.

67. All his obstacles and hindrances perish gradually if

the Yogin practises the excellent Yoga.

CHAPTER THIRTYEIGHT

( Obstacles in thi path pf Toga)

Upamanyu said:
—

1-2. There are ten obstacles in the path of those who
practise Yoga :—Idleness, acute ailments, blunder, doubtful-

ness about the spot, unsteady mind, lack of faith, illusions,

miseries, dejectedness and indulgence in sensual objecs.
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3. Idleness affects the body and the mind. Ailments

are caused by the imbalance of the Dhatus. They are also

due to the defective previous Karmans.
4. Blunder is the non-contemplation of the means of

Yoga. Doubtfulness is the double perception—“this or this?”

5. Unsteadiness is the inability to stabilise the mind.

Lack of faith connotes absence of piety in the path of Yoga.

6-7. Illusion is misconception. Misery is of three

types. That due to ignorance is spiritual misery. The misery

that affects the body due to previous actions is the corporal

misery. Thunderbolt, missiles, poisons are the miseries caused

by divine intercession.

8. Dejectedness is the agitation due to the frustration

of desires. Indulgence in diverse sensual objects is the

overfondness for them.

9. When the obstacles subside and the Yogin is absor-

bed in Yoga the signs begin to appear. They are divine in-

dications of the imminent success.

10. The Upasargas are—Pratibha, Sravana, Varta,

Darsana, Asvada and Vedana. They are the Siddhis at the

expense of Yoga.

11. The correct perception of objects whether they

be subtle, hidden by other objects, or of bygone days, or

situated far off, or not yet born is called Pratibha.

12. &ravana is the ability to hear all sounds without

any strain. Varta is the knowledge of everything concerning

all embodied beings.

13. Darsana is the ability to see all divine objects

without difficulty. Similarly, Asvada is the ability to taste

divine delicacies.

14-15. Vedana is the ability to know the divine touch

and the divine smell. All the lords of the worlds beginning

with Brahma stand before him and give him many gems and

jewels. Words naturally sweet and eloquent function through

his mouth.

16. The divine potions, aphrodisiacs and divine

medicines are offered to him by celestial damsels who pay

him their homage.

17. Though this is only a fraction of the Siddhis of
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Yoga, when this is done he will have confidence in salvation:

“This has been seen by me. In the same manner salvation

too shall occur.”

18-19. The Yogic Siddhi pertaining to the earth named
cPai£aca Pada’ consists of eight types of powers, viz., lean-

ness, bulkiness, infancy, old age, youthfulness, the ability to

assume different forms and the ability to collect siyeet-

smelling scents without any earthly part.

20-23. The wonderful Yogic Siddhi pertaining to

water consists of sixteen powers, viz:—he can stay under

water, he can come out of the earth, at his will he can drink

up even the ocean and be none the worse for it, wherever he

wishes he can let water spring up or he can hold water in

the palm of his hand. Whatever he wishes to eat he

can transform into juicy substance, he can assume these

forms, he can have the body free from cuts and wounds.

Over and above these powers he can have the eight powers of

the Yogins.

24-25. The Yogic Siddhi called Taijasa consists of twenty-

four types of powers viz: —the ability to create fire from the

body, absence of fear of being scorched by the fire, the ability

to burn the universe without difficulty, placing of fire in

water or in the palms, re-create things burnt in fire, cook

food in the mouth, create bodies with the fire and wind
and above all these are the sixteen powers of the Apya
Yogins.

26-28. The wise know that the Yogic Siddhi called

Maruta consists of thirtytwo types of powers viz:—the speed

of the mind, the ability to enter the bodies of living beings,

to hold weighty things like mountains etc. without difficulty,

weightiness, weightlessness, holding the wind within the palms,

ability to shake even the earth with the tip of the finger, to

produce bodies with the wind and apart from these the twenty-

four powers of the Taijasa Yogins.

29-31. The Yogic Siddhi called Aindra pertaining to

the ether consists of forty powers:—Shadowlessness, absence

of the sense-organs, ability to walk over the ether, to have the

sense-objects at will, to transgress the ether, to instil the

ether into the body, to solidify ether, having no body and
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over and above these the thirtytwo powers of the Maruta

Yogins.

32-34. Ability to acquire whatever is desired, to

wander as he pleases, to attack all, to see all the hidden secrets

of others, to create bodies according to the task, to bring

others under control, to appear pleasing, and to see the

world, these powers along with those of the Aindra Yogins

constitute the candramasa type of yogin. The powers are

mainly mental and the number of powers is fortyeight.

35-36. Ability to cut, to strike, to bind and to release,

seizure of all living beings under the influence of worldly

existence, ability to delight all, mastery over death and time

these are the~ special powers of the Prajapatya Yogins. These

powers along with those of Candramasa Yogins are fiftysix

in number.

37-39. Creation by mere conception, protection, and
annihilation, ability to exercise authority* to make minds

function, dissimilarity with all, creation of a separate uni-

verse doing auspicious and inauspicious things—these powers

along with the Prajapatya powers, altogether numbering
sixtyfour, constitute the powers of the Yogin of the Brahma
type.

40. This AiSvarya functions through intellect. The
power greater than and beyond this is the Prakrta Aisvarya
called Vai$nava. The sustenance of the universe is his alone.

Only Brahma can explain that region wholly and not
others.

41. Beyond that is the region of Purusa which funct-

ions the attributes and then the region of Gane£a and then
the region of Isvara. This can be understood by Visnu
a little and cannot be understood by others.

42. All the Siddhis due to knowledge and the Upasargas
shall be checked assiduously by means of great detachment.

43. The great Aisvarya that affords protection and is

coveted by all cannot by acquired if the mind is attached to

false appearances, forms and attributes.

44. Hence he who abandons the attributes and the

pleasures of the gods, Asuras and kings, considering them as

worthless as blades of grass acquires the greatest Yogic power.
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45. Or the sage with Yogic powers shall move about
with a desire to bless the universe. He can then enjoy the
pleasures at his will and attain salvation.

46-52. Now I shall explain the practice of Yoga.
Listen attentively. The time and the spot shall be auspicious;

it may be the temple of Siva and or other clean place; it

shall be a secluded spot devoid of people, creatures, noises and
other disturbances. It shall be well-scrubbed and smeared.

•It shall be rendered fragrant with scents and incense. Flo-

wers shall be strewn. .There shall be canopies etc. above.

The place shall be abounding in Kusa grass, flowers, sacrifi-

cial twigs, water, fruits, roots, etc. It shall not be near fire or

water-receptacles. There shall not be too many dry leaves.

The place shall not be infested by flies, mosquitoes, serpents

and beasts of prey. There shall not be harmful beasts or wicked

men instilling terror. It shall not be the cremation ground,

monastery, anthill, dilapidated house, meeting-place of high-

ways, banks and shores of rivers and oceans nor should it be

the middle of streets. It shall not be a park in disrepair

nor a dilapidated cowshed. It shall not be displeasing nor

repulsive. It shall not have been defiled by vomited material

or undigested foul smell or faeces and urine. The Yogin shall

not practise when he has vomiting or when he suffers from

diarrhoea, when he has taken too much of food, or when he

has exhausted himself. If he is too hungry or too thirsty or

too much worried he shall not practise Yoga. If he is enga-

ged in any of the tasks set by his preceptor he shall not

practise Yoga.

53-54. He shall have proper food and activity. He
shall be sober in recreation and rest. Both his sleep and

wakefulness shall be of the normal proper nature. He shall

eschew all tiresomeness. The seat shall be soft, pleasant,

sufficiently wide, level and pure. He shall practise one of

the poses Padmaka, Svastika and others.

55-60. He shall pay homage to all those venerable

persons who reside with his' preceptors. He shall keep his

head and chest erect. The head shall be lifted up a little.

The teeth should not gnash one another. The tongue should

be kept well within the teeth and motionless. The scrotum
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and the penis shall be well guarded by the soles and heels

of the feet. The arms shall be placed sideways above the

thighs without any strain. The back of the right hand shall

be kept over the left palm. The back shall be gradually

straightened and the chest shall be projected forward. The
eyes shall be fixed at the tip of the nose. He shall not

look at any other quarter. The vital breath shall be retained.

He shall be as motionless as a stone. He shall meditate on
Siva along with the goddess within his own body, in the

seat of the lotus of his heart. He shall worship by medita-

tional sacrifice.

61-63. He shall remember the lord at the root or tip

of the nose, or in the umbilicus, or neck, or in the palate or

the gullet or in the middle of the eyebrows or at the

^nostrils or in the forehead or on the head. After conceiving

a suitable seat to Siva and Siva he shall remember Siva with

or without Avarana in the two-petalled, or twelve-petailed

lotus in accordance with injunction. Or it may be in the

ten-petalled six-cornered or four-cornered lotus.

64-66. The lotus shall be conceived in the middle of

the eye-brows as having two petals and as brilliant as light-

ning. To the south and north of the lotus in the middle of

the eyebrow two leaves shall be conceived with the colour of

lightning ending with letters. The leaves of the sixteen-

petailed lotus are the sixteen vowels. They shall be conceived

beginning from the petal to the east and proceeding in order.

67-69. The twelve letters beginning with ‘Ka’ and

ending with ‘Tha* are the leaves. The lotus of the colour

of the sun, which is meditated inside the heart and which is

of the colour of the cow’s milk has ten letters from “Da” to

“Pha” for its petals. The letters upto the letter “La” (i.e Ba,

Bha, Ma, Ya, Ra and La) constitute the six petals of the lotus

with petals facing down and having the colour of the smoke-

less burning coal. The letters from “Va” to “Sa” consti-

tute the petals of the lotus at the Muladhara, having the

colour of gold.

70. He shall meditate on the lord and the goddess in

any of these lotuses according to his taste. The mind

shall be steady.
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71-73. He shall conceive him in any of the following

forms—of the size of the thumb, pure, brilliant and illuminat-

ing all round, of the form of pure lamp, endowed with its

Sakti completely, of the size of the digit of the moon, of the

form of the star, the awn of Nivara grain and the stalk of

the lotus, of the circular shape of the Kadamba, of the form

of the dewdrop. He shall contemplate on him as the lord

of different Tattvas of the earth and others of which the

meditator wishes the mastery.

74-75. The Murtis beginning with Brahma and ending

with Sada£iva, the eight Murtis beginning with Bhava, the

gross Murtis of Siva prescribed in the Saivite scriptures, the

terrible, the quiet or the mixture of both shall be meditated

upon by the sages without the desire for fruits, and by the

experts in meditation.

76-78. If the terrible forms of the lord are meditated

upon they shall dispel sins and ailments. If the mixtures of the

form are contemplated upon, the effect is often delayed. If the

calm and the gentle form is contemplated upon, the effect is

neither immediate nor delayed. But the special benefit in the

gentle form is salvation, peace and intellect. The Siddhis

are achieved gradually. There is no doubt about this.

CHAPTER THIRTYNINE

( The Saivite Toga)

Upamanyu said :

—

1. Some Yogins perform meditation with the full con-

viction that Siddhis are immediately acquired by those who
remember the lord.

2. In order to steady the mind some perform medita-

tion on the gross form. The mind that is fixed on the gross

form becomes stable in the subtle form.

3. When Siva is directly meditated upon, Siddhis are

achieved. Even when the other forms are meditated upon

the devotee shall think of the form of Siva also.
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4. He shall observe the steadiness of the mind and

frequently meditate. This meditation, they say, has at the

outset a specific object. Thereafter it becomes devoid of any

specific object.

5. Philosophers say that there is no Nirvisaya medita-

tion. They hold that a series of intellectual vision is called

meditation.

6-9. But the intellectual vision by itself without an

object shall also function. Therefore the fact is—the Savisaya

meditation is on the lord who is conceived as brilliant as the

sun. The meditation on the subtle form is Nirvisaya.

Savisaya meditation has a definite form in view. Meditation

of the formless is the Nirvisaya meditation. The two are

called Nirbija and Sablja also. Hence the practiser shall at

the outset perform the Savisaya or Sablja meditation and in

the end perform Nirbija or Nirvisaya meditation.

10-13. The benefits derived from Pranayama are San ti,

Prasanti, Dipti and Prasada. When adversities subside it is

called Siinti. Prasanti is the destruction of ignorance both ex-

ternal and internal. The external and internal illumination

is called Dipti. The normal and the healthy state of the

intellect is called Prasada. When the intellect is in healthy

normal state the internal and external sense-organs too

acquire healthy and normal state.

14-18. The meditator shall perform meditation after

realising the four : viz. the meditator, meditation, the object of

meditation and the benefits of meditation. The meditator as

defined by good men shall be richly endowed with knowledge

and detachment. His mind shall never be excited. He shall

have faith and his Atman shall remain delighted. The root

Dhyai means to contemplate. Frequent contemplation on

Siva with even a little practice of Yoga shall quell sins of

the person who meditates on the lord with faith and unexcited

mind.

19. The object of meditation on the form of intellect-

ual visions is Dhyeya and that is Siva himself accompanied

by Siva.

20. The experience of salvation and the perfect

Ani ma etc. is the direct fruit of meditation on Siva.
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21. Man shall eschew everything and be engaged in

meditation since he will be having both happiness and salva-

tion from the practice of meditation.

22. Knowledge cannot be attained without meditation.

A non-yogin cannot have meditation. The ocean of worldly

existence is crossed by the person who has both meditation

and knowledge.

23. The clear and single-centred knowledge devoid of

all conditioning factors can be achieved only by a Yogin who
regularly practises Yoga.

24. The minds of only those whose sins have been en-

tirely quelled become inclined towards knowledge and medita-

tion. Those whose intellects have been defiled by sins find it

wholly inaccessible.

25. Just as the blazing fire burns both the dry and

the wet twigs, so also the fire of meditation burns in a trice

both the auspicious and the inauspicious Karmans.

26. Just as even a modicum of light dispels darkness

so also even the slightest practice of Yoga destroys great

sins.

27. There is no limit to the benefits acquired by one

who meditates on the lord with faith even for a moment.

28. No holy centre is so efficacious as meditation; no

penance, no sacrifice is equal to it. Hence one shall perform

meditation strenuously.

29. Yogins do not resort to holy centres full of waters

nor to deities made of stone or clay because they have belief

only in their Atmans.

30. Just as the gross form of the lord fashioned out of

clay or wood is observed by the non-yogins so also his subtle

form can be perceived by the Yogins.

31. Just as in the Royal household, the interior officials

not the workers outside are the favourites of kings so also

those who are engaged in inner meditation are the favourites

of lord Siva and not those who perform holy rites.

32. Just as the exterior workers do not enjoy the

pleasures in the royal palace, the same is the case with the

Karmins.

33. If a person in his attempt for knowledge and
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Yoga were to die in the middle he shall go to Rudraloka

even due to his mere endeavour for yoga.

34. He enjoys happiness here and is reborn in the

family of a Yogin. Attaining knowledge and Yoga or the

path of knowledge he transcends the worldly existence.

35. Even by performing sacrifices, that goal is not

obtained which a man with the desire for the knowledge of

Yoga attains.

36. The fruit derivable by worshipping a crore of

brahmins can be attained by giving alms alone to a Siva

Yogin.

37. By giving cooked rice to him the benefits of sacri-

fices, Agnihotras, charitable gifts and pilgrimages can be

secured.

38. Those who disparage Sivayogins under delusion

undergo sufferings in hells along with those who listen, till

the dissolution of the world.

39-42. Only when there is some listener, does a person

disparage the Yogin. Hence the listener too is a sinner.

Those who worship Sivayogins attain pleasures here and salva-

tion hereafter. Hence, Sivayogins shall be honoured and

revered' by those who seek worldly pleasures, giving them

asylum, food stuffs and drinks, beds and blankets. The
Yogic virtue cannot be smashed by the iron clubs of sins.

It is very strong and shall be considered to possess adaman-

tine fibres. Yogins are not smeared by sins like the lotus leaf

not affected by water.

43. Even the land where the sage engaged in Sivayoga

resides is hallowed and sacred, let alone Sivayogin himself.

44. Hence a shrewd and efficient man shall eschew all

activities and practise Sivayoga in order to quell miseries.

45. A Yogin who has achieved the fruits of Yoga may
sport about after enjoying the pleasures as he wishes or shall

remain here performing the requisite services.

46. Or let him consider worldly pleasures worthless

and eschew them. Due to detachment let him abandon rites

and be liberated.
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47. Or seeing evil portents and realising death as im-

minent the Yogin engaged in the practice of Yoga shall

resort to a Saivite holy centre or temple.803

48. If he has courage enough he shall abandon his

life there voluntarily even without ailments.

49-50. He who voluntarily forsakes his life as prescribed

in Saivite scriptures, by observing fast, or by consigning his

body to Siva-fire, or by plunging into Saivite holy rivers,

shall immediately be liberated.

51. Even if he is afflicted by ailments and dies after

resorting to Saivite holy centres he shall be liberated.

52. Since voluntary death by means of fasts etc. is

sought with a mind full of confidence and devotion, they say

that this death is commendable.

53. After killing a person engaged in disparaging Siva

or being afflicted himself, if a devotee eschews his life, not

ordinarily possible to forsake, he is not reborn.

54. He who dies after fighting being incapable of

killing a disparager of Siva shall be liberated with the mem-
bers of his family for twentyone generations.

55. No man treading the path of salvation is equal

to one who eschews his life for Siva or for a devotee of

Siva.

56-57. Hence his liberation from the worldly sphere

becomes speedier. If a Sivayogin dies after resorting to one

of the means cited before or after attaining the purity of the

six pathways, obsequies shall not be performed as they are

done for the layman.

58-60. His descendants shall not observe post-mortem

pollution. His body shall be buried under ground or burnt in

fire, or cast off in Saivite holy waters or left abandoned like

a log of wood or a clod of clay. Or if at all some post-mortem

holy rite has to be performed let it be * some auspicious rite.

The descendant shall propitiate devotees. Only a devotee

^03. As detailed In the purnnas, the regions sacred lo Siva (Siva-
ksetras) are spread over the vast expanse of Indian territory. The Puranas
place these in all directions, mostly on the rivers, sea-coasts, forests or
hills
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of Siva shall inherit his wealth. If his children are not

initiated in Saivite cult the wealth shall be handed over to

Siva. No child shall take it.

CHAPTER FORTY

(Journey of the sages of Naimifa )

Suta said :
—

1. After explaining to the sages, who honoured and
exalted him, the path of knowledge that had been previously

imparted by the sage Upamanyu of restrained senses to Sri

Kr$na, Vayu vanished in the air at sunset.

2. The next day in the morning the sages of Naimi?a

set out to perform the holy rite of ablution at the end of

their Sattra.

3. Then at the behest of Brahma the delighted goddess

Sarasvati herself flowed as an auspicious river of sweet

water.

4. On seeing her the sages were delighted in their

minds. They concluded the Sattra they had begun and

plunged into the river.

5. After performing the rite of Tarpana to the gods

with her auspicious waters they remembered the previous

events and went to Varanasi.

6. There they saw the holy river Ganga descending

from the Him&layan ridges and flowing to the south. They
took their bath there and went along the bank.

7-9. After reaching Varanasi they rejoiced much.

They plunged into the north-flowing waters of the Ganga.

They visited Avimuktesvara*04 and worshipped it. They were

about to start when they saw a brilliant splendour in the sky

that resembled a crore of suns. Its spreading lustre pervaded

all the quarters.

301. Avimukteivara, the celebrated phallic emblem of Siva, is placed

in the My city of Var&nasi.
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10. Then the Siddhas and sages who had performed

Paiupata rites with their bodies covered with Bhasma came

there in hundreds and merged into that splendour.

11. When those noble saints merged in it, the splen-

dour suddenly vanished. It was highly mysterious.

12. On seeing that great mystery the sages from

Naimi$a could not know what it was. They went to the

forest Brahmavana.806

13-15. Even before they arrived there, the wind-god,

the purifier of the Worlds, had mentioned to Brahma the

creator of the worlds and the source of the Vedas how he

visited the sages of Naimisa, what he talked to them, how
they were inclined to Siva, his attendants and Siva and

how they had concluded their Sattra of long duration. When
permitted by Brahma, the wind-god left for his own city.

16-17. Brahma was comfortably seated in his abode

acting as an umpire when Tumburu and Narada had their

mutual rivalry in regard to their musical performance. He
was taking a keen interest in their performance while Gandh-

arvas and Apsaras waited on /him.

18. That being inopportune time the sages were

stopped at the threshold by the gate-keepers and they sat

outside the palace of Brahma towards a side.

19-21. Narada was pronounced equal to Ttimburu808 in

musical skill. Permitted by Brahma to act in collaboration

with him he eschewed mutual rivalry and quarrd and

contracted friendship with Tumburu. With him and the

other Gandharvas and Apsaras, he started from the palace of

Brahma like the sun coming out of the clouds, in order to

sing and play on his Vina before lord NakuliSvara.

22. On seeing Narada the sages bowed to him and

asked him whether that time was suitable to see the lord.
*

23. Saying "Yes, this is the proper time, come this

way in”, the gatekeeper went away in hurry on another

mission.

305. Not identified.

306. Tumburu is well known as the first-rate musician among the

Gandharvas. •
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24. The gatekeepers intimated to Brahma and the

party entered the abode.

25. After entering, the party prostrated to the lord

from distance. Or being permitted by Brahma, the party

stood there respectfully.

26-30. The lotus-seated lord enquired after their health

and said—‘‘I have had your news from Vayu. But tell me when
the wind-god had vanished how did you proceed ” There-

upon the sages related everything:—their journey to Varanasi

after their sacrificial ablution, their visiting the LiAgas, their

worship of Avimukte£vara, the appearance of the mass of splen-

dour in the sky, the merging of the sages therein, the disap-

pearance of the splendour and their desire to understand the

reality thereof. All this they submitted to Brahma with

reverence.

31-32. On hearing what was mentioned by the sages

the four-faced creator of the universe shook his head and

spoke in a majestic tone

—

;<A great Siddhi in the next world

awaits you all.”

33. The lord has been propitiated by you through the

protracted Sattra. The fact that the lord is delighted has been

indicated.

34. The refulgence in the air seen by you in Varanasi

is the splendour of Mahesvara Linga.

35. The sages who were merged therein are those

who had performed the Pasupata rites in accordance with the

Vedic injunctions. They have become liberated. Their

sins have been washed in view of their stable piety.

36. Just as they achieved salvation by means of

Pasupata rite, so also, ere long, you too will achieve liberation.

This fact is indicated by the splendour seen by you.

37. Fortunately your time has come up now. You
go to the southern summit ofMeru resorted to by the gods.

38. There my son the sage Sanatkumara is waiting

for Nandin, the lord of the Bhutas.

39-40. Formerly, on seeing Lord Siva, Sanatkumara

did not pay homage due to his ignorance or arrogance of

being a Yogin or carelessness or lack of humility. Due .to

this offence Nandin was infuriated and he made him a camel.
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41-42. I bewailed this for a long time. I worshipped

the lord and the goddess and craved forgiveness. With

great difficulty I atoned for his wickedness. Sanatkumara

was restored to his previous form.

43-45. Lord Siva smiled and spoke to the chief of

Ganas. This sage was arrogant and he insulted me. Hence

O sinless one, explain my true nature to him. The eldest

son of Brahma who took me for a fool is given to you as

your disciple. He will be the protagonist of my knowledge.

He will perform your coronation as the presiding deity of

virtue.

46. Thus addressed, the leader of the Bhutas was plea-

sed to accept the behest.

47. Sanatkumara is performing penance on the Meru
at my behest for the propitiation of the Gana.

48. He shall be seen by you all before the lord of the

Ganas meets him. Ere long, Nandin will come there to

delight him.

49. After bidding thus the ViSvayogin sent the sages to

Kumarasikhara, 307 the southern peak of Meru.

CHAPTER FORTYONE

(Instruction of Vyasa)

Suta said :

—

1 . There is a lake known as Skandasaras308 as vast as

the ocean. It has nectar-like sweet cool water, deep, clean and
light.

2. Crystal slabs are neatly .fixed all around. The place

abounds in blooming flowers in the seasons throughout.

307. Not identified According to the context this hill can be placed
to the south of mount Meru.

308. ** Not identified
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3. Lilies, lotuses and other aquatic plants resemble the

stan. The waves are like clouds. The sky itself appears to

have come to the earth.

4. The steps that lead to it consist of blue stones and are

beautiful. People can ascend and descend comfortably.

Through these the lake brightens all the eight quarters.

5-&. The sons of sages take water and flowers from it

for the worship of the deities. They wear white sacred threads,

white loin-cloth and bark garments. Some get into it for

taking bath. Some come up from it after taking bath.

Some have matted hair. Some have tufts. Some have shaven

heads. They are embellished with Tripurujras. Some have
grave or helpless or smiling faces. They have various vessels

Ghafas, Kalasas, Kamandalus, Karakas or lotus-cups for tak-

ing water.

9-11. Some stand on rocks submerged in water as if

avoiding, contact with the low-born people. They observe

good conduct and their bodies are grey with Bhasma. They
plunge into the water here and there. On the rock are seen

the remnants of worship—gingelly seeds, raw rice-grains,

flowers, Darbhas, Pavitras These indicate that the brahmins

who come here for bath perform worship and Tarpanas to

the gods, sages and the manes.

12-14. At places people perform worship on dry banks

after performing Arghya to the sun as indicated by the

scattered oblations and flowers. At places leaders of elephant

herds are merging in and emerging out of water. At places

the deer, the hind and die horses have come to quench thirst.

At places peacocks and elephants are drinking water. At places

oxen and hostile bulls are butting against the banks.

15-17. In some places the sound of the Karandava is

heard. In some places there is the chirping sound of the

Sarasa. In some places the ruddy goose
.
cackles. In some

places the bees hum. The lake appears to be holding a

loving conversation perpetually with the birds and animals

living on the trees and taking bath therein or drinking its

water. Through the cooing sound of the cuckoos lying hid-

den on the trees on its banks it appears to invite all those

who are oppressed by the sun.
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18-20. On the northern bank of the lake under the

Kalpa tree, on a platform of adamantine rock, the sages from

Naimi$a saw Sanatkumara seated on a soft deer-skin. He
had just woken up from his trance. He was being worship-

ped by the sages and the leading Yogins. On seeing him

they bowed to him and stood in reverence.

21. On being asked they told him the purpose of their

visit. The tumultuous sound of Dundubhi was heard in the

heaven immediately.

22-25. At the same time an aerial chariot brilliant as

the sun was visible. All round, it was surrounded by leading

Ganas, numerous and countless. It was thronged by the

celestial damsels and surrounded by Rudra girls. Sounds of

Mfdanga, lute and flute were heard. It had canopies set

with gems of various colours. It shone with strings of pearls.

It was encircled by sages, Siddhas, Gandharvas, Yak?as,

Caranas, Kinnaras dancing, or playing on instruments. A
banner marked by the sign of a heroic bull was fluttering

from a post set with corals. The aerial chariot had a gabled

front.

26-33. In the middle of the aerial chariot the son of

Brahma accompanied by the sages saw the son of Silada seated

in a divine throne with Suya£a, brilliant as the goddess

Laksml. On either side there was a chowrie. He sat under

a royal umbrella with a gemset handle, resembling the pure

moom He had three eyes. Even by his gestures he remin-

ded one of the lord. He appeared like the untransgressable

behest of the creator. He was one who blessed all. He stood

directly in front of Siva. He held an excellent trident. As

the commander of the Ganas he looked like another VisveS-

vara. He could curb and bless the rulers of the universe. He
had four arms, a splendid body embellished with the digit

of the moon. A serpent adorned his neck and the moon his

head. He was the embodied form of AiSvarya. He appeared

like active efficiency. It seemed that the very salvation or the

omniscient lord had come there. On seeing him the son of

Brahma was highly delighted. He stood up with palms

joined in reverence. He seemed to dedicate himself to him.

34-36. In the meantime when the aerial chariot reached
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the ground, Sanatkumara prostrated. After eulogising him
he informed him of the arrival of the sages—‘‘These are the

sages of six families who had performed the Sattra of long

duration in Naimisa. At the bidding of Brahma they have
come here to have a sight of you,0 lord. On hearing these -

words of the son of Brahma, Nandin cut off their Pasas by his

mere glance immediately. He imparted to them the Saivite

virtue and the perfect knowledge of Siva Yoga. Then he

returned to the lord.

37. Everything was imparted by Sanatkumara to Vyasa
my direct preceptor who imparted the same to me and r»ow I

succinctly mention this to you.

38. This excellent gem of Sivapurana should not be

mentioned to those who do not know the Vedas, nor should

it be imparted to a disciple who is not a devotee of Siva nor to

an atheist. If it is imparted to these out of delusion it yields

hell.

39. If it is imparted, accepted, read or heard along the

stipulated path accompanied by service it yields happiness,

the three aims of life—Dharma, Artha, and Kama and in the

end, liberation invariably.

40. You and I have helped each other through this

path. I have realised my desire. I shall go now. Let

everything be auspicious to you always.

41. Then Suta blessed them and left. The righteous

sages fixed their abode permanently at the outskirts of

Varanasi after performing the sattra at Prayaga when
they perceived that everything was being defiled by the advent

of the Kali age.

42. Then the sages performed the Pasupata rites

with the . desire to get released from the bondage. They

attained enlightenment. They learnt modes of Samadhi and

achieved the greatest Bliss.

Vydsasatd :
—

43. This wholesome Sivapurana is concluded now. It

shall be read and heard assiduously.

44. It shall not be mentioned to an atheist nor to one

lacking in faith nor to a stubborn rogue nor to one who is

not a devotee of Siva nor to a religious hypocrite.
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45. On hearing this once, the sins are reduced to ashes.

A non-devotee attains devotion and a devotee attains more
devotion.

46. If it is heard again a further devotion is achieved. If

it is heard again salvation is the result. Therefore it shall

be heard over and again by those who desire salvation.

47. If one aims at some big benefit one shall read or

hear this Purana five times with a pious mind. He is sure to

achieve the desired result.

48. K$atriyas of yore, excellent brahmins and Vaisyas

repeated it seven times and attained the vision of Siva.

49. If a man with devotion hears it, he enjoys all

pleasures here and secures liberation hereafter.

50. Sivapurana is a great favourite of Siva. It yields

worldly pleasures and liberation. It increases devotion ajid

it is on a par with the Vedas.

51. May Siva with his Ganas, sons and Amba bestow

blessings upon those who explain or listen to this Purana.



INDEX

Abhilas&staka (eight verses

for the fulfilment of desire)

1634-35

Actions.—classified in three

categories 1347 note 153
Activities, threefold—of Rudra

1735-38

Adharma-Mahisa 113

Adhisima-Kfsna 1 note 1.

Adhvaryu priests 465
Adhvaryu-s,—at the sacrifice of

_
Daksa 402

Aditya-s, twelve—949 note

258
Aghorastra 1209
Agni,—Anuvaka 80-81—prada-

k$ina 358 note 270; —a sa

dove swallows Siva’s semen
717 ;—cursed by Parvati 718;

—deposits Siva’s semen 721

;

—gives spear to Karttikeya

724.

Agnistoma 3 note 8

Agnivarna 1613

Aguna 1613

Ahinagu 1613

Ahuka —a Bhilla 1186

Ahuka, wife of Ahuka 1186

Aims of life 2092
Air, seven bands of—842 note

193
Airavata 814 note 183

Aja 1613
Ajamila 714 note 133

AksaSva 1605

AksauhinI 951 note 261

Akuti 251

Alaka (c) 265 note 226; 266;

605;- capital of Kubera 377;

459 note 337 ; various names
of—377 note 283

Alakananda (
r ) 459 note 338

Alisha, a posture 283; 1051
note 332

Altar, wedding—643
Amaravati(c) 606 note 54; 872

note 215; 9030 note 244;
1630 note 58

Amarsana 1614
Ambarl?a 1150; 1 152 ;1 599;1612
Amrtamanthana (churning of

the ocean) 1160-61

Anaranya 1172; 1612; story of
—612-17;

Anarta 1599 note 26; —son of
Saryati 1599

Anasuya, 1148; story of—in

the context of Ganga 1268
et seq.

Andhaka, an asura 980 note

285; 1301;—860 note 204;
son of Hiranyak§a 989; —
performed a penance 989 et

seq.;—995 note 300;—fights

1002;—acquires the status

of gana 1016; —meditates

on Siva 1018
Andhatamisra, a hell 1013
Angada 1382
Angiras Brahmins 1191

Aniruddha, son of Pradyumna
1033

Afijana, mother of Hanumat
1324 note 147

Annihilation 64-65
Antariksa 1614
Anuparna 1612
Anurupa 252
Apsards, celestial damsels 912

note 235
Arbuda (m) 1186 note 74;
—1265

Ardhanarisvara, form of Siva
472 note 344; 1919 note 244
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Arinabha 1603
Arindama, Dama 264-65
Arjuna, penance of—1234; —
sonofPrtha 1245; —son of
Pandu , 1252; —trees 28

Army, four units of—1320
note 146

Arunacala (m) 61 note 44
Arundhati, identical with San-
dhya 303 note 239; daughter
of Medhatithi 304; wife of

Vasistha 608 note 55 ;
daugh-

ter-in-law of Brahma 609
Arunoda (lake) .1520 note

250
Aryavarta 1603
Asana 1999 note 279
Ascetics, number of—born of
Brahma’s sweat 285; ten-

day rites after the death
- of—1760-65; eleventh day
rite 1766; twelfth day rite

1769.

Ash (Bhasma), three types of—123; etymology of—124;
method of using—124 ;—es, greatness of—154-63;
kinds of— 154; use of—154;
mantras for using 154
note 155; deities for— 161;
parts for —162-63

Asikni,—daughter of Pahcajana
328 ; 335 ;—mother of Sati

409
Asramas 383 note 290
Asta (m) 628 note 71

Astamurti,—concept of Siva
1918 note 242

Astanga pranama 54 note

41 ; 381 note 288
A^tangayoga 485
Asuras, penances of—989 note

296; —of warrior class

1006 note 307;— killed by
Durga Mahisa 1645;
Dhumralocana 1650; Canqla
1651; Muncla 1651, Rakta-

blja 1654; Sumbha 1651;

NiSumbha 1651

Asvamedha 4 note 10; 1506
note 239

Asvamukhas 378 note 285
Asvatthaman 1238
Asvini, daughter ofDaksa 1307
Alvins 101 note 83
Atiratra, a sacrifice 1501 ;

note

Atithi, son of Kusa, 1613
Atri, a sage 1148; 1268
Attributes (gunas) 253-54 note

218
Aurva, a sage 1373 note 165;

1610
Ausadhiprastha (c) 490 note

10; 513
Avanti (c) 1314 note 144
Avarana-worship 2032 note 292
Avarta 365 note 273
Avidya (illusion) 320 note 251
Avidyapancaka 247 note 213
Avimukta, identical with Kasi

;

—ksetra 1024 note 317
Avimuktesvara, a phallic emb-
lem of Siva at Varanasi 2086
note 304

Ayodha 1603

Ayodhya (c) 164; 1630 note 55

Ayutajit 1612

Badara 76 note

Badari 927
Badarikasrama 927 note 142

Badavanala 373 note 277 ; 548

;

912 note 234
Bahlaka 1599 note 25
Bahu 1608
Bahuda (r) 1606
Bahudakas 1609 note 42
Bala 1613
Baladeva, son of Vasudeva and

brother of Kr§na 1600
Bali,—son of Virocana 750

note 147; packed off to

Sutala region 955
Bali 1381
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Balinatha 115

Balipitha 129
Bana 227, son of Bali 1460

note 219;—fights 1041 ; chop-
ping of his arms 1047;

—

attains the status of Siva’s

gaija 1057; ruled at Sonita-
pura 1033; ancestry of—
1033 note 323

Barhari'or Barbarika, Abir,

Abhira Desa 891 note 227
Barhi 1614
Barhi$ads, number of -born of

Brahma’s sweat 286
Baskala, (c) 10 note 14

Bafuka 1229
Bhadra (r) 1521 note 254
Bhadra 1306
Bhadravata (c) 1084 note 18

Bhadr&yu 1180; Siva tests

—

1180 et seq

Bhagavata, identical with Devi-
Bhagavata 1637 note 76

Bhagiratha 1612
Bhaglrathi (r) 459 note 338
Bhairava 57; 128;—plucks off

the fifth head of Brahma 434;
attempt of—to cut off the

fifth head of Brahma 58 note

43; 1102 note 25; eight—

s

948 note 255; sports of

—

1103
Bhanu 1614
Bhanumat 1614
Bharata or Bharata varsa 74

note 51; 386; 597 note 45;
situation of—1522; extent

of—1522 ; subdivisions of

—

1522; excellence of—1536
Bhargava 1608; 1610
Bhasma, glory of—1871
Bhima 1 189;—son of Kumbha-

karna 1330
Bhimarathi (r) 1523 note 267
Bhisma 1238
Bhogavati, (c) capital of Nagas

53, 606

Bhrgu, 252;—as goat-bearded

465; a Prajapati 1055 note

335; 397 note 299; —s 416
note 317

Bhrgukaccha, (Bharukaccha

;

Broach) 1262 note 116

Bhrgutuhga, a peak of Hima-
layas 1081 note 8

Bhrngi 18

Bhutasanghas 817
Bhutastami, a day sacred to

Siva 1109
Bilva, 146 note 152; —a tree

41; glory of—148-49

Bindu 103 note 85

Binduga 10-23; 916 note 85

Bindusaras, a Himalayan lake

1262 note 117

Blessing (anugraha )
65

Body,origin and development
of —1541-45; stages and
impurity of—1545-50

Bondage, eight kinds of—118 ;

threefold—of activities 1347

Brahma, fight between Visnu
and—53; —as swan 56;

—in search of the top of

fiery column 56; origin of
—199-200; penance of

—

200; arrogance of—201;
dispute between —and
Visnu 202-203; sons of-

249 note 215;— as swan
to gauge the top of Linga;

reasons for assuming the

form of swan 245 ;
—in form

of male and female 251

note 216; lotus seat of—
281 ,

mental sons of Brhama
279; 305 note 242; 1447;

physical sons of —305 note

242; sons of—316 note 250;
385 note 292, 1530; 1589;

birth of —from Visnu’s

navel 1116 note 31; —
stares at Sat! 360; Siva’s
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attempt to slay Brahma
360; Visnu intervenes to

save—361 ;
Siva spares

—

364—rebukes Brahmins,
Bhrgu and others 399; —
curses Kama 287; Kama’s
prayer to—287 ;—mitigates

the curse 287; —addresses

Kama 306-308 four-faced

—885—note 223; fifth head
of—58 note 43; —praises

Siva 59; a day of—988 note

295; Visnij grants a boon
to—2019*

Brahmagiri (m) 1349 note

155
Brahmakurca 2021 note 290
Brahmaloka 76, 84, 1775
Brahma-muhurta 218 note 191

Brahman, etymological mean-
ing of—63; Siva identical

with five Brahmans 1682
note 106

Brahmana, six duties of

—

1123 note 37; supremacy
of—456; Ksuva’s legend
on the supremacy of -445-
56

Brahmapura fc) 512 note 20
Brahmapuri (c)1265 note 126
Brahmarandhra 82
Brahmastra 453 note 333
Brahmastri (r) identical with

Sarasvati 630 note 92
£rahmavana (f) 1779 note 185;

2087 note 305
Brhada£va 1603; 1614
Bfhadbala 1614
Bfhadbhaja 1614
Bfhadrana 1614
Bfhallohita 297
Bfhaspati 74; 871 note 213;

598 note 46, 713;
Bfhatl 338 note 259
Buddha, Gotama 751 note 153
Buddhi, wife of Ganela 233 ;

252

Budha 1598

Caitraratha (f) 1520 note
249

Caitrarathi 1606
Caksu (r) 1521 note 253
Caftcula 9-23; 916 note 238
Can^a 148; —an attendant of
Yama 1485

Candrabhaga(Cenab)(r) 295;
950 note 259; 293 note 237
(m) 293

Candrakunda 1254
Candrakupa 1126
Candrarigada 1180
Gandrasena 1319
Candrayana 148 note 154; 84;

2011 note 284
Canura, a wrestler in Kamsa’s

service, slain by Krsna 811

Capricornus 74; 76; 92
Caste, origin of—1537; rise

and fall of—1538; —s, pro-

fession of —84-85

Caturthikarman 698 note 124
Celestial ladies,—make witty

remarks to Siva 688
Celestial .voice,—reproaches
Daksa and eulogises Siva

and Siva 417-20
Chagala, a peak of the Hima-

layas, 1078 note 7

Chariot, aerial, 2091
Chaya 226
Chinese silk 584 note 50
Cintamani, a gem 1317, 2033

note 293
Citragupta, chief attendant of

Yama 1485
Citrahotrapura (c) 1138
Citrakuta (m) 629, note 82,

1266; 1458 note 216
Citralekha, daughter of

Kumbhanda and compa-
nion of U$a 1029 note 321

Citraratha =Pu$padanta, an
emissary of Siva 943 note 251
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City,—of Kiratas 7, 8;—of
Yama 8; 9; PL—seven
sacred—5 note 12

Clay idols, worship of—96
Clouds : Pu?kara, Avartaetc.

806 note 176
Cock, gift of—presented to

Karttikeya by Tvastr 1698
Concealment 64
Conduct,—for a Brahmin 78;
—for Ksatriya 78; —for

VaiSya 78; —Sudra78;—for

Vfsala and Dasyu 76;
Saivite— 1748

Consecration, special 1988;
—of a disciple 1971; —of

an aspirant 1985; quali-

fications for—in Saiva ritual

1969.

Continents, seven—1150 note

59; 1518 note 242; Varsas,

mountains, oceans and
rivers of—1522-29

Cosmic chariot 840-43 note 1 92

Cosmic egg,—of twentyfour

principles, 246 note 208;

insentient—becomes sentient

247
Cosmology, discription of

—

248 note 214; 249
Creation, description of—250-

54; 1587-89, 1806-17;

origin and development of
— 1573-87;—Brahma and
Visnu 1817-20; narrative

of— 1827-31.

Crime and punishment 1491 -

95

Dadhica, Dadhici 145; 402
note 308; 445; 1123 note

35; 1267; a brahmin 1303;

fight between—and K§uva
447; —kicks K?uva
450; —advises Dak§a in

favour of Siva 403; —walks

out of-Daksa’s sacrifice 404;

master of illusion 454;

—

receives boon from Siva
449-51 ; fight between Vi?nu
—

; son of Cyavana 1167;
offers bones for making a
thunderbolt 1169.

Daityas, anti-Brahmana acti-

vities of—1061 note 342;
—as Brahmanas 1062 note
342

Dakini 1254 note 107; 1256
Daksa,—son of Brahma 1055

note 336; penance of

—

325 ;—granted boon by
Kali 326; progeny of—
332 ;

1581 note 1 5 ; twenty-
seven daughters of— 1307;
Sat! daughter of —301

;

crooked intellect of 400;
—curses the moon 253

;

301; 1308;—curses Nandin
397; —cursed by Nandin
397; sacrifice of—276 et

seq. ;—reproaches Siva 412;
Sati’s rejoinder to—412-14;

Visnu admonishes—430-35

;

invitees at the sacrifice of

402; —Prajapati 273; —as

deer-headed 465-66
;

pur-

gation of —467; —praises

Siva 467-68; sacrifice of

—in the form of a goat 142

note 149
Dak$a’s sacrifice, destruction

of—440-45
;
1841-44

;
1847-

52
Dak§ina 252
Daksina fire 416
Dak§inamftrti 2055
Dambha, a danava 924,

penance of—925;—granted

a boon by Vi?nu 925; a son

Sankhacuda born to—925
Dancjia (punishment) divine

origin of—1836 note 210
Dandaka (f) 1466 note 224;

386 note 294
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Da$4apranama 54, note 41

Dardura (m) 628 note 73

D&ruka, 1254 note 111 ; 1257.

Daruka, a demoness
Daruvana, Darukavana (f) 41

1

note 314; 1083 note 14;

1297; 1373 note 164.

DaSanga Annadana 93
Dasaratha, 386; 1613
Da£arna 1621 note 44;

—

mantra 71

Dasyus 1236 note 95
Death, ascertainment of the

time of—1555-60 ; decep-
tion of—1560; nine sounds
of conquest of—1564

Debts, three 331 note 255
Decoration, flowery 1492 note

232
Deities, eight—2038
Delusion,—of Visnu and
Brahma 2056-64

Demerits, stages of—77;

method of quelling—78

Devagiri (c
)
(Daulatabad) 1 385

Devakuta (m) 1521 note 255
Devaloka, concept of—1302
Devanika 1613
Devapura, city of gods,

Amaravatl 1145 note 55;

1856 note 218
Devapriya, son of a brahmin

1315
Devaraja, a Brahmin 6-

Devasaila or Devagiri 1258
note 114

Devasura-sangrama 742-757

Devotees of Siva 1457-60
;

1465-67; 1633; list of—
1418-21— ;

four kinds

—

469-70
Devotion, power of—376-

387 ;—preferable to Jftana

and Vairagya 382; three

kinds of —16;—open to all

1946, note 256; —to Siva
1940-46

Devotion and knowledge,—not
contradictory terms 1441
note 199;

Dhanus 76
Dhanvantari 101 note 82
Dhanya,—yogini, wife of
Janaka 480

Dharma, son of Brahma 284;
ten tenets of—1607 note

30; status of—in the four

ages 620; —252
Dharmadhvaja 927
Dharmagupta, king of

Vidarbha 1205
Dharmapura, ( c) a place of

pilgrimage 1123 note 35
Dharmaraja 264
Dharmaratha 1611

Dharmavahin, son of a
Brahmin 1315

Dhrsta 1597; 1601

Dhrti 252
Dhruva 685 note 118; 1613
Dhundhu, a Raksasa 1603
Dhundhumara 1603
Dikpala-s, guardians of quar-

ters 376 note 281
Diksita, a title 257
Dirghabahu 1613
Dispute,—between Brahma
& Siva 2058

Diti,—mother ofDaitya-s 1061

note 341
Divakara 1614
Divine; semi—beings 361 note

33
Draught;—for a hundred years

1262
Draupadl, wife of Pandavas
Dhrdha£va 1605
Drona(m)871 note 214, 365,

1238
Drsadvati 1605
Dukula, wife of SudarSana
Dundubhi, Nirhrada, anti-

Brahmin activities of—
1062; —slain 1063
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Durga, hymn to—319 ;—s,

nine 426 note 324
Durvasas, son of Atri ,and

Anasuya 713 note 130; 1150
Duryodhana,—an emissary of

Asura Andhaka 993; 1238

Dusana, an Asura 1315;

—killed by Siva with ‘hum’
sound 1317

Duties,—of four castes 79-86

Dvaita (forest) 1228 note 88
Dvapara 84, 91

Dvaraka, Dvaravatl 547
note 25; 1033 note 325;

1229 note 90, 1600

Ekacakra. (c) 1205 note 82
Ekarnava 1071 note 3; 1642

note 79

Festival,—of chariot 1671 ;—of

swing 1671

Galava 1607
Gandaki (Gandaka) (r.

)
1263

note 120
Gandhainadana (m ) 405 note

309; 1519 note 247
Gane^a 18; 75; birth of—

718; 766; 767 note 165; Jiis

fight with the Ganas of Siva

777-83; his head is chopp-
ed off 782;—is resuscitated

783; elephant-head of

—

787;—crowned as the chief

of Ganas 788; wrangling on
marriage between —and
Karttikeya 794;—wins the

race 796-98; sons of—799
Ganga, (r) story of—in the

context of Anasuya 1268 et

seq .,—descending from the

Himalayan ridges and
flowing to the south 2088;
north-flowing waters of

—at Varanasi 2086
--identical with Gaulami 1361

Gangadvara, identification

of—1082 note 9; 1362
Gaiigavatarana, 515 note 22
Gauda desa, 164 note 165
Gauri 1606 note 29;

- -sikhara (m) 557
Gauri tilaka, a diagram 1429
Gautama, a sage 1292
Gautami (

r) 1254
Gems, five—2008 note 282
Ghusma, —second wife of

Sudharma
Ghusmesvara, episode of—

Jyotirliiiga 1394

Gift,—of food 1495-1500

Goda, —vari 75 note 56

Gokamukha (m) 629 note 85

Gokarna, 12 note 15 1285 note

133
‘

Gomanta (c) 952 note 268
Graha, an Asura 1457

Gunanidhi 255 et seq .

Haihaya, (t) identification of

—

1452 note 209; —s 1608-

9 note 33
Haimavatl 1605
Hamsasva 1605

Hanuman (Hanumat ), chief

of monkeys 1323, 1381

Hariscandra 1608
Harsaketu 1611

Haryasva 1605
Hell, description of— 1479,

1484 note 231;vcells of

—

1486; pangs of—1488-90
;

modes of suffering in -

1491
;

names of—1486-87
;

1514-16; uplift from 1514-16

Hemakuta (m) 1518 note 244
Himavat (m) 1518 note 243
Hliranyakasipu, an Asura

1457
Hiranyanabha 1613

Hiranyapura (c) 605 note 50;

1585 note 19

Hunda, an Asura 1010
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I<Javi<Ja 255 note 219
Ik?viku 1190; 1597
Incarnations of Siva :

Paftcabrahma—1069-73

;

A^tamurti—1074-75
;

half-

female— 1 075-78 ; R?abha-
— 1078-81; nineteen—1081-

86 ;
Nandtfvara— 1086-97 ;

Bhairava—1097-1110;
NrSimha (Man-lion)— 1 1 10-

13; Sarabha—1113-22
;

Grhapati- 1123-39
;

Yak-
sekvara—1139-1143

;
Maha-

kala— 1143; Tara- 11 43;
Bala—1143; Srividyesa

§oda£a—1143 ;
Bhairava

—1143; Chinnamastaka

—

1143 ;
Dhumavan—1144 ;

Bagalamukha— 1144; Mata-
nga—1144; Kamala 1144;
Eleven— 1 1 45-47 note

56. Durvasas—1148-54
;

Hanumat — 1154-57 ;

Mahefia— 1 157-58
;

Bull
—11 59-66

;
Pippalada

—

1167-74; Vaisyanatha —
1174-80 DvijeSvara— 1 ISO-

86; Yatinatha—1186-90 ;

Krsna-dar£ana— 1 1 90-95 ;

Avadhutesvara— 1 195-1 198 ;

Bhiksuvar l—1199-1205 ;

Suresvara -1206-12; student

-ascetic—1212-18
;

Suna-
rtaka nata— 1 2 1 8-2 1

;

Brahmin— 1221-24
;

Asvat-

thaman—1224-28
;

Kirata
—1228-53;twelve jyotirlirigas
— 1253-58.

Indra,—perturbed byNarada’s
penance 175; —seeks help

of Kama to disturb his

penance 176; dialogue bet-
* ween—and Kamadeva 537;

—clipped the wings of

mountains 645;—as Sata-

kratu 626 note 70; —914

note 237;—enemy of Bala
or Vala 1004;—seducer of
Ahalya 751 note ’ 155;

—

inters the womb ofDiti and
cuts the unborn child into

49 pieces 751 note 154;
—incurs sin for slaying

Vrtra—an Asura Brahmin
751 note 156; cuts off

three heads of ViSvarupa,

sonofTvastr 752 note 157;

—son ofVistara£va 1603

Indrajit 1382
Indrakfla 1233 note 91

Indraloka 77, 84
Initiation,—of disciple 1 749-

52; 1977-80

JabalaSruti 1422

Jaimini 1613

Jalandhara, son of the sea

1198; birth of—863; coro-

nation of—by Sukra 865 ;

—

married to Vrnda, daughter

of Kalanemi 863;—ruler of

Asuras 878; capital city of

—880 note 221; dialogue

between Narada and—881

;

battle between gods and

—

866-914

Jambavatl, wifcofKrsna 1912

Jambha, an Asura 1010

Jambu (r) 375; 1519 note

248
Jambudvlpa, description of

-1518-22
Janmejaya 1 note 1

Japa,—of five-syllabled mantra

109; method of—109; result

of—109-111

Jatakarma 1090 note 22

Jatila-Parvatl, dialogue of
c 7ft RQ

Jatodaka (r) 1093

Jaya, maid of Parvati 554

Jiva, activities of—119, libe-
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ration of—120
Jfianasamhita 2

Jvalamukhi 277
Jyotirlirigas, twelve — 1254,

1261 (Somanatha, Mallikar-

juna, Mahakala, Amares-
vara, Kedara, Bluma-
£ankara, ViSvesvara,

Tryambaka, Vaidyanatha,
Nage£a, Rame^vara, Ghus-
megvara ) ;

names and
localities of—148; glory of

—1259
Jyotismat 1590;

Jyotistoma 301

Kacchapa 714 note 134
Kailasa, 9; 54 note 40; 247

note 211; 255; 941 note

250; gods’ Journey to

—

52 ; Narada’s Journey to

— 1 77 ;
Jfiana— 1 1 1

;—abode
of Guhyakas 269

Kakavandhya 31

Kakudmin 1599
Kakutstha 1603
Kala, a sage 1123
Kalacakra 113; five wheels

of Kala 114-15

Kaladana 128
Kaladipika 541

Kalanemi 866, note 208, 895
Kalafkjara 629 note 88; 1084;

1273 note 128
Kalapagrama 1613 note 43
Kalas, sixtyfour—308 note

246; 1997
Kalasutra 713 note 129
Kalatita 111

Kalavati, wife of Vrsabhana
and mother of Radha 480

Kali, worship of—89; 91;
description of—320; praise

of—320-21; 325-26;—iden-
tical with Sat!, daughter
of Daksa 327 ;—attains

fair complexion 1862-67

—or Mahakali 1638 et seq.

incarnations of— 1665
Kali age 2 note 6; 3; 6; 7,

et seq
;

characteristics of
-35-38; 84

Kalinga 263 note 225
Kalki, destroyer of Mlecchas

874 note 217
Kalmasapada, identical with

Mitrasaha 1191; 1612
Kalpa, span of— 1070 note;—

s

process of events in— 1364
note 160

Kalpa tree 3 note 9; 51 note

39; 376; 806 note 178;
1679 note 104;—on the

northern bank of Skanda-
saras 2091

Kama, description of—280;
arrows of—281 ;

names of—
’s arrows 281-83; power

of—281; 306; names of

—

—282; marriage of—288 ;

birth of his attendants 314;
unable to disturb Narada in

penance 177; —reaches the

abode of Siva 313; inability

of—to overpower Siva 313;
destruction of—544-54;

resuscitation of—690-92

Kamada (f) 1266 note 127

Kamadhcnu, a mythical cow
26; 812

Kamalaksa, son of Taraka 803
Kamarupa (Assam) 570 note

35; 1256; 1330 note 151.

Kamatha, a demon killed by
Mitrasaha 1290

Kambojas 1609 note 40
Kampilya (c) 255 note 220;

1623 note 47
Kanadhuma, a penance 1008
Kaiiakhala(c) a sacred place of

pilgrimage near Haradvara
401 note 302; 466; 1839
note 212
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Kafici (Conjeeveram)(c) 1365-

66; 1631 note 62
Kany& (r) 75 note 62; 76
Kapalin 402 note 307
Kapila 952 note 264; 1611

b21 note 62; Kapila (c) 1285
Kapila$va 1605
Karavira (m) 628 note 75
Kardama 251
Karkafaka 76

Karkatl, mother of Kumbha-
karna 1330

Karna 1238
KarnikI (c) 1274 note 130
Karttikeya,—is born 72 1 -22

;

731; 734; six-faced—836
note 189;—is crowned 732-
735 —attacks Indra whom
Brahma protects 725; —
receives gifts from gods736-37;
—kills ten thousand billions

of heroic demons 724;. slays

Bana, Taraka & others 758;
feats of —738; symbolic in-

terpretation of the victory of
—over Taraka 760 note 162
Narada’s hymn to—738;

—

and his brothers 1582 note 16

Karavira (m) 628 note 75
Karusa 1597
Kasi(c) 74;164;266 note 227;
—holy centre of Siva 197;
various names of— 197;
glory of—1342

Kasi and Prayaga, compara-
tive merit of—1348 note 154

Kafyapa 332; son of Marici
954; father of gods 1145;
family of—1583

KauSikI (Kosi) (r) 1263 note

119; 1265
Kaveri (r) 75 note 64; 77; 91.

Kavi 1602
Kedara (m ) 1 328—Ganga (r

))

76 note 66.

Kekayas (t) 1608 note 31

KeSakarma 256 note 222

Ketaka, denunciation of—by
Siva 59

Ketaki, a flower 56
Khasas (t) 1609 note 37
Khatvanga 1612
Khyati 252
King,—protector of social

order 446 note 331; divinity

of—447 ;
nobler than a

Brahmin 447; Sukra
on the powers of —447

Kingship, prestige and powers
of—59

Kinnara, synonyms of —268
note 230; —s 378 note 285

Kirata 1522 note 256; —
Arjuna dialogue 1244

Kirti 252
Kirtiman, eldest son of
Anaranya

Kirtimalini, wife of Bhadrayu
1180

Kirtimukha 146; 890 note 226
Kiskindha,(c) identification of
—1381 note 171

Knowledge, review of— 1 444
Kola(Kolhapura) (c) 1639

note78
Kratu 252
Kraunca (m) 560 note 32 ;

629 note 78; 799 note 171

;

—harassed by Bana 758;
Mallikarjuna Jyotirlinga on—800 note; 1313 note 143.

Kraufica-Dvipa, description

of— 1526 note 281

Kriya 252
Krsasva 252
Krsna 547 ; son of Vasudeva

of Yadava race 1464 note

220; defiled wives of others

and violated rules of marri-

age 751; acquisition of son

by — 1910-12; Upamanyu’s
advice to—1916

Kr$naveni or Venika (r) 75

n te; 57; 630
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Krta 84, 91

Krta age 43 note 32
Krtamala (r) 1523 note 270
Krtafijaya 1614
Krtasva 1605
Krttikas,—as foster-mothers

of Karttikeya; —as women
of yogic practice and digits

of Prakrti 732

Kftya, description of —895

—activities of —895
Ksama 252
Ksema and Labha* sons of

Gane^a 799

Ksemadhanvan 1613
Ksetrapala 946 note 252
Ksipra, Sipra (r) 303 note

*240

Ksnva 445 ;
friend of Dadhlca

446; 1167
Kubera or Kuvera 226; 255

note 219; 269 note 231 ; 61

1

Kulaparvatas 1747 note 163

Kumarasik^hara
;

southern
summit of Meru 1714 note

137, 2089 note 307
Kumari(r) 1524 note 275
Kumbha, an Asura 76; 1010
Kumbhanda or Kusmanda

1029
Kumbhodara, attendant of

Siva 837 note 190
Kumuda. son of Sesa >59

note 160
Kurukseua ‘land of Kurus’ 40

note 31; 1630 note 52
Kusa 1613

Kusadvipa, identification of
—1457 note 215, descrip-

tion of— 1526 note 280
Ku^avatl (c) 1363

Kuvalasva 1603

Labha & Ksema, sons of

Ganesa 799

Lajahoma 681 note 113

Lajjja 252

Laksmana 386; —incarnation

of Sesa 908 note 231

LaksrnI 252; 893 note 228;
—as the wife of Visnu 319;
worship of —89

Lak$minarayana 977
Langata 1614
Lanka (c) 164; 1367;—capital

city of Ravana 1155 note 62
Lavana, king of Mathura

1452
Learning, six qualities of--

408
Libations 260 note

Liberation,—explained 114;

forms of—120 achievable

by devotion and knowledge
1344

Lingasthana 61

Lingatobhadra, a diagram
1429 note 193

Lohita (Brhallohita ) (1) 294
note 238

Lokaloka (m) 842 note 194
Lokapalas, regents of quarters

1055 note 337; 1419 note
187.

Loka-s, seven 1450 note 203
Lolarka (sun )

1125

Madayanti, wife of Mitrasaha
1290

Madhu, a Rak§asa 1603

Madhu & Kaitabha 750 note

148; 955 note 269; 1643
note 81; slaying of—1644

Madliuparka 600 note 47

;

615; 1172

Madhuvahaka 963 note 277
Madhuvana (f) 530
Madhyandin 680 note 1 1

1

Mahabala, glory of—1285-94;
a phallic image of Siva at

Gokarna 1 294
Mahabhadra (lake) 1520 note
250

Mahacanda, an attendant of
Yama’ 1485
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Mahakali 422 note 320
MahakaSi(c) 374
Mahakosl (r) 1631 note 67
Mahalaksmi, —identical with

Sita, daughter of Dhanya
480; incarnation of—1645

Mahalaya (m) 1631 note 67
Mahamftyuftjaya 332 note;

447-48

Mahananda, a prostitute 1 1 74

Maharaurava 1913 note 236
Mahendra (m) 164 note 167;

628 note 76; 1466 note 223
Mahlravana 1156

Mahisa, father of Asura Gaja
1054 note 334; son of

Rambha 1645; leader of

Asuras 1647; —fights with

Durga and is killed by her

1648-49

Mahisagara sarigama 742 note

144; 1262 note 115

Mainaka, son of Menaka or

Mena and Himavat 494 note

12

Maintenance 64

Malati 922 note 240
Malaya (m) 164 note 166; 628

note 72; 952 note 262

Mallika-Sarasvati (r) 1262 note

118

Manana 46-48

Manasa(I) 376; 1520 note 250

Mandara (m) 48 note 36; 560

note 30; 1519 note 247; 1839

note 215; 1857.

Mandhata 1606

Manes, birth of-—286; power
of— 1615-19

Mangala 274
Manibhadra, gana chiei 1319

Manidvlpa 1670 note 96

Manigriva 651 note 102

Manikarnika, a sacred pool

1 i 25 note 38; 1974 note 99

Man-lion (Nrsirhha) —incar-

nation of Siva 1110

Sivapurana

Mantra, two-syllabled—‘Siva
9

;

five-syllabled—109 ; 296;
948 note 257; 1207; 1240;
1741; 1951-58; mode of
japa 1959-65; secret of—131; efficacy of—for

raising social standard, 116;
—for warding off demons
1695 note 123; —of Sakti-

vidya 1985.

Manu 251 ; names and number
of— 1585 ; race of Vaivasvata
-1597-1615
Vaivasvata to Iksaku 1597-

1615. Iksaku to Satyavrata
1 602- 1607 ;

Satyavrata
to Sagara 1607-12

;
Sagara

to Sumitra 1612-14
Manvantaras, fourteen -368

note 274;. names of— 1589
Maras, etymology of—312
Margasirsa 74
Marica 908 note 229
Marlci, son of Brahma 252-954
Markandeya, son of Mrkanda

621 note 61

Marriage feast 694
Mars, a planet 510, story of

—

510-12
Maru (desert

)
587 note 202

Marudeva 1614
Marut 1613; —s etymology of—1587; fortynine— 1786

note 187

Marutvat 1614
Mathura (c) 164, 1630 note 56
Matrs 1028
Maya : an Asura artificer

807 note 177;—in league

with the sons of Taraka
809 ;

—escaped Tripura fire

849
Maya, Siva's—386-87 ;

varie-

ties of—explained 112

Mayacakra 129, 130

Mayamoha 820 note 184;

deluded by—Asuras adopt
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Jaina-dharma and are slain

820—49 ;
preachings of—

against Vedic ritual 826-30

Medha 252
Medhas, a sage 1641

Meghanada 1156
MeghavShana Kalpa 266
Mena, Menaka 375 note

279; wife ofHimavat, mother
of Parvati 47.5 note 2;

—

incurs the imprecation of

Sanaka 478; ancestry of

—

478; story of—and her

sisters 478; various names
of—491 note 11;—prays to

Siva 491-93
;

goddess grants

—a bodn 493; views of

—

—about a bridegroom 507

;

lament of—at the sight of
—656-64

;
—deluded by

Siva’s magic 664; obduracy
ot—664

Menaka, a celestial nymph 377

Merits, stages of—77; method
>of quelling—78.; —accruing

from' the Installation of

pHallic image 2056; —of

death in the cause of Siva
2085

Mcru (m) 310 note 247; 623
note 64;—560 note 29;
common resort of gods 1108;
southern summit of—2088.

Me$a 76

Military science 964 note 278
Milky ocean 224 note 200;

322; 324
Mina 77

Missiles, various sorts of

—

1043 and note 328; 1046
note 330

Mithila (c) 1292

Mitra 1598

Mitrajit 1614
Mitrasaha, an Iksvaku king

1290; 1612

Mlecchas 835 note 188; 1028

note 319
Monkeys, Sugriva, Hanuman,

Nala, Nila and others 908
note 230

Moon, narrative of—301

Mother-cows 2044 note 297
Mothers, seven—2039
Mountains, winged— 1375

note 167

Mrtyufijaya mantra 1021,

1310;—vidya 447
Mucukunda 1606
Mudha, an Asura 1282
Mujavat (m) 1956 note 260
Muka, an Asura, killing of

—

Muktimandapa 1675 note 101

Muladhara 82
Muntjidruha 1612
Murari 748 note 146
Murti-s, eight—of Siva 2038;

eleven—of Siva 2038
Nabhaga 1190; 1597
Nabhaga, son of Nabhaga

1190
Nabhaga, son ofSrutasena 1612

Nabha-s 1613
Nada 103 note 86, a mystical

sound 678 note 109
Nagakesara 310 note 248
Nagapa£a 1037 note 326
Naigama, brother ofKarttikeya

724 note 136
Naimisa 35 note 27; 76 note

278; 432;—a forest 1295;
1630 note 50;—episode 1781-

86; a sacred place 1785-86;
journey of the sages of—2086

Nala, son of Virasena 1 1 89,
king of Nisadha 1235 note

92; 1613
Nanda, (r) 459 note 338
Nandana, son of Hiranya-

kasipu 482 note 6; 1457;
1624 note 48

Nanda tithis 337
Nandigrama (c) 1174 note 69
Nandikesa shrine, virtue of
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-1280-84
NandikeSvara, an attendant

of Siva 50
Nandimukha 638 note 97
Nandin, son of Silada 398
and son of Suyasa 2091

;

curses Brahmins 398;

—

curses Daksa 398; —as

Airavata 1207
Nandlsa 18

Nandisvara,'—pays tribute to

Siva 568; coronation and
nuptials of— 1092

Nara-Narayana, a temole of
—1327 note 149

Narada 174; son of Brahma
181 note 179; his penance
in the Himalayan cave 175;
his invincibility 177; his

pride 177-79; his journey
to Kailasa 177; his journey
to Brahmaloka 178; his

journey to Visnu-loka 178;

—desires to wed SrimatT

182; illusion of 183;

with the face of a monkey
183; Rudra’s attendants

en 1igh ten— 184; -cu rses

attendants of Rudra 185;

—curses Visnu 185-86 ;

—

—visits holy centres of Siva

193; - reaches Ka<I and
puts questions to Brahma
193-94; —talks to Himavat
about Parvatl 501-506

;

—
instructs Parvati 551; 629
note 86.

Narayana, etymology of 712

note 128

Narayana-saras 329; 330; 574
* note 37
Narmada (r) 75 note 53; 630

note 94; 1262
Nayapala (Nepal) 1296; 1328
Nectar, drunk by the gods

956 note 274
Nikumbha 1605

Sivapurdna

Nila (m) 629 note 80
Nine gems 2008 note 282
Nlpa 1622 note 46
Nirvindhya(r) 1148 note 58
Ni$adha (m) 628 note74; 1189

note 75; 1518 note 245;—

a

country 1 380
;
(k

)
1 6 1 2 ; 1613

Nisumbha,—killed by Durga
1651

Nivatakavacas, Asuras 646
Nivrtta 107; way of worship
for— 149

Non-dualism, Saivite philo-

sophy of— 1745
Nrga 1601

Nyasa,—defined 71 note 50;
—of Matrkas 71; 1240;

rules of— i692; three types

of— 1995; three kinds of—
1996 explanations of1996-97

Ocean,—of salt 863 note 207;
milky— 1820 note 203;
southern —1 382 ;—s, four —
848 note 199; seven— 1694
note 121

Om, meaning of— 105; Pra-

navaas— 106; glorification

of— 106; —as Mantia 65 ;

—as Yantra and Tantra 66,

note 47; installation of

phallic idol with -66;— as

single-syllabled Brahman
2059

;
and the phal 1 ic image

2059; Matras of—2059;
Vedic interpretation of

—

2059-61

Omkara Mandhata 1254 note

105

Omens, —at Daksa’s sacrifice

428-30
Padma, daughter of Anaranya

1173; wife of Pippalada

617; story of—617-22

Padmakara, VaiSya 1185

Pahlavas(t) 1609 note 41

Paka, an Asura 11010
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Pampa (r) 75 note 61

Paficabrahman,—form of Siva
1733; —concept of Siva
1917 note 241; 1978 note

266; 2007
Paficacutja, a celestial damsel

1550; episode of— 1554
Paficadevata (five deities) 168

note 174

Paficagavya, constituents of—105; 1546 note 290
Pancajana 1611

Paricakaccha 80
Pancakrosi 1341; 1675 note

100
Paftcamahayajfias (live daily

sacrifices) 1123 note 36
Pancamakara 813 note 182

Pancasvara 308 note 244
Paficanada 1093

Paficarna mantra 29 note 24
Paricasaugandhika 2006 note

281

Paflcasika—text of Virupaksa
1756

Pancayata, —system 1358
note 158

Paricayatana 1669 note 95
Pancikarana, pentuplication ol

the Bhutas 250
Pandavas 1159

Pandya (k) 1203

Paradas (t) 1609 note 35

Parents, on the worship of

—

796-97

Parijata 887
Paripatra or . Pariyatra( m) 1 64

note 167; 629 note 77

Par§adas 733, 769

ParaSurama,— incarnation of

Visnu 751 note 151,—kills

his mother Renuka 751 note

151; —severs a tusk of

Gane&a 751 note 152,

—

1453 note 211

Parvatl, concept of— 19 note

18; birth of—494-99; child-

hood sports of—499 et seq;

childhood names of—500;
Narada forestalls future of—502-4;—propitiates Siva

506; Siva appears before

—

506; penance of—557-59;

—

returns home after penance
594; betrothal of —626;
marriage of—as Sad 1207;

-Jatila Samvada 1212-17
Paryuksana, sprinkling of

water 680 note 112;
Pasu, PaU, Pa^upati, concepts
of— 1789; 1913

Pasupata, a form of knowledge
995 note 299

Pasupata knowledge 1912-15:

1928; devotion as the means
of— 1928 note 247

Pasupata rite 2087-88
Pavapaia weapon 53

Pa^upatinatha, a phallic image
1296

Pasupalivrata 1891-99

Pa tala 247 note 210;—abode
of Nagas with Bhogavati as

the capital 760 note 161;

1659 note 93

Path of knowledge 2086
Pathways, six—1977 note 265;

purification of— 1980-85.

Penance,—of silence 296;

three kinds of - - 603 ;
efficacy

of— 1500-1504, kinds of

—

1533; results of—1534;
charac t erist ics of -- 1 534

Phalgu (r) 1263 note 121

Phallic idol of Siva; woi ship

of—49; worship of—with
Omkai a 67 ;

mode of wor-

shipping—67; excellence

of—67; fruits of worship

of— 104;—as a symbol 105;

five types of— 121; subsi-

diary types of—122, clay

used in making—135; mode
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ofworshipping earthern-135-

142 ;
number of—in diffe-

rent rites 142-44; sizes of

—

144;^ anecdote of—217 ;

—of precious ^ihetal' and
stone 226-27,; Pratijfiesvara,

Kapale£vara, Kumaresvara
and StambhesyaVa 759 ;

glory of—126£; symbolical

of creative force 1299;

appearance of—203; names
of—1632; — Gudhadeha
1976 note 264; -2056-70

Pingalas 978
Pippalada, story of—617-22

PiSaca 20, 22 et seq.

Plaksadvipa, description of

1525 note 278
Planets, spheres of—1529-31

Portraits of gods 645
Prabha (c) 265 note 226
Prabhasa 1310

(

note 141; 1084
note 19

Pradyumna 547
Prahlada, son of’ Hiranya-

ka$ipu 987 note 293; coro-

nation of—989;
Prajapati, Daksa—25 1 -54

;

273; 324-336; 1574; 1580
IT and note 15

Prajapati-s—lords of created
beings 562 ;

—sons of
Brahma, ten in number
279-88; 305 note 242; ,316
note 250

Prajapatya 2011 note 285;—

s

Ibid

Prajapatya rite 1430
Prakrti, five forms of— 934
Pralamba, ally of Taiaka,

slain by Karttikeya to relieve

< Kumuda 759 note 160

Pramathas 269 note

Pranava, twofold — 1 06- 107;

application of—107; repeti-

tion of—after seventy 83;
—as Siva 1731-42; 106;

five-syllabled—1681-82

Prasenajit 1605; 1614
Prastha, Magadha—1993 note

273
Pratisthana (Paithan, Paitnl-

nasi puri) (c) identification

of—8 note 13; 1599 note 24.

Prativyoman 1614
Pratyalidha 1051 note 332
Pravrtta 107 note 87
Prayaga (c) 35 note 27; 393
Prayati 1601

Prayer, song of—1822-25

Preceptor, glory of—125; —
superior to father 125; great-

ness of—1965
Principle of previous action

1277-78

Priti 255
Priyamedhas, son of Brahmin

1315

Priyavrata 251, 1597
Proselytizing attempts of

Saivite Acaryas 2011 note
286

Prthu 1603
Prthushita 1614
Pulaha 252
Pulastya 252
Pumsavana (rite of seeking

a male child) 333 note 256;
1129 note 41

Pundarika 1613
Punishment,—of the gods 1844
Punyajana (Rak§asas) 1600
Punyahavacana 128
Puranas, glory of— 1 504-8

;

niimber of—1508 note 240;
eighteen— 1 636

;
'

' nomencla-
ture of— 1636-37

Puranic Acaryas, proselytizing

attempt of—2047
Purna (r) 1264 . note 123
Purnapatra 685 note 122
Purukutsa 1606\,

Pururavas 1598.
/

•

Purusa, thotfsand-footed

—
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Purusottama (m) 629 note

79

Puru$ottamapuri (Bhuvanes-
vara) (c) 1264 note 125

Pu$an, brokeri-toothed-465

Puskara, 1631 note 73; 365;
923 note 241,—dvlpa, 1528-

29 note 282
Puskara (k.) 1614
Pugpabhadra (r

)
952 note

263; 614, 1172
Puspadanta, an emissary of

Siva 943
Pusti 252

Radha, —curses Sudama 925;

935 note 247^;. 939;—as fifth

form of Prakrti 934; — ’s

curse 940; 954
Raghu 1613

Rahu, an Asura, son ofVipra-

citti and Simhika 867

note 209; as a messenger of

Jalandhara 886

— (k) (Raivata) 1599

Raibhya, friend of Bharadvaja

1838
Rajasuya 3 note 7 ;

a sacrifice

1506 note 239

Rajavarta, a gem 2003

Raksasas, atrocities perpe-

trated by— 1375-76; Siva’s

protection of—1379 five

groups of-— 1610

Rama, Gita narrated by Siva

to—32; Sati’s test of
—

’s

divinity 384; 386;Vi$nuism

of—389; —kills Tatjaka,

Bali and Ravana 751 note;

son of Dasafatha 1236 note

94;— 1613

Rambha—celestial damsel 377

;

71 note 131; 1130

Ramesvara, greatness of—
1381-84

Ranafijaya 1614

Rati, daughter of Daksa 286;
birth of—286 ;

Kama’s
infatuation for—289; lament
of—545

Ratnamala (forest or moun-
tain) 1255 note 113; 1315
note 145

Raurava, a hell 83, 85
Ravana, a Raksasa 1286; —of

the family ofPulastya 1368;

—king of Raksasas 1367

Rbhus,^-destroy Siva’s atten-

dants 417 ;—416 note 318

Red powder 685 note 121

Renunciation, procedure of

-1725-31
Reva (rj 75 note 55; 91; 1273

note 1 29
Revati, daughter of Kakudmin

1599
Rites,—of obsequies 72; —of

sapindikarana 72 ;
of periodi-

cal Sraddha 73 ;
— for achie-,

ving prosperity 81, 86 >

—for achieving desires 98*

2024 ;
compulsory and

optional —98, 1*991-99,

2021-23;—of Avahana 136;

—of Upavesana, 136;—ol

Upasarpana, 136; —of

Phatikabandha 1 36 ;—of

Katfbandhana 1 3 7 ;—of

Vastrasamarpana 137 ;

—of flower-offering 137 ;

—of Navaratra 1672; an-

cillary -2012; —of sacri-

fice 2014-20; Kamya
—2024-34 ;

—for attaining

benefits 2047; —for benefits

attainable after death 2054-

55 ;—for installing Siva’s

phallic image 2065-70—of

Tarpana 2086
Ritual, Review of^ Siva’s

—

1667-73—of Siva 2001-2006

Rksa 164 note 167
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Rksakula (m) 1148 note 57

Rk$avat (m) 1523 note 261

Rohini—daughter of Daksa
63, 1308; —wife of Moon
63; 713; 1308

Rohita 1608
Romaharsana, Lomaharsana

35 note 29
Rsabha, story of— 1078; 1180

Rsika, daughter of a Brahmin
1282; penance of —1282

R$ikulya (r) 1524 note 273;
identical with Koel river

1524 note 274
Rsyamuka (m) 1155

RsyaSrhga, son of Vibhan-
‘ daka 1470
Rtuparna (k) friend of king

’Nala‘1612
Rtviks,—in Daksa’s sarrifice
’

401 note 303
'

Ruci 251

Rudra, inteiprctation of the

three-ryed— 101 note 81 ;

names of eleven—s 1 38
note 127; 948 note 256;

1583 note 18;—born of

Surablii 1147 note 56; Ins

period of life 215; mani-
festation of 244; 1821-22;
his refusal to create 250;
— identical with Saguna
Siva; magic of- 422 ;

—
girls 2091

Rudraksa 460; glorification

of- — 150-71; place* for the

growth of— 164; auspicious

kinds of-— 165; 169-70; in-

auspicious kinds of—165 ;

number of—s to be worn on
different parts of the body

• 166-67 ; mantras for wear-
ing— 170; efficacy of—93;
171

Rudraloka 75, 77

Rudrasrsti, concept of— 1069

note 1

Rukmini 547
Runaka 1614

SabalaSvas, sons of Dak§a 330
Saci 377
Sacred lore, origin of—1774
Sacred thread 81 note 74
Sacrifice, place for—127;

altar for— 127; articles for

— 127; gods invoked at

—

127; —of Daksa 400-404
Sadvikaras, six causes of per-

turbation 27 note 21

Sages, six clans of—44; seven
— 163 note 164; —invited

at Daksa’s sacrifice 400;
present at Siva’s marriage

638
;

list of— 1130; problem
of— 1778; six families of

—

who performed sattras in

Naimisa 2091; Nandin
cuts off the Pasas of—2091

;

Nandin imparts Saivitc

knowledge to—2091 ; —per-

form sattras at Prayaga 209
1

;

-fix their abode at Varanasi
2092

Sagara 1608; story of— 1610-

11; —institutes a horse-

* sacrifice 1611; sixty thousand
sons of— 1611

Saguna & Nirguna aspects

1441-44

Sahadeva 1614
Sahasvat 1613
Sahya (m) 164 note

167; 560 note 28; 623 note

,
65; 1262, 1330 note 152

Saivite knowledge 1946-50
Saivite ritual—open to all 201

1

Sakadvipa, description of

—

1527 note 282
Sakalikarana 103

Sakas 1604 note 32; 1609 note

34
Saketa (c) 1264 note 124
Sakha, brother of Karttikeya
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7 note 136
Sakti, epithets of—196; chara-

cteristics of—196;—personi-

fied as Kali, Candl and
Bhairavl 778 note 167 ;

names of—s 784; —of a god
999 note 303 ;

manifestation
of—1825; eight —s as the

guardian deities of the

quarters and sub-quarters

2041
Sakti, son of Vasistha 304;
638 note 98

Saktipata doctrine 1966 note
262

Saktisamhita 146
Sakuni 1603
Sakya 1614
Salagrama 37; —rocks 977
Salivahana 8 note 13

Salmalidvipa, description of

—1526 note 279
Salokya, a liberation 45 note

33; 62; 340 note 260, -

1735
Salva (k) 410 note 312; s a

tribe 1199
Salvation, review of— 1439-

41

Samadhi, a Vaisya 1641

Samba, son of Krsna and
Jambavatl

Sambara 547
Sambhuti 252
Samhatasva 1605

Sarrnpya, a liberation 62

Samskaras (sacraments) Upa-
karma (rite of initiation)

1132 note 50; Vidyarambha
(learning alphabet )

1132

note 49 ;
Karnavedha (bor -

ingears) 1132 note 48;

Gudakarma (tonsure) 1132

note 47; Annapra':ana (feed-

ing the child) 1132 note

46; Niskramana (taking

child out of threshold)

1132 note 45; Namakarana
(giving name) 1132 note

44; Jatakarma (prenatal

rite) 1131

Sarii£rava Prasana 685 qote

Samvartaka 365 note 273
Samyamini (c) 262 note 224
Sanaka 399; story of - 479;
—curses Mena and her

si si crs 480
Sananda 140
Sanatkumara 2 note 5; son of

Brahma 2038; arrogance of

—2088; Nandin curses

—

lo become a camel 2088

—

restored to his former self

2089
Sanaya, son of Padmakara
Vaisya 1185

Sandhi, son of Prthusruta 1614

Sandhya,—prayers 36 ;
81;

expiatory rites for the omis-

sion of—81 ;
—daughter of

Brahma 273 note 234;

names of -279; her song

of prayer 297-99; des-

cription of—280; deities ex-

cited at the sight of—283,

285; story of- -29 1-304;

reborn as Arundhati, daugh-
ter of Medhatithi 291; wife

ofVasistha 291; her song

of prayer 297-99; Siva’s

boons to—300; identical

with Arundhati 302 ;
marries

Vasistha 302; morning -

302; evening—302
Sandilva, a sage 1205

Sanjlvanl (Amrtajivanl )
a

herb restoring dead to life

87.1; 1156

Sanjaya 1614
Sahkha, an Asura 869
Sariklia. uda 925; penance and

marriage of—926; previous

birth of—930
Sani (saturn) 766 note 163
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§anamukha (six-faced Kartti-

keya), description of— 2039

Sannati 252
Sannyasa, way of—1680

procedure of—171 8-24

Sannyasin, daily conduct of
— 1688-89; way of Siva’s

worship for —1689; 1697

Santi 252
Sarabha,—incarnation of

Siva 113 et seq .

Sarasvati (r
)

47 note 11; 47
note 35; 74; 75 note 60;
91 note 78; 1630 note 59;

2086
Sarasvati, wife of Brahma 350
Sarayu (r) 91 note 78

Sar$ti, liberation 62
SSfrupya, a state of liberation

62; 1341 note 152

Sarvakarman 1612
Sarvatobhadra, a diagram

1429 note 193

Saryati 1597
Sa£abindu 1606
Sastakala 266
Satadhrti 1056 note 338
SataksI, incarnations of— 1663
Satarupa 251, 1575 note

Satl 252; 273; 274 note 233
et seq; birth of—333;
—daughter of Daksa 1678;

penance of—339; Siva’s

boon to 349; Dalliance

of—and Siva 369—379 ;

—assumes the form of Slta

388;—reproaches Visnu,

Brahma, Indra and others

410-411; —casts off her

body in Yogic fire 415;
1831—reborn as the daugh-
ter of Mena and Himavat
472-75

Satvatas 1042 note 327
Satyaloka 93, 97, 247 note 212
Satyaratha, king of Vidarbhas

1202
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Satyaratha, wife of Tri^anku

1608
Satyavati, mother of Vyasa

979 note 280
Satyavrata 1606

Saugandhika, five kinds of—
102 note 84

Saugandhika park 459

Saujnini, a Chan^ali, emanci-

pation of—1287-90

Saunaka, a sage I note I

Saurastra 1254 note 102

Sayujyav liberation 62 ;
1416

note 186; 1925

Sea, southern 294
Self-immolation, ways of

—

2085; virtue of—2085

Self-realization, knowledge^

as means of—230; freedom

from worship after 230

Semi-divine beings (ten

)

1 166 note 66

Sesa 226; —the couch of

Visnu 385 note 293; 562;

—upholder of earth 714

note 134; Visnu reclining

on— 1820

Setubandha 1254 note 112

Seven continents 614 note

58; 796
Seven heavens 948 note 254

Seven oceans 683 note 1 1

5

Seven regions,—below earth

1015

Sibi 1597

Siddha—s 378 note 284

Siddhasrama 952 note 265

Siddha vidya 736

Siddhi 235 note 203; 754 note

158; eight kinds of —948

note 253

Siddhi and Buddhi, daughters

of Prajapati ViSvarupa

married to Ganesa 233;

252; 798 note 170

Sighra 1613

Sikha$(aka 82, 83
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Stla* 94
Silada 39ft

Silada SalaiikaVana 1090
Silanidhi 181

Simanta acting the hair of
pregna t woman) 1129
note 42

Slmantim, wife of Candran-
gada 1180

Simha 76

Sin,—for immoral sexual

intercourse 1183;—s, kind
of—77; ways of- 77; 147J-

79 notes 226-29

Sindhu (r) 76 note 65; 91

note 78
Sindhuraja 1612
Sindhusagara saiigama 329

1630 note 60
Sipra, Ksipra(r)303 note 240
Slta, daughter of Janaka,
kidnapped by Ravana 1381

Sita(r) 1521 note 251

ftitoda (lake) 1520 note 250
Siva, slayer of Tripura 17

note 1 7 ;
Paftcabrahma

form of—34 note 25; 847

note 197; 1072; five faces

of—34 ;
141 note 148;

Sakala & Niskala forms of

—50; phallic and embodied
forms of -50; Brahmatva
of—50; — at the battle of

Brahma and Visnu 55;

-in the form of a column
of fire 55; gifts offered to

—60 ;
distribution of gifts

among attendants by—60;

worship of—by Brahma.
Visnu and other gods 60;

five activities of—63 ;j)hallic

emblem of—superior to his

embodied image 63 ;
prayers

to—66 ;
prayers of Brahma

and Visnu to—66 —as the

bestower of enjoyment 104;

—as Bharga 105; etymology

of— 124; eight forms of—
132' note 89; 464; 604;
1023; 1074 note" 5 ; earthen
phallic image of— 132-34;
eight names of— 140; hymn
to— 141; 2034; '2047; three-

eyed— 141 note 147; offer-

ing ta— 146-48; glorification

of the names of— 150-53
;

salutation to--172; three
forms of— 173'; 363 note
272; destroyer of Tripura
189 note 182; efficacy of
the name of— 189, 190;
worship of— 1,90; 2007;
six-syllabled mantra of

—

— 190 note 184; mode of

worshipping—23 1-237 ;

—

separate from Sakti 279;
Visnu’s praise of—317 ;

illusion of—318; —as the

creator of Brahma and Visnu
318; incarnations of —see

under incarnations
;
— lord of

goblins 321 ; 396; his power
of delusion 331; 177; 400;

405; 409; 479; 540; 601;
praise of—340-4

1 ; 360

;

concept of—342; 379;—as

blue-necked 348 note 348;
—marries Satl 353;—sports

with Satl 357; 369-79 ;

Bull of—369;—protector of

Vedic virtue 393 ;—aban-
dons Sati 394; separation

of—and Sati explained

394 ;
Daksa reproaches

and curses—396-97 ;
Daksa’s

enmity with—407; —enligh-

tens Nandin and pacifies him
399 ;—in his council chamber
406 ; —symbolizes five

elements 462; gods eulogize
—460-64 —swallows Kala-
kuta poison 463 note 341

;

1 1 i 2 note 30; will of— 479;

549; glory of— 146 ; :

5

s
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boon to Mena 493 —per-

forms penance 508; Kama
hits—509 ;—burns Kama
509; 551 ;—quells the pride
of Parvati 509; — 5

s fire

550; five-syllabled manna
of—553; —*s views on
marriage 569-70; —consents
to marry Parvati 571;

—

an avadhuta 577 ; —

a

.dancer 595-96;—in many
forms 596 ;—in the guise

of Brahmin 600; marriage
procession of—639-43

;—meets Himavat 648 ;

—
’s

wonderful sport 650-55 — ’s

comely form 666; 668;
marriage of—675-80; — ’s

epithets Tripurari, Purari,

Purusudana 729 note 139;
—as Pa£upati 844 note
195—tests Indra 859;
third eye of—862 ;—kills

Samkhacuda 956-97
1

;

attributes of— 1016-17 ;

one hundred and eight

forms of— 1018; —as the

fourth state 1045 note 329;
—as the twentyseventh
principle 1 104 and note 27;
—as Indra 1207; battle bet-

ween Arjuna & — 1241 note

96; tiger hide of —1251

note 99; elephant hide of
— 1251 note 100; glory of

phallic idols of—1263;— as

buffalo 1328; one thousand
names of—1397-1413; effi-

cacy of the names of

—

1414; principles of—1738-

44; 1788-99; 1875 ;
1879-

t
91; 1929-1935

;
five Saktis

* of— 1 744 ;
non-dualistic

nature of— 1744; fury of

—

1852 ;
doubts on the nature

and exploits of — 1875-79;

concept of—and Siva 1919
ff; Ardha-narisvara form
of-x-1919 note 244; glory of
—Siva 1919-26; Yogacarya
incarnations of— 1938; dis-

ciples of Yogacarya-*- 1939
and note 251; forms of

—

Siva 2037-38; attendants
and adherents of —Siva
2038-46; —explains himself
470-71;—identical with
Brahman 471

Siva,—as Sakti of Siva 117;
worship of— 117; efficacy

of— 1 1 8 ; names of—253

;

three forms of—319;—be-
came Daksa’s daughter 324;
—mother of Universe 409;
gods eulogize—486 ;— as

possessed of attributes 486
note 8;—as mother goddess
486

Siva cult, principles of 1788-

99
Siva-Gariga 72

Siva-Gayatri 1304 note 140
Siva-jfiana, a treatise on Siva

ritual 1989
Siva-ksetra (Saivite holy

centre) 76; 2086 note 303
Sivalaya, a lake 1393 note 274
Sivaloka 8, 76
Siva mantra 838 note 191

Siva-maya (spell of Siva) 1468-
71

Siva-Parvatl dialogue 520-24
Siva-Parvatl,— Purusa and

Prakrti 508
Sivapura 1940 note 252
Sivapurana, glory of—1-33;

seven Samhitas of-—4; 42-

43; 1777; rules for listen-

ing to —24-33; merits of
listening to—38-43; size of

42; date of— 1613 ;
verses

of— 1777 ;
people worthy

or unworthy of listening to
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:—2092; merit accruing
from listening to—2093

Sivaratri,—a day sacred to

Siva 60; glory of—61; 261
note 223; 1063 note 343;
1303; 1422; mode of ob-
serving— 1431; glory of

observing — 1431-39; nar-
rative of hunter in context
of— 1431-39

Skandasaras (1)1714 note 138;
2089 note 308; description
of 2089-90; Kalpa tree

on the Northern bank of
—2091

Smrti 252
Sobhavati, a harlot 7

Society, fourfold— 1053 note

333
SodaSa puja (sixteen ways

of homage) 1756
Solar eclipse 92
Somanatha, a Jyotirlihga 1307

Somaskanda 1 1

5

Somayaga 257
Son, importance of—among

the Asuras 983 note 288;
custom of adopting—983
note 289

Sona (r
)
74 note 52

Sonabhadra (r

)

630 note 89
Sonitapura 532 note 23; 536;

i027
Soul, five tattvas of individual
—1744

Splendour, emergence of —at

Varanasi 2087;—as the in-

dication of Siva’s pleasure

2088
Spring, birth of—307; des-

cription of—307
Sraddha 252 ;—doctrine of

Bhakti cult 1941

Sraddhadeva 1190 note 77

Sravana (listening to the stories

of the lord) 46-48

Sravastaka 1603
Sravasti 1603 note 28
Srida 266
Srlgiri (m

)
629 note 84

'

Srikara, a cowherd boy 1323
Siimati, daughter of Slla-

nidhi 181

Srngaverapura (c) 1438 note 195

Srngin 1518 note 246
Srngitirtha identical with

Gaurlsikhara 557 note 27
Srisaila (m

)
952 note 266 ;

1 254
note 103

Srutasena 1612
Sruti 46 note 34
Sthala 1613
Sthanaka 1051 note 332
Sthane^vara (c)456 note 335
Subrahmanya, identical with

Karttikeya 1839
Sucismati, wife of Visvanara

1124
Sudaksina, king of Kama-

rupa 1332
Sudama, friend of Krsna born

as Sankhacuda 934, 937
Sudaman (in) 1523 note 260
Sudarsana, king of Ayodhya
and son of Dhruvasandhi
1672 —son of Dadhici

fjuddhoda 1614
Sudeha, wife of Sudharma 138')

Sudharma 868 note 211:—

a

Brahmin 1385
Sudraka 1614
Sugriva 1381

Suka, son of Vyasa 980 note

282
Sukanya 1599
Suketu 1611

Sukra, revives Asuras slamj

in -battle 1004;—swallowed;

by Siva 1012; reborn 1017

Sukresa 1025

Sukrta, son of a Brahmin 1 3
1 p

Suktimat (m) 164 note I671

1524 note 276
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Sumbha,—killed by Durga 910
note 232; 955 note 273

Sumbha and Nigumbha 1859
Sumeru 375
Sumitra 1614
SuparSva (m) 1519 note 247
Supratika 1614
Supriya, a Vaigya 1376
Surabhi 1 147
Surasa (r) 1523 note 265
Suratha, son of Viratha, 1614

episode of— 1639.

Suryanuvaka 80
Suta, his origin I note 2

Sutapas 1614
Suvarca, wife of Dadhlci 1167
Suvarnamukhari (r) 75 note

59; 76; 1711 note 135 and
136

Suvada, son of a Brahmin
1276

Svadha 252
Svadhakara 461 note

SvaKi 252
Sva:;upatha 685 note 120

Svastyayana 402 note 306
Svayamvara 181 note 178

Sveta (m) 1518 note 246
Svetadvipa 479
Svetakalpa 766 note 164
Svetanadi (r) 75 note 63

Tadaka, slaving of—751 note

150

Taganas 1609 note 36

Taksaka, son of Kadru 739

notel43;1458 note217;1614
Talajanghas 1608-9 note 32
Tamasa (Tons) (r) 75 note

54; 91 note 78

TamraparnI (r) 77 note 68;

» 91 ; 1523 note 271

Tapasaranya (f) 303
Taptaka(Tapti, Tapi

)
(r) 1263

note 122; 1523 note 268
Tara 713; wife of Brhaspati

abducted by Moon 1309

Taraka, his boasting 750,—son
of Vajranga-Vajrangi 520;
710 note 125; birth of

—

525 ; —performed penance
520; received boons from
Brahma 531

Tarakaksa, son of Taraka 803
Taraputras 225 note 201;
Tarkamudra 460
Tattvas 199 note 187; 919

note 239; 1990
Temples, Siva’s 73

Tiger, demon as— 1862;
change in — 1862; attains

the status of gana 1875;
named Somanandin 1870

Time, measure of— in regard

to deities 215, 216; glory

of— 1799
Time-durations 711 note 127
Tirtharaja 1630 note 50
Trayyaruni 1606
Treta 81,' 91

Trikuta (m) 629 note 81

Trinity 82; function of—82 ;

344; concept of—470 note

343; life’s span of— 1802
Tripundra 80 note 70; mark-

ing of —with the ashes 232;
264

Tripuras 802 note 173; virtues

of—815; destruction of—
955 note 270; 1843 note

217
Tripuri, three cities of Asuras

739; on the burning of—
846 note 196

Trisanku 1608
Trisrotas(r) 1093 note 24
TrivenI 150 note 151

Trivis^apa or Tripistaka note

298; 868 note 210
Triyama (r) 1524 note 272
Trka 1608
Tryambaka (m)1631 note 63

Tuhunda, an Asura 1010

Tula 76
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TiSilasI, daughter of Dharma-
dhvja 927 ;

—married to

Sankhacuda 929; curse of
—973; Siva consoles—976

Tumburu, a Gandharva 21,

23; 642 note 99
Tumburu & Narada, rivalry

between —in musical per-

formance 2087; Brahma an
Umpire in the musical

contest between —2087

;

Tungabhadra (r) 75 note 58

Tusti 252
Tvastr identical with Visva-

karman 301 note
UjjayinI (c) 1254 note 104

Upamanyu, 1451 note 205;
instructions of—to Krsna
1456-61

Urukriya 1614
Urvasi 1598
Utkala 1599 note 23
Uttahka 1603

Vaikunjha 401 note 400
Vaisravanap=Kubera 2053

note 301
Vaivasvatapura, capital of
Yama 1480

Varanasi (c) 1021 note 312
Varuna 1598
Vasisjha, preceptor of Mitra-

sahall91; —curses Mitra-
saha 1191; 1599

Vasu 1590 ;—s a class of
deities 1419 note 188

Vasusthali (c) 265 note 226
Vatsavrddha 1614
Vatuka, concept of—1305 ;

son of Candi 1307
Vayu, wind-god, report of

—

to Brahma 2087; city of

—

2087
Vedapriya, son of a brahmin

1315
Vegavati (r) 77 note 69
Venkata (m) 629 note 83

2119

Vidarbhapura, (c) 1 189 note 76
Vidhrti 1613
Vikuksi-Sasada, king of
Ayodhya

Vimsatigrama (c) 1276
Vindhya (m) a Kula-par-

vata, 23 note 19; 1325
note 148

Vipula(m) 1579 note 247
Virasena, son of Mahasena

1379; 1613
Visnu, fight between Brahma
and—52-53;—as Boar 56;
245; origin of—197 ;

penance of—198; Narayana
as the name of— 198 ; des-

cription of—315 ; Brahma’s
praise of—3 1 5 ; knower
of Siva-cult 315 ; Laksmi
as the wife of—319 ;

slayer

of Madhu & Kaitabha
347 note 263; Siva’s praise

of—391 ;
dialogue bet-

ween Virabhadra and
434-40; his praise of Siva

468 ;—as an enchantress

750; 1161 incarnations of

—873; 955 notes 271-72
Sesasayi—874 note 219

;

delusion of—918.

VisfaraSva 1603
Visvakarma, son of Vasu

Prabhasa 1582 note 17

Vi^vamitra, son of Gathin or

Gadhi 1504; 1606
ViSvasa 1614
Visvayogin 2089
Visvesvara, a Jyotirlinga at

KaSi 1340; glory of— 1343
Vrka 1608
Vyasa, Yogacarya incarna-

tions of— 1938

War,fruits of righteous—1539;

—not exclusive to Ksatriya
caste 1 540 note 288

Water-jars for worshio 1985
;



2001 note 280; 204?*

Western ocean, 1373
Wish-yielding stone 2033 note

293
Women, nature of—1551-54
Worlds, description of— 1529;

nether—1511-14 ; fourteen
—upper and lower 1572
note 241

Worship, rules governing
Siva’s— 1999,—of Siva with
ancillary rites 2012

Yajftadatta 255 et seq

Yajftas, five— 1997-98
Yajfiavalkya (Kau^alya) 1613
Yaksa, son of Sthala 1613
Yama, emissaries of—1479;

capital of- -1480; spirits

waiting on- - 1 484 ;
comp-

lexion of— 1484
una (r) 76 note 67

Sivapurana

Yauvana^va, identification of
—1452

Yavanas 1609 note 38
Yoga, kinds of—108; charac-

teristics of—108: goal of

—

2070; nature of—2071;
types of—2071 ; ancil-
laries of —2071-75

;

role of vital airs in the
exercise of—2073 note 302 ;

ten obstacles in the path
of—2075-76; indications of
success in—2076; Siddhis
and their powers in—2077-
78; suitable place for—
2079; conditions fit for

—

2079; postures in—2079-80;
practice of—2079-81

; Saivite
—2081

Yuvanasva, king of Sravasti
1603 *


